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TO: Dr. David P. Rall 
Director, National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 

We transmit, herewith, the Report of the Second Task Force for Research Planning in 
Environmental Health Science. It is our understanding that you plan to review this 
Report with the Advisory Council to the Institute and transmit it to the Congress. It is 
our further understanding that Assistant Secretary for Health, Dr. Theodore Cooper, has 
requested this Report as a major input to the environmental health research component of 

· his Forward Plan. 

We believe that the Report clearly reflects the consensus of the Task Force and as such 
constitutes a broad program to help guide national efforts in environmental health re
search for the next five to eight years. As pointed out in the Foreword, and repeatedly in 
the body of the report, it is not intended to be comprehensive; the approach was necessar
ily and deliberately selective. However, we believe that we speak for the Task Force in 
suggesting that we have identified a substantial number of major and urgent issues to 
which the nation's research resources in environmental health should be directed over the 
next few years. 

If this effort has met most of its objectives, that is not to be credited to the undersigned 
but to the unusual dedication of the highly talented group of experts who participated in 
this joint effort. Many weeks of work, including weekends and evenings, were contributed 
to this study. These scientists deserve the thanks of all of us. 

Thanks are due a number of Federal agencies for their generous aid in this study. In 
addition, special mention should be made of the assistance that the Committee on a 
Study of National Needs for Biomedical and Behavioral Research Personnel has given 
our Subtask Force on Professional Training and Manpower; Dr. Herbert B. Pahl and 
Mr. Porter Coggeshall have been unstinting in their aid to the Subtask Force. 

Many other persons deserve thanks for their contributions to this effort. To Dr. Cecil 
G. Sheps, Vice Chancellor for Health Sciences, Dr. William F. Little, Vice Chancellor for 
Development and Public Service, and Dr. Bernard G. Greenberg, Dean of the School of 
Public Health at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill for inviting us to hold 
our work sessions in Chapel Hill, and for their seeing that all of our operational needs 
were met through the efforts of Mr. Atbert F. Painter, Office of Continuing Educa
tion in Health Sciences. 

We owe much to Betty P. Bellman of JRB Associates, Inc., who oversaw the logistical 
arrangements of this effort; cool, resourceful, she always responded effectively. Finally we 
would like to give special thanks to Dr. Dade W. Moeller who has undertaken to give the 
final polish to this report. 

We trust that this report will serve as a useful guide to an efficient resolution of this 
nation's environmental health problems. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Norton Nelson 
Chairman 

December 21, 1976 

~m:~.=:a 
Co-Chairman 
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FOREWORD 

This report is produced against a background of our nation's increas
ing recognition that: 

1. The costs of medical diagnosis and treatment are astronomical 
and growing; a further increase in investments in these areas will 
not yield significant improvements in average longevity, produc
tivity, or quality of life; 

2. Prevention of illness, disability, and premature death will yield 
the greatest benefits to society; and 

3. Identification, evaluation, and subsequent modification of the 
role of environmental factors in causing illness and premature 
death promise early and major payoffs in the prevention and con
trol of disease. 

It is especially to the need for developing a scale of values as to the 
importance of environmental problems and for developing information 
permitting their elimination or control that the research of the National 
Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) is directed. This 
Institute has a special role among federal agencies for developing 
knowledge of the impact of environmental factors on health without 
limitation by disease or means of exposure and without responsibility 
for their regulation. Taking note of this vital role of the NIEHS in the 
national scene, the Committee on Appropriations, U. S. House of 
Representatives, in 1975 (U. S. Congress, 1975) requested an updated 
version of the Institute's 1970 Task Force report on research planning 
(National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, 1970). The 
language of the Committee's request follows: 

"Soon after its establishment and in recognition of the need for development of 
effective long-range plans and priority setting, the NIEHS established the Task 
Force on Research Planning in Environmental Health Science. For a year and a 
half this group, through a series of Sub-Task Forces met and considered specific 
areas of research opportunity. The Final Report of this Task Force, published in 
1970, remains the only thorough overview of this broad area of research opportunity. 
However, there have been many important developments in this important field 
since the Task Force last met in 1969. 
Accordingly, the Committee believes it is appropriate that the NIEHS develop a 
new Task Force to identify, review, and evaluate the needs in this area. In view of 
the broad sweeping nature of this task, and the time necessary to accomplish the 
original study, the Committee believes that two years will be required for this study, 
and directs the Institute to report to it in January, 1977. The Committee directs 
the Institute also to charge the Task Force with responsibility for identifying 
specialized manpower requirements in this area." 

The present report is a response to this request, a request which 
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revealed the timely perception by Congress of the necessity for a reex
amination of the needs, goals, and resources appropriate to the NIEHS 
research program for the next five to eight years. This need has also 
been recognized by the Assistant Secretary for Health of the Depart
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, Dr. Theodore Cooper, who has 
indicated that this report would serve as a research planning document 
in environmental health for his Forward Plan for Health, which will at
tempt to look into health issues over the next five years. 

This document is designed to meet the requirements of both of these 
objectives. In the process, it should also serve as a useful guide for the 
direction of environmental health research, not only in the NIEHS, but 
also in other agencies. In this sense, the philosophy has again been 
adopted of not restricting the realm of coverage according to current 
patterns of assigned federal responsibility for either research or regula
tion, but to give attention, to the extent practicable, to a broad range of 
concerns in environmental health regardless of current jurisdictional 
boundaries. 

The industrial growth pattern of the past will continue into the 
foreseeable future as society becomes more and more dependent on the 
products and processes of technology. The production of raw chemicals 
has increased by approximately 35% to 40% in the six years since 
publication of the 1970 Task Force report. In that period there occurred, 
in 1973-74, the nation's uncomfortable experience with the oil embargo. 
This brought with it a searching reexamination of the patterns of energy 
production and use; many hopeful statements were made to the effect 
that the nation must adopt a mode of "zero energy growth"; subsequent 
examination of the realities suggests that the most that can be hoped 
for, at least for some years, is to reduce the former 5% or 6% annual 
growth of energy use to perhaps 4%. A more decisive consequence of the 
energy crisis initiated by the embargo will be alteration in sources of 
energy production. For the remainder of this century it appears that 
nuclear power will be developed, though less rapidly than earlier 
predicted, accompanied by a much greater exploitation of fossil fuels, 
especially coal and, to a lesser extent, shale oils. All of these factors 
emphasize the need to evaluate whether society can accept the ex
pected technological changes without unacceptable costs in ill health or 
death. 

In responding to the request from Congress, the current Task Force 
deliberately decided not to be content with merely updating the earlier 
report, but to step back, take a fresh look, and approach the issue from 
the perspective of 1976. This approach has led to some similarities with 
the earlier edition, as well as a number of major differences. 

The present report is the collective effort of over eighty scientists 
extending over a period of more than a year. Preparatory to the prod
uction of the final report, some sixty background documents were 
commissioned. These were intended to be assessments by individual 
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Subtask Force members of public health needs set against the 
background of current knowledge. Each document was to include a set 
of proposals for research needs. The background documents were 
designed to bring all the members of the various Subtask Forces up to a 
common level of understanding of their specific charges. In some cases 
the background documents were current reviews or reports with com
mentary by the Subtask Force member. In many cases, they were 
original documents specifically prepared for this study. Publication of 
these background documents has been encouraged; many will appear in 
Environmental Health Perspectives as personal publications.* 

The Final Report, to which this is an introduction, is therefore a col
lective effort which drew its inputs from many sources, including the 
background documents, as well as the personal knowledge, experience, 
and judgment of the participants. The Report thus represents a set of 
judgments reached by consensus among the participants of the Task 
Force and its Subtask Forces. 

The central theme for this effort has been the impact of chemical and 
physical factors on the health of man. This focus leads to the necessity 
of giving only brief attention to infectious and communicable diseases, 
obviously a very large and important area which, by itself, would re
quire a number of volumes the size of the present one. It has been possi
ble, however, to include a modest discussion of biologic factors. 
Specifically, for example, the influence of prior or concurrent disease in 
modifying or altering the effects of chemical and physical factors is 
dealt with in several parts of the report. Similar decisions were reached 
with respect to nutrition and therapeutic agents. Neither nutrition, per 
se, not the toxicity of drugs is in itself discussed. However, both enter 
into consideration when medication or alterations in nutrition 
significantly alter the response of the body to environmental agents. 

There were a number of other deliberate exclusions, not because the 
subjects were considered unimportant, but because neither space nor 
time permitted detailed study. It is recognized that consideration of en
vironmental health research must include social and economic, as well 
as biologic, chemical and physical factors which greatly influence dis
ease. These groups of factors call for different skills and institutional ar
rangements. For example, psyco-social factors have a primary role in 
the continuation of tobacco smoking, the most important single en
vironmental factor in causing premature illness and death in this 
country at the present time. However, the control of this factor (and 
other important forms of substance abuse such as alcohol consumption 
and overeating) is dependent on finding better ways of motivating in
dividuals to modify their individual health attitudes and behavior. 
Although this is a very important need, it is not directly addressed in 
this document. 

The intent of this volume is not to deal with control procedures, per 
se, but it can serve as a guide to knowledge needed to identify where 
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control procedures or substitution of less toxic substances may be 
needed. Manpower needs were given special mention by Congress and 
have been given major attention by this Task Force. Among other ef
forts the Task Force conducted an extensive survey of present and 
potential environmental health training resources in this country. 

Quite aside from the present study, a number of other recent re
ports have identified environmental health as one of the most impor
tant areas of preventive medicine now and in the future. These reports 
have encouraged more extensive support of national programs in en
vironmental health, including that of NIEHS. Examples of reports 
making such recommendations are the Report of the Panel on 
Chemicals and Health of the President's Science Advisory Committee 
(National Science Foundation, 1973) and the Report of the National 
Conference on Preventive Medicine (National Institutes of Health, 
1976). 

NIEHS has regrettably had a slower growth than was anticipated in 
the first edition of this report. Shortly after the organization of NIEHS, 
there was a period of budgetary restrictions which led to a lowered rate 
of growth and indeed a plateau or even cutback in many components 
of the federal research effort. Thus, although implementation of many 
of the recommendations proposed in the 1970 Task Force report has 
been accomplished or is underway, much work remains. More could 
have been accomplished had NIEHS been given greater financial sup
port over the last six years. This Second Task Force hopes that recom
mendations in this report will provide the basis for a greatly expanded 
attack on some of society's most urgent environmental problems. 

* A complete list of all the Background Documents prepared in conjunction with the 
Task Force effort is given in Appendix A. 
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OVERVIEW 

The impact of the environment on human health was the focus of the 
report of the First Task Force on Research Needs in Environmental 
Health published six years ago (NIEHS, 1970). The evidence assembled 
in the present volume, which includes knowledge acquired since 1970 as 
well as reviews of areas not explicitly covered in the earlier report, 
accentuates the magnitude of that impact. It is abundantly clear that 
human decisions, individual or collective, that influence our environ
ment shape to a considerable degree the quality of our lives and the 
time and manner of our deaths. To the extent that specific components 
of the environment which cause, contribute to or ameliorate human 
disease can be identified and altered, means for intervention and 
control are suggested. Preventive strategy can then be planned. In a 
society that has been moving steadily toward ever more costly thera
peutic approaches, especially those involving hospitalization, preven
tive approaches may be dictated on economic grounds alone. An even 
more persuasive force in this direction is the possibility of eliminating 
or delaying disease and suffering. 

Essentially all of the recommendations in this report relate to the 
objective of disease prevention. They cover a wide variety of strategies 
ranging from better understanding of the intracellular mode of action 
of toxic agents to the global movement of pollutants. The research 
proposed will require the participation of persons with a wide range of 
talents located in a variety of institutions, including the scientific and 
academic communities and many governmental agencies. Among these 
agencies, governmental and private, regulatory and non-regulatory, 
the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences clearly fills 
a critical central role. This pivotal responsibility stems from the fact 
that the mission of NIEHS has no restriction imposed by source of 
toxic agent, discipline or type of disease produced; nor is the Institute 
hampered by regulatory responsibility. 

The Task Force has covered a broad range of topics and examined 
them in considerable depth. In this overview, only brief summaries of 
the major findings are given. References are given to the individual 
chapters of the report in which more detailed discussion will be found. 

I. Sources of Environmental Pollutants and Their Health Effects 

-The "environment," broadly defined, is enormously complex and is 
constantly changing. Man himself alters the environment and certain 
components affect others so that, in the course of transport or degrada-
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tion, agents which originally were not toxic to man may become so, or 
vice-versa. Substances in the environment come in contact with 
internal and external human tissues by inhalation, ingestion, contact 
with the skin or through action on the sensory organs. In any assess
ment of the total effect of pollutants, the fact that exposure may derive 
from multiple sources (e.g., water, air and food) or enter the body by 
several routes must always be kept in mind. 

A. Air 

Research on the biologic effects of ambient air pollution may be clas
sified as experimental - that is, involving human subjects or animals 
in a controlled laboratory environment - or epidemiologic - that, is, 
involving human populations in their natural settings. Each form has 
its own advantages and limitations. 

Four groups of ambient air pollutants were considered by the Task 
Force: (a) sulfur oxides, including S02 and sulfur-containing aerosols; 
(b) carbon monoxide; (c) photochemical oxidants, with emphasis on 
ozone; and (d) nitrogen oxides, including N02, NO, and nitrate aero
sols. Attention was also given to aero-allergens, another group of aero
sols affecting a significant segment of the population. Brief considera
tion was given to special pollutants resulting from factory emissions 
which potentially could affect the general population. Discussion of 
these topics appears in Chapter 1. The Task Force recommends that 
those responsible for laboratory research on air pollutants take account 
of the concentrations of pollutants, range of temperatures, and relative 
humidities characteristic of community and industrial settings. The 
chemical and physical interactions of pollutants need experimental 
examination. Greater emphasis should be given to the biologic deter
minants of exposure, taking into account variation within and between 
species and the levels of physical activity and patterns of breathing. 

The Task Force also recommends that studies of human subjects 
should be extended, under carefully controlled circumstances, to in
clude those considered particularly vulnerable to the effects of pol
lutants by reason of having underlying cardiopulmonary or immuno
logic disorders or because of age. 

Before serious consideration is given to modifying current ambient 
air standards for sulfur dioxide and total suspended particulates, speci
fic information about the biologic effects of different molecular species 
and different physical forms of sulfur oxides is needed. This will require 
laboratory studies and improved application of existing monitoring 
techniques, along with collection of epidemiologic data from cohorts of 
subjects with documented exposures. It is not likely that such informa
tion can be obtained in cross-sectional studies. Thus, support for long
range prospective studies will be required. 

Because of the difficulty of studying the problem in humans, the 
effect of chronic carbon monoxide exposure on the development and 
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aggravation of arteriosclerotic cardiovascular disease should be 
explored by means of appropriate animal models. Studies of the adapt
ive responses at cellular and subcellular levels should be made during 
prolonged exposure to photochemical oxidants - in particular, ozone. 
Studies of acute exposure in animals to hydrated nitrate aerosols in 
combination with other soluble irritants need to be performed to 
identify those aerosols which might be considered for long-term studies. 

B. Water 

The chemical composition of drinking water has been implicated in 
the two leading causes of death in the United States - cardiovascular 
disease and cancer. However, research is needed to elucidate the valid
ity of the observed relationships and their causal mechanisms. Much 
better and more complete information is needed on important classes 
of water-borne organic compounds such as polynuclear aromatic hydro
carbons and nitrosamines, and higher molecular weight organic com
pounds generally not identified by existing analytic procedures. 
Conditions favoring the formation or retention of such compounds, 
including chlorination and ozonation, should be studied. Studies of 
the mutagenicity of various compounds in drinking water, and more 
definitive epidemiologic studies, should be undertaken to determine 
possible effects on cancer incidence. 

The finding of association between cardiovascular disease and hard
ness of water suggests the need to identify causative or protective 
factors in drinking water. The possible roles of cadmium, sodium, and 
other elements in influencing cardiovascular disease and other diseases 
is unknown. Detailed recommendations are given in Chapter 3. 

C. Food 

Problems of environmental health related tq food (not including 
malnutrition or over-nutrition) are also reviewed in Chapter 3. Food 
additives, residues and a wide range of natural toxicants are of special 
interest. Concern about nitrosamines as carcinogens suggests the need 
for more information about naturally occurring amines and their 
precursors, and the distribution of nitrates, nitrites, and nitrosamines 
in foods. The extreme potency of some of the mycotoxins in producing 
cancer in several species of animals is convincing evidence of the need 
for research on the distribution and formation of mycotoxins, their rela
tive toxicity in different species, and for epidemiologic studies when 
situations of high human exposure can be identified. 

D. Occupation 

Occupational health and safety is of major concern in environmental 
health. It is estimated that more than 100,000 workers die annually as 
a result of exposures which occur in the course of their employment. 
Since occupational diseases can often be prevented without relying on 
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changes in individual behavior, this represents an area which could be 
highly responsive to preventive strategies. It is also a potential source 
of valuable information on environmental hazards in general, since 
exposures which occur in the workplace are usually more intense than 
those which occur in the non-occupational environment. Thus, study 
of their effects may reveal hazards which exist on a broader scale out
side the workplace but are more difficult to detect because of their lower 
relative magnitude. 

Two general problems were stressed: (a) there is an abysmal lack of 
information about many occupational exposures and their relation to 
disease, and (b) even where knowledge exists, it is often not applied in 
a way that optimizes protection of the worker. 

For the purpose of quantifying the health effects of occupational 
exposure, the Task Force recommends improvements in several report
ing systems. The establishment of a National Death Index, as recom
mended by the Subtask Force dealing with sources of data on humans 
(see below), would greatly facilitate correlation of deaths from specific 
causes with previous occupation history. Medical surveillance systems 
for both illness and death should be improved. Tests analogous to the 
well developed tests of lung function which permit early detection of 
respiratory disease should be developed for other organ systems. 
Greater efforts should be made to correlate epidemiologic studies with 
laboratory studies, including toxicologic and screening tests for 
mutagenicity and carcinogenicity. Epidemiologic studies need to be un
dertaken to detect effects of occupational exposures on fertility and 
pathologic effects in the offspring of male or female workers and on the 
relationship of accidental injury to exposure to chemical and physical 
factors. 

Other recommendations pertain to improvements in methods of 
sampling and analyzing the environment in ways which quantify 
human exposure. These include better samplers, new sorbents and 
indicators, and greater use of electronic methods. Details are given in 
Chapter 2. 

E. Physical Factors 

Physical factors in the environment which may have relevance to 
human health include ionizing radiation, ultraviolet and visible light, 
infrared radiation, microwaves, extremely low frequency waves, noise, 
vibration, ultrasonics, heat, cold, and extremes of barometric pressure 
(Chapter 5). Each of these may have independent effects and it is pos
sible also that they interact with other chemical, physical or biologic 
agents. There is a need to improve understanding of dose-effect rela
tionships for essentially all of these factors, especially at the lower levels 
of exposure. Such understanding becomes critical when it is necessary 
to establish standards for limitations on exposure. Since there is a con
tinuum of responses, it is important that the information obtained be 
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sufficiently accurate to permit cost/benefit analyses, particularly if 

existing standards are to be tightened or relaxed. 
Also important is basic research to improve our understanding of 

the mechanisms of action of physical stresses, especially at the cellular 

level. Such knowledge is required for the development of protective 
or preventive measures that are safe and do not cause side effects. 

F. Home and Community 

There is a great need for research 'on the influence on health of partic
ular neighborhoods, homes, schools, hospitals, nursing homes, recrea
tional sites and other places of accommodation. Because few investi
gators are addressing these problems, the Task Force found that 
research in this area has been severely neglected. Chapter 4 contains a 
number of recommendations dealing with neighborhood design and 
improvement, consumer product safety and indoor air pollution in 
non-industrial buildings. Additional research in these areas is urgently 
needed. 

G. Waste Disposal and Recycling 

Unless care is exercised, inadequate disposal of human waste prod
ucts can lead to serious contamination of the environment. Current 
efforts to encourage the re-use of waste materials, either by recycling or 
by using them for some other purpose, compound the problems. No
table examples are the use of sewage sludge and the solid residue from 
sulfur dioxide removal systems as soil supplements. The Task Force 
recommends that the health effects of recycling and re-use of waste 
materials be given increased attention - both in research and in the 
application of existing knowledge and technology (Chapter 6). 

H. Natural Toxicants 

People are exposed to natural toxicants in air, water, and food. Air 
and water can contain toxicants of biologic or chemical origin. Food 
can be contaminated with toxins produced by a variety of feed or pest 
organisms or by food plants themselves. The trace element content of 
food is important from the point of view of toxicity, nutritional defi
ciency, and nutritional balance, and can be altered directly or indirect
ly by mining, industrial, or agricultural activities. Unfortunately, the 
health effects of many of these materials have never been properly 
evaluated and little thought has been given to their control. The Task 
Force recommends that research be expanded to improve techniques for 
evaluating and maintaining the quality of food supplies with respect to 
their content of natural toxicants. Increased attention should also be 
given to research to define potential hazards and to aid in the preven
tion of exposures at dangerous levels. Specific recommendations are 
included in Chapter 6. 
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I. Transport and Alteration of Pollutants 
In addition to those pollutants enumerated above, the environment 

of man contains many synthetic chemicals resulting from manufac
turing processes and disposal of industrial wastes. Environmental 
processes alter these chemicals and cause them to move, sometimes for 
long distances. Given better knowledge and understanding of the trans
port and alteration of such chemicals, public exposures could be sub
stantially reduced. Moreover, a systematic effort to assess and predict 
the compounds likely to be formed and their associated health prob
lems, prior to the introduction of precursor chemicals into the environ
ment, could alleviate or prevent many of the harmful effects. Basic 
concepts and principles are available today to conduct relevant studies. 
The Task Force concludes that extension of research presently under
way could markedly increase our understanding of the environmental 
processes in predicting the movement and alteration of chemicals and 
to increase understanding of chemical and physical parameters in rela
tion to these same processes. Further development of innovative com
binations of microcosms and other controlled systems to simulate a 
wide range of environmental conditions and field evaluation for validat
ing the results from these predictive models is needed. Specific pro
posals are made in Chapter 6. 

II. Mechanisms of Action of Environmental Agents 
It is the opinion of the Task Force that a fresh approach is needed to 

studies of mechanisms of chemical-induced injury and environmental 
disease. Characteristic of this change in direction should be an inter
disciplinary approach - one which implies more than the sum of its 
parts. Studies of drug metabolism, for example, may be intellectually 
challenging, but their role in elucidating the mechanisms of toxicity is 
largely lost if they are not related to the question of how cells and tissues 
respond in vivo in their characteristic integrative manner. This inter
disciplinary approach can best be achieved when the different types of 
studies are performed in concert in the same laboratory (see Chapter 9). 
A. Carcinogenesis 

A high proportion of human cancer - commonly stated as between 
50 and 90 percent - is mediated by environmental factors. The agents 
responsible derive from all aspects of the environment - occupation, 
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drugs, and in the United States, most importantly, cigarette smoking. 
The need for (1) specific human epidemiologic investigations of sub
stances which have been introduced into the environment and have. 
been shown to be carcinogenic to experimental animals; and (2) record 
systems which link occupational and medical history, personal habits, 
and cause of death are addressed in Chapter 10. Animal tests play a 
vital role, and both substantive and methodologic research is required 
for their improvement. 

The new short-term tests for mutagens and carcinogens are promising 
but these approaches need thorough validation. Although there has 
been progress in the development of these tests, understanding of the 
mode of action of agents which modulate the severity of carcinogenesis 
is dependent on the development of fundamental knowledge of the 
chemical, biochemical, and biologic mechanisms of carcinogenesis. 
Basic studies of the mechanisms of cancer formation should be con
tinued. Mechanisms of activation (and de-activation) of chemical car
cinogens, chemical-tissue interactions and DNA damage and repair 
deserve high priority. 

B. Mutagenesis 

Experiments initiated in the late 1960's to determine whether chem
icals in widespread distribution might possess mutagenic activity have 
revealed a variety of active compounds in all chemical classes. Tests 
on a variety of experimental organisms clearly indicate a problem of 
magnitude sufficient to necessitate screening on a much broader scale. 
The recent development of short-term tests for mutagenicity, pre
viously mentioned, provides a battery of tests that can be used on large 
numbers of chemicals to provide a rapid, inexpensive and compre
hensive screen. 

Rapid developments in this field reveal clearly a previously unrecog
nized hazard for the present population and for succeeding generations. 
Major problem areas have been identified and resources must now be 
allocated to provide additional test methods. There is also a need to 
increase our capability to extrapolate from experimental test systems 
to man and to evaluate the risk of exposure in terms of birth defects, 
genetic disease, and cancer. A potential increase in the frequency of 
genetic diseases as a result of exposure to mutagenic environmental 
agents is sufficiently important to justify extensive investment of 
resources in each of the following areas: screening, population monitor
ing, interrelations between mutagenic and other toxic effects, basic 
mechanisms, extrapolation of data from experimental organisms to 
man, risk assessment and training of research scientists. Details are 
given in Chapter 11. 

C. Reproduction 

Research in the testing and monitoring of the mechanisms of environ-
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mental effects on human development (Chapter 12) can be focused on 
three processes: (a) gametogenesis and fertilization; (b) development 
of the embryo and fetus; and (c) maturation and senescence of the 
infant, child and adult. Monitoring of reproductive capability (sperma
togenesis, ovulation, and fertilization) offers a sensitive index of toxic 
exposure in many situations. The fostering of normal organogenesis, 
fetal growth, and maturation, as well as post-natal functional develop
ment, depends on an understanding of how pharmacologic principles 
alter the genetically controlled evolution of an individual from concep
tion to death. 

D. Behavior 

The field of behavioral toxicology is one of the latest subspecialties 
to develop in the area of the environmental health sciences (Chapter 
13). Interest in this area has developed largely from recognition of the 
behavioral consequences of exposure to environmental contaminants 
such as heavy metals, pesticides, organic solvents and carbon mon
oxide. In addition, it is known that environmental toxicants may con
tribute to more subtle behavioral disorders, e.g., anxiety, hyperkinesis, 
and depression. Methods adapted primarily from behavioral pharma
cology are being applied to the evaluation of the behavioral conse
quences of acute and chronic exposure to chemical and physical factors 
in the environment. These methods show promise both for research and 
for safety evaluation. The Task Force believes that the greatest need is 
for the development of behavioral measures adaptable to monitoring 
human populations for the purpose of detecting early signs of intoxi
cation before irreversible damage is produced by environmental 
factors. 

E. Differential Tissue Sensitivity 
Eleven organ systems were surveyed in regard to the patho

physiology of common disease processes and the actual or potential 
responsibility of environmental stresses ( chemical, physical, and bio
logic) for these effects (Chapter 14). At every step in the course of this 
analysis, the inadequacy of knowledge of the basic physiology and 
biochemistry of these organ systems and the lack of adequate animal 
models to serve as experimental replicas of human disease became ap
parent. For every organ system, quantification of its reserve capacity 
and of its power of adaptation to the effects of toxicant exposure should 
be a goal towards which research must strive. This should be done as 
part of the objective of developing tests that are capable of detecting 
early toxic effects on an individual organ system. 

A number of common diseases were pinpointed whose incidence is 
either not clearly determined or appears to be increasing. Environ
mental factors may be partly responsible for such increases. Also impor
tant is the existence of populations rendered especially susceptible to 
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disease by virtue of exposure to environmental agents. Before preven

tive measures can be designed and implemented, discovery of causative 

factors is essential, and achievement of understanding of their mode of 

action is desirable. One area where there is particular concern and 

where preventive action could be effective is the workplace. The con

trol of environmental disease involving any organ system depends on 
the effective coordination of efforts involving a wide range of scientific 

disciplines. Such control also demands the close association of research 

and development, not only in basic studies, but also in the final appli
cation of the derived information to the development of preventive 

practices in whatever environments such diseases occur. To be under
scored is the importance of pre-exposure assessment for health hazard 

and the effective use of preventive technology. 
There is virtually no currently-recognized chronic disease to which 

environmental factors are not contributing, either (a) by direct or in

direct action on the organ itself, or (b) through an influence on modu
lating mechanisms of neuroendocrine or immunologic nature. For 

every one of the multitude of cardiovascular, pulmonary, renal, hepatic, 

pancreatic, gastrointestinal, cutaneous, and neurologic diseases, as 
well as disorders of the hematopoietic system, examples exist of toxic 

manifestations brought about by direct actions of environmental stres

ses. The influence of these stresses on modulating mechanisms is 

probably more general, more pervasive and more subtle, yet more like

ly to be decisive. 
Although an entire chapter of this report (Chapter 14) was directed 

to the study of individual organ systems, the Subtask Force respon

sible for this section of the report and the Task Force as a whole stress 
that major emphasis should still be placed on observations of effects 

on whole people and intact experimental animals. 

III. Methods of Investigation 

The goals of research into the health effects of the environment may 
be broadly described as (1) identification of presently unknown health 

effects of substances present in the environment, and (2) provision of 

a firmer basis from which to establish permissible exposure levels for 
those substances which, in some doses, are known to have adverse 

effects. Achievement of these goals requires (1) knowledge of the doses 
of various substances to which humans are exposed, (2) knowledge of 

the disease rates in persons exposed, and (3) statistical and other in
ferential methods for linking (1) with (2). 

A. Environmental Measurements 

The assessment of human exposures to environmental agents is 
limited in some instances by inadequacies of measurement techniques. 
In such instances, research and development of environmental meas
urement techniques should be expanded. In other cases, because of 
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inadequate quality control and calibration procedures, the utility of 
current environmental measurement techniques and the resulting data 
are questionable. Compounding the latter problem is the fact that the 
effective use of existing data is limited by difficulty in retrieving it in 
usable form and/or establishfng its reliability. The Task Force recom
mends that a National Environmental Data Registry be established to 
evaluate the reliability of data on environmental contamination levels 
and to collect and store good quality data in a format convenient for 
retrieval by scientists, health officers, and control officials. As a part 
of this program the Task Force urges that the National Registry include 
within its operational procedures a format for periodically re-evaluating 
its operations and functions in order to maximize its usefulness as a 
research resource. 

Most of the recommendations on improved measurement techniques 
(Chapter 7) are focused on the assessment of human exposures. These 
include the development of (1) new and improved, lightweight, inex
pensive personal samplers and monitors for evaluation of indoor air 
pollution and occupational exposures, and (2) improved techniques for 
estimating tissue uptake and body burdens by the analysis of blood and 
excreta. 

Most of the recommendations relating to improved analyses of en
vironmental media are concerned with increasing our ability to make 
more specific, sensitive, and automated analysis of trace contaminants 
in multicomponent mixtures. In air, the areas of special concern are 
chemical irritants, organic nitrogen compounds, and aeroallergens; in 
water, they are the organic compounds, especially the nonvolative 
organics, multi-elemental analyses, and chemical speciation; and in 
foods, pesticides, additives, drug residues and natural toxicants. 
B. Environmental Forecasting and Technology Anticipation 

The first Task Force (National Institute of Environmental Health 
Sciences, 1970) recognized the need for systematic forecasting tech
nologies to guide priorities for biologic research. Experience in the in
tervening years again underscores the need for a forecasting and assess
ment capability. The Second Task Force recommends (Chapter 8) that 
increased attention be directed to research in this area and that em
phasis be placed on finding ways of exploiting the formal tools of tech
nology forecasting. Of particular importance is an understanding of the 
details of future pollution sources and of the complexity of the chem
istry and physics of environmental transport and conversion of con
taminants. Relevant predictions must take account of estimates of the 
numbers and distribution of future populations. Methods for im
proving such estimates are also needed. 

C. Source of Data on Human Health 
Deliberate exposure of humans to potentially hazardous agents in 
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the clinical laboratory setting can make substantial contributions to 
knowledge of human health effects. While the kinds of problems that 
can be studied in this way are limited by ethical considerations, there 
appear to be too few centers engaged in this work. The Task Force 
recommends that resources be devoted to the development of addi
tional experimental centers adequately equipped and staffed for this 
purpose. 

Most data on human health come from epidemiologic studies of the 
health problems of people in their natural (non-experimental) settings. 
In sorp.e respects, the resources and facilities required for epidemiologic 
studies are vastly better than they have ever been or were, even as 
recently as a decade ago. Techniques for measuring environmental ex
posures are being improved and knowledge of the agents to which man 
is exposed increases yearly. In addition, new sources of data on ill
health are developing rapidly and the quality of old sources of data, 
such as vital records, is better than ever before. Above all, the revo
lution in computer techology makes possible data linkages and statisti
cal analyses of a sophistication that previously would not have been 
possible. The Task Force believes this is an opportune time for a large 
increase in efforts to link human ill-health to environmental exposures 
directly. The major impediments to this effort are the lack of trained 
manpower (referred to elsewhere) and the poor development of 
resources for the utilization of existing health data. Primary objectives 
whose attainment would help to overcome the latter impediment in
clude: 

1. The allocation of additional resources to federal agencies (in 
particular the National Center for Health Statistics, the Social 
Security Administration and NIEHS) to permit: 
a. more indepth analysis of data already being collected, 
b. quicker response to requests from qualified investigators for 

use of data. In particular, quicker responsiveness on the part 
of the Social Security Administration would greatly 
facilitate opportunities for epidemiologic study of industrial 
workers, a notably high risk group. 

2. The establishment of a National Death Index (or National Mor
tality Register) at the earliest possible time. 

3. The convening of an Interagency Task Force to determine under 
what circumstances, and with what safeguards, existing individual 
records and other data collected by federal agencies could and 
should be linked for epidemiologic purposes. This, or another, sim
ilar group should also consider research uses of data that are part 
of any plan for a National Health Insurance Program. 

Further recommendations regarding methodologic aspects of measur
ing health effects in humans are given in Chapter 15. 

An issue underlying many of the impediments to better knowledge of 
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health effects is the growing, and proper, concern with privacy and con
fidentiality of medical information. The Task Force urges the National 
Privacy Commission and other agencies concerned with this problem to 
consider mechanisms for increasing privacy and confidentiality while 
seeking an optimal balance between advantages to the individual and 
to society. 

D. Statistical Methods 
Because most epidemiologic studies require consideration of many 

variables simultaneously, complex statistical approaches need to be 
employed and, in some cases, new statistical methods need to be devel
oped. Too frequently, inadequate knowledge is extracted from collected 
data because the investigators have not committed adequate resources, 
either in quality or quantity, to the analytic component of the study. 
Investigators and reviewing bodies must be alert to this problem and 
the Task Force recommends that resources be committed for research 
into the development and refinement of new statistical approaches to 
the analysis and evaluation of data from large-scale epidemiologic 
studies. 

E. Extrapolation 
The establishment of standards for permissible levels of exposure to 

known toxicants frequently involves extrapolation of knowledge. At 
least three kinds of extrapolation are often required: (1) of dose re
sponse curves from observations made at high doses to infer the effects 
of lower doses, (2) of observations made on one species (usually a 
laboratory animal) to inferences about effects in another (usually man), 
and (3) of knowledge of the effects of certain members or classes of 
chemical and physical agents to inferences about the effects of other, 
related agents whose effects are unknown. The Task Force believes that 
the methodology of such extrapolation has been poorly developed and 
needs considerably more attention. 

IV. Manpower 

This subject is complex for several reasons. Environmental health 
is a problem area of great social concern, yet few workers in the field, 
especially in research, received their basic professional or scientific 
education in environmental health. Rather they were drawn into the 
field (including its components such as toxicology, occupational health, 
etc.) from basic disciplines or professions (chemistry, biochemistry, 
engineering, medicine, pharmacology, and many others). For many of 
these disciplines and professions, market forces do not encourage entry 
into environmental health. A pathologist for example, can earn several 
times as much in other careers; a physician entering epidemiology, a 
key discipline in environmental health, must forego a much larger in
come than could be derived from clinical practice. 
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The complexity of environmental health and the rapid rate of change 
in the field make manpower prediction difficult. Firm estimates of 
manpower needed, especially for research and academic careers, do not 
exist. However, several conclusions can be drawn: 

A. Environmental protection legislation, including that pertaining 
to occupational safety and health, creates demand for professionals and 
the resources to educate or train them. The recently enacted toxic sub
stances control legislation (Public Law 94-469, 1976), for example, will 
add to this demand. Additional personnel will be needed at various 
levels of practice in regulatory programs, and for the implementation of 
legislation as it affects industry. Other social or economic forces which 
will have a similar impact include the increasing public concern over the 
safety of nuclear power and the exploitation of new forms of fossil fuel 
energy. Although the relationship of these demands to projections for 
personnel in research and education cannot be precisely determined, 
the Task Force believes that increases in personnel needs in the service 
areas of environmental health should be accompanied by the alloca
tion of increased resources to related education and research. 

B. Compounding these demands is the fact that there appear to be 
current shortages in environmental and occupational health of several 
kinds of professional personnel, notably toxicologists, epidemiologists, 
pathologists, occupational health specialists and environmental en
gineers. Although evidence of these shortages is primarily anecdotal, 
the reported impressions are substantiated in many professional areas 
by data from surveys of employing agencies, etc. 

C. Because of the interdisciplinary nature of environmental and 
occupational health, education of people in these fields requires special 
resources. Such resources are critically scarce and high quality pro
grams are few in number. Increasing the student output of these in
stitutions cannot be accomplished without increasing their financial 
support. Since current annual support from Federal sources for research 
training in environmental and occupational health is estimated to be 
less than $10,000,000 ($2,000,000 of which comes from NIEHS), a 
relatively small additional investment could have a large impact. The 
Task Force therefore recommends increased support for manpower 
training programs to provide institutional as well as student support. 
Also needed are funds for curriculum development. The Task Force 
believes that the main emphasis for these programs should be on the 
development of people who have in-depth education in one of several 
relevant disciplines and who have sufficient interdisciplinary under
standing to bridge the several fields essential to the environmental 
health sciences. Additional recommendatins on these and other aspects 
of manpower development are given in Chapter 16. 
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GENERAL ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTANTS* 

I. Introduction 

For purposes of outlining priorities in research on human health re
sponses to general environmental air pollutants, research activities can 
be divided into two related, but rather distinct approaches: (a) labora
tory studies, and (b) field studies. Each of these approaches involves 
the respiratory tract as the major route or portal of entry of the pollu
tants. Each approach also involves the subsequent responses of com
ponents of the respiratory tract, either in terms of their defensive mech
anisms or in terms of the effects of the exposure. Laboratory studies 
include subcellular-cellular responses as well as animal and human 
studies in inhalation toxicology. These can be acute or chronic exposure 
studies and the responses can be cellular, immunologic, enzymatic, 
biochemical or physiologic in nature. Field studies relate to responses 
in populations and thus are represented by epidemiologic studies of 
human response to known and unknown exposures. 

Both laboratory and field studies can supply important links in the 
attempt to understand the mechanisms and impact on human health 
of exposures to environmental pollutants. The strategies of how and 
when each type of study is employed relate in part to the availability 
of research dollars, but obviously there are several questions that can 
only be answered by one approach or the other. There are both moral 
and ethical considerations in controlled exposure studies on humans 
that must be considered. There are costly and practical considerations 
in population-based epidemiologic studies, and there are questions of 
species specificity and the interpretation, utilization and application 
of data from animal studies to humans. 

The most common chronic respiratory diseases that have in some 
way been associated with general air pollutants are asthma, chronic 
bronchitis, and emphysema. In the 1970 National Health Interview 
survey these diseases are reported to affect approximately 7% of the 
population at all ages at any point in time (U. S. Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare, 1973). Since approximately 80% of the 
people in the United States in 1970 lived in relatively large urban and 
suburban areas, primary emphasis should be on pollution that affects 
these areas and thus affects the majority of the people, including most 
particularly the 20% of this population which is potentially at special 
risk because of age or underlying disease. On this basis, it can be cal
culated that, of the total U. S. population of 210,000,000, approximately 
168,000,000 (80%) live in urban areas; of these, approximately 33.6 
million (20%) are at excess risk of having their exposures to air pollu-

*This chapter was prepared under the direction of Frank E. Speizer. Other contributors 
were Joseph D. Brain, Benjamin G. Ferris, Jr., Robert Frank, Peter K. Mueller, John 
M. Peters, and William Solomon. 
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tion contribute significantly to affecting their well-being. Estimates 
of attributable mortality due to air pollution vary from 0.1 % to 10%. 
Using these figures and a crude death rate of 111/100,000, it can be esti
mated that air pollution results in 373 to 37,343 excess deaths per year. 
Although this is a very crude estimate with a wide range, these figures 
do not differ significantly from the estimate of 15,000 annual deaths 
made by the National Academy of Sciences/National Academy of 
Engineering (NAS/NAE) on the basis of a 0.1 % effect of air pollution 
on the total population of the United States (NAS/NAE, 1974). 

In 1974, 436 million days of bed disability were attributed to acute 
respiratory diseases alone (NAS/NAE, 1974). If one percent of these 
were attributable to air pollution, the total abatement would lead to a 
reduction of over 4 million bed days in this category of disease alone. 
For all conditions, similar estimates would suggest a total of 7 million 
less bed days and approximately 15 million less days ofrestricted activ
ity. 

II. Nature of Pollutants 

A. Major Environmental Pollutants 
The major pollutants of concern with respect to the air environment 

are those associated with fossil fuel consumption either as stationary 
or mobile sources. Pollutants produced by stationary sources such as 
power plants and factories have generally been characterized in terms 
of sulfur oxides (SOx) and total suspended particulates (TSP). The 
particulates are further characterized by size, chemical composition, 
and reactivity, both in air and when breathed. Pollutants produced by 
mobile sources (i.e., automobile exhausts) include carbon monoxide 
(CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and a large variety of intermediate 
combustion products. More recently, with the addition of the catalytic 
converter to late model automobiles, H2 S04 has become a primary 
pollutant discharged by mobile sources. Subsequent reactivity or 
degradation in the ambient environment of these pollutants in combi
nation with particular meteorologic situations has led both to the gen
eration of additional sulfates and, more notoriously, to the production 
of photochemical oxidants, the most readily measured one being ozone. 

B. Contaminants from Specific Sources 
In recent years a number of agents that either have been known to 

be toxic or have been observed in occupational settings to have signifi
cant effects in humans, have been identified in ambient environmental 
situations. Most often, the sources of these pollutants are industrial 
in origin; however, in some cases the sources have been ascribed to the 
collective activities of large numbers of people. The most obvious 
examples of the former are releases of heavy metals such as lead, arse
nic, and cadmium from factory sources; the most obvious examples of 
the latter are releases of asbestos and lead from consumer products 
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such as asbestos fire retardant material and leaded gasoline. 
A variety of other compounds classified as chemical carcinogens have 

been observed in urban amb_ient environments (National Academy of 
Sciences, 1976). Because of the strong association of the polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons in cigarette smoke with lung cancer, the pres
ence of these same compounds in urban air represents a potential 
hazard which needs to be considered. 

Although probably not important in terms of mortality, the mor
bidity attributed to aeroallergens is quite substantial. For 1970, the 
specific diagnoses of hayfever without asthma and asthma with or with
out hayfever affected approximately 8.5 percent of the total population 
of the United States (U. S. Department of Health, Education and Wel
fare, 1973). Substantial economic and social costs are associated with 
these conditions and a significant portion of these diseases are directly 
attributable to aeroallergens. Since time did not permit the Subtask 
Force to consider all aeroallergens, the discussion in this Chapter is 
confined to ragweed pollen and other pollens likely to have an impact 
on the greatest number of people. 

Except for the aeroallergens, it appears that sufficient reviews of the 
scientific data associated with these general environmental pollutants 
have been published in the last few years to make a detailed review in 
this Chapter unnecessary. For this reason, most of the discussion is 
based on existing reviews of the field. A brief annotated bibliography 
of source documents may be found in the "Background Documents" 
listed at the end of this Chapter. 

III. General Considerations 

A. Considerations of Dose 

The Subtask Force believes that there is need for research that relies 
upon realistic concentrations of pollutants, whether administered sin-· 
gly or in combination. The results obtained with excessive doses of pol
lutants can be misleading if used to project either dose-response 
relations or mechanistic processes for lower concentrations of the same 
agents. For example, at high concentrations, vinyl chloride produces 
a chemical pneumonitis, while at lower concentrations it produces 
cancer (Wegman, et al., 1976). 

Aerosols that are typical of community and industrial air, in terms 
of size range, chemical composition and solubility, deserve high prior
ity. Particular emphasis should be given to the accumulation mode of 
aerosols (Willeke and Whitby, 1975) that extend in diameter from 
about O.lOµm to 2-3µm. This mode is the major repository for sulfate 
ions, nitrate ions, and some of the heavy metals (N atusih and Wallace, 
1974). 

Studies in which interactions between gases or between gases and 
aerosols are proposed as the basis for the biologic response require care
ful consideration. Particular attention should be given to the regulation 
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and description of factors that may govern or alter these reactions. In 
all such studies, factors such as temperature, relative humidity and 
the absence of contaminants should be certified. Sampling data attes
ting to the reactions are also desirable. To assure success in this area, 
such experiments will generally require the active participation of 
physical scientists; the techniques used to control and describe the 
interactions are as demanding as those required to measure the biologic 
response. 

Ultimately, the dose of a pollutant is determined both by its ambient 
concentrations and by factors intrinsic in the lungs; i.e., the rate and 
site of particle deposition (or gas uptake) and the efficacy of (particle) 
clearance. Both phenomena influence the biologic response. (See 
Chapter 14.) 

Most studies of deposition and clearance have been focused on 
healthy individuals and animals. The relations between pulmonary 
disease and dose, as defined here, should also be encouraged. Inhaled 
particles which penetrate through the lung airways are more or less 
evenly distributed in the pulmonary parenchyma of the healthy lung. 
With disease, particle distribution, like ventilation, is likely to be
come more non-uniform. The same may be true of particle clearance. 
Lungs with functional and structural defects are probably more prone 
to "hot spots" or local accentuations in exposure. 

B. Epidemiologic Studies 
Because epidemiologic studies are concerned mainly with the asso

ciation of chronic disease with air pollution indices and virtually all 
measurements of exposure are of recent origin, most of the data relating 
past exposure to health status are inferential and speculative. Few 
measures extend back far enough in time to document what exposure 
really was even as few as 20 years ago. This is not to say that all pre
vious work should be rejected since some very useful assessments of 
past exposure have been inferred from parameters such as coal con
sumption and general knowledge about community exposure. However, 
the fact remains that few epidemiologic studies have actually docu
mented what the exposure has been except over a very brief period. 
With environmental measurements being readily available today, a 
stage of development has been reached when epidemiologic studies 
should not be considered adequate unless they include quantitive 
environmental assessments. 

C. Laboratory Research on Human Subjects 
Epidemiologic research, inhalation studies on human volunteers, 

and inhalation studies on animals are complementary. The special 
advantages and limitations of each approach have been described 
(National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, 1970). Human 
inhalation studies provide useful information on dose-response rela-
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tions to specific agents during limited exposures, as well as insight into 
the mechanism of effect. Such studies, however, require the utmost 
care to ensure that the response is readily tolerated and reversible. 
Toxicologic and epidemiologic data suggest that age is a factor govern
ing the response to pollutants. To date, the preponderance of human 
experimental studies have been centered on healthy young adults. 
Information on the response of children and elderly persons is uncom
mon in these studies. It is questionable, however, whether children can 
legally provide informed consent for controlled exposures, even to levels 
of pollutants likely to be encountered in their daily lives. Although 
studies of individuals with underlying chest disease also pose in
creased ethical and legal constraints, they are particularly valuable. 
The Subtask Force believes that subjects who are healthy except for 
an acute upper respiratory infection or acute bronchitis are appropriate 
for study, especially if their response under these conditions can be 
compared to other occasions when the infection has remitted. Patients 
may respond differently from healthy subjects for several reasons. For 
example, in patients with asthma the threshold for response to noxious 
stimuli may be lowered in sensory receptors in airways (Nadel, 1968); 
whereas in healthy subjects, S02 appears to produce broncho-constric
tion by vagal reflex, recent evidence suggests that its broncho-constric
tive action is through extra-vagal pathways in asthmatic patients. 

The Subtask Force recommends that emphasis be given to studying 
the effect of exercise on the response of pollutants. The increases in 
minute ventilation and in average inspiratory flow rate and the recourse 
to mouth-breathing that are typical of vigorous physical activity alter 
the amounts of pollutants entering the lower airways and most prob
ably the sites at which gas-uptake and particle deposition occur. Exer
cise is known to exaggerate the harmful effects of CO among patients 
with angina and to magnify the effects of ozone on function in healthy 
subjects. In the former instance, exercise appears to act chiefly as an 
additional form of stress superimposed on the carboxyhemoglobin; 
with 03 exposure, exercise acts to increase the dose as well as to shift 
the site(s) of uptake of the gas within the respiratory system. 

Chambers large enough to accommodate one or more subjects offer 
the most comfortable and versatile means for exposure of people to be 
studied; however, such chambers are expensive to build and main
tain. Masks have also been used but are less appropriate for exercise 
and prolonged exposure. The development of alternative modes of ex
posure is to be encouraged. Among possible alternatives are plastic, 
see-through, light-weight hoods that are free of pressure points and 
permit limited mobility. 

These chamber experiments are likely to generate the need for repeti
tive environmental and biologic measurements, leading to an accumu
lation of massive amounts of information. The Subtask Force believes 
that reliance on automated techniques for rapid computation, reduc-
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tion of data, and statistical analyses is to be encouraged. The ability 
to detect individual responses within the test group and to describe 
the course of this response in time is also important. This is particu
larly true when low concentrations of the pollutants are administered. 

D. Laboratory Research on Animals 
Animal toxicology is preeminently suited to: (a) studies of the long

term effects of pollutants; (b) tests of hypotheses regarding the mech
anisms of pollutant effects; (c) studies of environmental carcinogenesis; 
(d) studies of possible interactions between pollutants and factors such 
as age and nutritional status; (e) identification of adaptations that 
may occur with repeated exposures, particularly at a biochemical level; 
and (f) identification of the factors that may influence these adapta
tions. Ozone has prompted interest in this regard; indeed, adaptations 
at the cellular and subcellular levels can enhance or nullify the effects 
of exposure to this substance. 

In general, information derived from animal toxicologic studies can 
influence the design and illuminate the results of epidemiologic and 
clinical studies of human subjects. In addition, such studies carry the 
promise of clarifying relationships between the acute, reversible effects 
seen in experiments on human subjects and the defects, akin to disease, 
produced by chronic exposures in animals. 

At present, plausible models of enzyme-induced emphysema have 
been developed on the basis of studies with animals. The development 
of models of chronic bronchitis, achieved either chemically or with in
fectious agents, should also be sought. Such models could be used to 
test how pulmonary ( or cardiovascular) disease may affect the response 
to pollutants in terms of ventilation, mechanical function, gas ex
change, particle deposition and clearance (including entrapment in 
local tissue and translocation to distant tissues). 

It may be stated as a truism that no other species is an ideal surro
gate for man in assessing the effects of pollutants. In general, primates 
come closest to this ideal, although other species may be favored for 
reasons of cost, convenience or a particular biologic characteristic (e.g., 
prominent mucus glands, a predisposition to carcinoma, etc.). 

The extent to which dose-response data from animals, especially 
if confined to a single species, can be relied upon to infer dose-response 
relations in man is moot, particularly in the case of exposures. If the 
ostensible purpose of the research is to provide such information, it is 
incumbent upon those in charge to state why the particular species 
was chosen (assuming it was not a primate). Whenever feasible, con
sideration should be given to testing human volunteers within the 
same dose-range to achieve the given purposes. 

On the basis of the above considerations, the Subtask Force makes 
the following recommendations for research on elucidation of dose
effect relationships and epidemiologic investigation of atmospheric 
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pollution: 
Recommendation 1-1: Research workers responsible for studies 
involving controlled exposures of animals and human 
volunteers should emphasize levels of pollutants and the range 
of temperatures and relative humidities that are characteristic 
of community and industrial settings. Hypotheses about the oc
currence of chemical or physical interactions in environmental 
chambers should be certified by direct measurements. The co
participation of physical and biologic scientists in such 
research is mandatory. 
Recommendation 1-2: Greater emphasis should be given to the 
biologic determinants of delivered dose. The importance of 
within-species and between-species variations in the structure 
and dimensions of the respiratory system, in the level of 
physical activity and pattern of breathing, and in the effec
tiveness of clearance are factors that should be assessed. Infor
mation is needed about the changes that functional defects and 
disease may impose on the dose to the organism, to the lung, 
and to loci within the lung. 
Recommendation 1-3: There are relatively few clinical en
vironmental research centers in the nation. Their costs are 
high due to the diversity of personnel and large capital expen
ditures they require. The federal agencies principally involved 
in supporting this research should develop coordinated 
programs that provide long-term funding for this effort. When 
possible, studies should be extended to populations that may be 
particularly vulnerable to the effects of pollutants by reason of 
age or because of underlying cardiopulmonary or immunologic 
disorders. 
Recommendation 1-4: Measurements of individual and pop
ulation exposures must receive greater emphasis in future 
epidemiologic studies. Personal sampling should be conducted 
whenever possible, both using integrating samplers, which 
permit evaluation of multiple pollutants, and where ap
propriate and available, using monitors which permit the 
evaluation of peak concentrations. These concentration indices 
should be correlated with activity indices (e.g., of children 
playing) to permit realistic dose evaluations. (See Chapter 15.) 

IV. Specific Major Pollutants 

A. Sulfur Oxides 

1. Laboratory Studies 

Sulfur dioxide is highly soluble in tissue fluids. Administered in 
particle-free air, it is taken up almost entirely by the upper airways 
(naso and oropharynx). This is particularly true in quiet breathing. 
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Rapid breathing, for example during exercise, increases the depth of 
penetration. While these mechanisms of uptake thus confer some pro
tection to the lungs, there is evidence to suggest that the upper airways 
may be rendered more susceptible to infection by such exposures. 

A large fraction of the accumulation mode of ambient aerosols is 
soluble and may exist as a solution droplet at low to medium relative 
humidities. These aerosols absorb sulfur dioxide. When inhaled, they 
probably carry sulfur dioxide, and the products of its combination with 
water, beyond the upper airways. These products include sulfite and 
bisulfite ions. If the particles contain catalysts such as trace metals, 
sulfates may also be produced. 

Before serious consideration is given to modifying the current 
ambient air standards or the emission standards for sulfur dioxide and 
total suspended particulates, specific information about the toxicity of 
different molecular species of sulfur oxides is needed. The frequently 
used term "sulfate aerosols" is ambiguous and unsatisfactory. Some 
suspended sulfates, such as MgS04, occur naturally and are innocuous; 
some, such as Na2 S04, are probably benign; while some, particularly 
if strongly acidic like H2 S04, may be injurious to the lung. The toxic 
potential of sulfite (S03) and bisulfite (HS03), which are produced by 
the oxidation of dissolved or absorbed S02 should be determined. Sul
fite and bisulfite have been observed as stable chemical species down
wind to smelters and in urban environments (Hansen, et al., 1976). 
There is preliminary evidence to suggest that bisulfite ions are irritating 
to the respiratory mucosa. 

Acid rain which appears to be intimately related to sulfur oxide pollu
tion may affect marine and plant life, thereby interfering with food 
chains. Whether the pH or acidity of this family of aerosols is an inde
pendent factor contributing to their toxicity in the mammalian lung is 
unknown. 

Recommendation 1-5: Studies should be undertaken to evalu
ate the possibility that the pH of an aerosol plays an independ
ent role in determining its biologic toxicity. 
Two classes of H2 S04 in terms of size and origin may be present in 

ambient air. The larger size class probably arises chiefly from the oxida
tion of atmospheric S02. It has a mass median diameter of 0.2-0.5 µm 
and is part of the accumulation mode (Willeke and Whitby, 1975). The 
smaller size class is generated by catalytic converters on cars and has a 
mass median diameter of about 0.02 µm. This ultrafine state may 
persist long enough to be inhaled by persons in or close to automobile 
traffic. There is a myriad of evidence to suggest that aerosol size influ
ences biologic response - the smaller the more toxic. 

Recommendation 1-6: The Subtask Force believes that re
search on the comparative toxicity of the two species ofH:;S04 
aerosol, which differ in source and size, is warranted. 
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Sulfate pollution outside of occupational settings is usually present 
as H2 S04, NH4 HS04, or (NH4 )2 S04. Which of these cations dom
inates is thought to be controlled by minute concentrations of airborne 
NH3. As little as 10 ppbv of NH3 can neutralize about 20 µg/m3of H2 
S04. It has been known for some time that NH3 is excreted by the 
respiratory system. As a result, expired breath NH3concentrations may 
run as high as several hundred ppbv. Ambient levels, however, are at 
times less than 1 ppbv. The extent to which endogenous NH3 may 
neutralize acid sulfate aerosols and the level at which such neutrali
zation might occur within the respiratory system is speculative. It is 
conceivable that chemical adaptation develops to intermittent or pro
longed exposure to acid aerosols. 

Recommendation 1-7: Officials responsible for the development 
of supplements to the present standard for total suspended par
ticulates (TSP) must take cognizance of the size-distribution 
and composition of the particles. The effects of specific sulfur 
species should be determined in laboratory experiments on 
human volunteers and animals. Factors that govern the in
teraction between SO 2 and both soluble and insoluble aerosols 
should be addressed. 

2. Epidemiology 

a. Acute Response 
A wide variety of investigators have attempted to document 

the nature of the potential acute response of human subjects to 
sulfur oxides, particulates, and sulfates. All of these studies have 
suffered from poor measures of exposure. In spite of this, there is 
no question but that abrupt changes in mortality and morbidity 
have been associated with inversions leading to markedly 
elevated levels of sulfur oxides and particulates. Levels at which 
excess mortality might occur have been estimated (Lawther, 
1963), and these estimates have been used to set air quality stand
ards. Nonetheless, what is not well understood is whether the 
actual levels of these pollutants are responsible for the excess 
morbidity and mortality observed, or whether other unknown or 
unrecognized pollutants are chiefly responsible. 

The association of mortality with sulfur oxides and par
ticulates is complicated by other factors which are difficult to 
measure but may be important. In the older British data the ef
fect of low temperatures was significantly associated with smoke 
concentrations, and the excess mortality at these times was ap
parent only in urban England where the concentrations of smoke 
and sulfur dioxide were particularly high. In the more recent 
American data, mortality seems to be associated with particulate 
concentrations and is independent of other risk factors such as 
social class, age, and occupation (Bueckley, et al., 1973). 
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However, the effects of cigarette smoking have not been 
measured in these analyses since data on smoking habits were 
not available from the death certificates on which the studies 
were based. 

b. Chronic Response 
From measurements made in a variety of settings it appears, at 

least in temperate weather, that sulfur dioxide from stationary 
sources diffuses readily throughout a region. Measurements con
ducted at such times show similar concentrations of sulfur diox
ide in the atmosphere in different parts of a region. Whether the 
same phenomenon is true for sulfates or other particulates is not 
known. Also, the extent to which indoor levels vary with outdoor 
levels, ventilation, and the characteristics of interior surfaces is 
not known. 

Chronic exposure to these pollutants has been related to a 
number of measures of respiratory morbidity. Most of the studies 
which have been performed are cross-sectional in nature, with 
the particular health phenomena being assessed at one point in 
time and evaluated or summarized over all ages included. In 
these kinds of studies of adult populations, older persons appear 
to have more symptoms than younger persons, those living in 
more polluted environments have more symptoms of disease 
than those living in less polluted environments, those employed 
in dusty trades have more respiratory symptoms than those 
employed outside these trades, and in the older English data, 
those people of lower social classes have more disease than those 
of higher social classes. However, in all these cases, cigarette 
smoking has a significantly greater effect than any of these factors. 
In most studies, these variables in combination explain only a 
modest amount of the observed variation; however, in many of 
the studies, after correcting for the effect of cigarette smoking, 
very little of the remaining effect can be explained by either air 
pollution or any other variable. 

Several recent reviews of the health effects of sulfur oxides 
have pointed toward the deficiencies in monitoring. This is 
typical of all studies correlating exposure with the development 
of these chronic respiratory diseases (Rall, 1974). The need for 
within-region monitoring and personal monitoring has been 
stressed. The reconstruction of long-term exposure may become 
necessary if data on chronic exposure are to be accumulated. 

Health parameters, although grossly correlated in the past 
with exposure, tend to stress symptoms of respiratory disease and 
the development of chronic obstructive lung disease. Since the 
latter is largely irreversible, efforts have been directed toward 
identifying early changes in either symptoms or functional tests 
that would be reversible. Thus far, it is apparent that some of the 
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symptomatology, i.e., cough and phlegm, represent irritant 
phenomena which may disappear upon removal of the irritant. 
This is most apparent in the case of cigarette smoking. Few 
persons respond with such a dramatic effect upon exposure to 
sulfur dioxide and particulates. Thus, one must rely upon 
measured changes in morbidity expressed as a reduction in 
pulmonary function tests and/or mortality. In terms of mor
bidity, gross changes in pulmonary function tests occur only at 
the advanced stages of the disease. More sensitive indicators of 
change in lung function or onset of obstructive disease need to be 
developed. 

To better isolate the effects of air pollutants from the effects of 
some of the other environmental factors previously discussed, 
such as cigarette smoking and occupational exposure, a number 
of investigators have undertaken studies in children. This 
research has shown that, compared to children from less polluted 
areas, children from more highly polluted environments have 
lower levels of pulmonary function, a higher incidence of lower 
respiratory tract illnesses, and more irritation of the upper 
respiratory tract with increased mucous secretion. These dif
ferences were apparent at ages 5 to 6 and seemed to persist 
through age 16 (Lunn, et al., 1970). However, by age 20 the ef
fects of cigarette smoking become important and may mask the 
effects of pollution (Peters and Ferris, 1967). 

A number of investigators have attempted to summarize the 
existing data in terms of dose-response relationships. The dif
ficulty has been in quantifying the dose. Two figures constructed 
by Ferris (quoted in Rall, 1974) suggest that symptoms of in
creasing severity are associated with average ambient air levels 
which begin at or about the annual average standards for sulfur 
dioxide and particulates (80 µg/m3 and 75 µg/m3, respectively) 
and that above these concentrations the severity of symptoms 
and signs increases in a linear fashion if related to log exposure 
dose. Few, if any, of the data points in these figures come from 
any study in which the same individuals have been followed 
prospectively over time. Because past exposures have not been 
well documented it is difficult even in children to attribute all 
differences observed between groups to past exposures to air pol
lutants. 

For these and other reasons, data published in the existing 
literature do not reveal much about the natural history of the dis
eases of particular concern in relation to chronic exposure to sul
fur dioxide, suspended particulates and sulfates. Clearly, using 
cigarette smoking as a potent irritant, it is apparent that not 
everyone is susceptible to the respiratory tract effects of smoking. 
The cough and sputum syndrome appears to be dose related; 
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however, the development of obstruction does not appear to have 
a direct relation to dose. It is not known if either early childhood 
exposures or concomitant exposures to sulfur dioxide, sus
pended particulates or sulfates induce susceptibility to cigarette 
smoke or are in themselves sufficient irritants to produce airway 
changes. Prospective studies of people in selected exposure 
groups will obviously be required to sort out the natural history 
and factors predisposing to the development of chronic obstruc
tive respiratory disease. An example of increasing susceptibility 
or interactions of exposure has been reported in an English 
prospective study of approximately 1,000 working men from 
London (Fletcher, et al., 1976). In that study, which was con
ducted during the 1960s, a period of time during which smoke 
concentrations in the city of London decreased by a factor of 4, 
but the concentrations of sulfur dioxide remained relatively con
stant, subjects who did not change their smoking habits had a 
significant decline in the volume of sputum produced and in the 
frequency of reported symptoms of sputum production. The 
results suggest that the effects of the air pollutants were additive 
to or increased the susceptibility for the known effect of cigarette 
smoking. Obviously more investigations of this kind as well as in
vestigations of the effects of the initiation of cigarette smoking on 
populations with different background exposures to these pollu
tants will be required to delineate the effects of the other pollu
tants. 

Some sources of respiratory morbidity data, while unsatisfac
tory for prevalence and incidence studies, may nevertheless be 
useful in evaluating acute responses to changes in pollution 
levels. These include hospital admissions and insurance claims. 
Many of these kinds of data are currently being collected for 
administrative purposes and little additional cost would be 
involved in evaluating the correlation between medical care 
utilization and pollution. Ideally these studies would be done at 
different sites, standardized for a number of potentially con
founding variables and environmentally monitored by similar 
techniques at the residential sites. 

As suggested earlier, the application of improved techniques 
for monitoring exposure is required. It is not known which of the 
various exposure items is the appropriate one for reporting 
human exposures. In addition, it is not clear as to where pollu
tants should be measured in terms of the representativeness of 
the sampling sites to real population exposures. 

Recommendation 1-8: Prospective studies in defined population 
groups, supported by appropriate environmental monitoring 
of the different chemical species, should be undertaken to as
sess the health effects of exposure to sulfur oxide pollutants. 
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Long-term commitment is required for these studies since the 
changes to be assessed may take several years to develop to a 
degree that they are measurable. Populations to be studied 
might include: 
a. Subjects living in communities which are likely to have 

significant changes in the degree of exposures; 
b. Subjects with unique occupational exposures to sulfur 

dioxide, sulfates, or other particulates; 
c. Panels of subjects regularly followed who might be avail

able for assessment during documented acute pollution 
episodes; 

d. Subjects in whom other known or suspected risk factors for 
the development of chronic respiratory disease (i.e., ciga
rette smoking, identified occupational risks, familial 
aggregation, childhood history of bronchitis, sex, age, etc.) 
can be noted to test hypotheses related to interaction with 
sulfur oxide pollutants. 

Recommendation 1-9: The effects of sulfur oxide pollutants on 
functional lung status in cohorts of school children should be 
assessed. Obviously, this is one way of controlling the effects 
of smoking and occupational exposure. In addition, this tech
nique would identify cohorts of children with different rates 
of functional change as a result of lung growth and develop
ment in whom the natural history of the development of chronic 
respiratory disease can be evaluated in years to come. 
Recommendation 1-10: Studies relating numbers of cases of 
respiratory morbidity in association with sulfur oxide pol
lutants should be performed using existing large data base 
sources. These could be hospital or emergency room admission 
rates, physician panel patients, prepaid health care program 
patients, etc. There are obviously limitations of these kinds 
of data, but they could be used to evaluate acute responses to 
changes in pollutant concentrations. 

B. Carbon Monoxide 

1. Laboratory Studies. 
Carbon monoxide acts to displace oxygen from hemoglobin and to 

impede the release of oxygen by hemoglobin in peripheral tissues, i.e., 
to shift the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve leftward. The organs most 
affected by carbon monoxide are the brain, heart, and skeletal muscles. 
These effects are especially evident during exercise. In the past, atten
tion has been focused on patients with arteriosclerotic heart disease, 
particularly when exposure to carbon monoxide is combined with 
exercise, and on the association between carbon monoxide level in 
ambient air and the prognosis of acute myocardial infarction. Anemia, 
peripheral vascular disease, and hypoxemia from any cause may be 
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aggravated by carbon monoxide. 
Laboratory studies in both animals with experimentally produced 

coronary arterial stenosis and in human subjects with documented 
coronary arterial stenosis and with documented coronary artery disease 
have demonstrated acute physiologic effects (Aronow and Isbell, 1973). 
Studies with patients with documented coronary artery disease have 
shown that inhalation of 0.1 percent carbon monoxide for 8-15 minutes 
increased coronary blood flow. Similar studies in which ten stable 
angina patients breathed 50 or 100 ppm carbon monoxide showed that 
the mean time to the onset of angina was shortened (Anderson, et al., 
1973). Similar results were obtained in studies of patients exposed to 
freeway automobile traffic. 

To date, studies of the effects of low levels of CO on sensory and 
psychomotor performance have been confined largely to healthy young 
adults. The Subtask Force believes that such studies should be extend
ed to middle aged and elderly persons in whom, as a group, cerebral 
atherosclerosis is likely to be present. Other populations appropriate 
for study include patients with anemia and hypoxemia. 

Laboratory evidence suggests that chronic exposure to carbon 
monoxide may predispose to atherosclerosis when combined with high 
cholesterol diets. This evidence has implications for community air 
pollution and cigarette smoking, and further careful examination of 
the question is needed. 

Recommendation 1-11: There is a need for information on the 
effects of low levels of carboxyhemoglobin on the psychomotor 
performance of elderly persons. High priority should be given 
to animal research designed to test the relation among factors 
such as carbon monoxide, smoking, diet, and susceptibility to 
atherosclerosis. 

2. Epidemiologic Studies 
To what extent carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) levels in urban popula

tions may be attributable to air pollution as distinguished from other 
sources of carbon monoxide, in particular cigarette smoke (to which 
non-smokers may also be exposed), is uncertain. This issue is compli
cated by two distinct problems in measurement. One is the difficulty 
in typifying ambient concentrations of carbon monoxide, since sharp 
gradients in concentrations may occur over short distances from auto
motive sources. The second is the difficulty in measuring low concen
trations of COHb accurately. If a laboratory serving to calibrate and 
standardize these analytic techniques for investigators were established 
or designated, the collation of experimental data would be improved. 

An early attempt to associate myocardial infarction admission rates 
and case fatality rates with ambient levels of carbon monoxide was 
conducted in Los Angeles in 1958 (Goldsmith and Landaw, 1968). In a 
highly polluted area there appeared to be a relationship between 
ambient carbon monoxide levels and the case fatality rate. Because of 
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a number of confounding variables such as age, sex, race, and smoking, 
this study was not considered definitive. Another investigator in Balti
more observed no relation between post-mortem carboxyhemoglobin 

levels and causes of death. None of the non-smokers had carboxy
hemoglobin levels over 5 percent. These findings do not rule out the 
possibility that carbon monoxide has an effect on coronary heart dis
ease; however, they do mitigate against a significant direct effect of 
exposures to carbon monoxide from automobile exhausts as compared 
to those from cigarette smoking. 

The additional effect on cigarette smokers which might be antici
pated from continuous exposure at high ambient levels is a reduction in 
the rate of clearance of carbon monoxide from the blood. This allows for 
persistence of relatively high COHb levels in smokers and adds an 
increment of carbon monoxide to the normal level in a smoker. Al
though not known, it appears likely that an incremental amount might 
have a greater effect on persons already at significantly elevated COHb 
levels than on those at base line levels. 

The chronic effects of elevated levels of carboxyhemoglobin are 
poorly understood. Clearly the most importance source of carbon 
monoxide has been cigarette smoking. This exposure may start in utero 

and may have significantly greater effect in the newborn infant than in 
small children. Small children are likely to be exposed most intensely 
when indoors in households with smokers. As the child moves out-of
doors, he/she is at risk of having maximum exposure to ambient levels 
since children usually tend to be exercising rather than being in a basal 
state. With the onset of the second decade of life, many young people 
begin a lifelong pattern of cigarette smoking. As a result, 40-50 percent 
of the total population undergo a lifetime of exposure to significant 
levels of carbon monoxide. 

Any attempt to quantify chronic exposure to carbon monoxide must 
take this spectrum of exposure into account. Several questions about 
fetal and newborn exposures need to be answered. There is evidence 
that chronic exposure interferes with normal enzyme activity. It is not 
known to what extent metabolism may be altered in the very young. 
How these mechanisms of response affect different segments of the 
population is also not completely understood. Some of the groups that 
need to be especially considered include: (a) patients with respiratory 
disease that interferes with oxygen uptake (This would include the 
approximately 1 percent of the population with incapacitating chronic 
obstructive lung disease and the additional 1 percent with other chronic 
respiratory diseases which limit activity. Those persons with chronic 
respiratory diseases living at high altitudes would be even more at risk. 
Indeed, the effect of high altitude would affect the remaining groups 
of patients as well.); (b) populations of patients with anemia (These 
populations are susceptible because they may already be functioning 
at their maximum oxygen carrying capacity.); (c) populations of 
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patients with arteriosclerotic heart disease (This group would not be 
able to compensate to increase oxygen demand by increasing blood 
flow.). 

From the point of view of general environmental exposure to carbon 
monoxide, the major source is from automobile exhausts. With imple
mentation of improved technology in removing carbon monoxide from 
automobile exhausts, it becomes important to determine the dose 
response effect of exposure to lower levels of carbon monoxide and the 
relationship between the effects of exposure to automobile exhausts 
with and without significant amounts of carbon monoxide present. 

Perhaps a further distinction should be considered in epidemiologic 
surveys on differences that may exist between indoor and outdoor levels 
of carbon monoxide. During cold weather and among persons relying 
on inefficient systems of heating and ventilation, exposures to carbon 
monoxide may be considerably higher indoors. In addition, specific 
occupational groups may have significantly higher levels of exposure 
at different times of the year. 

Listed below are several specific recommendations regarding carbon 
monoxide. These were formulated by the Subtask Force in the belief 
that sufficient data already exist on the acute effects of this airborne 
contaminant. The information base for which scientific documentation 
is lacking is on the lower end of the dose response curve and on the 
mechanisms of action for the chronic effects of carbon monoxide in the 
production of changes in blood vessel walls. 

Recommendation 1-12: Physiologic confirmation on the effects 
of low doses of carbon monoxide needs to be undertaken. This 
effort might include development of improved standardized 
techniques for measuring low levels of COHb. 
Recommendation 1-13: Identification of specific groups of 
subjects exposed to particularly high concentrations of carbon 
monoxide needs to be documented and followed prospectively. 
For example, these populations include: 
a. Offspring of smoking mothers. These children are known 

to have received significant carbon monoxide doses during 
fetal life; 

b. Workers with occupational exposures to carbon monoxide; 
c. Persons with cardiopulmonary or hematologic conditions 

or impaired organ blood flow who live at high altitudes and 
who might be exposed to modest concentrations of carbon 
monoxide. 

Recommendation 1-14: Possible associations of chronic carbon 
monoxide exposure and the development of arteriosclerotic 
heart disease (ASHD) need to be explored; however, because of 
numerous uncontrollable confounding factors and the multi
factorial nature of ASHD in humans, it must be recognized that 
the likelihood of identifying specific risks attributable to 
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carbon monoxide exposure is low. As a result, this recom

mendation has a low priority. 

C. Photochemical Oxidants 

1. Laboratory Studies. 

There have been relatively few coordinated studies of the functional, 

biochemical, and morphologic consequences of prolonged, possibly 

intermittent, exposure to ozone (03) and related photo-chemical oxi

dants. Acute exposures are known to induce a variety of cellular and 

subcellular adaptations, occasionally referred to as "tolerance," which 

for a limited time appear capable of reducing the toxicity of a second 

exposure. Little is known of the importance of these adaptations during 

prolonged exposure or how they may be related to specific functional 

and structural changes that develop under such conditions. 

Among the factors that might influence the response to chronic ex

posure are age and nutritional status. The capacity for biochemical 

adaptation is likely to differ early in life, particularly at or near birth, 

from that of adulthood. Similarly, the rate and degree of recovery from 

environmental stress may differ as a function of age. Vitamin E, an 

antioxidant, confers protection against brief exposure to O 3 and NO 2. 

Whether such protection mitigates the effects to chronic exposure is a 

question that has implications for public health. Other compounds 

rich in sulfhydryl groups should be examined in the same light. 

Recent studies on human volunteers suggest that O 3 and sulfur 

dioxide act synergistically to depress pulmonary function (Bates and 

Huzucha, 1973). The mechanism for this effect is uncertain and should 

be studied. Conceivably, the two gases may interact prior to inhalation, 

following inhalation while still airborne or following uptake by the 

respiratory lining. In considering the last possibility, it is of interest to 

note that the general sites of uptake of the two gases, while overlap

ping, are largely different (Abe, 1967). 

Ozone, which is perhaps the most important photochemical oxidant, 

damages cell membranes and denatures structural proteins (elastin, 

collagen). As a consequence, the rate at which the lung ages, and its 

predisposition to degenerative disease, may be increased. Whether 

urban populations chronically exposed to photochemical pollution are 

subject to these effects is an important but unresolved question. For 

some time to come, judgment is likely to depend on experimental evi

dence obtained from animal models. 

Recommendation 1-15: Studies of adaptive responses at cellu

lar and subcellular levels should be made during prolonged 

exposure of animals to photochemical oxidants, and in parti

cular, to ozone. The relation between such adaptations and the 

functional and structural consequences of prolonged or inter

mittent exposures should be assessed. Research on other 
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factors that may modify the effects of chronic exposures to 
ozone, including co-exposure to other pollutants, age, and diet, 
should be encouraged. 

2. Epidemiologic Studies. 
a. Acute Response 

Attempts to document the acute effects of exposures to photo
chemical oxidants have for the most part been unsuccessful. For 
a variety of reasons, which relate either to experimental design or 
to the fact that competing risks far outweigh the risk from 
photochemical oxidants, the attributable risk of respiratory dis
ease from oxidants appears to be negligible. In terms of morbidity 
of both healthy and diseased persons, these competing risks seem 
to account for all of the attributable change in functional or sub
jective status. These studies reveal a large component of unex
plained symptomatology or functional change; apparently, 
more sensitive indicators of association are required. 

b. Chronic Response 
At all ages impaired function seems to relate to the acute level 

of exposure at which the measurement is being made. If the ex
posure is removed, the function returns to a pre-exposure level, 
as in the case of adults with disease (Motley, et al., 1959), or con
tinues to improve as in the case of performing athletes (Wayne, 
et al., 1967). 

Because of toxicologic data suggesting impaired clearance of 
bacteria, the possibility that lowered resistance to epidemic in
fluenza might be apparent in children exposed to higher levels of 
oxidants led to a study of 3,500 children from 5 districts with dif
ferent levels of oxidant (Pearlman, 1971). However, no cor
responding difference in school absentee reports, questionnaires, 
or serum titers was observed. 

The evidence that populations exposed to oxidants suffer 
anything more than annoyance and significant eye irritation is 
minimal; consequently, there is virtually no evidence to suggest a 
significant dose-response relationship. In spite of this, animal 
data are strongly suggestive that such a relationship must exist 
since deleterious effects are noted at concentrations commonly 
observed in Los Angeles, and less commonly in other com
munities. In addition, animal studies indicate that relatively 
short exposures to ozone at a concentration of 0.5 ppm can result 
in chromatid damage (Merz, et al., 1975). Suggestive evidence 
that reversible changes in human chromatid material can also 
occur following short time exposures to 03 raises the possibility 
that this substance may have some mutagenic potential. To 
further complicate the situation, the interaction of ozone with 
sulfur dioxide produces reactions in humans which do not occur 
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with either alone in the concentrations used. This suggests that 

synergism does occur. Almost no work has been conducted to 

study this situation in an epidemiologic setting. 

There is a need to study human populations to determine 

whether exposures to photochemical pollutants affect the fre

quency and severity of infectious diseases. Since the natural 

history of early chronic respiratory disease in terms of increased 

susceptibility to known environmental irritants (mainly cigarette 

smoking) is speculative at best, it would be useful to identify 

population groups which have lived through different levels of ex

posure to photochemical pollutants to determine differences in 

susceptibility. Little use of chronic exposure data has been made 

for these purposes to date. 
Oxidant measurements are mainly directed to the determina

tion of ozone. It is apparent, however, that the ozone fraction 

may not always be the significant pollutant. For example, eye ir

ritation, although correlated with total oxidant, is not correlated 

with levels of exposure to ozone. 

Recommendation 1-16: Morbidity and mortality patterns of 

persons who have suffered from lifelong exposure to ambient 

levels of photochemical pollutants need to be identified in re

gard to chronic respiratory diseases and a variety of cancers. 

The identification of stable population groups, in which expo

sures have been evaluated for sufficiently long periods of time, 

is necessary to determine the attributable risk of lifelong 

exposure to photochemical oxidants. Investigations of the 

acute effects of recent exposures in population subgroups who 

may be at excess risk should be expanded. These might include 

persons with pre-existing cardiopulmonary disease and 

asthma, as well as the aged and the very young. 

Recommendation 1-17: Cohorts of adults and children with 

known levels of pulmonary function should be assessed during 

and between carefully monitored acute intense oxidant expo

sures to determine changes in pulmonary function and suscep

tibility to infection. The special advantage of observations 

on children would be to further the understanding of the 

natural history of the development of early chronic respira

tory disease. 

D. Nitrogen Oxides 

1. Laboratory Studies 

From toxicologic studies, it is known that nitrogen dioxide penetrates 

into the lungs of animals and human subjects at rest to a considerably 

greater depth than does sulfur dioxide (Abe, 1967); furthermore, the 

kind of bronchoconstriction produced by inhalation seems to be related 

to direct histamine release rather than being a parasympathomimetic 
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reflex response (Yokozama, 1970). In addition, this direct penetration 
seems to be associated with mucosal injury and this injury may pre
dispose to the occurrence of infection. 

Nitrate aerosols, including organic nitrates such as PAN, are com
monly observed in community and industrial air. There is virtually no 
information, however, on their biologic effects following inhalation. It is 
worth noting that inorganic nitrate aerosols deliquesce at relatively 
low relative humidities (i.e., 40% to 60%) and that neutral salts could 
therefore serve as effective absorbents of atmospheric sulfur dioxide. 

Recommendation 1-18: The effects of hydrated nitrate aerosols, 
whether acting synergistically with sulfur dioxide in particular 
or perhaps with other soluble irritant gases, should be deter
mined for acute exposures. The result of such experiments 
should be very useful in determining whether studies of 
prolonged exposures are warranted. 

2. Epidemiologic Studies 
a. Acute Response. 

Measures of acute response to nitrogen dioxide exposure at am
bient levels in population situations have been difficult to docu
ment. None of the acute disasters known to affect large popula
tions has ever been documented as being caused by nitrogen 
dioxide alone. However, from what is known about the relative 
penetrability of other gaseous contaminants and the mechanisms 
of death and excess morbidity associated with these in pollution 
disasters in the past, it is not unreasonable to be concerned 
about nitrogen dioxide. 

Excess rates of acute respiratory illnesses seem be to asso
ciated with acute nitrogen dioxide exposures. In some cases of ex
cess mortality associated with air pollution disasters, many of the 
excess deaths were attributed to the outcome of infections, albeit 
in the very young and very old and in those with pre-existing car
diovascular and respiratory diseases. 

b. Chronic Response 
Those few studies in which attempts have been made to com

pare persons exposed to higher versus those exposed to lower 
levels of nitrogen dioxide have, in general, shown a range of 
reporting of excess upper and lower respiratory tract illnesses 
consistent with excess rates of infection. 

Few investigators have attempted to identify changes in 
pulmonary function related to nitrogen dioxide exposure. Those 
who have tried have been unable to differentiate any effect at
tributable to nitrogen dioxide. In part, this may have resulted 
from the fact that most of the studies included only a small 
number of subjects. Or it may have been that the variability of 
response prevented attributing any observed effect to nitrogen 
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dioxide. In addition, because the primary source of nitrogen diox

ide is mobile pollution sources (automob_ile exhausts) and there 

are many additional contaminants in the atmospheres near such 

sources, any effect observed may not be attributable to nitrogen 

dioxide alone. 
Nitrogen oxides include several gases (principally NO and 

NO2) that co-exist in ambient air in variable concentrations. To 

date the key epidemiologic studies (Shy, et al., 1973) that appear 

to incriminate nitrogen oxides as being hazardous to health have 

been criticized on two grounds: (a) that the analytic techniques 

used were inadequate and (b) that total suspended particulates 

were also elevated to the point where they might have been the 

chief contributor responsible for the observed morbidity and 

function impairment. Unfortunately, in another study, the 

chemical composition of the suspended particles was not deter

mined. Owing to the unusual locale of this particular investiga

tion, it may be that other significant contaminants, such as 

H2 SO4 and HNO3, may have been present (NAS/NAE, 1974). 

Insufficient studies of situations in which exposure to nitrogen 

dioxide at ambient levels exists, either with or without additional 

pollutants present, have been made to comment convincingly 

whether chronic nitrogen dioxide exposures contribute 

significantly to the development of chronic respiratory disease. 

Investigations of animals of a variety of species for both acute 

and chronic exposure settings show that there appears to be a 

dose-effect relationship. Further data in man will be required to 

document the nature of the response at the lower exposure levels. 

As with photochemical contaminants, the role of nitrogen diox

ide may be important as a precursor in establishing the suscep

tibility in humans to infectious agents. This may be particularly 

true in childhood; therefore, documentation or further substan

tiation of studies in children is needed: 

Recommendation 1-19: Sites with pollution from nitrogen 

oxides in relative isolation need to be identified. This is neces

sary to locate people who can be studied to evaluate the dose

response to these pollutants. So far as is known, there are no 

such sites in the United States which involve general communi

ties. There may be occupational groups which do have such 

exposures and they should be identified. The question of dose 

response to nitrogen oxide is sufficiently important that if no 

sites are located in the U.S., attempts should be made to identi

fy such sites outside the U. S. Because of the importance of 

obtaining data on this subject, the U. S. should support the 

evaluation of such populations. 
If exposure sites can be found, cohorts of children will need to 

be followed for several years to assess change in lung function 
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with growth and development with increased susceptibility to 
and severity of infectious events. 

V. Contaminants from Specified Sources 
The general public is potentially exposed to most all industrial 

chemicals or materials. Since one approach for maintaining tolerable 
working conditions is to discharge the pollutants outside through stacks 
or windows, those living close to or downwind of an industrial plant are 
potentially exposed to dangerous quantities of these materials. Docu
mented examples of neighborhood disease from factories are beryllium 
disease, lung cancer, and lead poisoning, caused by beryllium, asbestos, 
and lead, respectively. No attempt will be made here to provide a 
complete catalogue of these potential problems. The discussion to 
follow will be limited to some specific examples. 

Asbestos and other mineral fibers are of considerable concern. The 
multiple environmental sources of asbestos (for example, brake linings 
and insulation) make it potentially a widespread problem, especially in 
the urban environment. Unfortunately, the pathogenic potential of 
various fibrous minerals especially with regard to harmful dose, host 
factors, etc., has not been firmly established. Trace metals in the 
ambient environment are also cause for concern. Lead and mercury are 
classic problems. Cadmium, for example, is a very toxic material in 
the working environment causing both pulmonary and renal disease. 
Its role in causing disease as an air pollutant is still not resolved. Aside 
from the direct toxic effects of these materials in the environment, it is 
important to consider the role of metals in the catalytic conversion of 
other airborne materials to a more or less toxic state. These interactions 
are also not well understood. 

Manganese is another potential metallic pollutant. As is the case 
with most metals, manganese pollution from industrial sources appears 
to be a local problem rather than a general one. However, methylcy
clopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl is being used to upgrade the 
antiknock capacity of unleaded fuel. This could lead to the widespread 
contamination of the environment with manganese. The toxic effects 
of this material on special populations, for example, the elderly, 
pregnant women, unborn fetuses, and children, have not been thor
oughly evaluated. 

Nickel is a documented cause of occupational lung and nasal cancer. 
Whether the public surrounding nickel processing operations is sub
jected to a high risk is unknown. Chromium, especially in the hexa
valent state, is irritating and corrosive to the respiratory tract and 
causes lung cancer among workers in industry. Again, whether the 
general public residing near chromium industrial operations is at a sig
nificant risk is unknown. 

Vanadium, while thought primarily to represent an acute toxicity 
problem to workers, does have subtle metabolic effects. The environ-
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ment of vanadium processing plants should be monitored. 
Recommendation 1-20: Populations chronically exposed to 
local pollution by metals and metalloids, especially cadmium, 
chromium, manganese, nickel and vanadium and their salts, 
should be identified and studied prospectively. 
Recommendation 1-21: Factors that influence the toxicity of 
airborne metals, such as aerodynamic size, shape, mineral and 
chemical composition, and dose, should be studied system
atically in animals. Evaluations of the effects of particle shape 
should specifically include extreme shapes typified by asbesti
form minerals and fiberglass. 
A major fraction of the accumulation mode urban aerosol is com

posed of a mixture of organic compounds of both natural and man
made origins. Included within this general classification are numerous 
known carcinogens, including polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, 
alkylating agents, and nitrosamines. Other potentially carcinogenic 
compounds may be found in the vapor phase of the ambient air. The 
few reports (NAS, 1976) describing the presence and concentrations of 
these aerosols and vapor compounds in air are sufficient to cause con
cern about their potential for causing cancer in humans. Other organic 
constituents in the air may be important respiratory irritants. Previous 
studies have been restricted to partial determinations of organic mix
tures, primarily those with sufficiently high stability and low volatility 
to remain on the sampling subtrate during long-interval high-volume 
sampling. In any case, there are far too few reports of studies to provide 
a clear view of the extent of the potential hazard. For these reasons, 
the Subtask Force believes it is important that studies be initiated to 
obtain a better perspective on the composition of this significant mass 
fraction of the urban air contamination. However, the constituents are 
so variable in their physical and chemical characteristics, stability and 
interactions on and recovery from sampling media that carefully 
planned exploratory work is needed before large scale characterizations 
will be feasible. 

Recommendation 1-22: A systematic effort should be initiated 
to characterize the organic constituents in the ambient air. 
Major emphasis should be directed to the determination of the 
concentration of the known carcinogens and respiratory irri
tants. Efforts should also be made to identify other compounds 
present in significant concentrations so that they can be eval
uated for biologic activity. 

VI. Aeroallergens 

Unlike pollutants of industrial and vehicular origin, adverse health 
effects due to commonly encountered, ambient levels of aeroallergens 
are widely evident and involve well over 10% of the exposed persons in 
the United States. Affected subjects most commonly manifest allergic 
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rhinitis and/or bronchial asthma with reversible tissue changes. How
ever, these same processes also foster infectious complications and 
may exacerbate the health effects of numerous environmental chemical 
and physical factors, resulting in chronic morbidity and, sometimes, 
death. In smaller groups of persons exposed to organic dusts, studies 
have shown that disturbed immunologic responses of a different type 
lead to acute and chronic interstitial lung disease with slowly resolving, 
profound tissue injury. Many of the latter subjects comprise occupa
tionally exposed persons, especially agricultural workers and others 
handling composting or fermenting plant materials. By contrast, the 
allergens prominent in rhinitis and asthma are largely encountered dur
ing free atmospheric exposures; both may arise in the domestic setting. 
Allergic nasal and bronchial disorders are especially prevalent in young 
persons, resulting in decreases in school attendance and productivity 
that constitute a serious waste of human resources (Davis, 1972). 

Practical analyses of aeroallergen-induced morbidity require atten
tion to the sources, transport, deposition and tissue effects of these 
agents. Aeroallergens comprise a broad group of largely biogenic, air
borne materials. Among these, however, only certain pollens (e.g., those 
of ragweeds) have been studied sufficiently to enable partial isolation 
and characterization of their major sensitizing components. These 
separated factors and, more importantly, antisera developed for them 
have provided uniquely sensitive and specific reagents for detecting 
allergens in a variety of media. Recently, less exacting serologic tech
niques, utilizing widely available immuno-adsorbents, have permitted 
initial studies of allergenic similarities among pollens of related species. 

Tissue processes leading to hay fever and asthma involve mediator 
substances (e.g., histamine, slow reacting substances of anaphylaxis, 
and leucocyte chemotactic factors) released by allergens from immuno
globin E (IgE)-sensitized mast cells. This process has been shown, in 
human lung and nasal polyp tissues, to be modulated by intracellular 
levels of cyclic nucleotides. Further studies of this process, its modu
lation, and the synthesis of cytophilic antibodies are indicated. The 
capacity of human IgE to sensitize primate tissues provides additional 
avenues of investigation - especially where gross neurovascular manip
ulations must be tested (Patterson and Kelly, 1974). 

Cellular events leading to interstitial lung disease (i.e., hypersensi
tivity pneumonitis) are not clearly defined and may differ among 
groups of offending dusts. Reactions of IgG precipitins have received 
interest in this connection, and an apparently related illness (experi
mental allergic aspergillosis) has been transferred by cell-free serum 
to subhuman primates. However, there is increasing evidence that 
delayed-type hypersensitivity also accompanies such conditions (espe
cially those associated with avian excreta). Investigating blastogenesis 
and lymphokine generation by cells in short-term culture as well as 
examination of exposed passively sensitized animals should permit 
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resolution of these questions. 
Despite substantial progress in defining allergic tissue mechanisms, 

many additional aspects of human exposure and response to aeroaller
gens remain to be clarified. Clinicians continue to encounter subjects 
with symptom patterns inexplicable in terms of recognized particulate 
allergens alone. Furthermore, recently developed volumetric techniques 
of air sampling have demonstrated the abundance of particulates, 
especially spores of asco, basidio, and deuteromycetes, with totally 
unknown human health effects. The allergenic potential of these agents 
- as well as of diverse algae, arthropod fragments, and particles of 
plant humus - cannot be assessed at present through skin testing or 
correlative in vitro studies of IgE (Solomon and Mathews, in press). 
Furthermore, ambient exposures are far too complex generally for long
term epidemiologic studies of (multiple-sensitive) subjects to provide 
useful data for correlation with aerometric variables. Instead, direct 
(acute) mucosa! testing of sensitive persons, using native particulates 
or extracts, will be essential in evaluating the biologic activities of these 
potential offenders. 

Cautiously conducted and interpreted provocative testing of sensi
tive subjects will also be required to define dose-response relationships 
for major particulate allergens in the upper and lower airways. Such 
data are essential in identifying goals for community programs of aller
gen source eradication as well as personal avoidance measures. An 
updated determination of North American ragweed pollen (and, ulti
mately, other allergen) isopleths, reflecting current patterns of land 
use, would substantially complement this effort. Correlative data on 
threshold responses may also be obtained from panels of subjects with 
monospecific clinical sensitivities (e.g., to ragweed pollen) as carefully 
monitored community particle levels vary seasonally. This approach 
has been utilized by British workers who reported 20 grains/meter3 as 
a minimal grass pollen level associated with symptoms in most clinical
ly-sensitive Londoners (Davies and Smith, 1973). 

Local ragweed control programs can succeed in situations where the 
pollen is produced largely within the control area (Freedman, 1967). 
On the other hand, a local control program, even in an area as large as 
New York City, was ineffective because of airborne transport of pollen 
from agricultural lands and open fields outside the city (Wolzer and 
Seegle, 1956). There are very little data on the costs of effective rag
weed control and essentially none on other aeroallergens. Freedman 
(1967) reported that annual control efforts with 2, 4-D in open pasture 
and wheat fields was $1.50/acre, while control in congested areas with 
chemical and mechanical techniques was $25-$50/acre. The overall 
costs of an effective control program depend on the level of control 
needed, i.e., threshold response levels, and the distance to which con
trols must be applied to reduce the problem to subthreshold levels for a 
major portion of the sensitive population. Research is needed to define 
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these unknown factors, but it is possible that effective controls may 
cost no more than a small fraction of the costs currently expended on 
the control of chemical pollutants in the atmosphere. 

Except for ragweed and grass pollens, isolated sensitivities to aller
gens arising out-of-doors are rare in North America. Therefore, clarifi
cation of dose-response matrices for additional agents will require 
precisely modulated exposures of selected subjects in environmental 
chambers using, preferably, native particles. Present evidence suggests 
that air temperature and humidity, prevailing season, short-term 
exposure history, time of day, absorptive state, and anxiety level all 
may influence observed responses. Other influencing factors include the 
intensity and breadth of sensitivity, medication effect and pollen levels 
employed. Reports of increased responsiveness to pollens following 
symptom-provoking exposures deserve early evaluation since such 
"priming" could explain apparent seasonal trends in clinical response 
thresholds. By contrast, repetitive exposures to pollen extracts have 
been observed to progressively diminish reactivity. 

Although volumetric sampling using suction traps and rotating 
impactors permits accurate monitoring of allergenic particles, addition
al aspects of the inhaled load merit study. Solomon and Mathews (in 
press) have recently reported on studies of ragweed pollen allergens 
associated with ambient aerosol fractions below five micrometers. 
These studies, which made use of selective filtration and immuno-assay 
techniques, deserve critical evaluation. The association of allergens 
with such aerosol fractions might arise from allergen elution and reflo
tation following massive natural pollen deposition and could explain 
short period disparities between symptoms and particle prevalence, as 
well as the association of asthma with inhaled pollens that scarcely 
penetrate beyond the glottis (Wilson, et al., 1973). Possible effects of 
atmospheric gases, especially pollutants, and incident UV irradiation 
on airborne pollen allergens are also amenable to study by present 
methods of laboratory simulation. Evidence that significant allergen 
degradation occurs during transport would serve to decrease the clinical 
importance now ascribed to mesoscale translocations of pollen. Such 
data would also refocus attention on possible benefits of community 
allergen source eradication, although pollen levels have not yielded 
to this approach in the past. 

Potential effects of industrial and vehicular pollutants on human 
respiratory allergic responses merit careful study, since a host of equally 
ubiquitous factors appear to lower threshold doses for specific allergenic 
agents. Conversely, it is reasonable to question to what extent allergic 
inflammation can augment the tissue effects of irritant pollutants. 
Acute animal and human exposures as well as studies of long-term 
respiratory changes in man will contribute to this inquiry and may ulti
mately suggest that allergic subjects comprise a special risk group for 
injury due to chronic low level general air pollutants. 
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Domestic interiors impose clinically important exposures to dusts, 
mammalian danders, and fungi, as well as to specific arthropods and 
diverse microbial agents. Occupational exposures to these materials 
as well as to simple chemicals including phthalic anhydride, piperazine 
and phenylglycine also cause well-recognized allergic syndromes 
(Kammermeyer and Mathews, 1973). These considerations exemplify 
the importance of enclosed spaces as allergen sources and emphasize 
the minimal attention that these environments have received in the 
past. Initial surveys of non-infectious biogenic particles in hospital, 
home, school, and work interiors are urgently needed and should be 
related to prevailing modes of air control and energy utilization. The 
importance of heating and air conditioning units as sources of allergens 
has been repeatedly questioned but never evaluated critically. Con
taminated humidifying devices, however, have been shown clearly to 
elicit allergic asthma and interstitial lung disease as well as to lead to 
infectious aerosols. The need to assess and· control these effects un
doubtedly will intensify as technologic advances and energy conserva
tion initiatives lead to increasingly isolated recirculating systems. 

Recommendation 1-23: Optimal allergic management requires 
a broad-based reassessment of biogenic particle prevalence 
using volumetric techniques for air sampling. Analyses should 
provide both bacterial and fungal cultures for microscopic 
identification. The potential allergenic activity of particle 
types (especially prevalent smaller fungus spores), which have 
not previously been studied, should, be assessed using short
term mucosa! testing in man (and correlative approaches, such 
as end point skin test titrations). 
Recommendation 1-24: Delivery systems suitable for main
taining test aerosols of native particles at defined levels for 
several hours should be developed. Dose-response relationships 
should be determined for the most abundant pollen allergens 
in singly and sequentially challenged subjects and, subse
quently, for other important pollens and fungi. The effects of 
major non-allergenic environmental variables on response 
levels to agents such as native ragweed pollen should be estab
lished. 
Recommendation 1-25: Research is needed on the costs of ef
fective aeroallergen control programs and on defining factors 
which determine the geographic extent and kinds of land to 
which controls must be applied. 
Recommendation 1-26: The prevalence of allergenic particles 
in homes, hospitals, schools, and diverse industrial and com
mercial interiors should be carefully studied and related to 
details of construction, ventilation, plant maintenance, and 
human activity. The effectiveness of devices designed to 
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remove (or prevent ingress of) outdoor particles should be 
evaluated directly and cost effective means for optimally 
achieving allergen-free indoor air should be defined. Because 
of the potential for heating, cooling, humidifying, and air
cleaning devices to serve as reservoirs for biologic particles, 
air entering and leaving these units, as well as surface sampl
ing of interior hardware, should be assessed by volumetric 
collection techniques. 
Recommendation 1-27: The possible association of specific al
lergenic moities with a variety of smaller aerosol fractions 
should be investigated. In addition, potential interactions 
between aeroallergens and chemical pollutants merit evalua
tion with respect to particle transport as well as human re
sponse. 
Recommendation 1-28: Outbreaks of rhinitis, dermatitis, and/ 
or lower airway obstructive symptoms occurring in specific 
community or occupational settings should be carefully investi
gated to discern possible allergens and immunologic determi
nants. 

VII. Summary 
Research on the biologic effects of ambient air pollution may be 

classified as (a) laboratory studies involving human subjects or animals 
in controlled laboratory environments, or (b) epidemiologic or field 
studies involving human populations in their natural settings. Each 
form of research has advantages and limitations; each must be supple
mented with accurate environmental monitoring. 

Four groups of ambient air pollutants were considered by the Sub
task Force: (a) sulfur oxides, including S02 and sulfur-containing aero
sols; (b) carbon monoxide; (c) photochemical oxidants, with emphasis 
on ozone; and (d) nitrogen oxides, including N02, NO, and nitrate 
aerosols. Attention was also given to aeroallergens, another group of 
aerosols affecting a significant segment of the population. Brief men
tion is made of special pollutants resulting from factory emissions 
which potentially could affect the general population. Several examples 
of the kinds of research considered are indicated below. 

The Subtask Force recommends that those responsible for laboratory 
research on air pollutants take account of the concentrations of pollu
tants, range of temperatures, and relative humidities characteristic 
of community and industrial settings. The chemical and physical inter
actions in exposure chambers must be measured. In addition, greater 
emphasis should be given to the biologic determinants of exposure, 
taking into account within and between species variations and the 
levels of physical activity and patterns of breathing being studied. 

Laboratory studies of human subjects should be extended, under 
carefully controlled circumstances, to include those subjects considered 
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particularly vulnerable to the effects of pollutants by reason of having 
underlying cardiopulmonary or immunologic disorders or because of 
age. 

Before serious consideration is given to modifying current ambient 
air standards for sulfur dioxide and total suspended particulates, 
specific information about different molecular species of sulfur oxides 
is needed. This will require improved application of existing monitoring 
techniques along with collection of epidemiologic data from cohorts of 
subjects with documented exposures. It is not likely that such informa
tion can be obtained in cross-sectional studies. Thus, support for long
range prospective studies will be required. 

Because of the difficulty of studying the problem in humans, the 
effect of chronic carbon monoxide exposure on the development and 
aggravation of arteriosclerotic cardiovascular disease should be ex
plored by the development of appropriate animal models. Studies of 
the adaptive responses at cellular and subcellular levels should be 
made during prolonged exposure to photochemical oxidants, in parti
cular, ozone. Studies of acute exposure in animals to hydrated nitrate 
aerosols in combination with other soluble irritants need to be per
formed to identify those aerosols which might be considered for long 
term studies. 

The characterization of organic constituents in ambient air with 
major emphasis on those pollutants known to be carcinogens and/or 
respiratory irritants needs to be initiated. In addition, a reassessment 
and development of control strategies for aeroallergens, particularly 
ragweed, could have immediate benefit to large numbers of people. 
Development and use of volumetric sampling techniques and charac
terization of particular pollen exposures associated with the prevalence 
of allergic disorders are also areas of research need. 
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY* 

I. Introduction 

The association of certain disease states with an individual's occupa
tion has long been recognized and represents one of man's first indica
tions that his environment was not only capable of causing acute, often 
lethal effects, but also more subtle, long-term health effects. Retrospec
tively, the recognition of occupational diseases should have served as an 
early warning that man cannot indiscriminately manipulate his en
vironment without suffering health consequences. Still, today, the 
monitoring of occupational environments can, and often does, serve as a 
sentinel for identifying potential hazards in the general environment. 
This is because, unfortunate as it may be, concentrated exposures to 
hazardous agents first occur in the workplace and the health effects are 
first observed among workers. Thus, research in occupational health 
not only is important to protect the worker, but also has wider implica
tions for protecting the general population. 

Today over 90 million men and women are gainfully employed 
(Ashford, 1976). All are exposed in some degree to occupational hazards 
and are at risk to job related adverse health effects. These effects range 
from "classical" occupational diseases to the more subtle psychologic 
effects of job stresses, many of which are only now beginning to be 
recognized. Unfortunately, the magnitude of the occupational disease 
and injury problem is unknown. This is understandable in one respect. 
The knowledge necessary to attribute many adverse health effects to oc
cupational exposures is simply not available, although the existence of 
an association is suspected. For example, evidence that occupational 
hazards influence the development and progression of chronic 
degenerative diseases, such as atherosclerosis and chronic obstructive 
respiratory ailments, has been developed. It is also known that ex
posures to low levels of toxic agents may cause subclinical effects which 
are manifested as increased susceptibility to infectious diseases, psy
chiatric illnesses, and other "non-occupational" disease problems. In 
addition, it is known that cases of classical occupational diseases are 
being missed because many physicians are not relating disease states to 
occupational exposure. Despite the requirements of the Occupational 
Safety and Health Act, occupational illnesses are not being reported 
even when diagnosed. As a result, the only alternative is to estimate the 

*This chapter was prepared under the direction of Jack Butler and John M. Peters. 
Other contributors were Sheldon Samuels and Raymond R. Suskind. 
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incidence of occupational diseases by indirect approaches. 
NIOSH has estimated that as many as 100,000 deaths occur annually 

as a result of occupational disease. In addition, 390,000 new cases of oc
cupational diseases are estimated to be occurring annually (Ashford, 
1976). Accidents account for an additional 14,000 reported deaths 
and 8.5 million work injuries that require medical attention or restricted 
activity (National Safety Council, 1976). Other evidence supporting the 
high incidence of illness and death due to occupational exposures 
includes insurance data which indicate that some occupations exper
ience death rates double that of the general population. If only 10-15% 
of this is occupational, it would involve a large number of persons. 

The two major portals of entry for toxic substances in the work en
vironment are the skin and respiratory tract. These organs are most 
often affected. A significant percentage of liver and kidney morbidity 
and mortality may have an occupational component. Cardiovascular 
diseases, the leading causes of death, may be related to physical, chem
ical and psychologic job stresses to a greater degree than previously 
suspected. 

The importance of accurately defining the incidence of occupation
ally induced illness cannot be over-emphasized for, to a large extent, 
these effects are preventable and, unlike many other diseases, preven
tion does not require a change in individual behavior, a most difficult 
result to obtain. 

The basic principles of occupational disease control are simple in 
theory. The ideal approach to prevention and the ultimate goal in 
occupational health are to be able to make decisions about risk by tox
icologic assessment of a material before its introduction into the work
place. This requires the development of practical and reliable screening 
systems which identify precursors of human health effects. Recent ad
vances in this field of "predictive" toxicology are encouraging and high 
priority should be given to further research in this area. 

Depending on the results of such screening, several decisions could be 
made. For mutagens and carcinogens, the agent either should be ex
cluded from the workplace or should be introduced only if failsafe 
process control is possible. If the agent causes toxic effects, the dose
response relationship should be defined and appropriate environmental 
controls applied before human exposure is permitted. Unfortunately, 
this approach is decades away from reaching the level of sophistication 
described. In the meantime, responsible public health officials must 
continue to rely on the scientific approaches fundamental to under
standing and controlling occupational diseases. The cornerstone of this 
approach is the determination of cause-effect and dose-response 
relationships. This requires an interdisciplinary approach by tox
icologists, epidemiologists, occupational physicians, clinicians, in
dustrial hygienists, chemists and others. It is a slow process as attested 
to by the fact that legal exposure limits have been established for only 
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about 450 of the thousands of agents toxic to humans and most of these 
are based on very tenuous dose-response information (Public Law 91-
596, 1970). Occupational standards are practically non-existent for 
processes or mixtures of agents. For these reasons, it is imperative that 
the capacity to conduct dose-response studies be increased. This entails 
not only the training of more professionals in the necessary disciplines 
but also the development of better record keeping and health data 
systems to facilitate the conduct of epidemiologic studies, more reliable 
animal models for predicting human effects, earlier indicators of 
developing disease, and improved environmental and biologic monitor
ing procedures. 

Once the dose-response information has been determined, the next 
step in prevention is the institution of effective environmental controls. 
To the extent feasible, these should be engineered into the process from 
the beginning. If not feasible, retrofitting of controls should be carried 
out. Only as a last resort should reliance be placed on personal protect
ive equipment such as respirators. 

Finally, the environment and the worker must be monitored to assure 
that exposure levels are being maintained in compliance with estab
lished standards and that the referenced standards are indeed 
adequate. 

II. Research Needs and Recommendations 

A. Data Sources 

Several health data systems exist which potentially could provide 
valuable information on the association of disease and occupation. 
Unfortunately, officials responsible for these systems either do not 
collect or do not report data on morbidity or mortality by occupation, or 
do so inadequately. Thus, these systems are of limited value for surveil
lance purposes or for use in epidemiologic studies. Cited below are some 
of the systems which, if modified or otherwise improved, could contri
bute significantly to the study of occupational health problems. 

1. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor. 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics has the legislative mandate to collect 
safety and health statistics. This organization retrieves and analyzes 
the day-to-day logs of illness and injury in the workplace. In general, 
the degree of response by employer is better for occupational injury 
than for occupational illness. Unfortunately, because only limited infor
mation is provided, the resulting data are a relatively poor source of 
epidemiologic and etiologic information. Nonetheless, the system rep
resents a mechanism for collecting useful data on a compliance basis. In 
order to accomplish this, however, the system needs to be improved in 
quality, accuracy and completeness in reporting and in enforcement of 
the reporting. 
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2. National Center for Health Statistics. 
a. National Health Survey. 

This effort is an in-place mechanism for obtaining various mor
bidity measures on a sample of the U. S. population. Oc
cupational information is collected on all employed persons but 
the yearly sample size is too small for inferences on relationships 
between health status and employment in specific occupations. 
To be relevant to the needs of occupational health research, the 
sample size should be increased. 

b. Vital Statistics. 
The National Center for Health Statistics reviews all death 

certificates filed each year and codes medical information and 
certain demographic data into a statistical data base. Although 
employment information for decedents is requested on death cer
tificates (in the form of occupation and industry), it currently is 
not coded and entered into a statistical data file. In Great Britain 
occupational data from death certificates are used to analyze 
mortality patterns by occupation around each decennial census. 
It would be possible to do the same kind of analyses with U. S. 
mortality data if the necessary occupational information were 
coded. 

c. Death Index. 
In addition to the above alterations in existing data collect

ing systems, the Subtask Force recommends that a National 
Death Index be established. This would provide information on 
whether a given person, properly identified, has or has not died 
and if so where and when within the death registration area. 
This would facilitate the conduct of occupational mortality 
studies. 

d. Other Data Sources. 
A variety of ongoing national survey samples could be used to 

assess disease and occupational exposure on a national scale. 
These include the Hospital Discharge Survey and the National 
Ambulatory Care Survey. 

3. Social Security Disability Program. 
There are three million workers on Social Security Agency disability 

rolls. In addition, there is a large number of records of workers whose 
applications for disability were denied. For both groups there is a signif
icant amount of data regarding classification of industry and occupa
tion. While these data are available for use, they are only tapped oc
casionally for specific studies. The Subtask Force believes that greater 
use could be made of such data for identification of risks in relation to 
occupation. 

4. Workmen's Compensation Reports. 
For many years a major reporting source has been the state work-
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men's compensation statistics. The quality and completeness of such 
records differ from state to state. In some states one disease category 
may be reportable and compensable; in others it may not. Many cases 
of occupational disease remain either unidentified or unrecorded; in 
otherinstances cases may be reported to be of occupational origin which 
are not. Consideration should be given to standardizing these reporting 
systems. 

5 .. Ot1~er Sources 
In addition to those mentioned above, other sources of health data 

which could be of value in identifying occupationally-induced or 
associated illness include: 

a. Tumor registry information; 
b. Hospital discharge summary data by occupation; 
c. Records of prepayment medical care plans (e.g., Kaiser Per

manente, Health Insurance Plan); 
d. Private insurance carrier records by industry; 
e. Personal health records of large industries and trade unions 

which have established quality medical programs including 
good record keeping systems. 

Also contributing to the inadequacy of the data base is the fact that 
information on the nature and extent of toxic substances used in 
industrial processes is not readily available. NIOSH has conducted a 
survey of a sample of industries to catalog the presence of potentially 
toxic substances. This study will be published in the near future. How
ever, because of the dynamic nature of industrial processes a system is 
needed to periodically update the information collected. 

Recommendation 2-1: The use of existing morbidity and mor
tality data should be greatly expanded. 
a. Agencies responsible for existing morbidity and mortality 

data systems should collect and display the information 
according to occupation to facilitate epidemiologic re
search in occupational diseases and to determine the ex
tent of morbidity and mortality attributable to the work 
environment. 

b. The development of a National Death Index, which could 
be coupled with occupational information, should receive 
high priority. 

B. Health Effects 

1. Occupational Cancer 

a. Introduction 
The purpose of this section is to describe different approacti.es 

to acquiring urgentiy needed information about occupational ex
posures and cancer. There is now a hierarchy of tests available to 
ascertain mutagenicity and carcinogenicity. Some of these tests 
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are not fully developed or understood. Systematic approaches to 
the application of these tests must be carried out. 

b. Toxicologic Approaches 
There is critical need for the development of in vitro and 

animal models for predicting human mutagenicity or carcino
genicity. These test systems should be sensitive to human bio
transformation mechanisms. Several in vitro systems exist in 
which the ability of chemicals to produce mutations in bacterial 
cells or malignant transformation of mammalian cells can be 
tested. It appears that these procedures are reasonable pre
dictors of human carcinogenicity but further work will be re
quired. The mutagenic tests with bacteria take a few days while 
those involving malignant transformation of mamalian cells take 
a few weeks. Animal test systems (multiple species) have existed 
for years, and again these are a more comparable analog of the 
human than are cell cultures. These types of tests may require 
one to two years to complete. The Subtask Force believes it is im
portant to verify the validity of this assumed hierarchy of cer
tainty (see Chapter 10). 

Recommendation 2-2: Coordinated, systematic studies need to 
be conducted to determine the comparative value of existing 
test systems available for screening potential mutagenic 
agents. Systems evaluated should include those using bacterial 
cell cultures, mammalian cells, and animals of multiple 
species. A major goal of such studies should be to determine the 
similarities of biochemical pathways within animals and man 
for handling specific chemical agents and ultimately to deter
mine the certainty with which these predictive tests apply to 
man. 
c. Epidemiologic Approaches 

Cancers caused by occupational exposures are usually not 
clinically different from non-occupational tumors. It is thus 
necessary to show causation by studying exposed populations and 
comparing them with non-exposed populations. The way that the 
relationship between occupational exposures and cancer has been 
detected in the past dictates a more systematic and anticipatory 
approach in the future. With thousands of chemicals in common 
industrial use and with the introduction (turnover) of many ad
ditional chemicals each year, the task of performing human 
research on all of these substances is impossible. Other ap
proaches must be considered. For example, a study of production 
trends (technology forecasting) might result in focusing attention 
on certain processes or materials. An upward trend in usage of a 
chemical might be used as a signal for high priority epidemiologic 
investigations to assure that adequate information is available on 
the potential hazards involved. 
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As possible causes of cancer, chemicals in the work environ
ment need to be rigorously and systematically examined. The 
priorities for study should include considerations such as 
chemical structure, number of workers exposed, results of non
human testing for carcinogenicity, and whether the chemical is 
being used in industries experiencing high cancer rates. 

To the extent possible, researchers investigating occupational 
diseases should use existing data sources. As mentioned earlier in 
this Chapter, potential approaches involve expanded use of 
tumor registry information, use of group life insurance policies, 
industry-specific mortality experiences and industrywide 
studies. More attention needs to be given to assuring good oc
cupational information on death certificates, hospital and 
medical examination records, cancer registry data and large 
group health plans. In addition, methods need to be developed to 
link existing sources of data while protecting confidentiality. 

One important approach to the discovery of new occupational 
causes of cancer is to concentrate on groups for which both death 
experience and occupation are known. This allows the assess
ment of whether an occupation is associated with an excess risk of 
cancer. It should be recognized, however, that although these 
types of studies suggest cause/effect relationships, they rarely 
provide dose-response data. Death certificates frequently contain 
occupational information. This fact has not been fully exploited. 

Since present exposures will relate to cancer appearing 20-25 
years into the future, and present cancer is due to exposure which 
occurred 20-25 years in the past, there is an urgent need to es
tablish carefully planned studies which can be followed over long 
periods of time. 

The Subtask Force believes that industrially generated 
medical surveillance programs must become more widespread 
and uniform. The same two elements are again vital, namely, 
meaningful occupational exposure data and relevant health ef
fects data. Not only must both these data sources exist but 
linkage must also be planned and effectuated. Methods -must be 
sought to classify, store, retrieve, and link this information, not 
only within an industry but for the individual worker. While 
geographic, industrial and job mobility considerably complicate 
this task, use of social security data for such purposes has already 
proved possible and useful in isolated instances. Expanded use of 
this resource must be considered. 

Recommendation 2-3: A committee or working group which in
cludes representatives of industry, labor, academia, and 
federal agencies should be promptly formed to develop 
industry-wide uniform medical data reporting systems for 
coding purposes. These systems would greatly enhance the pos-
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sibility of finding disease links among workers in industries 
having similar as well as different types of exposures. 
d. Early Indicators of Cancer 

Little attention has been paid to the study of working popu
lations for early indications or premonitory signs of cancer. 
Surveillance involving the quest for atypical, premalignant or 
malignant exfoliated cells in sputum (for lung cancer) or urine 
(for bladder cancer) has met with limited success. Frequently, 
the problems are discovered too late to do anything about them. 
It is possible, however, that other metabolic changes could 
presage cancer development at a preventable stage. The 
feasibility of this approach should be evaluated. An initial ap
proach would be to study populations exposed to known car
cinogens; if this approach proves valid, the work could be ex
panded. Techniques using enzyme or immunologic responses 
should also be considered. 

Recommendation 2-4: New research efforts should be under
taken to identify early indicators of carcinogenesis. Once this 
has been accomplished, the resulting techniques should be ap
plied on a widescale to working populations exposed to poten
tial carcinogens. (See Recommendation 2-12). 

2. Occupational Lung Disease (Non-Cancer) 
a. Epidemiology 

Certain occupational lung diseases such as byssinosis, asbes
tosis, coal worker's pneumoconiosis and silicosis are well known 
and highly prevalent. Evidence is mounting that many other oc
cupational exposures contribute significantly to the chronic lung 
disease problem in the U. S. While cigarette smoking continues 
to be the most important single cause of chronic pulmonary dis
ease in the general population, exposures in the workplace con
tribute significantly either independently or through interaction 
with smoking. Since most workers who eventually develop clinical 
lung disease (aside from asthma) usually smoke, the tendency has 
been to blame the disease entirely on cigarette smoking. 
Epidemiologic studies have suggested that this is frequently not 
a valid conclusion. 

Recent advances in pulmonary physiology, industrial hygiene, and 
data handling have resulted in an unprecedented capability to 
screen large numbers of workers rapidly. Mobile, computerized 
facilities with sophisticated radiographic and pulmonary func
tion equipment are now available for collecting "on-line" data. 
With proper sampling, calibration of equipment and computer 
programming, it is possible that the results of such studies could 
be available the day the survey was completed. 
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1. Cross-Sectional or Prevalence Studies 
Both cross-sectional and prevalence approaches are impor

tant and valid in evaluating possible occupational lung dis
ease. The advantages of the cross-sectional approach are that 
it requires less time and money. On the other hand, unless a 
lifetime dose can be reliably estimated, negative informa
tion can be misleading. Unless those workers who have left 
the industry are located and data on them included in the 
analyses, the true impact of the occupational environment 
will not be determined. 

2. Prospective or Follow-up Studies 
The longitudinal approach is more costly and time

consuming but it has the advantages of (a) affording ex
posure assessment while the study is underway, (b) relating 
short-term acute effects (if any) to chronic effects, and (c) al
lowing the statistical advantage of paired-data. A sig
nificant disadvantage is labor turnover. On a group basis, the 
lung has an easily measured capacity which behaves in an ex
pected way over time. This fact allows the use of short-term 
prospective studies for disease detection and the establish
ment of safe exposure levels. Should the three to five year 
decrement in lung capacity for an exposed population exceed 
significantly the expected value, premonitory evidence for 
disease is presented and there is no need to wait 20 years for 
appearance of clinical disease. Further, the study of popula
tions with quantitatively defined exposures allows ascertain
ing at what level of exposure the decrement is abnormal. This 
model for assessing these problems has not been fully ex
ploited, but it does show great promise. 

The paired data (before and after) can represent a time in
terval from a few hours to 5 or more years. Acute effects can 
be measured over a day-shift; chronic effects can be 
measured over a period of years. 

Recommendations 2-5: Greater efforts should be made to 
develop new techniques for gathering basic data for the support 
of epidemiologic studies. Once developed, such techniques 
should be applied to groups of workers with particular 
emphasis on those who have not previously been studied. 
Primary objectives of such efforts should be to determine the 
level of correlation between acute and chronic effects and to 
identify host factors and dose-response relationships in clas
sical occupational respiratory disease such as coal workers' 
pneumoconiosis, silicosis, asbestosis and byssinosis. New 
groups to be given special consideration should include 
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workers exposed to "inert" dusts, plastic materials, and those 
involved in agricultural and new energy industries. 
b. Toxicology 

Many toxicologic studies are relevant to occupational lung dis
ease. Of particular relevance are studies relating to (1) deposition 
and clearance of particles in the lung, (2) mechanisms of toxic ac
tion, (3) pathogenic effects of different agents alone or in com
bination, and (4) host factors such as immunologic status, en
zyme deficits, age, etc., which may predispose to the develop
ment of respiratory disease. 

Recommendation 2-6: Basic research is needed to understand 
better the mechanisms of action of respiratory stresses and 
host responses. Of particular importance, for example, is 
research directed to the evaluation of the mechanisms of action 
of different sizes of asbestos fibers and particles. (See Chapter 
14.) 

3. Liver, Kidney, Nervous System, and Heart 
The epidemiologic model proposed above for evaluating occupational 

pulmonary disease has begun to lead to a better understanding of the 
pathogenesis of such disease and to the quantification of various related 
factors such as smoking and occupation. For the lung, there are two 
qualities which allow the study of the chronic effects of different occu
pational exposures; one is an easily measured functional capacity (in 
this case, the forced vital capacity and forced expiratory volume in one 
second); the other is the known change in behavior of this capacity with 
age for populations not exposed to pulmonary hazards. The fact that 
the loss of functional lung capacity is nearly linear over the working life
time (age 18-65) makes the application of this knowledge relatively 
straightforward. 

All organs have unique functional capacities; some can easily be 
measured, others not. Attempts should be made to develop new tests 
and to standardize existing tests for measuring functional capacity of 
organs (especially the heart, liver, kidney, and nervous system); then 
populations could be studied to determine "normal" loss of capacity 
over time. Results from working populations could, in turn, be com
pared with these expected rates, much as had been done for the lung. 

Recommendation 2-7: Tests of organ capacities which can be 
readily applied to working populations should be developed. 
Data should be collected to chart the course of predicted 
changes in organ functional capacity. The heart, liver, kidney 
and nervous system deserve special attention. (See Chapter 14). 

4. Skin 
The current high incidence of occupational skin disease indicates 

that proper assessment of the adverse effects of materials handled in 
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industry is either carried out not at all or inadequately or that control 
measures are either not being used or are being used incorrectly. The 
prior-to-use or prior-to-exposure evaluation of process components is 
the keystone to effective prevention. The list of problem areas is long 
and covers an enormous range of exposure possibilities. It includes 
occupational exposures to a wide range of chemical and physical agents. 
(See Chapters 5 and 14.) 
5. Reproductive Effects of Occupational Exposures 

Little attention has been paid to the direct effects of exposures occur
ring in industry. Almost no attention has been given to effects of indus
trial materials on fertility, teratogenesis, fetal wastage, cancer in off
spring and mental retardation mediated either through the father's or 
the mother's occupational exposure. Recent interest in women as 
workers has focused attention on possible sex differences and especially 
fetal susceptibility to occupational exposures. Little information cur
rently exists although what limited data are available are cause for 
concern. Some recent findings include: (a) a connection between hydro
carbon exposure of father and cancer in children under five; (b) increase 
in abortion and congenital malformation in offspring of operating room 
personnel exposed to anesthetics; and (c) mental retardation in off
spring of lead-exposed workers. All of these observations suggest the 
need for expanded and comprehensive studies. 

Recommendation 2-8: Epidemiologic studies should be con
ducted to determine the relationships between occupational 
exposures and fertility, fetal wastage, congenital malforma
tion, mental retardation, cancer or other disease in offspring. 
Both male and female workers should be included in these 
studies. (See Chapter 10 for specific recommendation.) 

6. Physical Factors 
Later sections of this Task Force report include discussions of the role 

of physical agents as important environmental factors in causing dis
ease. As is the case with chemical agents, occupational exposures to 
physical agents are frequently more intense and prolonged than those 
experienced through other environmental modes. For example, a com
mon occupational health problem is noise. In addition to auditory 
effects, other sequellae of noise must be considered and investigated. 
The interaction of noise with or its contribution to psychologic stress 
must also be evaluated. The hazard of ionizing radiation is reasonably 
well understood, compared to non-ionizing radiation. The direct 
chronic effects as well as interactive effects of thermal environmental 
stress are not well understood and need further investigation. Some 
evidence indicates that vibration as a physical environmental source 
may also be important. Epidemiologic studies are needed to answer the 
questions related to physical stresses and chronic disease. Recom
mendations in this area are given in Chapter 5. 
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7. Psychologic Stress 
Whether factors such as boredom on the job and executive stress 

produce or contribute to chronic diseases, such as heart disease, is not 
firmly established. However, the available evidence strongly suggests 
that diseases such as hypertension are related to current civilization 
and have an important "stress" component. In addition, the stress of 
certain interpersonal relations and of responsibility are believed, in 
part, to be a component of chronic alcoholism and sociopathic behavior 
at times. While efforts must be made to study the health effects of 
occupational stress and the interactions between psychologic stress 
and physical and/or chemical insult, it also seems prudent to consider 
ways to reduce "stress disease." In much the same way as scurvy was 
prevented before ascorbic acid was isolated, perhaps stress can be 
reduced without a better understanding of what it is. There are those 
who contend that recreation or relaxation breaks might have salutory 
effects on health. For example, the Japanese have claimed health bene
fits from recreation breaks for factory workers. The occupational set
ting is an excellent place to begin to evaluate these important questions 
in a scientific way. 

Recommendation 2-9: Controlled studies of working popula
tions should be conducted to determine the extent to which 
"stress" can be relieved or mental health enhanced by various 
changes in work patterns and other techniques. 

8. Occupational Exposures and Injuries 
Few epidemiologic studies of occupational injury have been con

ducted, and the role of occupational exposures in causing injury is not 
well understood. It is reasonable to assume that a worker's judgment 
could be impaired if he has absorbed considerable solvent through 
inhalation; likewise, elevated carboxyhemoglobin from carbon mon
oxide might predispose to injury on the job. Similar assumptions could 
be made about the influence of noise, lighting, heat or cold, boredom, 
etc. 

Recommendation 2-10: It is possible today to identify industries 
with excess a.ccidental injury rates. The Subtask Force recom
mends that specific case control studies to identify risk factors 
in the work environment be undertaken in such industries. 
Specific examples where investigative efforts might be useful 
include agricultural workers, miners, and firefighters. 

9. General Approach 
Except for that underway in a few centers, current research in occu

pational health is conducted in organizational units which have 
strengths in one or more disciplines but not in all the disciplines neces
sary to consider problems ranging from those involving subcellular
cellular mechanisms up to and including complete populations. 
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Exchanges of information between investigators in these various fields 
tend to be inefficient and delayed. Rapid access to the development 
of new ideas and discoveries would be greatly fostered if scientists work
ing in these diverse fields with common goals could interact more ef
fectively. The establishment of multidisciplinary centers would greatly 
facilitate this communication. 

Recommendation 2-11: Multidisciplinary centers in which the 
combined efforts of biologists, toxicologists, occupational 
medicine experts, environmental epidemiologists, and indus
trial engineers are directed toward identification and assess
ment of potential occupational exposures which result in 
cancer or other mortality or morbidity should be established. 
Such centers would facilitate the dissemination of information 
among scientists and engineers working on related problems 
and would lead to more rapid application of research results 
to the control of occupational health problems. 

C. Working Environment Assessment 

The ability to measure exposures in the work environment is essential 
to the study and control of occupational diseases. Unfortunately, for 
many toxic substances, validated sampling and analytic methods are 
not available. For example, of the over 400 chemical substances for 
which interim standards exist under the Occupational Safety and 
Health Act, only 174 have validated sampling and analytic methods. 
When one considers that the Toxic Substances List (Christenson, et 
al., 1974), prepared by the National Institute for Occupational Safety 
and Health (NIOSH), contains an additional 16,000 chemicals not 
covered by standards, the magnitude of the need for valid sampling and 
analytic methods can be appreciated. For further discussion, see 
Chapter 7. 

D. Industrial Process Control Technology 

A workplace free of overexposure to harmful chemical and physical 
agents can be assured by the application and use of adequate_ control 
technology. The majority of the control technology development in 
recent years has been conducted by industry. However, this effort has 
been fragmentary and has not been adequate, as is evidenced by the 
lack of control apparent in many industries today. This conclusion is 
supported by the results of a recent study performed for NIOSH which 
surveyed the control technology literature available for 10 major indus
tries (Ashford, 1976). Research and development for 12 common 
processes, involving a total of 37 specific research programs, were 
recommended to fill research gaps. 

The most desirable method of control is the complete elimination, 
or significant reduction, of emissions of harmful chemical or physical 
agents into the workplace by appropriate design of selected process 
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equipment or processes. For existing industries, this will require re
placement of equipment now in use and may require many years to 
achieve. In the interim, retrofit technology must be developed to pro
vide the required control. While this approach can seldom assure 
complete control of emissions, it can be applied on a practical basis to 
many installed and operational processes. 

The success of control techniques depends not only on proper design 
of processes and equipment but also upon effective maintenance pro
cedures to assure proper operation of the control and process equip
ment. Where controls are not effective or do not exist, specific approaches 
to the work tasks will be required to minimize occupational exposures. 

Recommendation 2-12: Control technology assessments are 
needed to identify those processes requiring control technology 
research and development. Research workers conducting such 
assessments should focus attention on those industries and 
major processes which have exhibited, or which have the 
potential for, serious exposures. 

III. Personal Protective Equipment 
Standards must be developed to assure that personal protective 

equipment meets the performance requirements necessary to protect 
the wearer from health hazards encountered in the workplace. Devel
opment of standards requires knowledge of the tolerance of workers to 
various chemical and physical insults and also knowledge of the capa
bility of personal protective equipment, when worn in a typical working 
environment, to attenuate these insults. 

Engineering and work practice controls are recommended in pre
ference to the use of personal protective equipment for reducing worker 
exposure to an acceptable level. In situations where such controls are 
not sufficient to reduce exposures to an acceptable level, they should, 
nevertheless, be used to reduce exposures to the lowest practical level 
before requiring the use of personal protective equipment. 

Personal protective equipment, particularly respirators, is the least 
satisfactory means for controlling chemical exposures. Respirators are 
capable of providing good protection only if they are properly selected, 
fitted, worn and maintained. While it is possible for these conditions 
to be met, usually they are not. 

Major problems with personal protective equipment exist. Such 
equipment is often uncomfortable and can become intolerable after 
long periods of use. Standard equipment design for the majority may 
fit women and some ethnic groups very poorly. Warnings of possible 
equipment failure and other user information may not be adequate. In 
many industrial settings, exposures to chemical and physical agents 
may necessitate the wearing of several personal protective devices 
simultaneously. It is a common complaint that some devices cannot be 
safely worn together; for example, eye protectors often interfere with 
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respirators; ear protectors cannot be worn with a hard hat; and visi
bility and/or communication may be impaired .by protective equip
ment. In addition, there has been no broad-based effort to assess the 
effectiveness of all types of personal protective equipment against 
physical agents, particularly non-ionizing radiation and heat. 

Recommendation 2-13: In the occupational setting in which 
control technology has not been adequate to reduce exposures 
sufficiently for worker protection, assessment of the effective
ness of available protective equipment needs to be made. 
Laboratory evaluations which simulate the work environment 
may be an effective way of testing such equipment. 

IV. Dissemination and Application of Knowledge 

Despite the paucity of information on many occupational exposures, 
occupational health experts frequently neglect to apply the informa
tion they do have. The fact is much more is known about protecting 
the health of the worker than is being translated into action. Workers 
are still developing classic occupational diseases, such as silicosis and 
lead poisoning, despite the rather sophisticated knowledge about these 
diseases and their prevention. The problem is that research into the 
application of available data has too long been neglected. For a variety 
of reasons knowledge continues to be accumulated only to remain on 
bookshelves. Until adequate practitioners, programs, and incentives 
are developed and the generated knowledge applied to the control of 
workplace hazards, major problems will remain. 

A. Lack of Organized Occupational Health and Safety Programs 

Several reasons can be given for the slow development of occupa
tional safety and health programs in industry today. One of the reasons 
is the lack of economic incentives for industry to establish good pro
grams. Much has been written in the past about the cost-benefits of 
providing occupational safety and health services. It is probably true 
that in most instances occupational health programs do not pay for 
themselves, although recent liability suits may create a new incentive. 
It is a difficult problem, however, to prove that the benefits of such a 
program warrant the costs. Passage of the Occupational Safety and 
Health Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-596) has, to a degree, made reliance 
on such proof less relevant. Society has "mandated" that workers shall 
be protected, to the extent feasible, from workplace hazards. The 
questions now are "What is feasible?" and "How can protection be 
assured most effectively and efficiently?" Reliance for assuring the 
protection of workers has been placed on the enforcement provisions of 
the Act. While this approach will have a direct effect in improving 
worker protection, it has severe limitations primarily due to three facts: 
(1) regulations can only address a finite number of hazards; (2) the 
number of compliance personnel will never be able to visit on a timely 
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basis every workplace; and (3) many workplaces have small numbers of 
employees and hence cannot afford occupational health programs. A 
more significant impact might be achieved by providing incentives for 
industries to develop programs meeting a set of well-defined perform
ance standards. This might assure better protection for workers. In 
addition, it could help assure protection against hazards not covered by 
regulations. 

Recommendation 2-14: Research needs to be conducted to: 
a. Determine the best incentives for establishing and 

operating quality occupational health programs, whether 
by government, insurance companies, labor unions or other 
agencies; 

b. Determine guidelines which will enable industry to provide 
properly planned and executed occupational safety and 
health programs; 

c. Develop mechanisms for providing occupational safety and 
health services to small businesses including alternatives 
such as outreach programs based in hospitals, universities 
and large industries. 

B. Lack of Personnel 
If occupational safety and health programs in industry are to be 

adequate, one of the first prerequisites is an adequate supply of properly 
trained personnel. Today, the shortage of manpower properly qualified 
for professional work in this field is immense. These shortages pertain 
to essentially every aspect of the field, both at the research and practi
tioner level. Further details on this problem are presented in Chapter 
16. 

C. General Level of Knowledge 
Lack of knowledge about occupational safety and health problems 

continues to pervade society, even though the level of knowledge which 
the general public has on this subject has increased in recent years. This 
improvement is primarily due to various efforts of the news media. 
Information about occupational safety and health problems also needs 
to be communicated to industrial managers. Armed with a better 
understanding of these problems, such managers would be able to 
direct their efforts to improved working conditions for their employees. 
Lastly, there is a need for the person most directly involved, namely the 
worker, to better understand what he is working with, what precautions 
he should follow, and what protective features need to be observed if 
he is to help maintain a safe workplace. 

Recommendation 2-15: Studies need to be conducted to deter
mine improved methods of disseminating information on occu
pational safety and health problems. Such studies should in
clude consideration of the worker, the business manager, and 
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the general public. 
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FOOD, WATER AND MULTIPLE SOURCES* 

I. Food 

The chemical entities comprising those constituents of foods that are 
pertinent to food safety encompass a wide spectrum of substances that 
are introduced into foods through a number of routes. Such substances 
can be categorized into two groups: (1) those present as naturally
occurring components or contaminants; and (2) those added by man in 
the course of food manufacture or preparation. 

Numerous examples of naturally-occurring toxicants can be cited. A 
few of these have been specifically associated with human illnesses. 
Acute, sometimes fatal, illnesses associated with seafood toxins are 
among the most dramatic examples. There are also examples of human 
disease caused by toxicants or contaminants present in food materials 
of plant origin. Such syndromes as lathyrism, favism, cyanogen poison
ing, and ackee poisoning are well known examples. Based on existing 
knowledge, assessment of health hazards posed by chronic exposure to 
sub-toxic levels of such compounds is difficult. 

Among the non-nutrient constituents added to foods by man are sub
stances intentionally placed, or produced, in foods by the application 
of some form of processing. Also included are those components of food 
that occur as residues from seed, soil, or crop treatment or as residues 
of animal feed additives. 

From the sta~dpoint of toxicology, the breadth of this field makes it 
difficult to single out individual substances or even groups of related 
substances for attention. A comprehensive list of the known chemicals 
comprising the entire group of naturally occurring toxicants and inten
tional or accidental additives in foods encompasses a vast array of 
chemical types. Consideration of this broad range of substances reveals 
many problems of public health significance which require further 
research effort. In the sections that follow, a number of problems have 
been identified that require immediate attention; it should be recog
nized, however, that many other important problems exist. 

A. Plant Toxins 

1. Food and Feed Plants 

Many of the non-nutrient components of food plants have been chem

*This chapter was prepared under the direction of Lawrence Fishbein. Other contribu
tors were Robert H. Harris, Paul M. Newberne, John M. Peters, Joseph V. Rodricks 
and Frank E. Speizer. 
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ically characterized and a number have been shown to be toxic. An 
excellent monograph is available (Liener, 1969a). However, far more 
of these compounds have not been characterized, either chemically or 
biologically. A number of reasons why greater efforts in this area are 
necessary and important are discussed below. 

The components of food which are intentionally added are well
characterized, both chemically and biologically. However, such addi
tives constitute only a very small fraction of the food supply. No 
segment of the environment to which humans are exposed is as chem
ically complex as food, yet knowledge of the intrinsic chemical com
ponents of food, except for the nutrients, is very poor (Crampton and 
Charlesworth, 1975). 

While it is generally assumed that the natural components of food, 
even those known to be toxic, do not constitute a health hazard, there is 
very little information on the toxic effects resulting from ingestion of 
these compounds. Simply because these foods have been consumed for 
many centuries without obvious health effects, is not sufficient reason 
to conclude without appropriate investigation that these substances 
are innocuous (Coon, 1973). 

The absence of data on the normal background levels of the non
nutrient components of food makes it impossible to assess the potential 
health consequences of new plant varieties which may have radically 
altered compositions because of genetic manipulation. Such assess
ments will be necessary since new plant varieties are not generally 
recognized as safe and must pass certain standards of safety before they 
can be used as food. Changes in levels of essential nutrients must also 
be monitored. 

When subject to a variety of stress conditions, most commonly due 
to fungal invasion, a number of plants undergo metabolic changes 
which can result in the production and accumulation of abnormal and, 
in some cases toxic, metabolites. Most notable are those plant "stress" 
metabolites possessing antifungal activity (the phytoalexins). Again 
genetic manipulation to create new plant varieties may result in the 
introduction of the stress mechanism (Food and Nutrition Research, 
1974). 

In the sections which follow, some specific examples of important 
types of substances in food and feed plants are summarized. 

a. Protease Inhibitors 
Compounds which can inhibit the proteolytic activity of cer

tain enzymes are found throughout the plant kingdom, par
ticularly among legumes (Liene:r:_, 1969a). The most common 
source and one of the better known inhibitors is that of trypsin, 
which is present in raw soybeans. One of the several trypsin in
hibitors in soybeans has been isolated in crystalline form and 
chemically characterized (Kunitz, 1947). Other plant foodstuffs 
which contain protease inhibitors are the peanut, oats, chick pea, 
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field bean, buck wheat, barley, sweet potato, lentil, rice, lima 
bean, navy bean, field or garden pea, white potato, wheat, broad 
bean, fava bean, cow pea, black-eyed pea, and corn. There are 
many others which could be added to this list, but these exam
ples constitute a major portion of the class of staple food products . 
which are consumed by a significant number of people in the 
United States. 

The soybean is eaten raw by some human populations and 
consumed in boiled or roasted form by others; it has been exten
sively studied (Back and Mamen, 1968). The most important of 
the five or six protease inhibitors in soybean is known as a Kunitz 
inhibitor after the investigator who first isolated and 
characterized it (Kunitz, 1947). Recently the sequence of amino 
acids in the Kunitz inhibitor has been determined (Back and 
Mamen, 1968). 

A trypsin inhibitor has been isolated and characterized from 
the lima bean; it has a very high content of cystine but no tryp
tophan (Jones, et al., 1963). A trypsin inhibitor has been puri
fied from the seeds of the Mung bean, a staple to some popula
tions around the world (Hanavar and Sononie, 1959). This 
inhibitor is stable to heat, particularly under acid conditions, and 
contains a high cystine content. The chemistry of some of the in
hibitors has been outlined (Liener, 1969a). Since trypsin is essen
tial to adequate digestion and utilization, the presence of its in
hibitors decreases the digestion and absorption of protein. This in 
turn results in reduced growth and a generally decreased ef
ficiency of food utilization. Since protein is the most expensive 
part of the diet, trypsin inhibitors can have economic as well as 
public health implications. 

b. Hemagglutinins 
Substances in many plants have the property of agglutinating 

red blood cells. These compounds have been collectively clas
sified as phytohemagglutinins or lectins; they are present mainly 
in seeds, but they also exist to a lesser extent in leaves, bark, 
roots and tubers. Many botanical groups including mono- and 
dicotyledons, molds and lichens contain them. The highest con
centrations are in Leguminosae and Euphorbiaceae (Tobiska, 
1964), and it is in these that the inhibitors most often occur. The 
first of these compounds to be identified was extracted from 
castor beans by Stillmark (1889); it agglutinates the red cells 
from both human and animal blood. The nutritional significance 
of the phytohemagglutinins is detailed in a number of papers in 
the literature (Liener, 1962). 

In addition to the castor bean, other plant materials contain 
phytohemagglutinins; these include the soybean, the red kidney 
bean (phytohemagglutinin A), the black bean (phaseolotoxin A), 
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the yellow wax bean (hemagglutinin) and the Jack bean which 
contains conconavalin A (Jaffe, 1969). Since these compounds 
occur in nature and have profound biologic activity, particularly 
their effects on mitosis (Nowell, 1960), they may be an important 
environmental toxin. Some of the hemagglutinins, such as ricin 
from the castor bean, produce a very intense inflammation with 
destruction of epithelial cells of the G. I. tract; local hemorrhages 
may also be observed elsewhere. Liver, kidney and heart damage 
has also been reported for several of them. The important effect 
on lymphocytes is the induction of mitosis. This has made some 
of these compounds useful in biomedical work, particularly in 
studies related to immunocompetence. These proteins are as
sociated in the plant with other protein material and thus are not 
easily detected by chemical analysis. Instead they must be deter
mined by their biomedical and biologic activities. For these 
reasons more needs to be known: about the distribution and the 
actions of the hemagglutinins. 

c. Hepatotoxins 
A number of substances toxic to the liver have been identified 

in several plant species, including the Senecio genus of plants 
which occur across a broad area of the world. At least 25 species of 
this genus are poisonous to livestock or to human beings, and a 
large number of alkaloids have been isolated from them. An im
portant characteristic of toxins from these sources is the delayed 
liver damage which they cause in animals and man. Senecio dis
ease has been observed in human populations when the toxic 
plant materials have contaminated grains used for breads ·(Selzer 
and Parker, 1951). The chemistry of several of these compounds, 
the more important of which belong to the pyrrolizidine 
alkaloids, has been developed (Bull, et al., 1968). In some areas of 
the United States, the seeds of Crotalaria are present in wheat 
and corn harvested from land where these plants grow in
terspersed with the grain. Mechanical harvesters take them up 
with the grain. Since seeds of Crotalaria are present in grains 
harvested in some parts of the United States and since they have 
been shown to poison livestock, the potential for such contami
nants in human food is real (Lien er, 1969b). 

d. Goitrogens 
Goitrogens are natural products in plant foods consumed by 

man and animals. They cause hypothyroidism and an enlarge
ment of the thyroid gland. The major cause of goiter is iodine 
deficiency, and increased iodine consumption is used under most 
circumstances to prevent or cure this. According to folklore, some 
people believe that simple benign goiter is caused by eating cer
tain foods (Greer, 1950). In spite of this belief it appears that 
there is little to indicate that consumption of goitrogenic plants 
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of the Brassica genus causes goiter. Nevertheless there are factors 
in some plant foods that can cause enlargement of the thyroid 
gland with symptoms of iodine deficiency. The Brassica genus in
cludes a number of widely eaten plant foods including cabbage, 
turnips, rutabagas, mustard greens, horseradish, radish, and 
white mustard. The majority of these plants contain small quan
tities of thioglucosides as goitrogens. 

Enlargement of the thyroid gland has been reported in people 
who eat soybeans and peanuts (Van Etten, 1969). Less is known, 
however, about the goitrogens in these particular plant foods. 
From an economic standpoint, it may also be desirable to con
duct research on the rapeseed, one of the six major seeds having 
commercial value for producing oil. Although oil and proteins 
from the rapeseed may serve many useful purposes, a technique 
must be developed to eliminate the toxins from its protein prior 
to human consumption. 

There are about fifty identified natural plant thioglucosides 
and most of these have been characterized (Kjaer, 1966). Al
though the chemicals occur in many different parts of the plant, 
the seeds contain the highest concentrations. A number of in
vestigators have observed that goitrogens are transmitted from the 
milk of cows to man (Clements and Wishart, 1956; Virtanen, et 
al., 1963). The significance of this remains to be determined. 

e. Saponins 
The saponins have been identified in at least four hundred dif

ferent species belonging to more than eighty different plant 
families. These toxins, which occur as glycosides, have a bitter 
taste and hemolyze red blood cells. They are commonly isolated 
by extracting the plant material with hot water or with alcohol; 
they are difficult to purify and most have a high molecular 
weight. Although saponins have generally been studied from the 
point of view of hemolytic activity and, in some cases, for their 
therapeutic properties, those occurring in foods and feeds have 
been studied very little. The nutritional significance of soybeans 
and alfalfas in which saponins occur makes this area one of 
potential significance to human populations. 

Alfalfa saponins are comprised of at least three different types, 
and soybean saponins have been separated into five fractions 
which differ in their activity (Pederson, et al., 1967 and Birk, 
1969). The two major classes of saponins according to structural 
formulae are the triterpenoids found in sugar beets and the 
steroid saponins represented by dioscin. Saponins are also pre
sent in spinach, asparagus and horse chestnuts (George, 1965). In 
addition, they are widely used in soft drinks, beers, confections, 
and other food products because of their ability to stabilize 
aqueous solutions and suspensions of oil or powders. Saponins, 
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particularly those in several species of Dioscorea, are major 
sources of starting material for the commercial synthesis of 
progesterone and other steroid products (Preston, et al., 1964). 

Saponins inhibit cholinesterases, trypsin, and proteinase. The 
hemolytic effect may be the only one of concern to public health. 
Much of the important data about saponins and public health is 
covered in the review by George (1965). 

f. Allergens 
Allergic reactions to substances in food are spontaneous, 

peculiar to certain humans, and they are rarely demonstrable in 
lower animals. For these reasons, there is no good animal model 
for evaluating such reactions. The most common affliction 
caused by a food allergy is of the skin and respiratory tract, the 
G. I. tract is less frequently involved, and the symptoms may 
simulate chronic disorders. Occasionally food allergy affects the 
central nervous system and produces a manifestation similar to 
migrain headaches or, in the most severe form, it may predispose 
to convulsive seizures. Occasionally abherrant behavior in 
patients has been described as being associated with allergic dis
orders. Infants and children often complain of abdominal dis
tress, and occasionally the genital urinary tract and cardiovas
cular system may be involved. The allergic response of individuals 
is evaluated by skin tests through injection of extracts of the 
suspected materials. A response is elicited after a specified period 
of time if the individual is sensitive. 

The Graminaceae family is comprised of a group of foods that 
are commonly allergenic. These include barley, corn, oats, rice, 
rye and wheat; of this group, wheat is the most common offender. 
Vegetables comprise a large group of allergenic foods that vary 
considerably in their importance. Legumes are the most impor
tant and the soybean has also been described in some cases as an 
allergen when used as a milk substitute (Perlman, 1969). Fruits, 
particularly strawberries, are allergenic to some people;bananas 
and pineapples are allergenic but considerably less so than 
strawberries (Fries and Glazer, 1950). Additional miscellaneous 
food allergens are found in chocolate, coffee, tea, carbonated 
beverages, beer, alcoholic distillates, condiments and flavors, 
yeast and molds. Although this is an important area of food 
research, little has been done about it in the past. There is clearly 
paucity of knowledge about the chemical and physical 
characteristics of the basic materials that produce these unique 
reactions in people and there is a critical need to know more 
about the allergens, their distribution and their actions, in the 
broader sense, as toxins. 

Recommendation 3-1: The human health effects of selected tox
icants intrinsic to plant foods should be investigated. Long-
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term feeding studies in experimental animals should be en
couraged, and increased attention should be paid to epide
miologic investigations of diseases and food consumption pat
terns, guided by studies in experimental animals. Special 
problems such as sensitization and allergies (presumed to be 
due to interaction between natural food components and indi
viduals of particular genetic dispositions) should be given in
creased attention. 
Recommendation 3-2: Analytic methods to measure important 
toxicants intrinsic to food plants need to be developed to deter
mine the normal background levels of these toxicants. Empha
sis should be placed at first on those toxicants which have 
already undergone some chemical and toxicologic study (pres
sor a.mines, goitrogens, anti-nutritional factors, safrole-related 
compounds, allergens hemagglutinins). In establishing these 
levels, plant variety, growing area, climate, soil conditions, 
etc. should be taken into account. Sampling should be directed 
both to raw agricultural products and to products prepared for 
consumption. (See also Chapter 7.) 
Recommendation 3-3: Plant breeding programs, to reduce the 
levels of toxicants naturally present in selected food plants, 
should be conducted with initial emphasis on those known to be 
associated with particular health problems. 
Recommendation 3-4: New plant varieties should be investi
gated to determine if genetic manipulation has resulted in in
creased production of the toxicants known to be intrinsic to the 
plant (or decreased production of nutrients) and to determine if 
any new toxicants have been introduced. External variables in
fluencing the composition of the plant should also be studied. 
Recommendation 3-5: Research should be conducted on exist
ing plant varieties to determine which are capable of pro
ducing abnormal toxic metabolites under stress conditions and 
to determine the conditions under which plants are to be grown 
and stored in order that "stress" leading to toxin production is 
avoided or minimized. 

2. Other Plants 
Grazing animals often will eat poisonous plants, especially when good 

forage is lacking or waste and trash such as hedge clippings are 
available. While there is an extensive veterinary record of livestock 
poisoning due to the consumption of poisonous plants (Garner, 1961), 
little information is available on the extent to which toxic components 
of plants may accumulate in the edible tissues (meat, eggs, milk) of 
animals which may have consumed poisonous plants but still survived 
for slaughter or milking. For example, the relatively common bracken 
fern (Pteridiumaquilinum) has been implicated in cattle and chicken 
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poisoning, and some evidence has developed that some of the compo
nents of the ferm which can be excreted in milk are toxic in animals 
under laboratory conditions. Other plants containing highly toxic alka
loids and glycosides have been similarly implicated, but no systematic 
study of ths phenomenon has been made. 

Recommendation 3-6: A catalogue of the toxic constituents of 
poisonous plants most commonly grazed by food-producing 
animals in the United States should be compiled. Knowledge of 
the grazing habits of livestock, together with information on 
toxic plants, should be used to determine which plant toxins 
are most likely to contaminate meat, milk, and eggs, and stud
ies should be undertaken to determine the extent to which such 
toxins occur in human food. 

B. Toxins of Marine Origin 
At present the most important toxin of marine origin affecting the 

human poiJulation of the United States is paralytic shellfish poison 
(PSP) (Schantz, 1973). This highly poisonous neurotoxin(s) is a meta
bolite of certain marine dinoflagellates; the poison can accumulate 
in shellfish feeding on this microoganism ("Red Tide"), rendering the 
shellfish a hazard to health. Hazardous levels of PSP accumulate 
when the dinoflagellate undergoes rapid growth (i.e., "blooms") in 
the area where shellfish are feeding. Ingestion of contaminated shell
fish by humans can quickly lead to death; however, if death does not 
occur within 24-48 hours, the victim recovers without permanent 
health damage. 

At present the only control over PSP depends on sampling and anal
ysis of suspect shellfish beds, followed by the institution of harvesting 
bans if hazardous levels are detected. Some potentially valuable 
shellfish beds are permanently closed due to the presence of the toxins
producing organisms. 

While the control program based on quarantine of contaminated 
beds of shellfish has successfully prevented human deaths from PSP, 
economic losses are heavy. Oceanic factors responsible for a "bloom" 
are not well understood. Although the "bloom" is a natural part of the 
life cycle of the involved microorganisms, there is some evidence that 
man-made pollution of waterways may set off "blooms" in areas where 
"blooms" have not been reported in the past. 

Other marine biotoxins are of minimal public health interest in the 
United States at present, with the possible exception of cituatera poi
son (Halstead, 1965). However, if increasing attention is to be given to 
harvesting fish for use as food or feed, the tropical oceans will be more 
extensively tapped. Since many species of tropical fish contain numer
ous toxic materials, any move toward using these fish as food will have 
to be made cautiously. 
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Recommendation 3-7: A rapid, reliable, quantitative analytic 
method for paralytic shellfish poison is needed to replace the 
currently used mouse bioassay test. Analytic methodology 
for cituatera poison should also be developed. 

Recommendation 3-8: The complete chemical natures of the 
various poisons which derive from the different dinoflagellates 
responsible for PSP, as well as the toxins responsible for citua
tera poisoning, need to be determined. 

Recommendation 3-9: In order to provide a basis for managing 
PSP exposures, the ecology of PSP-producing organisms 
should be studied to determine which environmental factors 
are critical to producing a "bloom." 

C. Fungal Toxins (Mycotoxins) 

The fungi are rich sources of organic compounds of great structural 

complexity and diversity. Some fungal metabolites are active pharma
cologically and have been successfully used as pharmaceutic agents. 
Others have been shown to be toxic, some highly so, in both the acute 

and chronic senses. Since many toxigenic fungi are ubiquitous and can 
thrive in a wide variety of environmental situations, it is not surprising 

that there are numerous recorded episodes of humans and livestock 

having suffered illness and death resulting from the ingestion of food 

or feed contaminated with fungal toxins. The term mycotoxin is used 
to refer to any toxic fungal metabolite, and diseases resulting from ex
posure to mycotoxins are called mycotoxicoses. The terms mycotoxin 

and mycotoxicoses are general and encompass, respectively, a very 
broad spectrum of chemical and disease types (Newberne, 1974; Aust

wick and Ayerst, 1963; Rodricks, 1976; Stoloff, 1976). 
The most well-characterized mycotoxicoses are those in which myco

toxins were consumed in amounts high enough to result in immediate 

signs of illness or death. In most of these instances the level of fungal 
invasion of the responsible food or feed was, for various reasons, sub

stantial and mold damage was highly visible. Humans consumed the 
molded commodities either because of ignorance of the possible con
sequences or because no other food was available. Veterinary mycotox
icoses have been far more common than human mycotoxicoses simply 

because livestock are more likely to be fed mold-damaged commodities. 
The discovery in the 1960s of the specific group of mycotoxins known 

as the aflatoxins added a number of new dimensions to the mycotoxin 

problem. Mycotoxicoses can no longer be considered as resulting only 

from severe mold invasion of foods, occurring primarily in agriculturally 
primitive regions and preventable simply by insuring that agricul
tural commodities are handled and stored in ways in which serious 

mold growth is avoided. The features of the aflatoxin story which ac
count for this change in view can be summarized as follows (Wogan 
and Shank, 1971; Newberne, 1974; Shank, 1976): 
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1. Aflatoxins are not only highly toxic in the acute sense, but 
chronic exposure can result in severe health effects, the most 
pronounced of which is primary liver cancer. Epidemiologic 
studies implicate aflatoxins as probable causative agents in 
human liver cancer, at least in certain parts of the world. 

2. Aflatoxins can contaminate certain primary foods and feeds 
produced and consumed in the United States (peanuts, corn, 
and tree nuts). Loss of livestock from mycotoxicoses and myco
toxin contamination of meat, milk, and eggs is probably far 
more common than is currently realized. 

Some information on the occurrence in food of mycotoxins other than 
aflatoxin has been developed. Specifically, the fungal toxins known as 
zearalenone, ochratoxins, and penicillic acid have been discovered as 
grain contaminants, and patulin, a product of several fungal species, 
has been detected in apple juice and cider (Stoloff, 1976). However, 
very little in the way of systematic research and monitoring has been 
undertaken to determine which mycotoxins are the most important 
contaminants of food (Rodricks, 1976). 

Recommendation 3-10: Research is needed to determine in both 
laboratory and field situations the important mycoflora of agri
cultural commodities and the potential for toxin production by 
those fungi characteristic of the commodities examined and to 
develop methods for measuring the incidence of mycotoxin 
contamination of both raw and finished foods. Since fungi 
flourish in many environments, it is not unlikely that myco
toxin contamination of water supplies can occur, and investi
gation of this possibility should be undertaken. 
Recommendation 3-11: The biotransformation in food animals 
of mycotoxins known to contaminate animal feeds (in which 
contamination levels may ordinarily be much higher than in 
human food) requires study to determine the potential for con
tamination of foods derived for human consumption. 
Recommendation 3-12: Toxicologic investigations of those 
mycotoxins to which humans can be exposed should be under
taken to establish the implications of such exposure to human 
health and to determine the need for the exercise of control 
measures. 
Recommendation 3-13: Prevention of mycotoxin contamina
tion, whenever necessary, depends on an understanding of the 
factors which lead to contamination, and research is needed 
to determine the causes of contamination, whether the problem 
takes place in the field or during harvest, transport, or storage. 
Research is also needed to define t~e relationship between in
sect damage, pesticide use, and mycotoxin contamination, as 
well as the relationship between plant variety and fungal sus-
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ceptibility. 

D. Intentional Food Additives 

1. Nitrates, Nitrites and Nitrosamines 
Considerable amounts of nitrates and nitrites are introduced into the 

food chain, for example, through the use of nitrogen fertilizers. The 
accumulation of nitrogen compounds by vegetables varies widely de
pending primarily on species, the concentration of nitrate and 
molybdenum in the soil, light intensity, and drought conditions. 
Reports indicate that the accidental use of excessive amounts of ni
trate-nitrite mixtures in foods can cause problems similar to those that 
have been associated with high nitrate concentrations in well waters 
(Fassett, 1973). High nitrate concentrations in prepared baby foods 
have been reported as a cause of methemoglobinemia in infants 
(Winton, et al., 1971). 

Chronic feeding studies have revealed that contamination of food 
by nitrosamines can occur through nitrosation of food constituents, 
since nitrite and many different dietary amines react in vivo. This, in 
turn, may result in the induction of various forms of cancer (Shank and 
Newberne, 1976). An interesting additional aspect is that high levels of 
nitrite alone have been reported to be associated with a significantly 
increased incidence of lymphoma and leukemia in rats (Newberne and 
Shank, 1973). Numerous other studies have been reported which in
dicate the need for investigating the presence of nitrites and nitrates 
in food, particularly where nitrogen compounds are intentionally 
added and may be a source of toxicity for human populations (Wolf . 
and Wasserman, 1972). 

Recommendation 3-14: The full spectrum of the biologic activ
ities of nitrates, nitrites, and nitrosamines in foods should be 
elucidated, and the quantitative aspects of their various ex
pressions of toxicity estimated for the human population to 
determine if further control measures are necessary to pro
tect public health. Research on materials which might serve 
as effective substitutes for nitrates and nitrites, or whose 
presence might prevent their conversion to nitrosamines, 
should be strongly encouraged. 

2. Sodium Chloride and Phosphates 

Sodium is the most abundant of the alkaline elements and the 
seventh most plentiful element present in the crust of the earth. It is 
highly reactive and is never found free. Sodium occurs in many dif
ferent combinations in living organisms, not always as a chloride 
although frequently it is so expressed in chemical analyses. Sodium oc
curs in drinking water and naturally in all foods, although generally in 
quite low concentrations. It enters the food chain via food processing. 
Salt is added in the cooking process within the home and there is the 
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addition of table salt by the consumer. 
In general, salt is added to diets depending primarily upon the taste 

preferences of individuals. It is unique in that sense, and the only 
element naturally occurring to a limited degree in foods that is inten
tionally altered enormously by the individual consuming the food. The 
use and abuse of salt is inextricably intertwined with the food habits 
and customs of most people, particularly in the Western civilizations. 
Current consumption of sodium chloride in the U. S. provides much 
more sodium than is required by either infants or adults. The National 
Academy of Sciences - National Research Council has recommended 
that manufacturers of infant food restrict the addition of salt to no more 
than 0.25 percent. There is sufficient evidence to establish that excess 
intake of salt can be detrimental and this area, as well as that of 
acceptable salt substitutes, is in need of investigation. 

One of the problems with salt has been its long acceptability and 
widespread use without apparent harm. Suspicion of a relationship be
tween sodium chloride and human hypertension was published by 
Meneely (1973). There have been numerous studies of the relationship 
between sodium chloride intake and health in man and, on a labora
tory scale, in animals. Although many of the results of these studies are 
contradictory and confusing, sufficient substantive data exist to in
dicate that excessive intake of salt is a matter of concern. The implica
tions for injury early in life, sufficient to precipitate hypertension later, 
indicate a serious need for further research efforts in this area of food 
problems. A consideration in these investigations should be the inter
relationship also between sodium and potassium. 

-Another element of concern because of its addition to foods is 
phosphorous. This element, in the form of phosphates, is essential as a 
nutrient in the diet and is usually present in natural food products or 
may be added as mineral supplements. In addition, phosphates are in
creasingly used in the processing of poultry, in the soft drink industry 
and in the production of modified starches. Phosphate is therefore con
sumed as a result of these additions to processed foods and drinks in 
much larger amounts than would be the case if the diet consisted pri
marily of unprocessed foods. An excessive daily intake can lead to the 
premature cessation of bone growth in children with a consequent sig
nificant reduction in adult height (Kraybill, 1976). 

Recommendation 3-15: Research is needed on the effects of high 
intakes of sodium chloride and phosphates, especially during 
infancy, with special emphasis on relationships of such intakes 
to hypertension and bone growth, respectively. 
In the context of environmental health, additional knowledge con

cerning intentional food additives is required, particularly in view of 
the increasing use of processed foods and consequently the increased 
intakes of the additives used in their production. Certain classes of 
additives, which can be cited as current examples, include modified 
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starches, antioxidants, coloring and flavoring agents, sugars and other 
sweeteners. Many such additives have a long history of apparently safe 
use, but it is clear that adverse effects stemming from food additives 
and residues are exceedingly difficult to recognize or even to establish 
with any degree of certainty once suspicion has been aroused. 

Important areas of particular interest where much additional infor
mation is needed include topics such as: interactions between food 
additives or residues and other food constituents, especially during pro
cessing; the chemical nature of ill-defined additives, some of which are 
in wide use; and the chemical changes brought about by cooking and 
other forms of food processing. This fundamental information will be 
of value in discovering biologically active substances originally present 
in food or generated by modification of food ingredients. There is par
ticular concern over the possibility of the formation of substances that 
induce or modify carcinogenicity, substances that bring about sensi
tization, or those that cause other forms of intolerance. In all such cir
cumstances, it is important to clarify the mode of formation of the com
pound involved and to elucidate the mechanisms by which it brings 
about its biologic effects. 

Recommendation 3-16: In view of the large numbers and 
quantities of compounds involved and the concentrations to 
which large populations are exposed, every effort should be 
made to re-examine and update at frequent intervals the safety 
evaluations of chemicals added to foods. The chemical inter
actions of important food additives with major dietary consti
tuents, as well as the alterations of dietary components result
ing from processing, should be studied in detail. Studies of the 
possible toxic effects of derived.products should be undertaken, 
and investigations of procedures to avoid accumulation of un
desirable products in foods should receive attention. Meth
ionine reactions should receive particular attention. 

E. Food Contaminants 

1. Metals and Metalloids 

a. Mercury 
A number of studies were conducted between 1934-1964 on the 

mercury content of foods and, for the most part, suggested that 
there was no significant change during that period. It is difficult 
to interpret these data because there was such a wide variation in 
analytic techniques. Analyses made as early as 1965, because of 
concern about the extent of mercury intake by selected popula
tion groups, revealed considerably higher concentrations in some 
foods than had been previously observed (Westoo, 1965). 
Although these analyses showed that the concentrations of in
organic mercury in food does not pose a threat at this time, the 
presence of alkyl mercury compounds is a matter of grave con-
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cern (Newberne, 1973). Mass poisoning by such compounds has 
caused many human fatalities and cases of permanent damage to 
the central nervous system. Fish contain mercury in the form of 
methyl mercury and this is the form that is most dangerous to the 
human populations. Despite the fact that most mercury released 
into rivers, lakes, and oceans is in the form of the inorganic salt or 
as the metallic element, it is converted to the alkyl mercury or 
methyl mercury form either by microbial populations in the 
water or mud or by the fish. The possibility also has been raised 
that microorganisms present in the human gut may methylate 
inorganic mercury and thereby convert it to its most toxic form 
(Westoo, 1969; Newberne, 1973). 

Recommendation 3-17: There is a critical research need to ac
quire a more complete understanding of the movement of mer
cury into the food chain and of the events leading to its alkyla
tion. 
b. Lead 

Classic lead poisoning has been well-known for centuries and 
has been described by many investigators and clinicians. Con
cern has grown in recent years, however, over the question of 
whether the increased use and dissemination of lead through the 
environment is resulting in subclinical disease and in a long-term 
adverse effect on the health of human populations. Food has 
been a major source of human intake of lead through contamina
tion from lead-containing vessels, lead pottery glazes, and more 
recently pesticides entering the food chain. Also, shellfish may 
concentrate lead from contaminated water. As a result of such 
activities, the current average daily adult intake of lead from all 
food sources in the United States has been estimated to be about 
300 micrograms. 

The most prominent adverse effects of lead are on the nervous 
system, the hematopoetic system, and the kidney. Any of these, 
or all of them, can be involved in a manner that is detrimental to 
the individual (Goyer and Chisolm, 1972). 

Recommendation 3-18: The full range of adverse effects due to 
lead and the various chemical forms of this metal which occur 
in food should be studied in order to delineate the extent to 
which food, as opposed to other sources of lead, contributes to 
lead-related disease. 
c. Cadmium 

The pathways by which cadmium and its salts move through 
the environment and into the food chain are very similar to those 
described for lead. Manmade contributions to the environment 
are relatively recent and localized. Most of the material present 
in soils, water, and food away from polluted areas can be 
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regarded as natural or background contamination. 
Toxic effects in man and in other species have been described 

by many authors. Acute and chronic effects have been noted. 
Coughing, pain in the chest, and a severe chemical pneumonitis 
result from occupational exposures at relatively high levels. The 
question of most serious consequence at this point in human pop
ulations is the effect on the kidney and the relationship this may 
have to essential hypertension (Fassett, 1973). 

Recommendation 3-19: The full range of adverse effects of 
cadmium and its various chemical forms which occur in food 
should be studied, with special emphasis on its possible role 
in essential hypertension. The effects of other metals, particu
larly zinc, on the toxicity of cadmium should be fully evaluated. 
(See Recommendation 6-13 in Chapter 6.) 

2. Other Trace Elements 
Elements classified as trace elements have regained a position of 

prominence recently because of recognition that their excess or unbal
anced concentration in food and water can produce adverse effects on 
human health. Zinc, copper, manganese and selenium all have relative
ly narrow margins of safety and the presence of one of these elements 
often can make one or more of the others unavailable. Arsenic, although 
not a nutrient requirement, is found in association with the elements 
listed above and more importantly is now being detected in foods con
sumed by humans (Duggan and Lipscomb, 1969; Pelfrine, 1976). 

Recommendation 3-20: The concentrations in geographic areas 
and food products of copper, zinc, manganese, selenium and 
arsenic should be fully explored with special emphasis on their 
interactions and availability to mammalian organisms (see 
Recommendation 6-13 in Chapter 6). 

3. Organic Contaminants 
Pesticides, especially the chlorinated hydrocarbons, along with poly

chlorinated biphenyls, chlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and chlorinated 
dibenzofurans are widespread in our environment and result in patho
logic changes in animals (Nisbet and Sarofim, 1972; Kasza, et al., 
1976). 

One of the most characteristic responses to the organochlorides is 
a stimulation of the liver-drug metabolizing enzymes (Schulte
Hermann, 1974). The induction of enzymes in this manner may have 
important implications on human health, but currently very little is 
known about the nature of this response. Pesticides are used in large 
quantities in areas of the world where malnutrition and disease are 
widespread. As a result, selected pesticides must be considered a poten
tial problem in those areas of the U. S. where malnutrition is prevalent. 
An excellent review of the impact of pesticides in protein-deficiency 
states has recently been published (Boyd, 1972). For example, it is 
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known that diets poor in quality protein impair microsomal enzyme 
induction and thus potentiate metabolic response to DDT and lindane. 
Dieldrin and DDT aggravate the deleterious effects of essential fatty 
acid deficiency in the rat. Dieldrin partially offsets the effects of 
thiamine deficiency but does not prevent the effect to riboflavin and 
pyridoxine deficiency. Hypovitaminosis C impairs the induction of 
hepatic microsomal enzymes. Studies with guinea pigs have shown that 
this leads to a requirement of higher dietary levels of ascorbic acid in 
order to prevent scurvy (Newborne, et al., 1976). Clearly, this area re
quires extensive support for a broad-based research effort on the poten
tial hazards of such important chemicals to man. 

Recommendation 3-21: Research is needed on pesticides, such 
as the chlorinated biphenyls and those which result in food 
contamination with dioxins, to identify their sources, to deter
mine methods for their control, and to elucidate their reactions 
with food constituents which lead to harmful effects in the con
sumer. (See Chapter 6.) 

F. Animal Foodstuffs 

Factors in animal foodstuffs which have a potential for inducing 
toxic responses in man and animals have generally been treated in a 
very superficial manner in most comprehensive treatises devoted to the 
general topic of naturally occurring toxicants. This reflects a lack of 
research in this area. Naturally occurring toxicants in animal tissues 
are limited mainly to avian and fish eggs and to some shellfish and 
amphibia. There are many examples, however, of toxicity due to the 
introduction of manmade chemicals into meat and dairy products. It 
is important that this area be given greater consideration because of the 
real and potential health hazards associated with toxins from these 
sources. 

1. Milk and Dairy Products 
Since certain segments of the U. S. population are "vegetarian" and 

depend on dairy and vegetable sources for their food needs, there is 
a greater need for surveillance of milk products. Milk and dairy prod
ucts are of concern from an allergy point of view because of the intoler
ance of some individuals to certain constituents in these products. In 
addition, milk can contain estrogens, plant substances, nitrates (partic
ularly in infant foods), antibiotics, pesticides, radionuclides, and 
mycotoxins as contaminants. Further, cheese can contain a number of 
amines that are pharmacoactive and cause serious problems in people 
who are sensitive to them. Those amines of importance are noradrena
line, adrenaline, and 5-hydroxytryptamine (serotonin) (Sapieka, 1974). 
The tyramine content of various food1e, including milk, indicate that 
this amine is of importance to public health. During ripening the chief 
protein in cheese, casein, is broken down by enzyme and bacterial 
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action to form peptides and free amino acids. The concentration of 
tyrosine increases steadily as protein breakdown proceeds. Some of the 
bacteria produce amines, such as tyramine, from tyrosine. The amines 
in cheese are normally inactivated readily by monomine oxidase. How
ever, patients receiving antidepressant drugs of the monomine oxidase 
inhibitor type are unable to deactivate or deaminate the amines, and 
they are thus subject to severe responses to amines in the circulating 
blood. There may be a marked rise in blood pressure, sudden headache 
and, in severe cases, intracranial hemorrhage and death may occur. 

2. Lactose and Lactase Deficiency 

The first report of lactose intolerance as a congenital defect in man 
appeared in 1959 (Holzel, et al.). This intolerance is due to lactase defi
ciency; whether it is a genetic defect or one that is acquired is unimpor
tant. The intestinal mucosa of man contain a number of disacchari
dases, many of which can be influenced by disease or dietary habits 
(Dahlquist, 1966). Lactase deficiency is the commonest of all disac
charidase deficiencies, and although it occurs in infants, it also fre
quently is manifested in childhood, during adolescence, or in adult
hood (Cook and Kajubi, 1966). A number of studies have been published 
concerning lactase intolerance and lactase deficiencies in population 
groups (Huang and Bayless, 1967). Most involve adolescents and adults 
and cover an age span from less than 20 years to over 60 years of age. 
In the United States, there is a very high prevalence of lactose intoler
ance among blacks. The reported figure varies between 70 and 95 per
cent (Cuatrecases, et al., 1965; Bayless and Rosenweig, 1966). This 
compares to an incidence between 6 and 10 percent in American white 
population (Cook and Kajubi, 1966; Newcomer and McGill, 1967). 
Based on published reports and documented data, one must conclude 
that lactose intolerance and lactase deficiency may be far more wide
spread among apparently normal subjects than had previously been 
realized. Lactase deficiency is not restricted to the United States; it 
has been reported in virtually every country in the world and is par
ticularly prevalent in South African tribes and in Great Britain, 
Greece, Asia, and India (Patwardhan and White, 1973). 

Clinical evidence for lactase deficiency is manifested by a number 
of symptoms including catharsis, general abdominal discomfort, bloat
ing, frothy diarrhea, and flatulence. The unaltered disaccharide, in this 
case lactose, remains in the intestinal lumen and causes these problems 
by its continued presence. It attracts water from the tissue to the lumen 
of the gut. In the colon the undigested lactose is fermented by bacterial 
enzymes, which in turn raises osmolarity, lowers pH, and interferes 
with the reabsorption of fluid. 

In view of these widespread clinical symptoms, particularly in the 
black population of the U. S., and the association with lactase defi
ciency either congenital or acquired, it is important that this area 
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receive a high priority in research in the years ahead. An additional 
feature which could be an integral part of the research would be the 
determination of the utility of using lactase which can be produced in 
large quantities by fermentation technology. If basic research can be 
performed to delineate what must be done to include the use of lactase 
in milk and milk products, one can anticipate a considerable improve
ment in the health of individuals who currently avoid milk and dairy 
products or simply cannot use them because of lactase deficiency. 

Recommendation 3-22: Research on lactose intolerance and its 
alleviation is in need of considerable expansion, with the ob
jective being to increase the availability of milk and milk 
products to that segment of the population which must avoid 
consumption of these foods because of intolerance. 

3. Eggs 

Eggs often cause allergic disorders in children and adults; these 
generally consist of urticaria and asthma. For these people, eggs must 
therefore be excluded from the diet if this disease syndrome is to be 
precluded. Egg albumin has many constituents which inhibit trypsin, 
and a basic protein, avidin, binds biotin, a member of the vitamin B 
group, and makes it unavailable. In man, those who subsist on a diet 
low in biotin may develop a dermatitis if they consume raw egg white. 

Egg yolks sometimes contain estrogenic activity of unknown origin. 
Eggs from chickens that have been given antibiotics should not be used 
for human consumption. In addition, pesticides have been detected in 
eggs. The well-known high concentration of cholesterol in egg yolks may 
contribute to cardiovascular disease in some human patients and this 
may also be a source of public health concern. 

Recommendation 3-23: Research on foods from animal sources 
is needed with particular reference to the identification of 
allergens, other pharmacologically active constituents and 
their possible interactions with other environmental agents; 
the determination of methods for the identification of suscepti
ble individuals in the general population; and the generation 
of information necessary for the development of control mea
sures. 

G. Quantification of Dietary Intake 

Lack of accurate information on dietary habits represents a serious 
impediment to the quantification of exposures of individuals to envi
ronmental contaminants gaining access to food in the home and to food 
additives and residues. This also makes it difficult to formulate testable 
hypotheses regarding the influence of diet on the induction of birth 
defects, cancer, or other degenerative diseases in which environmental 
agents are thought to play an etiologic role. Although broad-based 
(market-basket) surveys provide approximations of average intakes for 
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population groups, they fail to identify individual preferences or habits 
that might be associated with increased exposure or sensitivity in high
ly susceptible subgroups of the general population. 

Recommendation 3-24: Research is urgently needed on the 
development of methodology for the measurement of dietary 
intakes which, coupled with appropriate analytic methodology, 
will permit the quantification of intakes of nutrient and non
nutrient chemicals in foods. In order to evaluate the role of 
diet and nutrition in the etiology of these diseases, such meth
odology should be incorporated into appropriately designed 
surveys conducted on population groups at different levels of 
risk with respect to incidence of birth defects, cancer, or .de
generative diseases. 

II. Drinking Water 

A. Current Problems 

Historically, considerations of the health effects of water pollution 
have been focused on waterborne diseases, such as typhoid fever and 
cholera. Development of disinfection practices at municipal drinking 
water treatment plants at the turn of the century was instrumental 
in virtually eliminating waterborne infectious diseases as an important 
public health problem. Unfortunately, however, the intervening 70 
years have seen progressively less attention directed to the health 
implications of contaminants in drinking water. Ironically, it is the very 
process of disinfection that is so instrumental in the prevention of 
waterborne diseases that is now providing the stimulus for current re
search interest in the health implications of drinking water. 

Advances in the application of analytic methods (e.g., gas chromato
graphy/mass spectrometry) to waterborne contaminants has permitted 
the detection of a vast spectrum of chemical compounds that had pre
viously gone unnoticed. Recent surveys have demonstrated the wide
spread occurrence of organic chemicals of potential health significance 
in the nation's drinking water (EPA, 1975a, 1975b; Junk and Stanley, 
1975; Morris, 1975). Although few of these chemicals have been tested 
for their potential toxicologic effects, numerous chemicals have been 
identified which have carcinogenic, mutagenic, and teratogenic proper
ties. 

Estimates of health effects are complicated by latency and the lack 
of definitive data on dose-response relationships. Although recent 
studies (EPA, 1975b) have indicated statistical associations between 
cancer mortality rates and drinking water, definitive epidemiologic 
studies have not been conducted. These studies, together with crude 
extrapolations from animal data, have been used cautiously to estimate 
levels of health risk. Recent laboratory studies (McKinney, et al., 1976) 
have also implicated drinking water contaminants with reproductive 
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failures in animals, stimulating preliminary epidemiologic studies on 
the possible etiologic role of chloroform on human reproductive failure. 
However, the paucity of health effects data has been cited by the U. S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as a major reason for not 
promulgating standards on organic chemicals in drinking water (EPA, 
1975c). 

Although preliminary studies have been focused on the role of in
organic chemicals (e.g., asbestos, arsenic, selenium) in drinking water 
with respect to human cancers, definitive studies are lacking. Greater 
attention has been focused on the role of inorganic chemicals in cardio
vascular diseases. Numerous epidemiologic studies have consistently 
revealed higher cardiovascular death rates in soft water areas when 
compared to hard water areas, differences in death rates typically 
ranging between 25 and 50 percent. Thus, the potentially detrimental 
health effect of soft water may overshadow the risk of cancer from 
organic chemicals in drinking water. Although the etiologic agents 
responsible for the cardiovascular/soft water relationship have not 
been elaborated, a possible contributory factor may be the products 
from corrosion of home plumbing systems. In addition, studies in cities 
with corrosive water have led to the suggestion that the resulting in
creased concentrations of lead may be contributing to mental retarda
tion in children. 

An additional area of research importance is the adequacy of water 
treatment practices and current standards for protecting against the 
transmission of viral diseases by drinking water. Despite significant 
advances in analytic methodology, the role of collodial and particulate 
matter in obscuring analytic determinations and in reducing the ef
fectiveness of disinfection practices is still unknown. Additional needs 
related to microbiologic research are discussed in Chapter 9. 

In developing this chapter, background documents were prepared 
which provide an extensive review of the literature on this subject over 
the period since 1970 (see list of Background Documents at the end of 
this chapter). In the following discussion, emphasis is placed on the 
carcinogenic, mutagenic, and teratogenic effects of organic and inor
ganic contaminants of drinking water and on the effect of metal ions 
on cardiovascular diseases and mental retardation. 

B. Research Needs and Recommendations 
1. Organic Contaminants 

The development and application of gas chromotography/mass spec
trometry techniques for indentifying organic contaminants in drinking 
water have greatly expanded our understanding of the potential role of 
organic contaminants as etiologic agents of disease. To date, over 400 
organic chemicals have been identified in drinking water supplies, of 
which over 300 have been identified in treated drinking water (EPA, 
1976). Although numerous organic chemicals have been identified in 
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drinking water, limitations of existing techniques have resulted in the 

exclusion of several important classes of potential toxicants from these 
analyses. Furthermore, development of quantitative techniques has 

lagged behind development of qualitative techniques, posing serious 
limitations on associated estimations of definitive risks. 

Recommendation 3-25: Methods capable of both quantitative 
and qualitative analysis should be developed to detect impor
tant classes of waterborne organic toxicants, such as poly
nuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, arenes, and nitrosamines, 
and higher molecular weight and non-volatile organic com
pounds generally excluded by existing analytic procedures. 

At present, chlorination, the most widely used water treatment 

method, is being questioned. This practice is being investigated due to 
the production of possible harmful chlorinated compounds as a result 
of the reaction of chlorine with organic materials in water. A number 
of alternative methods for disinfection of water supplies is being pro
posed, i.e., ozone, irradiation. This index may be applicable to chlorine 

disinfection of water; however, it may not be appropriate for the al
ternative methods being proposed since the disinfection capacity of 
these methods against microorganisms may not be identical to that of 

chlorine. 
Recommendation 3-26: Studies should be initiated to determine 
the effectiveness of alternative purification methods against 
waterborne pathogens in different types of raw water. Also, it 

would be desirable to determine the endemicity of gastroin
testinal illness in communities which may utilize these methods 
in the future. 
Sources of organic contaminants in drinking water include agricul

tural and urban run-off, discharges from industry and domestic sewage 
treatment plants, and chlorination practices at water treatment plants 
(Slimak, 1975). Formation of chlorinated hydrocarbons through disin
fection practices is responsible for several halogenated organic chemi
cals in treated drinking water. Major products of the chlorination 
process appear to be primarily trihalogenated (chlorine and/or bro
mine) methanes (Morris, 1975). Some evidence does exist, however, 
that other halogenated organic chemicals are also produced through 
the chlorination of water (Dowty, et al., 1975; Jolley, 1973). 

Recommendation 3-27: Research should be undertaken to 
determine the extent of formation of chlorinated hydrocarbons 
under various water quality and chlorination conditions. Simi
lar studies on the products of ozonation of water should be 
undertaken, since ozone is a potential substitute for, or com
plement to, chlorine in water disinfection. 

Recent studies (Rook, 1976; Morris, 1975) indicate that the precur
sors to the formation of trihalogenated methanes (THM) may be 
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largely humic materials of natural origin. From the results of a recent 
80-city nationwide survey of drinking water quality (Morris, 1975), a 
significant correlation was obtained between the non-volatile, total 
organic carbon content and the resulting concentration of THM. How
ever, the resulting levels of THM are known to vary with pH, tempera
ture, chlorine species, organic moiety, and reaction time (Morris, 1975). 

Recommendation 3-28: For the purpose of developing a pre
dictive model of formation of haloform and other chlorinated 
hydrocarbons in drinking water supplies, more definitive 
studies should be undertaken to include relatively easily deter
minable parameters, such as pH, total organic content, tem
perature, and reaction time. Such relationships are needed 
to develop control and treatment strategies. 
The recent discovery that chlorination of drinking water results in 

measurable quantities of such chlorinated organics as chloroform and 
carbon tetrachloride raises questions as to the net health effects of 
chlorination. To provide a solid basis for public policy, a careful study 
should be undertaken of existing chlorination procedures to ascertain 
whether they can be modified so as to minimize formation of the un
wanted chlorinated organics without sacrifice of control of bacteriologic 
and viral quality. Such a study should include assessment for the need 
of "residual disinfection" in distributive systems and should consider 
whether, if needed, the residual must be continuous or could be inter
mittent - and if so, at what intervals. For example, if chlorination is 
required to reduce algae or bacterial growth in the distribution systems, 
intermittent treatment might be acceptable. If initial disinfection is 
adequate, alternate controls such as ozone, UV or other methods might 
be practicable, with chlorine being used only to eliminate microorgan
isms in the system. 

Recommendation 3-29: A careful reexamination of how much 
disinfection is required where and when in drinking water dis
tribution systems should be undertaken as a basis for possible 
revisions in chlorination procedures directed at minimal but 
adequate disinfection. 
Although the chlorination reaction is responsible for the introduc

tion of several chlorinated hydrocarbons of toxicologic importance, it 
is apparent that numerous potentially toxic organic chemicals are in
troduced from other sources. A recent report (Slimak, 1975) has shown 
an association between industrial sources and the majority of the 
organic contaminants so far identified in drinking water. However, no 
effort has been made to develop procedures for identifying the relative 
contribution of organic chemicals from different pollution sources. 
This step will be necessary for developing abatement strategies or for 
monitoring exposures for epidemiologic investigations. 

Recommendation: 3-30: Techniques should be developed for ob-
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taining a profile of the sources and relative contributions of 
various organic toxicants in surface and ground water sup
plies. Such techniques are necessary to aid in determining the 
relative importance in human exposures of organic con
taminants in drinking water as contrasted to those that are 
also present in air, food, and occupational environments. (See 
Chapter 7). 
It is estimated that 100 million Americans currently rely on under

ground sources for their drinking water. For example, a third of all 
public supplies and 95% of all rural domestic supplies depend on 
ground water sources (EPA, 1975c). 

Ground water pollution is rapidly increasing from sources such as 
domestic and industrial waste, sanitary landfills, wastewater sludges 
and effluents, feedlot wastes, fertilizers and agricultural chemicals, 
mine drainage, subsurface disposal of oil-field brines, seepage from 
septic tanks and storage transmission facilities, and individual on-site 
waste water disposal systems. The identity of potential pollutants from 
these sources, which can include a broad spectrum of physical, in
organic, organic, radiologic and bacteriologic materials, is largely 
unknown and uncharacterized at present. 

Recommendation 3-31: Research should be undertaken to iden
tify the major pollutants in ground water sources of drinking 
water and to study their persistence and transport. Such pollu
tants may constitute a potential threat to human health from 
eventual consumption per se through drinking water or via 
transformation to toxicants during treatment processes. 
In an effort to predict the health risk of organic contaminants in 

drinking water, a recent EPA Ad Hoc Study Group (EPA, 1975b) 
extrapolated dose-response data from animal experiments to predict 
human risk. However, this study was severely constrained by the lack 
of carcinogenic data for the numerous chemicals identified in drinking 
water. Of the more than 300 organic chemicals so far identified in drink
ing water (EPA, 1976), less than 5% have been adequately tested for 
carcinogenicity in mammalian test systems. 

Recommendation 3-32: Criteria should be developed, based on 
relative exposure data, chemical structure, frequency of occur
rence and other factors, for developing a list of chemicals in 
drinking water that should receive priority carcinogenicity 
testing by acceptable protocols. Adequate dose-response 
carcinogenicity data should be generated to facilitate risk 
estimation. (See Chapter 10). 
At the same time, however, it should be recognized that acquisition 

of such data is expensive and time consuming. Furthermore, additive 
and synergistic effects are difficult to determine from toxicologic 
studies on single compounds. This stresses the need for the develop-
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ment of more rapid and less expensive testing procedures. 
Recommendation 3-33: Research should be undertaken to 
develop rapid and inexpensive bioassay procedures for assess
ing the relative carcinogenicity, mutagenicity, and teratogen
icity of drinking water contaminants. 
In marked contrast to the large number of epidemiologic studies on 

air pollution and its adverse health effects, toxic and carcinogenic ef
fects of chemical pollutants in drinking water have received little atten
tion. Although the use of multiple techniques has permitted the identi
fication of relationships between drinking water and cancer mortality 
rates (Page, et al., 1976) such studies have been constrained by the lack 
of definitive exposure data. 

Recommendation 3-34: Epidemiologic studies should be under
taken to elucidate the role in human cancers of organic con
taminants in drinking water. 
Additional toxicologic data indicate that certain organic chemicals 

identified in drinking water are teratogenic. McKinney, et al. (1976) 
have recently observed statistically significant reproductive failures in 
laboratory studies with animals that consumed drinking water which 
contained organic chemical pollutants. Although chloroform was iden
tified as a possible contributory agent in this effect, the responsible 
agents remain largely unknown. These reproductive impairments in
cluded reduced numbers of embryos, embryonic developmental prob
lems, reduced numbers of fetuses, increased fetal resorption and death, 
and increased numbers of malformations. 

Recommendation 3-35: Laboratory and epidemiologic studies 
should be undertaken to determine the effects of organic con
taminants in drinking water on reproductive performance,. in
cluding teratogenesis. 

2. Inorganic Contaminants 
Numerous epidemiologic studies have demonstrated associations be

tween cardiovascular death rates and soft water (Granata, et al., 1970; 
Tramp, 1955). Uncertainty exists as to whether this relationship is 
causal and, if so, what the causative agent(s) may be. Theories that 
have received the most attention include deficiencies in dietary 
magnesium requirements resulting from the lack of this element in soft 
water, decreased protection from bioaccumulation of heavy metals re
sulting from dietary imbalances in calcium and magnesium, increased 
exposure to cadmium introduced from corrosive soft water acting on 
distribution plumbing, and the detrimental effects of high sodium con
centrations observed in some soft waters. However, recent studies in 
Great Britain, which have revealed differences up to approximately 
50% in cardiovascular death rates among populations in communities 
consuming soft versus hard water, underscore the potential public 
health importance of this problem. 
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Recommendation 3-36: Research efforts, including the use of 
animal models, should be intensified to identify the causal 
factors in soft water or the beneficial agents of hard water 
which are responsible for the observed relationship between 
cardiovascular death rates and water hardness. 
Although little attention has been directed towards the possible 

etiologic role of sodium in the observed cardiovascular/soft water re
lationship, elevated sodium intake has long been implicated in aggra
vated hypertensive and congestive heart disease. Additional studies 
have suggested a causal relationship between dietary sodium intake 
and level of blood pressure. 

Recommendation 3-37: Epidemiologic studies should be under
taken to determine the extent to which sodium in drinking 
water may be causally related to blood pressure, the incidence 
of hypertensive heart disease, and death rates. (See Recom
mendation 3-15). 
Studies by Schroeder (1965) on cadmium and recent reports by the 

EPA (1975a) on lead and cadmium levels in Seattle drinking water and 
on lead levels in Boston drinking water have underscored the im
portance of corrosive waters in introducing lead and cadmium into 
drinking water at levels exceeding current drinking water standards. 
Preliminary studies also implicate asbestos/cement pipes as contribu
tory to the high levels of asbestos observed in some drinking-water 
supplies. 

Recommendation 3-38: Studies should be undertaken to deter
mine the relationships between water quality, plumbing 
system characteristics and time on the introduction of inorgan
ic contaminants (e.g., asbestos, lead, cadmium, copper) into 
water by corrosion of distribution and plumbing systems. (See 
Recommendations 3-18, 3-19, and 3-20). 
Studies on the influence of corrosive waters in introducing lead into 

Boston drinking water and its relationship to blood-lead levels have 
suggested the importance of corrosive waters on body burdens of lead. 
Concentrations of lead in drinking water have been shown to be asso
ciated with blood lead levels in children in Great Britain (Moore, et al., 
1975). A relationship between mental retardation and lead levels in 
blood has also been demonstrated (Beattie, et al., 1975). These data 
suggest that the significance of water as a source of lead accumulation 
in children needs to be evaluated. 

Recommendation 3-39: Epidemiologic studies should be under
taken on the relative contribution of lead in drinking water to 
the total body burden of lead. 
Several inorganic contaminants in drinking water have been impli

cated in human cancers. The inhalation of asbestos and compounds 
containing arsenic, chromium, and nickel have been shown to be asso-
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ciated with elevated rates of lung cancer. Nitrite is known to combine 
with secondary and tertiary amines to form nitrosamines, a class of 
potent chemical carcinogens. Several epidemiologic studies have sug
gested a relationship between inorganic contaminants in drinking water 
and human cancers (Granata, et al., 1970; Tramp, 1955). 

Recommendation 3-40: There is a need for definitive data on the 
carcinogenic properties of inorganic contaminants in drinking 
water. The carcinogenicity of such contaminants should be in
vestigated by conducting long-term studies in mammalian test 
systems using specific agents singly and in combination and by 
conducting epidemiologic investigations on human popula
tions. 

Inorganic fluorides are found both in and added to water consumed 
by humans. Purposeful additions at concentrations up to 1.0 ppm have 
been shown to reduce dental caries, particularly in children. This prac
tice is not without controversy on several bases, not all scientifically 
founded. Until much more evidence to the contrary becomes available, 
the benefits of improved dental health would clearly support the con
tinued use of fluoride in drinking water. New evidence on any possible 
side effects of flourides, however, should be continually monitored and 
evaluated. 

3. Microbiologic Contaminants 
Since publication of the 1970 Task Force Report (NIEHS, 1970), con

siderable progress has been made in developing analytic procedures for 
monitoring viruses in dilute aqueous suspension. Currently, procedures 
are being developed for inclusion of these methodologies in the next edi
tion of Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Waste 
Water (APHA-AWWA-WPCF, 1971). Application of those procedures, 
however, requires an initial step which involves removal of the 
suspended particulate matter from the water sample. Unfortunately, 
little is currently known about the interference of particulate matter, 
and the implications of its removal, in quantifying the presence of 
viruses in water, wastewater, and natural waters. 

Recommendation: 3-41: Research should be undertaken to 
determine the extent to which viruses are associated with 
colloidal and particulate matter in water, including the de
velopment of analytic procedures which would correct for 
such associations. 
Changing times and living patterns have imposed greater pollution 

loads on our environment. With the continuing increased use of water 
in the United States, the concept of "water reuse" becomes more and 
more a reality. A large amount of sewage-contaminated water in major 
streams in the United States already is being returned directly to the 
customer after water treatment. The health implications of these prac-
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tices should be subject to continued evaluation. The widespread use 
of synthetically-produced chemical compounds, including pesticides, 
require that constant surveillance be maintained over aquifers and 
surface waters which represent the source of supply for many Ameri
cans. Surveys have shown that as high as 50% of these systems are con
taminated with microbial agents and/or chemicals that pose a poten
tial health risk to the users. 

Recommendation: 3-42: Development of improved methods for 
the detection of microbial contaminants in water supplies 
needs to be sustained. These efforts must be coupled with. in
vestigations to obtain additional indicator organisms that are 
highly sensitive to minute amounts of contamination and thus 
serve as "sentinels" of a decline in the quality of the supply. 

Investigations of outbreaks due to water supplies contaminated with 
pathogenic microorganisms are, of necessity, conducted after the out
break has occurred. Often a considerable time period has elapsed, how
ever, before the investigation is initiated. As a result, conditions 
responsible for the outbreak are frequently no longer present and data 
obtained during the post-epidemic period are often inaccurate and do 
not reflect conditions at the time of the outbreak. A number of auto
mated systems for detecting and identifying bacteria have been devel
oped in other field of microbiology, i.e., clinical and space micro
biology. 

Recommendation: 3-43: Studies should be undertaken to deter
mine whether automated methods for detecting and identifying 
bacteria can be adapted for monitoring water supplies on a 
continual basis or at more frequent intervals than is currently 
being practiced. Methods of this type would provide temporal 
information on the microbial flora in water supplies. 

C. Summary 

Drinking water contaminants have been suggested as etiologic agents 
in the two leading causes of death in the United States, namely, car
diovascular diseases and cancer. Epidemiologic evidence accumulated 
over the past decade, which suggests potential impact of drinking water 
quality on cardiovascular diseases, may overshadow any other potential 
effects of drinking water. Research is needed to elucidate the causative 
factors in the cardiovascular soft water phenomenon. Epidemiologic 
studies are needed to determine the extent to which both inorganic and 
organic contaminants in drinking water are involved in the etiology of 
human cancers. Additional studies are needed to clarify the role of 
drinking water contaminants in reproductive failures and the role of 
corrosive waters in the formation of contaminants in drinking water. 
Techniques must be further developed for obtaining a profile of the 
sources and relative concentrations of various organic and inorganic toxi-
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cants in surface and ground water supplies. This information is vital for 
determining the relative importance of drinking water in human ex
posures to organic and inorganic contaminants that are also present in 
air, food, and occupational environments. 

III. Multi-Media 

A. Introduction 
One can consider multiple sources of the same toxic material (for ex

ample, lead) or multiple insults from different media in terms of in
creasing the risks of a certain disease (for example, leukemia from 
hydrocarbons or from radiation exposure). In all cases, knowledge of the 
contributions of each source and/or media has important implications 
for control and regulation. 

1. Environmental Exposures from Various Media 
Theoretically, if all media are considered, an individual can be ex

posed to essentially all industrial chemicals. Many additional 
chemicals occur in the natural environment. For example, a person who 
is exposed to lead occupationally can also breathe it in the ambient at
mosphere and ingest it in his food, water (which includes contributions 
from nature, industrial pollution, automobile exhaust, and lead pipe) 
and beverages. 

Another example of a ubiquitous toxin is carbon monoxide. Although 
the airborne route is its medium, the contributing source can vary from 
occupational exposures, home heating systems, automobile exhausts, 
tobacco smoking, and naturally occurring sources, both endogeneous 
and exogenous. 

In both these examples, a variety of media and/or sources contribute 
to the problem, the quantitative contribution of each varying with the 
circumstances. Although it is recognized that the dose (concentration 
times time) is what determines the ultimate health effects, much ad
ditional research is needed to determine the relative contributions of 
each medium and/or source. 
2. Media Interactions 

The dynamics of toxic materials in the environment are not well un
derstood. Such materials move through the air, water, soil and food 
with interactions within and between each of these media. For example, 
industrial liquid wastes or sanitary wastes in water can volatilize to 
create airborne exposures. Airborne contaminants can precipitate or 
dissolve in water to create waterborne exposures. Water sources (via 
rain or irrigation systems) can, in turn, enter the food chain through 
agricultural crops grown on contaminated soil. Chemicals, such as fer
tilizers and pesticides, used in agriculture can become airborne, water
borne or food-borne. Both biologic magnification and demagnification 
are possible within each of these transformations. Chemical conversions 
are also possible. General knowledge of these interactions, conversions 
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and magnifications or demagnifications is meager; yet the public health 
implications are potentially profound. 

3. Environmental Interactions 
There are many interactions with the potentiality for transfer of con

taminants among the several environments within which man operates. 
For example, workers may bring contaminants home from their working 
environment, with the resulting exposure of their spouses and children. 
Documented illnesses have occurred in other family members due to 
contaminants (for example, asbestos and beryllium) brought into the 
home by workers. Infectious diseases can travel both from the 
workplace to the home and from the home to the workplace. Examples 
are tuberculosis and viral diseases. In a similar manner, because of ex
posures received in their occupational environment, workers can "bring 
home" increased risks of infertility, fetal wastage, congenital malfor
mations and childhood cancer in their offspring. 

4. Physical-Chemical-Psychic Interactions 

Evidence is mounting that some chronic diseases have important and 
varied environmental factors in their etiology. For example, the major 
killer in the U.S. is heart disease, the causes of which are thought to in
volve occupational exposures (CS2, for example), dietaryfactors, and 
"stress" (life stresses are certainly multi-media). Although evidence of 
the last factor is less solid than the remainder, the relationship between 
"civilization" and hypertension, for example, seems clear, the 
relationship between hypertension and heart disease is clear, and the 
ability of anti-stress maneuvers (such as relaxation techniques) to lower 
blood pressure has been demonstrated. Characterization and quan
tification of these factors and their interactions hold promise of sug
gesting strategies for reducing and preventing the associated diseases. 
Other important chronic diseases also have multiple contributing 
etiologic factors, the understanding of which could undoubtedly lead to 
improvement in control and preventive techniques. 

Recommendation 3-44: Research on the relative contribution of 
various media in producing the same toxic exposure is needed 
to quantify the risks and to develope strategies for control. 
(Agent focus) 
Recommendation 3-45: Research on the various environmental 
factors that contribute to chronic diseases is needed. (Disease 
focus) 

B. Future Problems Involving Multimedia 

There are several ways in which future problems can be anticipated. 
Most of them involve multimedia inputs. Two specific examples are 
given: 

l. Potential Impact of New Energy Patterns 
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It is estimated that fossil fuels will meet over 70% of the nation's 
energy needs by the year 2000 (Council on Environmental Quality, 
1975). Combustion of these fuels constitutes a potential increased 
source of hazardous pollutants such as SOx, NOx, trace metals and 
metalloids, i.e., mercury, lead, cadmium, vanadium, nickel, arsenic, 
and selenium. Associated with the release of the materials into the en
vironment is an eventual increased risk to human health from air pollu
tion per se as well as from the consumption of these contaminants in 
drinking water and food following their movement within the environ
ment via scavenging, leaching and other processes. 

Unfortunately, there is a paucity of predictive information regarding 
the potential scope of this type problem both in terms of its en
vironmental and human health effects. 

Recommendation 3-46: For purposes of determining a predic
tive model of the added burden of the metals and metalloids and 
their compounds to human health, more definitive studies need 
to be undertaken to determine the amounts and rates of forma
tion of airborne mercury, cadmium, lead, nickel, vanadium, 
arsenic and selenium from the combustion of fossil fuels and 
from the transport, deposition, persistance, chemical and 
physical forms, transformations and possible interactions of 
these elements and their compounds in water supplies and 
foods. 
Although a number of waste treatment strategies are effective in 

largely removing many metals per se, the disposal of the resultant 
sludges may in itself constitute a potential problem. 

Recommendation 3-47: Research shall be undertaken to 
elaborate the extent of human exposures involved in handling 
sludges per se from various waste treatment and control 
processes and to definitively elaborate the nature and amount 
of metals and metalloids and their compounds contained in 
such wastes. 
Although at present nuclear energy is only a small part of our total 

energy production, e.g., less than one per cent, by 1985 it may meet 10% 
of our total energy demand, rising to 26% of the total energy demand 
and 60% of electrical energy demand by the year 2000 (Council on En
vironmental Quality, 1975). The major source of thermal discharges 
into water bodies is from electrical powerplants. The effects of thermal 
discharges are not fully understood. 

Recommendation 3-48: In order to obtain a predictive model of 
potential toxicants, studies should be undertaken to permit a 
more definitive understanding of the dynamics and possible 
synergism in an ecosystem involving thermal discharge and 
trace chemical pollutants (both naturally occurring and 
anthropogenic) such as heavy metals and metalloids and 
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selected inorganic and organic compounds. 

2. Potential Impact of Noble Metal Catalysts 

It is generally recognized that understanding of the environmental 
and toxicologic considerations of many classes of metals, for example, 
mercury and cadmium, has been obtained as a result of severe pollution 
episodes or cases of accidental poisoning. The limitations of data 
resulting from such studies must be recognized. 

Platinum, palladium, and ruthenium are foremost among the noble 
metals whose catalytic uses are increasing rapidly. Examples are the 
use of palladium in the production of industrial chemicals and the use 
of platinum in catalytic converters for automotive exhaust systems. In 
all such uses, the amounts, physical and chemical forms of these ele
ments; their fate, form and/or possible transformation within the at
mosphere and ultimately within water and the food chain; as well as 
their toxicities, are presently largely unknown. 

Recommendation 3-49: Definitive studies should be undertaken 
to identify and quantify the physical and chemical forms of no
ble metals discharged into the environment as a result of their 
use in industrial processes. Also requiring concomitant study 
are the chronic toxicity, mutagenicities, and teratogenicity of 
these compounds. 
It has been suggested that metals such as platinum and palladium 

can be methylated in the environment, analogous to mercury and lead. 

Recommendation 3-50: Studies should be undertaken to 
definitively elaborate the state of transformations of noble 
metals within the environment and to determine the potential 
carcinogenicity, mutagenicity, and teratogenicity of any new 
compounds formed. 
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SELECTED PROBLEMS OF SPECIAL 
ENVIRONMENTS: NEIGHBORHOOD, HOME, 

HOSPITAL, ETC.* 

I. Introduction 

Highlighted in this chapter are some of the environmental health 
problems which, although receiving scant attention in recent years, 
appear to require increased attention. Because there are few resources 
addressing research in these areas, it was not possible to assess com
prehensively the many environmental health research needs for neigh
borhoods, homes, schools, hospitals, nursing homes, recreational sites, 
public transportation, and other places of public accommodation. The 
Subtask Force, however, has sought to address some of the important 
aspects of these environments where research appears most essential. 
Potential users of such information already exist and, if expectations 
of considerable additional funding materialize, groups of experts 
should be assembled to detail priority research needs in these areas. 

Discussed in the sections which follow are research needs pertaining 
to several aspects of man's habitat. These include needs related to 
neighborhood improvement and design, traumatic injury prevention, 
indoor pollution in non-industrial buildings, and special problems 
related to hospitals, consumer products and cigarette smoking. Addi
tional research needs applicable to these special environments are 
covered elsewhere in this report. 

II. Neighborhood Improvement and Design 

Health statistics demonstrate compelling relationships between 
morbidity and mortality and physical surroundings. People living in 
economically depressed neighborhoods are less healthy than those 
living in wealthier areas. Any perceptive observer can compile a cata
log of reasons for these differences. Such reasons range from inade
quate nutrition and medical care to stressful social conditions. 

Relationships between habitat and infectious disease, infant mor
tality and other overt pathologies pose problems for the environmental 
health researcher. Improved sanitation, nutrition, and medical care 
are obvious preventive measures. The puzzles arise when what are 

*This chapter was prepared under the direction of Lawrence A. Plumlee. Other con
tributors were Harvey Davis, H. Lawrence Heideman, Jr., Robert J.M. Horton, Vernon 
N. Houk, Robert Kaiser, Herman Koren, Morris A. Lipton, Frank Lisella, George 
Mallison, Robert K. McKelvey, S. David Shearer, Peter Skailey and Frank E. Speizer. 
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essentially behavioral questions emerge. What role do housing con
ditions and neighborhoods play in juvenile delinquency? In psychiatric 
illness? In mental retardation? In learning disabilities? And, from the 
vantage point of behavioral toxicology, to what extent does defective 
habitat predispose to behavioral disturbances from toxic exposures 
that might not affect a more resilient population? Such questions have 
rarely, if ever, been asked. Unfortunately, laboratory analogs, such 
as the endocrine consequences of crowding in rodents, are somewhat 
oblique to the central problem. At least for the near future, the human 
habitat itself provides a more comprehensive source of hypotheses 
than the laboratory. 

Programs designed to provide more adequate housing for the poor 
have in most instances been unsuccessful. New communities that are 
developed usually deteriorate physically and socially. In large measure, 
these failures stem from an inadequate understanding of the behavioral 
problems associated with such extensive changes of the environment. 
Local community contingency management techniques have shown 
great promise. These techniques involve aiding community groups in 
formulating goals and in maintaining behaviors necessary to reach 
those goals by the setting of reasonable subgoals, the achievement of 
which is tied to rewards. 

Recommendation 4-1: The principles of contingency manage
ment should be subjected to a controlled evaluation to determine 
how they might aid communities in maintaining an optimal 
physical and social environment. Measures for evaluating the 
success of such efforts include improved housing conditions, 
reduced juvenile delinquency, and improved patterns of gar
bage disposal. 
Recommendation 4-2: Behavioral studies of people in inade
quate habitats should be undertaken in order to analyze the 
variables underlying the increased incidence of socio-behav
ioral disturbances in these environments. Direct observations, 
systematically made, should be the first step in formulating 
hypotheses as to which are the controlling variables. The hy
pothesized controlling variables can then be manipulated to 
observe the outcome. 
Recommendation 4-3: Studies are needed of new experimental 
model communities of varying social and cultural backgrounds 
in which apparently critical variables can be manipulated and 
the consequences determined. Well designed studies must also 
be built into ongoing development. The process must include 
definition of fundamental objectives, a review of the compat
ibility of the proposed system with practical planned develop
ment, and an assessment of the marginal advantages in profits 
accruing to the entrepreneur, community, and other decision 
makers in the development. 
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A. Urban Rat Control 

There are an estimated 60 million people in 300 cities in the United 
States where rats represent a major environmental problem. Rats are 
associated with, and a veritable symbol of, all that is decaying in many 
of our inner cities. The Urban Rat Control Program, initiated in 1969, is 
directed toward the elimination of conditions conducive to rat infesta
tion and proliferation in target areas. The program emphasizes 
improvement of both the physical and social environments. This in
cludes establishing communication with people, enlisting their 
cooperation, and motivating them to handle their refuse and garbage 
properly, coupled with harborage reduction measures and the applica
tion of rodenticides. The discovery of anticoagulant resistance in both 
urban and rural rat populations in the United States and Europe makes 
it imperative to seek new rodenticides and explore other methods of 
control. 

Recommendation 4-4: Research on anticoagulant resistance in 
rats is needed to detect resistance, to determine the mechan
isms of the resistance, and to understand the mechanisms of the 
increased need of rats for vitamins and their poor reproductive 
capacity. 
Recommendation 4-5: Development of new rat control methods 
is encouraged. Possibilities which should be explored include 
single dose chemosterilants for both sexes which are attractive 
to rats while being repellant to humans and other animals, 
species-specific rodenticides, ultrasound and other repellants, 
and pheromones. 

B. Arthropodborne Diseases 

Vectorborne diseases are a continuing problem in the United States 
and throughout the world. These diseases are characterized by the 
existence of intermediate hosts and involve complex cycles that in 
many ways make them more difficult to control than those spread by 
person-to-person or direct environmental contact. In the United States, 
as evidenced by a record number of cases in 1975, anthropodborne 
encephalitis constitutes the major vectorborne disease problem, where
as in the developing countries malaria, trypanosomiasis, filariasis and 
schistosomiasis are still among the major causes of morbidity and 
mortality. The fluctuation of these diseases is often related to environ
mental changes, both natural and manmade. For example, a hydro
electric scheme to provide a source of power or an irrigation project to 
improve food production may secondarily result in an upsurge of mal
aria or schistosomiasis by providing a source for increased production of 
the vectors. 

Research needs related to this problem include all aspects of the dis
ease transmission cycles: (1) the agents themselves, viral and parasitic, 
have been evasive (e.g., the only available and widely utilized vaccine 
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for arthropodborne disease is that for yellow fever; (2) the arthropod 
vectors are not only difficult to control, they are adaptable and adjust 
to changing environmental conditions, insecticide usage patterns, and 
available blood food sources; (3) the non-human hosts of both the viral 
and parasitic diseases may serve both to amplify and disseminate the 
agents; and (4) human disease is difficult to control and the host 
response is frequently so variable that case recognition often requires 
laboratory techniques for confirmation. 

III. Acute Injury Prevention 
For 1975, the National Safety Council (1976) estimated the number 

of new or disabling injuries in the population of the U. S. was 10.6 
million, of which 370,000 resulted in permanent loss of some function. 
Total accidental deaths in 1975 were 48,000, exclusive of industrial and 
motor vehicle accidents, but including community, recreational and 
other transportation trauma, fires, burns, and drownings. This is 2,400 
more deaths than was estimated for the more highly publicized death 
toll on the nation's highways and almost four times as many deaths as 
resulted from work accidents. Of the 10.6 million disabling injuries 
estimated for 1975, only 1.8 million of them were from motor vehicles. 

It has been estimated that in terms of time lost from the job, time 
lost from school, and medical services required, the annual cost of 
accidental injuries not associated with the workplace or motor vehicles 
is about 10 billion dollars. In spite of these statistics, the research con
ducted on home and community non-vehicle accidents, and the 
application of this knowledge in home and community design, is 
considerably smaller than the efforts expended to reduce highway 
and work accidents. 

Home accidents including trauma, fires, and burns compete at least 
evenly with other sources of human misery in disrupting and altering 
the lives of people in the United States. Accidents are the leading cause 
of death for both sexes, ages one to 38 years. For the very young, home 
accidents accounted for 37% of all deaths for one-to-four year olds and 
47% for children five to 14 years old. It has been estimated that 
18 million children in the one to 14 year age bracket are injured each 
year; 60% of these accidents occur in or near the home. At one 
time or another, one child in six is hospitalized because of injury. As a 
group, children experience 60 million days of restricted activity with 15 
million days of confinement to bed each year. In the six to 16 year old 
group, 12 million school days are lost each year because of injury (Mc
Kelvey, 1972). Sports account for a substantial percentage of accidental 
injuries in this age group. 

Recommendation 4-6: Investigation into environmental, as 
well as human behavioral causes, of home and community acci
dents should be intensified by trained multidisciplinary teams. 
The potential accident interaction between the essential human 
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characteristics and specific design solutions should be studied. 
Safety design alterations in products of the environment, as 
well as efforts to educate and guide the consumer, should be 
continuously evaluated as to their practical effectiveness. The 
final solution to achieve maximum safety at minimum cost 
must be conveyed to designer, producer, and consumer. 

IV. Chemical Injury From Consumer Products 

Research in the past on consumer products has been focused on the 
prevention of acute injury. As techniques are developed for assessing 
chronic delayed toxicity and less easily measured types of acute toxicity 
(such as subtle behavioral effects), consumer products already in use 
must be reevaluated using these new techniques. 

Recommendation 4-7: New studies of consumer products on 
the market which result in human exposure cannot be waived 
merely because no obvious harm has resulted. Epidemiologic 
and/or toxicologic evaluations employing newer techniques 
must be conducted to assess risks which were not properly ex
amined earlier. Even when thorough laboratory studies have 
been negative, epidemiologic follow-up of exposed human pop
ulations is necessary because of limitations in extrapolation 
from animals to man. The large number of consumer products 
to which this recommendation applies makes it desirable to 
establish priorities for testing substances based upon chemical 
structure, degree of exposure, and case reports. 

V. Indoor Air Pollution Research Needs 

Pollution of indoor air in other than industrial premises has been sub
ject to limited investigation even though most of the U. S. population 
spends the vast majority of their time inside buildings. Studies have 
been made on limited problems such as the control of odors from cook
ing and smoking, the penetration of selected outdoor pollutants into in
teriors, and the characteristics of allergic indoor dusts. There has been 
no effort, however, to explore all of the major aspects of this problem. 
Work performed prior to 1972 has been reviewed by Benson, et al., (1972) 
in a report which is accompanied by an annotated bibliography. 
Studies of air in submarines and spacecraft contribute to our knowledge 
of other indoor environments (Parker and West, 1973; U. S. Navy, 
1962). 

In spite of the paucity of material, some generalizations can be made 
which are helpful in research planning and in defining research needs. 
The degree to which outdoor pollutants enter buildings is generally 
governed by the rate of ventilation which, in older structures, may be 
primarily through cracks or openings. This is designated as infiltration. 
Outdoor pollutants which are relatively inert chemically, such as 
carbon monoxide and particulates of small size, enter buildings readily 
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and are generally present in interiors at about the same concentrations 
as those outdoors. Particles oflarger size are reduced in quantity during in
filtration unless windows and doors are open. Reactive air pollutants 
such as sulfur dioxide and oxidants are reduced during infiltration due 
to interactions with structural elements of the building. They are sub
ject to further reduction inside the structure due to reactions with fur
nishings, etc. Indoor concentrations of such substances are usually one
third to one-half of those found outside. In the absence of indoor 
sources, when outdoor pollutant levels fluctuate, indoor levels follow 
suit, but with a time lag. The rate of change is inversely related to the 
tightness of the building. 

The relationships described above are for naturally ventilated 
buildings. Where forced air systems are present, as in newer large struc
tures, they may introduce modifications. Such modifications are 
generally a function of the location of the air intake, the amount of recir
culation of interior air (makeup air), and the treatment; if any, of 
makeup and recirculated air. In general, pollutant levels in such struc
tures are unaffected or reduced, but faulty design, operation, or 
maintenance can cause pollutant increases or additions. This is par
ticularly true for structures with improperly located air intakes. Where 
faults in design and construction have been noted, they have usually 
been corrected, but a systematic study of operating systems for serious 
defects has not been undertaken. This is particularly important in rela
tion to the growth of infectious and allergenic organisms in air con
ditioning equipment, both complex and simple, as noted elsewhere in 
this report. 

From the standpoint of pollutants which are generated indoors, the 
information is much less adequate. Major concern has centered on soil
ing particulates, cooking odors, tobacco smoke, and odors from people. 
Most research on these problems has been directed to public buildings. 
Amelioration has received more emphasis than has a detailed study of 
sources or of the character and behavior of the specific contaminants in
volved. Control has been largely by means of dilution. Filtration is also 
employed, but the necessary equipment has proven to be expensive and 
power requirements to remove the very fine particulates have been 
large. Filters now employed in ordinary air conditioning systems have 
almost no effect on tobacco smoke; those employed in the best systems 
will remove only about one-third of this pollutant. Efficient removal of 
gases by filtration is uncommon except for ozone, but partial removal is 
frequently practical. Although dilution is commonly used to deal with 
these problems, the amount of dilution required is empirically derived 
and very poorly defined. The effects of indoor pollutants on buildings, 
their contents and people are also poorly studied in many respects, so 
that precise determination of dilution requirements using current infor
mation would be difficult. 

Numerous other contaminants are produced in indoor spaces in pri-
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vate dwellings and public buildings. Some of these, such as carbon 
monoxide and nitrogen oxides which originate from heating and cook
ing, are familiar outdoor pollutants. Others are cleaning materials and 
equipment, synthetic floor coatings and polishes, cosmetics, pesticides, 
paints, and vapors originating from plasticizers and bonding agents 
used in household equipment and building materials. In addition, a 
host of materials used in home hobbies and school projects are found in 
both home and school environments. There exists very little or no infor
mation on the emissions or concentrations of these substances in indoor 
air, their movement from room to room, their alterations with time, 
their effects and interactions, or their removal. As with the contami
nants mentioned in the previous paragraph, in most circumstances, 
primary dependence is placed on dilution resulting from natural and/or 
artificial ventilation for minimizing problems due to these materials. 
Here also the amount of dilution required to achieve satisfactory condi
tions is only vaguely known. Similar comments can be made relative 
to the problems of airborne infection. 

Very few problems have spontaneously developed which indicate 
problems or deficiencies with current ventilation practices. On the 
other hand, few comprehensive searches for undesirable effects have 
been made. Now, however, a major effort is being made to build and 
operate private and public buildings with less energy expenditure and 
to retrofit existing structures with energy saving devices and equip
ment. The most important changes in this process will be tighter con
struction, which reduces air infiltration, and increased recirculation of 
interior air (with appropriate treatment). Both of these steps will mark
edly reduce ventilation and hence the dilution of pollutants, particu
larly those originating indoors. While some improvements in methods 
for cleaning the recirculated air will undoubtedly be attempted, this 
will be limited as noted above by high equipment and/or energy costs. 
As a consequence, data are seriously lacking for making informed de
cisions on how much ventilation reduction can be exercised without 
producing serious annoyance and health problems. 

As with other environmental problems, it is important in the evalua
tion of health problems in the home that the total problem be assessed. 
Recent studies on indoor lead exposures, for example, have indicated 
that airborne particles may reach children by settling with dust which 
contaminates their hands and food and is subsequently ingested. Thus, 
estimates of particle intake cannot rest on inhalation exposures alone. 

Recommendation 4-8: Surveys are needed of the use patterns 
of polluting equipment and materials, particularly in homes 
and schools. A primary objective of such surveys should be to 
develop data which will permit the establishment of research 
priorities on the basis of the quantity and hazard of individual 
sources. Once priorities have been established, tests should be 
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conducted in model and/o,: occupied buildings of critical items 
in terms of emissions, dispersions, frequency of use, places 
and duration of use, and ambient levels achieved. Determina
tions should also be made of occupant exposures by occupancy 
patterns using personal samplers and tissue levels as indica
tors of exposure. (See Chapter 7). 
Recommendation 4-9: The effects of ventilation changes and 
other control measures on indoor concentrations of air contam
inants should be examined in suitably equipped buildings under 
experimental conditions. 
Recommendation 4-10: Improvements are needed in air clean
ing devices which are inexpensive, operate at low air pressures, 
and are efficient especially for the removal of tobacco smoke 
and selected odorants. Charcoal fulfills this function for ozone, 
but is a unique example. Research on the development of other 
active filtering substances is one approach which offers con
siderable promise for systems in which the air is recirculated. 

VI. Research Needs on Smoking 
The smoking of tobacco is so deeply ingrained as a part of the nation's 

culture that there is a strong tendency to avoid and neglect its consid
eration as a dangerous environmental pollutant and hazard. This is 
true despite the overwhelming evidence that smoking is a major con
tributor to carcinoma of the lung, other cancers, pulmonary disease and 
cardiovascular disease. Physicians often refuse to take smoking as seri
ously as they do alcoholism or other forms of drug abuse. As a result, 
treatment programs, including hospitalization and the use of agonists 
or antagonists, are commonly employed in the treatment of the alco
holic or the drug addict. The patient, however, who already has signs of 
distress due to smoking when he goes to his physician for assistance in 
this area, is commonly told that he should quit smoking and that, if he 
really wanted to, he could. Medical and psychologic assistance is usual
ly not offered. 

The reasons for this state of affairs are manifold. Smoking is endemic 
in this country and throughout most of the world. It is estimated that 
almost 60 million people in the United States are smokers and there are 
probably more than a half billion smokers throughout the world. The 
fact that smoking is so common and that its damaging effects take 
many years to manifest themselves is a significant reason for its accept
ance by the public. In addition, the tobacco industry is a major source 
of both private and public revenue. Finally, it is generally conceded 
that the victims of smoking are victims by self choice and that legisla
tion or prohibition may be in violation of the citizen's freedom to in
dulge himself/herself as he/she sees fit. Psychologic research should be 
developed to attempt to understand the motivations and the rewards of 
smoking so that similar rewards might be offered without necessarily 
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exposing people to the hazards. 
Most investigators in this field agree that it is extremely difficult to 

help smokers stop smoking. It therefore becomes imperative that tech
niques be developed to prevent young people from ever starting to smoke. 
The American Cancer Society report on teenage smoking presented 
some very disturbing data on attitudes and smoking rates (National 
Institutes of Health, 1976). Teenagers, particularly girls, are taking up 
smoking at significant rates beginning at age 12. Even more disturbing 
is the fact that these teenagers admit that they are aware of the health 
effects of smoking. Earlier studies indicate that parental and sibling 
smoking habits are more important than peer pressure in the develop
ment of the smoking habit (Salber and MacMahon, 1961). At the pres
ent time, the major determinants of teenage smoking are not known. 
Neither is it known at what age one can influence the attitudes of chil
dren against smoking. It seems clear that research is required to define 
the social and cultural factors that impact on the self concepts of a child 
and determine whether he/she becomes a smoker. 

Recommendation 4-11: Programs in health education directed 
at the pre-teenage child and emphasizing changing attitudes, 
and subsequent behavior, toward smoking need to be devel
oped. Included within any such program must be an evaluation 
of effectiveness. This may require long range commitments 
since the proposed programs must necessarily precede by sev
eral years the period of greatest risk of taking up smoking. 

Emphasis has been placed by behavioral scientists upon the use of 
techniques like aversive conditioning, hypnosis, group therapy, indi
vidual therapy, etc. as significant components of programs designed to 
treat the smoker. Such tactics have shown limited, though significant, 
utility and should not be neglected. However, comprehensive programs 
that would involve both pharmacologic and behavioral techniques will 
probably be necessary to increase the effectiveness of such programs. 

Recommendation 4-12: Research should be undertaken to de
velop comprehensive smoker treatment programs involving 
both pharmacologic and behavioral methods. 
Economic disincentives to smoking might reduce cigarette consump

tion by some individuals. Health and life insurance premiums for 
smokers would increase if rates were set to reflect the medical costs 
and decreased life expectancy of smokers. Additional cigarette taxa
tion might also be considered to cover the additional costs which smok
ers place on government-paid medical plans. Thus, economic studies 
of the entire costs of smoking might provide a factual basis for distrib
uting costs within society. 

Smoking imposes a great health impact on the smoker. This impact 
can manifest itself in many organ systems and thus should continue to 
be singled out for research emphasis. Some studies should be directed 
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to the identification of specific causative agents in cigarette smoke. In 
particular, steps should be taken to determine whether low tar and/or 
nicotine cigarettes are less hazardous than others. Certain carcinogens, 
such as polycyclic hydrocarbons and radioactive polonium-210, have 
been suggested as having major importance. The possibility that 
effects are mediated through combinations of agents rather than by sin
gle components must be kept in mind; for example, the synergism be
tween smoking and exposure to asbestos or to radon daughters, charac
teristic of uranium mining, should be considered. These matters must 
be investigated not only in relation to carcinogenesis but also with re
spect to the many other deleterious effects of cigarette smoke on the 
respiratory, cardiovascular, and other systems. In addition, it would be 
useful to conduct experiments with animals exposed to cigarettes with 
fractions of specific compounds selectively removed. It must be recog
nized, however, that any steps which lead to the development of a less 
hazardous cigarette might be negated if they resulted in increased cig
arette consumption. 

Recommendation 4-13: Emphasis should be increased to learn 
the specific causative agents for diseases arising from smoking. 

VII. Environmental Health Research Needs For Hospitals 

A. Introduction 

Over 31 million people in the United States are patients in hospitals, 
nursing homes, convalescent homes and old age homes each year 
(Koren, 1974). The number of infections that are spread and the num
ber of injuries which occur to patients, staff and visitors is not known. 
In an era of rapidly increasing medical care and insurance costs, it is 
especially appropriate to reassess health hazards within the hospital 
environment. In making this recommendation, the Subtask Force has 
excluded considerations of the side effects of drugs on patients. 

The hospital environment is similar in complexity to a small com
munity. A typical 500 bed hospital may have as many as 10,000 people 
each day who pass through the grounds, work, or are treated within 
its buildings. Patients are frequently compromised by physical and/or 
mental disability and are particularly prone to suffer from nosocomial 
infections, the omission of controls, or the lack of sufficiently high 
standards of accident control. Since very few hospitals have access to 
the services of a specifically trained environmental specialist, new 
knowledge related to infection control, occupational health, and safety 
is often applied slowly. 

In the last twenty-five years the hospital environment has grown re
markably complex and potential hazards have grown substantially. 
There has been rapid change due to the dramatic increase in medical 
technology. Little has been done to determine the health effects of 
these varied pressures. 
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B. Biologic Environment 

Biologic hazards vary for different groups in the hospital depending 
on occupation and type of patient. Medical, nursing, and other per
sonnel are exposed to bacterial, viral and mycotic infections emanating 
from patients, hospital staff, and research animals. The laboratory, 
housekeeping, laundry, and food service staffs are subjected to many 
of the same organisms since they are involved in removal of solid waste, 
contaminated linens, and contaminated food. Small infectious parti
cles may remain airborne and diffuse throughout the hospital if air 
control is not complete. At least ten pounds of solid waste per patient 
per day is produced in acute care general hospitals (Maurer, 1971), 
and, where disposable linens are used, the amount of solid waste in
creases sharply (Anon., 1965). 

Diagnostic equipment can readily be contaminated by patients and 
professional staff and become a source of infection for other individuals. 
These problems often are magnified because of improper design and/or 
construction which makes the equipment difficult to clean, disinfect 
and/or sterilize. Viral hepatitis, type B, is considered a major public 
health problem. A high risk of acquiring hepatitis B has been reported 
for patients and staff of hemodialysis units, clinical laboratory workers 
and individuals in plasma fractionation facilities. Indirect transmis
sion of the disease is believed to be by contact with contaminated 
objects. Airborne transmission has been postulated; however, no sig
nificant evidence has been accumulated to define this mode of trans
mission in the spread of hepatitis B. Although the virus of hepatitis 
has not been isolated and conclusively identified, hepatitis B antigen 
has been demonstrated in saliva. 

Recommendation 4-14: Continued assessment of potential 
sources and transmission of hospital acquired infections in 
patients and hospital staff needs to be undertaken. New tech
niques for rapid assessment of modes of the spread of infections 
need to be developed. 

C. Physical Environment 

Noise is an unwanted sound. Environmental noise may cause phys
ical and psychologic disorders, interference with vocal communica
tion, disruption in job performance, and disruption of rest, relaxation 
and sleep. The increased use of therapeutic, operational, maintenance, 
electrical and mechanical equipment and reliance on lighter weight 
construction materials in hospitals tend to increase noise problems. 
Although all of these areas are of concern, probably the one which may 
have the greatest impact is the disruption of relaxation and sleep in 
patients. 

Recommendation 4-15: The impact of hospital noise on relax
ation and sleep in patients needs to be investigated. Control 
trials of effects on duration of hospital stay and complication 
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rates in patients with selected diseases protected from usual 
hospital noise may be warranted (See Recommendation 5-23). 

Radiation hazards are well recognized physical hazards in hospitals. 
Generally, protection guides are followed faithfully. Control systems, 
however, do break down, and often such breakdowns are not discovered 
until some excess exposure has occurred. Development of early warn
ing systems to detect equipment failure which might result in excess 
radiation exposure is needed. 

Electrical safety in hospitals is a particular hazard for selected pa
tients and staff. Groups of patients at risk are those connected to auto
matic data sensing devices and those with internal electrical catheters. 
In spite of existing warnings each year a small number of accidents 
with fatal outcome occur. Further efforts in the development of safety 
features for electrical equipment in hospitals are required. 

D. Chemical Environment 
Hundreds of different chemicals are used in hospitals, many of which 

are known to have some hazardous properties. These chemicals can be 
acutely or chemically toxic, flammable, or explosive, and they include 
acids, alkalies, ammonia, assorted oxidizers, organic and inorganic 
peroxides, oxides, as well as others. 

Areas of the hospital in which potential chemical hazards are most 
evident include anatomic and clinical pathology, hemodialysis, and 
storage areas. Laboratories contain many solvents, fixatives, volatile 
hydrocarbons, etc. In the patients' rooms, chemicals, including pesti
cides, polishes, solvents, and detergent-disinfectants, may have effects 
on the patients as well as the staff and personnel. In the rehabilitation 
sections, chemical bonding compounds, solvents, and materials such 
as fiberglass are used and aerosolized by grinders, shavers, and sand
ers. Plant personnel may store gasoline, paints, paint thinners, and a 
variety of materials utilized in maintenance and repair processes. 

In addition, animal experiments and a growing body of human data 
indicate that anesthetic gases can pose health hazards to anesthesiolo
gists and their offspring. Epidemiologic studies conducted in the 
U.S.S.R. indicate that an unusually high incidence of headaches, 
fatigue, and irritability has been noted in a group of Russian anesthes
iologists (Vaisman, 1967). It was also noted that an increased incidence 
of spontaneous abortion and a high incidence of abnormal pregnan
cies occurred among female professionals in this field. 

Further studies of anesthesiologists in Scotland and the United States 
indicate that the same problems were observed. Furthermore, an Amer
ican Society of Anesthesiologists (1974) study has indicated that male 
as well as female anesthetists have an increased rate of malformed chil
dren, suggesting that some anesthetics may be human mutagens. This 
study and others suggest that lymphoma may be increased in anes
thesiologists. Furthermore, anesthetics such as chloroform, trichlora-
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ethylene, and isoflurance have been observed to be carcinogenic in ani
mals (Corbitt, 1976). 

Operating room personnel and orthopedic surgeons and their pa
tients are extensively exposed to methyl methacrylate and styrene 
copolymer, which are used in joint prostheses procedures. Exposure 
levels are intermittent, but often high. Laboratory workers in hospitals 
commonly use mercury in manometers, the Warburg apparatus, and 
other procedures. Chronic mercurialism has been repeatedly docu
mented in these workers (Goldwater, et. al., 1956; Beauchamp and 
Tebbens, 1951). For example, liquid mercury which vaporizes in drain 
traps and careless laboratory housekeeping habits are sources of chron
ic exposure. 

In areas of the hospital in which potentially highly susceptible pa
tients may be present (i.e., newborn nurseries and intensive care units), 
the air exchange may not be optimal. This is particularly true in older 
hospitals. This generally occurs because such units are purposefully 
placed outside the mainstream of hospital traffic and in windowless 
rooms. In some of these hospitals, ultraviolet light is still used for mi
crobiologic control. These lights and other electrostatic energy pro
ducing equipment may be significant sources of ozone production. 
Such sources should be eliminated or controlled. However, while pre
sent, they may represent microenvironmental settings which might 
be used to identify risks of such exposures in potentially susceptible 
individuals. 

Recommendation 4-16: Studies are needed to quantify and 
evaluate the significance of exposures to chemicals in hos
pitals including: 
a. Epidemiologic and chronic toxicologic studies applicable 

to the concentrations of anesthetic gases which comprise 
a risk to operating room workers and their offspring; 

b. Epidemiologic studies of persons exposed to methyl metha
crylate and styrene copolymer; 

c. Monitoring of indoor sources of ozone production and air 
contamination in hospital settings, with studies of biologic 
responses in selected patients; 

d. Monitoring of the air for the presence of mercury near 
laboratory sinks. 

If air levels are excessive, the exposed people should be ex
amined, environmental sources abated, and housekeeping 
practices improved. Similar studies are needed for exposure 
to a wide variety of other potentially hazardous solvents and 
other chemicals in various kinds of hospital laboratories. 

VIII. Summary 

Additional environmental health problems pertaining to the human 
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habitat have been presented with recommendations for research to help 
understand and abate them. The Subtask Force recommends the initia
tion of research to facilitate a better understanding of health problems 
in non-industrial settings and for improving the building environment. 
These research recommendations deal with designs ranging in size from 
small consumer products to entire communities. Consideration should 
be given to both the physical and chemical properties of the designs in 
terms of their biologic implications to man. 
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PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS* 

I. Introduction 
Physical factors in the environment were major concerns of primi

tive man. Clothing and housing evolved in response to some of these 
physical factors in order for man to maintain a more stable ambient 
physical environment. With the development of society, the movement 
of populations to the various parts of the world, concentrations of peo
ple into cities and more especially the increased industrialization, 
physical factors have continued to play an important role. Along with 
industrialization has come increased demands for energy. This not 
only has allowed more modification of the micro-climate but also has 
increased the impact of physical factors, such as increased ionizing 
radiation, radio- and micro-waves, machine generated noise and ther
mal load, on th~ environment. Thus, the technologic developments 
that were designed to benefit mankind have frequently been accom
panied by side effects that have had a potentially deleterious effect on 
the environment and/or human health. 

Man is capable of adapting to some of these physical stresses, such 
as altitude by increasing the number of red blood cells or ultra-violet 
radiation by increased pigmentation and thickening of the epidermal 
barrier. In some instances a combination of stresses is necessary for 
full response as in the situation of heat and exercise being required in 
combination to develop full acclimatization to heat. These adaptive 
mechanisms have limitations and if exceeded can fail, especially when 
a variety of stresses are applied simultaneously as, for example, with 
heat, noise and vibrations. In many cases man has been pushed close 
to or beyond these limits as in high altitude or deep underwater activ
ities. 

With the increasing demand for energy and with the decreasing sup
plies available, the time is rapidly approaching when firm decisions 
will be needed to conserve energy resources. One such decision will be 
the limitation on control of the micro-climate (i.e., less heating in 
winter and less air conditioning in summer and possibly less extensive 
use of illumination). Thus, the effect of physical factors in the environ
ment of the home or office will become important in reaching economic 
decisions when cost versus benefit factors will have to be determined. 

*This chapter was prepared under the direction of Benjamin G. Ferris, Jr. Other 
contributors were Reginald Cook, Joe A. Elder, Steven M. Horvath, Angelo Lamola, 
William A. Mills, John B. Storer, Henning E. Von Gierke and Philip Walsh. 
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The former concept that the working population assumes the risk of 
exposure in the workplace is undergoing slow change. As a result, in 
some instances, exposures in the workplace are being markedly re
duced and are approaching the levels comparable to those of the gen
eral population. It is therefore necessary to have solid exposure data 
on which to develop valid dose-effect relationships from which cost
benefit information can be developed for use in decision making rela
tive to the environment in the workplace. 

Another aspect of the enlarged demand for energy has been increased 
exploration for other fuel sources as well as the substitution of lighter 
metals for the heavier ones in transportation and other uses. This has 
resulted in more men being exposed at work to more adverse condi
tions; for example, there has been a marked increase in underwater 
exploration for oil and thus more persons are exposed to hyperbaric 
conditions. Another example is the increased exposures of workers to 
hot environments and to infrared radiation, as well as to chemical ex
posures. 

Increased energy consumption, industrialization and urbanization 
have resulted in increasing noise levels in the workplace and in the 
general environment. The average daily noise exposure of people has 
been directly correlated with the average population density, and con
siderable efforts will be required to evaluate noise-induced hearing 
loss and other severe health effects in large parts of the population. 

There also has not been sufficient appreciation and ·investigation 
into the interaction of these physical factors either among themselves 
or with various other environmental factors, e.g., the effect of high and 
low frequency waves on circadian rhythms or ambient temperatures; 
the effect of infrared radiation and microwaves on thermal stress; and 
the interaction of other environmental stresses such as heat or alti
tude combined with exposure to toxic gases such as carbon monoxide. 
Considerable information has been obtained on the interaction of 
ultraviolet radiation and various chemical compounds as observed in 
photosensitization, cancer and mutagenic effects. The role of ultra
violet radiation in the photochemical reaction sequence leading to 
the formation of the oxidizing types of air pollution is well docu
mented. Other such examples should be examined. 

A fundamental theme that pervades much of what follows is a need 
to develop new methods or to use existing methods to measure the dose 
received by individuals or groups. This could include integrating per
sonal dosimeters. For some of these, internal or even cellular measure
ment of the dose may be desired. This information will be necessary 
in order to develop more accurate dose-response relationships. There is 
also a need for basic research in these areas to understand the funda
mental mechanisms whereby damage is produced so that appropriate 
preventive measures can be instituted. 

It should be recognized that the world exists essentially as a closed 
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system and if one aspect is perturbed this results in another effect else
where. For example, if more fertilizers are produced to increase food 
production, this action requires energy which in turn releases more 
heat into the system and this heat must be dissipated. The fertilizer 
may be a source of oxides of nitrogen that in turn can react with the 
ozone layer of the stratosphere to deplete it. With phosphate fertilizers, 
the mining and treatment of the basic material releases naturally oc
curring radioactive nuclides into the environment. Thus a given action 
may have far ranging repercussions; policy decisions, therefore, should 
be based on the overall effects that might occur rather than on the 
initial change or activity in isolation. 

The physical factors that have affected man for millennia are still 
present and need further evaluation. In addition, man's industrializa
tion and technologic advances have introduced new physical factors 
(e.g., microwaves) or magnified the intensity of the traditional physical 
factors. The factors that will be discussed in this chapter are sum
marized in Table 5-1 along with their effects, the populations exposed, 
and the ease of control. 

It also seems appropriate to portray the electromagnetic and me
chanical spectra since the physical factors are components of one or the 
other. They are shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2. 
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Physical Factor 
Ionizing radiation (high 

energy particles and 
electromagnetic 
radiation) 

U,ltraviolet 

Visible light 

Infrared radiation; 
Environmental heat and 

humidity; 
Cold 

Table 5-1 - Summary of Environmental Aspects of Physical Factors 
Sources Populations Exposed Effects 

Natural sources; 
Medical diagnosis and 

treatment; 
Nuclear energy; 
Consumer products 

Sun, Sun lamps, 
Welder's arcs, 
Industrial and medical 

applications 

Sun, artificial lighting, 
lasers; 

Communications, indus
trial & medical 
applications 

Sun; summer heat, winter 
cold, cold water, heat 
lamps; 

Industrial sources 

Whole population; 
Special and Occupational 

groups 

Whole population (sun); 
Special and Occupational 

groups 

Whole population (sun); 
Special and Occupational 

groups 

Whole population (sun, 
summer heat and winter 
cold); 

Special and Occupational 
groups 

Tissue injury; 
Genetic effects; 
Cancer 

Skin cancer; 
"Aging" of skin; 
Eye and skin "burns"; 
Photosensitiza tion; 
Effects on biosphere 
Retinal burns, phota.'lensi

tization; 
Effects on circadian 

rhythms 

Thermal stress death in 
susceptible individuals 
(elderly, very young & 
cardiovascular disease); 

Infrared damage to eyes 
(cataracts); 

Cold stress, hypothermia in 
susceptible individuals 
(inadequately clad, very 
young, elderly & cardio
vascular disease) 

Ease of Control 
Can be partially controlled; 

medical exposures can be 
reduced 

Relatively easy to shield or 
avoid for man, but not for 
the biosphere 

Relatively easy to shield or 
to keep confined (lasers) 

Difficult to control "heat 
island" of cities 

Cost of climate control 



Microwaves; Radar and other com- Potentially large propor- Thermal effects at high Difficult where not 
Radio frequencies munications; tion of population power levels; directional beams; 

Ovens; Industrial & Affects heart pacemakers Need for inspection of & 
medical applications & metal prosthetic tight ovens 

devices; 
Possible behavioral effects 

at low levels 

Magnetic and Electro- Power lines; Small occupational groups Behavioral and psycho- Relatively easy to keep 
static fields Fusion power; logic effects reported potentially exposed 

Industrial and research population out of area 
laboratories 

t--' Extremely low radio Electric power; Relatively small Possible central nervous Not necessary; 
00 frequencies Communications systems occupational groups system effects; Distance a protective factor 00 

Electrical shock 

Noise Occupational sources, Special occupational Hearing loss; Occupational control costly; 
community & home; groups, urban Psychologic reactions; Difficult for community 

Transportation (airports, populations Effects on performance, noise; 
highways) general welfare & Need to design quieter 

health homes; zoning; 
Control for major noise 

sources 
Vibration Occupational sources; Occupational groups; Peripheral vascular Difficult for certain sources; 

Transportation Truck and large machine disease; Others can build in 
operations Neuromuscular effects; isolation 

Motion sickness; 
Behavioral effects 

Ultrasonics Occupational medical Occupational groups and Potential molecular, cellu- Possible to control energy 
diagnosis and treatment patients Jar and organ effect or to shield 



Barometric pressure 
Hypo-

Hyper-

Altitudes over 1300 m; 
Air transportation 

Underwater operations 
especially at 2 to 60 
atmospheres absolute 

Large populations at high 
altitudes; 

Special recreational 
groups; 

Aircraft passengers & 
personnel 

Occupational and 
recreational divers 

Hypoxia, congenital 
malformation, fetal 
wastage, synergistic with 
other factors; 

High altitude pulmonary 
edema; 

Cardiovascular symptoms 
Bends, oxygen toxicity; 
Nitrogen narcosis; 
Osteonecrosis 

No real control in general 
environment; 

Can control cabin 
pressures in aircraft 

Special gas mixtures; 
Controlled ascents & 

decompression; 
Careful training; 
Special undersea housing 
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II. Microwave Radiation 

A. Introduction 

The presence of microwave radiation in the environment was negli
gible prior to World War II. Since then, electromagnetic emissions 
from microwave frequency generators for communications, radio-navi
gation, military applications, diathermy, food ovens and other indus
trial purposes have become a problem. In 1970, the First Task Force 
on Research Planning in Environmental Health Science (NIEHS, 
1970) conservatively estimated that nearly one-half of our population 
lived in a measurable microwave environment. Since then, the num
ber of microwave sources has increased as new and broader domestic, 
medical, industrial and military applications have been found. How
ever, U. S. research programs to detect and evaluate biologic effects of 
nonionizing radiation have as yet failed to generate a data base upon 
which quantitative and scientifically sound microwave radiation ex
posure standards, or more inclusive radio frequency standards, can 
be promulgated for the general population. For the purposes of this 
report, the radio frequency portion of the electromagnetic spectrum 
extends from 1 Hz to 300 GHz. The microwave region refers to the 
upper part of the radio frequency spectrum from 300 MHz to 300 GHz. 

Past research has established the thermal hazard, or the tissue heat
ing effect, of microwave radiation, particularly on temperature-sensi
tive systems such as the avascular lens of the eye and the male gonads. 
For example, short-term, acute exposures of animals at power levels 
in excess of 100 mW/cm2 have been observed to cause cataracts and 
temporary sterility (Michaelson, 1974). In 1966, the American National 
Standards Institute formulated a radiation protection guide for micro
waves (Johnson, 1973). A safety level of 10 mW /cm2 was established for 
both pulsed and continuous radiation in the frequency range from 10 
MHz to 100 GHz for periods greater than 0.1 hour. The guide, which 
was reaffirmed in 1973, has been adopted by the Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration. There are, however, no specific exposure 
recommendations for the general population of the U. S. 

On the other hand, microwave radiation exposure standards have 
been established in the U. S. S. R. and Eastern European countries 
which are one thousand times lower than the U. S. guide. The foreign 
safety levels are based on results from more extensive research pro
grams than have existed in this country. In particular, epidemiologic 
and chronic, low-level exposures of animals have been conducted at 
power densities not known to produce thermal injury. The results sug
gest that the central nervous system is the most sensitive system, and 
effects on this system and behavior are the basis for the Soviet stand
ard. It has been difficult for American scientists to reproduce the for-
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eign clinical and laboratory studies because of lack of experimental 
details in their publications (Johnson, 1973). 

A number of recent reports from American laboratories suggest bio
logic effects on the central nervous system (behavior, neurophysiology 
and neurochemistry), heart and chromosomes, in addition to effects 
on the radio frequency (RF) heating phenomenon, from exposures to 
low levels (~10 mW/cm2) of nonionizing radiation (Elder, In press). 
The results at these low power levels suggest that the effects are ap
parently separate from generalized heating injury. At the present time, 
these reports offer evidence for direct interactions of radio frequency 
waves, including extremely low frequency electromagnetic radiation, 
with biologic systems. Some of the observations may eventually prove 
to be due to thermal effects because non-uniform distribution of elec
tromagnetic energy can cause the temperature in localized areas to ex
ceed critical values. However, this type of thermal injury would be 
unique to exposure to radio frequencies. 

There is presently much public, as well as governmental and scien
tific, concern for the safety of microwave devices already in use and the 
possible environmental impact of planned microwave sources in this 
country. This concern is due in part to the conflicting basis of the U. S. 
and Soviet exposure guides and in part to the recent reports of biologic 
effects at power levels ~10 mW/cm2. Research in this field must be 
concerned with the existing differences in the exposure .limits of the 
U. S. and other nations as well as the applicability of radiation safety 
guides to different frequency ranges and types of modulation. Thus, 
there are many reasons to implement the following research needs in 
order to clarify the conflicting data and the resulting conclusions so 
that a quantitative microwave exposure standard can be established. 

B. Research Needs and Recommendations 

1. Epidemiologic and Clinical Investigations of Microwave Effects on 
Man 

Most epidemiologic surveys in the United States have concentrated 
on changes in the ocular lens in military populations and thus have 
not stressed other possible bioeffects nor potentially sensitive subpop
ulations (Michaelson, 1974). Since military personnel are generally 
healthy males, particular emphasis should be placed on civilian popu
lations, especially those with nervous system conditions and potential
ly heat sensitive groups with cardiovascular conditions. 

Those responsible for developing the present occupational exposure 
guide assumed moderate environmental conditions and recommended 
that exposure levels be reduced under conditions of moderate-to-severe 
heat stress (Johnson, 1973). Since quantitative guidelines do not exist 
for the latter conditions, further research is needed to study the effects 
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of temperature, humidity and wind velocity on man's ability to tol
erate thermal stress caused by exposure to microwave radiation. 

It is inherently difficult to extrapolate effects of microwaves on lab
oratory animals to their effects on man. The difficulty is due to the 
dependence of the interaction of electromagnetic waves on factors such 
as an animal's size and shape which vary markedly from man (Guy, 
1975). Therefore, epidemiologic surveys and clinical studies in this 
field are essential for understanding possible health hazards of micro
wave radiation. Four possible study groups include radar repairmen, 
radio tower maintenance workers, diathermy operators, and popu
lations in relatively high microwave fields as determined by environ
mental monitoring surveys. 

Recommendation 5-1: Epidemiologic and clinical investiga
tions, with emphasis on behavioral, immunologic and tera
tologic effects, should be undertaken in groups of workers and 
others exposed to both high and low power densities of micro
wave radiation. Special emphasis should be placed on poten
tially heat-sensitive populations. 

2. Chronic, Low-Level Exposure Studies 

Much of the controversy between the U. S. and Soviet and Eastern 
European exposure guides results from the different types of laboratory 
studies conducted in these countries. Most studies in the U. S. have 
been based on short-term, acute exposures which have shown no effect 
not attributed to heating. On the other hand, the foreign studies in
clude a number of long-term, low-level irradiations of laboratory 
animals which show biologic effects at power densities not known to 
produce significant tissue heating. 

A data base for establishing microwave exposure standards will not 
be complete without an assessment of long-term, low-level effects; 
therefore, the federal program should emphasize chronic experiments. 
Such studies should incorporate protocols that are similar to oc
cupational and general population exposure durations, power density 
levels, frequencies and modulation parameters. An adult human male 
in a 10mW/cm2 field absorbs energy at a rate approximately equal to 
his basal metabolic rate; therefore, an animal's metabolic rate, as well 
as its thermoregulatory system, are important factors in selecting ex
posure levels. Near and far-field effects, ground planes and polarization 
must also be considered. Control of environmental temperature and 
humidity is very important and measurements of the absorbed dose are 
essential for extrapolating the data to man. 

Recommendation 5-2: Chronic low-level studies of animals ex
posed to power densities approximating the present occu
pational exposure guide of 10 mW/cm2 should be undertaken. 
Emphasis should be placed on possible sensitive test systems 
such as the developing embryo, immune defense system, 
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central nervous system, chromosomes and possible cumulative 
effects on the lens of the eye and male reproductive function. 

3. Basic Mechanisms of Microwave Interactions 
The ability to hypothesize or predict either effects or hazards of 

microwave radiation, with the exception of thermal effects induced by 
the agitation of polar molecules by the rapidly alternating electric field, 
is limited by the lack of knowledge about basic mechanisms of interac
tions between electromagnetic fields and biologic systems. Therefore, 
substantial support should be directed to the development of a theoret
ical basis for radio frequency interactions with macromolecules and cel
lular structures, especially membranes. 

Concurrently, experimental research is needed to detect and define 
radio frequency alterations in cellular and molecular systems and the 
loci of interaction as a function of power density and frequency. The ex
periments should be designed to detect possible transient effects as well 
as irreversible effects. Additional studies should be undertaken on those 
biologic systems which are reported to be affected by electromagnetic 
waves, e.g., chromosomes, lymphocytes and other blood cells, isolated 
neurons, ear, brain, heart, and insects. Particular emphasis should be 
placed on neurologic effects of extremely low frequencies in the brain 
wave spectrum. These frequencies influence spontaneous and con
ditioned electroencephalographic patterns in laboratory animals as well 
as ion binding in cerebral tissue (Bawin, et. al., 1975). It is important to 
understand the physiologic significance of these effects and the 
mechanisms of interactions that produce them. 

A rational selection of frequencies for study could be made if methods 
were developed to examine broad frequency ranges for interactions with 
biologic systems. Presently, there is little knowledge of differences in ef
fects at different frequencies and whether they are biologically signifi
cant. 

Experiments should be continued to study the deposition of radio
frequency energy in tissue models (Johnson, 1973). Much information 
has been obtained with multiple planar and spherical models; however, 
studies with more complex shapes that closely represent animal and 
human forms are needed. 

Recommendation 5-3: Theoretical and experimental research 
is needed to determine the basic mechanisms of the effects of 
various radiofrequencies on molecular and cellular compo
nents and the loci of interaction as a function of power density 
and frequency. Biologic systems, such as the brain, heart, ear 
and lymphocyte, and model studies, including anthropomor
phic models, should be emphasized. 

4. Environmental Monitoring 
Electromagnetic radiation surveys are needed to provide information 

on the frequencies, modulations and power levels which exist for the 
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general population and for certain occupational and military groups. 

Surveys should be performed in urban environments and in areas near 

high-power communication transmitters, diathermy machines and 

industrial and domestic microwave ovens; on ships, including pleasure 

craft with radar; in airplane cockpits and in aircraft with airborne 

radar. Because of the exhaustive combinations of frequency and mod

ulation parameters and the lack of theoretical insights, empirical 

studies, particularly long-term, low-level exposure studies, should be 

focused on those frequencies and modulations which are identified as 

biologically and environmentally important. 
Potential sources of significant electromagnetic radiation need to be 

identified and monitored regularly. Sensing devices will need to be 

developed to measure accumulated dose for epidemiologic studies of 

populations potentially exposed by consumer products. 

Recommendation 5-4: Support should be continued for surveys 

to systematically evaluate the frequencies and intensities of 

electromagnetic radiation in the environment. The results 

should be incorporated in the design of laboratory bioeffects 

studies, particularly chronic studies. 

5. Absorbed Power Measurements 

The power absorbed by an animal or specimen in a radiofrequen

cy field is dependent on a number of variables, e.g., the size, con

figuration and orientation of the object, tissue composition, fre

quency and modulation (Guy, 1975). In addition, the power may 

be absorbed non-uniformly. Because of these factors, it is diffi

cult to extrapolate data obtained with experimental animals and 

in vitro samples to possible effects on man exposed to the same 

radiation field. More meaningful data can be obtained if the bio

logic effect or damage is related to the energy actually absorbed. 

Thus, to relate the results to possible health hazards in man, one 

must determine the level of power or field, as measured by a sur

vey meter, which will produce the same absorbed power in human 

tissues. Guy, et. al., (1976) have recently described an exposure 

system in which average absorbed power can be readily deter

mined in animals. 
Usually, average absorbed power is measured in animal car

casses, phantom models of animals, and in-in vitro samples by 

standard calorimetric analysis. Infrared scanning instruments 

are used to quantify the internal distribution of the absorbed en

ergy. Research progress is dependent upon the development of 

new techniques and equipment to measure absorbed power and 

use of temperature probes that do not interact with electromag

netic fields are needed to accelerate and to quantify biologic ef

fects. A need also exists for the development of non-perturbing 

electrodes and other sensors so that physiologic data can be re-
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corded during radiation exposure. 
Recommendation 5-5: Development of exposure systems that 
yield absorbed power and development of non-perturbing tem
perature, physiologic, and field probes should be encouraged 
so that the actual energy absorption and effects can be meas
ured at the point of biologic interest. 

6. Funding and Manpower Needs 
A coordinated multiagency program was recommended by the Elec

tromagnetic Radiation Advisory Council (ERMAC), approved by the 
Director, Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP), and promul
gated within the Federal Government in January, 1972 (OTP, 1973). 
Estimated expenditure was approximately $63 million over the period 
from fiscal year 1974 through 1978, with annual expenditures of $10-
$15 million. The program, however, has never been fully funded. 
Today, a realistic view of the five year program funds requires a reeval
uation in terms of present purchasing power. Although generating, 
monitoring and exposure equipment and particularly epidemiologic, 
clinical and long-term, low-level animal exposure studies are expen
sive, one could estimate that full implementation of the federal pro
gram recommended in 1972 will require at a minimum more than a 
doubling of manpower and funds. 

Teams of engineers and biologists which have been organized in 
the past two decades have made significant advances in understanding 
the interaction and effects of non-ionizing electromagnetic radiation. 
The accomplishments of these individuals make it apparent today 
that, with adequate funding and personnel, a quantitative data base 
can be generated that could be used to establish comprehensive and 
scientifically sound exposure standards for radio frequencies below 
20 GHz. Severe limitations on equipment have affected progress above 
this frequency. To accomplish this goal, it will be necessary to increase 
the number of teams of physical scientists and engineers with thorough 
training and experience in electromagnetic fields and biologists and 
medical specialists with equally complete backgrounds in the biologic 
systems under study. Laboratories with proper radio frequency sources, 
exposure and dosimetry facilities, and animal facilities are required. 
The implementation of the recommended research will require suc
cessful cooperation of biomedical and engineering personnel and 
should extend over many years. 

The Subtask Force urges that close collaboration be encouraged be
tween laboratories that conduct research on these problems. Efforts 
should be made to extend this collaboration on an international scale 
to promote maximum communication and contact among researchers 
of all countries through scientific exchange programs and conferences. 
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III. High Voltage Transmission Line Effects 

A. Introduction 

To conserve fuel and to provide service as economically as possible, 
the electric utilities have been increasing the operating voltages of 
overhead transmission lines. Extra-high voltage (ERV) transmission, 
that is, transmission of electricity at or above 345 kilovolts (kV), began 
in the mid-1950s. In 1971, 22% of the U. S. transmission capability 
was at 500 kV, and it is estimated that by 1980, 15% of the trans
mission capability will be on 765 kV lines (Electric Power Research 
Institute, 1975). A prototype 1,100 kV line is to be completed in 1976 
(Annestrand and Parks, In press). 

Environmentalists, governmental agencies, and some members 
of the scientific community have questioned whether research on 
biologic effects and experience with lower voltage lines provide 
an adequate basis for predicting the possible effects on health and 
the environment of higher voltage lines. The concern of these 
groups is based not only on the alleged lack of data but also on the 
extrapolation of undesirable effects observed in other countries. 
The latter, however, are based on conditions unique to Soviet and 
Spanish high voltage switchyards, rather than the conditions as
sociated with conventional overhead EHV power lines or U. S. 
switchyards. It should be recognized that both EHV power lines 
and high voltage switchyards create a complex environment that 
includes not only electric and magnetic fields but also small-arc 
and coronal discharges, radio noise and acoustical noise (Bridges, 
1976). In addition, oxidants such as ozone and nitrous oxides can be 
produced; however, present evidence indicates that the amounts of 
oxidants produced by transmission lines have no adverse biologic ef
fects (Bonneville Power Administration, 1975). 

Only a small number of studies have been done to explore the pos
sible effects of electric and magnetic fields from transmission lines on 
biologic systems. The bulk of the evidence suggests that there are no 
prompt or acute adverse effects in humans or animals; however, few 
studies were designed to detect effects of long-term exposure. Thus, 
two questions have been raised. First, are the existing data on effects 
adequate to determine whether there are effects due to long-term ex
posures? Second, are there other factors associated with transmission 
lines that intensify electric and magnetic field effects and, if so, are 
they widespread in the environment as well as the workplace? Because 
of the probability of increased use of EHV power lines and the discrep
ancy between the reports of different groups, there is a need to resolve 
these differences and to define the hazards more precisely, if indeed 
there are any. 

Other studies are frequently cited which were designed for purposes 
other than to provide data that could be related specifically to trans-
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m1ss10n lines. For example, research on biologic effects of low-level 
magnetic and electric fields at 45 and 75 Hz was supported as a result 
of the Sanguine Project of the U. S. Navy. The Navy's assessment is 
that available data suggest no acute effects from weak, low frequency 
fields on plants, animals or humans (Rozzell, 1974). Effects of ex
tremely low frequency (ELF) fields on the central nervous system have 
been reported which suggest that ELF field thresholds are frequency
dependent and affect the central nervous system in a manner that 
takes days to fully attenuate. The research is continuing, particularly 
at 60 Hz, the frequency of electrical power in the U. S. In addition to 
studies of possible central nervous system effects in animals and 
humans, current research includes electric field effects on chromo
somes, metabolism and the heart, as well as the environmental effects 
of EHV transmission lines. 

B. Research Needs and Recommendations 
Recommendation 5-6: Research into the biologic effects of 
electric and magnetic fields of the form and magnitude likely 
to be encountered around EHV power transmission lines 
should be done both with respect to short-term and long-term 
exposures. Emphasis should be placed on the environmental 
effects of high-voltage lines and on possible interactions of 
60 Hz electromagnetic fields with the central nervous system. 

IV. Ionizing Radiation 

A. Introduction 

Since the discovery of x-rays and radioactive elements at the end of 
the nineteenth century, it has been recognized that radiation produced 
by these sources can cause ionization to occur in exposed materials. 
Because of this characteristic, there was early recognition that this form 
of energy was capable of affecting human health. It was also recognized 
that exposure of humans to ionizing radiation could be used bene
ficially. This has led to a situation where x-rays and radioactive sources 
have been used for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes in medicine, 
while at the same time they are known to be mutagenic and carcino
genic. Thus, while ionizing radiation has many benefits, its health 
risks remain of concern as an environmental health problem. 

In considering the public health impact and the research needs re
lated to radiation, it is well to keep in mind how and at what dose levels 
man is currently being exposed. In addition, data are needed on what 
exposures can be expected in the future from current and anticipated 
new sources; the extent of knowledge on its biologic effects, its risk 
estimates, as well as the uncertainties in this knowledge; and the ex
tent to which control of environmental exposure levels through radia
tion standards and guides are adequate for protection. Such knowledge 
will permit better definition of existing gaps in information and of 
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reasonable areas of environmental and biomedical research that can 
assist in filling such gaps. 

The sources of exposure to ionizing radiation are usually catergorized 
into four major groups: natural radiation and radioactivity, the pro
duction and use of nuclear energy, application of radiation in the heal
ing arts, and those exposures arising from consumer and industrial pro
ducts. In general, the nature of each of these sources of exposures is 
well known, and on this basis reasonable assessments of their poten
tial public health impact and their exposure trends can be made. Such 
assessments can be found in the 1972 reports of the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA, 1972) and the United Nations Scientific 
Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, UNSCEAR (United 
Nations, 1972), which provide data for the U.S. and the world, respec
tively. Clearly radiation exposures from global fallout have decreased 
steadily since the limitation of atmospheric nuclear weapons testing; 
however, the increasing application of radiation in medicine and in
dustry, the growth of nuclear power generation, and the disturbance 
of terrestrial radioactivity through mining could result in an overall 
increase in dose rates. Of additional concern is the fact that the in
creases in nuclear energy and mining activities can result in the re
lease to the environment of persistent radioactive pollutants, such as 
plutonium and radium. These persistent radioactive materials could 
expose future populations for many generations. 

Although the biologic effects of ionizing radiation are better known 
quantitatively than the effects of most environmental pollutants, the 
biophysic and biochemical mechanisms underlying these effects are 
poorly understood. Nevertheless, the extensive federal financial sup
port provided for radiation physics, radiochemistry, radiobiology, 
radiation epidemiology, and instrumentation development allows 
public health risk estimates to be made with some confidence, though 
not with certainty. These estimates can be found in the aforementioned 
UNSCEAR report (United Nations, 1972) and the 1972 report of the 
National Academy of Sciences on the "Biological Effects of Ionizing 
Radiation," BEIR (NAS/NRC, 1972). Carcinogenesis and mutagenesis 
appear to be the effects of most concern, although the immune system 
can be seriously impaired at higher dose levels. Current standards 
and guides in radiation protection are based primarily on estimates 
of cancer and genetic risks, and thus the degree of control advocated 
is directly related to the scientific soundness of the risk estimates. In 
general, it is accepted by the scientific community that if human health 
is protected, the biosphere will also be protected. 

In deriving risk estimates, it is well to keep in mind the uncertainty 
that is inherent in any dose-effect relationship. Such a relationship in 
many cases must be derived from investigations on animals which in 
turn leads to uncertainties associated with extrapolations to man. There 
are many other factors which influence this relationship. These in-
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elude total dose, dose rate, type of radiation, sex, age, and reaction 
to other pollutants. 

It has been the practice in radiation protection to assume, for the 
purpose of being prudent for conservative public health ·protection, a 
linear nonthreshold dose-effect relationship, which translates into a 
risk proportional to dose at any level above zero. At the low doses and 
dose rates experienced, or expected to be experienced, by any large 
population segment, the validity of this assumption cannot be either 
proved or disproved by any practical testing. 

The committee preparing the BEIR report (NAS/NRC, 1972) made 
the first explicit estimates of risk from exposure to low doses of radia
tion. In estimating carcinogenic risks, the committee assumed that 
effects show simple proportionality to dose and that effects are pro
duced independently of dose rate. They based their estimates of cancer 
risk solely on epidemiologic data from human populations. More re
cently an attempt has been made to modify the estimates for cancer 
induction by taking into account the widely observed experimental 
finding that low linear energy transfer (LET) radiation (beta particles, 
x and gamma rays) delivered at low doses or low rates is less effective 
per unit of energy absorbed than the same radiation delivered at high 
doses and high dose rates. Nearly all risk estimates for low LET radi
ation have been derived from populations exposed to high doses and 
high dose rates, whereas concern with radiation as an environmental 
hazard is directed to exposures at low doses or low dose rates. It has 
been argued in a recent report (Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1975) 
that a dose and dose rate factor varying from 0.2 to 1.0 should be used 
to correct risk estimates for low LET radiation. Acceptance of this 
factor, however, has not been universal and further evaluation by 
the scientific community is expected. 

In view of the public concern for adequate protection from unneces
sary exposure to ionizing radiation, a continuing strong radiation re
search program is required. Through such a program, levels of exposure 
can be better ascertained, a better understanding of energy conversion 
in biologic tissue can be formulated, and the uncertainties in risk 
estimates can be narrowed. The results of such efforts will provide not 
only for better public health through prevention of radiation induced 
diseases but also for improved economies in expenditures of resources 
for risk reductions. 

It is important in considering research needs in ionizing radiation 
that much of the information so obtained be amenable to other pollu
tants. Building on the extensive knowledge already available for ion
izing radiation can aid in developing a more effective research program 
for other pollutants. To illustrate this point, the following was stated 
in 1972 by Setlow and Setlow: 

"There is increasing interest in the effects of ionizing radiation on 
biological systems, not only because of the necessity of understand-
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ing and measuring this environmental hazard but also because at 
least some of its effects are similar in end result, and possibly in 
mechanisms, to those produced by chemical agents in the environ
ment." 
In a report published in 1974 on health research needs pertaining to 

low doses of ionizing radiation, the National Academy of Sciences 
(NAS, 1974) presented recommendations quite similar to those given in 
the 1970 Task Force report (NIEHS, 1970). Similar research needs were 
also outlined in the 1972 UNSCEAR report. These recommendations 
have been considered in the following section. 

B. Research Needs and Recommendations 
Environmental levels of radiation and radioactive materials must be 

accurately measured for compliance with public health protection 
standards. Low level survey instruments for nuclear facilities and for 
natural alpha-emitters are especially needed. Continuing improve
ments in industrial and medical x-ray equipment could greatly reduce 
patient and user exposures. Of importance in this latter aspect would 
be the use of existing techniques such as filtration, shielding and col
limation to reduce exposure to patients and to limit the number of x-ray 
procedures consistent with sound medical practice. 

Pathway models for worldwide gaseous releases and the release of 
.long half-life radionuclides are reasonably understood but there still 
are gaps in the necessary knowledge (See Chapter 6). 

Better estimates of the radiation dosage and dosage patterns from 
internally deposited radionuclides are needed. It is especially impor
tant to identify the tissues, or cells within a tissue, that are a risk for 
malignant transformation and to estimate the dosage to such cells. 
Additionally, further research in the area of microdosimetry should be 
encouraged since such research provides a foundation for the construc
tion of mechanistic models that may be predictive of radiation effects 
at low doses and dose rates. An example of this research need is alpha
emitter lung and bone dosimetry. 

In addition to the usual (and correct) arguments as to why research 
on basic mechanisms should be supported, a case can be made on strict
ly pragmatic and programmatic grounds. The risk of injury at very 
smaU'doses of radiation is unknown and perhaps unknowable. Never
theless, it is possible to make predictions at lo'Yer and lower levels of 
exposure in direct proportion to the extent that knowledge of basic 
mechanisms expands and is concordant with empirically derived data 
on human populations. Predictions at low dose rates must be made 
from mechanistic models that take into account all the relevant infor
mation. Such modeling depends critically on research on basic physical 
and biologic mechanisms. Both in vivo and in vitro systems should be 
utilized to provide information at the cellular and molecular level. Of 
particular concern are the effects produced by increasing levels of 
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carbon-14 and tritium in the world's atmosphere. 
Attempts to define dose-response relationships at expected environ

mental and occupational exposure levels using multiple end-points 
require very large animal populations for study. Such large populations 
are prohibitively expensive and require long term commitments of 
resources. It should be possible, however, to conduct less expensive 
experiments by selecting a simple endpoint, such as a specific tumor 
having a reasonable expectation of being induced, and conducting a 
terminated-by-design as opposed to a duration-of-life experiment. A 
limited series of such experiments would most likely provide sufficient 
information to generalize on the dose-response relationships for low and 
high LET radiations. 

Because of apparent high radiotoxicity and the inhomogeneity of 
tissue distribution, the cancer induction of internally deposited alpha 
emitters requires special attention. Small volumes of tissue can receive 
large doses while other tissues are not exposed. Considerably more data 
are needed on the long term toxicity of alpha emitting radionuclides. 
Emphasis should be placed on elucidating general radiobiologic prin
ciples rather than attempting to duplicate expected environmental and 
occupational exposure patterns. 

In considering the above research needs, attention should be given 
to utilizing existing large animal colonies (when scientifically justified), 
which offer advantages of existing controls and extensively studied 
populations. Establishment of new large animal colonies appears un
warranted in defining further the biologic effects of ionizing radiation. 

Except for chromosomal aberrations, the significance of which is still 
unknown, genetic effects of radiation exposure to man have not yet 
been demonstrated. There is some prospect that newer techniques for 
detecting biochemical mutants may enable an estimate of the genetic 
effects on man. Research should be directed to the development of such 
techniques. Ideally one would hope for a simple, sensitive, and reliable 
method for detecting somatic cell mutations. If such a system could be 
calibrated against the sensitivity to germ cell mutations, it should then 
be possible to obtain indirectly, but with reasonable ease and statis
tical precision, the dose-response and dose rate relationships for 
germinal cell mutations. 

Despite the recommendation of the earlier Task Force report (Na
tional Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, 1970) there is still 
a paucity of data on the genetic effects of internally deposited radio
nuclides in experimental animals. These data are still needed. 

Recommendation 5- 7: Basic studies to define the fundamental 
mechanisms of radiation effects should be given high priority. 
Examples of such studies are: 
a. A limited effort should be made to further characterize 

dose-response relationships for late somatic effects in
duced by low and high LET radiations. High priority 
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should be given to the investigation of cancer induction, 
especially into the lung and bone, by internally deposited 
alpha emitters. 

b. Further research is needed to define and quantify the 
genetic effects of low-levels of radiation exposure and 
of internally deposited radionuclides. 

Nearly every group of human subjects exposed to significant amounts 
of ionizing radiation has been, or is being, studied. In this context "sig
nificant amounts" means that for a given sample size there is a reason
able expectation that the effect of radiation can be detected in the 
presence of various confounding variables. Valuable data continue to 
emerge from these studies. An example is the continuing work in Japan 
of the Radiation Effects Research Foundation (RERF), formerly the 
Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission. Similar work and study of any 
additional groups should be supported with particular emphasis on 
detecting differences in response due to age and sex. Because of the 
difficulties and expense of large-scale studies on populations exposed 
to very low radiation levels, such efforts do not warrant high priority. 
Pilot research on groups receiving different levels of natural background 
radiation have not demonstrated an increased incidence of deleterious 
effects in those exposed at the higher levels. 

Workers exposed occupationally and especially those exposed to 
radiation from internally deposited actinide elements should continue 
to be followed carefully. The use of x-rays in medicine continues to pose 
a potentially significant risk. This should be evaluated and reduced as 
much as possible. 

Recommendation 5-8: Epidemiologic studies on the effects of 
ionizing radiation in population groups should receive high 
priority. These include occupational groups, the groups con
tinuing to be studied by RERF, and others subjected to exten
sive medical x-ray exposure for treatment or diagnosis. 
Radiation is both a strong mutagen and a complete carcinogen. Little 

information exists, however, on how radiation may interact with other 
agents to produce either of these effects. Radiation effects might be 
remarkably potentiated by the simultaneous exposure to another 
mutagen, carcinogen, promoter, or repair inhibitor, such as asbestos 
or cigarette smoke; other substances should be investigated. The re
search efforts discussed above should include consideration of non
radiation contaminants in order to provide more realistic risk estimates 
for overall public health protection from environmental pollutants. 

Recommendation 5-9: Additional research should be initiated 
to determine whether and, if possible, how radiation interacts 
with other environmental agents to produce mutagenic and 
carcinogenic effects. 
Research on radiation damage repair of DNA has been expanding at 
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a rapid pace in recent years. Although scientists educated in the basic 
fields of biology, chemistry and physics will provide some help in meet
ing research manpower needs in this field, individuals educated in 
radiation biology, per se, are needed for integration of the work into a 
comprehensive pattern of principles and effects. Post-doctoral training 
in radiation biology should be expanded and pre-doctoral training 
should be sustained at the present level or slightly expanded. There is 
also a need for increased numbers of medical physicists in radiology 
departments to assist in providing effective and minimal exposures in 
patient treatment and diagnosis. Similarly, there is a need for addi
tional numbers of well-qualified operational health physicists to assure 

· public health and safety in the commercial nuclear power industry. 

V. Ultraviolet and Visible Light 

A. Light as an Important Environmental Factor 

The ubiquity of light, and the fact that its adverse effects on biologic 
systems are often subtle or result from chronic exposures, have led to a 
general disregard of light as an important factor in human health. It is 
generally believed by the public and by most workers in health fields 
that sunlight, because it is natural, is beneficial and safe. It is, however, 
quite apparent that life on earth is in balance between the beneficial 
and detrimental effects of sunlight. It is also apparent that, because 
of atmospheric pollution, the quality and quantity of sunlight reaching 
the surface of the earth may be subject to changes which can alter this 
balance; that the trends in life styles and geographic location of people 
in the United States may be in the direction of increasing their risk of 
injury by sunlight; that sunlight and light from man-made sources can 
act in conjunction with chemicals introduced into man, purposely or 
adventitiously, to cause either therapeutic benefits or injury; and that 
sunlight can act on man-made chemicals and pollutants to radically 
alter their ability to interact with man and other organisms. 

B. Interaction of Ultraviolet and Visible Light with Biologic 
Systems 

Absorption of electromagnetic radiation between about 200 nano
meters 10-9 meter, nm) and about 800 nm generally caused the forma
tion of electronically excited states of molecules. These unstable states 
can relax by changing the absorbed energy into heat or can undergo 
chemical changes (photochemistry). Radiation in this range, 200 to 800 
nm, is usefully separated into smaller ranges for purposes of discussing 
human health effects. The separation is based upon the presence of the 
particular wavelengths in sunlight, general physiologic effects, and 
the ability of man to perceive the radiation. Radiation of wavelengths 
400-800 nm is called visible light because it is perceived by man; radia
tion of wavelengths 200-400 nm is not perceived visually and is called 
ultraviolet light. The ultraviolet region is further separated: 320-400 
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nm is called UV-A, 280-320 nm is called UV-B, and 200-280 nm is called 
UV-C. 

Visible light and UV-A are plentiful in sunlight and for normal condi
tions are relatively harmless to most organisms except at high intensi
ties.UV-Band UV-Care generally harmful to organisms.UV-Bis only 
partially absorbed by the ozone in the stratosphere and biologically 
significant intensities of UV-B are present in sunlight at the surface 
of the earth. UV-C is effectively filtered by stratospheric ozone and 
other components of the atmosphere and is not present at biologically 
significant intensities in terrestrial sunlight. 

UV-B radiation is absorbed by almost all biologic molecules, includ
ing nucleic acids and proteins, and is absorbed within a fraction of a 
millimeter of the surface of an organism, e.g., the skin and cornea of 
humans. This radiation is generally effective in causing serious injury 
to organisms which have developed modes of protection or repair in 
response to terrestrial sunlight. 

UV-A and visible light are absorbed primarily by the prosthetic 
groups and pigment molecules in biologic systems. Such molecules are 
generally designed to be quite stable photochemically and some actually 
make use of light, for example, chlorophyll for photosynthesis. UV-A and 
visible light elicit various physiologic responses in organisms, ranging from 
various tropisms in lower organisms, developmental control in plants, 
non-visual behavioral responses in many animals (possibly including 
man), to visual response. 

C. Ultraviolet-C (UV-C) (200-280 nm) 

In the main, exposure of man and other organisms to UV-C is due 
to man-made sources since terrestrial sunlight contains biologically 
insignificant intensities of UV-C. For man, UV-C exposure is chiefly 
occupational, although a reduction in the stratospheric ozone would 
cause an increase in UV-C in sunlight (see Section B above). Arc weld
ing produces UV-C, but the primary sources are so-called germicidal 
lamps (mercury resonance lamps) used for sterilization purposes in 
laboratories, hospitals, pharmaceutic industries, restaurant and insti
tutional kitchens, and in other industries and businesses. 

Kera ti tis and skin burns are acute effects of UV-C exposure (ACGIH, 
1976; HEW, 1972), and chronic low level exposures may cause cumula
tive damage to the skin and cornea and may lead to skin cancer (Blum 
and Lippincott, 1942). Exposure levels which cause acute skin and eye 
injury are well established. Exposures can be easily avoided through 
proper shielding and filtering, protective clothing and eyeglasses, or use 
of sunscreen preparations. Improvement in alerting casual users of 
germicidal lamps to the hazards of UV-C is needed. There are few data 
concerning the actual exposures of workers and other populations to 
UV-C. 

D. Ultraviolet-B (UV-B) or Sunburn Range (280-320 nm) 
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Photobiologic research in the UV-B range has received insufficient 
attention. Yet UV-Bis of tremendous importance because it is present 
in the sunlight which reaches the surface of the earth. While many simi
larities are expected between the injurious effects of UV-C and UV-B, 
important differences are apparent and studies with UV-C cannot be 
used to assess the effects of solar UV-B quantitatively. The need to 
understand the photobiology of UV-B has become extremely urgent due 
to the realization that the potential is present for depletion of the ozone 
shield due to stratospheric pollutants including effluents of supersonic 
and subsonic aircraft, chlorofluorocarbon propellants and refrigerants, 
oxides from fertilizers, and nuclear explosions. Depletion of the ozone 
shield would have its largest effect on the amount of UV-B reaching 
the surface of the earth. This problem has been extensively examined 
and some of the results have been reported (National Research Council, 
1971; Smith, 1973; Booker, 1975; CIAP, 1975). 

A succinct condensation of the present conclusions concerning UV-B 
has been given by Urbach (1976): 

"(1) Most observed biologic effects of UV-B radiation are decidedly 
detrimental; (2) Most organisms have developed a capacity to 
avoid excessive normal solar UV-B by absorption of the radiation 
before it reaches sensitive physiologic targets (e.g., waxes and 
pigments on plants, feathers, fur, skin pigments, etc. of animals), 
to avoid excessive exposure by behavioral patterns, or to tolerate 
a certain UV-B radiation stress such as by molecular repair 
mechanisms; (3) The capacity to avoid or tolerate this UV-B radia
tion is limited for most organisms and many organisms are already 
existing near a threshold where an increased UV-B irradiance 
would be detrimental. 
Despite the immediacy and sensitivity of the (human) skin cancer 
issue, it should be recognized that the potential effects of increased 
solar UV-B irradiance on plants, animals and microbes of both 
terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems are of potentially great concern 
to the biosphere - which, of course, included man as a dependent 
component. Even subtle effects such as small depressions of photo
synthesis of phytoplankton in the oceans or higher plants on land, 
or increased mutation rates of airborne pollen or microbes, might 
have far-reaching consequences for agriculture, forestry, and fish
eries. Considerably better resolution in our ability to detect subtle 
yet potentially important consequences of increased UV-B irra
diance is of pressing consequence." 
The most important result of chronic UV-B exposure on man is the 

induction of skin cancer including basal cell carcinoma, squamous cell 
carcinoma and malignant melanoma. This is based upon correlation of 
cancer sites with areas of the body exposed to the sun, correlation of 
cancer incidence with degree of pigmentation, correlation of cancer 
incidence with geographic area viz-a-viz the UV-B irradiance (the inci-
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dence for Qaucasians decreases dramatically with increasing latitude), 
and the ability to induce skin cancers in laboratory animals with UV-B 
(ACGIH, 1976). Utilizing the figures for incidence of skin cancer in the 
United States obtained by the Third National Cancer Survey and the 
presently available knowledge concerning the relation between UV-B 
and skin cancer, it has been estimated (Smith, 1973; Urbach, 1976) that 
a 5% decrease in the stratospheric ozone concentration could result in 
an increase of non-melanoma skin cancer of 10% or an additional case 
rate of 16.5/100,000 population. A similar increase is expected in mela
noma incidence and mortality, that is, a 2% increase for each 1 % 
decrease in the ozone concentration. 

Recommendation 5-10: A simple and inexpensive ultraviolet 
radiation (UV-A-and UV-B) exposure badge should be devel
oped. The badge should be designed to provide an integrated 
exposure measurement for epidemiologic studies of the dose
response relationship. 

Recommendation 5-11: The Subtask Force urges that a broadly 
based research program on the effects of atmospheric contam
inants on stratospheric ozone concentrations and the conse
quences of increased ultraviolet radiation be developed and 
maintained. These studies should include research in atmos
pheric chemistry and physics as well as climatic and epidemio
logic factors. 
Recommendation 5-12: There is need to design and conduct 
comprehensive epidemiologic studies of populations at dif
ferent latitudes to determine the relationships between insola
tion and frequency of epidermal carcinomas and melanomas. 
Recommendation 5-13: There is a need to develop more sensi
tive methods for identifying persons or groups of persons at 
increased risk of skin reactions at specific intensities of ultra
violet radiation. 
Enhanced "aging" of the skin is another result of chronic exposure to 

UV-B. The so-called actinic changes in human skin (atrophy, freckling, 
pigmentation changes, discoloration, thickening, and wrinkling) occur 
for thousands of persons for every one person who develops skin cancer. 
It should be pointed out that the trend in lifestyles and the trend in 
population distribution in the United States are both in the direction of 
increasing UV-B exposure. 

It appears that substantial improvements in topical sunscreen pre
parations are developing and there is an attempt to define standards 
for such preparations. An important area yet to be explored is the long
range safety of topical sunscreens; this certainly must be examined if 
consistent use of such preparations is encouraged. 
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Recommendation 5-14: Well-designed studies should be estab
lished to evaluate the effectiveness and safety of various sun
screens. 
Acute direct effects of UV-B on man include sunburn, which in its 

mildest form is a delayed skin reddening. This response most certainly 
involves skin injury. Although the molecular mechanism of sunburn is 
still unknown, the exposures necessary to achieve a given response are 
well established for various degrees of pigmentation. 

Keratitis and cataracts of the lens can result from acute exposure to 
UV-B. This rarely occurs due to sunlight because the concomitant visi
ble light is so bright that the avoidance response is protective. Chronic 
exposure to UV-B may be responsible for cataracts of the lens and may 
be an important factor in the etiology of senile cataracts. 

There are several skin diseases due to photosensitivity in humans 
wherein debilitating reactions are elicited by light in the UV-B range. 
These include solar uticaria, polymorphous light eruptions, and lupus 
erythematosus. The etiologies of these skin responses are largely un
known. 

E. Ultraviolet-A (UV-A) (320-400 nm) and Visible Light ( 400-800 
nm) 

1. Direct and Sensitizing Effects 

Radiation in the UV-A range is some thousand to one hundred thous
and times less efficient in killing unpigmented microorganisms than is 
UV-B and UV-C, and is a hundred to a thousand times less effective 
in eliciting a delayed erythema response (sunburn) in normal human 
skin. Visible light is even less effective in causing these effects. With 
respect to the eyes, the effects depend upon the wavelength. UV-B is 
absorbed chiefly in the cornea and results in keratitis. The low wave
length end of UV-A will also burn the cornea. As the wavelength is 
increased, less of the light is absorbed by the cornea and more by the 
lens so that cataract of the lens is the concern for UV-A. Visible light is 
transmitted by the lens and absorbed in the retina where irreversible 
damage can occur at high light intensities. 

Recommendation 5-15: A program of basic research should be 
developed to determine the mechanisms through which ultra
violet radiation causes damage to the eye and skin. 
Occupational sources of intense UV-A and visible light are multi-

plying with the development of photocuring and photoresist technolo
gies and the use of lasers, but criteria for safety standards seem well 
in hand (ACGIH, 1976; ANSI, 1973). Safety standards for equipment 
emitting UV-B or UV-A used by the public are being reviewed by the 
U. S. Food and Drug Administration. 

The most efficient reactions elicited in humans by UV-A and visible 
light occur in the presence ofphotosensitizers or under abnormal condi-
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tions, such as those involved in immune system hypersensitivity, in 
which the response to a small number of photochemical events can be 
extreme. These are referred to as phototoxic or photoallergic responses. 
Over the last few decades a large number of drugs (e.g., chlorpro
mazine, griseofulvin, declamycin), topical antibacterials (e.g., salicy
lanilides), ingredients of cosmetics and perfumes (e.g., psoralens), and 
chemicals inadvertently introduced systemically or on the skin (e.g., 
chlorophenols, hexachlorobenzene) have been identified as phototoxic 
or photoallergic agents. Generally, the mechanisms for phototoxic and 
photoallergic response in man are not well understood. The importance 
of sensitizing chemicals in the etiology of sunlight-induced cancers is 
an unanswered question. The fact that visible (especially red) light 
penetrates deeply into the body makes colored drugs and food additives 
candidates as photosensitizers for organs other than the skin. 

Light in conjunction with photosensitizers has been used therapeu
tically. For example, the Goeckerman program for psoriasis makes use 
of UV-Bin conjunction with coal tar. A long known chemophototherapy 
for vitiligo makes use of systematically introduced psoralens and 
exposure to UV-A. A modified regimen of psoralens and UV-A is being 
used experimentally as a therapy for psoriasis. However, the risks due 
to side effects, such as skin cancer and cataracts, have not yet been 
established, but there is evidence that the combination is mutagenic. 
The residence time of the psoralens is such that the patients are sensi
tive to UV-A for several hours. Since the treatment is conducted on an 
outpatient basis, patients are exposed to sunlight while they are still 
sensitized. A chemophototherapy for herpes simplex infections employ
ing a variety of colored dyes and visible light has largely been aban
doned because of questionable efficacy and concern about carcinogenicity 
based on viral and animal studies. Photodestruction of tumors using 
porphyrins as sensitizers and visible light has been demonstrated in 
animals. 

Phototherapy for hyperbilirubinemia in neonates has become very 
popular with tens of thousands of infants being irradiated each year in 
the United States. Blue light which causes photochemical destruction 
of the bilirubin · (no sensitizer is required) is used in the therapy. While 
no lasting short term side effects have been noted and the therapy is 
apparently efficacious, certain questions about possible delayed side 
effects have been raised for this procedure. For example, very little is 
known about the chemistry which occurs under the conditions of photo
therapy; in addition, biostatic, toxic and mutagenic effects of the 
phototherapy condition have been demonstrated for bacteria and 
human cells in culture. 

Light has been largely ignored as a parameter in animal experiments 
involving toxicology and carcinogenesis and in bacterial mutagen 
screening tests. Whether the effect of the light has seriously perturbed 
the results of any of the animal or bacterial studies is open to question. 
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It may be that the combination of light and the test compound(s) 
caused the effect. 

Recommendation 5-16: Studies should be developed concerning 
the interaction between chemical agents and various wave 
lengths of ultraviolet radiation in cell culture and animal 
models to determine mutagenesis/carcinogenesis. These 
studies should include coverage ofphototoxic and photoallergic 
responses. Once developed, these methods should be applied 
to the screening of drugs, food additives, cosmetics, and indus
trial chemicals. 

2. Lasers 
Lasers are sources of light in the UV-A, visible, and infrared wave

length regions. Safety hazards due to lasers are primarily occupational. 
No hazard for the public is apparent. There is no reason to believe that 
eye damage will occur with visible laser radiation which does not appear 
dazzling to the observer (Federal Register, 1974). 
3. Artificial Lighting Environment 

That light is necessary for vision goes without saying. The only other 
documented beneficial effect of light directly on man is the photosyn
thesis of vitamin D that occurs in the skin. Do humans otherwise re
quire light of specific quantity or quality? This is an unanswered ques
tion. Work on biorhythms in humans, the effect of light upon behavior 
and sexual development in animals, the non-visuaI light perception 
abilities of some animals, and other observations make it clear that an 
expanded study of the question is needed (Wurthman, 1975). Large 
sums of money are spent in designing lighting systems optimal for 
visual needs, aesthetics, and crime prevention, but almost no funds are 
available to investigate what effect the artificial (compared to sunlight) 
light spectrum to which humans are subjected may have on health. In 
particular the effect that nursery lighting (spectrum and on-off cycles) 
has on early development is unknown. 

F. The Interaction of Light and Chemical Contaminants 
Contaminants in the atmosphere can alter the quality and quantity 

of sunlight which reaches the surface of the earth. Light acting in con
junction with exogenous chemicals present in or on man and other 
organisms can cause deleterious effects. A third way that sunlight and 
chemical compounds may interact to man's detriment is when the light 
causes a given compound to change into one which is more harmful. 
Photochemical smog is the prime example. Man releases into the 
atmosphere, into surface waters, and on the earth's surface many 
different chemicals which are certainly photochemically active to 
wavelengths of light in the solar spectrum. While the toxicities and 
carcinogenicities of many of the original compounds are known, such 
information about photoproducts is generally unavailable. 
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Why should photochemical alteration be a concern more than other 
modes of alteration? There are two reasons to be especially concerned 
about photochemical alteration: (1) photochemical reactions, more 
than thermal ones, yield products with unusual structures with which 
organisms may find it difficult to deal, and (2) photochemical reactions 
in light or sunlight can be fast and efficient. Several pesticides have 
been among the few organic compounds released into the environment 
whose photochemical alterations by sunlight have been studied 
(Rabson and Plimmer, 1973). The main impetus for these studies has 
been the fact that the effectiveness of some pesticides is destroyed by 
the sunlight with surprising efficiency. While there is no clear example, 
aside from photochemical smog, of a harmful effect of a product of a 
sunlight altered chemical, the possibility of this occurrence is real and 
environmental health scientists must be aware of it. 

Recommendation 5-17: In-depth studies should be developed 
using cell cultures and animal models to establish the relation
ships between the quality and quantity of ultraviolet radiation 
(UV-A to UV-C). These studies should include special em
phasis on molecular events such as DNA injury and repair. 
(See Recommendation 11-14 in Chapter 11.) 

Recommendation 5-18: A vigorous long-term program should 
be undertaken to study the effects of ultraviolet radiation on a 
variety of classes of organisms of importance to man's exist
ence. Examples include crop plants, pollen, airborne microbes, 
insects important to pollination, estuary populations and 
plankton. 

VI. Noise and Vibration 

A. Noise 

1. Introduction 
The first known report of the effect of exposure to excessive sound 

came from ancient travelers who reported hearing difficulties in per
sons who lived by fishing in the cataracts of the Nile. The increase in 
noise and its impact on vast numbers of people, however, is relatively 
recent. Most environmental agents which affect health are foreign to 
man's evolutionary experience; sound, however, differs in being an 
excess of what is, at lower levels, a necessary, beneficial, and natural 
process. Therefore, for noise exposure, the crucial issues are related to 
quantifying the deleterious effects which occur in the transition range 
between exposures to sounds which are necessary and beneficial and 
exposures which are clearly harmful (Von Gierke, 1975a). 

The health effects of excessive noise exposure can be divided into 
those that are direct and those that are indirect. Direct effects include 
both temporary and permanent loss of hearing as well as non-aural 
physiologic effects including endocrine, neural, and cardiovascular 
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disturbances. Hearing loss is related to exposure level, to the recovery 
period between exposures, and to the number and duration of expo
sures. Indirect effects include those related to communication, to per
formance and other behavioral patterns, and to annoyance. Long-term 
annoyance has been shown to be related to the long-term average 
exposure level. 

Considerable progress has been made in quantifying the noise en
vironment existing in the United States since publication of the first 
Task Force report (NIEHS, 1970). This information accrued in large 
part from activities generated by the Occupational Safety and Health 
Act (OSHA) of 1970 and the Noise Control Act (NCA) of 1972. Ap
proximately 3 million Americans live in an environment where the 
day/night average noise level exceeds 75 dBA, 30 million in an environ
ment in the 65-75 dBA range, and many more live in areas above the 55 
dBA identified by the EPA as the level below which deleterious health 
effects from noise do not occur. Transportation, both aircraft and 
vehicular, has been identified as the major source of community noise 
exposure. 

Noise levels capable of causing hearing loss occur more frequently in 
the work environment (EPA, 1976) than in residential or social settings, 
although some exposures in the latter category, i.e., loud music, are 
increasing and certainly generate losses. Hearing loss is thought to 
occur from 8-hour daily exposures over a working lifetime, at the most 
sensitive frequencies, to the most susceptible individuals at 75 dBA; 
and a considerable portion of those exposed are affected when similar 
exposures reach 85 dBA. The best available information indicates that 
over three million persons are exposed to 90 dBA or above for an 8-hour 
daily average at their workplace. Over four million additional people 
are similarly exposed to between 85 and 90 dBA, and virtually the entire 
industrial workforce is exposed to levels exceeding 75 dBA. It has been 
estimated that 6 million persons have suffered sufficient hearing loss 
from noise exposure so as to be classified as handicapped (EPA, 1973a). 

2. Direct Effects on Health 
a. Hearing 

The pending revision of the 90 dBA 8-hour daily exposure 
standard used by the Department of Labor since 1972 has been 
embroiled in controversy because many experts do not think it 
sufficiently protective of hearing and industry has considered 
compliance with the standard by engineering design to be 
cost prohibitive (EPA, 1976). The cost associated with bringing 
the occupational noise environment down to 90 and 85 dBA by 
engineering in 3 years was initially estimated at 18 and 30 bil
lion dollars, respectively; however, recent estimates are lower. 
With such economic resources at stake, it is not surprising that the 
adequacy of existing exposure vs. hearing loss data base in the 
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80-90 dBA range should continue to be extensively questioned 
by both industry and the scientific community. Longitudinal 
studies, both retrospective and prospective, targeted in the 
70-90 dBA range (for an 8-hour exposure) are necessary to con
firm existing knowledge regarding the relationship between 
noise exposure history and hearing loss. 

Since the data base must account for losses due to aging 
(presbycusis), non-work derived losses (sociocusis), as well as 
noise levels and durations of exposure, its refinement will require 
sophisticated and careful studies of populations exposed to both 
steady and intermittent noise environments. Most existing 
studies have been deficient in noise exposure history, or have had 
less than desirable audiologic or otologic controls, or provide in
sufficient data in the 80-90 dBA range. 

Related to both the occupational and the residential com
munity exposure is the need for better and lower cost noise 
dosimeters. Dosimeters are needed for both individual and area 
monitoring. 

Recommendation 5-19: Prospective and retrospective epidemi
ologic studies are needed to firmly differentiate the noise and 
agent induced component of hearing loss from that ascribed to 
aging in the 70-90 dBA range. 

The relationship between "impairment", defined in terms of 
losses in normal hearing acuity, and "handicap", defined in 
terms of difficulties in understanding normal voice communi
cation, has become a critical issue. Determination of both com
pensation and occupational noise limits has been related to a 
traditional definition of the onset of "handicap" which allows the 
prior development of considerable "impairment." The extent of 
this implicitly sanctioned impairment has become increasingly 
controversial. 

Recommendation 5-20: Studies are needed to define the degree 
of "impairment" at which difficulties in voice communication 
or other difficulties begin. Such studies and studies of the 
social cost of impairment are highly relevant to noise stand
ards. 

Benefit justification of the health effects which would ensue 
from technologic changes made for health purposes has become 
necessary. The need for this information is particularly acute in 
the noise induced hearing loss area where there is little informa
tion available on the cost of a noise induced hearing handicap to 
the person involved. 

In view of the established differences in individual suscep
tibility to hearing loss, a clear need exists for an acute test which 
would predict the long term permanent threshold shift (PTS) 
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which would accrue from repeated exposures. Although gains 
have been made, determination of temporary threshold shifts 
(TTS) or other parameters which could adequately predict per
manent hearing loss has proved elusive. Because of the potential 
utility of TTS or other acute parameters in determining in
dividual susceptibility to PTS, continued effort to determine a 
reliable parameter is justified. 

That the hair cells of the organ of the Corti in the inner ear per
form the pivotal mechanical to electrical transduction processes 
and that destruction of these cells is ultimately associated with 
hearing loss is well documented. Whether this destruction is ac
complished by mechanical events, by fatigue or by disrupted 
metabolism has not been established. 

Recommendation 5-21: Accelerated research is needed to 
understand the mechanisms by which noise induced sensory
neural deafness occurs. An understanding of these relation
ships is crucial to an understanding of individual susceptibility, 
noise-ototoxic agent synergisms, and in the long run to efforts 
to provide help to those already suffering from hearing loss. 

Since the hearing loss data base has been established from 
studies with adults, the effect of•excessive noise on children is 
largely unknown. Extrapolation of the data base which has been 
developed from adults could be largely inapplicable to children. 
Children are exposed to a variety of loud noises, ranging from cap 
guns to motor bikes to loud music. Studies have shown a positive 
correlation between home noise exposure and difficulty in acquir
ing cognitive skills in children, and animal studies have shown 
increased susceptibility of the young to noise-induced PTS. 
Children may be especially sensitive to small hearing deficits 
since they do not yet have the full complement of knowledge and 
communicative experience possessed by adults and, in addition, 
are dependent on hearing to acquire social and cognitive abilities 
(Mills, 1975). 

Recommendation 5-22: Studies focused on determining the 
relevant effects associated with noise exposure of children 
should be undertaken both through experiments on young ani
mals and by epidemiologic techniques. 
b. Non-Auditory Health Effects 

The capability of noise to trigger temporary cardiovascular, 
endocrine, respiratory, and neurologic changes in man has been 
demonstrated. However, it has not been conclusively 
demonstrated whether these changes might become irreversible 
and develop into chronic health effects, particularly at levels 
lower than those which would generate hearing losses. Chronic 
noise-induced cardiovascular disease exposures have been 
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suspected in reports appearing in the European literature, 
primarily from exposure to high occupational noise levels (EPA, 
1973b). In all of these studies the establishment of noise-induced 
effects suffered from being confounded with other factors. 
Laboratory animal studies have demonstrated numerous 
dramatic non-aural effects, including those of an endocrine, 
teratogenic and reproductive nature, but adequate controls were 
lacking in many of those studies. Extrapolation of central ner
vous system (CNS) mediated disturbances from the lower 
animals to man is difficult and complex. 

Several areas of specific concern stand out: The effect of noise 
exposures (1) on pregnancy, as a result of the changing oc
cupational and other roles of women; (2) on cardiovascular 
changes, because of the pivotal effect of hypertension on health; 
and (3) on sleep, because of its relationship with performance, 
and general health and well being. 

Noise has been shown to contribute to absenteeism in noisy in
dustries and has been suspected of increasing the susceptibility 
to other diseases and of affecting the safety record due to general 
stress reactions. Sleep disturbance by noise is a poorly under
stood and a little studied phenomenon in spite of its obvious 
relevance to individual health and community noise standards. 
The development of parameters relating sleep disturbance to 
performance of various tasks has also lagged. 

Recommendation 5-23: The non-aural effects of noise need to 
be studied. These studies should include: 
a. The resolution of the question if and at what level noise 

exposures can cause or be a contributory factor to cardio
vascular and other non-auditory noise-related disease. 
This question should be investigated by studies in indus
try on male and female populations with long, well docu
mented noise exposure histories, and as far as possible, 
in the absence of other risk factors. 

b. Long term, controlled studies using subhuman pri
mates should be conducted in order to resolve whether 
chronic deleterious non-aural health effects ensue from 
exposures to representative occupational and socially 
encountered noises. 

c. The special question of possible teratogenic and repro
ductive effects of noise exposures in women should be 
investigated through epidemiologic techniques, sup
ported by animal investigations. 

d. Studies focused on establishing the relationship be
tween noise events (particularly from transportation 
sources) and sleep disturbances, physiologic changes 
and subsequent performance on a variety of tasks should 
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be undertaken. 
e. The general stress effects of noise alleged to cause irri

tability and fatigue should be studied and the potential 
severity of this stress should be evaluated in conjunction 
with other stresses known to affect general health. 

3. Indirect Effects on Public Health and Welfare 
The Noise Control Act of 1972 charged the Environmental Protection 

Agency with the responsibility of identifying noise levels "requisite" to 
protect public health and welfare with an adequate margin of safety." 
Although it was realized that not all scientific information necessary 
to identify such levels was available, the EPA, through government, 
university, industry and public involvement discharged this responsi
bility by publication of the "Levels Document" (EPA, 1974). Health 
and welfare were interpreted in the context of the legislative history 
of the Noise Control Act, in agreement with definitions of health by the 
World Health Organization as "complete physical, mental and social 
well-being and not merely the absence of disease and infirmity." With 
this definition, interference of noise with human activities, primarily 
with the ability to hear, to communicate, to perform and to sleep, be
came the primary criteria for the definition oflevels protective of public 
health and welfare. The "Levels Document" came to the conclusion 
that such levels outdoors in residential areas should be below a day
night-level (DNL, Ldn) of 55 dBA and indoors in residential areas such 
levels should be below 45 dBA. Realizing that an estimated 30% or more 
of the U. S. population presently live in noise environments exceeding 
these levels, the potential magnitude of the environmental noise prob
lem becomes obvious. 

The economic impact of small changes, such as a 1-2 dBA change in 
the noise level limits is tremendous, and consequently every effort to 
define the levels to protect public health and welfare more accurately 
is well justified. Evaluation of ongoing research activities by a Federal 
Task Force (EPA, 1975) resulted in the identification of a large number 
of additional research requirements which are relevant and essential, 
if one hopes to improve the accuracy of the levels identified by the 
"Levels Document." Satisfaction of these research needs is equally 
important in the context of occupational noise exposure. 

a. Effects of Noise on Speech Communication 
Assuming continuation and successful completion of pres

ently ongoing research efforts, the following additional needs ex
ist: 

Recommendation 5-24: Everyday speech communication capa
bility must be studied in real-life noise situations with special 
emphasis on the following population groups: children, fe
males, aged and those with impaired hearing. The resulting 
data should be incorporated into criteria for speech communi-
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cation in various types of residential and public rooms. 

Recommendation 5-25: The effectiveness of auditory warning 
signals, in the presence of noise, for occupational as well as 
public use must be studied so that. national and international 
standards proposed are based on scientifically evaluated cri
teria and experimental data. 
b. Effects of Noise on Performance and Behavior 

Present research is primarily concentrated on high noise en
vironments and common occupational exposures of "normal" adult 
populations. The interference of specific noises with specific 
tasks is hardly understood and cannot be predicted. The con
tributions of activity interruptions and chronically repeated 
sleep interruptions to the cumulative long-term annoyance 
response to a noisy environment are not known. 

Recommendation 5-26: Task performance in specific noise 
environments must be studied. Particular emphasis must be 
focused on the effects of noise on learning situations (schools). 
Annoyance by noise must be studied in susceptible populations 
(the ill, the aged, etc.) and the effects of chronic sleep interrup
tions (conscious as well as unconscious) on long-term annoy
ance and behavior must be understood. (See Recommendation 
4-15.) 
c. Overall Individual/Community Reaction to Environmental 

Noise 
Work has started to establish a national baseline data bank on 

environmental noise levels in the United States which would 
serve as the baseline for noise control measures, policy decisions, 
and benefits analysis. Community response studies to these noise 
environments, documented by a uniform descriptor and 
measurement system, are planned or being initiated. An in
teragency program to establish a uniform impulse/ blast noise 
descriptor method is planned for the 1977-80 time period and 
community response to such environments, e.g., construction 
sites, mining operations and military installations, will be 
studied. The results of these studies will be used in land-use and 
city planning and in the assessment of the overall national noise 
abatement program. All the community response/social survey 
type studies are expensive and time consuming. Funding on a 
continuing basis is essential. 

Recommendation 5-27: Studies of community response to 
environmental noise must be continued, in addition to efforts 
on the following areas: ( 1) community response and annoyance 
as a function of the exposure time; (2) verification of impulse 
noise assessment methodology; (3) the sociologic effects of 
noise in relation to quality of life; and (4) criteria for land-use 
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compatibility. 

4. Special Considerations 
a. DevelopmentNalidation of Optimum Noise Descriptor for 

Characterizing and Monitoring Noise Environment 
The EPA "Levels Document," (EPA, 1974) and subsequent in

teragency efforts, pointed the way toward a uniform noise 
descriptor (Leq, Ldn) for describing and monitoring environ
mental and occupational noise with respect to health and wel
fare effects. These concepts must be validated, if necessary 
refined, and extended to single event impulse noise. Economical 
noise dosimeters must also be developed and standardized 
nationally and internationally. 

Recommendation 5-28: Noise environment characterization 
and monitoring must be refined and standardized to allow 
uniform cumulative noise exposure description and monitoring 
of complex noise exposure patterns. 
b. Airborne Ultrasound 

Airborne ultrasound is not a major environmental or occu
pational noise problem. However, the absence of standard 
methods of measurement and assessment of ultrasonic radiation 
(or practically all acoustic radiation above IOK Hz) and the anec
dotal stories about the effects of inaudible sound make further 
research in this frequency range necessary. Work places around 
ultrasonic cleaners, tube drawing equipment, sewing machines, 
dental drills, jet engines, etc., contain noticeable ultrasonic 
levels (Michael, et al., 1974; Acton and Carson, 1967). The 
general public is also exposed to ultrasonic burglar alarms, insect 
repellant devices, and tools. The physiologic, psychologic and 
potential health effects of airborne ultrasound are hard to assess 
because of the extremely large differences in individual sen
sitivities, large age dependence, and reported hypersensitivities. 

Recommendation 5-29: Noise environment characterization 
and monitoring must be refined and standardized to allow 
uniform cumulative noise exposure description and monitoring 
of complex noise exposure patterns. 
c. Infrasound 

Inaudible infrasound has been observed by investigators in 
Great Britain to lead to drowsiness and reduction of alertness, 
and its effects have been compared to the drunkeness caused by 
alcohol. Since it occurs as noise of aerodynamic origin in 
automobiles, it has been hypothesized as a causative factor in 
automobile accidents. Infrasound occurs naturally due to wind 
and turbulence as, for example, around high-rise apartments, 
and it can be generated by compressors and air conditioning in 
various industrial situations. In the case of turbojet engines and 
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rockets, infrasound becomes more prominent the larger the 
diameter of the source. For this reason, present generation super
sonic transports radiate more infrasound than do aircraft with 
conventional jet engines. (The noise induced vibration effects 
caused by Infrasound are discussed under "Vibration".) Human 
physiologic and psychologic studies conducted in the United 
States - almost exclusively for military, aviation and space 
related problems - have so far failed to reveal any of the sen
sationalized effects reported by some foreign workers; however, 
studies in the United States were all restricted to short duration, 
one-time exposures. 

Recommendation 5-30: Safe levels for long duration, daily 
human infrasound exposures should be established by labora
tory and field observations. Particular attention should be 
directed toward the alleged behavioral manifestations that 
result from exposures to infrasound and the implications of 
such manifestations for job safety. 

B. Vibration 
I 

1. Introduction 
Mechanical forces transmitted to the human body by vibrating or 

moving solid structures or liquids are usually referred to as mechanical 
vibration or impact. There is basically no physical difference between 
the mechanical energy transmitted by airborne sound waves to the 
human body and the energy transmitted by structure-borne vibration, 
particularly not once the energy is inside the tissue. However, the ener
gy transmission to the body, the mode and area of application, is usual
ly quite different for the two cases and results in different forms of 
energy propagation through the tissue, different tissue deformations, 
and different resonances and strains. Consequently the biologic effects 
of vibration and impact are best discussed separately from the airborne ~ 
sound effects, which are predominantly mediated through the ear as the 
most sensitive receptor. Knowledge of mechanical stress and strain in 
tissue and their action on body segments, organs and cells is the basis 
for the quantitative analysis of the biologic effects of mechanical ener
gy (Von Gierke, 1975b). Progress in this area of biomechanics, support
ing sound as well as vibration and impact protection, has been exten
sive over the last decade, but further efforts are needed to understand 
the whole mechanical spectrum from vibrations of less than one cycle 
per second (Hz) through the audiofrequency range (30 Hz to 15K Hz) 
to the ultrasound range up to 107 Hz. 

The effects on tissues vary with the frequencies. At frequencies 
below lOK Hz, there is a preponderance of transverse shear waves that 
do not tend to be too destructive to tissue except at high energy levels 
as in impact. At frequencies above l00K Hz there is a preponderance 
of longitudinal compression waves that propagate approximately at the 
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velocity of sound in water (about 1500 m/sec). These longitudinal com
pression waves are of concern in the use of ultrasonic devices for 
medical purposes. 

Man is exposed to environ~ental structure-borne whole body vibra
tion in transportation vehicles such as aircraft, trains, automobiles, 
tractors, and ships and in buildings excited by traffic, aircraft noise, 
blast, sonic boom, mining operations, and air conditioning equipment. 
Occupational exposures are common for operators of heavy vehicles 
(trucks, earth moving equipment), helicopter pilots and workers in 
manufacturing industries or those working near heavy machinery 
(Milby and Spear, 1974; Gruber and Ziperman, 1975). Localized vibra
tions are primarily transmitted to hands, wrists, arms and shoulders 
of hand-tool operators (heavy pavement breakers, rock drills, construc
tion and demolition equipment, riveters, hand-held grinders, power 
polishers, etc.) In the last decade the vibration disease caused by the 
vibration of chainsaws has intensified research in this area. Sonic and 
ultrasonic cleaning devices and tools expose hands and arms of workers 
to such environments. Impact or mechanical shock forces frequently 
lead to injury in recreational and professional sports and in automobile 
accidents. Military operations in fixed wing as well as helicopter aircraft, 
in conventional as well as surface-effects ships, in tanks and personnel 
carriers, as well as parachuting and aircraft emergency escape opera
tions, expose crews to the highest environmental/occupational vibration 
and impact levels. 

Ultrasound between 106 and 107 Hz is used as a diagnostic tool for 
organ visualization and anthropometry. Its potential wider use in diag
nostic radiology could reduce x-radiation exposure of patients. Ultra
sound diathermy units for therapeutic purposes operating at higher 
energy levels apparently constitute an appreciable percentage of the 
medical diathermy units being used in hospitals. Further development 
and application of ultrasound technology in medicine is hampered by 
the absence of adequate toxicity studies and exposure limits. 
2. Whole Body Vibration 

Safety limits for acute short-term exposure of young healthy male 
subjects are approximately known and have been used as the basis for 
the guidelines on human vibration exposure prepared by the Inter
national Standards Organization (ISO, 1974). However, these guide
lines, although generally applied to chronic industrial/occupational 
exposure conditions, are not yet supported by occupational exposure 
studies and epidemiologically-based dose-response relationships. The 
ISO guidelines also recommend exposure boundaries with respect to 
work performance, fatigue and discomfort. The recommended vibra
tion exposure limits and their dependence on daily exposure time need 
verification by field studies in various industries. The ISO standards 
cover the frequency range 1 to 80 Hz; an amendment for the frequency 
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range 0.1 to 1 Hz has recently been proposed. This frequency range is 
primarily responsible for motion sickness symptoms, a disorder exhibit
ing high variability from subject to subject and also dependent on other 
environmental factors besides motion. Although these environments 
result only in temporary incapacitation and public exposure is inter
mittent and restricted to relatively low levels, performance and comfort 
limits are decisive for ride quality decisions and design of high-speed 
air, rail and surface transportation systems. 

a. Health Effects from Chronic Whole-Body Vibration Exposure 
The irreversible effects of chronic whole-body vibration ex

posure are unknown. Effects on the musculo-skeletal system 
(spinal injury, osteoarthritis) and on the urinary-genital system 
(kidneys) have been postulated among others. Limited morbidity 
studies in industry have not shown clear results and did not in
clude female workers. 

Recommendation 5-31: Epidemiologic studies in industries 
with exposures to vibration should be undertaken to assess 
long-term health effects due to chronic vibration exposure. 
To result in a valid dose-response relationship, the studies 
should include environmental measurements. Safe exposure 
conditions for female workers should include guidelines for 
the various stages of pregnancy. These human field studies 
should be parallelled by animal laboratory studies on the 
injury mechanism affecting various target organs. 
b. Effects of Whole-Body Vibration on Performance and Behavior 

Although general guidelines exist to predict interference of 
vibration with human performance and behavior, the 
dependence of this interference on the specific task, the human 
engineering of the man-machine interface and the general en
vironmental setting are critical. (On-board ships, higher vibra
tion levels are accepted with respect to task performance and an
noyance compared to hospitals, laboratories or private homes.) 
Most laboratory experiments demonstrating effects of vibration 
on tracking performance, reaction time, vigilance, etc., have 
been conducted with steady-state sources. The effect of short 
vibration bursts and impact-type impulses in realistic industrial 
environments and residential homes is unknown. 

Recommendation 5-32: Research on the interference of vibra
tion environments with human performance should be ex
tended to include (a) performance accuracy, fatigue and the 
related implications for job safety under occupational exposure 
conditions; (b) the interference effects of nonstationary, 
impact-type vib!'ation pulses, (c) the establishment of non
interference and comfort limits for vibration environments in 
hospitals and residential homes, including noise-excited vibra-
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tion conditions caused by aircraft flyovers (supersonic tran
sports); (d) ride quality criteria for high-speed transportation 
systems (including motion-sickness criteria) for the general 
population with special emphasis on groups such as the aged, 
children and pregnant women. 
c. Hand Tool/Localized Vibration Input 

Localized vibration input to the hand and arm can lead to 
"vibration syndrome" ("white fingers"), a Raynaud-like syn
drome well recognized to be of occupational origin. Neuro
vascular damage appears to be caused by the higher frequencies 
(above 30 Hz). How much the frequencies above 150 to 200 Hz 
contribute to this phenomenon is disputed. The lower frequencies 
seem to cause bone lesions, arthritic changes and damage to 
tendons (NIOSH, 1976). Recent research in European countries 
on this subject stimulated by the incidence of "white fingers" in 
chainsaw operators has led to a draft international proposal by 
the ISO for a guide to evaluate exposure to hand-transmitted 
vibration (ISO, 1975). Few epidemiologic investigations and 
studies on mechanisms of action have been conducted in the 
United States. 

Recommendation 5-33: Epidemiologic studies in industry are 
needed to clarify the dose-response relationship between the 
vibration energy and spectrum transmitted to the hand and the 
resulting injuries to the musculo-skeletal system and 
neurovascular system. The appropriate description and 
measurement technology for characterizing the biologically ef
fective vibration input (acceleration vs. power measurement; 
frequency weighting curve) must be developed. These studies 
must be parallelled by laboratory studies of the basic 
mechanisms involved in the resulting chronic injuries. 

3. Structure/Liquid-Borne Ultrasound Exposures 
The concern for the biologic effects and safety of ultrasound exposure 

of biologic tissues generally does not stem from environmental ultra
sound exposures but from the increasing use of ultrasound as a clinical 
tool in medical diagnosis and therapy. The use of ultrasound in diag
nosis has undergone a marked increase in recent years and would prob
ably have increased even more rapidly had it not been for the absence of 
valid toxicity studies and clear exposure limits and doses for various 
tissues and organs. 

Ultrasound is known to be capable of providing a variety of biologic 
effects at the cellular, tissue and organ level. Although there is some 
support for the observation that depending on tissue, frequency of 
radiation intensity and exposure time, the biologically effective 
mechanism might be dominated by thermal, mechanical or cavitation 
effects, this view is by no means accepted by all research workers. No 
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reports exist which indicate harmful effects of ultrasound at diagnostic 
levels. (Diagnostic levels involve approximately 1 to 5 milliwatts of 
acoustic energy per square centimeter of tissue.) However, a search for 
late and very subtle effects has not been conducted, and concern for the 
effects of ultrasound on embryonic development has frequently been 
expressed by health specialists. Since diagnostic ultrasound is used in 
many areas of medicine, such as opthamology, dentistry, endo
crinology, cardiology, and for diagnosing intracranial, abdominal and 
pelvic masses, toxicity studies on practically all tissue types are needed. 

Therapeutic ultrasound radiation uses up to a thousand times higher 
energy levels, but with more restricted and selective target application 
and beam concentration. Although beneficial effects are assumed to be 
primarily thermally based, therapeutic mechanisms as well as safety 
limits need identification. Therapeutic dose measurement and calibra
tion are generally unsatisfactory in absolute terms. Occupational 
exposure limits for personnel using ultrasonic therapeutic equipment 
have not yet been identified. In summary, the qualitative as well as 

. quantitative state of knowledge of biologic effects of ultrasound is un
satisfactory to serve as a basis for the development of diagnostic, thera
peutic and occupational exposure limits. 

Recommendation 5-34: The dose-response relationship of ultra
sound for irreversible effects at the cellular, tissue and organ 
level should be established. For example, effects on the fetus, 
heart, great vessels and breast and exposure parameters for 
irreversible changes in different types of tissue need to be 
determined. Another area to be investigated is whether genetic 
effects can be produced by ultrasound under exposure condi
tions clinically used or of potential interest. 
Recommendation 5-35: Techniques for acoustic radiation dose 
measurements for clinical use need to be improved. Patient 
exposures from existing diagnostic and therapeutic exposure 
procedures need to be measured. 
Recommendation 5-36: Studies should be conducted to estab
lish the basic mechanism of interaction of ultrasound energy 
radiated into the human body with biologic tissues. 

4. Impact Exposure Limits 
Short-duration transient vibration conditions and individual me

chanical blows to the whole body or parts of it are usually referred to as 
mechanical shock or impact. These stresses are of primary interest with 
respect to their acute injury potential. Short-duration, high-peak vibra
tion injuries are possibly better explained as a success of micro-impact 
injuries than as continuous vibration consequences. Such conditions 
exist for some hand-tool exposures and other industrial situations. It 
should be emphasized that such injuries play an important role in 
recreational and professional sports, and the transition to the single 
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impact injuries as they occur in home, industrial, sports and auto
motive type accidents is gradual and of a quantitative, not qualitative, 
nature. For the understanding as well as prevention of all types of 
impact injuries (head injury is the most important and frequent result 
of impact exposure), an understanding of the basic interaction of 
mechanical energy of all frequencies with the human body, its seg
ments, organs and cells is essential. A definition of mechanical strength 
limits of tissue is a basic building block for characterizing and under
standing safety limits for acoustic vibration, ultrasonic and impact 
exposure limits. Such studies support impact protection technology 
and orthopedics. 

Recommendation 5-37: Studies should be established to deter
mine theoretically and experimentally the interaction of 
mechanical energy of different frequencies with all types of 
biologic tissue and to establish safe exposure limits and limits 
for increasing risk (severity) of injury for whole body impact 
as well as for localized blows (e.g., to the head). 

VII. Barometric Pressure, Heat and Cold 

A. Barometric Pressure 
There has been a considerable increase in potential health problems 

associated with and related to altered barometric pressures. Several 
developments have led to an increased awareness of the need to evalu
ate the role played by this aspect of the environment in the health of the 
populations involved. The number of individuals exposed to higher or 
lower barometric environments has increased tremendously in recent 
years due both to increased occupational activities and to expanded 
recreational facilities and involvement in them. Furthermore, people 
are exposing themselves to higher levels of positive and negative pres
sure. Professional divers, to meet the energy needs for oil, have extend
ed their range of exposure from 10 - 60 Meters Sea Water (MSW) to 
10 - 600 MSW (with serious discussion of going as far down as 1650 
MSW), a change from 2 - 6 Atmosphere Absolute (ATA) to 2 - 60 ATA. 
Data on the absolute number of recreational divers are not available 
but there is no question that several million individuals are so involved. 
Similarly, increased numbers of persons are recreationally visiting and 
living at altitudes in excess of 2600 meters and many more up to 4600 
meters. In addition to the simple environmental stress of altered 
pressure, there has been superimposed on these two environments the 
further stresses arising from air pollution (especially CO), altered sleep 
patterns, CNS irritation and dysfunction, specific disease disorders, 
altered work-rest cycles (modified circadian rhythms), and general 
morbidity. 

At lowered barometric pressures, the decreased partial pressure of ox
ygen (PO2) in combination or interaction with other environmental fac-
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tors produces significant health effects. These have been observed in 
both native and transient populations. A secondary problem has been 
raised by the increased activity of transient groups, such as cigarette 
smokers or automobile drivers, who bring with them an agent (CO) that 
also competes for hemoglobin and may induce a more serious hypoxic 
state. Behavioral studies have already implicated singly both of these 
hypoxias in terms of reduced performance. Concern must be expressed 
as to the final effects of the combined hypoxic stressors. 

The basic factors of adaptation to hypoxic states are in need of 
clarification. This knowledge is of importance for understanding the 
responses of normal as well as diseased individuals to exposure to 
hypobarism. Fluid volume and hemoglobin responses to altitude have 
been shown to differ considerably between young and old males as well 
as for young females. Other concerns are related to reduced perfor
mance capabilities, reduced efficiencies, greater loads on the car
diovascular and respiratory systems, pulmonary edema, and acute and 
chronic mountain sickness. What once was a simple problem for avia
tion has now become a complex problem for many individuals both 
from the temporary inconvenience and distributed functions for the 
transient to the more involved adaptive processes and performances of 
the resident. 

The health problems for individuals exposed to increased barometric 
pressure are just beginning to be determined but what is known is un
settling to all observers, primarily due to the increased loads to which 
man is subjecting himself. Present and developing problems relate to 
specific diseases such as bends, skin reactions, audio-vestibular dis
orders, spinal cord injuries, "chokes", "squeezes", dysbaric os
teonecrosis, high pressure neural syndrome (HPNS), etc. Concomitant
ly involved are many basic physiologic problems relating to the gases 
utilized at depth, temperature regulation, disease resistance, wound 
healing, cell population dynamics (failure of cell divisions), fluid and 
electrolyte balance, hematopoesis, hormonal changes, altered 
biorhythms, subcortical effects related to the HPNS syndrome, 
decreased work efficiency, and pulmonary and cardiovascular impair
ments. A matter of further interest is the utilization of pure oxygen at 
pressures from 0.5 to 3.5 ATA in treatment of disease states and during 
decompression. The toxicity of oxygen on organ systems and tissues is 
in need of more extensive investigation (Clark and Lambertsen, 1971). 

There is a need for proper monitoring of diving procedures, gases, 
water temperature, actual depth recording, and basic physiologic 
functions. The development of noninvasive and continuously recordable 
data on divers in order to develop standards for their operations, the 
selection of divers, occupational health standards for professional 
divers and proper training procedures for all divers has become a matter 
of extreme importance (Beckett, 1968). It is of some concern that the 
utilization of hyperbaric treatment facilities and associated personnel 
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has been waning. A reevaluation of the need for such facilities and their 
utility for the treatment of specific disease entities appears to be war
ranted. 

A problem of considerable importance lies in the delineation of the 
mechanisms and the efficiency of the physiologic adaptations develop
ing to these states; the extent of and the limits to which the adaptive 
process can be utilized; and the differences in the adaptive processes oc
curring in individuals of different ages and sexes. 
0010 
Recommendation 5-38: Additional research efforts should be 
devoted to the determination of the health related effects of ex
posure to barometric, particularly hyperbaric, extremes. Special 
consideration should be given to those research efforts directed 
toward clarifying the physiologic and biochemical adaptive proces
ses instituted by these environments. 

B. Heat and Cold 

Man lives and functions in a physical environment wherein thermal 
and other stresses affect the function of his body. In certain life situa
tions and occupations, this physical environment may produce 
significantly intense strains resulting in either adaptation or altered 
health status. It is important to realize that man's perception of his en
vironment may also affect his performance, his efficiency and his adap
tive potential as much as the actual environment itself. In all physical 
environmental stresses, there occurs a series or pattern of behavioral ef
fects, perceptual and mental fatigue that may further influence short 
and long term health. The establishment of a tolerable level of exposure 
to a potentially hazardous physical or chemical agent, present singly or 
in combination with others, within which man is capable of dealing 
with the imposed stresses without risk to his health is a fundamental 
factor in designing protection against health hazards. 

It has been clearly demonstrated that there is a significant morbidity 
and mortality associated with exposure to heat and cold. Increased 
mortality during 'heat waves' has been well documented especially 
from episodic periods of hot weather in cities in New York, Texas, 
California, and Missouri. The difficulty in evaluating associated mor
bidity suggests the need for more intense epidemiologic and clinical in
vestigations during heat wave episodes. There is also a suggestion that 
the very young and very old may well be the more susceptible portions 
of the population Predisposing factors to heat stroke and hyperpyrexia 
are presented in Table 5-2. 
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TABLE 5-2 - Predisposing Factors to Heat 
Stroke and Heat Hyperpyrexia 

Lack of Acclimatization 

Lack of Physical Fitness 

Combined with Exposure to 
Environmental Heat 

Sustained Exertion under Environmental Heat 
Individual Susceptibility, Manifested by: Abnormal Tolerance to 

Hyperthermia 
Dehydration - Salt Deficiency (or Excess Intake Leading to K + 

Depletion) 
Pre-existing Acute Diarrhea or Febrile Disease 
Chronic Degenerative Disease (such as Cardiopulmonary) 
Therapeutic Drugs (e.g., Anticholinergics, Diuretics, etc.) 
Drug Abuse (e.g., Alcoholism, Amphetamines) 
Age of Individual 

The incidence of hypothermic death in older individuals is apparent
ly on the increase. The British Medical Association's report on acciden
tal hypothermia (BMA, 1964) concludes that hypothermia is one of the 
most important causes of death in the winter months. The energy shor
tage as well as the high cost offuel may be factors responsible for the in
creased number of cold-associated deaths. Other possibilities of a more 
physiologic nature may be involved since there is some suggestion that 
older individuals may have a different perception of coldness than 
young persons (Rochelle, 1976). Cold exposure is also associated with 
respiratory and peripheral vascular diseases. A hypersensitivity to cold 
has been described. All of these factors may be involved in the reactions 
of man to cold. Deaths due to hypothermia are also unfortunately fre
quent in recreational mountain climbing and hiking. 

Unfortunately, public health standards for thermal exposure do not 
exist. In the main, failure to provide for adequate standards is the result 
of the limited basis of experimental data available on cold and hot ex
posures. Most of the information has been derived from studies on 
young adult males. Studies on females and older adults suggest that 
there are considerable physiologic differences in their responses com
pared to young males. Standards cannot be established when based on 
information obtained from a limited population. Extensive support for 
research on a broader population base will also elucidate the basic 
physiologic mechanisms involved in man's adjustments and adaptive 
potential to hot and cold environments. Particular attention needs to be 
directed toward questions related to the physiologic changes occurring 
during acclimatization and to the degree and magnitude of preliminary 
exposure necessary for developing various levels of acclimatization. 
Research should also be directed toward clarification of the differences 
in response to various intensities of thermal stress. Furthermore, ad-
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ditional investigations on the significance of dry and wet bulb 
temperatures are required. It has been shown that in cold climates a 
relative humidity of 50% in buildings led to a reduction in upper 
respiratory infections among school children and army recruits. Similar 
suggestive evidence indicating that the relative humidity of the en
vironment can induce different degrees of response to air pollutants has 
been presented. The humidity of the ambient environment has also 
been associated with disorders of the skin and operation of the sweat 
glands. The "comfort zone" for thermal exposure as suggested by the 
American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning 
Engineers (ASHRAE, 1963), has upper limits of 25°C and 65% relative 
humidity and lower limits of 23°C, independent of relative humidity 
between 20% and 80%, for normal sedentary individuals. The "comfort 
zone" does not take into account consideration of diseased individuals, 
aged persons or the impending energy crisis. A further consideration lies 
in the extensive use of artificial heating and cooling systems and, if 
energy sources become temporarily unavailable, how un-acclimatized 
individuals will respond to being forced to contend with external heat or 
cold as determined by ambient conditions. Micro- and macro-climate 
control needs to be evaluated in terms of potential health hazards. 

Most biologists and medical scientists believe strongly in Claude Ber
nard's concept of homeostasis, i.e., that the system is basically stable 
with mild and minor perturbations around the level of stability (Ber
nard, 1879). Numerous observers, however, have noted that these per
turbations may well be superimposed upon a cyclic control mechanism. 
The biologic rhythms may have significant influences upon the 
responses of man to thermal environments. There are apparently a 
number of such basic rhythms - circadian (roughly 24 hours), ultra
dian (shorter periods usually of 90 minutes duration) and infradian 
(weeks, months, seasonal, annual and multiple year, i.e., 7 year). 
Research into biologic rhythms and physical factors needs to be en
couraged with emphasis on human variability; symtoms of illness; 
response to medical therapy and surgical operations; response to drug 
administration; influence of on-job performance, accidents, 
absenteeism and efficiency; sleep and work cycles; cell mitosis and divi
sion; hormone and enzyme activity; and age and sex (Mills, 1966; 
National Institute of Mental Health, 1970). 

Infrared radiation energy is derived from the sun, various metal 
reduction processes and other high temperature sources. Health related 
problems from this physical agent appear to be limited to the eye and as 
heat input into man. Although no standard for infrared radiation 
presently exists, there may be little reason to establish one since much 
of the effect can be dealt with from the standpoint of thermal regula
tion. 

In normal circumstances one rarely experiences exposure to a single 
environmental stress, but rather to an interplay of several stresses. 
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Relatively few studies have described the tolerance levels, physiologic 
effects or performance degradation during simultaneous or sequential 
exposures to two environmental stresses. Even fewer have involved 
studies of individuals exposed to three or more stresses simultaneously. 
This area of research may well provide the most significant information 
towards clarifying understanding of the role of physical factors in main
taining or altering the health of the population. Research on combina
tions of environmental stresses should include consideration of the 
order of occurrence, duration of exposure, severity of exposure and type 
of reaction, i.e., addition, synergism or antagonism. It would be essen
tial to determine if tolerance to a particular stress combination is deter
mined primarily by that stress which, if given alone, would be most 
severe. There is an obvious need to encourage investigations into possi
ble synergistic or other interactions between the physical environment, 
exercise, disease, sex, age, adaptation and various other factors (air pol
lutants, magnetic fields, drugs, and rhythmic processes) in the environ
ment. 

Recommendation 5-39: Encouragement should be given to 
research efforts, which in light of diminishing energy 
resources, would promote understanding of the responses and 
adaptations of man to cold, heat, wind and water vapor. Par
ticular attention needs to be given to the influence of age, sex 
and circadian rhythms on the physiologic and biochemical 
alterations occurring during moderate to excessive heat or cold 
exposure with or without acclimatization to the physical stress. 
Recommendation 5-40: Emphasis should be given to research 
programs on which man would characterize the possible in
teractions to multiple stresses. Predictive models should be for
mulated that would permit elucidation of response to other 
stresses developed as a consequence of man's continued 
modification of the environment. 

VIII. Manpower 

A major deficiency in environmental physiology and medicine is 
a lack of adequate numbers of people broadly educated in this profess
ional area. The initial group of individuals qualified in this subject area 
is disappearing and replacements are not available. In the past, each 
specialty area of environmentalists has tended to insist on intensive 
training of people in their narrow discipline so as to meet their specific 
manpower needs. As environmental problems increase in magnitude 
and complexity, however, a broadly based individual may well be 
needed to provide the necessary interdigitation. 

Recommendation 5-41: Encouragement should be given to the 
expansion of pre- and post-doctoral education programs which 
are broadly based on environmental physiology. Attention also 
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needs to be directed to the need for special training programs 
for paramedically trained individuals to fill supportive roles in 
research programs in the several environmental specialties. 
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TRANSPORT AND ALTERATION OF POLLUTANTS, 
WASTE DISPOSAL, AND NATURAL SOURCES OF 

TO XI CANTS* 

I. Introduction 

In a very real sense, the environment is made up of chemicals. The 
great bulk of these occur naturally in such locations, form and concen
trations that they have little detrimental effect on man. Indeed, the 
basis of life processes is the myriad of chemical reactions beginning with 
the geochemical liberation of elements, through photosynthesis, to food 
metabolism and utilization by man. 

It is the exceptions among these natural occurrences, the changes in 
form and distribution caused by man, and the substances synthesized 
by man or resulting from man's activities that are of concern here. 
Initially discussed in this chapter are the processes by which chemicals 
move and change in the environment and methodologies by which these 
movements and changes can be studied and predicted as a basis for 
estimating exposures or devising strategies for prevention. This is fol
lowed by sections in which are discussed certain sources of pollutants 
which have been accorded less attention than warranted. These include 
pollutant problems related to waste disposal and natural sources of 
toxicants, both inorganic and organic in origin. Because the primary 
concern here is with health and its relation to chemicals in the environ
ment, it is evident that an ability to understand and estimate human 
exposure from these sources is necessary. 

Pollutants can reach man in a variety of ways - in the air he 
breathes, th~ food and water he ingests, through his skin from contact 
with his surroundings (including air, water, and solids) or from a com
bination of routes. There can be continuous exposure, intermittent but 
repeated exposure, or sporadic exposures; concentrations may remain 
constant or vary greatly; exposures may result from direct intentional 
or unavoidable applications (as in foods, drugs, and cosmetics), or ex
posures may be mediated through complex environmental pathways. 
Man is always exposed to a variety of substances and often the resulting 
exposure is through several routes. Given a thorough understanding of 
what happens to a chemical in the environment, there is a reasonable 
basis for estimating human exposure - and hence of determining "how 

*This chapter was prepared under the. direction of John L. Buckley. Other contributors 
were Helen L. Cannon, Farley Fisher, Virgil H. Freed, Emery C. Lazar, Ian Nisbet, 
Joseph V. Rodricks, and Lloyd B. Tepper. 
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bad it is." 
The same understanding of what happens to a chemical in the en

vironment provides the only rational basis for strategies to prevent or 
minimize human exposure. Prudence would dictate that it is much 
more desirable to limit the level of exposure so as to prevent ill effects 
than to attempt to effect a reduction of exposure to an untoward level of 
chemicals after an effect has occurred. If certain physical conditions 
enhance the growth of toxin-producing fungi, perhaps those physical 
conditions can be avoided. It is known, for example, that cotton grown 
in irrigated desert areas oft~n harbors extensive growth of Aspergillus 
flavus which produces aflatoxin in the cotton seed. Traditional crop
ping practice in such areas includes very close spacing of cotton plants 
resulting in high humidity beneath the plants. Research has shown that 
wider spacing results in lower humidity, lesser infestations and hence 
less aflatoxin in the seed (but the practice is not considered economical
ly feasible). Another example is the almost inevitable fallout of toxic 
elements in flyash from power plants or from emissions from smelters or 
refineries which may result in crop uptake of excessively high levels of 
certain trace substances. Attention to power plant placement, or to con
trolling crops planted in the vicinity of such plants, could eliminate or 
reduce human exposure to such material. Other examples of where 
knowledge of the transport and alteration of a chemical can be used to 
avoid or prevent exposure could be cited, e.g., the sequestration of mer
cury by sediments and improved methods and processes in handling 
and using such organics as pentachlorophenol. 

Because they are covered elsewhere in this report, this chapter does 
not include a discussion of atmospheric changes that may affect 
weather or climate or that may alter the passage of ultraviolet light (see 
Chapter 5). Also not covered are problems such as "acid rain" (see 
Chapter 1). Because the primary interest here is in the effects the en
vironment may have on chemical substances, the discussion also does 
not include a review of environmental changes that may affect birds, 
mammals, or aquatic organisms (though the environment may be the 
poorer and the lives of its human inhabitants less satisfying as a result 
of such changes) and the fact that effects on wild species can raise a 
warning about possible effects on man. 

II. Transport and Alteration of Pollutants in the Environment 
After release into the environment, chemicals may be transported 

and transformed in complex ways. They may be transported in currents 
of air or water or in association with solid particles; they may be trans
formed into other forms by chemical or biochemical reactions; they may 
be diluted by diffusion or concentrated by physical or biologic proces
ses. Human exposure to chemicals therefore takes place not only at the 
point of use or discharge of the chemical but also at points distant in 
space and time. In order to assess the total magnitude of human ex-
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posure, it is necessary to trace the movement and transformation of a 
chemical in the environment from the points of its release to the "sinks" 
where it is finally degraded to innocuous breakdown products. For this 
purpose it is usually necessary to construct some kind of model of the 
environmental behavior of the substance. 

Figure 6-1 
TRANSPORT AND ALTERATION OF CHEMICALS 
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Figure 6-1 shows in diagramatic form the routes by which chemicals 
reach man. In this simple scheme the environment is divided into "box
es" or "compartments" through which the chemical moves. (In more 
complex models the compartments are further subdivided and transfer 
between sub-compartments is analyzed). Arrows between the boxes 
denote transfer between compartments. In order to estimate the con
centration of a chemical in a compartment it is necessary to know not 
only the rate of release of the chemical (a function of its use patterns) 
but also its retention time within the compartment. The retention time 
is determined by the rates of transfer to and from other compartments, 
by the rates of alteration of the chemical, and by diffusion processes 
within the compartment. Thus to understand the behavior of chemicals 
in the environment, it is of importance to study the processes of disper
sion, transfer between compartments, and physical, chemical and 
biologic transformations. In general, knowledge of these fundamental 
environmental processes is fragmentary and inadequate. 

Many environmental processes result in dispersion, dilution, or 
degradation of chemicals, and hence in reduced potential for human ex
posure. Perhaps the most important reconcentrating process is "bio
concentration," in which plants and animals may accumulate certain 
chemicals to levels much higher than those in their ambient environ
ment. Other such processes include the absorption of chemicals onto 
airborne or waterborne particles and the concentration of certain chem
icals from liquid effluents into sewage sludge. Again knowledge of these 
concentration processes is fragmentary, and this is an important area 
where further research is needed. 

A. Transport of Chemicals 

Transport of chemicals takes place on various geographic scales. On 
regional and global scales, the most important transport takes place in 
the atmosphere. For some substances with low reactivity, passive tran
sport and diffusion are the only factors of importance - as the air 
moves, so does the substance - and the information needed to predict 
distribution is simply data on air movement and on residence time of 
the substance. A number of models has been developed to describe the 
dispersal of chemicals released into the atmosphere from point or area 
wide sources. While these models provide good descriptions of the in
itial phases of dispersion of the chemicals, their predictive value is 
limited by a lack of knowledge of processes which remove the chemicals 
from the atmosphere. Some substances diffuse upward to levels where 
they are degraded by ultraviolet radiation; others diffuse downward to 
be adsorbed onto the surfaces of suspended particulates; and others are 
dissolved in water droplets and returned to earth in rainfall. In some 
cases, global atmospheric processes may include cycles of elimination 
and reintroduction of a substance, with the balance determined by the 
air/water or air/terrestrial interface reactions. These processes are not 
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yet well understood. As a result, rates of transfer are difficult to pre
dict. 

Pollutants also can be transported extensively by water; here again 
the process can vary from simple physical transport of inert substances 
dissolved in water or adsorbed on particles, in which diffusion and 
water movements are the factors of importance, to complex processes 
involving chemical transformations that result in altered toxicities and 
altered patterns of movement. Volatile chemicals may diffuse to the 
surface of the water and evaporate into the atmosphere. Thus, as in the 
case of the atmosphere, the transport and retention time of chemicals in 
water may be controlled by processes which take place at phase boun
daries and which as yet are poorly understood. On balance, the direc
tion of movement is toward the oceans, though processes such as 
chemical precipitation or adsorption on solids may result in deposition 
in "sinks" that intercept the movement entirely or "reservoirs" that 
delay the movement. 

Pollutants can be actively transported in biologic systems. On re
gional scales, migrating birds, mammals or fish may carry small 
amounts of pollutants long distance. The amounts involved are for the 
most part so small as to be insignificant in terms of global or regional 
redistribution. On the other hand, the quantities of pollutants carried 
in or on plants or animals used as food may be of major concern in re
lation to human exposure. 

Finally, it is not just natural processes that result in chemical trans
port; man himself may be the agent of transport. Thus, a worker may 
carry home on clothing or other articles chemicals from the workplace 
thus exposing other members of the family (see Chapter 2). 

B. Behavior in Compartments 
In contrast to the atmosphere or water, the soil compartment serves 

both as a reservoir which receives and disperses pollutants and as a 
"chemical plant" in which transformations take place. 

Substantial quantities of chemicals released into the environment 
reach the soil either through direct application or transfer from air or 
water. It should be recognized, of course, that a constant interchange is 
taking place between the compartments of the environment. Conse
quently, a chemical applied to soil may transfer in a reversible process 
to air or to water through run-off and leaching. Nonetheless, the soil 
becomes an important residence for many of these chemicals and for 
that reason soil behavior of chemicals has commanded a good deal of at
tentipn (Hanmaker, 1975). 

Three major interactions or processes are of concern in soil. These 
are: sorption, leaching-diffusion, and alteration through chemical and 
biochemical processes. 

It was early in sorption studies with organic chemicals that there 
appeared to be a relation between the solubility and other properties of 
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a chemical and the extent and strength with which it is adsorbed 
(Weber and Gould, 1966). Initially, research workers believed that 
water solubility was a fair index of the extent of adsorption, particularly 
of the non-polar compounds. Subsequently, it was shown that the 
latent heat of solution provided a much better correlation as to whether 
the adsorption was on the mineral or the organic fraction of the soil. 
Thus a compound with a high heat of solution would be both extensive
ly and firmly adsorbed. Such is the case with the highly chlorinated 
aromatic hydrocarbons (Haque, et al., 1974; Hamaker, 1975). 

The movement of chemicals in and through soil is a matter of sub
stantial concern. For example, if a chemical is placed in a landfill it is 
reasonable to ask how rapidly and in what quantity that chemical may 
move from the disposal site as a result of precipitation percolating 
through the soil profile or by ground water moving through the land
fill area. If considerable quantities are leached or diffused, they may 
subsequently reach aquifers or be carried into streams and bodies of 
water. Particular attention has been given to the study of the ability of 
water to leach and diffuse pesticides. This attention has been due, in 
part, to concern over contamination of water by these materials and, in 
part, to the fact that properties exhibited by pesticides undergoing 
leaching and diffusion can be used as a measure of the effectiveness of 
water treatment processes on their removal (Baily and White, 1964). As 
mentioned earlier, adsorption plays a very important role in the leach
ing and diffusion behavior so that those compounds which are strongly 
adsorbed are found to be poorly leached by water. Substances, such as 
higher molecular weight halogenated organics, e.g., polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCBs) and dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), may 
show little movement even after several years of exposure to percolating 
water. Lindstrom, et al. (1970), who studied leaching under saturated 
flow conditions, have provided a particularly useful mathematical 
treatment which takes into account the properties of the compound in 
relation to leaching. These studies demonstrated that the latent heat of 
solution was one of the governing factors in this movement. It is of 
interest to be able to estimate the location of the maximum concentra
tion of chemicals under leaching and diffusive conditions in order to 
assess the rapidity of movement and whether this will contribute to 
exposure. Other workers have observed that, by treating the soil profile 
as a chromatographic column, one could then demonstrate the mathe
matical relationship between the travel of maximum concentration or 
the concentration wave and the amount of moisture moving through the 
soil (Helling and Turner, 1968; Lambert, 1968; Hamaker, 1975; 
Gardner and Brooks, 1957). 

Many of the organic chemicals of interest are solids at ambient 
temperatures. The kinetic motion of the molecules causes them to have 
a finite vapor pressure even at these temperatures. As temperature in
creases, the transition from solid to vapor with or without an inter-
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mediate liquid phase tends to result in increased vapor pressure. The 
vapor pressure then is related in a complex fashion to the rate of evapor
ation of the compound and to its tendency to exchange across air/water 
or soil/air interfaces or pass directly into the atmosphere (Cliath and 
Spencer, 1972). The chemical in the vapor state will quickly establish 
an equilibrium state of adsorption on particles suspended in the atmos
phere. Photodecomposition may occur in either the sorbed or vapor 
state. 

Another factor which may be worth noting is the phenomenon often 
termed "codistillation." This phenomenon is the simultaneous vapor
ization of a relatively insoluble chemical along with the carrier liquid, 
e.g., nitrobenzene/water. Such behavior has often been noted in soils. 
The water in this instance serves two purposes. It displaces the organic 
material from sorption on one of the soil surfaces, and it serves as a 
"carrier" of the vapor to the surface and across the soil-air interface. 

A subcomponent of the environment which is particularly important 
in governing human exposure is that comprising human dwellings and 
artifacts. The importance of the indoor environment where humans use 
many chemicals and remain in contact with them for long periods in 
enclosed spaces has been previously emphasized (see Chapter 4). The 
outdoor environment of towns and cities is important not only because 
it comprises semi-enclosed spaces from which the chemicals diffuse 
relatively slowly. Paved areas, drainage networks, and sewerage 
systems constitute a pathway for transporting chemicals out of urban 
areas. Sewage treatment plants separate the dissolved and solid-phase 
components of the chemical mixture. Disposal of the dissolved mater
ials into water ways and of the sewage sludge on land may lead indirect
ly to significant human exposures. Comparatively little effort has been 
devoted to modeling these urban subsystems although they may be 
more important in determining human exposure to many chemicals 
than the general outdoor environment. 

To this point, the discussion has centered primarily on the physical 
behavior of substances in the environment, but of pressing concern is 
the fate of these substances. Do they break down and if so at what rate? 
Three major routes of alteration or breakdown can be identified. These 
are photochemical, chemical, and biologically mediated alterations. 
Photochemical breakdown, induced by absorption of a quantum of 
light, will bring about alteration. For some substances the quantum 
efficiency is high with consequent rapid breakdown. Chemical break
down, on the other hand, is dependent upon molecular structure. If the 
chemical is of such structure and composition to be susceptible to 
nucleophilic attack, oxidation, or hydroxylation, alterations may occur 
fairly rapidly. Similarly, the chemical may undergo hydrolysis, the 
rate of which will be dependent on pH, temperature and the presence 
of catalytic sites. Thus, for example, certain of the organic phosphates 
in soil are rapidly hydrolyzed following sorption, presumably because 
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the clay affords a catalysis for this reaction. On the other hand, halo
genated hydrocarbons tend to be more refractory toward purely 
chemical reactions and hence persist for _long periods of time. 

Alterations by biologically mediated reactions are enormously 
variable. Though considerable study has been devoted to this area, both 
in terms of metabolic studies and in alterations occurring in the envi
ronment, complete understanding for all except a few compounds is 
lacking. Not only is information lacking on what products of the altera
tion may be but also on the rate at which the alteration may occur and 
under what conditions. The principles of studying the rate of degrada
tion or alteration have been well developed. In some instances, the rate 
will follow ordinary first order kinetics, though not uncommonly the 
rate will be hyperbolic (Hamaker, 1972). 

Obviously, if one proposed to develop a strategy to prevent exposure 
of man by chemicals, it would be desirable to have a comprehensive 
understanding of their transport, behavior and fate as they move 
through the environment. Conceptual models of this have been devised 
with considerable success. Indeed, the combination of knowledge of the 
properties and behavior of compounds and of the characteristics of the 
various environmental compartments has permitted quite perceptive 
qualitative predictions to be made of the behavior of certain com
pounds (Cramer, 1973; Harrison, et al., 1970; Woodwell, et al., 1971). It 
has been difficult, however, to develop a comprehensive quantitative 
model that predicts concentrations at any temporal or spatial point. In 
part this is due to the complexities of the environment and a lack of 
understanding of environmental processes. In part, it is due in some 
degree to a lack of adequate quantitative data on the properties of com
pounds and their associated reactions and behavior in various environ
mental compartments. A further lack which has proven to be a serious 
limitation is the almost complete absence of knowledge of the effect of 
the rate and quantity of partitioning on redistribution of a chemical 
among these different compartments. 

One other phenomenon should be discussed in describing the be
havior of organic compounds in the environment, and that is the 
tendency for them to partition into a particular phase. One can think 
of the sorption from a solution as a form of partitioning and indeed it 
has been treated this way (Hamaker, 1975). Of rather specific interest, 
however, is the partitioning of organic substances from water into a 
lipid solvent. In the 19th century a number of pharmaceutic chemists 
believed that there was a close relationship between the partition co
efficient in the lipid/water system and the biologic activity of the drug. 
However, the correlations were valid for only a limited series of organic 
compounds. In addition, it has been observed that the partition coef
ficient in octanol/water correlated very closely with the propensity of an 
organic substance to accumulate in fatty tissues of organisms (Metcalf, 
et al., 1971; Hansch, 1969). Also Hamaker (1975) has demonstrated that 
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the octanol/water partition coefficient is related to the adsorbability of 
a compound by soil organic matter and certain of th~ clays. Leo and his 
coworkers (1971), starting with partition coefficients and including 
induction and other effects, have developed an algebraic equation in 
an attempt to correlate the biologic activity to these properties and a 
number of pesticides. 

An important example of partitioning is the phenomenon of biocon
centration. Many aquatic plants and animals are able to concentrate 
persistent chemicals, such as heavy metals and lipophilic organic com
pounds, into their tissues to levels many times those in the ambient 
water. In extreme cases, such as the concentration of cadmium by shell
fish or dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethylene (DDE) and PCBs by fish, the 
concentration factors may be as high as one hundred thousand or even 
one million. For such chemicals, consumption of contaminated fish or 
shellfish is often the principal route of human exposure. Although 
many measurements of bioconcentration factors have been made, there 
is still incomplete understanding of the biologic mechanisms which 
determine the exact degree of concentration that is achieved for 
various chemicals. 

C. Estimating Human Exposure 
Many methods are in use for estimating and predicting human 

exposure to chemicals from environmental sources. In the simplest 
cases of direct exposure, direct measurement is used (see Chapter 7). 
For example, to assess the dietary intake of chemicals present in food, 
the amount of a given substance present in different foods can be meas
ured. By combining this information with data on food consumption, 
reasonable estimates of total intake can be made. Factors which must 
be taken into account in using this approach include variations in die
tary patterns, quantities of given foods consumed by different age or 
ethnic groups, and variations in concentrations of a given chemical in 
different foods at different times. Though it is obviously important, 
there is relatively little information available to provide a basis for 
predicting the amount of exposure that will occur due to the amount of 
a given substance present in a raw food product. Questions which arise 
in this regard include: What changes (increases, decreases, alterations) 
take place during storage and movement to market? What are the 
effects of washing and other food preparation procedures? What are the 
effects of different kinds of cooking, e.g., steaming, boiling, frying, 
baking, etc.? And are there differences in the concentrations of given 
chemicals in various parts of the food as prepared for the table, e.g., in 
the skin versus meat of a fish filet? In the case of air, similar calcula
tions are made. Factors of importance in this case include the amount 
of air inhaled, the "depth" of inspiration, the concentration of the sub
stance, and the size in the case of particles. For a substance occurring in 
more than one compartment or medium, the exposure occurs through 
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several routes varying in form and quantity; hence, total exposure can 
only be estimated by combining the separate sources. 

In the preceding paragraph, the presumption is made that the sub
stance to be measured is known. In some cases, it is not. Although the 
sources and amount reaching the environment may be known, primary 
interest is in "what will reach man." In this respect, models are helpful. 
As used here, the term "models" implies any system for organizing and 
relating information, as well as for simulating parts of the environment 
in the laboratory. At their simplest, models may be conceived as a series 
of boxes or compartments through which a material moves, from entry 
into the environment until it has been converted to innocuous products 
indistinguishable from those occurring naturally, e.g., H20, CO2, or 
until the material has reached a "final" resting place. With substances 
for which there is only a single source or a few sources and where 
chemical transformations, if present, are simple, it may be possible to 
quantify these models quite easily. The more complex the chemical 
transformations and the more diverse the sources in the environment, 
the more difficult they are to quantify, yet the more important this 
becomes. A detailed discussion of modelling is beyond the scope of this 
report. Good discussions of modelling in relation to environmental 
movement and the interpretation of human exposure are available in 
several publications (Gillett, et al., 1974; NAS, 1975). 

A last point to be made is that models can serve an especially useful 
purpose by indicating the relative importance of different kinds of infor
mation in making predictions. Sensitivity analyses, for example, can 
show, within the assumptions inherent in the model, the influence of 
changes in rates or quantities on the model prediction, thus guiding 
research toward providing data on critical rates and quantities and 
toward devoting less attention to factors that have little influence. 

D. Sources of Data for Modelling 

Much of the information needed for input to simple models is rela
tively easily obtainable from standard laboratory procedures -
chemical and physical parameters, for example. Certain biologic 
parameters may also be relatively easily obtainable, e.g., biologic 
uptake and accumulation of substances by fish and other aquatic 
organisms. 

Recently Metcalf, et al. (1971) have described the use of a multi
species laboratory microcosm for elucidating the distribution of certain 
pesticides (and other chemicals) into various components of the en
vironment. 

This simplified simulation of a part of the "real world" is an exten
sion of single-species laboratory studies and provides much informa
tion. There is obviously opportunity for extending this methodology 
to other environmental questions. 
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E. Research Needs and Recommendations 

"Microcosms" and other controlled systems (from test tubes to small 
ponds or pens) permit study of one or a few processes deemed impor
tant in understanding the environmental behavior and fate of chemi
cals. A series of such systems exploring important aspects of a single 
substance would seem to offer promise in understanding and predicting 
its movement and fate under a wide range of conditions that, in the 
aggregate, approximate the "real environment." Field studies are, of 
course, essential to verify the conclusions reached in such controlled 
system studies. 

Recommendation 6-1: Systematic exploration of microcosms 
and other controlled systems should be undertaken to establish 
the most appropriate conditions and limitations for the use of 
these tools in environmental health research. Studies should 
be undertaken to utilize arrays of such systems to explore dif
ferent aspects of the movement and alteration of single chem
icals and combination of chemicals under the expected range 
of environmental conditions. Verification through field studies 
should be a part of these efforts. 
Models for hydrologic transport processes are quite well developed 

and are probably adequate for substances that are inert. While atmos
pheric models on a global and regional scale are useful and may be 
applied in estimating the distribution of pollutants and resulting ex
posures of populations, models of smaller areas are not yet adequate to 
predict individual exposures. Models involving more than a single 
medium, complex alterations of chemicals, and especially those 
involving biologic processes are limited due to lack of detail. The limita
tions stem to a considerable degree from a lack of understanding of 
environmental processes. 

Conceptual models serve a useful role in directing attention to the 
compartments through which a substance of interest may move, and 
sensitivity analyses may direct attention to those rates and processes 
of greatest influence in determining actual disposition of a substance. 
In one case, uncertainties of an order of magnitude in the rate at which 
a particular alteration or transfer takes place may be insignificant; in 
another case, a few percent error may be very important. 

Recommendation 6-2: Research on basic environmental 
processes, especially at interfaces between media and those 
involving biota, should be intensified. Models may serve a 
useful role in directing attention to those rate limiting process
es of greatest influence in determining actual disposition of the 
substance of interest. In addition to quantifying and relating 
compound properties and environmental properties, this 
research effort should utilize "sensitivity" analyses. This 
would include evaluations of the amounts of chemicals in dif-
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ferent compartments, rates of transfer and the contribution of 
each source to human exposure, thus defining the critical paths 
to man. 
Certain specific properties and reactions of chemicals have been 

shown to correlate with processes such as adsorption, volatilization, 
leaching and persistence in environmental compartments (Haque and 
Ash, 1974; Gillett, et al., 1972; Metcalf, et al., 1971). The movement 
and alteration of chemicals in individual compartments is often deter
minative in their overall transport and behavior in the environment. 
This, in turn, relates to the exposure received by man. Most processes 
of mobilization and movement of chemicals in the environment are 
reversible, that is, they proceed in both directions. It is only rate and 
extent that varies. Thus, there is continual dynamic interchange of 
substances between compartments, sometimes over long distances 
(Cohen and Pinkerton, 1966; Cramer, 1973). 

There is much interest in predicting the movement and fate of chem
icals in the environment. Much effort is being focused on using rela
tively easily determined physical and chemical characteristics for such 
predictions. There are diverse views on the validity of such methods, 
but general agreement that there are large uncertainties in the predic
tions. Certainly, predictions of the movement and fate of new chemi
cals will be essential in decisions concerning the health hazards of new 
chemicals prepared for commercial use. 

Recommendation 6-3: Research on the movement and fate of 
chemicals in air, water, and soil in relation to their properties 
and reactions is needed to provide basic data and understand
ing of routes and methods of human exposure. Attention should 
be given to processes such as sorption, vaporization, partition
ing and alteration as they relate to significant environmental 
chemicals. Research should be conducted to quantitatively 
evaluate compartmental interchanges (distribution) as a factor 
in transport, food chain magnification and alteration. As a 
part of this research, a program should be undertaken to deter
mine the validity and to assess the uncertainties of predictions 
of movement and fate of chemicals in the environment. For 
example, several "new" chemicals representing chemical 
groups with differing characteristics - volatility, degradation 
rate, solubility in water and octanol, etc. - should be selected. 
Predictions, as quantitative as possible, should be made of 
future environmental distribution and form, at perhaps 1, 2, 
and 5 year intervals after the onset of use. The methodology 
used in the predictions should be recorded explicitly. Monitor
ing undertaken to determine the actual distribution of given 
chemicals at the given intervals would permit evaluation of the 
accuracy of the models. 
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F. Summary 

The environment of man contains chemicals of geochemical origin, 
natural toxicants both organic and inorganic, and many synthetic 
chemicals resulting from manufacturing processes and disposal of 
industrial products. Environmental processes alter these chemicals and 
cause them to move, sometimes for long distances. As a result, the 
public is exposed to varying quantities of a number of substances, some 
of which are deleterious to health. 

Given better knowledge and understanding of the transport and 
alteration of chemicals within the environment, associated public 
exposures could be substantially reduced. Moreover, a systematic ef
fort to assess and predict potential problems prior to the introduction 
of such chemicals into the environment could alleviate or prevent many 
of their harmful effects. Basic concepts and principles are available 
today to conduct such studies. With respect to specific problems in this 
area, research is needed to increase understanding of the environmental 
processes which affect the movement and alteration of chemicals, as 
well as to increase understanding of the chemical and physical para
meters which, in turn, affect environmental processes. In addition, 
research should be undertaken on the development of innovative com
binations of microcosms and other controlled systems to simulate a 
wide range of environmental conditions and the development of 
field evaluations for validating the results of predictive models. 

III. Recycling and Waste Disposal 

The generation of large quantities of waste material is characteristic 
of contemporary industrial society. Extraction and production are 
associated with waste industrial chemicals, spent process water, simple 
trash, condemned motor vehicles, building rubble, feed lot manure, 
fuel residues, and yesterday's newspaper. Awareness of limitations of 
domestic and global supplies of energy, food, and minerals has stimu
lated interest in the conservation of these resources through the reuse or 
recycling of waste materials which have heretofore been discarded. 

Experience has shown that a consequence of both waste disposal and 
waste recycling may be the exposure of man or his food chain to noxious 
substances contained in waste. Recent examples include exposures to 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) contained in recycled paper, to hexa
chlorobenzene (HCB) resulting from the sublimation of land-disposed 
material, and to organic mercury compounds in process wastes. Con
servation of human health requires that adverse exposures to constitu
ents of waste be prevented through identification, measurement, 
biologic evaluation, and the development of effective control technology. 

A. Research Needs and Recommendations 

1. Recycling of Municipal Wastewater and Sludges 
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The treatment and disposal each day in the U. S. of some 8 billion 
gallons of municipal waste poses two primary environmental health 
problems. One is the effective and economical processing of sludges 
(17,000 dry tons/day) generated in wastewater treatment; the second 
is the effective and economically acceptable removal of potentially 
injurious substances from liquid effluent streams. Reuse of wastewater 
for agricultural or industrial applications or as potable water and the 
utilization of treatment sludges in soil enrichment have serious econom
ic, legal, and logistic implications which are beyond the scope of this 
review. The potable reuse of municipal wastewater poses health con
straints beyond those associated with sludge or indirect agricultural 
water reuse; however, the problems are fundamentally similar in char
acter. 

Sewage sludge and treated wastewater effluents may contain toxic 
metallic and non-metallic elements, organic substances which are 
biologically active (e.g., carcinogens), and pathogenic microorganisms. 
If assurance could be given that these toxic substances would be re
tained by the soil, such wastes could be utilized in agriculture. How
ever, toxic elements do persist and accumulate and may become 
incorporated in growing plants to a variable degree. Consequently, 
injury may result to vegetation and to animals or man in the dependent 
food chain. The use of such wastes in agriculture in the U. S. is not 
extensive. 

Elements of primary interest in wastewater and sewage sludges 
include boron (B), cadmium (Cd), cobalt (Co), copper (Cu), chromium 
(Cr), mercury (Hg), nickel (Ni), lead (Pb), and zinc (Zn) (Chaney, 
1973). The contamination of "domestic" waste by industrial effluents 
(e.g., from plating shops), the extensive use of industrial products in 
every-day life, and the addition of metallic nutrients to animal feeds 
(e.g., Cu, Zn, and selenium, Se) result in a highly variable metal con
tent of sludges and treated liquid effluents. Urban surface run-off, 
when combined with sewage, also contributes substantially to inorganic 
and organic loadings of municipal systems. Radionuclides from hospital 
effluents or research institutions, when they are discharged to munici
pal systems, may present additional problems. 

Zinc, copper, nickel, and boron may be toxic to plants, but the degree 
of phytotoxicity is determined in large measure by organic chelating 
compounds in the soil, the pH of the amended soil (metals are more 
available at a pH below 6.5) the phosphate content of the soil and the 
plant variety. Danger to the dependent food chain may result when 
metals (e.g., Hg, Cu, Zn) enter the edible portion of a healthy plant 
or when waste constituents are applied directly to the leafy portion of 
plants which are, in turn, consumed by grazing animals. Sheep, for 
example, are very sensitive to copper. This element is a special hazard 
(along with Pb) on forages grown on treated soils unless rain washes the 
metals from the leaf surface. The balance between metals and the im-
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plications of inorganic biochemistry are of the greatest significance to 
animal health in these situations. 

Recommendation 6-4: It is recommended that studies be con
tinued to establish the tolerance of plant varieties to toxic 
elements and the level of accumulation of these elements in 
specific plant parts under various field conditions. The effect of 
these elements on the food quality of plants (e.g., vitamins, 
protein) should be defined. Crops to be studied should include 
food-, feed-, and fiber-producing plants as well as forest crops. 
Zn, Cu, Ni, Pb, Cd, Se, Hg, Band arsenic (As) are of especial 
interest. In addition natural organic compounds that may form 
chelates and foster uptake of these metals should be consid
ered. 
Recommendation 6-5: Basic studies of soil chemistry should be 
undertaken to define the long-term consequences of metal load
ing, buildup, and interaction. Special attention should be given 
to the incorporation of metals into solid-phase soil components 
and the effect of metals on microbial life in the soil. 
A broad spectrum of materials related to industrial activity is pres

ent in wastewater, sludges, and treated effluents. Of primary impor
tance are metals and chlorinated hydrocarbons, including the relatively 
persistent pesticides and PCBs. A recent investigation (McCabe, 1975) 
has focused upon low levels of potentially carcinogenic chlorinated 
hydrocarbons (e.g., chloroform) in municipal water supplies, such sub
stances reflecting pollutants in wastewater discharged upstream or the 
generation of these compounds through the chlorination of organic sub
stances in sewage treatment and municipal water distribution sys
tems. Additionally there is the potential problem of biologically active 
substances, e.g., tetracycline, discharged in the sewage from hospitals 
and other locations where drugs are produced or used. 

Recommendation 6-6: The economical treatment of municipal 
sewage is enhanced when it is relatively free of toxic metals 
and persistent detrimental organic compounds. Better methods 
to prevent contamination of municipal sewage with such 
materials are needed. Supporting research should include the 
development of treatment processes to remove such materials 
from industrial wastes before they enter the municipal sewage 
stream; development of economic methods for coping with 
urban run-off; and an analysis of the health implications of 
low level concentrations of metals, drugs, and halogenated 
organics in treated wastewater (see Chapter 3). 
Wastewater sludges and treated effluents are at various stages in 

processing heavily loaded with a broad spectrum of microbial organ
isms. The extent to which processing removes pathogenic bacteria, 
viruses, and parasites is of the utmost importance to the protection of 
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animal and human health. The problem is complicated by field ap
plication techniques such as wastewater spraying, which creates res
pirable aerosols, and by resistance factors in effluent bacteria. Sludge 
pasteurization by steam injection or other treatment is generally ef
fective in destroying organisms; however, this additional processing 
increases the cost of sludge, is not as easily applicable to liquid efflu
ents, and is generally costly in energy. 

Recommendadtion 6-7: Research is needed in the health haz
ard assessment of bacterial, viral, and parasitic organisms 
in sludge and effluents; in the determination of their viability 
under minimal treatment conditions; and in the measurement 
of their dispersion and the associated hazards when effluents 
are sprayed upon crops and land. 
Changing times and living patterns have imposed greater pollution 

loads on the environment. The widespread use of synthetically-pro
duced chemical compounds, including pesticides, requires that con
stant surveillance be maintained over aquifers and surface waters 
which represent the source of drinking water supplies for much of the 
U. S. population. Surveys have shown that, at the time of sampling, 
50% of the raw water sources are contaminated with microbial agents 
and/or chemicals that pose a health risk to the users. 

Recommendation 6-8: Related to the research on contamina
tion of drinking water noted in Chapter 3, more research is 
needed on the health aspects of the contamination of aquifers 
due to leaching from sanitary landfills or dumps containing 
solid wastes and/or sewage sludge. 

2. Waste Disposal from Single Dwellings 
Part of the population movement in the United States continues 

to be from urban or surburban to rural areas. Because of the difficulty 
of providing adequate sewerage systems, individual septic tank-soil 
absorption systems continue to be an important method of sewage 
disposal. Approximately one-fourth of the new homes being con
structed in suburban or rural areas are connected to a septic tank or 
other individual sub-surface system. 

Individual sewage disposal systems, which are inadequate or 
malfunctioning, frequently discharge directly or indirectly to aquifers 
and surface water. The use of these systems seriously jeopardizes the 
quality of existing ground and surface water resources and represents a 
health threat to those individuals who depend upon these supplies. 

Recommendation 6-9: Research should be intensified on meth
ods of sewage disposal which service individual families and 
small groups. One of the goals of such research should be to 
provide a basis for designing systems that will minimize health 
risks from soil and water contamination. Systems less depend
ent on soil or site conditions should be developed. 
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3. Land Disposal of Hazardous Industrial Wastes 

The management of hazardous wastes is emerging as a significant 
environmental problem in all industrialized nations, and it has become 
increasingly apparent that prevailing methods of hazardous waste 
management are largely inadequate to protect the public health (Lazar, 
et al., In press). Hazardous waste material disposed upon the land 
and in lagoons include the following: · 

Inorganic chemicals - process sludges, dry residues and dusts; 
Organic Chemicals - liquid tars, still bottoms, filter residues, resid

ual pitch solids, filter cakes, spent catalysts, pesticides; 
Petroleum refining - tank bottoms, cooling tower sludges, air flo

tation float, slop oil, biologic sludge, storm silt, spent lime, filter 
clays, fluidized catalytic cracker fines, coking fines, hydrofluoric 
acid, alkylation sludge; 

Primary metals smelting and refining - slags, dusts, pollution
control sludges; 

Electroplating - wastewater treatment sludge, air pollution control 
sludge, organic solvents, plating solutions; 

Paints - raw materials packaging, spills and spoiled batches, pol
lution control sludges and dusts; 

Battery - process scrap, reject batteries, slag; 
Pharmaceuticals - waste solvents, still bottoms, filter cakes, 

rejected materials. 
In aggregate, this material is generated at an annual rate of approx

imately 20 million tons, excluding radioactive wastes and residues 
resulting from mining operations. The contained components include 
acutely toxic substances such as cyanide, arsenic, and phenol and 
compounds with a potential for causing long-term or delayed effects, 
e.g., vinyl chloride and lead. 

Public health effects are normally correlated with the concentration 
of and duration of exposure to specific contaminants. In the area of 
hazardous waste disposal, this has been better documented for acute 
effects resulting from high concentrations over a short period of time 
than for chronic effects resulting from exposure to low concentrations 
for long periods. Experience teaches, however, that acute events 
are important predictors of the potential for delayed or chronic 
events, which are possibly of greater significance to man. 

Improper landfill or lagoon disposal of hazardous wastes can pro
vide five major routes for the environmental transport of toxic sub
stances to human populations (Lazar, 1975). These are leaching to 
groundwaters; run-off to surface waters; air contamination through 
burning, sublimation, evaporation or wind erosion; direct contact at 
the disposal site; and indirect exposure through food chains. 

Promiscuous dumping of hazardous wastes and the disposal of un
known materials in lagoons and even in approved landfill sites pose 
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a significant environmental health risk, the dimensions of which are 
not yet fully appreciated. The prolonged period, possibly decades, 
which may separate the event of dumping and the contamination of 
an aquifer or other locus in the food chain complicates appraisal of 
the associated health risks. 

Recommendation 6-10: It is recommended that research be 
undertaken on the nature of industrial wastes to be disposed 
upon land and the requirements of location and operation of 
such sites so as to avoid health risks. The extent of monitoring 
required to assure such safety should also be assessed. 

4. Recycling of Animal Wastes and By-Products 
Approximately 2 billion tons of solid waste are produced annually 

by farm animals in the United States (Bhattacharya and Taylor, 1975). 
The traditional practice of disposing of these wastes upon agricultural 
lands has become a less satisfactory approach inasmuch as intensive 
animal production systems (e.g., feedlots) create large quantities of 
waste at sites distant from agricultural lands optimally suited for dis
posal. The use of animal waste in crop production has been rendered 
economically disadvantageous in many locations by the relative avail
ability and low cost of inorganic fertilizers. 

On the other hand, the increasing demand for animal feedstuffs and 
the possibility of recovering nutrient values contained in animal wastes 
have led to extensive research into the suitability of using such wastes 
as feed ingredients. The energy value of poultry litter, for example, 
compares favorably with that of alfalfa hay. The crude protein value 
of chicken litter and or beef steer waste is approximately 28% to 30% 
and 20%, respectively. Broiler litter has been successfully used as a 
protein supplement in the feeding of cattle, growing sheep, and preg
nant or lactating ewes. Steers consuming a 25% broiler litter diet 
have growth curves comparable to those of control animals. 

Environmental health hazards protentially associated with the re
cycling of animal wastes include those posed by drug and hormone 
residues, metals, microbial agents, and the transmission or induction 
of drug resistance (Fontenot and Webb, 1975). Research has been con
ducted in each area; however, there is uncertainty as to whether suf
ficient investigation has been accomplished to support the use of 
animal waste as a safe feed ingredient. Many of these problems have 
been examined in connection with other animal by-products now 
considered to be acceptable feed ingredients. Such by-products in
clude blood meal, tankage, hydrolized feather meal, and dehydrated 
paunch product. 

Residues of veterinary drugs will be present in manure if these com
pounds are added to primary feed. These drugs may include metals, 
antibiotics, arsenicals and other coccidiostats, nitrofurans, and hor
mones. The extent to which these additives are metabolically altered 
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in vivo or in the manure composting process is poorly understood. 
Copper toxicity has been observed in sheep which had been fed diets 
containing up to 50% broiler litter for 137 days. Abortion has occurred 
in beef cows that had been fed a diet containing litter from chickens 
that had been treated with dienestrol diacetate, an estrogenic hor: 
mone formerly used in poultry production. 

The fact that cattle manure and poultry litter contain large numbers 
of microorganisms raises serious questions as to their potential for 
the transmission of pathogens. "Autosterilization" during the ensiling 
or composting period results in the destruction of Salmonella organ
isms; however, the bacteriologic and viral character of the derived feed 
product is not entirely established. 

Resistance (R) factors are nucleic acid elements which mediate the 
transfer of antibiotic resistance l;>etween groups of bacteria. In view 
of the fact that antibiotics are widely used in animal husbandry, there 
is the question of resistance induction and its transfer to susceptible 
organisms resident in waste-fed animals. 

Recommendation 6-11: It is recommended that research be 
undertaken to establish the safety of animal waste products as 
feed constituents. Areas to be investigated include problems 
related to drug and hormone residues; metals in feed supple
ments; resistant organisms, pathogens, and resistance factors 
in feed products. Development of analytic techniques and 
appraisal of these factors as health risks are central problems 
requiring evaluation. 

B. Summary 

The composition of waste materials and the casual manner in which 
they are frequently handled result in a high potential for contamina
tion of the environment. Current efforts to encourage the reuse of waste 
materials either by recycling or by using them for some other purpose 
compound these problems. Notable examples are the use of sewage 
sludge and the solid residue from sulfur dioxide removal systems as 
soil supplements. The Subtask Force recommends that recycling and 
reuse of waste materials be given increased attention. On the basis 
of current knowledge, such practices have many associated environ
mental health problems. Additional research is to be encouraged since 
it may· very well reveal other problems not presently recognized. 

IV. Natural Sources of Toxicants 
Many materials which have the ability to affect health exist in 

the natural (i.e., unaltered by man) environment. For many of these 
toxicants, man has not developed natural resistance. Furthermore, as 
man alters the environment, new avenues for exposure to materials 
which have existed for millennia become available. Natural toxicants 
include minerals, fungal and plant toxins, animal venoms, and some 
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products of natural phenomena such as fire, volcanoes, and erosion. 
Routes of exposure to these toxicants can take any form, but that 

of greatest current concern is the food chain. Specific details on prob
lems of toxins in food are given in Chapter 3. In some cases, toxicant 
materials may also affect the quality of water or air on a local basis. 
Often these are exposures to the same or similar materials from an
thropogenic sources, and an understanding of natural backgrounds is 
essential to environmental evaulation and control. 

A. Inorganic Materials 

Variations in the inorganic constituents of plants and foods reflect 
in many cases geographic differences in the elemental composition of 
rocks, soils, and water. These variations are also augmented by man's 
activities in regard to fertilizer practices and the production and use 
of metals and organic fuels. Many of the known inorganic toxicities 
are caused by metallic elements occurring as anions in water either 
from anomalous concentrations in rocks of the recharge area or from 
industrial contamination. The extent to which these same elements 
become available along the food chain, their absorption in the 
human gut, and effects on health are largely unknown. The list of 
elements essential to health is growing rapidly and now includes 
several, such as selenium, arsenic, chromium, tin and nickel, pre
viously known only to affect health at toxic levels. Casual relation
ships between toxic and deficient levels of trace metals and disease 
can be further examined by work with animals in the laboratory and 
also by comparing maps showing the geographic distribution of in
organic constituents in soils, water, and produce with patterns of dis
ease. Sources of environmental contamination, both present and past, 
are becoming increasingly apparent, and, although governmental 
regulatory agencies are coping effectively in some problem areas, 
much additional research is needed to establish optimum levels in 
various environmental situations and to obtain definitive answers 
from long-term monitoring of both environmental changes and health 
effects (NAS, 1976). 

Disease problems with stock animals have caused agriculturists to 
study trace metal distribution in soils and food crops. These studies 
have resulted in the definition of large areas of the United States which 
are deficient in one or more essential elements. These deficiencies, 
either singly or in combination, are related to definite animal disease 
problems. The search for similarly related human health problems in 
these areas of deficiency is being expanded. For such studies, analytic 
methods of greater sensitivity are required. Finally, interactions be
tween elements in the environment, and also within the human body, 
are little understood. Major questions to be answered are what is the 
effect of one element on the availability of another along the food 
chain and are several variables involved in triggering some of our 
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major degenerative diseases. 

1. Meta ls and M etalloids 

Interdisciplinary programs are necessary to establish causal rela
tionships between the distribution of trace metals in the environment 
and health and disease. Direct relationships between anomalous 
(usually high or low) concentrations in rocks and toxicity problems 
are known. Toxic amounts of arsenic and selenium, for instance, have 
been found in domestic waters of Oregon and Wyoming where source 
rocks contain anomalous amounts of these elements; in these areas, 
toxic effects have been noted in human populations (Goldblatt, et al., 
1963; Kilness, 1973). 

Toxic amounts of nickel and chromium are taken up by vegetation 
growing on serpentine rocks or in lateritic soils that overlay ultra-basic 
rocks. Because these soils are unusually infertile and produce dwarfed 
vegetation, no toxic effects from food crops have been reported (Walker, 
1954). Lead, zinc and cadmium in toxic amounts may occur in vege
tables grown on mucks in areas where rocks contain large amounts of 
these elements (Cannon, 1955). Conversely, deficiencies of several 
elements have been linked with health. These include selenium (Sham
berger and Frost, 1969; Shamberger and Willis, 1976), zinc (Sand
stead, et al., 1975), copper (Harris, 1967), and chromium (Mertz and 
Raginski, 1971). 

Recommendation 6-12: Geographic areas in which domestic 
waters and produce are known to contain anomalous amounts 
of naturally occurring metals which originate from rock struc
tures in the same area should be mapped. These maps would 
provide a basis for comparing these data with statistics on 
diseases, such as cancer and heart disease. 
The ionic form in which a metal occurs in water and soils is extremely 

important in terms of its availability to plants, animals, and man. For 
instance, selenium as selenate, hexavalent chromium, and methylated 
mercury are much more toxic than other forms of these elements 
(Lakin, 1961; Schwartz and Mertz, 1959). 

Recommendation 6-13: Additional studies should be made of 
the forms in which metals occur in the environment and the 
factors that affect availability along the food chain for at least 
the following metals: As, Be, Hg, Ni, Cd, Pb and Cr. 
Every element interacts with a host of other elements at every stage 

in its movement from soil to plants and also in plant metabolism. 
Specific information concerning interactions of metals in man is lim
ited. Interrelationships between molybdenum-copper, copper-iron, 
copper-zinc, zinc-cadmium, strontium-calcium-phosphorus, fluorine
calcium-phosphorus-boron, selenium-mercury, and lithium-sodium
potassium are known to exist in man or are suggested by observed 
effects in experimental animals. Even more complex relationsips 
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may be shown to exist. 
Recommendation 6-14: Geographic areas of unusual zinc
cadmium, lithium-potassium, molybdenum-copper, and zinc
molybdenum ratios in soils and water should be further defined 
for environmental health studies. Metabolic studies should be 
conducted to identify and confirm potential interactions and 
interrelationships that have been suggested from plant and 
animal research. 
Some species or subspecies of plants accumulate and can tolerate 

without injury large amounts of metals, which are toxic to animals or 
man. Native plants that accumulate arsenic, lead, cadmium, zinc, 
and copper have been identified in areas of mineral deposits (Cannon, 
1960). Accumulators of nickel, chromium, and selenium are common 
on geologic outcrops high in these elements. Little is known about 
accumulator plants among species of vegetables and forage plants. 

Recommendation 6-15: Knowledge of accumulator species is 
largely restricted to food plants. Studies should be undertaken 
to identify accumulator species of forage and food plants that 
could be grown in areas of deficiency to increase the elemental 
content of foods and that could be eliminated in favor of non
accumulator plants in soils of anomalous metal content. 

Cadmium is particularly deleterious to man and is taken up by 
plants in considerable amounts. There appear to be real differ
ences in cadmium uptake by the various species of plants, al
though adequate methods of analysis have only recently been 
developed and information on species uptake is scanty. Airborne 
cadmium may enter the soil and be absorbed by plants or may 
be deposited on the surface of plants until very high concentra
tions are reached (Shackelette, 1972). Since cadmium levels in 
foods are now above FAO/WHO recommended tolerable levels 
(WHO, 1972), any increase in human exposure should be con
sidered hazardous. 
Recommendation 6-16: The geochemical cycle and rate of 
movement of cadmium from rocks to man and its absorption 
by man in areas of active zinc mining and smelting should be 
studied. 
Concentrations of natural trace metals in the environment are in

creased by man's activities, such as fertilizer practices, automobiles, 
mining, smelting, and power plants. In areas where the natural levels 
of essential trace metals are low, the addition of fertilizer which in
cludes these elements or the discharge of effluents from power plants 
may aid in raising the concentrations toward optimum; in areas where 
the natural concentrations of particular elements are high, addi
tions of these elements by industrial contamination may result in toxic 
concentrations in domestic water or produce. In order to assess the 
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effects of man's activities in a particular area, optimum concentra
tions for each metal in domestic water, soils and produce must be 
established and the expected uptake by the various species of plants 
in a particular geochemical environment determined. 

Phosphate fertilizers contain as contaminants small amounts of 
nickel, cadmium, chromium, arsenic, fluorine, uranium, and vana
dium (Mitchell, 1964; Swaine, 1962; Goldschmidt, 1954). A change in 
source from Florida to Idaho phosphate may increase the additions of 
metals to the environment. The contributions of fertilizers to levels of 
trace metals in food, as in the case of cadmium discussed above, are 
poorly understood. Procedures followed in acquiring the phosphate 
fertilizer, the use of the land subsequent to removal of the phosphate, 
and the disposition of the waste materials resulting from the phosphate 
fertilizer production process, all can have an impact on the health of 
man. These problems arise from the fact that phosphate ores are 
accompanied by relatively large quantities of naturally occurring 
radionulides (primarily uranium and radium). Studies by the U. S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (Guimond and Windham, 1975; 
Environmental Protection Agency, 1975), for example, have shown 
elevated external and internal radiation exposure rates in homes con
structed on reclaimed phosphate mining land in Florida. In addition, 
the distribution of products, by-products, and wastes from the phos
phate fertilizer industry can result in additional radiation exposures 
to the general population. Such distribution includes the use of by
products of the phosphate industry, such as gypsum and slag, in con
struction materials and as soil amendments. The latter use, as well as 
discharges of waste products to surface and ground waters, could make 
available significant quantities of naturally occurring radionuclides 
and other toxic elements to the food chain. 

Lead arsenate and mercury compounds were formerly used widely 
as herbicide sprays. These elements, however, become fixed in the 
soil and are not of great significance in the food chain. 

Recommendation 6-17: A study of the passage of deleterious 
metals in phosphate fertilizers through the food chains and 
their absorption by experimental animals should be made. 

Mining, milling, and smelting in the U. S. contribute considerably 
greater amounts of inorganic elements to the environment 
than either naturally occurring mineral deposits in the geologic sub
strate or the combustion of coal. When mineral deposits are exposed 
through mining, the ore becomes oxidized and is more available for up
take. During smelting, large tonnages of accessory metals are released 
either as particulate matter or volatiles to the atmosphere and to near
by soils and drainage systems. Commonly these accessory metals are in 
greater concentrations in the effluent streams than in the ore being 
smelted, for example, arsenic wastes from copper smelters or cadmium 
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wastes from zinc smelters (Cannon and Anderson, 1971). Documenta
tion on lead poisoning in children living near smelters is increasing. The 
problem is a serious one that demands legislation and corrective 
measures. The possible effects on man in areas of both active smelting 
and abandoned mining districts are great and demand immediate at
tention. Epidemiologic studies should be conducted in areas where 
large amounts of metal are being released through mining into the 
watershed of municipal water supplies. 
2. Nonmetals 

Both nitrate and nitrite are part of the natural nitrogen cycle and 
their presence in the environment is unavoidable. However, use of ni
trogen fertilizers and modern feed-lot practices can cause significant in
creases in the size of the nitrogen pool and thereby increase the levels of 
these materials in soil, water, and food crops. Of particular concern are 
high levels of nitrate and nitrite in drinking water. Nitrite can react 
with secondary amines to form nitrosamines. 

Major sources of human ingestion of nitrates and nitrites are vege
tables, drinking water, and cured meat. Nitrosamines have been iden
tified in air and water (Fine, et. al., 1975). High nitrate concentrations 
in drinking water and prepared baby foods have caused methemoglo
binemia in babies (Bosch, et. al., 1950; Holscher and Natschka, 1964). 

Massive emissions of hydrogen sulfide are associated with many 
geothermal manifestations such as hot springs, geysers, and volcanoes. 
Development of geothermal energy can be expected to increase these 
emissions. It has also been claimed that hydrogen sulfide may be emit
ted by living plants. Additionally, some localities are plagued with 
water supplies containing significant amounts of dissolved hydrogen 
sulfide. Consequently, there is a significant human population regular
ly exposed to low levels of hydrogen sulfide. This may be of particular 
concern where there is exposure to other neuroactive substances such as 
cobalt and mercury as well. Although hydrogen sulfide has long been 
regarded as a CNS depressant in occupational situations (Goodman 
and Gilman, 1955), there have been no systematic studies of the effects 
of chronic low-level exposures to this compound. 
B. Organic Chemicals 

All living systems contain organic chemicals, some of which are 
emitted to the general environment as a result of the function of the 
organism and others of which enter the environment following death. 
In the latter case, the organic material undergoes additional transfor
mations, usually mediated by microorganisms. The discussion which 
follows is limited to organic materials widely distributed in the general 
environment. 

1. Decay Products 
The atmosphere of the earth contains about 1.5 ppm methane (NAS, 

1975). Three-quarters of this compound in the atmosphere is of recent 
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biologic origin (Ehhalt, 1967). Methane is produced from decomposi
tion of organic matter. Sizable emissions can be observed from land
fills, swamps, and paddies, with smaller but significant contributions 
from forests, grasslands, and enteric fermentation in animals. Methane 
is also associated with fossil fuels and geothermal activity and is the 
principal constituent of natural gas; pockets of methane are found with 
deposits of petroleum and coal. 

Despite the sizable exposure of the general public to methane and 
its use (as household gas) by consumers, there have been no studies 
of the chronic effects of this material. Acute exposures to high levels 
can be fatal, but apparently only as a result of asphyxiation or anoxia. 

One hazard from methane is undeniable, however. It can reach levels 
in air that constitute an explosive mixture. Methane explosions and 
fires can occur in low swampy areas where the gas can accumulate, but 
they are a major hazard in coal mines. Such explosions occur with 
regularity, frequently resulting in numerous fatalities. In a typical 
year, there are 40 accidents resulting in 10 fatalities and 25 serious 
injuries (Humphrey, 1960). 

Humus and detritus are important stages in the natural carbon cycle. 
Despite their omnipresence, there are no human indispositions which 
have been linked to them. Nevertheless, neither the chemistry nor the 
biology of these materials is well understood. While there is no compell
ing public health threat to give such studies priority, a better under
standing of the nature of humus will eventually be ne'cessary to an un
derstanding of the environment. 

Because dissolved and particulate materials derived from humus are 
commonly present in raw water sources and have been shown to react 
with chlorine, consideration should be given to the effects of common 
disinfection processes on humus-derived materials in waters. Chlorina
tion, ozonation, or nitrosation of humus may produce toxic materials. 
Such reaction products could be more presistent or more mobile than 
the humus, itself. 

Recommendation 6-18: Chemical and toxicologic investiga
tions should be conducted of the significance of humus derived 
materials in water. Particular attention should be directed to 
evaluations of the effects of toxic substances derived from 
humus materials as a result of disinfection or purification 
operations. (See Chapter 3). 
Most coniferous trees and some hardwoods emit terpenes to the at

mosphere (Rasmussen, 1972). While a variety of terpens are produced, 
the most prevalent appear to be a-pinene, ~-pinene, limonene, and 
isoprene. These materials are reactive olefins and could be contributors 
to photochemical smog. It has been estimated that natural terpene 
emissions on a world-wide basis are six times as great as emissions 
of reactive olefins resulting from human activity. Plants also produce 
sizable amounts of ethylene, which appears to have a hormonal action 
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on the ripening of fruit. The amount of natural ethylene produced by 
natural processes, however, is far less than that from man-created 
sources, primarily motor vehicle emissions (NAS, 1976). However, 
natural sources probably predominate in rural and undeveloped areas. 

Recommendation 6-19: The environmental fates of the major 
terpenes and ethylene should be determined, including their 
influences on the formation of oxidants and photochemical 
smog. 

2. Animal Venom 
About 50 deaths a year in the U.S. are attributed to bites and stings 

of venomous animals. Half of these involve stings of hymenopteran in
sects including bees, wasps, hornets, and fire ants; the remainder are 
due to venomous animals including snakes, spiders, and scorpions. 
Many more persons suffer considerable discomfort from encounters 
with venomous animals. In this regard, it might be noted that esti
mates are that 20% of the American population is hypersensitive to 
insect venom; however, hypersensitivity in persons under age 30 is rare 
(Horen, 1972). Hymenopteran antigens are available for skin testing 
and hyposensitization treatment. 

The mortality rate from snake bite in the U.S. is a matter of contro
versy, but probably does not exceed 20 deaths per year and may be 
much lower. Mortality from scorpions and gila monsters is very low. 
Available therapies can usually prevent death if they can be delivered 
in time; the fact that most poisonings occur in remote areas far from 
medical facilities is probably irremediable. A similar situation pertains 
to spider bites, but knowledge of poisonous spiders in the U. S. has 
some gaps. The toxicity of putatively poisonous spiders such as the 
Texas "trap-door" spider and the brown recluse spider should be estab
lished. If necessary, methods of therapy for victims of the bites of 
these spiders should be developed. 

3. Other Organic Compounds 
Polynuclear aromatic compounds (PNAs) are products of the com

bustion of organic compounds and appear to be formed in virtually all 
burning operations, including forest fires, utilization of fossil or wood
derived fuels, smoking of tobacco, and even charring of food in cook
ing. The carcinogenic potential of these materials has been recognized 
for a long time, although the exact compounds in the mixtures formed 
that are responsible for this effect are still in doubt. 

Polynuclear aromatic compound (PNA) hydrocarbons are present 
even in very old geologic strata, and there is reason to believe that some 
of these materials, at least, are highly resistant to environmental de
gradation. The hazards of PNA hydrocarbons are well recognized, 
and measures to limit human exposure to them through inhalation 
are technologically feasible. They are also present in food, especially 
leafy vegetables, vegetable oils, and cooked or cured meat and fish. 
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Knowledge is much more scanty on PNAs other than hydrocarbons. 
The principal class of concern is nitrogen heterocycles (azaarenes) 
found in some fossil fuels and also formed from the combustion of wood 
or other plant material. The presence of ketones and quinones in PNA 
fractions from hydrocarbon burning has also been reported ( Gold, 
1975). The azaarenes are of concern because they may be considerably 
more water soluble than the hydrocarbons and therefore could present 
greater threat to man through food and water. Limited study suggests 
that these materials are also carcinogenic. Significant amounts are 
present in coal and oil shale, and production of liquid fuels from these 
sources has the potential for releasing azaarenes to the general environ
ment. 

Recommendation 6-20: Studies should be undertaken to eluci
date the environmental behavior and toxicity of azaarenes. 

Natural sources have been suggested to explain the distribution of in
dustrial chemicals in the environment when the character or mag
nitude of environmental detection did not agree with naive predictions 
of environmental behavior. While it is true that knowledge of natural 
products is far from complete, it is nevertheless clear that not all ma
terials are produced in nature. Furthermore, in order to be of signifi
cance, a natural source must be very large and/or widespread. It now 
appears that such sources do not exist for carbon tetrachloride (Singh, 
et al., 1976) and phthalate esters (Mathur, 1974). Baseline monitoring 
can resolve such questions and is most efficiently done before major 
industrial production occurs. 

C. Summary 

People are exposed to natural toxicants in air, water and food. Air 
and water can contain toxicants of biologic and chemical origin. The 
trace element content of food is important from the points of view of 
toxicity, nutritional deficiency, and nutritional balance and can be 
altered directly or indirectly by mining, industrial, or agricultural ac
tivities. Unfortunately, the health effects of many of these materials 
have never been properly evaluated and little thought has been given 
to their control. The Subtask Force recommends that research be ex
panded to improve techniques for evaluating and maintaining the 
quality of food supplies with respect to their content of natural toxi
cants. The Subtask Force also recommends that research be conducted 
to define the contributions of natural sources to "pollution" of air and 
water and how these contributions are altered by the activities of man, 
and to characterize the natural quality of these media. Increased at
tention should be given to the definition of potential hazards and of 
measures to prevent attainment of dangerous levels of toxicants m 
food, air and water. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENTS 
OF CHEMICALS FOR ASSESSMENT 

OF HUMAN EXPOSURES* 

I. Introduction 

Environmental measurements are needed in order to establish the 
potential for, and/or the existence and magnitude of, environmental 
health problems. The primary focus of this chapter is on the need to 
develop new and improved technology which will permit assessment of 
the chemical factors in the environment which have or may have en
vironmental health impact. In some cases where the ability to recog
nize, evaluate, and control environmental factors is not limited by 
current measurement technology, further development and dissemin
ation of standard reference materials and procedures are needed. 
Research recommendations on the measurement of physical factors in 
the environment, e.g., noise, ultraviolet and microwaves, are presented 
in Chapter 5. 

There is a variety of measurements needed for the evaluation of envi
ronmental contamination, and the selection of the parameters appro
priate to a particular evaluation depends on the kinds of information 
needed. The need for and efficiency of source controls can be deter
mined from measurements of ambient conditions at fixed locations. On 
the other hand, the evaluation of individual or population exposures 
may require personal monitors and/or determinations of in vivo burdens 
or dosages. 

The primary concern in this chapter is the measurement of envi
ronmental chemicals which affect human health. A supporting con
cern is the measurement of chemical factors which alter environmental 
quality and thereby play a secondary role with respect to human health 
and/or welfare. For example, man-made air contaminants can reduce 
the concentration of ozone in the stratosphere. This, in turn, increases 
the incident solar flux of ultraviolet radiation, which can result in an 
increase in the incidence of skin cancer in humans. Another example is 
airborne particles which can scatter enough of the solar flux to reduce 
the temperatures of agricultural soil and thereby the length of the 
growing season and crop yields. While such reductions may have only 
marginal effects on human health and welfare at this time, they repre-

*This chapter was prepared under the direction of Morton Lippmann. Other contribu
tors were Yvonne M. Bishop, William T. Donaldson, Peter K. Mueller, Parker C. Reist, 
and Joseph V. Rodricks. 
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sent a serious long-range concern and will be briefly discussed. 

II. Data Collection, Analysis and Measurement 

A. Design of Sampling Programs 

Samples are collected to obtain information which is representative 
of real world situations. There are, however, a number of well recog
nized constraints on achieving an ideal sampling situation. These are 
best offset by gearing the sampling very closely to the objectives of each 
data gathering program and require an advance visualization of range 
of information to be expected and of the kinds of data evaluation to be 
performed for each of several likely alternative sets of findings. 

Sampling protocols can be iteratively established to ensure that the 
resulting information is adequate for drawing conclusions under any 
of the anticipated circumstances. In addition, flexibility is required 
in the program design to permit adjustments in response to interim 
findings. Although some guidelines have become available for designing 
sampling programs, a systematic rational approach remains to be dev
eloped for each of the several environmental media. 

Recommendation 7-1: Current efforts to develop a series of 
sampling program guidelines associated with various sets of 
data gathering purposes related to air, water, food and occupa
tional health assessment should be extended. These guidelines 
should include models for predicting the location of various 
contaminant levels together with an associated statistical 
package for deployment of sampling locations, sampling dura
tions, and sampling periods. 

B. Improved Sampling Techniques, Lower Limits of Detection, 
and Specificity 

Analytic chemistry has in the past decades moved from manual, 
individual sample processing to sophisticated, automated methods. 
There has been some lag, however, in applying these methods to routine 
environmental monitoring, due in part to the high costs associated with 
many of the methods and also to a lack of understanding either of the 
methods or of their limitations as they apply to the various kinds of 
environmental samples. Because of increased interest in the identifica
tion of compounds in the environment (for example, specific car
cinogens), there is a need to lower the per sample cost for chemical 
analyses, either through the development of new sampling techniques 
coupled with in situ analyses or through refinements and streamlining 
of older methods. The lower limits of detection for a large number of 
compounds are already adequate for situations in which composite 
samples can be collected for subsequent laboratory analysis. For assess
ing impacts on health, the sample averaging times should be selected 
on the basis of the biologic response times. For many substances, these 
times remain to be described quantitatively. At the relatively low con-
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centrations which are most prevalent, averaging times of one hour or 
more are generally adequate. Sampling periods required to assess ex
posure to cumulative toxicants may be 24 hours or longer. Therefore, 
the lower limits of detection become critical when short-term sampling 
is required. 

There is an increasing number of instances where improved analytic 
specificity is required. For example, the measurement of a low total or 
respirable aerosol concentration in an urban location may give a false 
sense of security if a large fraction of that mass happens to be sulfuric 
acid. Additionally, there are cases where it is important to be able to 
determine the relative proportions of various constituents in a given 
sample, particularly if a large amount of inert material may mask a 
smaller amount of a much more toxic substance. 

Recommendation 7-2: Research efforts to increase analytic 
sensitivity and specificity for the detection of key trace con
taminants in environmental samples should continue to be 
supported. 

C. Standardization and Quality Assurance 
Substantial advances have been made in recent years in assuring the 

quality of environmental measurements, especially for those substances 
in air and water which are legally regulated. This was accomplished 
primarily through chemical and physical research programs sponsored 
by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), both in-house 
and at the National Bureau of Standards and other public and private 
institutions, in conjunction with various EPA monitoring programs. 

There remain a large number of substances and measurement pro
cesses, especially in foods, water and occupational environments, for 
which adequate standard methods are not yet available. These contin
uing problems are attributable to limitations on available resources at 
one level, and to technologic barriers at another level. 

Recommendation 7-3: Federal mechanisms, such as those es
tablished by EPA for standardization and quality assurance, 
should be extended to identify, classify, and establish prior
ities for needed research and development in standardized 
measurement techniques for additional contaminants of inter
est; to support the development of quality assurance programs 
for the analyses of these contaminants; and to make available 
suitable standard reference materials. 

D. Management and Retrieval of Environmental Data 
At present, individual researchers conduct sampling programs di

rected toward specific questions of interest. In a similar way, agencies 
sponsor research designed to elucidate fairly narrowly defined, specific 
problems. When the research has been completed and the papers and 
reports written, the data collected can easily become effectively lost, 
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especially when published in different formats in conference pro
ceedings and reports which are not available in many research libraries. 
It is difficult to propose the collection of even more data without first 
recommending that some mechanism be developed to permit these 
data to be accumulated in an orderly fashion. 

One possible approach wduld be to create a National Environmental 
Data Registry for collecting and cataloguing information on the 
concentrations of chemical contaminants in air, water, food, and 
human tissues. This task would not only involve collating vast quanti
ties of unrelated information for future use but also would require effort 
so that the information could be stored in a retrievable form. In addi
tion, there would have to be some quality control exercised on the 
incoming data. This might involve preparation and distribution of 
reference samples to check on the reliability of constituent identifica
tion, as well as the accuracy and precision of the data sources. Another 
task of the Registry would be to evaluate the accumulating data base 
for significant trends, major gaps in the information, or an accumula
tion of redundant information. 

Data stored could include very general, routinely collected informa
tion such as dissolved oxygen concentration in water or particulate 
mass concentrations in air; compilations of organic compounds identi
fied in the environment, their concentrations, and accompanying mass 
and infrared spectra; and chemical identification of aerosols as a func
tion of particle size. Data could be retrieved in several different ways 
of increasing complexity. For example, highly specific data banks could 
be scanned for information on a particular chemical in a particular 
medium (e.g., the occurrence of chloroform in drinking water). More 
difficult but perhaps very useful would be to scan across media data 
banks to identify those instances where a particular contaminant was 
present in one medium, such as air, at the same time and place it was 
present in another, such as water. A slightly more difficult variation 
would be to follow not only the chemical itself but also related com
pounds through media banks. Another possible use of such a national 
registry would be to follow pollutant flows from one medium to another, 
perhaps observing chemical changes in the process. 

The fact remains that environmental data currently being generated 
are difficult to retrieve from the literature. The Subtask Force believes 
that the systematic collection and cataloging of this information would 
be useful both on short term and long range bases. 

Recommendation 7-4: It is recommended that a National Envi
ronmental Data Registry be established. The National Bureau 
of Standards, and the federal agencies with a substantial. in
terest in use of these data, i.e., NIEHS, EPA, ERDA, NIOSH, 
NOAA, MESA, etc., should be represented and contribute to 
the management of the Registry, perhaps through an advisory 
group mechanism. The primary purpose of the Registry would 
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be to collect, evaluate and catalog reliable environmental 
monitoring data. Such a Registry must have a resident scientif
ic staff responsible for data validation and maintenance. The 
accumulated data base should be evaluated periodically by an 
external peer group program committee and by representatives 
of the sponsoring agencies and of other interested agencies to 
make sure that it is a continually improving resource. 

E. Establishing Baselines and Contaminant Level Trends 

Many, if not most, contaminants have natural as well as manmade 
sources, and therefore their presence in environmental samples does not 
necessarily indicate contamination by human activities. Without a 
knowledge of data on background levels and/or their historic trends, 
informed judgments on the extent or significance of measured contam
inant concentrations may not be possible. For example, the initial 
assumption that the mercury in the tissues of swordfish and tuna was 
attributable to industrial discharges of waste mercury was shown to be 
mistaken when comparable levels were observed in museum specimens 
collected before the days of large scale industrial usage of this material. 
Another example of high natural backgrounds is the observation that 
some subsurface drinking water supplies in Illinois and other areas 
have radionuclide burdens higher than current drinking water stand
ards. 

Background concentration data are also needed in assessing the 
significance of contaminants with short lifetimes in the environment. 
The contributions of suspended particulates, froni erosion of soil and 
resuspension of surface debris to the total suspended particulates in 
the atmosphere, may dominate over the particulates resulting from 
human activities, especially in the drier portions of the western U.S. 
Such natural sources sometimes result in concentrations which exceed 
the ambient air quality standards for total suspended particulates. 

Some data on normal or background concentrations of given envir
onmental contaminants are being accumulated, e.g., the benchmark 
program of the U. S. Geological Survey and the National Pesticides 
Monitoring Program of the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
Unfortunately, a sufficient library of such data is not currently avail
able for many materials and chemical compounds of interest. 

Recommendation 7-5: Systematic programs to characterize 
normal and background concentrations of selected environ
mental contaminants in air, water, food, soil, biota and human 
tissues should be supported. The resulting data should be 
made readily available for a variety of research purposes 
through a mechanism such as the National Environmental 
Data Registry proposed in the previous recommendation. 
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III. Measurements in Specific Environments and Media 

A. Community Air Pollution 

1. Chemical Respiratory Irritants 
There is an increasing body of evidence that airborne particulate 

matter contains· chemicals which exacerbate airway irritation and 
respiratory diseases. These observations have primarily been asso
ciated with various acidic sulfate containing compounds. The chemical 
composition of the airborne particulate matter, however, is highly com
plex. Such matter, for example, may simultaneously contain sulfates, 
acidic chlorides, acidic nitrates and polyfunctional organic acids and 
carbonyl compounds. On the basis of the chemical structures already 
identified and the known toxicology of similar individual compounds, 
these particulate compounds probably are important as respiratory 
irritants both individually or in combination with other particulate 
compounds and irritant gases. The toxicologic and physiologic proper
ties of these materials will establish the need for specific and continual 
measurements. 

Although the identification and occurrence of candidate irritant 
compounds have been achieved during the course of special studies 
(Hidy, 1975), specific and repeated identification and the geographic 
and temporal distribution of such compounds remain to be established. 
An extensive body of knowledge exists concerning various analytic 
chemistry processes which are potentially applicable to the identifica
tion and routine measurement of these compounds. Still lacking is a 
continually updated assessment of how advances in the various avail
able technologies can be applied to the emerging environmental 
measurement issues. While both applied and fundamental measure
ment technology reviews are prepared regularly, critical cross-speciali
zation reviews are urgently needed. One example is the conference on 
recent developments in the sampling and analysis of atmospheric 
sulfate and nitrate which was · organized and sponsored by EPA 
(Sawicki, 1976). Specifications for developing continuous methods for 
sulfuric acid, acidic sulfates and ammonia in air have already been well 
established (Slade, et al., 1975), and other appropriate methods will 
probably be developed before 1980. 

Recommendation 7-6: A systematic program should be estab
lished on a national scale to conduct critical in-depth reviews 
across various specialties in analytic technology in order to 
solve the problem of specific compound identification and 
measurement in ambient air. This process of assessment 
should be closely coupled with analytic laboratory research 
and development geared to establish off the shelf capabilities 
for making needed measurements of chemical compounds in 
conjunction with health survey and environmental transfor
mation studies. 
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2. Carbonaceous Nitrogen Compounds 
Several analytic investigations of urban particulate matter have 

established that substantial amounts of carbonaceous nitrogen com
pounds are associated with organic material. Novakov, et al. (1972) 
demonstrated this from Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis 
(ESCA) spectra obtained on deposits collected on filters in Pasadena, 
California. The existence of organic bases, which are primarily nitro
geneous compounds, has also been demonstrated by non-aqueous titra
tions of solvent extracts of particulate matter sampled in Los Angeles 
(Gordon, 1973). By either of these two techniques, concentrations of 
several µg/m3 were estimated. The sources for these materials appear to 
be polyalkyl amine gasoline additives and reactions of ammonia and 
nitric oxide with soot in the high temperature zones just downstream 
from flames. 

A number of plausible compound structures can be postulated from 
the available information. Positive identifications, however, remain to 
be established. A number of nitrogenous organic compounds, such as 
the nitrosamines, have been established as being directly carcinogenic. 
Inhalation of other nitrogenous organics could lead to their alteration 
in vivo to carcinogenic material. 

Recommendation 7-7: Organic nitrogen compounds should be 
isolated from air samples collected in several urban and rural 
regions of the U. S. on a seasonal basis. These fractions and 
nitrogen compounds synthesized in situ on carbon particles in 
flames should be assayed for carcinogenic activity. If such ac
tivity is found, more detailed chemical characterization should 
proceed. In any case, the isolated nitrogenous material should 
be analyzed for known carcinogens such as nitrosamines. 

3. Monitoring of Aeroallergens 
Aeroallergens are particles which are generally more than several 

micrometers in diameter. They deposit in the upper airways upon 
inhalation and cause severe adverse airway and respiratory responses 
in large numbers of individuals. This acute environmental health 
problem exceeds all others in incidence and severity of repeated acute, 
albeit temporary, debilitation among susceptible individuals. 

Aerometric studies of allergen prevalence continue to provide val
uable indices of human exposure, especially where particle sources and 
their temporal and spatial distribution are not apparent. The resulting 
data provide a basis for specific allergen avoidance and immunotherapy 
as well as for evaluating the efficacy of these measures. 

The diversity of recognized allergens imposes limitations on all but 
complex and expensive monitoring efforts. At present, agents such 
as pollens and larger fungal spores are easily analyzed by light micro
scopy, while other propagules must be recovered in culture with its 
associated analytic problems relating to viability and substrate se-
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lectivity. The cost of analyses has been a major limitation in attempts to 
quantify exposures to airborne house dust, mammalian danders, many 
arthropod fragments and plant humus. 

Although fallout on sticky slides has provided allergen prevalence 
data for over a century, the limitations of this method have been 
increasingly recognized. The development of suction devices (e.g., spore 
traps) and rotating arm impactors (e.g., the rotorod and rotoslide 
samplers) has provided suitable alternatives that facilitate volumetric 
collections. Unfortunately, some professionals have failed to recognize 
the advantages of volumetric data or have despaired of correlating these 
data with less precise, clinical observations. The moderate cost of these 
devices and the tedium of analyzing samples visually have also intimi
dated certain clinicians and community health personnel from apply
ing these techniques. 

Almost no guidelines exist for the operation of existing aeroallergen 
samplers or the reporting of derived prevalence data. Although sam
pling efficiencies with these devices are relatively high, they are not per
fect, and comparisons of data derived from different samplers cannot 
easily be made. It has become essential to determine the actual col
lection efficiencies of both suction traps and impactors operating iso
kinetically for a variety of particle types. This need is especially acute 
for nonspherical particles and those at the extremes of size. Despite 
the long history of concern with aeroallergens and a substantial body 
of knowledge about their identity and occurrence, systematic moni
toring methods remain to be established. 

Recommendation 7-8: Recommended procedures for the opera
tion of currently available allergen sampling devices should be 
developed and published. These guidelines should specifically 
include details of sampler placement, fractional and total 
operating periods and the adhesives employed. Using stand
ardized procedures, the collection efficiencies of the several 
devices should be determined for a variety of spherical and 
non-spherical particles. 
Several promising approaches exist for efficient monitoring. All 

require development and research to facilitate widespread implementa
tion. Ideas for determining the gross concentration of biologic particles 
include automated sampling coupled with a continual process which 
would provide diurnal concentration data. A typical process might 
involve hydrolysis to release the cellular adenosine triphosphate (ATP) 
which is measurable in small quantities by light emission upon addi
tion of a mix of luciferin/luciferase ("firefly reaction"). Identification 
and quantification of aeroallergen types or classes is achievable by 
morphologic, chemical, and counting techniques. Existing technology 
may be applicable to continuous particle monitoring using elemental 
analysis based upon radiation emitted during scanning electron micro
scopy. 
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Recommendation 7-9: Improved techniques for identifying and 
quantifying aeroallergens should be developed. Differential 
straining and fluoresc·ence, imm~nofluorescence and scanning 
electron microscopy features should be explored to facilitate 
the microscopic discrimination of particles with similar gross 
morphology and/or the microscopic recognition of those with
out distinctive form. In addition, automated procedures for 
biologic particle identification (using elemental analysis, holo
graphy, etc.) should be investigated to increase both the speed 
and accuracy of processing atmospheric samples. 
Until automated analysis is accomplished, the substantial limita

tions of identification by microscopic criteria must be faced. Broad 
competence in this area is rare. In addition, published descriptions and 
illustrations suffice only for the most common pollens, while authenti
cated "known" materials are largely unavailable. Because of a lack 
of professional understanding about the use of aeroallergen data, there 
is little incentive to develop the needed instrumentation. Health pro
fessionals should be made aware of the practical value of volumetric 
data reflecting aeroallergen prevalence and of the hardware needed to 
generate this information. The establishment of a North American 
grid for aeroallergen monitoring would provide both a feasibility 
model for this purpose and a source of clinically useful data. 

Recommendation 7-10: Comprehensive crite)'.ia should be gen
erated to facilitate microscopic identification of diverse air
borne particles, and well-illustrated manuals, defining the 
limitations of the criteria, should be produced. 

B. Air Contaminant Exposures to the General Population within 
Occupied Spaces 

Community air pollution measurements are routinely made at a 
limited number of fixed monitoring stations. The concentrations ob
served at these stations, however, may be very different from those to 
which people living within the community are subjected. One of the 
primary reasons for this difference is that people spend a large fraction 
of their time indoors where airborne concentrations are influenced by 
(1) the attenuation of outdoor levels by air intake systems and interior 
surfaces, for example, indoor concentrations of SO2, a reactive gas, 
may be much lower than those outdoors; and (2) contributions indoors 
from sources within or adjacent to the occupied space, for example, 
cigarette smoke (Penkala and Oliveira, 1975; Elliott and Rowe, 1975) 
and consumer product aerosols. The resulting differences and varia
tions make it very difficult to establish meaningful dose-response rela
tionships for community air pollutants. Further discussions of indoor 
air pollution are given in Chapter 4. 

Consumer product aerosol is an extremely broad catagory which 
encompasses propellant vapors and nonvolatile residues of the particu-
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lar product sprayed. Very few data are available on the concentrations 
or size distributions of these aerosols, although some of them ( e.g., hair 
sprays, oven cleaners, adhesives, painti;;, etc.) contain compounds 
which would be likely to produce toxic effects at elevated dosages. 
Among the other air contaminants observed within the home are N02, 
resulting from the fixation of atmospheric N2 within the gas burners 
of the kitchen range (Cote, et al., 1974; Eaton, et al., 1973; Dewerth and 
Himmel, 1974), and radon and its daughters present as contaminants 
in natural gas and resulting from the radioactive decay of uranium and 
thorium present in trace quantities in building materials and the soil 
beneath the residence (see Chapter 6). 

A better understanding of the extent of the potential health hazard 
associated with indoor air pollution can be obtained by determining in
door contaminant levels. This can be done by sampling at appropriate 
fixed locations within the enclosed spac~, by simulation experiments 
to determine emissions and ambient concentrations resulting from 
specific household operations, or by measuring the exposure of indi
viduals using personal monitors. Personal monitors have great potential 
but, as discussed in the succeeding paragraphs, require extensive re
search and development before they can be used routinely for more than 
a few specific applications. In the interim a limited amount of further 
development is needed on fixed station samplers, designed largely for 
industrial hygiene evaluations, to adapt them for effective investiga
tions of contaminant levels within indoor commercial, office and resi
dential spaces. 

Recommendation 7-11: Development is needed to adapt indus
trial air sampling equipment so that sampling surveys can be 
performed within residential spaces without introducing ex
cessive noise or visual blight. In addition, systematic labora
tory simulation experiments are needed to evaluate the factors 
affecting air contaminant discharges within occupied spaces. 
A recent workshop on national research needs on individual air pol

lution monitors (Morgan and Morris, 1976) concluded that the weakest 
link in air pollution health effects studies is knowledge of individual 
exposure and that monitors which can be easily carried or worn are 
necessary to the design or performance of definitive studies on the 
health effects of air pollution. Four kinds of applications were envisioned: 
(1) direct determination of dose from a particular pollutant or group 
of pollutants to a group of specific individuals who were also being 
monitored for health responses; (2) use of individual monitors to con
vert results from fixed station monitors to population exposure esti
mates; (3) determination of subgroup exposures through representative 
sampling of a selected study population; and (4) use of individual air 
pollution monitors to calibrate personal activity models. The workshop 
panel recommended a five-year, seven-and-a-half to eight million 
dollar program for the development of individual monitors which would 
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be suitable for such applications. The workshop report emphasized 
advanced analytic technology, which led to some inconsistencies with 
the stated objectives. For example, most of the discussion (and the bulk 
of the proposed development dollars) concerned instrumental ap
proaches which could not be reduced to instrumental packages small 
enough to be worn in the forseeable future and which would have unit 
costs too high for effective epidemiologic utilization. 

Nonetheless, it appears that a more productive and less costly ap
proach leading to earlier application of usable units is possible. Such 
an approach could be based on the use of simple sample collectors 
coupled with separate laboratory analyses and on the use of direct indi
cating instruments which it should be possible to develop in wearable 
size units at a relatively inexpensive unit cost (i.e., 5$500) within the 
next few years. Exploitation of some recent developments is also 
feasible. For gases and vapors, passive samplers with well defined dif
fusion paths . between the ambient air and the collection surface 
(Palmes, et al., 1975) offer considerable promise. These could be com
bined with collection substrates suitable for specific determinations 
and sensitive field or laboratory instrumentation, such as the gold film 
coated quartz crystal microbalance technique for mercury vapor 
(Scheide and Taylor, 1975). For particles, direct reading wearable sen
sors appear unlikely, except possibly for particle count or nonspecific 
mass concentrations. 

The availability of small inexpensive pocket-sized calculators which 
have memory and programmable capabilities has potential for useful 
application in the personal monitoring field. Such calculators demon
strate that the micro-electronics technology exists which, when com
bined with detection methods incorporating small sensors, could lead 
to personal monitors having direct reading and data recording capabil
ities. 

Recommendation 7-12: Research is needed to develop reliable, 
inexpensive, and lightweight sample collectors and monitors, 
including improved substrates for extractive sampling of 
specific gases and vapors, and timer controls for changing or 
exposing such substrates at appropriate intervals or times:-of
the-day. In addition, research is needed on the application of 
promising instrumental approaches to the development of 
personal monitors which, through use of microelectronic com
ponents and small pollutant sensors, could be used to monitor 
individuals within populations of interest. 
Contaminants, such as CO, NOx, SOx, Pb, and hydrocarbons, which 

are generated by the internal combustion engine, continue to be signifi
cant components of the community air pollution problem. In many 
ways, the passenger compartments of automobiles and buses can be 
considered as enclosed environments. Because of their immediate 
proximity to the source, such environments have the potential for 
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greater concentrations of the exhaust effluents than the general atmos
phere. For automobiles equipped with catalytic converters, the con
centrations of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon emissions will be 
reduced, but the concentrations of sulfuric acid will be higher and 
have been reported on occasion to exceed the odor threshold (which is 
350 ug/m3). The frequency and magnitude of such exposures to vehicle 
passengers and roadside pedestrians are not known. 

Recommendation 7-13: The extent of passenger compartment 
air contamination by motor vehicle exhausts should be deter
mined in order to establish the significance of human exposures 
from these sources in relation to exposures to the same contam
inants in the ambient air. 

C. Water 

Iterations between those who develop techniques for environmental 
measurements and those who assess health effects of environmental 
pollutants have increased the awareness that there is a need for greater 
application of comprehensive chemical analytic techniques to water. The 
many paths and mechanisms by which chemicals enter the aquatic en
vironment, move within that environment, undergo transformations, 
and change in concentration amplify this need. Not all samples must be 
analyzed for all constituents, but the uncertainties of an uncontrolled 
environment mandate that selected samples be analyzed sufficiently to 
determine what is present and how much is present. To answer these 
questions, research is required on the identification and measurement 
of trace levels of organic chemicals, on simultaneous multielement 
analysis, and on chemical speciation. Additional discussions on these 
topics are presented in Chapter 6. 

1. Number of Compounds in Water 
It has been recognized (and it must be considered in all environ

mental assessments) that virtually all chemicals are present in water at 
at some concentration. In most rivers and lakes, few organic compounds 
are present at levels above 10 µg/liter (10 parts per billion), but as the 
detection level is lowered an order of magnitude, the number of com
pounds detected is increased by an order of magnitude (Garrison, 1975). 
In accordance with this observation, one might expect to find in any 
sample of water at least 10-6 µg/1 ( 1010 molecules per liter) of each of the 
106 organic compounds reported in the literature. Considering solubili
ties and other physical properties of inorganic materials, one might ex
pect a similar relationship for the chemical elements (Taylor, 1975). 
2. Identification and Measurement of Organic Pollutants 

Nowhere has the dependence of the toxicologist or the· analytic 
chemist been more restrictive than in the study of the effects of organics 
in drinking water. Interest developed in the chronic effects of organics 
in drinking water only after a highly publicized chemical survey of trace 
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organics. To date, interest is still limited to the relatively few com
pounds that have been identified. There are several barriers remaining 
to a comprehensive analysis of the organic components in water. 

Generally, it is necessary to separate the organic chemicals in order to 
identify and measure them (Webb, 1975). Limitations of detection 
methods require concentration prior to analysis. As a result, separation 
and concentration techniques need much development. Currently the 
best approach to this problem appears to be the use of adsorption type 
accumulators through which large volumes of water can be passed, 
depositing on the accumulators the organic materials and allowing the 
water and inorganic salts to pass through. Selective accumulators and 
fractionation by selected elutrients offer possibilities for preliminary 
separations during the concentration process. 

Compounds that are volatile enough to pass through a gas chromato
graph present relatively few problems of final separation (Webb, et al., 
1973); however, they comprise only 10% to 30% of the mass of organic 
material in most waters (Keith, 1976). Final separation techniques for 
the nonvolatile compounds, those that will not pass through a gas 
chromatograph, need to be refined, and the separation devices (Pitt, et 
al., 1974) need to be coupled with identifying detectors in a manner that 
offers promise of cost-effective identification and measurement of non
volatile organic compounds. High pressure liquid chromatographs, 
coupled to mass spectrometers, should be developed. 

Spectra-generating devices, such as mass spectrometers and infared 
spectrometers (Azarraga and McCall, 1974), have been developed suf
ficiently for the analyses of volatile and moderately volatile compounds, 
which cannot be sufficiently separated, but conventional mass spec
trometry is not yet adequate for the analyses of compounds with low 
vapor pressures. Atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectrometry 
and Raman spectroscopy should be developed for application to this 
problem. 

Identification of organic compounds from their mass spectra has 
been made relatively inexpensive through development of computer
ized spectra matching programs (Hoyland and Neher, 1974). Refined 
search programs need to be developed to make tentative identifications 
more reliable, and spectral files need to be enlarged, made more rele
vant, and divided into high-probability subfiles to make searches faster 
and more economical. 

Identification of compounds whose spectra are not in computer files 
will still require development of considerable spectral information for 
interpretation by analysts. This tedious and expensive process can be 
shortened and made more reliable and economical if standard proto
cols are developed for identifying compounds and if computer programs 
are developed for assisting in data interpretation. 

Recommendation 7-14: A systematic program to determine 
the extent of organic pollutant contamination of water should 
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be undertaken. Specific objectives should include: 
a. Development of improved techniques for concentrating 

and separating compounds; 
b. Improvements in analytic devices which couple high 

pressure liquid chromatographs to mass spectrometers 
and other spectra-generating instruments; 

c. Improvements in the sensitivity of mass spectrometers 
for compounds with low vapor pressures; 

d. Development of Bayesian search procedures to speed 
the search of computer files of mass spectra for the ident
tification of water pollutants; 

e. Development of a protocol for cost-effective identifica
tion of new organic compounds. 

3. Multielement Analysis 
For years attempts have been made to relate the concentration of 

trace elements in drinking water to health effects. Much study has been 
based on epidemiology, considering only one element at a time. Effects 
of elements not measured may have clouded the observation of the 
more important relationships. Until the important elements are recog
nized, all elements must be considered. 

Because of the number of chemical elements that are of interest in 
assessing environmental health effects, it is not economically feasible 
to measure them by single-element mathods. Spark source mass 
spectrometry (SSMS) is the only instrument capable of measuring 
simultaneously up to 82 elements at concentrations as low as 1 µg/1 
(Taylor and Taylor, 1974). This technique, however, is expensive, slow 
and relatively imprecise. 

Two multi-element techniques, X ray spectrometry (Camp et al, 
1975) and inductively coupled plasma emission spectrography (Fassel 
Kniseley, 1974) show promise of overcoming most short comings of 
SSMS. However, neither possesses the uniform detection levels for all 
elements that SSMS exhibits, and neither covers as broad a spectrum 
of elements. Limited studies indicate that much more research is need
ed to evaluate matrix effects in complex environmental samples. A 
third technique, argon plasma source mass spectrometry, may ulti
mately be the best technique currently under consideration, but it is 
still in the relatively early developmental stages (Gray, 1975). 

Recommendation 7-15: Further applications of sensitive multi
element analytic techniques, such as X ray flourescence spec
trometry, plasma emission spectrography, and argon plasma 
mass spectrometry, should be developed for use in the analysis 
of water samples. 

4. Chemical Speciation 
Perhaps the most neglected area of measurement technology is 

chemical speciation. Even after the most significant chemical elements 
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are determined, their chemical form must be identified and measured 
before their significance can be adequately assessed. 

Health effects are dependent on oxidation state, degree of ionization, 
complex coordination number and other characteristics of the chemical 
elements. Yet most laboratories involved in studying health effects 
are not equipped to investigate the importance of chemical species. 
Except for a limited number of anions (such as nitrates, phosphates and 
sulfates), little has been done to identify the species of inorganic chemi
cals in water (Hoover, 1976). 

Speciation can be accomplished by electroanalytic techniques; 
however, most of these techniques are not sensitive enough. Since a 
strong collaboration is needed between the analyst and the health 
effects researcher in order to evaluate the relationships between chem
ical species and health effects, it would be difficult to develop tech
niques for speciation in a laboratory remote from the health effects 
laboratory. This difficulty is increased by the complexity of applying 
electroanalytic techniques and interpreting the resulting data. 

Recommendation 7-16: Research is needed on techniques for 
chemical speciation. Such research should be performed as a 
collaborative effort involving health effects researchers and 
analysts with strong electroanalytic capabilities. Ion exchange 
chromatography should be investigated as a means of precon
centrating chemical elements without changing their species. 

5. Screening Tools 
Even though research should reduce the cost of comprehensive 

chemical analyses, the cost will remain significant. Therefore, non
chemical techniques that can be used to determine sample priorities 
for comprehensive analysis should be used. Screening tests for muta
genesis and bioassay techniques can be helpful in selecting samples 
for comprehensive analysis, but both need further development (see 
Chapters 9 and 10). 

D. Food 

In general, chemicals may enter the nation's food supplies from 
three different sources. First are those chemicals that are deliberately 
and directly applied to crops and stored commodities or are added to 
food to achieve some desirable effect. Examples are pesticide chemi
cals and food and color additives. Second are those chemicals that 
are not directly added to food but which are used in ways that may 
permit them to be accumulated in foods. Examples are drugs used in 
food-producing animals and chemicals used in food packaging mate
rials. Third are chemicals that fall under the general category of food 
contaminants. Examples are toxic elements, environmental pollutants, 
and fungal toxins. 

At present, the most important chemical contaminants of food, for 
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which measurement technology is being used or is under development, 
may be categorized as follows: 

1. Toxic metals - especially mercury, selenium, lead, arsenic, cad
mium, and zinc. 

2. Industrial chemicals - especially polychlorinated biphenyls, 
chlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins, chlorinated dibenzofurans, 
chlorophenols, and pesticide chemicals in commodities for which 
no approved use has been granted. 

3. Fungal toxins (mycotoxins) - aflatoxins, zearalenone, patulin, 
ochratoxin, penicillic acid, and trichothecene toxins. 

4. Miscellaneous chemicals - polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons 
and nitrosamines. 

Methods now available for analyses of all of the food contaminants 
being monitored are, relative to methods for air and water analyses, 
complex and cumbersome, a fact which limits the number of samples of 
a suspect commodity which can be examined. The development of 
rapid, automated methods for the analyses of food contaminants would 
greatly increase the size of the data base available for making valid 
public health assessments and would provide greater assurance that 
regulated food chemicals are being used in compliance with regulations. 
Methods of high specificity are generally lacking for organic contamin
ants and further research in this area is required. 

Development of methods capable of detecting and measuring many 
members of a particular class of compounds (i.e., "multi-residue 
methodology") in a variety of food types would further increase the 
efficiency of data collection. Additives, pesticides, and drugs used in 
food-producing animals should be included along with contaminants as 
the objects of multi-residue methodology since, with few exceptions, ac
cumulation of residue data now depends on inefficient procedures invol
ving methods of measuring only single compounds. 

The need for new methods to measure contaminants, not now subject 
to surveillance and monitoring, is supported by a number of recom
mendations pertaining to food contamination which are specified else
where within this report (see Chapters 3 and 6). 

Recommendation 7-17: Research is needed to develop rapid, 
reliable, highly specific, automated methods for the analysis of 
food contaminants with known or potential hazards such as 
pesticides, food and color additives, and drugs used in food
producing animals. Primary emphasis in these efforts should 
be on multi-residue methodology. 
Data on the concentrations of particular chemicals in food and on the 

qualitative confirmation of the identity of these chemicals must be 
reliable (or, at the very least, the limits of their reliability ought to be 
known). Too often data on the occurrence of particular chemicals in 
food are reported in the scientific literature without reference to the 
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validity of the measurement procedure used or, perhaps more impor
tantly and frequently, with no mention of the adequacy of the method
ology of sampling and sample preparation (Horwitz, 1975). Sometimes, 
conformation of the identity of the reported compounds is also missing. 
Needless to say, data of these types are difficult to interpret in a useful 
and meaningful manner. 

E. Special Problems in Food Safety 

Some of the contaminant classes which have received special atten
tion in foods in recent years are discussed in Chapter 6. In many cases, 
limitations in measurement technology have prevented adequate eval
uation of data reported on the extent and significance of these contam
inants. 

1. Bound Residues 
Some pesticides and veterinary drugs or their metabolites bind to 

macro-molecular components of plant and animal tissues used as food. 
Little is known about the chemistry of these "bound residues" and 
much less is known about the potential human health hazard which 
may be associated with the ingestion of plant or animal tissues contain
ing these residues. 

2. Endogenous Animal Hormones Having Carcinogenic Potential 

Certain veterinary drugs can cause fluctuations in the levels of specif
ic endogenous hormones in animals used for food. Since some of these 
endogenous hormones have carcinogenic potential, safe use of such 
veterinary drugs requires that the normal background levels of the po
tentially hazardous hormones be known. This is necessary in order to 
avoid any increased human exposure to these compounds which might 
result from drug use. 

3. Natural Toxicants and New Toxicants in New Plant Varieties 
Currently, there is no comprehensive ~onitoring program for natur

ally occurring toxicants in foods. Increased.l'esearch activity in this area 
should include the development of measurement procedures for the vast 
number of diverse compounds in this class. Further, genetic manipula
tion of plants to introduce more desirable properties can result in alter
ations of the levels of essential nutrients and natural toxicants. Some 
common plants (for example, potatoes and tomatoes) require careful 
screening for altered toxicant levels, and measurement procedures must 
be made available to guard against the inadvertent alteration of food 
plants in ways that will result in harm to health. 

Recommendation 7-18: Research is needed to develop sensitive, 
specific, analytic methods to measure the levels of bound resi
dues, endogenous animal hormones and natural toxicants in 
food. Research is also needed to evaluate the results of genetic 
manipulations of food, plants and animals which may lead to 
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alterations in the concentrations of existing toxicants or which 
may introduce new toxicants. 

F. Occupational Exposures 

The evaluation of occupational exposures to airborne chemicals 
requires, as a first step, the selection of appropriate measurement 
techniques. This is generally the most critical step and it requires pro
fessional judgment and knowledge of the site(s) of toxic action, the 
deposition and/or absorption patterns within the respiratory tract, 
the retention times and the metabolic pathways. In many cases, cur
rently recommended sampling techniques for airborne particles are 
inadequate. For example, some are based on total mass content in situ
ations where the potential toxicity is based on a restricted particle size 
fraction. In other cases, e.g., coke oven effluents, inappropriate size
selective sampling criteria have been specified. In this case, bronchial 
cancer is of concern, but the specified presampler passes only that 
fraction which penetrates to the non-ciliated portions of the lungs. 

Recommendation 7-19: Exposure criteria for airborne particles 
should include sample acceptance criteria so that a sample to 
be analyzed will correspond to that size fraction of the aerosol 
which represents the potential hazard. Different sampler 
acceptance criteria will be required for different chemical 
agents, and research is needed to define the appropriate size 
range for each material. 
Improved knowledge of the metabolic pathways for inhaled and 

ingested industrial chemicals will also permit more effective estimates 
of tissue uptake and body burdens (and resulting exposures) through 
measurements in samples such as blood, urine, exhaled air, hair, and 
fingernails. Analysis of such samples from an individual for chemicals 
in the working environment, their metabolites or enzyme induction 
has the advantage of providing information which can be directly 
related to his or her exposure. 

Recommendation 7-20: The use of biologic indicators of occu
pational exposures, i.e., the concentrations of chemicals, their 
metabolities or their enzyme induction levels in blood, urine, 
exhaled air, etc., should be increased. Research is needed for 
establishing acceptable levels of specific contaminants in 
various body organs, fluids and excreta and for developing 
acceptable sample collection criteria. 
Individual inhalation exposures can also be measured using personal 

samplers which extract the contaminant from a continuous sample of air 
drawn from the worker's breathing zone. Such samples should include 
appropriate preselectors to limit the sample to those components 
which are directly related to the potential health effect(s). Virtual 
impactors provide a promising approach for removing the oversized 
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particle fraction in battery powered personal samplers. In addition, a 
controlled diffusion barrier could be used to limit the access of gases 
and vapors to a collecting surface. This would permit sample accumu
lations to proceed over a work-shift and to be proportional to the prod
uct of ambient concentration and exposure time without bulk flow of 
air. (See Recommendation 7-12 and the discussion preceding it for 
additional discussion on personal samplers.) 

Recommendation 7-21: Further research and development is 
recommended on personal samplers for individual exposure 
evaluations. Emphasis should be given to reliable, but inex
pensive, collectors which provide samples for efficient labora
tory analyses. 
Sample collection is the first step in the process of measuring indi

vidual worker exposure. While sampling equipment and methods are 
improving, many problems are yet to be solved. Many chemicals are 
very reactive or unstable and must be analyzed in a short time period. 
Others cannot be retained on solid sorbents or, once collected, cannot 
be removed from sorbents for analysis. The vapor pressure of some 
solid particulates is sufficiently high that samples collected on filters 
will vaporize before analysis. While some of these sampling problems 
can be solved by using liquid-filled scrubbers, such devices are incon
venient for large-scale field surveys. 

Recommendation 7-22: New sorbents, employing the princi
ples of physical and chemical adsorption, and chemically 
coated solid sorbents should be developed and standard
ized to quantitatively collect, retain, and release the chemical 
to be measured. 
The collection of exposure data which are directly relatable to health 

effects for individuals and/or populations should be encouraged for 
several reasons. For materials with well estaplished exposure criteria, 
this approach will provide the best possible index of employee protec
tion or overexposure. It will also provide a needed resource for retro
spective epidemiologic evaluations in situations where the adequacy 
of existing exposure criteria are under challenge or where permanent 
criteria have yet to be established. The collection of such data would 
also provide an invaluable continuing resource, provided of course that 
appropriate work histories are maintained in the employer's files for 
periods of time at least as long as the latent periods for the potential 
diseases which may result from the exposures. The need for these data 
is discussed further in Chapter 15. 

Recommendation 7-23: Work and exposure histories, and all 
other relevant data on airborne contamination levels in in
dustry, should be collected and retained in a code which will 
permit efficient retrieval for exposure reevaluation at later 
times, e.g., upon establishment that delayed responses were 
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casually related to earlier exposures or for retrospective 
industry-wide epidemiologic studies (see Chapters 2 and 15). 
NIOSH should take the lead in establishing a suitable report
ing code. 

IV. Early Indicators of Air and Water Contamination 

Non-specific effects measurements can be very useful in indicating 
that human activities may be contaminating the air, water, and soil. 
When such effects have significant impact, either directly, or indi
rectly, on human health, they should be followed up by an adequate 
investigation of the chemical and physical composition of the contam
inants involved. 

A. Air Contaminants 

Air contaminants can affect man's environment in two major ways. 
First, air contaminant emissions can be of such magnitude that they 
may actually alter the properties of the atmosphere. Evidence of such 
effects, on a small scale, includes increased precipitation and in
creased oxidant levels in rural areas of the United States and in areas 
along the Great Lakes lying downwind of major aerosol emissions; the 
so-called "heat island" effect noted in most major cities as well as 
many smaller urban areas; and the widespread reduction in visibility 
noted in most urban areas. No conclusive evidence exists to document 
large scale effects, although a number of postulates have been pre
sented linking increased particulate emissions with either increased 
or decreased solar radiation flux to the earth and linking carbon dioxide 
emissions, which increase the opacity of the lower atmosphere to 
thermal radiation, to an elevation in the earth's surface temperatures. 
Secondly, relatively high levels of air contaminants over localized 
areas can affect man's environment by damaging plants, animals or 
materials. Examples which have been observed in the past include 
injury to livestock by fluorine compounds, destruction of trees by S02 
emissions and erosion of stone and monuments in urban areas by acid 
aerosols. 

Measurement of pollutant effects on plants can provide useful 
insights on environmental health concerns in two ways. The first is 
that measurable effects on plants may become apparent in locations 
or at times where atmospheric concentration measurements are not 
available, and thereby may provide a means of establishing the pres
ence and severity of pollution levels. The second kind of insight re
lates to the development of an improved understanding of the bio
chemical interactions between pollutants and cells. Such interactions, 
which can be efficiently studied in plants, may have significant impli
cations to comparable biochemical interactions with mammalian 
cells. 

Recommendation 7-24: Research on plant pathology associated 
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with air contaminant exposures should be extended at the level 
of biochemical interactions between pollutants and the cells of 
sensitive plants. 

B. Water Contaminants 

Often the environmental response to a pollutant can be useful 
in identifying and measuring the chemical of interest. For example, 
taste and odor problems develop when certain chemicals are present 
in water at concentratoins below those that are known to be significant 
to human health. Changes in species distribution of aquatic organ
isms often indicate problems after the responsible pollutant has been 
dissipated. Reduction of harvest yields for fish and shellfish can signal 
that pollution has occurred. 

Recommendation 7-25: Consideration should be given to study
ing the most effective means of using obvious effects of pollu
tion to assist in planning and developing chemical analyses 
which may be needed. 

V. Summary 

The assessment of human exposures to environmental contaminants 
is limited in certain cases by inadequacies of available measurement 
techniques. For these cases, the Subtask Force recommends that re
search and development of environmental measurement techniques 
be expanded. For other cases, the Subtask Force points out that, 
because of inadequate quality control and calibration procedures, the 
utility of current environmental measurement techniques and the 
resulting data is questionable. Compounding the latter problem is the 
fact that the effective use of existing information is limited by diffi
culty in retrieving it in usable form and/or establishing its reliability. 
The Subtask Force recommends that a National Environmental Data 
Registry be established to evaluate the reliability of data on environ
mental contamination levels and to collect and store good quality data 
in a format convenient for retrieval by researchers, health officers, 
and control officials. As a part of this program, the Subtask Force urges 
that the National Registry include within its operational procedures 
a format for periodically re-evaluating its operations and functions 
in order to maximize its usefulness as a research resource. 

Most of the recommendations on improved measurement techniques 
are focused on the assessment of human exposures. These include the 
development of (1) new and improved lightweight, inexpensive per
sonal samplers and monitors for evaluation of indoor air pollution and 
occupational exposures and (2) improved techniques for estimating 
tissue uptake and body burdens by the analysis of blood and excreta. 
It is also recommended that a systematic protocol be developed so 
that data on occupational exposures and work histories can be accumu
lated in a uniform and orderly fashion for use in epidemiologic eval-
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uations. 
Most of the recommendations relating to improved analyses of en

vironmental media, i.e., air, water, and food, are concerned with 
advancing the ability of analysts to make more specific, sensitive, and 
automated determinations of trace contaminants in multicomponent 
mixtures. In air, the areas of special concern are chemical irritants, 
carbonaceous nitrogen compounds, and aeroallergens; in water, they 
are the organic compounds (especially the non-volatile organics) 
multi-elemental analyses, and chemical speciation; in foods, the areas 
of special concern include pesticides, additives, drug residues and 
natural toxicants. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL FORECASTING AND 
TECHNOLOGY ANTICIPATION* 

I. Environmental Forecasting Revisited: Recommendations of 
the 1970 Task Force and Follow-Up 

The previous Task Force on Research Planning in Environmental 
Health Sciences took explicit note of the place of forecasting as a 
vehicle for guiding research priorities for environmental health. The 
Task Force placed heavy emphasis on the notion of systematic predic
tion. It recommended that there was " ... an urgent need for a fore
casting program capable of timely and effective warning of technology
induced perturbations of any environmental factor which may have 
health implications" (National Institute of Environmental Health 
Sciences, 1970). The challenge was that of the very large universe of 
chemical compounds in the environment, the dynamic patterns of 
technologic development and of industrial and commercial activity, 
and the lack, relative to all of this, of biologic insight. Perhaps at the 
heart of this notion was the observation that the rate of accretion of . 
biologic knowledge about environmental aspects lagged far behind the 
usual rates of technologic development. 

The reasoning used at the time of the earlier review of environmental 
health research needs was that it appeared theoretically possible to 
foretell, in a systematic fashion, something of the technologic future. 
In brief, the earlier Task Force argued that: 1) systematic forecasting 
for the environment was desirable and 2) formal methods of technology 
forecasting (such as those used by some industries) had potential utili
ty in environmental forecasting. 

In practice, the formal methodologies of technology forecasting have 
been applied only sparingly to problems of the environment. In part, 
this is because of a lack of a suitable institutional focus for environ
mental forecasting or of sustained support for a critical mass of pro
fessionals to perform this task. However, there has been a variety of 
individual forecasting exercises which have been conducted since 1971. 
Some of these have been examinations of specific product or commodity 
areas and some have been reviews with projections of individual sectors. 
Further in some instances, the products of these forecasts or case 
studies have been used to mount some important parallel endeavors 
in which attempts have been made to scan the horizon of chemicals 
within the environment for the purpose of guiding biologic research and 

*This chapter was prepared under the direction of Edward J. Burger, Jr. and Sheldon 
Friedlander. Other contributors were Donald C. Borg and Warren T. Piver. 
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testing. These programs of chemical ranking have been in place for a 
sufficient period of time to learn something from the associated experi
ences. 

By now, the challenge and the necessity of setting research priorities 
for environmental health and for involving systematic methods to help 
set those priorities are recognized. The new Toxic Substances Control 
Act (Public Law_ 94-469, 1976) calls for the Environmental Protection 
Agency to conduct forecasting in order to help guide its related activi
ties of regulation and research. In preparation for this task, that Agency 
has examined a number of avenues for forecasting or "early warning." 
The National Cancer Advisory Board has pointed to the necessity for 
the carcinogenesis program of the National Cancer Institute to adopt 
systematic methods to guide its research activities. The National Can
cer Institute, the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, 
the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health and the 
National Science Foundation have all engaged in various studies and 
exercises to explore methods of scanning the future for developments 
which might have environmental implications. The Energy Research 
and Development Administration supports forecasting and assessment 
in the energy area and this program includes activities related to 
environmental health. As a concept, the assessment of environmental 
impact is firmly embedded in the formulation of national policy. 

II. Methodologies of Technology Forecasting and Environmental 
Assessment 

A. Technology Forecasting 

It was recommended in the earlier review of this subject that at least 
some of the formal tools and techniques which together are known as 
technology forecasting could be applied usefully to environmental fore
casting. These tools, which have had a relatively brief or recent evolu
tion, have been applied with some utility in industrial settings. In those 
settings, the aim is typically to gain some insight into the probabilities 
of future success of technologically based developments as business and 
investment opportunities. 

Technology forecasting has been the subject of various descriptions 
and definitions. As considered here it is a systematic attempt to predict 
the advent of a new technology. It is an explicit methodology. Thus, it 
is to be distinguished from casual speculation and mere opinion. It is 
also distinct from technology assessment, which begins, by contrast, 
with a prediction and involves the determination of adverse and benefi
cial effects of the predicted technology. Environmental assessment 
must follow forecasting in order to make the products of forecasting 
meaningful. Its outputs must not be expected to be complete or infal
lible. Despite these cautions, there does exist an inventory of systematic 
techniques which display varying degrees of rigor and there is a legacy 
of experience in applying these techniques, usually in behalf of indus-
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trial and commercial interests. 
Of the various methodologies of technology forecasting, the following 

have been suggested as appropriate for environmental forecasting: 
1. Intuitive Methods. These involve the solicitation of expert opin

ion. Among these is the Delphi technique - a device for draw
ing upon collective expert opinion combined with methods of 
determining the confidence in the opinions and degrees of un
animity among those solicited. 

2. Trend Extrapolation. This concept is based on the notion that 
technical attributes generally advance in a relatively orderly 
manner and that insight into future patterns can be gained from 
a review of past trends. However, there are some severe limita
tions to this method. For example, by definition, the extension of 
existing trends does not incorporate new technologies. 

3. Goal-oriented Structural and Environmental Analysis. There 
exist a variety of techniques which start from given missions, ar
ticulated social goals or policies and consider the alternative 
typ'es of supporting technology which will be needed in each case. 

4. Dynamic Modeling and Simulation. These techniques are 
particularly useful in dealing with complex situations, com
paring options, evaluating the impacts of novel technologies, and 
assessing the significance of uncertainties. 

5. Monitoring. Here it is assumed that technology casts its 
shadows far ahead of its emergence into economic reality. 
Therefore, the approach is to survey economic, social and poli
tical areas for signals of technologic change and then to monitor 
the signals for trends. 

6. Following the Process of Innovation. It is possible at times to 
predict the advent of some products and processes from careful 
observations of the stages of technologic innovation. 

B. Environmental Assessment 

. The methods of technology forecasting can help identify technologies 
likely to develop or the possibility of important technologic changes. 
Once the technology forecast has been made, an analysis of the effect of 
a new or.changing technology on environmental health should take into 
account the chain extending from the emission source to the receptor, 
man. The components in the chain are shown in Figure 8-1. They in
clude the emission source, the associated control technology and tran
sport, and secondary conversion processes within the environment. Also 
shown is the environmental monitoring system which represents 
anot.her important technologic component. 

These components will be examined to the extent that they can serve 
as predictive tools in environmental assessment. The examples given 
relate primarily to air pollution, but parallel examples can be found in 
other components of the environment. The existence of parallel exam-
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ples suggests some common approaches to environmental assessment. 

1. Emission Sources 

Individual emissions usually originate from some type of chemical 
or biochemical reactor. Combustion chambers, catalytic crackers and 
fermentation units are examples of chemical reactors in which chemical 
conversion is carried out to produce energy or new chemical substances. 
In the past, such systems have been designed to minimize the unit costs 
of production of energy or materials or to reduce the consumption of 
energy or materials. In the last few years, the minimizing of emissions 
has become a significant factor in the design of these systems. For 
example, the discovery that fuel bound nitrogen is a significant source 
of nitrogen oxides emitted in the combustion of coal and oil has impor
tant implications for combustor design. The data on this effect have 
been reviewed by Sarofim and Flagan (1975). 

There is evidence that submicrometer aerosols emitted from com
bustion processes are enriched in the concentration of trace metals of 
public health concern. This is consistent with a combustion model in 
which the volatile trace metals evaporate and subsequently condense 
either by homogenous nucleation or by heterogeneous condensation 
(Flagan and Friedlander, 1976). Thus, by modifying combustion and 
post-combustion conditions, it may be possible to control emissions 
in particle size ranges which are difficult to collect and which are 
potentially harmful. 

While some information is available on emissions from conven
tional combustion processes, much less is known about emissions from 
other chemical reactors. As examples, reactor types which may be 
used in coal gasification processes can be cited. These include fixed 
and fluid bed reactors and molten salt reactors. More information is 
needed on the fundamentals of pollutant formation is such reactors, as 
well as practical operating data on emissions. Such information is 
necessary to determine the nature of the required control technology. 
Perhaps more importantly, the information should be used to modify 
design of the chemical reactor source to reduce reliance on control 
devices. Also needed are systematic studies of the possibilities of acci
dents or leaks from sources of different types. 

2. Emission Control Technology 
A large amount of information is available on the design of emission 

control devices for both gaseous and liquid effluents. Efforts have been 
made using trend curve analysis to project technologic advances in the 
design of this equipment. For example, the maximum temperature of 
operation of fabric filters has steadily increased with the advent of 
new fabrics (Billings and Wilder, 1970). The increasing trend in effi
ciencies for electrostatic precipitators has been discussed by White 
(1975) for fly ash, cement kiln and paper mill precipitators. 
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Despite the efforts which have gone into the design of control tech
nologies, major uncertainties exist about their effectiveness. A 
good example is the electrostatic precipitator which is the device most 
often used for the extraction of particulates from power plant stack 
gases. Customarily, the efficiency of precipitators, described in terms 
of the weight percent removal of the particulates entering the precipi
tator, is high - 98.0% to 99.8%. However, these estimates do not 
provide any insight into the particle size distribution of the material 
which penetrates through the precipitator. Particle size is very impor
tant in determining whether the particles remain airborne for extended 
intervals or settle rapidly to the earth and in ascertaining the health 
importance of the released effluents. Where efficiency is measured in 
terms of the percentage of particles removed by cleaning devices, the 
few data available on electrostatic precipitators installed on pulverized 
coal boilers indicate that no more than 90% of the particles of 0.1 µm -
1.0 µm is removed (McCain, et al., 1975). 

Not only do smaller particles remain airborne longer but, as noted 
in the preceding section, there is evidence that submicrometer aerosols 
emitted from combustion processes are enriched in the concentration 
of trace metals of public health concern. Thus, additional data on the 
efficiency of such devices as a function of particle size are badly needed 
to estimate rates of introduction of such particles into the environment. 

Friedlander (see Background Documents) has examined the effect of 
increasing coal combustion on precipitator capacity. His work has 
shown that if a significant fraction of the mass of an undesirable chem-. 
ical species occurs in a size range in which the collection efficiency is 
low, large increases in precipitator capacity or power input per unit of 
gas treated will be required to control the emission of these species. 
3. Environmental Transport and Conversion 

In recent years, a significant effort has gone into modeling mathe
matically the transport and conversion processes occurring within the 
environment. Agents emitted directly from emission sources are re-. 
ferred to as primary pollutants. The products of chemical conversion 
processes taking place in the environment are called secondary pollu
tants. Examples of secondary air pollutants are particulate phase sulfur 
compounds resulting from the oxidation of S02 and ozone and oxy
genated organic compounds generated from automobile emissions. In 
the water phase, an example of a secondary pollutant is alkylated 
mercury resulting from microbial activity. These factors are discussed 
in more detail in Chapter 6. 

For existing technologies such as the automobile, predictions of the 
impact of emissions based on photochemical diffusion models have 
been accurate to within 50%. Greater uncertainties must be expected 
for emissions from a source not yet in existence. Often helpful in evalu
ating known pollutants are laboratory simulation studies in smog 
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chambers or with their aqueous equivalents. However, wall effects, 
differences in time scale and the difficulty of simulating all environ
mental factors will leave serious uncertainties. What really will happen 
under actual environmental conditions is very hard to predict with any 
confidence. Thus, while modeling environmental conversion processes 
will be most useful in drawing attention to the generation of certain 
secondary pollutants, the limitations of such models in predicting all 
environmentally produced agents must be recognized. 

4. Environmental Monitoring 
Environmental monitoring is a rapidly changing field. It has been 

argued with some justification that much of the current public sensi
tivity on environmental issues has been sparked by the possibility of 
detecting extremely small concentrations of pollutants in the environ
ment. However, many chemical species of public health interest, such 
as sulfuric acid, certain trace metals, and organic compounds, are diffi
cult to measure at current environmental concentrations. Systems 
capable of monitoring such contaminants, however, are necessary for 
the validation of environmental models and will also affect choices of 
emission source and control technologies (see Chapter 7). 

III. Actual Experience - Case Studies 

A limited number of specific reviews (together with forecasts) has 
been written for materials which app~ar to be of increasing industrial 
or commercial importance. Some have been designed with environ
mental forecasting specifically in mind. Examples of materials included 
in such reviews include titanium (Poole and Johnston, 1969a), man
ganese (Poole and Johnston, 1969b) and organotin compounds (Piver, 
1973). 

In addition, there has been a number of attempts to forecast the 
directions and magnitude of growth of various industrial sectors and to 
assess these in terms of their implications for human health and the 
environment. The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has 
reviewed the types and amounts of chemicals which would be expected 
to be important in present and future practices in rubber processing 
(EPA, 1975), well drilling (EPA, 1976a), and in the printing industry 
(EPA, 1976b). In a similar fashion, the National Academy of Sciences 
(NAS) explored future trends in the extractive minerals industries 
(including coal) and the probable indications for health and the en
vironment (NAS, 1975). 

In addition to these specific exercises, there has been a series of 
studies and reviews of supplies and requirements for various mineral 
resources and forest products. Primary concerns in these cases are 
strategic, economic or pertain to energy matters. For example, a 
National Materials Policy Commission was created by statute in 1970; 
personnel at the Brookhaven National Laboratory have begun to survey 
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and forecast materials supplies and demands, and the U. S. Forest 
Service has a program for projection of demand for forest products. The 
former National Materials Advisory Board of the National Academy of 
Sciences and the present National Commission on Supplies and Short
ages represent programs for the systematic survey of future needs for 
various metals for strategic, military and other purposes. The following 
three examples are illustrative as case studies. 

A. Replacements for Lead Fuel Additives 

There are implications for environmental health of the selection of 
fuels and fuel additives as substitutes for tetraethyl lead in gasoline. 
Related to matters of simple chemical toxicity are issues such as 
changes in engine design and emission control devices for achieving the 
vehicle emission rate standards for CO, HC, and nitrogen oxides. Sub
stances which have been considered are: methyl cyclopentadienyl man
ganese tricarbonyl as a replacement for tetraethyl lead; use of a higher 
percentage of aromatic hydrocarbons such as benzene, toluene, and 
xylene as a substitute for tetraethyl lead; use of methanol, ethanol, 
and hydrogen as either alternative fuels or as materials for use in 
combination with present fuels. Possible technologic alterations include 
the use of oxidation and reduction emission control devices and the use 
of alternative engine designs such as the Wankel, Stirling, and the 
stratified charge CVCC (Complex Vortex Controlled Combustion) 
engine. 

Important information needed for an analysis of the biologic implica
tions of replacement of tetraethyl lead includes: 

1. Factors of design and operation of the engine-exhaust system 
that influence the rate of discharge and physical-chemical 
characteristics of the exhaust emissions. 

2. Environmental transport and transformation processes which 
influence the partitioning of these emissions between different 
phases as they emerge from the exhaust system and over a period 
of time in the environment. 

3. Rate of accumulation of these emission products within a geo
graphic area and the meaning of this accumulation for human 
health. 

B. Synthetic Fuel Commercialization Program: Oil Shale 
Processing 

The retorting of oil shale produces a crude oil-like substance which 
is subsequently refined to produce petroleum products. From the 
processing of oil shale, the major residuals which require management 
and control are: process gases, process water generated during retorting, 
and solid carbonaceous processed shale; The pyrolytic nature of the 
retorting process produces processed shale containing benzene-extract
able and water soluble polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, azo-
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azarines, other heterocyclic compounds, and trace elements. Currently, 
the solid waste management control strategy involves storage of all 
of this material in box canyons adjacent to the processing site and re
vegetation of the solid waste pile (U. S. Department of the Interior, 
1975). 

When the oil shale extraction operation is completed, it is estimated 
that enough processed shale may be generated to cover 22,000 acres 
to a depth of 200 feet. The solubilization of organic constituents of pro
cessed shale, the volatilization of low-boiling constituents, and changes 
in permeability within these processed oil shale piles due to auto
ignition of the carbonaceous material may lead to the release of sub
stantial amounts of material to the air and water environment with 
consequent implications for human health. 

C. Energy 

The energy sector has had the luxury of some review and analysis. 
Forecasting and analysis in this sector have the distinct advantages 
of certain large, visible and, to some extent, centrally made decisions. 
Further, relatively speaking, the challenges of environmental and 
health implications of various energy systems were recognized early. 

These earlier attempts to predict and set priorities for environmental 
health research needs related to energy developments (American 
Public Health Association, 1973; Council on Environmental Quality, 
1974) were based on qualitative or semi-quantitative information and 
anecdotal estimates of future energy patterns. Major efforts to assess 
possible energy futures is more detailed and quantitative ways. also 
began during this period. A very powerful analytic tool, known as the 
Reference Energy System (RES), was developed in 1972 as a basis for 
energy policy development and planning by the Federal 'Government. 
A Reference Energy System is anetwork representation of all technical 
activities, from resource extraction through energy conversion and 
supply, required to supply various forms of energy to end-use activi
ties (Beller, 1975; Hoffman and Wood, 1976). The Reference Energy 
Systems cover economic and resource aspects in considerable 
technologic detail. In recent years, RES's have been integrated with 
multi-sectored input-output models of the economy which include some 
representation of transfers of energy from one industry to another 
(Behling and Dullien, 1975; Tessmer, et al., 1975). Further, they reflect 
a series of scenarios for various fuels (and their substitutions) and for 
various models of the national economy. In brief, they represent a set of 
tools which are highly analytic, comprehensive and future-oriented. 
RES's are available for the years 1980, 1985, 1990, 2000, and 2020. 

It was very early recognized that the environmental and health 
implications of energy developments should be considered alongside 
the planning for the developments themselves. The Reference Energy 
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Systems were regarded as the basis for these additional analyses and 
used expected injuries and deaths and loss of time from work in occu
pational settings related to energy development as measures of the 
associated public health impact. For the general community environ
ment, severe limitations arose in looking to the Reference Energy Sys
tems for guidance principally because emissions from energy trans
actions were provided only in aggregated terms on a national basis. 
Relationships between these emissions, ambient levels of pollutants 
and location of exposed populations were not obtainable from these 
analyses. 

A more recent evolution has been the development of Reference 
Energy Systems according to specific geographic regions of the country 
(Brookhaven National Laboratory, 1975). Again, while these analyses 
provide finer grain detail of energy sources, conversion and use, even 
this degree of geographic specification is insufficient to determine ac
curately the exposures and the impacts on health for the general pop
ulation. In the face of these limitations, estimates of excess ill health 
and mortality from various energy developments have been made in
directly using a number of simplifying assumptions and considering one 
or a few pollutants or surrogates for multiple pollutants. 

An even more recent descriptive tool with analytic potential has 
been a series of map representations, on a county-by-county basis, 
of a combination of data which would allow for the derivation of associ
ations between energy developments, demography and human health 
(Drysdale and Calef, 1976). The initial atlas of these maps is a snapshot 
fixed in time of these variables but with the potential for trends and 
projections. 

The application of these analytical methods to the prediction of 
health effects is only in its earliest stages, yet it already appears likely 
that the levels and kinds of pollution to which populations would be 
exposed, according to energy scenarios analyzed, can be modeled with 
useful degrees of realism. However, the present knowledge of human 
dose-response relationships and other biomedical damage functions 
lags behind corresponding understanding of physical and engineering 
sciences for many of the technologic developments in the energy area. 
As a result, the environmental health impacts of the predicted ex
posures cannot be forecast with comparable certainty. Further success 
in this regard will depend strongly on the continued progress of funda
mental research, but this can receive practical guidance as analyses of 
the probabilities and character of population exposures to chemical and 
physical agents are used to raise specific questions of biologic effects 
and hazards to human health. 

IV. Chemical Industry: What Can One Learn from a Study of Its 
Decision Methods? 

Several observers have thought it possible and useful to forecast 
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changes in man's chemical environment from forecasts of business as 
well as technologic activity in the chemical industry. This does appear 
to have some virtue. For example, a brief survey of major chemical 
firms revealed that 90 percent of the industry's innovative activity 
conformed to the following principles: 

1. Extrapolation of present business through a modification of cur
rent products. A primary factor in development of new areas is 
their integration with products and technologies already in ex
istence. 

2. Extrapolation of product lines from a current set of raw materials 
and a traditional "hereditary" line of chemicals. From 
a business point of view, a dedicated effort is made to modify ex
isting products or to develop new ones building on and 
strengthening a basic "raw material position." 

3. Development of products which capitalize on particular existing 
technical strengths and existing marketing strengths to 
satisfy customer needs in unsolved problem areas. These may 
from time to time lead companies into new areas not related to 
"hereditary lines." 

V. Ranking of Chemicals of Environmental Health Concern 

A number of observers have cited the very large, seemingly over
whelming number of chemicals in man's environment. Efforts to 
establish priorities for biologic research on such chemicals are frus
trated by the enormous scale of the problem. Accordingly, it was essen
tial to find practical methods for ranking chemicals or classes of 
chemicals according to their apparent potential for impact on human 
health. 

The President's Science Advisory Committee Panel on Chemicals 
and Health (National Science Foundation, 1973), as well as others, 
have recommended that any attempt to rank such chemicals be based 
on some sort of an index of probability of human exposure. It was 
surmised that such an index might be constructed from information 
describing the rates of production of chemicals and from insight into 
their industrial and commercial uses. Further, estimates of the proba
bilities of human exposure might be refined by inferring the environ
mental behavior of chemicals from elementary knowledge of physical 
and chemical properties. Finally, it was argued that physical, chemical 
and economic information on a given chemical might be combined with 
what was known or inferred about its biologic properties to derive an 
aggregate index of "hazard" (National Science Foundation, 1973; 
Leventhal, et al., 1971) 

Beginning in 1970, the National Cancer Institute (NCI) began an 
exploration of this approach to chemical ranking in order to direct the 
priorities of its chemical bioassay research program. An initial study 
conducted by the Stanford Research Institute for NCI was aimed at 
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determining the feasibility of chemical ranking from both the points of 
view of physical exposure and biologic behavior (Stanford Research 
Institute, 1972). To a first approximation, exposure probabilities 
appeared to vary for the population as a whole over a range as large as 
1011. 

Of a total list of 27,000 "registered chemicals," 3,100 have been 
ranked according to exposure probabilities among nine chemical cate
gories (Stanford Research Institute, 1974a, 1974b): 

Intentional food additives 
Pesticide residues in foods 
Proprietary drugs 
Prescription drugs 
Cosmetics 
Air pollutants 
Water pollutants 
Soaps and detergents 
Trade sales paints 

The notion of ranking chemicals systematically according to their 
probability of coming into contact with humans has, in general, ap
peared feasible and useful although some necessary data are difficult 
to acquire. Further, and perhaps more important, this effort has 
demonstrated that the critical overview of experts knowledgeable with 
the field has been essential in assuring the accuracy and completeness 
of the rank-ordering of the chemicals' in a given category. 

A follow-up study on the inference or assignment of biologic behavior 
(such as probable carcinogenic activity based on knowledge of chemical 
structure) has proven much more difficult and of uncertain validity. 
Although this idea is inherently attractive, it appears ahead of its time 
since structure-activity relationships are unknown or are not under
stood except for a very few substances. It may also be that until the 
present time attempts to infer biologic activity from chemical structure 
have been based on an excessively narrow approach to chemical struc
ture. Success here will have to await the accretion of more fundamental 
information. 

In 1974 a panel was convened by the National Science Foundation 
(NSF) to identify, from the long list of presently manufactured syn
thetic organic chemicals, those which may present either an environ
mental or public health problem. Using a selection process based on 
production volume, loss of material during production, method of 
production and disposal of waste streams, physical-chemical and bio
accumulation data, product impurities, and toxicity information, the 
panel (Nelson, et al., 1975; Brown, et al., 1975) produced two lists of 80 
chemicals which had both an environmental and a public health rating. 
Basically, the two lists were the same 80 chemicals arranged in two 
ways. The purpose of this selection process was to provide a guide for 
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NSF for support of future environmental and health research. 
Nine of the first 12 chemicals on the environmental effects list and 

five of the first 12 chemicals on the public health effects list were 
organo-chlorine chemicals. Therefore, it was recommended that re
search should be supported to define degradation patterns, transport 
and recombinations of the chlorine in organo-chlorine compounds. 

Additional recommendations were for research on the development of 
structure-property relationships for chemicals as a predictive tool of 
their biologic and chemical behavior in the environment. Other recom
mendations for special research areas included studies to identify 
natural sources of organic chemicals; studies on the significance of the 
addition of manufactured chemicals to bio-geochemical pools; studies 
on the mechanisms of degradation and formation of secondary pollu
tants; development of models for the transport of chemicals in the 
environment; studies on the complexation of organic chemicals with 
trace elements; studies on the transport and translocation of toxic 
elements and micronutrients; studies on the significance of the per
sistence of chemicals; and studies on the mechanisms of bioconcentra
tion of organic chemicals. 

VI. Importance of Considering Demographic Variables 

Most projections of environmental problems are directed toward 
understanding where the sources of industrial activity will be located, 
how large they will grow, to what extent they will be contained and how 
they might be distributed. Populations and population distributions 
are usually considered as fixed or static quantities. In fact, both the 
patterns of industrial activity and the distribution of population have 
been changing markedly over the past few years. Distributed rather 
than concentrated industrial activity has become a marked characteris
tic for a number of large industries and this trend promises to become 
more pronounced in some fields (U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
1975). Further, if the pronounced shift from product manufacturing to 
service industries continues, this, too, could have marked effects. 

Even more striking has been the series of changes in population 
patterns and growth rates. From the 1940s through the early 1960s, the 
nation experienced what one observer termed the greatest migration the 
country has ever known. This was a widely recognized movement from 
rural areas and small communities into urban centers and then out into 
the suburbs (U. S. Commission on Population Growth and the Ameri
can Future, 1972). During the 1950s, a net of 5 million people left non
metropolitan areas. In the South, the farm population dropped by 40% 
in this same decade (Beale, 1975a, 1975b). The outcomes of this migra
tion were fewer people employed in agriculture, an older population 
remaining in rural America, and after some considerable lag a recogni
tion that this massive influx of people into urban centers had generated 
a number of serious and complex problems. 
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Most recently, since 1970, many of these trends of rural outmigration 
and urban growth have been markedly reversed. In the 1960s, the non
metropolitan counties were seeing a net decrease in population of about 
300,000 people per year. Since 1970, however, these same counties have 
been experiencing a net increase in population of approximately 350,000 
people per year. 

During this same period, cities, and especially central cities, have 
shown striking slowdowns in growth or actual outmigration of popula
tions. For example, the New York metropolitan area has lost about 
300,000 people since 1970. The Chicago, Philadelphia and Detroit 
metropolitan areas have had no growth since 1970. Eight other areas of 
3 million people each, which increased in size by 7 .9 million people in 
the 1960s (nearly one-third of the Nation's total gain), increased less 
than 0.6 million in 1970-1973 (Forstall, 1975). 

The new increases in nonmetropolitan population growth-have been 
found in virtually all parts of the United States. The recent redistribu
tions are not confined to counties adjacent to metropolitan areas. This 
is exemplified by the experience of the Appalachian Region which had 
a population increase of 607,000 people during the period from 1970 to 
mid-1973. This increase was greater than the entire growth for the 
period from 1960 through 1969. An annual rate of out-migration of 
91,000 characteristic of the late 1960s, became an in-migration of75,000 
per year in the 1970-1973 period (Appalachian Regional Commission, 
1975). 

These are only trends. Their ultimate magnitude and rates are un
certain. Nor is it clear how long the trends will last. Further, the 
changes in population distribution are changes at the margin - not 
massive shifts in the bulk of the nation's peoples. It is thought by some 
that wholesale redistributions in the near future are unlikely. 

Notwithstanding, these trends are interesting for the rapidity of their 
establishment and for the abruptness of their change. Such trends have 
implications for where people will reside versus loci for industrial activi
ty, the. production of electric power, and for the disposal of the un
wanted byproducts of man's activities. 

VII. Institutional Setting for Environmental Forecasting 

The previous Task Force Report (National Institute of Environ
mental Health Sciences, 1970) examined in some detail a number of 
alternatives for institutional arrangements for environmental forecast
ing units. The range of alternatives covered policy-making level offices 
as well as research agencies within the Federal Government and extra
governmental associations. The most attractive alternative at the 
time of that review (1970) was to make such an activity a part of the 
then-proposed Institute for Environmental Analysis (National Acad
emy of Sciences, 1970). 

The Institute for Environmental Analysis was to have been a hybrid 
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institution, financed approximately half by the federal government 
and half by private foundations. The Institute failed to materialize 
and, hence, no focused forecasting unit was established. An extra
governmental location for a major forecasting unit still appears to be 
perferable. Efforts for environmental forecasting activities within the 
federal government, however, should continue to be encouraged and 
ties should be established across the public and private boundaries. 

VIII. Summary 

The first Task Force on research needs for environmental health 
(National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, 1970) recom
mended establishment of a mechanism for systematic forecasting of 
technologies and developments in order to guide priorities for biologic 
research. The experience from a number of quarters since that report 
was written again underscores the need for forecasting and assessment 
and points to the feasibility of methods for forecasting. Emphasis 
should be placed on finding ways of exploiting some of the tools of 
technology forecasting for this purpose. Of particular importance is 
the understanding of the details of emission sources and of the chemis
try and physics of environmental transport and conversion of pollutants 
in order to make useful technology forecasts. In all cases, a critical 
insight and appraisal by groups of experts appear essential to assure 
the translation of otherwise mechanical exercises into meaningful 
assessments. 

IX. Recommendations 

Recommendation 8-1: Environmental forecasting should be 
strongly supported to guide the several Federal research 
activities concerned with environmental health. This program 
should include: 
a. Environmental assessments, including the interpreta

tion of unexpected and often adverse effects and the pos
sible by-products of future events. 

b. A critical evaluation of the formal methodologies of 
technology forecasting used in some industries. The more 
promising methodologies should be applied to the chal
lenges of environmental forecasting. 

c. Simulation models incorporating the effects of environ-
mental transport and conversion. 

Recommendation 8-2: The utility of environmental forecasts 
will depend primarily on the quality of the models and the data 
utilized in evaluating the environmental impact of the tech
nology. In most cases, additional research is needed to provide 
an adequate basis for these models and data. Critical elements 
include: 
a. More information on the fundamentals of pollutant 
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formation in chemical reaction systems including com
bustion chambers, catalytic crackers, fermentation units 
and metallurgic furnaces, as well as practical operating 
data on reactor emissions. 

b. Systematic studies of the possibility of losses during 
processing (under both routine and accident conditions) 
as well as losses from end-use applications. 

c. Identification of the sources of emissions of pollutants 
which are of greatest concern to environmental health 
and for which dose-response functions must be deter
mined. 

d. Determination of methods for evaluating the probabili
ty of human contact with chemical agents released into 
the environment. 

e. Development of improved dose-response and other bio
medical damage functions needed to relate environmental 
health impacts to levels of exposure to pollutants. This 
should include the development of improved methods for 
assessing morbidity and other dysfunctions not . repre
sented by mortality data. 

f. Changes in geographic patterns of population distribu
tion which may affect exposure patterns from industrial 
effluents. New population distributions also become 
important determinants of industrial activity, power dis
tribution, modes of disposal of wastes, etc. Demographic 
patterns and trends should be viewed as variables in 
environmental forecasts. 

Recommendation 8-3: Environmental forecasting and technol
ogy assessment should be conducted in both the private and 
public sectors. Some of those engaged in such efforts must be 
able to transcend multiple large sectors of the national econo
my. Government agencies should engage in forecasting activi
ties but cannot be counted upon to fulfill the entire role. Some 
new institutional forms which cross the public-private bound
aries may be needed in order to satisfy a variety of needs for 
information and insight. While there may be strong arguments 
for extra-governmental institutional forecasting, efforts by 
Federal agencies should be supported and continued. 
Recommendation 8-4: The concepts of environmental forecast
ing and technology anticipation should be incorporated into 
the educational programs of scientists and engineers who will 
be engaged in such work in the future as well as those who will 
be the source of data for such forecasts. 

Recommendation 8-5: Ranking of chemical agents released 
into the environment as to their probability of coming into con-
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tact with human populations does appear feasible. Present 
efforts at chemical ranking for exposure patterns should be 
continued and further refined. 

Recommendation 8-6: Forecasting done in abstraction and in 
isolation runs the risk of not being meaningful to its would-be 
clients. Before being made available for use, the raw results of 
forecasts should be reviewed and interpreted by persons or 
panels of experts who are thoroughly knowledgeable in the 
relevant areas. 
Recommendation 8-7: Physical and engineering science experts 
often lack understanding of the biologic aspects of many tech
nologic developments. Forecasts and assessments should aim 
at deriving an understanding of the probabilities and charac
ter of exposures of populations to chemical and physical 
agents. This information, in turn, should be used to raise 
questions about biologic effects and hazards to human health. 
Such studies should be iterative with continued exchange 
between the biologic and engineering sciences. 
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BIOLOGIC MECHANISMS AND DETERMINANTS 
OF TOXICITY* 

I. Introduction 

The removal of all noxious or hazardous components from man's 
environment might seem to be an ideal way to control environmental 
disease. Although this is possible in some industrial and occupational 
settings and in other isolated situations, it is in essence an unrealistic 
approach to the many issues of health and the environment. Environ
ments both urban and rural, internal and external, are far too complex 
and interdependent to permit elimination of most of the dangerous 
natural or man-made chemicals. Many of the adverse effects of envi
ronmental hazards are the result of additive effects of a multitude of 
chemicals, toxins and factors, each of which may contribute only a 
small fraction to the total. Identifying all contributors to the cause 
of toxicity of disease may or may not be possible, but this task will 
certainly be time-consuming and frustrating, especially since the 
composition of the injurious mixtures can vary from day to day and 
place to place. 

In addition, the methodology for studying the toxicity of multi
component mixtures is still in a developmental state. Binary mixtures 
and a few ternary mixtures can be studied for effects, but the identi
fication of the parameters which cause changes in toxicity of a complex 
mixture, when any one component thereof is altered, cannot be identi
fied in most cases. This is due to the fact that complex interactions 
occur among various components. A short-cut to studying mixtures 
for toxicity does not now exist and this is another reason why it will be 
difficult to approach environmental health problems as problems in 
pollutant elimination alone; even the identification of the key offenders 
in a mixture frequently exceeds the state of the art. 

Removal of a pollutant from a complex mixture may not always 
have beneficial effects. To understand this, it is important to realize 
that although some chemicals may exert their toxic action directly, 
many evoke their actions indirectly, e.g., through the formation of 
biologically-active metabolites. Moreover, some chemicals affect the 
activity of enzymes that metabolize foreign compounds and thereby 
alter both the rates and the patterns of metabolism of other chemical 

*This chapter was prepared under the direction of James R. Fouts. Other contribu
tions were John Doull, Emmanuel Farber, James R. Gillette and Elliott S. Vessell. 
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compounds. Thus, one pollutant may increase or decrease the adverse 
effect of another pollutant depending on whether the change in meta
blism increases or decreases the formation or elimination of an active 
metabolite. For example, dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) 
which stimulates both activating and inactivating systems can increase 
toxicity of a hepatotoxin that must be activated and decrease the 
toxicity of a hepatotoxin that acts directly. Thus, removal of the 
pollutant, DDT, from a complex mixture may either increase or de
crease the toxicity of that mixture. 

Given the difficulties of removing harmul substances from the 
environment and in decreasing the toxicity of complex mixtures, what 
alternate or additional approaches are available for reducing signifi
cantly the deleterious consequences of environmental hazards? There 
are at least two major areas that are criticial in this context. These 
are knowledge about the mechanisms whereby the hazard induces its 
toxic manifestations, both acutely and chronically, and knowledge 
about differences in the susceptibility of different people and different 
groups of people. 

It is becoming increasingly evident that a better undertanding is 
needed of how toxic chemicals induce damaging effects. Elucidation 
of the biochemical and biologic mechanisms responsible for these 
deleterious effects offers the best opportunity to control or prevent this 
type of injury, as well as to anticipate significant interactions of chem
icals and to detect special susceptibilities of people and animals to 
toxic agents. Since many environmental toxic agents evoke their 
effects only after being converted to active metabolites by enzymes 
in the target tissue, changing the activities of these enzymes by chem
icals or drugs can moderate the damaging effects of environmental 
toxins. The addition of such enzyme-modulating agents can neutralize 
completely the acute toxic effects of several chemicals which, in the 
absence of the moderator, would induce serious rapid damage in all 
of the exposed animals. Thus, a study of how a toxic metabolite is 
formed and inactivated by the body can have great practical value. 
It should be emphasized that such studies of mechanisms are often 
rudimentary. There is every indication that additional novel ways of 
preventing injury from environmental hazards will be developed as 
more intensive studies of mechanisms are encouraged. 

In addition to leading to the prevention of toxicity, studies of mecha
nisms have other important applications including the identification 
of people who are at higher risk than the population at large and the 
development of new ways of predicting long-term chronic toxicity, 
such as cancer, by identifying and measuring the initial effects of a 
given chemical or agent. 

There is increasing evidence that some people, by virtue of genetic 
background, concommitant or preexisting disease, or nutrition, may 
have a greater or lesser ability to handle potential toxic chemicals or 
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agents and thus may be at greater or lesser risk. This knowledge 
should be exploited to identify, by relatively simple tests, people at 
high risk (for example, smokers). 

With respect to assay techniques, the study of the mechanism of 
chemical carcinogenesis is leading to the development of new, rapid, 
bacterial mutagenicity tests for chemical carcinogens. In addition, 
studies of liver cancer induction by chemical carcinogens have led re
cently to a rapid quantitative assay for the first step in the develop
ment of cancer after exposure to various chemicals (Farber, In press). 
This new assay offers the possibility of studying the synergistic effects 
of various mixtures of two or more agents, each component of which 
is in too low a concentration to have much of an effect by itself. 

Another potential benefit which the study of mechanisms is likely 
to produce is to improve the reliability and precision of dose-effect 
extrapolations from laboratory animals to man, especially under con
ditions of chronic exposure at low doses. 

The identification of mechanisms of toxicity in humans, even when 
that toxicity occurs only rarely, has been of great benefit and has af
fected the health of normal populations as well as those at risk. The 
reason is that any marked alteration of body function produced by a 
toxic compound can offer important fresh clues and help establish the 
mechanisms that underlie how the normal body functions and how 
damage or injury can be prevented. For example, even though chemi
cally-induced porphyria occurs rarely, examination of this disease has 
led to a new understanding of normal heme metabolism as well as some 
of the toxic consequences of abnormal heme metabolism. 

Many chemical compounds and their derivatives, that have poten
tial toxicologic impact, exist in variable concentrations in the air, 
water, and food of people living in different geographic areas of the 
United States. Such variations make difficult the problem of identi
fying susceptible populations. Moreover, not all of the individuals ex
posed to toxic compounds develop toxic manifestations. The mecha
nisms responsible for differential toxicity among individuals, therefore, 
must be determined in order to design better tests for identifying popu
lations at risk and for preventing injury to these people. Development 
of screening procedures to identify especially susceptible individuals 
can help to reveal the underlying mechanisms of toxicity. 

Because of the myriad of toxins and mixtures of toxins present in 
the environment and the limited resources available to study these 
individually, it is important that the available resources not be over
committed to nonmechanistic studies of specific agents. Although it 
may never be possible to ignore or avoid studying a few selected agents, 
it is important, in the opinion of the Subtask Force, to place emphasis 
on how chemicals cause damage and disease rather than on which 
chemicals cause damage and disease. Therefore, it is necessary to 
express forcefully and clearly the logic and efficiency of basic research 
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for elucidating the mechanisms of toxic effects and the illogic and 
inefficiency of agent-oriented approaches not associated with studies 
of such mechanisms. 

II. Determination Of The Mechanisms of Toxicity 
Knowledge of the mechanisms of chemically-induced toxicity has 

proven useful in the past by leading to specific methods for preventing 
tissue damage. For example, pyridoxine treatment of isoniazid-in
duced neuropathy, vitamin K therapy for warfarin-induced hemorr
hage, and pyridine aldoxime methiodide (2-PAM) treatment of organ
ophosphate-induced poisoning illustrated how knowledge of basic 
pharmacologic and toxicologic mechanisms can lead to effective ther
apy and prevention of damage. At the present time, however, most 
underlying mechanisms by which toxic chemicals produce tissue da
mage have not been elucidated and more effort needs to be placed in 
this area. Specifically, certain approaches to the study of toxicologic 
mechanisms should be encouraged, including the search for single gene 
mutants as models of chemically-induced tissue damage and investi
gations of selected chemically-induced diseases themselves. 

A. Single Gene Mutants as Models 
Single gene mutants have been helpful as models in defining some 

mechanisms by which certain toxic chemicals produce tissue damage 
because such mutants offer unique opportunities for manipulating, 
independently of other factors, a single fundamental molecular vari
able. Often this variable consists of the activity of a single enzyme that 
is intimately involved in the way the body, tissue or cell handles the 
toxic chemcial. 

Recommendation 9-1: The Subtask Force strongly recommends 
that more effort be placed on the search for, and detailed in
vestigation of, appropriate single gene mutants as models for 
chemically-induced tissue damage. Ideally, these models 
would be characterized by a single molecular lesion in which 
the chemically-induced tissue damage is directly related to 
the molecular defect. 

B. Single Effect Chemical Compounds 
Another important approach to the analysis of mechanisms of toxi

city is the use of selected chemical compounds that seem to cause one 
or only a very few biochemical effects in cells or tissues and that induce 
only one type of toxic cellular response. The study in depth of such 
models will almost certainly uncover molecular or metabolic altera
tions that are key or pivotal in the generation of the particular cell 
damage under study. Hypotheses emerging from such studies could 
then be tested in more complex naturally-occurring diseases that are 
induced by environmental hazards. 
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It should be pointed out that many chemicals, including known en
vironmental toxic agents, frequently induce more than one type of tis
sue damage in both humans and animals. For example, carbon tet
rachloride under most circumstances induces at least three separate 
types of cell injury in the liver: cell death (irreversible), "ballooning" 
(reversible) and fatty liver (reversible) (Farber, et al., 1971). In con
trast, several chemicals and chemical compounds, such as cerium, 
ethionine and orotic acid, induce only one type of major tissue damage 
in the liver. The study of models using these chemicals facilitated the 
identification of some key metabolic defects that are intimately related 
to the genesis of one of the three types of damage, namely, fatty liver, 
a common pathologic change in the liver (Lombardi, 1966). Unfortu
nately, the investigation of compounds that produce multiple forms 
of cellular damage has not contributed significantly to the elucidation 
of underlying mechanisms of toxicity. 

Recommendation 9-2: Emphasis and encouragement should be 
given to studies on mechanisms involved in the search for, and 
the analysis of, appropriate chemically-induced single 
pathologic processes. This is in contrast to placing emphasis on 
research on experimental disease in which multiple types of tis
sue damage are induced. 

C. Pharmacogenetic Studies 

Pharmacogenetics is the study of genetically-controlled variations in 
response to drugs and other chemicals. Twin and family studies have 
disclosed that large inter-individual variations in response to several 
commonly-ingested compounds are controlled primarily by genes at 
multiple loci (Vesell, 1973). Thus, doses of these compounds may need 
to be adjusted individually on the basis of a particular subject's ca
pacity to handle them. Such adjustments in dosage may prevent toxi
city from such compounds. Moreover, knowledge of genetic differences 
has led to a better understanding of several chemically-induced dis
eases. For example, the observation that isoniazid-induced hepatitis 
occurred predominantly in genetically-determined rapid acetylators 
of isoniazid led to the discovery of the mechanism of toxicity which 
involves production of greater amounts of acetylhydrazine in rapid, 
compared to slow, acetylators (Mitchell, et. al., 1975). 

Recommendation 9-3: The study of pharmacogenetics should 
be fostered because such studies may help identify particular 
populations that are at high risk from exposures to environ
mental chemicals. The study of such populations can provide 
clues to mechanisms of toxicity. 
Recommendation 9-4: In order to permit studies on the mech
anisms by which toxic compounds produce human injury and 
to identify populations that are at particular risk, improve
ments in methodology are required at several levels: (a) the 
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application of more refined genetic analyses to polygenic sys
tems; (b) the development of methods to identify the discrete 
components of polygenic systems by laboratory techniques; 
and (c) the use of in vitro techniques such as tissue culture to 
predict the response of susceptible individuals before they are 
exposed to drugs or to toxic compounds in their environment. 
The Subtask Force urges that research be undertaken to de
velop such improvements. 
Many problems may arise in studying the toxic effects of foreign 

compounds at different doses in various animal species. The foreign 
compound may be insoluble and thus its bioavailability may decrease 
as the dose is increased. The foreign compound may be metabolized by 
enzyme systems that become saturated as the dose is increased; hence 
the pattern of metabolites may be dose-dependent. Saturation of 
binding sites in plasma and tissues may occur at high doses, and thus 
the biologic half-life of the compound can be changed. The rate or pat
tern of metabolism of the toxicant may differ markedly in different 
species and strains of animals and among subgroups of the human pop
ulation. The rates and the pattern of metabolism may be altered by 
various chemicals, and the effects of a given treatment on the 
metabolism of a given compound may vary with different animal 
species. Furthermore, the foreign compound itself may change its own 
metabolism and thus its pattern of metabolism may be altered during 
its chronic administration. Studies on the pharmacokinetics of toxi
cants should elucidate these differences. 

Occasionally, the classical pharmacokinetic methods fail to disclose 
important aspects of the disposition of foreign chemicals. Some foreign 
compounds are converted to chemically-reactive metabolites that cause 
toxicities of various kinds. Because of their chemical reactivities, these 
metabolites cannot be detected by chemical methods, but they may be 
detected indirectly by measuring their covalent binding to 
macromolecules. 

Recommendation 9-5: The pharmacokinetics of toxicants in 
vivo should be studied to determine the following: (a) the bio
availability of the toxicant at doses used in toxicity studies; 
(b) whether the rates and patterns of metabolism change with 
different doses or are altered by exposure to different chemi
cals or treatments; (c) whether the toxicity is mediated by 
the parent toxicant or one or more of its metabolites; and (d) 
whether there can be saturation of processes for the formation 
and elimination of toxic metabolites. 
Although in vitro studies will undoubtedly provide much valuable 

knowledge in the elucidation of the mechanisms of biotransformation 
and toxicity and their alterations by various treatments, these studies 
should be related to in vivo studies. Clearly, in vitro studies cannot pre
dict the rates at which a compound and its metabolites are eliminated 
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from the body nor can they predict the biologic half-lives of these sub

stances even when they are metabolized solely by enzymes in the tis

sue studied in vitro. The half life of a substance depends not only on 

the activity of the enzymes in the tissues but also on the reversible 

binding of the substance to all the tissues in the body and thus on the 

volume of distribution of the substance. Moreover, in vitro studies do 

not provide estimates of the interplay among various organs that me

tabolize toxicants. Furthermore, the relative activities and control of 

the integration of sequences of the competing systems that are affected 

by or that limit the concentration of toxic substances in a given tissue 

in vitro may be different from their activities in vivo for many reasons, 

e.g., because incubation conditions differ from those existing in vivo or 

because the concentrations of effectors and cofactors are changed. 

Studies with tissue cultures may be especially difficult to extrapolate 

to living multicellular organisms because the relative activities of en

zymes (e.g., the balance between those that catalyze toxication and 

detoxication reactions) may change as the culture is transferred. All 

those differences may affect the toxic responses caused by foreign com

pounds. 
Recommendation 9-6: Pharmacokinetic principles should be 

used in assessing the validity of extrapolations of results ob

tained in in vitro studies to living animals. 

D. Multidisciplinary Studies 

In the final analysis, toxic damage to cells and tissues results more 

often from the way cells "interpret" and respond to molecular or struc

tural changes inflicted by a toxicant than from the direct effects of 

the toxicant. This reflects one of the basic tenents of biology which 

states that "the cell is the smallest integrating unit in biology: a 

pseudo-intelligent computer that receives, screens, changes, reacts to 

and adapts to a host of environmental signals. All of this activity is ap

parently designed through long years of evolution, for cell survival and 

host survival" (Farber, 1973). 
Thus, only through an integration of molecular, biochemical, struc

tural and physiologic data can researchers hope to understand the es

sential nature of environmental disease and how exposure to a toxicant 

is instrumental in producing such disease. Unfortunately, this cor

relative-integrative approach is too infrequently employed in the lab

oratory. 
Recommendation 9- 7: Given the need for integrating data from 
several technical approaches, the Subtask Force recommends 
that every effort be made by various personal, administrative 

and fiscal avenues to encourage the close correlative study of 
environmental disease by combined biophysical, chemical, 

anatomic and physiologic studies. 
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Incomplete as it is, current knowledge of normal cellular and tissue 
structure, organization and function forms the basis for the present 
understanding of how toxic chemicals and agents induce injury. Prog
ress in the study of mechanisms of toxic injury would be facilitated 
by advances in the knowledge of the normal cell. More emphasis needs 
to be placed on this interdependence of knowledge about normal and 
abnormal cellular conditions. 

Recommendations 9-8: It is recommended that high quality re
search concerning the organization and function of normal 
cells and their constituent parts be an integral part of the en
vironmental health effort and, as such, be well supported fi
nancially. Any significant decrease in this type of research 
will quickly place severe limitations on the abilities of envi
ronmental health specialists to study the consequences of ex
posure to toxic chemicals and agents in the environment. In
deed, without knowledge of the normal function of cells, it 
would be impossible to determine and evaluate abnormal func
tions. 

III. Commentary 

In order to carry out these recommendations, the Subtask Force be
lieves that it would be helpful to develop a new orientation and fresh 
approaches to research and training in studies of mechanisms of chemi
cal-induced injury and environmental disease. Characteristic of this 
change in direction is an interdisciplinary approach, an approach which 
implies more than the sum of the individual parts. Studies of drug me
tabolism, for example, may be intellectually challenging, but their 
role in elucidating the mechanisms of toxicity is largely lost if they are 
not related to how cells and tissues respond in vivo in their character
istic integrative manner. This can be achieved best when the various 
types of studies are performed in concert in the same laboratory. Also 
essential is a leader committed to and trained in the melding of dif
ferent disciplines into a broader approach, one that not only concerns 
itself with the details of a mechanism but which then relates this 
mechanism to toxicity as seen in the whole animal. Unfortunately, 
these approaches are not widely used at present. More common are 
disciplinary approaches, each of which provides only partial answers to 
overall questions on the mechanisms of toxicity. 

To foster and achieve better results, new types of educational and 
research programs and associated financial support are needed. In 
particular: 

A. The interdisciplinary approach to studies of the mechanisms of 
toxicity should receive greater emphasis in related educational 
programs. 

B. To overcome the traditional resistance of deans, administrators 
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and department chairmen to this approach, there is a need to: 
1. Provide long-term financial support to interdisciplinary 

research programs in these subject areas and to the associ
ated personnel. Such support should be adequate to per
mit the establishment of tenured academic positions in such 
programs. This, in turn, would attract well qualified people 
into such activities. 

2. Support the education of outstanding young individuals, 
interested in the environmental health sciences, for posi
tions of responsibility in such programs. This approach 
would take advantage of the widespread interest of young 
people in environmental issues and would help fill current 
and future voids for leaders in such programs. 

IV. Summary 

Exclusive of selected occupational settings, it is seldom possible to 
avoid disease and ill-health caused by environmental factors by re
moving all dangerous toxic agents. Even the removal of selected dan
gerous components of a disease-causing mixture may not be beneficial 
because of the interactions of the constituents of any given mixture; 
indeed, the overall toxicity of a complex mixture can be increased by 
the removal of only one of its toxic ingredients. 

To save time and effort in the study of environmentally-caused dis
ease, it is necessary to know how and why toxic agents cause injury and 
to identify particular groupings of people who may be most suscepti
ble to pollutants or mixtures thereof. Mechanisms of toxicity can also 
be used in developing new methods for detecting injury in its earliest 
and often reversible stages. 

In conducting studies of the mechanism of chemical-induced injury 
and environmental disease, the Subtask Force believes that greater use 
of two approaches would be most productive: (1) the use of single gene 
mutants as models for chemically-induced injury or for the study of 
action of toxic agents; and (2) the use of toxic agents that cause only 
one or a very few biochemical effects in cells or tissues, in contrast to 
the use of chemicals which induce several types of tissue injury. In each 
case, the study of mechanisms will be aided by having a minimal num
ber of parameters involved in the injury process. Such simplication is 
crucial to the development of an understanding of the key steps by 
which toxic agents cause injury. 

In mechanism studies, especially those which make use of in vitro 
systems, it is important to understand and determine the pharmaco
kinetics of the disposition of the toxic agent or chemical by the whole 
animal (and man). Extrapolation of toxic effects from one species to 
another, especially at low doses and dose rates, will require knowledge 
of the pharmacokinetics of disposition and of the mechanisms of ac
tion of toxic agents and chemicals. 
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Identification of susceptible populations will be aided by the meld
ing of pharmacogenetic studies with knowledge of the mechanisms of 
action of the toxic agent or chemical being studied. These approaches 
have been successfully employed in drug therapy and in the study of 
adverse drug reactions and await more widespread use in detecting 
and preventing environmental injury by chemicals. 

Finally, to promote new uses of mechanism studies in preventing and 
detecting environmentally-induced injury, there is a need to approach 
research and associated educational activities in innovative ways. 
Especially important will be the development of support for interdis
ciplinary teams through which many different sciences can be brought 
to bear in the same place and at the same time on research to elucidate 
the mechanisms of toxic effects. 
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CARCINOGENESIS* 

I. Introduction 

It has been estimated that 50-90% of the total cancer incidence in the 
human population in the United States is dependent on known or un
known environmental factors (Higginson and Muir, 1973). This is based 
on three main considerations: (1) epidemiologic studies of specific fac
tors such as cigarette smoking, occupation, and drug exposure; (2) 
studies of cancer rates in people who have migrated from one country to 
another, such as the Japanese who came first to Hawaii and then to the 
continental U.S. (Haenzel, et al., 1972); and (3) studies on neighboring 
areas in which there is a marked difference in the incidence of a specific 
cancer, for example, esophageal cancer in the Caspian littoral of Iran 
and certain parts of China. It appears that in some instances specific 
cancer-inducing chemicals (carcinogens) are responsible for tumor 
development, with or without the participation of other agents (modify
ing factors). 

In those cases in which epidemiologic studies suggest the involve
ment of an environmental agent in the causation of a specific form of 
cancer, the findings can then be confirmed by animal studies, which 
can also address additional questions. For example, the mechanism of 
action of carcinogens may be studied in depth, and the carcinogenic 
potential of substances for which there is no direct epidemiologic evi
dence can be investigated. 

Although it is known that species react differently to specific car
cinogens, present information does not permit a clear distinction 
between agents which are carcinogenic in animals in the laboratory and 
those which act in man. It is therefore necessary to regard all agents 
demonstrated to be carcinogenic in animals as potentially carcinogenic 
to man. 

The fact that a large number of new chemicals are introduced an
nually into the environment prohibits making adequate facilities and 
especially skilled personnel available for costly, long-term testing. A 
backlog of 20,000-30,000 presently-used agents accentuates the logistic 
*This chapter was prepared under the direction of Gerald N. Wogan and David B. 
Clayson. Other contributors were Emmanuel Farber, David G. Kaufman, and Sidney 
Weinhouse. 
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problem. For this reason attempts are being made, with some success, 
to devise short-term in vitro tests to identify potential carcinogens. 

Despite the formidable number of different agents that require 
testing, information presently available indicates that the majority of 
(though not all) chemical carcinogens belong to a limited number of 
chemical classes. Within each chemical class there are specific struc
tures which are associated with carcinogenicity and others which do not 
appear to lead to cancer. At this time it is not possible to predict with 
confidence from chemical structure alone whether an agent will lead to 
cancer. Chemicals which differ only slightly in molecular structure may 
differ qualitatively in carcinogenic activity. Possibly the further study 
of the metabolic fate of chemicals will be of use in this regard. 

The demonstration that an agent is a carcinogen raises several impor
tant questions concerning the necessity for its existence in the environ
ment and the possibility of eliminating it. The answers to those ques
tions depend on the potential risk to individuals and to the general 
population of its use and the benefits of a personal and economic 
nature which individuals and the community derive from that agent. 
The decision process will clearly be tempered by the existence of 
alternatives to the hazardous agent. 

II. Chemical Carcinogens 

A. Sources of Human Exposures to Environmental Carcinogens 

Every aspect of human existence may involve exposure to 
carcinogens and/or modifying agents (Clayson, 1962; Searle, In press). 
Certain of these exposures lead to high rates of cancer morbidity in the 
exposed populations. In other cases the risk is not so apparent because 
methodologic problems exist such as those involved in analyzing the ef
fects of relatively uniform exposures to the whole population, because 
occupationally induced cancer may be obscured by the contribution of 
non-occupational factors, or because the levels of the effective agents 
are relatively low. Despite the ubiquity of the problems of environmen
tal carcinogenesis, the use of epidemiologic and experimental methods 
has made it possible to define specific areas and certain agents as im
portant contributors to the overall cancer morbidity. 

1. Cigarette Smoking 
Cigarette smoking appears to be a major factor in environmental 

cancer. Some authorities have indicated that as much as 95% of the 
current epidemic level of cancer of the bronchus and lung is a result of 
this habit. Furthermore, recent evidence indicates that asbestos ex
posure and uranium mining, the principal occupational exposures 
leading to this form of cancer, are, in fact, potentiated many times by 
cigarette smoking (Selikoff, et al., 1968). Relinquishing the cigarette
smoking habit before the age of 40 appears to reduce the rate of forma
tion of cancer of the bronchus and lung, and the mortality curve slowly 
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approaches that of non-cigarette smokers. 
Cigarette smoking is also associated epidemiologically with other 

tumors including those of the larynx, esophagus, pancreas and urinary 
bladder. These observations raise questions as to the specific com
ponent(s) of the smoke involved in the genesis of such tumors. These 
questions cannot be answered at this time because of the complexity of 
the smoke which is known to contain polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, 
aromatic amines, and nitrosamine carcinogens. 

2. Other Personal Habits 
The association between consumption of alcoholic beverages and 

cancer has been difficult to evaluate because of the fact that frequently 
an individual who drinks alcohol also smokes. Rothman and Keller 
(1972) conducted an analysis of both smoking and drinking habits in 
oral cancer patients and demonstrated that the risk ratio rose from 1.00 
in non-drinking, non- or light-smokers (less than 20 cigarettes/day) to 
15.5 in those who combined smoking (more than 40 cigarettes/day) and 
heavy drinking (more than 1.5 oz. alcohol/day). The mode of action of 
the alcoholic beverage is not known; it could contain specific chemical 
carcinogens in trace amounts, or it could act as a solvent to permit 
easier access of cigarette smoke-generated carcinogens to the tissues. 
Evidence concerning the carcinogenic response of other tissues to the 
consumption of alcoholic beverages is less secure (Rothman, 1975). 
There is a need for epidemiologic analysis of the effects of alcoholic 
beverage consumption on cancer development with specific attention to 
the nature of the product used. 

Other personal habits are important in different parts of the world. 
The chewing of quids containing betel nut and the reversed smoking of 
cigarettes are both apparently associated, in parts of India, with oral 
cancer. These localized habits provide an interesting area for exploring 
the mechanisms of human carcinogenesis. 

3. Occupation 
Although occupational cancer is probably responsible for only a 

modest fraction of the total cancer incidence even in heavily indus
trialized nations, it has special significance for comparatively small 
groups of exposed workers in whom the overall incidence may rise to 
very high proportions. It is also important in the general environmen
tal scene because carcinogens produced by industry may escape as 
effluents into the general environment and because the products of in
dustry may be contaminated by these carcinogens and thereby put at 
risk a much larger proportion of the general population. Historically, 
occupational cancer was of prime importance because it provided a 
series of discrete exposed populations for study, and the derived infor
mation formed the basis for the investigation of environmental carcino
genesis. 

A chronologic list of occupational carcinogens is remarkable because 
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it spans the complete history of chemical carcinogenesis from the 
pioneer observations of Pott (1775) on scrotal cancer caused by soot 
in chimney sweeps to the recent discovery of angiosarcoma in heavily 
exposed vinyl chloride polymerization workers (Creech and Johnson, 
1974). The latter observation clearly demonstrates that it is highly 
probable even today that more occupational carcinogens remain to 
be discovered and that further effort in this area is necessary. 

4. Drugs 
Second to occupational exposures, drugs probably represent man's 

highest exposure to synthetic compounds, especially when the drugs 
are used to combat or palliate chronic disease. A dose of 100 mg/day 
of a given drug amounts to a total intake of 1 kg in less than 3 years. 
The fact that the possible carcinogenic hazard arising from the use of 
drugs was not realized until comparatively recently means that the 
period of great expansion and productivity of the pharmaceutic indus
try (1935-1960) took place without adequate carcinogenesis testing. 
The consequence is that man is now faced with increasing numbers of 
valuable drugs that may not be without suspicion of carcinogenicity. 

The present major problems in this pharmaceutic area concern the 
therapeutic uses of hormones, particularly estrogens. The large popu
lation of young women whose mothers were treated with diethylstil
bestrol to maintain their pregnancy have now developed potentially 
neoplastic lesions of the reproductive tract, such as cervical and vag
inal adenosis, and over 260 cases of clear cell adenocarcinoma of the 
vagina (Herbst, In press). Three surveys have shown that the use of 
conjugated estrogen is associated with a 5 to 18 fold increased risk of 
endometrial carcinoma, and recently there has been concern about an 
association between benign liver tumors and the use of oral contra
ceptives. 

Other drug-induced tumors in man include those associated with 
the abuse of analgesics containing phenacetin and/or antipyrin. 
Chlornaphazin and cyclophosphamide, effective antineoplastic agents, 
are further examples. Among the large number of drugs being pre
scribed, the possibility exists that some may be converted into car
cinogens through their metabolism or their reaction with other dietary 
components, such as nitrite. 

5. Food 
There are three problem areas in carcinogen-contamination of the 

food supply: 1) naturally occurring carcinogens which include some 
of the most potent agents known at this time; 2) man-made substances 
used either deliberately as fooa additives or indirectly as residues, 
arising from the use of insecticides, herbicides or veterinary medicines, 
as well as other industrial chemicals accumulated by fish, shellfish 
or other foods; and 3) the modirfying influence of certain nutritional 
factors on the effects of other carcinogens. The first two of these prob
lem areas are discussed below. The third will be discussed later. 
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Among the naturally occurring carcinogens in foods, the aflatoxins 
represent the most thoroughly documented problem area. Evidence 
exists that these compounds are probable etiologic agents for human 
liver cancer in some parts of the world, and extensive measures are 
required for the minimization of food contamination by them. Other 
known food-borne carcinogens of natural origin include other myco
toxins, bracken fern, pyrrolizidine alkaloids, cycasin, and many 
additional substances. These are discussed in Chapter 3. 

Deliberate food additives are strictly controlled in the U. S., and 
substances capable of inducing cancer in man or animals are pro
hibited under the Delaney Clause (Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic 
Act, 1958). Recent problems concerned with substances such as Red 2 
and cyclamate illustrate the difficulties encountered in current bio
assays. Even with adequate protocols, test results have not been un
equivocal. Better carcinogenesis evaluation methods are essential 
for definitive judgment of such substances. 

Residues left as a result of agricultural practice present even more 
difficult problems. Modern intensive agriculture, which is practiced 
to feed the rapidly expanding population of the world, depends on 
the use of chemicals as fertilizers, insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, 
growth promoters, and veterinary medicines. In many cases these 
products occur at trace levels in the final crop and, if carcinogenic, 
present formidable problems in control. 

The use of nitrite as a preservative in the storage of meat has been 
practiced for many centuries and is particularly effective in the con
trol of C. botulinum. Recently it has been effectively demonstrated 
that in the acid conditions of the human and animal stomach, nitrite 
interacts with secondary and tertiary amino compounds to give potent
ly carcinogenic N-nitroso compounds (Mirvish, 1975). The sources of 
amino-compounds are numerous and may be food constituents or 
simultaneously ingested substances such as drugs. 

The problem goes further than merely the removal of nitrite from 
food processing since nitrite can be produced from nitratn which may 
be present at high levels in both water supplies and many vegetables. 
Nitrite can originate by bacterial reduction of nitrate either in foods 
or in the saliva and gastrointestinal tract. 

It has been suggested that compounds such as ascorbic acid, which 
are capable of reacting with nitrite to give innocuous products, may 
inhibit the formation of N-nitroso compounds. This possibility needs 
exploration as a promising means of reducing human carcinogen 
exposure. 

Similar problems arise in the classical method of preserving foods 
by smoking, or by roasting or broiling over open fires. In such cases 
polycyclic hydrocarbons are undoubtedly formed, and biologically 
significant levels of carcinogenic polycyclic hydrocarbons may be 
transferred to the food. 
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6. Water 

Carcinogenic contaminants in drinking water have been discussed 
(Kraybill, 1976) with special emphasis on the chloro-compounds. With 
the exception of chloroform and carbon tetrachloride, these substances 
occur at concentrations less than 1 ppb, and for the relatively weak 
carcinogens, the biologic significance of these concentrations is un
certain. Chloroform is present at much higher levels in water supplies 
and has been stated to arise from the chlorination of drinking water. 
Considerable thought will have to be given to validating this pre
sumption and, if true, to balancing the possible effects of chloroform 
as a human carcinogen against the expenditures involved in substi
tuting alternate methods of water purification. These and related 
problems are discussed in Chapter 3. 

7. Atmosphere 
Evaluation of the possible effects of atmospheric pollution on the 

incidence of carcinoma of the bronchus and lung has proved difficult 
because of changing fuel use, the overriding effects of self-induced 
pollution due to cigarette-smoking, and the results of occupational and 
other exposure to carcinogens. It is possible that atmospheric pollu
tion interacts with other carcinogen exposures such as smoking. The 
potential of atmospheric pollution in inducing human cancer requires 
evaluation. For example, the most urgent need is to quantify levels of 
atmospheric pollutants to provide a data base against which future 
epidemiologic surveys can be judged (see Chapter 1). 

8. Household Products 
Household products include cosmetics, cleaning materials, paints, 

horticultural chemicals, and many other substances. These may be 
used by the general public in unintended ways or in excessive quantities 
and may lead to accidental exposures involving pregnant women or 
children. It is, therefore, essential to ensure through appropriate test
ing and regulation that such products do not contain highly toxic or 
carcinogenic chemicals (see also Chapter 4). 

B. Identification of Environmental Chemical Carcinogens 
1. Epidemiology 

Epidemiologic investigations can be of value in the development of 
an understanding of chemical carcinogens in two major areas, which 
are in urgent need of exploration: 

a. Many chemicals exist which have an important bearing on cur
rent lifestyles but which, subsequent to their general use, have 
been shown to introduce cancer in laboratory animals. DDT is a 
case in point. In such cases, it should be possible on a world and/ 
or national basis to define populations that have been exten
sively exposed during the manufacture and use of specific agents. 
The cancer morbidity or mortality of these populations could 
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provide valuable evidence for the validity of certain animal test 
systems as predictors for human cancer. 

b. The possible value of record linkage systems in providing an 
early warning of cancer in specific human subpopulations should 
be explored. The major difficulties in this approach are the cost 
and problems associated with the possible invasion of privacy. 
Nevertheless, the linkage of cancer morbidity (from an efficiently 
operating cancer registry) and occupational history (from 
employer or union records), and health history (including 
prescribed pharmaceuticals) could produce much of value. A 
method of superimposing various personal details such as tobac
co use, consumption of beverages, dietary habits, and other per
sonal factors would further enhance the usefulness of these data. 

Recommendation 10-1: A number of substances which have 
had widespread use within the environment are carcinogenic 
in laboratory animals. Epidemiologic studies of human popu
lations exposed to these compounds should be conducted to 
determine the predictive value of animal experiments. Two 
materials that might be considered for study are methylene
bis (2-chloroaniline) and DDT. 
Recommendation 10-2: The Subtask Force recommends that 
record linkage systems be introduced as a means for earliest 
detection of human carcinogens. Such systems should include 
cancer morbidity data, occupational and medical histories, 
including prescribed drugs, and personal habits such as 
smoking, alcohol consumption, etc. To be of value in the de
tection of environmental carcinogens, such systems should 
be continued for many years. (See also Recommendation 15-14.) 

2. Relationships Between Cancer and Other Diseases 
Recent studies have shown that the smooth muscle cells in athero

sclerotic plaques are of monoclonal origin. A mutational event which 
provides a selective growth advantage to the mutated cell and its prog
eny has been proposed as a mechanism consistent with this observation. 
Chemical or viral mutagens have been suggested as possible etiologic 
agents which could cause such a change. 

Data show that the incidence of cancer of the breast has a correla
tion to fat intake similar to that of atherosclerosis. The correlation of 
the relationship of breast cancer to fat intake on a geographic basis, 
however, may be higher than that for the relationship between athero
sclerosis and the population's intake of fat. In both men and women 
there may also be a correlation between certain forms of colonic can
cer and atherosclerosis. The possibility exists that substances which 
accompany the fats and not the fats themselves are at fault. For 
example, it could be that preservatives for meats or certain fungal or 
bacterial products could be the true villains in this case. As mentioned 
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earlier, it is now known that cooking, particularly barbecueing and 
broiling meats, produces substances which are potentially carcinogenic. 

Recommendation 10-3: The Subtask Force recommends that a 
search for etiologic factors in cancer especially of the colon 
and breast be undertaken. 

3. Animal Experiments 
Provided that a suitable protocol is chosen, it is relatively easy to 

demonstrate a potent carcinogen by administering it to animals. Most 
current investigations, however, are directed to demonstrating that 
an agent does not possess carcinogenic properties. Such an objective 
is philosophically and scientifically unachievable, but depending on 
the scale of the experiment, the judgment that a substance is not car
cinogenic can be made with reasonable confidence. In designing and 
conducting animal experiments with chemical carcinogens, it is es
sential that detailed consideration be given to every aspect from the 
establishment of the protocol to the analysis of the results. It is well 
known that host and tissue susceptibility (i.e., the many factors con
cerned in the mechanism of carcinogenesis) vary during life. Therefore 
new techniques need to be investigated, and additional bioassay pro-
tocols need to be developed anc! validated. · 

Recommendation 10-4: Further research is urgently needed 
to validate and improve presently used bioassays for carcino
genesis. This should include comparative evaluation of the 
following: different routes and schedules of carcinogen ad
ministration; different animal species; differences in metabolic 
activation and pharmacodynamic distribution of the test 
compound; and the effects of dose level and frequency on the 
latency of the induced neoplasm. 
Recommendation 10-5: The tissues with greatest susceptibility 
to carcinogenesis vary from species to species and in some 
cases between strains. The Subtask Force recommends that 
the biologic basis of differences in tumor target tissues and 
differences in the natural history of these tumors be further 
studied. Such research may provide valuable insights for the 
design and evaluation of carcinogenesis bioassays and the ex
trapolation of these results between species. 

4. Short Term Tests 

An increasing number of short term tests are being introduced for 
the screening of chemicals for carcinogenic activity (Bridges, 1976). 
Most of these involve the interaction of the test compound with the 
cellular genome and include microbial and mammalian cell muta
genesis, cell transformation studies, including both in vivo and in vitro 
exposure to the test substance, and DNA repair systems. The compara
tively recent and successful development of these prescreens is a con-
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sequence of the realization of the importance of metabolic activation 
in carcinogenesis. The most rapid and successful of these prescreens 
have now been tested on a substantial number of substances and, with 
most classes of chemicals, have provided a high degree of correlation 
with results of previous animal studies. 

It seems certain that these short term tests will be considered and 
may be required by all regulatory agencies in the not too distant future. 
The very rapidity of use of these tests, as well as their success, en
courages their early adoption. There will, therefore, be a requirement 
for an agreed battery of such tests, possibly based on a tier system, in 
which a hierarchy of tests will be performed successively. Strict ex
perimental validation of the proposed systems should be obtained. 
There will also have to be decisions made on whether, in particular 
situations, such tests may completely replace the long-term and costly 
animal bioassays. Such decisions should be broadly based, and dif
ferent agencies should not use such tests in different ways for assessing 
predicted carcinogenicity in similar environmental situations. 

Recommendation 10-6: Discrepancies now exist between re
sults of specific in vivo and in vitro assays for carcinogens. The 
possibilities should be investigated that these differences may 
relate to differing persistence of carcinogens and their prox
imal and ultimate metabolites under the different conditions 
employed. Such information will help to relate in vitro tests to 
animal assays and thereby assist in the estimation of human 
risks. 

C. Mechanisms of Carcinogenesis 

Three phases may be identified during chemical carcinogenesis. 
First, the chemically unreactive carcinogen is converted to a reactive 
electron-deficient intermediate (electrophile). Second, this reactive 
intermediate interacts with electron-rich (nucleophile) centers in the 
target cell to cause "cell transformation." Third, the transformed cells 
may either revert to quasi-normal cells by DNA repair mechanisms 
or into clinically-apparent tumors after a usually lengthy latency 
period. The first phase is not obligatory, since some carcinogens, such 
as the biologic alkylating agents, are reactive enough to interact with 
nucleophiles without enzymic activation. In some cases, it is possible 
that neither the first nor the· second stage is required. This may be 
the case, for example, in asbestos and metal-induced tumors. A re
search program into the mechanism of action of those chemical car
cinogens, which possibly do not interact in the same way as the electro
philogenic carcinogens, is therefore essential. 

The importance of metabolic activation in carcinogenesis has been 
established (Miller, 1970). Aflatoxins and nitrosamines are probably 
activated in one stage, aromatic amines in two, and polycyclic aro
matic hydrocarbons in three stages to highly active, electrophilic in-
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termediates. Metabolic changes which do not lead to such reactive 
intermediates are generally detoxifications. Both detoxifying and ac
tivating enzymes may be affected either positively or negatively by 
modifying factors. Therefore, the study of the activities of the en
zymes concerned in the metabolism of chemical carcinogens is of prime 
importance to the understanding of the action of modifying factors. 

Much of the available information on the activation of chemical 
carcinogens has been obtained with liver and, less frequently, with 
kidney, lung and skin. The fact that inactive "precarcinogens" have 
to be converted into reactive entities indicates that the distribution 
of induced tumors may depend on metabolic activation. In its final 
stages, atleast, this may take place locally in specific tissues. 

Recommendation 10-7: Research is needed to characterize the 
subcellular mechanisms of carcinogen metabolism and trans
port in target and non-target tissues. This should include 
investigations of the enzymology of carcinogen metabolism; 
the influences of modifying factors including inducers, inhib
itors, and availability of cofactors; identification of trans
port mechanisms through which electrophilic derivatives 
reach critical target sites within the cell; and identification 
of cellular nucleophiles, levels of which are important deter
minants of the kinetics of interactions between activated car
cinogens and critical target sites. 
Recommendation 10-8: The mechanisms of carcinogenesis by 
chemically-inert compounds, such as asbestos and certain 
metals, require further study. The results of such studies 
would provide insight into mechanisms of carcinogenesis pos
sibly involving critical target sites different from those in
volved for other types of carcinogens. 
The second phase of chemical carcinogenesis is the interaction of 

the activated electrophilic intermediate with the nucleophilic centers 
in the tissue. The most significant of these appear at present to be the 
purines of the nucleic acids. This is a non-enzymic reaction and appears 
to be relatively random, although there is now good evidence that dif
ferent agents attack different sites. For example, guanine in nucleic 
acids is attacked at the 8-position by N-2-fluorenylacetamide, at the 
7-position by methylmethanesulfonate, at both 7-N and 6-0 position 
by dimethylnitrosamine and methylnitrosourea, and at the 2-amino 
position by 7, 12-dimethylbenz (a) anthracene. With methylation 
only, the biologically effective alkylation appears to be 0-6 rather than 
N- 7 and may be explained by the disruption of interbase hydrogen
bonding in the former, but not the latter, position. The effect of larger 
substituents has not yet been studied. 

Recommendation 10-9: Research efforts are required for the 
chemical characterization of reactions occurring between ac-
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tivated carcinogens and functionally important macromole
cules, including DNA, RNA, and proteins. The qualitative 
characterization of all of the covalently bound derivatives, 
formed after exposure of cells in vitro to carcinogens and in 
target and nontarget tissues of animals dosed with carcino
gens, should be fully defined. 
After the chemical nature of covalently bound carcinogens has been 

adequately defined, the factors determining the kinetics of their for
mation and disappearance in target and nontarget tissues should be 
identified and characterized. This line of investigation could profit
ably include studies of the relationships between the dose of carcino
gen and levels and biologic half-lives of the bound carcinogen deriva
tives. 

An essential feature of this area of research is the elucidation of the 
functional consequences of interactions of carcinogens with macro
molecules. Such studies should focus on those interactions associated 
with perturbations in cellular functions (e.g., transcription or trans
lation) or initiation of cellular repair processes or regeneration. When 
conducted in in vivo models, it is imperative that responsive target cel
lular subpopulations within an organ or tissue be specifically identi
fied and investigated. 

The lesion in DNA caused by interactions with carcinogens may be 
reversed by the process of DNA repair. If repair occurs before DNA 
undergoes replication, DNA repair may be a restorative process. There 
is a question whether some carcinogens may inhibit repair or whether 
repeated doses of a carcinogen lead to inhibition of pre-replicative 
repair. Further study of this exceedingly complex repair process, by 
using graded doses of methylating and other carcinogens in vivo, is 
required. 

Alternatively, post-replication repair of DNA, which has thus far 
only been demonstrated in vitro, may take place after DNA damage 
by carcinogens. Post-replication repair has been shown to be error
prone and may therefore result in a locking-in of the misinformation 
introduced into the genetic apparatus by interaction with the carcino
gen. Such a sequence of events could give rise to clones of transformed 
cells which ultimately form tumors, but the role played by this mecha
nism in carcinogenesis is not known. 

Recommendation 10-10: DNA repair plays an important part 
in carcinogenesis. There is need for the further study of DNA 
damage and repair processes, including the isolation and 
identification of the specific enzymes, and the effects of the 
nature and dose of carcinogen thereon. Thorough studies of 
the exceedingly complex processes involved in the interaction 
of carcinogens with nucleic acids offer promising rewards. 
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D. Modifiers of Carcinogenesis 

1. Modifiers of Metabolism 

Enzyme induction is the best known form of modification of meta
bolic activation. Many carcinogens, like other foreign agents, are 
oxidized in the mixed function oxygenases in which the cytochrome 
P450 system is an essential component. Different agents have differ
ent inducing activities for the individual oxygenases, and thus it is 
difficult to predict quantitatively the overall effect of a specific induc
ing agent on the metabolic activation of a particular carcinogen. It 
appears that inducing agents increase the activity of both activating 
and detoxifying enzymes and that it is the final balance between these 
enzymes that dictates the overall effect of enzyme induction in a spe
cific case. In most investigated examples, the overall level of meta
bolic activation is reduced and thus carcinogenesis is inhibited. 
Examples of enzyme inducers include: polycyclic aromatic hydrocar
bons and their quinones; phenobarbital; certain chlorocarbon pesti
cides such as DDT; PCBs; and others. Although there is no correlation 
between enzyme inducing ability and carcinogenic potential, a number 
of inducing agents, such as certain polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, 
are potent carcinogens. Others such as DDT are much weaker carcino
gens and generally affect the liver, particularly of the mouse. It has 
been suggested that these liver tumors are a consequence of sustained 
enzyme induction, but this remains a speculation without reported 
experimental support. 

The anti-oxidants have some enzyme-inducing activity, but it is 
doubtful whether this property is sufficient to account for their ability 
to reduce the incidence of cancer induced by other agents (Watten
berg, 1975). Possibly they act by scavenging highly reactive electrophiles 
produced from carcinogens, but no direct evidence for this is available. 

Some hormones act as enzyme-inducing agents, but others may 
have a more specific effect on enzyme levels. Thus, for example, andro
gens increase and estrogens inhibit the activity of the enzyme sulfo
transferase, which is responsible for the sulfation of N-hydroxy-N-2-
fluorenylacetamide. The sulfate ester is the proximate carcinogen 
responsible for N,2-fluorenylacetamine-induced tumors in rat liver 
(DeBaun, et al., 1970). The action of N,2-fluorenylacetamide is more 
pronounced on the liver in male rats than in female rats. Numerous 
examples of hormonal modification of carcinogen metabolism possibly 
exist. 

Dietary changes also may severely affect carcinogen activation. This 
is perhaps best illustrated by the use for short periods of protein
free diets which diminish the metabolic activation of diethylnitrosa
mine in rat liver, but not in rat kidney. The consequence after a single 
dose of diethylnitrosamine is marked reduction in toxicity to the liver; 
this, however, makes it possible to feed a higher dose, thus leading to 
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a markedly increased incidence of interstitial cell tumors of the kidney. 
This example stresses the complexities of the experimental system. 

Relatively simple modification of the levels of dietary co-factors for 
metabolic enzymes may alter the balance between activation and 
detoxification. This is illustrated by the fact that increased levels 
of riboflavin, a cofactor for the demethylase and azo-reductase en
zymes, leads to a reduction in the carcinogenicity of 4-dimethylam
inoazobenzene. Other factors act in other ways. For example, feeding 
a 40-fold molecular excess of acetanilide inhibits the hepatocarcino
genicity of N,2-fluorenylacetamide because it acts as a sulfate sink, 
through its metabolite, p-hydroxy-acetanilide, and thus competitively 
inhibits the formation of the highly reactive sulfate ester of N-hydroxy
N,2-fluorenylacetamide. Feeding an excess of sulfate in the diet 
reverses this inhibition. 

This area is exceedingly complex and, although there is much pub
lished literature on specific topics, there seems to have been little 
concerted effort by which the effects of specific agents on the 
balance between detoxification and activation of carcinogens may be 
predicted. 

Recommendation 10-11: Research is needed on the factors in
volved in the inhibition or enhancement of chemical carcino
genesis by natural or synthetic agents, including factors such 
as hormones, vitamins, trace metals, a.nd natural or synthetic 
antioxidants. The effects of the quantities and balance of major 
dietary components such as fats and carbohydrate should be 
further evaluated. 
Recommendation 10-12: Nontoxic agents capable of reacting 
with activated electrophilic carcinogen intermediates should 
be investigated as potential cancer inhibitory drugs. 

2. Hormones As Modifiers of Carcinogenesis 
Hormones act in many ways on chemical carcinogenesis. Although 

knowledge of their action in the induction of cancer is relatively frag
mentary, they appear in some cases to act as carcinogens and in some 
instances as biologic modifiers. The simplest example of hormonal 
modification of carcinogenesis is in iodide-deficient areas where 
goiter is followed by thyroid neoplasia. 

The situation with natural and synthetic estrogens is more compli
cated. Both estrogen and prolactin, as well as other ovarian, adrenal, 
pancreatic, and pituitary hormones, are required for normal breast 
tissue development. It is not surprising, therefore, that they are re
quired for mammary carcinogenesis in experimental animals. It is 
unclear whether the hormones act as initiating agents per se or wheth
er the major effect of estrogens and other hormones is to stimulate 
the development of the tissue and, in this way, to modify the carcino
genic response. 
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In other examples, the action of estrogen is much more difficult to 
assess. Transplacental administration of diethylstilbestrol (DES) to 
women to prevent spontaneous abortion leads to clear cell adenocar
cinoma of the vagina and, more frequently, to proliferative and meta
plastic lesions of the reproductive tract in their daughters. Does DES 
influence these changes by a carcinogenic mechanism, by simply 
causing an abnormal proliferative response, or by leading to a devel
opmental defect? 

These examples illustrate specific problems in the modifying action 
of hormones on carcinogenesis. Better understanding of the action of 
hormones on the modification of carcinogenesis will require much ad
ditional research effort. 

Recommendation 10-13: Research utilizing newly discovered 
information on the way iil which hormones interact with their 
cellular targets offers great promise for elucidating mecha
nisms underlying hormone-induced and hormone-modified 
carcinogenesis. The Subtask Force recommends that such 
research be undertaken. Attempts should also be made to 
determine whether hormones such as diethylstilbestrol are 
metabolically activated to intermediates which interact with 
cellular targets in the same way as other carcinogens. 

3. Immunologic Interactions 
Immunosuppression of renal transplant patients to prevent graft 

rejection has led to a highly significant increase in reticulum cell sar
coma in man (Hoover and Fraumeni, 1973). Effects of immunosup
pression of carcinogenesis in animals are variable depending on the 
experimental model. A marked enhancement of virally-induced 
tumorigenesis has been demonstrated by rapid development of leu
kemia in mice treated concurrently with Moloney leukemia virus and 
antilymphocyte serum, under conditions where the virus alone was 
ineffective. With chemical carcinogens, the effects of immunosup
pression are less clear since some well-conducted experiments have 
shown an enhancement of tumor development while others have dem
onstrated no effect. 

4. Tissue Injury and Repair 
The effect of cell proliferation during carcinogenesis has not been 

fully evaluated. Experiments in which treatment with a liver carcino
gen was followed by partial hepatectomy led to increases in tumor 
incidence. The timing of the hepatectomy appears to be of critical 
importance. In less extreme situations, normally-occurring or induced 
proliferation is crucial to the carcinogenic process. This is perhaps 
best illustrated in the slowly proliferating tissues such as the liver. Pro
liferation may have three effects: 1) shortly after the carcinogen is ad
ministered, it may contribute to the "locking-in" of the induced ge
nomal lesions; 2) it may lead to division of the altered cells; and 3) it 
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may aid in selection processes leading to the evolution of clones with 
malignant potential. The importance of these considerations to envi
ronmental carcinogenesis lies in the possibility that environmental 
agents or processes which stimulate proliferation (for example, liver 
cell necrosis induced by carbon tetrachloride) may enhance carcino
genesis by another agent. 

E. Quantitative Aspects 

The quantification of chemical carcinogenesis has two major aspects: 
(1) determination of the level of human exposure to individual carcino
gens and (2) construction of methodology to predict the response of 
the exposed population to levels of agents which are often far less than 
those for which there is experimental and/or epidemiologic evidence. 
The first aspect has seen major progress in the past decade, whereas 
the second is still in its infancy. Problems attendant to extrapolation 
of animal data to humans and the quantification of carcinogenic risk 
are discussed in Chapter 15. 

Analysis of environmental contaminants consists of three stages: 
the quantitative separation of the substance(s) in question from the 
environmental medium, its isolation and, finally, its analysis. Meth
odology for a few substances has improved to such an extent that, 
whereas in the late 1960s p.p.m. (mg/kg) was usually presented as the 
ultimate objective in the sensitivity of an analysis, today p.p.b. (µg/ 
kg) and p.p.t. (ng/kg) are often possible. The difficulty is to interpret 
the significance of such minute exposures to human populations. 

In the case of environmental carcinogens, the current status of ana
lytic methodology is uneven. Analyses of volatile nitrosamines in air 
and of chloro-compounds in water have been conducted at the p.p.t. 
level. With potent carcinogens such as nitrosamines the presence of 
these compounds in air at these concentrations may contribute sub
stantially to the total carcinogen burden of exposed populations. In 
the case of the weakly active chloro-compounds in water, the increment 
added by these compounds to the total carcinogen exposure is less 
clear. At the 1 p.p.b. level of a compound in drinking water, an aver
age person drinking an average 1.5 liters of water each day would in 
a lifetime of 70 years consume 39 mg of the substance. The concen
tration of many of these substances is much lower than 1 p.p.b., and 
the significance, if any, of such findings is difficult to assess. 

The development of analytic technology for the monitoring of other 
environmental carcinogens is essential. Discretion needs to be exercised 
between the problems inherent in devising methods of great sensitivity 
for a specific substance and the more rapid development of techniques 
of intermediate sensitivity for as many carcinogens and modifiers as 
possible. Furthermore, efforts should be concentrated on the develop
ment of methods which may be used for field investigations (see also 
Chapter 7). 
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Recommendation 10-14: Research leading to the development 
of improved analytic technology is required for the detection, 
identification, and quantification of environmental car
cinogens. 

III. Radiation 

Epidemiologic evidence demonstrates that ionizing radiation and 
certain forms of non-ionizing radiation induce cancer in exposed 
humans (Jablon, 1975). Acute lymphoblastic and chronic myelogenous 
leukemias are the best documented examples of the effects of ioniz
ing radiation on man. Lymphosarcoma and tumors of the thyroid, res
piratory tract, breast, and gastrointestinal tract (excluding stomach) 
have followed whole body irradiation among survivors of the atomic 
bombs in Japan during World War II. Similarly, thyroid neoplasms 
have occurred in excess among persons subjected to x irradiation to 
the thymus in childhood, and uterine neoplasms have occurred follow
ing combined radium and external beam irradiation for cervical can
cer. Radionuclides which localize in particular tissues cause specific 
patterns of carcinogenic response. Examples include osteosarcoma 
and leukemia among radium dial painters as a result of radium local
ization in bone; hemangioendotheliomas following the diagnostic use 
of Thorotrast as a result of localization of thorium dioxide in Kuppfer 
cells of the liver; and leukemia following the therapeutic use of 32p as 
a result of localization in bone. Neutron irradiation does not yet appear 
to have been shown to lead to significant numbers of tumors in man 
although there is experimental evidence for the oncogenic potential 
of neutrons. 

The principal sources of potentially carcinogenic human exposures 
to ionizing radiation occur in medical practice, in industrial proce
dures, and in the use of various consumer products. Nuclear reactors 
and their stored wastes also represent a potential source for exposure 
to various forms of radiation. 

Among various forms of non-ionizing radiation, ultra-violet light has 
been the subject of most extensive study in man and animals. Xeroderma 
pigmentosum is a spectrum of genetically determined diseases in 
which the majority of cases have a reduced capacity to repair ultra
violet light damage to DNA and also have a high incidence of skin 
cancers. Malignant melanomas are found to have a 75% excess among 
Caucasian males in the Southern United States as compared to the 
North. 

Recommendations for research on all forms of radiation, including 
their carcinogenic effects, are given in Chapter 5. 

IV. Viruses in Carcinogenesis 
The role of viruses as etiologic agents in human cancers is not clear. 

Viral entities, which are transmitted from mother to offspring through 
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the genome or through the milk, are reasonably well established for 
animals but have not yet been clearly implicated in human cancer. 

The Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV) appears to be associated with 
Burkitt's lymphoma, widely prevalent in Africa, with nasopharyngeal 
cancer among the Chinese, and with infectious mononucleosis in the 
United States. Difficulties arise in explaining the limited geographic 
distribution of Burkitt's lymphoma and why EBV should be associ
ated with different tumor types in different regions. Attempts have 
been made to associate Burkitt's lymphoma with the endemic occur
rence of malaria and the use of potentially oncogenic antimalarial 
agents. Little success has apparently come from these efforts. Similarly, 
it is uncertain to what extent the different diseases associated with the 
virus in different areas might be due to genetic or environmental fac
tors. If the virus needs a chemical for its expression, it is a moot point 
as to which, if either, is the determining factor. Strains of herpes 
virus have been implicated in the development of venereal tumors, 
and non-specific viruses have been implicated with breast cancer and 
leukemia. Information on the subject of viruses and human cancer has 
been summarized by de The (1976). 

V. Possible Interrelationships Between Chemical, Radiation and 
Viral Carcinogenesis 

Environmental exposure to massive doses of easily identified car
cinogens is relatively infrequent in the U.S. population and is restrict
ed mainly to the workplace. Much environmental carcinogenesis 
appears to be due to repeated exposures to low levels of multiple car
cinogens and modifying agents. Cigarette smoking, for example, causes 
continuous exposure to a wide variety of carcinogens, including poly
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, aromatic amines, and nitrosamines, 
as well as a host of modifying agents, many of which remain to be 
identified. As mentioned previously, cigarette smoking is clearly dem
onstrated to potentiate the effects of asbestos and radon (in uranium 
miners). 

The possibility exists that low levels of mixed chemical agents or 
combinations of chemicals, radiation, and viruses may be additive or 
synergistic in their effects, even though few examples are known. The 
majority of important enhancing interactions noted so far appear to 
be due to the action of modifying agents rather than to interactions 
of two or more carcinogens acting on the same target cell in a similar 
manner. There is, however, no doubt that multiple carcinogens can 
be additive in increasing the total body insult. 

Identification of specially susceptible populations to carcinogens 
is an urgent problem. The effects of age, sex, as well as dietary, smok
ing and drinking habits are well known, but other factors, such as the 
use of medicines which are not toxic in themselves but may enhance 
carcinogenicity, are a possible hazard. For example, rriany drugs in-
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duce an oxygenase which is responsible for the metabolic activation and 
detoxification of drugs. Others inhibit the oxidation of secondary 
amines and may thereby enhance the possible formation of carcino
genic nitrosamines. Certain subpopulations are specifically deficient 
in enzyme systems which help to combat cancer formation. The fre
quency of such genetic traits is not known. The identification of these 
subpopulations could lead to the adoption of precautions to minimize 
their exposure to specific carcinogens. 

Recommendation 10-15: Studies are urgently needed to identify 
populations especially susceptible to particular carcinogens. 
Certain subpopulations are specifically deficient in enzyme 
systems which help to combat cancer formation. Further re
search is needed to determine whether other such genetic 
traits exist. 

VI. Basic Research Needs 

Although means are now at hand for identification, quantification, 
and assay of some environmental caracinogens, there remains a press
ing need for additional fundamental knowledge of the carcinogenic 
process. As a result of previom: basic research efforts, some informa
tion is available on the metabolism of a few carcinogenic chemicals, 
and certain common features in their metabolic disposition have 
emerged which indicate the importance of metabolic activation, in
activation, and interactions with cellular macromolecules in relation 
to the mechanisms underlying carcinogenesis. Nevertheless, present 
knowledge of these critical processes is seriously deficient. Similarly, 
there is a serious shortage of knowledge on interactions with respect 
to the elucidation of these critical processes, as well as interactions 
among them that are initiated by metabolic activation and result ulti
mately in neoplastic transformation. In addition, the understanding 
of regulation and integration of cell functions, including DNA repli
cation, is still in a relatively primitive state. Ultimately, the best hope 
for control of cancer lies in prevention, and this, in turn, depends upon 
the generation of fundamental knowledge not now available. It is dif
ficult if not impossible to specify in advance, to any significant degree, 
all of the research directions that ultimately will be required since it 
is impossible to predict the eventual applications to which funda
mental knowledge can be put. The history of medical science reveals 
that quantum advances in the control and prevention of disease have 
been direct consequences of applications deriving from pools of exist
ing basic knowledge. Without discounting the importance of targeting 
major efforts on specific problems of environmental carcinogenesis, 
substantial support of research to obtain new knowledge ultimately 
will prove rewarding. 

Recommendation 10-16: An urgent need exists to exploit and 
to amplify fundamental knowledge of the carcinogenic pro-
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cess. Previous research efforts have demonstrated the import
ance of metabolism and disposition of the agent with respect 
to its ultimate carcinogenic action. Present knowledge of 
these critical events is limited and inadequate. Other pro
cesses involved in neoplastic transformation and tumor de
velopment are not understood. Further research in cell and 
molecular biology is necessary for the full understanding of 
the mechanisms which control cancer development and the 
understanding of ways in which this process may be success
fully inhibited. 
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MUTAGENESIS* 

I. Introduction 

The results of exploratory experiments, initiated in the late 1960s, to 
determine whether chemicals in widespread distribution might possess 
mutagenic activity have revealed a variety of active compounds in all 
chemical classes (Environmental Mutagen Society, 1975). Tests on a 
wide variety of organisms under experimental conditions clearly in
dicate a problem of magnitude sufficient to necessitate screening on a 
much broader scale, as exemplified in the numerous papers in the jour
nal, Mutation Research. The recent development of short-term tests for 
mutagenicity provides a battery of techniques that can be used on large 
numbers of chemicals to provide a rapid, inexpensive and comprehen
sive screen (de Serres, 1975, 1976). The high correlation between car
cinogenic and mutagenic activity revealed by these short-term 
mutagenicity tests further indicates that positive results may signal 
potential carcinogenic risk to man (Brookes and de Serres, 1976; Mc
Cann, et al., 1975; McCann and Ames, 1976). Short-term tests can also 
be used to establish priorities for further testing of specific chemicals in 
higher organisms. Such additional testing is required both to confirm 
and extend the original data from screening programs and to provide an 
appropriate base for extrapolating such data to man and for con
ducting associated risk assessments. 

Rapid developments in this field clearly indicate the presence of 
hazards for the present human population as well as for succeeding 
generations. The major problem areas have been clearly identified and 
resources must now be allocated to provide additional test methods 
that can be extended to humans. There is also a need to increase our 
capability to extrapolate from experimental test systems to man and to 
evaluate the risk of exposure in terms of birth defects, genetic disease 
and cancer. The number of trained workers, however, is totally inade
quate to cope with a rapid resolution of these broad problem areas, and 
serious thought needs to be given to various mechanisms for 
stimulating and facilitating research in important problem areas. 

*This chapter was prepared under the direction of Frederick J. de Serres. Other.con
tributors were John W. Drake and Thomas H. Roderick. 
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A potential increase in the frequency of various genetic diseases in 
man as a result of exposure to mutagenic environmental agents is suf
ficiently important to justify extensive investment of resources in each 
of the following areas: screening, population monitoring, interrelations 
between mutagenic and other toxic effects, basic mechanisms, ex
trapolation of laboratory data from organisms to man, risk assessment 
and training of research scientists. 

II. Research Needs and Recommendations 

A. Screening 

1. Nonmammalian Test Systems 
a. New Test Systems 

The development of new nonmammalian test systems should 
be encouraged to make it possible to detect all types of genetic 
damage. The specificity of chemical mutagens necessitates the 
development of highly sensitive indicators of gene mutations, 
chromosome breaks and rearrangements, and non-disjunction. 
Even though the mechanisms are poorly understood, similar at
tempts should be encouraged with regard to mitotic recombina
tion and sister-chromatid exchange. In addition, studies on un
scheduled DNA synthesis and differential growth-inhibitory ef
fects on wild-type and repair-deficient strains need further ex-. 
ploration. 

To further maximize the detection of genetic damage leading 
to gene mutations at specific loci, the development of forward
mutation systems at specific loci should be encouraged (especial
ly those which can detect both point mutations and interstitial 
deletions) in order to more closely mimic the human situation. In 
addition, research should be encouraged to detect specific-locus 
mutations (in the form of recessive lethals) over a substantial 
fraction of the entire genome. 

A variety of techniques should be explored to maximize the 
sensitivity of such assays; these include increasing the 
permeability of strains as well as determining the effect of 
various repair-deficient mutations. 

Since nondisjunction is a major factor in producing birth 
defects and gen'etic disease, development of specific short-term 
tests should be encouraged. Environmental chemicals which 
cause nondisjunction may not cause other types of damage such 
as gene mutations or chromosome breaks/rearrangements. 

Finally, new test protocols must be developed to permit 
evaluations, not only of chemically pure compounds but also of 
technical-grade mixtures and of formulated products as well as 
product constituents. Separation of product ingredients into ar
tificial categories such as "active" and "inert" has lead to 
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numerous mistakes in the past and has shown that toxicologic 
evaluation on the basis of chemical structure alone can be highly 
unreliable. To ensure the highest possible safety to the human 
population, testing protocols should be designed to evaluate 
chemicals as they are commonly used in order to discover possi
ble synergistic and antagonistic effects. 

Recommendation 11-1: Research should be encouraged to de
velop new nonmammalian screening tests for mutagenicity, 

such as those with mutational endpoints, and especially tests 
which can detect both point mutations and interstitial deletions. 

b. Validation of Extant Systems 
An effort should be made to validate existing assay systems by 

using them to test large numbers of chemicals from different 
classes which are known from other evidence to be mutagenic. 
This approach, which is similar to that used with Ames' 
Salmonella system (McCann, et al., 1975; McCann and Ames, 
1976), will demonstrate whether there are marked differences in 
the level of ascertainment as a function of chemical class. Com
parisons should also be made between different test systems to 
determine whether there are either quantitative or qualitatative 
differences in response. This approach will provide a data base, 
derived from tests on chemicals which are known to be 
mutagenic, which can be used to select those assay systems re
quired to develop a comprehensive screen. 

Recommendation 11-2: The general utility of existing assay 
systems should be validated by testing large numbers of chem
icals from different classes which are known from other evi
dence to be mutagenic. 

2. Mammalian Test Systems 

The general classes of known mutational events are point mutations 
(including base-pair substitutions and frameshifts); chromosomal 
breaks resulting in deletions, translocations, inversions, ring chromo
somes, etc.; and chomosomal nondisjunction resulting in monosomics 
and trisomics. The class of point mutations is of utmost concern be
cause its genetic damage may be initially invisible and may only show 
serious consequences many generations later. The specific-locus test is 
an example of the test needed to determine point mutations in mam
mals. In this test, mouse coat color and morphologic markers (seven 
specific loci) are used to estimate forward mutation rates. Treated wild
type males or females are bred with non-treated mates homozygous for 
the seven recessive genes. A viable mutation at any of the seven loci can 
be seen in the offspring and an estimate of the rate of induction of reces
sives can be made (Searle, 1975). This test provides a direct measure of 
recessive mutations in mammals and is the basis for most of the present 
risk estimates in mammals, including man. Another specific-locus test 
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in mice uses isozyme loci (Valcovic and Malling, 1973). However, these 
tests are tedious and expensive and are impractical to use on an exten
sive scale. 

Recommendation 11-3: Efforts should be made to develop a 
more efficient indicator for point mutations in mammals. 
Such tests do exist in sub-mammalian species and have been widely 

exploited, for example, in Drosophila. The availability of similar tests 
in mammals would permit: (1) measurement of recessive mutations, 
which are a significant fraction of the genetic damage of consequence to 
human health and fitness; and (2) detection of these effects over a sub
stantial fraction of the genome. The ability to detect these effects would 
not only increase the sensitivity and efficiency of the test but would also 
permit accurate generalizations because the mutational effects can be 
ascertained at many loci and chromosomes simultaneously. Such 
systems in other organisms employ inversions which reduce recoverable 
recombinants and thus permit the tracking over generations of a 
sizeable segment of the genome from the mutagenized ancestor. Several 
paracentric inversions are now available in mice (Roderick and Hawes, 
1974; Evans and Phillips, 1975) which may lead to useable test systems. 
But other recombination inhibitors could be used as well, either 
separately or in combination, including translocati,ons, deletions, 
Robertsonian metacentrics, and ce:tain systems such as the T-locus 
mutations, all of which are available in mice. 

Recommendation 11-4: More research effort should be directed 
to the development of tests that will detect recessive detri
mental and lethal mutations over a sizeable portion of the 
mammalian genome. 
An implicit assumption in present risk estimation is that all individ

uals have an equal probability of incurring a mutation depending 
solely on the dose of mutagen received and the duration of exposure. 
But this assumption is undoubtedly not true because (1) individuals 
differ in their metabolism and thus probably differ in their ability 
to activate or break down chemical mutagens in their bodies prior 
to the delivery of the toxins to the germinal tissue; (2) furthermore, 
some individuals have specific genetic diseases, such as xeroderma 
pigmentosum, which make them less able to repair certain kinds of 
induced genetic damage. These are only two possible mechanisms that 
would make different individuals respond to mutagens in different 
ways; there could be many more. It is possible that this heterogeneity 
of response is large enough to reduce significantly the value of present 
estimates of risk. Many genetically independent inbred mouse strains 
as well as single gene mutations exist where such studies could be 
done. 

Recommendation 11-5: Efforts should be made to determine 
the extent to which certain mammalian genotypes are more 
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sensitive to mutagenic effects. 
Previous human mutagenesis risk assessments have been based 

primarily on males with the assumption that the female contribution 
to the mutational load is negligible because of the low frequency of 
mutations recovered after irradiation of the dictyate oocyte. Recent 
studies cast doubt on this assumption and suggest a greater contri
bution from females (Abrahamson and Wolff, 1976). Because the 
meiotic resting stage in mice is different from that in humans, other 
mammalian species should be studied as well.· 

Recommendation 11-6: More studies should be initiated to in
vestigate mutagenesis in female germ cells. 
Mutation-detection systems employing somatic cells either in vivo 

or in vitro will not by themselves provide estimates of mutational 
risk to succeeding generations, but they can be used together with 
tests which detect heritable mutations to provide important infor
mation on risks. Most importantly, since such somatic cell systems 
simultaneously screen large numbers of cells, they provide an effi
ciency and sensitivity in detection that sexually transmitted mutation 
tests cannot now provide. Somatic tests, therefore, could provide an 
important first-level assessment of the mutagenic potential of a larger 
number of compounds. 

Recommendation 11-7: More work should be devoted to devis
ing mutagen-detection systems in mammalian somatic cells. 

B. Population Monitoring 

There is a great need for knowledge of the naturally occurring genet
ic burden and the spontaneous mutation rate in humans and for the 
detection of increased mutation rates in unknown but high-risk sub
populations. The British Columbia and Irish studies (Trimble and 
Doughty, 1974; Stevenson, 1959) make a significant first contribu
tion to the study of the naturally occurring disease burden of genetic 
origin. Some new work (Neel, In press) is underway to assess mutational 
events at several loci which specify chromatographically detectable 
gene products. If this study is successful, it may provide one method 
needed not only for assessing human mutagenesis in high-risk populations 
but also for monitoring the population as a whole. The nationwide 
standardization of vital records of easily recognized birth anomalies 
and causes of death would be a significant further step in assessing 
the burden and monitoring population groups. 

Recommendation 11-8: Efforts should be expanded to survey 
genetic characteristics and mutational changes in large seg
ments of the human population. 

C. Disease Consequences of Mutation 

1. Carcinogenesis 
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Due to the correlation which has been observed between carcino
genic and mutagenic activity in tests for mutation-induction (McCann, 
et al., 1975; McCann and Ames, 1976), unscheduled DNA synthesis 
(Stich and Laishes, 1973) and differential inhibition of growth of wild
type and repair-deficient strains (Kada, et al., 1974; Slater, et al., 1971), 
further studies are required to validate the use of mutagenesis assay 
for predicting carcinogenic activity. Experiments should be encour
aged to determine the mutagenicity of large numbers of carcinogens in 
different chemical classes to determine whether the level of ascertain
ment varies markedly as a function of chemical class (e.g., nitroso 
compounds vs. halogenated hydrocarbons). Since the level of ascer
tainment may well vary as a function of class, the development of dif
ferent tests should be supported. These data will make it possible 
to determine which test systems should be used to develop a compre
hensive in vitro screen for carcinogenic activity. 

Recommendation 11-9: The correlation between carcinogenic 
and mutagenic activity which has been observed in explora
tory experiments for mutation-induction, unscheduled DNA 
synthesis and differential inhibition of growth of wild-type 
and repair-deficient strains should be further validated with 
research on compounds from different chemical classes. 
Although a high correlation has been observed between carcino-

genic and mutagenic activity in selected samples of known chemical 
carcinogens, scant data are available on the reverse correlation. As 
mass screening programs are developed, selected samples of com
pounds which give positive test data should be evaluated for carcino
genic activity in mammals. This approach will provide the data 
required for a critical and objective evaluation of the efficacy and 
general utility of applying various short-term tests for mutagenicity 
for the detection of carcinogenic: activity in mammals, including 
humans. 

Recommendation 11-10: Selected compounds which have 
shown positive results in in vitro tests for mutagenicity should 
be tested in animals for carcinogenicity. 
The development of new test systems, which can not only detect 

the mutagenic activity of chemical carcinogens but also predict quan
titative relationships, should be explored. Comparative studies, using 
different assay systems, should also be supported to determine 
whether there is a qualitative relationship between mutagenic and 
carcinogenic activity for certain classes of chemical compounds. The 
general use of highly sensitive assay systems requires further evalua
tion of the effect of mutations on both the quantitative and qualitative 
relationships determined with respect to carcinogenicity. 

Recommendation 11-11: The development of new test systems 
to relate potency of mutagenic activity to carcinogenicity 
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should be given high priority. 

2. Other Disease Categories 

While the apparent role of somatic mutation in carcinogenesis 1s 
now under vigorous investigation, the further possibility of a strong 
contribution by somatic mutation to the etiology of other major classes 
of disease should be explored. There is some overlap, for instance, 
between mutagenic and teratogenic agents; and while mutagens are 
unlikely to constitute the major class of teratogens, they may form a 
substantial minority. The steady accumulation of somatic mutations 
has long been considered a likely contributor to the process of aging, 
and the technologies required to establish or refute this hypothesis 
are rapidly becoming available. The results of very recent investi
gions (Benditt and Benditt, 1973; Pearson, et al., 1975) also suggest 
that mutation may contribute critically to the initiation of athero
sclerosis. Looking further ahead, it is clearly possible that somatic 
mutation, particularly in embryogenesis, may also contribute to 
other diseases of obscure etiology. 

Recommendation 11-12: The role of somatic mutation in the 
etiology of diverse types of human disease should be explored, 
with special emphasis on teratogenesis, aging, heart disease 
and mental disease. 

D. Fundamental Mechanisms 

The technologies, necessary for protection of the public from envi
ronmental mutagenic hazards and for possible future reversal of genetic 
damage already present in the population, require a thorough under
standing of the fundamental aspects of the mutation process and of 
the structure and expression of the gene itself. 

1. Eukaryotic Genes 
The successes of molecular biology during the past three decades 

have revealed many properties of gene structure and function in sim
ple bacterial and viral systems. Technologic advances now make 
similar analyses possible in higher animal systems, including man. 

Recommendation 11-13: Research on eukaryotic gene structure 
and function should be expanded. 

2. General Nature of the Mutation Process 

Although considerable information is now available concerning the 
interactions of certain simple mutagens with the genetic apparatus, 
this knowledge does not extend very far in the case of numerous poten
tial environmental mutagens. It is also becoming clear that the muta
tion process depends not only upon the primary genetic lesion but 
even more importantly upon the biochemical fates of such a lesion. 

Recommendation 11-14: Research into the nature of spon
taneous and induced damage to DNA should be expanded. 
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Recommendation 11-15: Research into the biochemical fates 
of premutational lesions should be expanded, with particular 
emphasis on the relevant ,enzymologies of DNA replication 
and repair. 

3. Special Aspects of the Mutation Process Relevant to 
Environmental Mutagenesis 
a. Mutagen Activation and Disposition 

Evidence indicates that many chemicals only become 
mutagens when biochemically transformed within the body, 
while other chemicals which are mutagenically active in simple 
microbial test systems are far less active in higher eukaryotes. 
Evidence also indicates that certain organs and tissues are at 
greater risk than others and that these patterns vary among dif
ferent chemical agents, perhaps because of specifications of 
mutagen transport and biochemical processing. 

Recommendation 11-16: Research should be expanded into the 
nature and genetic determination of the biochemistry of 
mutagen activation and deactivation, with special emphasis 
on human tissues. 
b. Mutagen Interactions 

Experiments performed in refined microbial systems have 
revealed a number of complexities of the mutation response, such 
as occasional multiple-hit kinetics and interactions between 
mutagens and other agents which may or may not themselves be 
mutagens. These interactions may occur at low exposure levels 
and can be either synergistic or antagonistic; they may involve 
perturbations of enzymologic avoidance and repair processes. 

Recommendation 11-17: Increased research should be direct
ed to evaluations of the extent and nature of mutagen inter
actions, with special emphasis on fundamental interaction 
mechanisms and on their significance for environmental 
mutagenesis. 

c. Gene Specificity 
Some genes are more mutable than others, and such patterns can 

vary with different mutagens. The consequences of mutation to 
the organism also vary markedly among different genes. A 
reasonably good understanding of the underlying basis of this 
variability is now available for simple model systems, but not for 
higher organisms. 

Recommendation 11-18: Research should be undertaken to 
analyze the molecular basis of differential gene mutability 
in eukaryotic systems. 
d. Fundamental Aspects of Specific Screening System 

A variety of mutagen screening systems are now in actual use, 
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but not all of these are well understood. There is great concern 
about the abilities of some screening systems, particularly those 
applied to the mammalian systems, to detect a broad spectrum 
of mutational damages. The mouse specific-locus system, for in
stance, displays a suspiciously high spontaneous mutation rate 
and appears insensitive to certain chemical mutagens active in 
numerous other systems; furthermore, the nature of the genes 
employed in this system remains obscure. Rodent dominant
lethal "mutations" are even more poorly understood and may 
represent a special class of genetic or pseudogenetic damage of 
minimal significance for humans. 

Recommendation 11-19: Genetic structure, regulation and 
expression should be elucidated in detail for specific-locus 
systems designed to be employed in mutagen screening. The 
ability of any proposed screening system to detect the several 
known classes of mutational damage should be fully assessed. 

A number of mutagen screening systems have been proposed 
which depend upon the detection not of heritable mutation but of 
induced recombinational events which may also arise from DNA 
damages. The applicability of such systems will depend not only 
upon empirical correlations with mutagenicity tests but also 
upon an understanding of their basic mechanisms. 

Recommendation 11-20: Research should be encouraged into 
the molecular basis of recombinational processes relevant 
to mutagen screening, with special emphasis on mitotic re
combination and sister-chromatid exchange. 

E. Extrapolation and Risk Assessment 
The detection of heritable mutations in humans is presently a diffi

cult matter. The reason for this difficulty is not because there is 
doubt that mutations can be induced in humans, but rather because 
the studies which have been possible in humans have either been 
retrospective and therefore not critically designed to make unequivocal 
inferences or have involved insufficient numbers of individuals to 
demonstrate a statistically significant change in mutation rate. De
fining a human mutagen will, therefore, require experimental systems 
with strong homologies to the human condition. This will require 
increased comparative mutagenic studies employing several species, 
icluding mammals, and knowledge of the correlation of effects from 
different kinds of mutagenesis tests. 

Recommendation 11-21: Continued support should be encour
aged for studies which permit quantitative extrapolation to 
man of induced mutation rates measured in lower systems and 
which further permit assessment of risks due to these extra
polated rates. 
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For assessment of mutagenic consequences in mammals, it would 
be extremely difficult to test every new compound in a mammalian 
system designed to detect sexually transmitted mutations. Therefore, 
it is important to determine if certain classes of compounds have a 
similar spectrum of mutagenic consequences in lower forms. Such 
studies will not only reduce the need for testing in more time-consum
ing and costly mammalian systems, but they may well lead to an 
understanding of the relationship between chemical structures and 
mutagenic effects. 

III. Training 

It is clear that there will be a marked increase in the need for scien
tists well trained in mutagenesis research, both in test development 
and in test application. Since new programs at the undergraduate or 
graduate levels cannot meet this need in the immediate future, post
doctoral retraining is probably the most efficient mechanism for de
veloping the necessary manpower. Because there are now fewer pro
fessional opportunities for scientists educated to the doctoral level, 
there may be a number of well-qualified individuals who would be re
ceptive to this type of training and the subsequent professional chal
lenge. 

Recommendation 11-22: New postdoctoral fellowships should 
be made available to train scientists in the areas of mutagen
esis and mutation testing. 
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REPRODUCTION, TERATOLOGY AND 
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT* 

I. Introduction 

The survival of the human race is dependent on the success of three 
major developmental processes: 1) maturation of the female and 
male germ cells and their favorable union (gametogenesis and ferti
lization), 2) intrauterine development of the conceptus, and 3) post
natal growth and maturation. 

Risks and effects on reproduction from environmental agents have 
been difficult to assess because of the complexity of the process and 
the long span of years required for reproductive maturation when im
portant but elementary capacities such as pubertal development, 
menarche and ejaculation can first be identified. The development 
of reproductive capability cannot be measured by the attainment of 
sexual potential during puberty or even by satisfactory coital perfor
mance. Its full evaluation is delayed until years thereafter and is lim
ited by cultural influences about individual priorities and timing of 
the desire for and persistent pursuit of conception. Additional time 
for recognition and documentation of infertility add to the total as
sessment period, usually measured in decades. The personal nature 
of sexual desire, expression and outcome, and particularly of failure 
also has cultural bases that have in the past probably prevented rec
ognition and assignment of some reproductive failures to environmen
tal causes. Recent data show that impotence and infertility may occur 
in men acutely exposed to toxic agricultural chemicals (Espir, et al., 
1970; Anderson, et al., 1976). 

Even conception is no guarantee of successful intrauterine develop
ment since over one-third of early embryos die and about 15% of the 
recognized pregnancies abort spontaneously. Among the surviving fe
tuses at birth, approximately three percent have developmental 
defects**, and with increasing age over six percent become detectable. 

*This chapter was prepared under the direction of Tom H. Shepard. Other contribu
tors were Robert L. Brent, J. William Flynt, Jr., W. Leroy Heinrichs, and James G. 
Wilson. 
**A developmental defect is a deviation of form, chemical content or function, but a 
congenital malformation usually implies only an anatomic difference. 
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Up to six percent of these defects are due to known environmental 
agents and at least 20%-30% have a major genetic etiology. The re
maining defects are of unknown cause, perhaps representing a com
bination of genetic and environmental components. Among hundreds 
of agents teratogenic in animals on a laboratory basis, less than 25 are 
known to affect the human (Shepard, 1976). (See Table 12-1). 

A large number of developmental defects are associated with pre
mature delivery or fetal undergrowth (small for gestational age); for 
example, cigarette smoking reduces fetal weight and according to one 
report (Davie, et al., 1972) school performance is lower in children 
whose mothers smoked during pregnancy. Chemical contaminants. 
such as cyanide or polycyclic hydrocarbons, accumulation of carbon 
monoxide, or nicotine induced blood supply reduction to the growing 
fetus have all been proposed as the cause for cigarette induced defects. 

After birth the environment continues to modify an individual's suc
cessful maturation as well as to contribute in part to his diseases and 
death. The subtle roles of nutrition, rearing and exposure to toxic 
agents as antecedents to adult type disease (arteriosclerosis, hyper
tension, diabetes and cancer) are poorly understood and need more 
attention. 

Table 12-1. Known or Probable Teratogenic Agents in Man* 
Radiation (therapeutic, radioiodine, atomic bomb) 
Infections (rubella virus, cytomegalovirus, herpes virus hominis I and 

II, toxoplasmosis, syphilis, varicella virus, Venezuelan equine ence
phalitis virus) 

Maternal Metabolic Imbalance (endemic cretinism, diabetes, phenyl
ketonuria, virilizing tumors, alcoholism) 

Drugs and Environmental Chemicals (androgenic hormones, amino
pterin and methylaminopterin, cyclophosphamide, busulfan, thali
domide, organic mercury, diethylstilbestrol, coumadin derivatives, 
diphenylhydantoin) 

*(Wilson, 1973 and Shepard, 1976) 

Other surveys of the research needs in human development have re
cently been published (Hook, et al., 1971; Shepard, et al., 1975; Brent 
and Harris, 1976 and Harris and Simopoulos, 1976) and the general 
principles of teratology have been discussed (Wilson, 1973). 

II. Research Needs and Recommendations 

A. Measures for the Identification of Hazards to Normal 
Developmental Processes 

In this section, emphasis will be directed to measures needed to an
ticipate or identify potential and unidentified hazards to normal de
velopmental processes. These measures can be grouped into the fol-
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lowing four categories: 
1. There is a need for careful additional monitoring for environ

mental factors that produce effects on human reproductive ca
pability. 

2. Efforts must be intensified to discover how these factors produce 
these effects, i.e., their mechanism of action. (This should be 
done not for intellectual gratification, but to expedite the asso
ciation between cause and effect, and to provide shortcuts in 
the overwhelming task of screening existing and future factors.) 

3. Techniques for improved pre-human testing, both in vitro and 
in vivo, should be developed in the hope of increasing the pre
dictive value of such tests which, at best, are only probability 
statements. 

4. To facilitate making associations between suspected or possi
ble causative factors and observed deviations in reproductive 
capability or developmental normality, an improved identifica
tion system involving three components must be established, 
e.g., designation by number of environmental factors, disease 
states and affected individuals. 

The necessity of a universal identifier for each person, each initiat
ing agent and each developmental syndrome pervades nearly all of the 
following recommendations, but this concept is not unique to this sec
tion. Without these universal systems of specific identifiers, the task 
of linking toxic exposures to disease entities in specific populations at 
risk is most difficult. The identifiers for these three components must 
be logical and precise to facilitate translation of information from gen
eration to generation and from one culture to another. 

Recommendation 12-1: At birth, an individual should receive 
a unique health identification number to be used throughout 
life. (See also Recommendation 15-15). 
This identification number should be used for all health-related re

cords. In addition, it should appear on vital statistic records. Although 
a universal identifier system could be regarded as a threat to confiden
tiality, given the mounting concerns about environmental risks and 
the existing inadequate information systems, there is an overriding 
urgency to develop ways to protect human health. At the same time, 
such a system should incorporate proper safeguards for protection of 
privacy. (See Chapter 15.) 

B. Recording of Developmental Deviations 

Deviations should be included regardless of whether they are ana
tomic, biochemical, or physiologic in nature or whether they are 
thought to be the result of genetic, environmental or a combination 
of factors. In the future, classification systems should provide more 
discreet definitions of existing developmental deviations and be flex
ible enough to accommodate the addition of new entities. 
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Recommendation 12-2: The subcommittee on the International 
Classification of Diseases (ICD) of the National Committee 
on Vital and Health Statistics is urged to seek revision and 
augmentation of that section of the ICD dealing with congeni
tal defects. 

C. Identification of Causative Agent(s) 
Initiating agents may be defined as a chemical, drug, physical or in

fectious agent, as well as a deficiency state or gene mutation. An im
portant beginning for the assignment of unique numbers to chemicals 
exists through the Chemical Abstract Service (CAS), and McKusick's 
Catalog of Mendelian Inheritance in Man (1975) offers a useful system 
for identifying human mutations. A comparable numbering system 
should be used for physical and infectious agents. 

Recommendation 12-3: The causative agent(s) for developmen
tal deviations should be assigned specific identifying numbers. 

1. Implications in the Reproductive Processes 
The reproductive capability of men and women exposed during the 

intrauterine period, childhood or adult life may be a critical and sen
sitive indicator of certain environmental hazards. The germ cells of 
females (ova) are developed and packaged at birth in the ovarian fol
licles where they rest without further cell divisions until adequate post
pubertal endocrine factors stimulate ovulation. In addition to the risk 
of mutagenic effects, injury to the supporting systems of the follicle 
and its contents (cumulus oophorus, liquor, etc.) may result in ad
vanced rates of follicle atresia, ovulatory or meiotic failure or errors 
in the fertilization process. Observations that higher rates of spon
taneous abortion occur in females working in surgical suites may be 
related to primary injury to the ovarian follicle or to subsequent repro
ductive processes (Corbett, et al., 1974). 

Recommendation 12-4: The occurrence of infertility, birth de
fects and abortions in occupationally-exposed women and older 
women should be monitored in view of the impact of cumulative 
adverse events on the reproductive potential of women. 
The male reproductive capacity, as expressed in libido, ejaculation 

and spermatogenesis, has a unique potential for monitoring for adverse 
environmental conditions, either through infertility or reduced sperm 
production. Spermatogenesis is one of the most active cellular prolif
erative tissues in adults. Since sperm require about 75 days for pro
duction and another week for maturation before their release, these 
intervals provide the potential for dating both acute and chronic ex
posures to inhibitory agents. 

Recommendation 12-5: Monitoring of male infertility and of 
sperm production should be considered in individuals exposed 
to potential environmental hazards. 
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The reproductive tracts of women and of men are composed of ductal 
systems comprised of specialized portions and functions. The epithe
lial linings containing ciliated or secretory cells are the source of a 
chemical micro-environment for sperm maturation in the epididymis 
of men and fertilization and blastogenesis in the fallopian tube of the 
female tract. Secretion of foreign substances by the accessory glands 
of males (prostate, seminal vesicles) into the semen along with the es
sential supporting and activating compounds such as fructose, trypsin 
and prostaglandins has not been studied. Whether transfer at coitus 
contributes significantly to the accumulation of drugs and environ
mental xenobiotics within the uterine and fallopian tube secretions is 
unknown. Coital transfer of the hepatitis antigen has recently been 
rcognized, but absorption of seminal xenobiotics by parts of the female 
reproductive tract and possible concentration in other parts of the 
system require study. Pregnant animals greatly concentrate certain 
agents, such as caffeine in uterine secretions, and rabbit blastocysts 
contain significant amounts of caffeine, nicotine, DDT and various 
drugs shortly following administration to the mother (Waddell and 
Marlow, 1976). 

Recommendation 12-6: The critical nature of the reproductive 
processes requires that they be studied in relation to a broad 
range of environmental conditions, e.g., chemical and physical 
factors. 
The mammalian embryo is believed to be very sensitive to terato

genic and embryolethal factors during the organogenesis period. Al
though chronic exposure may reveal some teratogenic or embryolethal 
effect, there is a possibility of either obscuring or exaggerating effects 
on the embryo secondary to adaptive or pathologic changes in the 
maternal organism. Exposures for more than a few days have been 
shown to be capable of inducing the following types of changes in the 
maternal protective mechanisms: 

a. Induction of hepatic catabolizing enzymes that may speed up 
metabolism of the test substance, thus tending to reduce the 
effective dose; 

b. Pathologic change in maternal liver or kidney of such degree as 
to reduce the metabolic or excretory function of these organs, 
with resulting increase in biologic half-life of the test substance 
in maternal blood. 

c. Interference with such events in the reproductive process as con
ception, implantation, or continuation of pregnancy thus pre
cluding observations on the conceptus. 

2. Development of Procedures for Screening and Testing 
As mentioned in Chapters 10 and 11, the thousands of agents in need 

of some degree of testing exceed current capabilities and resources. 
Recommendations 12-7 and 12-8 are intended to provide a basis for 
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making priority selections or at least preliminary screening of such 
agents. 

Recommendation 12-7: A procedure should be developed for 
selecting from among the vast number of new and existing 
agents those which should be screened for animal teratogeni
city. Emphasis should be placed on (1) agents which become 
suspect from clinical observations or from their pharmacologic 
action; (2) any agent (such as a virus) which reaches the 
human embryo or fetus; (3) agents to which pregnant women 
are likely to be exposed; and (4) substances to which the 
entire population will be exposed. 
Many scientists have asked if it is possible to develop practical tera

tologic testing using tissue culture, ova, organ or whole embryo cul
tures. In the related fields of mutagenesis and carcinogenesis, such tests 
are being developed and used. Although in vitro tests are being used 
by teratologists, they are mainly being applied for the purpose of under
standing the mechanisms of action rather than as routine screening 
procedures. These aspects of in vitro testing have been thoroughly dis
cussed in the book on Methods for Detection of Environmental Agents 
that Produce Congenital Defect (Shepard, et al., 1975). 

Recommendation 12-8: The development and critical valida
tion of new, quick and inexpensive in vitro testing methods for 
detecting teratogenic agents should be encouraged. 

D. Evaluations of Postnatal Effects of Prenatal Exposures 

1. Various Possible Body System Effects 
The increasing recognition of developmental errors (inborn errors 

of metabolism and mental deficiencies, etc.) having a functional or 
biochemical basis suggests that environmental influences may act at 
later stages of development than in the early embryo when gross ana
tomical defects are induced. Such late-acting influences may require 
the presence of chemicals in different dosage and/or for a longer period 
of time than is the case with embryo-induced malformations, but such 
conditions are within the realm of possibility and further details on 
the related interactions should be sought. Evaluation of the nervous, 
reproductive, immune and cardiovascular systems should be considered 
where indicated. The following examples amplify these areas of 
investigation: 

a. Attention should be focused in the central nervous system on the 
possibility of developmental deviation induced during the fetal 
period, which is characterized by growth and functional matura
tion, or induced even postnatally, a period characterized by 
histogenesis and myelination. Correlations of nervous function 
with structure and chemical content cannot ·always be made with 
current methods. 
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b. Reproductive capacity is of particular interest among postnatal 
functions because of the long latent period until puberty, when 
defects of this system often first become apparent. Microscopic 
and functional disturbances induced prenatally and manifested 
postpubertally (Gellert, et al., 1974) must be sought through 
study of infertility and premature senescence (menopause). As 
mentioned previously, human female embryos exposed to 
diethylstilbestrol are often found in postnatal life to have vaginal 
adenosis which is associated with increased risk for carcinoma. 
Similarly exposed male embryos have been found recently to 
have epididymal cysts (Gill, et al., 1976). 

c. Since measures of human immunologic function are becoming 
more quantitative, it is possible to detect changes that might oc
cur in children born to exposed mothers. 

d. The postnatal effect of steroidal medications, excess salt or other 
unknown agents on development of the cardiovascular system 
(hypertension or arteriosclerosis) are not known. 

Recommendation 12-9: Studies should be conducted on the 
functional capabilities of the central nervous, reproductive, 
immune and cardiovascular systems during postnatal life of 
individuals exposed during prenatal life to environmental 
toxicants. 

1. Placental Transport and Metabolism 
The placenta is not a protective barrier in any real sense because it 

probably admits to the embryo and fetus a portion of all substances 
present in maternal plasma except very large or highly charged mole
cules. Thus, the rate of placental transfer in both directions and the 
rate of possible biotransformation determine the concentration of a 
substance in the embryo. The resulting dose received by the embryo 
or fetus may be decisive in determining embryopathy. In addition, 
chemical residues and the activity of detoxifying enzymes in the pla
centa may be useful in estimating fetal exposure. For example, quan
titative determination of maternal smoking can be made by enzymes 
activated in the placenta. 

Recommendation 12-10: The factors and conditions influen
cing transport and metabolism of environmental chemicals by 
the placenta and its response to them are urgently in need of 
further investigation. 

E. Elucidation of the Mechanisms of Teratogenesis 
At least some of the high susceptibility of the early embryo to tera

togenic chemicals is attributable to its lack of, or its different, catabo
lizing system; conversely, the increasing resistance of the older embryo 
and the fetus may be partially dependent on the development of such 
a system. 

Information on the mechanisms of teratogenesis is at present very 
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limited as far as mammals are concerned since such information is in 
large part derived from comparative studies in sub-mammalian species. 
Precise information is essential if potential teratogenic hazards are to 
be anticipated and avoided. 

Recommendation 12-11: The Subtask Force urges that research 
be fostered on new approaches to the elucidation of the mecha
nisms of teratogenesis. 
Theoretically, when the pharmacologic pathway of action for a tera

togen is elucidated, accurate prediction of teratogenesis in the human 
should be possible from laboratory tests with animals. Wide use of 
human embryonic and fetal tissue obtained with informed consent 
from therapeutic abortion should be encouraged so that these pharma
cologic comparisons are possible. 

Wide divergence in teratogenic susceptibility is known to exist 
among the mammalian species (e.g., rodents, rabbits, and macaque 
monkeys) used in testing. A well known example is thalidomide. Thus, 
all species are not equally useful in testing substances potentially haz
ardous to man. The basis of species differences is assumed to be at 
least partly dependent on metabolic and adaptive differences in the 
maternal organisms (e.g., nature and extent of catabolic degradation, 
degree of protein binding, rates of excretion), but this remains to be 
substantiated. If metabolism is shown to be the principal determinant 
of species differences in teratogenic response, teratogenic testing can 
be more confidently conducted in pregnant animals that metabolize 
the test substance most like man. 

Recommendation 12-12: Research should be fostered to deter
mine the basis of species differences in teratogenic susceptibil
ity so that the choice of test animals can be made with greater 
assurance of correct extrapolation to man. 

F. Relation of Pharmacogenetics and Teratology 
The field of science that is involved in studies of individual genet

ically-derived variations in pharmacologic metabolism has an impor
tant role in helping to identify those pregnancies which may be par
ticularly susceptible to the teratogenic action of certain pharmacologic 
agents. Included among such agents are over-the-counter drugs. 

Recommendation 12-13: Research in pharmacogenetics as it 
applies to teratology should be encouraged. 

G. Other Areas of Research Need 

Several models of adult diseases that are caused by exposure during 
infancy or childhood have been described. It has been reported that 
children exposed to high dosage, high energy irradiation have a greater 
susceptibility to leukemia than adults exposed to the same level of 
radiation (Miller, 1976; Brent, In press; Brent and Gorson, 1972). The 
nervous, reproductive and immunologic systems of infants and chil-
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dren have been demonstrated to be more vulnerable to environmental 
factors than the adult organism (D'Angio, 1976). Similarly, reports 
have indicated that vascular disease can be observed in young infants; 
therefore, dietary and environmental contributors to vascular disease 
should be evaluated not only in the adult population but also in lac
tating women and young infants and children. Not only must the envi
ronmental factors be discovered and described, but further investigation 
should also be directed toward developing sensitive tests that permit 
an early diagnosis and developing other tests that define the post-natal 
population at risk. 

Recommendation 12-14: Major efforts should be directed to
ward determining the magnitude of the contribution of child-

' hood environmental exposures to adult disease and toward 
determining methods of identifying and eliminating these envi
ronmental hazards (see Recommendation 12-9). 
Information concerning teratogenic effects in humans of many new 

and old chemicals, drugs and physical agents is presently inadequate, 
and total reliance upon in vitro and animal studies to determine the 
teratogenic potential of such compounds in humans is not foreseeable. 
On this account, populations of newborn infants and aborted fetuses 
should be monitored for sudden or sustained increases in specific mal
formations and for the appearance of new malformation syndromes. 
Furthermore, monitoring of reproductive capacity and pregnancy out
come should routinely be a part of measuring health effects among pop
ulations exposed to environmental agents inadvertently or by virtue of 
occupation. Where suspected teratogens are reported, the mechanisms 
for taking appropriate action to evaluate the threat should be studied. 
These should include evaluation of the risk, responsible communication 
to other agencies as well as to the public, and initiation of appropriate 
action. 

Recommendation 12-15: The Subtask Force recommends con
tinued monitoring of human populations for effects of unsus
pected environmental teratogens. (See references of Center for 
Disease Control, and Chapters by Oakley, G. and Saxen, L. in 
Shepard, et al., 1975.) 
Crowding and reduced living space as consequences of unbridled 

population growth produce a variety of adaptive behavioral responses 
usually attributed to stress. Prominent among the pathologic mani
festations of stressed animals is reproductive failure at all levels: de
creased libido and coital frequency, infertility, increased abortion, 
prematurity and fetal malnutrition, and increased neonatal morbidity 
and mortality. Human reproductive efficiency is also reduced by 
crowding. 

Recommendation 12-16: Study of human reproductive perform
ance under conditions of stress due to high density living condi-
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tions should be fostered as a basis for determining interactions 
and increased susceptibility to carcinogens, mutagens and 
teratogens in that environment. 
Many fat-soluble compounds such as the halogenated hydrocarbons 

are stored in body fat. The increase in body fat during normal preg
nancy, providing for a nutritional and energy source during subsequent 
lactation, is associated with at least three special risks: (1) the in
creased amount of body fat constitutes a larger reservoir for accumula
tion of larger body burdens of lipophilic xenobiotic agents than in 
non-pregnant, non-obese women; (2) mobilization of body fat during 
lactation results in the excretion of these agents into milk for ingestion by 
newborn; and (3) human milk production as a nutritional and economic 
commodity may be inhibited by agents that disturb the hormonal con
trols of lactation. An example of this problem is DDT. Concentrations 
of this pesticide currently excreted in human milk are large in com
parison to acceptable levels in other foods. 

Recommendation 12-17: Investigation is needed to determine 
the influence of halogenated hydrocarbons and other agents in 
the environment on the production, composition, and excretion 
of human milk. Included in these studies should be an evalua
tion of the influence of these agents on the duration of lactation 
and the possible increased susceptibility of premature and 
malnourished newborn, in comparison to normal infants, ex
posed to such agents. 
Millions of young U.S. women and those of other countries take oral 

contraceptive preparations of many types, and related hormonal ap
proaches to male contraception are undergoing clinical trial. A few 
pathologic and a host of physiologic changes in nearly all organ systems 
are attributable in varying portions of the female population to these 
widely used pharmacologic agents. Observed changes include elevated 
plasma levels of growth hormone and insulin and of transport proteins; 
decreased plasma levels of pyridoxine; and decreased tissue levels of 
catecholamines. In addition, the pharmacodynamics of some drugs are 
changed in women taking "the pill." 

Recommendation 12-18: Women taking oral contraceptives and 
their offspring should be studied for altered response to en
vironmental agents. 
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BEHAVIORAL TOXICOLOGY* 

I. Introduction 

Behavioral toxicology has developed rapidly since publication of the 
report of the first Task Force on Research Planning in Environmental 
Health Sciences (NIEHS, 1970). Within the past two years, two edited 
volumes of symposia (Xintaras, et al., 1974; Weiss and Laties, 1975) 
and a number of review and methodology papers in this field have been 
published (Weiss, 1974; Weiss and Spyker, 1974; Weiss, 1975a, 1975b; 
Weiss, et al., 1975). Some of these papers and a number of relevant 
research reports have appeared as proceedings of workshops or sym
posia or as in-house documents of governmental agencies and their 
contractors. Often, such documents are limited in distribution and 
rarely available in libraries. For this reason, efforts should be made to 
assure the dissemination of such research findings to all interested 
scientific groups. 

Human behavior is a richly complex phenomenon with many deter
minants. Although behavior can clearly be affected by toxic chemicals, 
many other factors can produce important changes. Isolating the im
portant determinants of human behavior is a problem of special con
cern to the behavioral sciences, and the etiology of behavioral problems 
is an important aspect of that concern. What is not known at this time 
is the extent to which behavioral problems may be caused in whole or 
in part by environmental contaminants. 

It is important to note that the etiology of most behavioral problems 
is not yet understood, and, aside from a few neurologic disorders and 
forms of mental retardation, no biologic basis for such problems has 
been firmly established. 

II. Health Impact of Behavioral Toxins 

The behavioral consequences of exposure to heavy metals, pesti
cides, organic solvents and carbon monoxide are most frequently cited 
as illustrations of behavioral and neurologic toxicity. The recent epi
sode with kepone, an insecticide whose principal early toxic manifes
tations are behavioral, points out the importance of behavioral toxicity 

*This chapter was prepared under the direction of Charles R. Schuster. Other contribu

tors were Robert Balster, Morris Lipton and Bernard Weiss. 
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evaluation. The impact of noise pollution on sensory and behavioral 
parameters has been the subject of considerable research. The suspi
cion exists that non-ionizing radiation at very low exposure levels may 
affect behavior. The even more insidious possibility that environ
mental toxicants may contribute to the etiology of more subtle behav
ioral disorders is sometimes proposed. 

That more subtle psychologic effects may be attributable to envi
ronmental toxicants is suggested by a recent report on the effects of 
exposure to organo-phosphate pesticides (Levin, et al., 1976). Com
mercial sprayers of organophosphate pesticides had significantly higher 
anxiety scores on a standardized test than controls. In all other re
spects, these workers were asymptomatic. Diffuse anxiety and similar 
subjective complaints are rarely considered as a possible consequence 
of contaminant exposure and traditional epidemiologic studies fail to 
detect them. 

There is a current controversy over the etiology of what have been 
called minimal brain dysfunction, hyperkinesis, and other childhood 
behavior disorders (Weiss and Spyker, 1974). The hyperkinesis syn
drome, for example, that occurs in children of grade school age, is 
characterized by restlessness, hyperactivity, aggressiveness, and dis
tractability, and is often associated with learning disabilities. One of 
the factors that has focused attention on this disorder as a possible in
stance of behavioral toxicity is its relatively recent appearance as a 
diagnostic entity. Although there are many explanations for this new 
prominence, not the least of which is the vicissitudes of psychiatric 
diagnosis, its apparent epidemic character is compatible with an eti
ology to which chemical factors contribute. Both lead (David, et al., 
1972) and food additives (Feingold, 1975) have been proposed as pos
sible factors; at this point, however, no conclusions are possible. 

Concepts and methodologies to investigate subtle neurologic and 
behavior expressions of toxicities attributable to environmental agents 
are currently only beginning to be developed. Physicians, psychiatrists 
and psychologists should be sensitized to explore central nervous sys
tem (CNS) toxicants as the possible source of common behavioral 
symptoms, since clinical reports often serv.e as the basis for research 
studies. 

III. Methods In Behavioral Toxicology 
The early years in the development of behavioral toxicology have 

been devoted principally to the study of known CNS toxicants in ani
mals under laboratory conditions. The purpose behind this stategy is 
twofold. First, it has been assumed that the development of behavioral 
procedures in laboratory animals that duplicate the consequences to 
humans of exposure to known agents can, in the future, be applied in 
safety evaluations. Further validation of test procedures is still needed. 
Second, and perhaps more important, it is necessary to characterize 
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fully the behavioral effects of known CNS toxins. A detailed analysis 

of the nature of the behavioral deficit allows the determination of toxic 

mechanisms and provides valuable suggestions as to which behavioral 

parameters should be monitored in exposed human populations. 

In addition to animal research, there have also been some laboratory 

studies of the effects of environmental agents on behavioral processes 

in humans, particularly in an occupational setting (Xintaras, et al., 

1974). Clearly, there are ethical and economic limitations to research 

of this nature, and many important conditions are impossible to in

vestigate experimentally in humans. Because of these limitations it is 

necessary to rely heavily on animal research to indicate fruitful areas 

for study with human subjects. Human research represents the oppor

tunity to validate the predictive value of animal test procedures. In 

addition, certain behavioral processes which may be important with 

specific agents may not be amenable to animal studies. 

An area of behavioral toxicology that has received even less atten

tion is the development of objective indices of behavioral impairment 

in humans that can be used in the natural environment. These are es

pecially important for monitoring exposed populations, since func

tional deficits may represent an early, reversible indication of impend

ing, permanent CNS damage. This area demands attention and 

represents a high priority research need. 
Illustrated in this section of the Task Force Report are some of the 

procedures that have been or could be used to evaluate behavioral 

toxicity both in animals and humans. Certain behavioral processes 

are included on the basis of their adaptive significance and their amen

ability to testing. In addition, since the evaluation of some of these 

behavioral processes has rarely been conducted within the context of 

behavioral toxicology, reliance has been placed on the literature of 

experimental behavioral pharmacology. It seems reasonable, however, 

that behavioral procedures shown to be sensitive to the effects of psy

choactive drugs should be investigated for their potential utility in 

toxicology. 
The inclusion of specific procedures for studying each of these pro

cesses should not be considered as an endorsement. At the present 

time, the standardization of behavioral test procedures is regarded as 

premature. The Subtask Force believes that validity studies using 

known CNS toxicants should continue to dominate research priori

ties in this embryonic stage of development. 
The functions and behavioral processes to be reviewed in this sec

tion are: sensory and motor function; adaptive behaviors including 

learning and memory; performance of learned behaviors; social be

haviors including sexual and aggressive behaviors; and affective be

haviors. Specific recommendations for research needs follow each of 

these sections. 
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A. Sensory Function 
Behavioral measures are particularly important in evaluating sen

sory function since they reflect all of the steps in the chain of events 
from stimulus input to the organism's consequent response. The de
termination of sensory function in infra-human organisms now relies 
mainly upon the procedures of operant conditioning. This area has 
reached a sufficient state of refinement that a subdiscipline of animal 
psychophysics has been defined (Stebbins, 1970). 

Using animals trained in these procedures, the effects of drugs (qui
nine salicylates, kanamycin and neomycin) as well as noise have been 
evaluated on behavior controlled by auditory stimuli (Stebbins and 
Coombs, 1975). Exposure to toxic agents can also damage the visual 
system. Evans, et al., (1975) have demonstrated toxic effects of me
thylmercury on visual discriminations made by monkeys. Hanson 
(1975) has demonstrated that pheniprazine (an antidepressant medi
cation), found to produce red-green color blindness in humans, also 
impairs the ability of pigeons to discriminate these two colors. Al
though the methods for assessment of visual and auditory function of 
infra-human organisms are highly developed, comparable refined pro
cedures for the evaluation of other sensory modalities need attention. 
Minor neurologic symptoms, such as paresthesias, may herald the 
onset of more severe impairments (Evans, et al., 1975). 

The methods developed for the assessment of sensory function in 
animals are time-consuming and costly and require highly trained 
personnel to conduct the tests. On the other hand, the demonstrated 
precision and sensitivity of these psychophysical procedures make 
them invaluable for the early detection of toxic effects. 

Recommendation 13-1: The development of methodologic re
finements which would preserve the sensitivity and precision 
of behavioral assessment of sensory function and, at the same 
time, lower costs is a high priority research need. 
Recommendation 13-2: Quantitative and sensitive behavioral 
methods for the assessment of olfaction, gustation, proprio
ception, and somesthesis in humans and animals are needed. 
Appropriate modifications of the pyschophysical procedures 
found useful for audition and vision should be developed to 
allow for such testing. 

B. Motor Function 
Methods for the detection of gross changes in motor control and co

ordination have long been employed by pharmacologists to assess the 
effects of drugs. These methods also can be used to assess environ
mental toxicants in both man and animals. Measures such as the 
length of time a mouse can remain on a rotating rod or hang onto an 
inclined screen are useful, however, only for detecting gross disruptions 
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of coordination. More subtle changes in motor function can only be 

detected by procedures that utilize behaviors demanding more skilled 

performance from the organism. 
Falk (1969) has developed a sensitive system for assessing fine motor 

control in rats. In this procedure, rats are required to press on a lever 

attached to a force transducer in order to receive food reinforcement. 

By appropriate programming circuitry, it is possible to specify a force 
band (e.g., 10-20 gm) within which the animal must keep the lever for 

a specified minimum length of time (e.g., 1-2 secs.). Application of this 

procedure and similar ones have been reported for the study in animals 

of changes associated with chronic alcohol administration (Samson 

and Falk, 1974), with the use of dopaminergic and cholinergic drugs 

(Johanson and Schuster, 1976), and with administration of methyl

mercury (Evans, et al., 1975). In man, a comparable performance test 

has been used to study the effects of mercury exposure (Wood, et al., 

1973). 
Recommendation 13-3: The Subtask Force recommends that 
additional sensitive quantitative methods for assessing motor 
function in animals and humans be developed. 

C. Learning and Memory 

One of the most important capacities of any animal is its ability to 

modify its behavior based upon experience. The process by'which these 

persistent changes in behavior occur as the result of environmental 
factors is called learning. Since the beginning of this century, much of 

the science of experimental psychology has been concerned with learn
ed behavior, and the problem facing the behavioral toxicologist is to 

select appropriate models for the study of this function in the labora
tory. 

Two basic behavioral tasks have been used for the study of response 

acquisition in laboratory animals - the maze and the operant cham
ber. Maze learning has been widely used to study deficits produced by 

cretinism induced experimentally in rats (Davenport, 1970; Davenport 

and Dorcey, 1972; Davenport, et al., 1976) as well as the effects of a 

number of behavioral toxins, particularly the heavy metals (Zenick, 

1974; Brown, 1975; Brady, et al., 1975; Olson and Boush, 1975). Maze 

learning deficits have also been reported after pesticide exposures 

(Reiter, et al., 1973; Burt, 1975; Van Gelder, 1975) and after chronic 

perinatal exposure to halothane (Quimby, et al., 1974). Operant con
ditioning procedures also have been used in animals, e.g., lever-press
ing or key-pecking, to study the effects of psychoactive drugs (Thomp

son, 1973, 1974a, 1974b) and of microwave radiation (Galloway, 1975). 
Studies of the effects of a multitude of variables on human learning 

have usually been focused on the closely related phenomenon of mem
ory. The difference between studies of learning and studies of memory 

refers primarily to the types of procedures used. Traditionally, studies 
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of memory in man distinguish between short-term and long-term 
memory. The former refers to retention over very short intervals, us
ually on the order of seconds. Short-term memory is very labile, and 
much of the material which is retained for a few seconds is not retained 
for longer periods of time. Short-term memory evaluation has been in
corporated into a number of behavioral toxicologic studies in humans 
because of its relative ease of measurement (Bach, et al., 1974; Stewart, 
et. al., 1974; Levin, 1974). In general, these experiments have shown 
that short-term memory is a rather insensitive index of behavioral tox
icity. 

It is also possible to study short-term memory in animals under ex
perimental conditions. Typically, a delayed matching-to-sample 
(DMTS) task is used (D'Amato, 1973). It has been shown (Zimmer
berg, et al., 1971; Ferraro, 1972) that marihauna constituents produce 
short-term memory deficits in monkeys, as measured by this task, 
which corresponds well to similar effects produced by marihuana in 
man. To date, little use of this task has been made in behavioral toxi
cology although deLorge and Marr (1974) have used it to study the 
effects of extra low frequency electromagnetic fields on short-term 
memory in subhuman primates. 

Although learning and memory are important behavioral processes 
with a large supporting group of publications, the assessment of defi
cits in these processes due to exposure to toxic agents has only begun. 
A few well-designed studies have demonstated learning deficits in ani
mals exposed to heavy metals, insecticides and gaseous anesthetics, 
particularly when the exposure is pre- or immediately post-natal. The 
significance of these findings for similarly exposed human populations 
remains to be determined. 

Recommendation 13-4: Learning and memory are critically im
portant processes in human adaptation. Increased research ef
fort to characterize learning deficits in animals and humans 
produced by environmental toxins is a high priority need. 
Procedures for repeated assessment of learning and memory in 
animals and man need to be developed for studies of chronic ex
posures. 

D. Performance 

Much of the research conducted by psychologists over the past few 
decades has probed the variables responsible for the maintenance of 
behavior after it has been learned. Perhaps the major variable deter
mining the maintenance of behavior is the schedule of rewards or 
punishments provided by the environment as a consequence of the 
behavior. This process is referred to as reinforcement. Although the 
methodology has mainly been applied in the study of psychotropic 
drugs, it has also been used to study the effects of mercury vapor ex
posure in pigeons (Armstrong, et al., 1963) and the effects of carbon di-
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sulfide exposure, also in pigeons (Levine, 1974). 
A major advantage of this methodology is that the behavior pattern 

remains stable over many months and even years. Such stability allows 

for the repeated assessment of acute exposures. Because of the day-to

day stability of the animal's performance, even minor changes can be 

detected with a relatively small number of subjects. Such long term 

stability is also essential in the assessment of chronic exposures, par
ticularly to low levels of environmental substances. 

Recommendation 13-5: Schedule-controlled operant behavioral 
baselines have been one of the principal research tools of 
behavioral pharmacology. With the methodology of operant 
behavioral pharmacology as a starting point, such tools should 
be adapted to serve as a sensitive general screen for safety 
evaluation and as a means for studying mechanisms of toxicity. 

There are complex human situations involving matters of judgment, 

decision making, and perceptual motor integration for which there are 
no suitable animal models. An immense literature on performance 

enhancement, side effects of psychotropic drugs and alcohol provides a 

useful compendium of these approaches. Applications to occupational 

settings are described in Xintaras, et al. (1974). Many such assessments 

rely upon complex perceptual-motor tasks that reflect specific 

behavioral requirements such as those critical to driving behavior or the 

operation of machinery. These are particularly useful for determining 

exposure limits. 
Recommendation 13-6: Human performance measures ap
plicable to the study of behavioral toxicity require further 
development. The role of task variables, stability of behavioral 
baselines, and experimental designs are key aspects of this 
program. 

E. Social Behavior 

The rapidly emerging discipline of sociobiology (Wilson, 1975) is 

based upon the observations that, in species ranging from insects to 

man, much of behavior is social in nature and this behavior can be 

observed and quantified. Such behavior includes the evolved social pat

terns for preservation of the species by formation of colonies, es

tablishing patterns of breeding and infant rearing, preventing aggres

sion within the colony and encouraging it for defensive behavior against 

intruders, etc. Many of these types of behavior have been shown to be 

labile and responsive to psychotropic drugs, endocrine manipulation, 

surgical manipulation of the brain, and physical and chemical en

vironmental agents to which the central nervous system seems to be 

uniquely sensitive. The behavior of individuals within the colony and of 

the colonies, themselves, changes markedly following such manipula

tions. There is substantial evidence that man's social behavior is as 
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susceptible to environmental toxicants as is the behavior of lower 
species. Unfortunately, man's social behavior is so much more complex 
and variable than the stereotyped social behavior of lower species that 
it is not always possible to infer the consequences of environmental tox
icants upon this behavior from the study of lower animals. 

Recommendation 13-7: Sensitive and quantitative methods for 
the measurement of social behaviors in both animals and man 
should be adapted for the study of environmental toxicants. 
Universal types of social behavior such as aggressiveness, 
mating, dominance and child raising practices should be in
cluded because there now exist quanitative methods for their 
study. 

F. Affective Behaviors 

Since many of the characteristics of early or subclinical intoxications 
are subjective, measures derived from subjective judgments may play a 
useful role in environmental health decisions. Moreover, such measures 
are not as deficient either in rigor or rationale as might be supposed by 
those unfamiliar with their use. Furthermore, there are many instances 
in which subjective changes seem to offer the best evidence of a toxic 
process. Metallic mercury poisoning is characterized by a syndrome 
called erethism that is marked by a variety of psychologic complaints 
such as irritability, anxiety, and withdrawal. Subclinical lead intoxica
tion frequently has been claimed to feature a somewhat similar psycho
logic profile. 

Subjective variables obviously must be gauged by reliance on verbal 
responses. But the free-from, rather improvisational nature of the 
typical clinical interview is a poor vehicle for eliciting the appropriate 
information. To do so requires turning to well-established psychometric 
methods. Psychopharmacology offers useful guides to these problems. 
Due to the continued concern of psychopharmacology with subjective 
responses to drugs that may induce dependence, or appear hal
lucinogenic, or that may cause significant psychologic side effects, 
several instruments useful for specifying and quantifying such 
responses have been developed. These include descriptive statements 
referring to subjective states, subsets of which have been extracted by 
subjects experiencing the actions of specific drugs. Adjective check lists 
have also been developed by several investigators for similar purposes 
(McNair, et al., 1971). 

Behaviorai toxicology, although it can draw on these resources, can
not rely exclusively upon them. The gamut of subjective variables that 
it may encounter is too broad to be encompassed by instruments 
derived from psychopharmacology. In toxicologic applications of self
assessment techniques of the type described, neurologic phenomena 
such as hypesthesias and other minimal sensory disturbances may also 
need to be evaluated. Some instruments already available show 
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promise for such assessments. For example, the Goldberg General 
Health Questionnaire probes a variety of somatic as well as psychologic 
complaints (Goldberg, 1972). . 

Other techniques which might prove useful focus on behavorial 
measures of typical everyday activities (Gilson, et al., 1975; Bergner, et 
al., 1976). An instrument based on an individual's assessment of his/her 
daily activities is relevant to how the functional status of a population 
sample varies, for example, with fluctuations in exposure parameters 
such as those associated with atmospheric concentrations of various 
pollutants. 

Recommendation 13-8: Methods developed for the assessment 
of subjective variables should be adapted to the specific re
quirements of environmental health problems. Such a program 
should involve community, occupational, and laboratory ex
posure conditions. The desired outcome would be a collection of 
scales that could be used to quantify effects, not readily visible 
to clinical interrogation or narrowly focused laboratory 
analysis. 

Recommendation 13-9: Methods based on self-assessed 
behavioral changes should be used in support of epidemiologic 
studies devoted to assessing the impact of environmental con
tamination upon morbidity. Such techniques offer a potentially 
useful guide to evaluation of the impact of environmental con
taminants and other conditions on function. 

Techniques of objective behavioral assessment (applied behavioral 
analysis) also are potentially useful. In this approach, alterations in 
group behavior patterns are observed in a situation insulated from ex
tremes of variation, such as the classroom setting or even the home. Ex
amples of this approach range from noting the number of times a child 
in a classroom leaves his/her seat during a predetermined period to the 
frequency with which certain interactions take place in a family setting. 
Although most observations of this nature are directed toward the im
pact of various intervention procedures aimed at modifying a target 
behavior, the tactics again lend themselves to environmental health 
questions. Among the examples that seem intriguing are the following: 
Does classroom behavior in communities subject to heavy smog 
episodes change during those periods? Does the frequency with which 
workers in an organic solvent environment interact a particular way 
change throughout the day as their blood levels rise? Such techniques 
should be evaluated as indices of toxic responses. 

Recommendation 13-10: Objective methods of behavioral obser
vation, such as those employed in applied behavior analysis, 
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should be evaluated in settings that provide opportunities for 
their validation as indices of toxic responses. 

The evaluation of affective behaviors in animals is a difficult task due 
to the essentially subjective nature of such phenomena. Behavioral 
evidence for "emotionality" changes or irritability often come from 
general observational screening such as the one for rats developed by 
Irwin (1964). Another observational measure comes from open-field 
tests (Hall, 1934; Denenberg, 1969) in which the animal, usually a ro
dent, is placed in a large enclosed area marked off in sections. 
Parameters measured include things such as mobility, defecation, 
urination, rearing, grooming and backing. These measures have been 
shown to be sensitive to prenatal methylmercury exposures (Spyker, et 
al., 1972). 

More advanced and precisely controlled behavioral procedures that 
often a:re thought to reflect the influence of emotional factors have been 
developed in the context of behavioral pharmacology. Such procedures, 
however, require modification in order to be useful for behavioral tox
icology since they were designed primarily to detect drugs which 
decrease emotionality rather than exacerbate it. 

Recommendation 13-11: Methods for measuring affective 
behaviors in animals should be adapted for behavioral tox
icology and validated with substances known to produce 
changes in humans. 

IV. Conditions Predisposing Individuals to Behavioral Effects Of 
Toxic Substances 

In all measurements of toxic responses, it is widely recognized that 
numerous variables markedly influence the results. It is the purpose of 
this section to cite specific examples of such variables from the realm of 
behavioral toxicology. 

A. Organismic Variables 

1. Age 

Perhaps the most widely recognized variable is the influence of the 
age of the animal on the responsive characteristics of the central ner
vous system. Prenatal exposure to toxic substances may result in func
tional disturbances manifested after birth, even as late as maturity or 
senescence. These behavioral effects may or may not be correlated with 
observable morphologic, physiologic or biochemical deficits. 

Behavioral teratogenesis research was recently reviewed by Coyle, et 
al., (1976). As these authors indicate, many investigators have failed to 
utilize appropriate cross-fostering procedures that allow the relative 
contribution of pre- and postnatal factors to be distinguished. From the 
point of view of toxicologic testing, however, the simple demonstration 
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of an effect in offspring of exposed parents is vitally important; the 
precise critical period of exposure and relative contribution of pre- and 
postnatal effects are areas for further investigation. Futhermore, for 
certain screening purposes, continous exposure of both parents 
throughout pregnancy and early postnatal development may more 
closely simulate the natural environment and increase the likelihood of 
uncovering significant effects. On the other hand, in animal models, 
prenatal effects may be easier to relate to human exposure conditions 
than postnatal effects since postnatal effects due to aberrations in 
maternal behaviors are more likely to be species-specific. For example, 
toxic effects on maternal nest building behavior, with subsequent 
modification of the behavioral development of the offspring, is more dif
ficult to relate to the human situation than direct effects in utero. 

Research in behavioral teratology has generally been focused on two 
classes of agents, psychotherapeutic drugs and heavy metals. Studies of 
behavioral teratogenesis caused by psychotherapeutic drugs are 
reviewed in two recent papers (Spyker, 1975a; Coyle, et al., 1976). The 
work on heavy metals is well illustrated by studies of prenatal exposure 
to methylmercury (Spyker, et al., 1972; Spyker, 1975a, 1975b). It is 
worth noting that in these studies behavioral effects often did not ap
pear until maturity. 

A second aspect of neurobiology with important implications for 
behavioral toxicology arises from the lack of neuronal cell division after 
birth. Any single acute episode of toxicity involving the central nervous 
system may result in permanent damage. Moreover, the actual expres
sion of neurologic damage may not appear until later in life when the 
reserve capacity of the CNS has been diminished by the natural aging 
process even though the toxic agent is removed immediately (Weiss and 
Simon, 1975). 

In humans, there is a 10% reduction in brain weight between the ages 
of 60 and 80 which corresponds roughly to the loss of 50,000 neurons per 
day (Minckler and Boyd, 1968). There is also an increase in the size of 
the ventricles, a reduction in the convolutions of the cortex, and a 
clarification of the meninges during this period (Andrew, 1971). In addi
tion, there is reason to believe that the brain may play an important 
pacemaker role in the aging of other tissues; consequently, toxic effects 
on the central nervous system manifested during this period may in
fluence a wide variety of other biologic processes (Kohn, 1971). The in
creased sensitivity of the elderly to both the therapeutic and toxic side 
effects of psychotherapeutic drugs is well known; consequently, an 
enhanced vulnerability of this age group to toxins would not be unex
pected. Experimental evidence bearing upon this supposition is clearly 
needed. 

A further, related aspect of toxicity related to behavioral teratology 
arises from the possibility that mutagenic processes may be expressed 
by behavior. Genetic determinants of specific behavioral characterisics 
have been defined for organisms as advanced as the dog (Fuller and 
Thompson, 1960), and genetic-metabolic diseases in humans that 
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feature behavioral abnormalities now cover a wide spectrum. The mul
tiple metabolic pathways and systems so far implicated suggest that 
mutagenic effects acting on such pathways may first be expressed in 
behavioral terms. Hence, multigenerational studies that include 
behavioral measures seem an obvious target for toxic assessment. 
Recommendation 13-12: The elevated susceptibility of the immature 
and aging CNS to toxic processes make it imperative that 
longitudinal, lifespan studies be conducted to evaluate the total im
pact of widely-distributed environmental agents. Similar studies 
should be conducted in a multigenerational context in animals. 

2. Previous or Intercurrent Disease 

The interaction of disease processes with the behavioral manifesta
tions of toxic substances has been subjected to little investigation; 
however, the possibility needs to be carefully evaluated. The 
mechanisms for such an interaction are clearly present. For example, 
meningitis alters the permeability of the blood-brain barrier to the pas
sage of drugs, and responses to psychoactive drugs are known to be 
markedly affected. 

It should also be borne in mind that loss of functional neurons owing 
to a toxic effect may not be immediately manifested as a neurologic or 
behavioral abnormality owing to the functional reserve of neurons. 
Thus, neural damage from toxicants may not result in detectable be
havioral changes until a subsequent disease of the nervous system 
occurs or until the normal attrition of age reduces the already depleted 
reserve of neurons to a critical level. 

It is also important to consider the potential interaction between be
havioral toxicity and the presence of various forms of psychopathology. 
Whether psychiatric symptoms may be exacerbated by toxic sub
stances in low concentrations is not known; however, environmental 
contaminants, for example, lead, manganese and carbon disulfide, that 
alone can induce psychoses, have been identified. And although inter
actions between psychoactive drugs and behavioral pathology are the 
basis for chemopsychotherapy, drug effects can also exacerbate or even 
simulate psychiatric symptoms. Amphetamines, for example, both in
duce and intensify schizophrenic symptoms, an effect occasionally even 
used as a diagnostic tool. Rauwolfia alkaloids are well known to pro
duce a severe depression indistinguishable from depressive illness of 
idiopathic origin. There is a sufficient basis for concern about the pos
sibility of interactions between pre-existing behavioral pathology and 
toxic insults to the central nervous system to justify studies in this area. 

B. Environmental Variables 

I. Substance Interactions 
The behavioral toxicity of environmental agents can be expected to 

interact with the individuals's concurrent or past exposures to other 
toxic agents as well as to the current or previous administration of 
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drugs. Toxic agents whose behavioral effects occur by a common 
mechanism may combine their effects. This is almost invariably true 
of classes of psychoactive drugs. Additive effects, when they occur, 
should necessitate the setting of exposure standards based upon the 
combined levels of similarly acting toxicants. 

In addition to interactions between agents with a common behavioral 
mechanism, the possibility exists for interactions between disparate 
groups of substances. Again, an example from psychopharmacology 
will illustrate this principle. Compounds that inhibit the enzyme 
monoamine oxidase (MAO) have been used in psychiatry to treat de
pression. Because of the lack of specificity of MAO, the toxicity of a 
number of other drugs, most prominently sympathomimetic amines, 
is greatly exacerbated. Even foodstuffs which contain pressor agents, 
e.g., certain soft cheeses containing tyramine, when consumed by 
patients receiving MAO inhibitors, can produce a serious hypertensive 
crisis. Another example is alcohol which increases the sensitivity of 
surgical patients to anesthetic gases and, consequently, could be ex
pected to increase vulnerability to the behavioral effects of closely re
lated solvents. On the other hand, alcohol administration can mask 
some of the motor symptoms of inorganic mercury poisoning. 
2. Diet 

Malnutrition and dietary imbalances can play an important role in 
predisposing individuals to a number of disease conditions. Even subtle 
micronutrient deficiencies can influence the onset of disease. The role 
of dietary influences on behavior has received very little attention, but 
interactions may be significant. For example, weanling rats eating a low 
calcium diet ingested much greater proportions of lead acetate solutions 
than controls (Snowdon and Sanderson, 1974) suggesting that calcium 
deficiency may be one component of lead pica. 
3. Stress 

Marked changes in various neurochemical systems in the brain have 
been shown to result from various forms of stress (Maynert and Levi, 
1964; Gordon, et al., 1966; Bliss, et al., 1968). The status of various 
neurochemical systems in the central nervous system is a principal 
determinant of the effects of many behaviorally active drugs (Anden, 
et al., 1969; Cooper, et al., 1974). One of the mechanisms by which toxic 
agents can affect behavior is by modification of neurochemical systems. 
Consequently, environmental factors such as stress, which affect neuro
chemical systems, would be expected to increase the vulnerability of an 
organism to toxicants having neurochemical effects. 

Although the neurochemical effects of stress point to a possible 
mechanism for interactions with behavioral toxicants, such effects may 
not be necessary for interactions to occur. Stress can sensitize individ
uals to psychoactive drugs and behavioral toxicants through mechan
isms secondary to hormonal changes. 
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Although the existence of predisposing factors multiplies the situa
tions in which behavioral toxicity must be evaluated, evidence for a 
significant interaction between a substance and one of these factors can 
have substantial research benefits. Studies in animals of interactions 
between neurotoxic substances and other factors can provide guidance 
in the identification of susceptible human populations. The factors are 
both internal and external. They include age, previous or intercurrent 
disease, interactions with other toxic chemicals, diet and stress. 

V. Research Strategy in Safety Evaluation 

Many of the behavioral methods described here are extremely 
costly and time consuming. Further, these cost factors often limit the 
size of the groups to be investigated. There needs to be a very careful 
weighing of the various research strategies to be adopted in behavioral 
toxicology. Mentioned below are two of the factors which must be con
sidered. 

A. Selection of Behaviors to be Tested 

The selection of behavioral procedures to be used in safety evalua
tions presents a complex series of decisions. To determine whether a 
substance produces any behavioral effects at a given level and duration 
of exposure, simple inexpensive procedures which generate behavior 
extremely sensitive to disruption are needed. Clearly, this is an ideal 
which is very difficult to realize in practice. In contrast, substances that 
produce clear signs of CNS activity at levels to which humans may be 
exposed do not present difficulties. Observational procedures for neuro
logic assessment of animals in the laboratory are quite adequate for 
ruling out substances producing gross behavioral changes. Convulsions, 
ataxia, and loss of various reflexes are easily observed. The problem 
comes with substances that do not produce such obvious signs of be
havioral toxicity. 

At least two strategies exist for evaluating more subtle behavioral 
toxicity - a sequential series of tests or the use of a sensitive complex 
performance task. The sequential strategy has been discussed by Weiss, 
et al. (1975). These authors have proposed a flow diagram which allows 
the sequential evaluation of more and more specific behavioral pro
cesses. This is clearly an economic procedure for rejecting compounds 
with easily demonstrable effects since the more costly and time-con
suming specific function tests are not necessary. On the other hand, 
testing a compound with only subtle effects would require a long se
quence of experiments with essentially negative findings. An alterna
tive to sequential testing would be to utilize a sophisticated multi
process sensitive screening procedure for initial testing. 

It is axiomatic in physiologic psychology that simple performance 
measures are less easily disrupted by brain lesions than more complex 
behaviors. This general principle also holds in behavioral pharmacol-
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ogy where more complex performances can be shown to be more sensi
tive to drugs than simpler performances. Thus, if the most sensitive 
procedures to detect the lowest level of exposure to a substance which 
will produce behavioral effects are being sought, it seems likely that 
complex performances will prove most useful. There are disadvantages, 
however, to using such complex performances. The time and cost re
quired are high. Further, it is often impossible to specify which aspect 
of a complex performance is being altered by the toxin. For standard 
setting this may not matter, but for other research purposes it is a dis
advantage. Finally, although a procedure may generate a very complex 
performance, all important behavioral processes cannot be realistically 
included in one experimental paradigm. Only a battery of test pro
cedures can encompass all of the basic psychologic processes. There is 
no practical way to avoid the expense and time associated with the 
necessary investigations of a substance if assurance is to be given that it 
will not produce behavioral changes. Only with further research using 
toxicants known to affect the behavior of humans can the most effi
cient, economical and valid battery of behavioral procedures for screen
ing new substances prior to their introduction into the market be devel
oped. 

Recommendation 13-13: Optimal strategies for the selection of 
behavioral procedures for safety evaluation need to be 
developed. This can best be accomplished empirically by sub
jecting known behavioral toxicants to behavioral testing. Ex
tensive research of this nature must be performed before 
procedures or sequences for use in the testing of agents with 
unknown behavioral effects in man are standardized. 

B. Behavioral Compensatory Mechanisms 
In the classic studies by Lashley (1929) of the effects of cortical le

sions on behavior, a number of observations were made which have im
portant implications for behavioral toxicology. In these studies, it was 
established that the disruption in maze performances of rats caused by 
cortical lesions was independent of lesion locus but a direct function of 
its size. From these observations, Lashley formulated his famous Laws 
of Mass Action and Equipotentiality. He further observed that animals 
could rapidly relearn performances disrupted by cortical lesions. Unless 
the lesions were extremely massive, the terminal performances could 
not be distinguished from normal controls. These findings suggested 
that other areas of the cortex could assume the function of the damaged 
region. Of particular importance to behavioral toxicology was the obser~ 
vation, since confirmed, that animals given gradually larger cortical le
sions in successive operations showed little disruption in their maze 
performance. In contrast, animals given a large lesion in one operation 
showed a gross disruption in maze performance from which it took 
many days to recover. The presumed reason underlying this difference 
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is that animals given progressively larger lesions have the opportunity 
to relearn the maze between the cortical operations since areas of the 
brain not affected can take over the function. 

In many behavioral toxicology studies (and in the natural environ
ment as well), chronic exposure to neurotoxins may cause a gradually 
increasing CNS lesion. It would not be surprising to find no perform
ance decrements until massive damage has occurred. It has been re
ported that individuals judged to be functioning adequately after 
methylmercury poisoning show gross encephalopathies on autopsy. 

These considerations may be obviated in the laboratory by not ex
posing the animal to the experimental situation during the time that 
they are exposed to the neurotoxins. It may be possible in this manner 
to avoid the development of compensatory circuitry in the brain and 
thus reveal the functional deficits produced. It must be remembered, 
however, that testing for the functional deficit even periodically may 
provide enough experience to activate compensatory mechanisms. In 
man, it is often possible to reveal brain damage by requiring the learn
ing of a new task. Often, failures in learning new material may reveal 
functional deficits in individuals whose life-long daily activities appear 
normal. Similar phenomena have been observed in animals, particu
larly primates. 

Recommendation 13-14: Research is needed to evolve the best 
strategies for revealing CNS damage that may have been com
pensated for by the reserve capacity of the central nervous 
system. 

C. Relationships Between Neurobehavioral Effects, Other Effects, 
and Dose 

All too often elaborate toxicologic studies are conducted without ade
quate frames of reference. It is very common to find that the particular 
substance under study affects organs and systems other than neural. 
Studies should be designed in such a way that some estimate is pro
vided as to the behavioral sensitivity of the test system relative to its 
sensitivity to other effects. Similarly, studies should be designed to 
establish relationships between the duration and time of critical ex
posure on the one hand and the time of onset and duration of the effect. 
As has been pointed out elsewhere in this chapter, effects may emerge 
long after critical exposure has occurred. And the effects may be either 
transient or irreversible. 

VI. Personnel Requirements 

Behavioral toxicology is a new multidisciplinary field for which spec
ific training support does not exist. Virtually all of the scientists cur
rently active in the field are immigrants from other specialties. Since 
there is a critical immediate need for research in the field, providing 
post-doctoral experience is the most expedient tactic to pursue. 
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Most current behavioral toxicologists were trained in the behavioral 

sciences. These individuals have, more or less adequately, developed 

expertise in environmental health sciences. Many of the behavioral 

methodologies recommended for future study require advanced be

havioral expertise and, undoubtedly, there will continue to be a need for 

psychologists and other behavioral scientists in this field. Consequent

ly, post-doctoral programs in the environmental health sciences should 

be directed primarily toward individuals with behavioral backgrounds. 

Although less of a precedent exists, there is no reason why individ

uals whose primary background is toxicology or the environmental 

health sciences could not be given post-doctoral experience in behav

ioral science. These individuals would add an important new dimension 

and complementary perspective. 
Besides providing needed research scientists, post-doctoral programs 

in behavioral toxicology would confer additional public health benefits. 

The training of mental health professionals typically neglects toxicol

ogy and the environmental health sciences. As indicated earlier, ex

posure to environmental agents as contributors to the etiology of be

havioral dysfunction is rarely considered in medical or psychologic ed

ucation. Behavioral toxicology programs provide a resource that may 

help overcome this problem. 
Another mechanism for providing specific training in behavioral toxi

cology is through multidisciplinary predoctoral programs. Even if pro

grams of this nature begin now, it will be some time before doctoral 

programs can significantly impact on the current needs for behavioral 

toxicologists. 
Recommendation 13-15: The Subtask Force recommends that 
institutional and individual support be provided for post

doctoral experiences in behavioral toxicology. Future toxi
cology doctoral training programs should include behavioral 
studies as a valid specialty with the goal of producing 30 to 
40 behavioral toxicologists annually over the next five years. 
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ORGAN SYSTEMS: ENVIRONMENT AND DISEASE* 

I. Introduction 

Seven years have elapsed since the report of the first Task Force on 
Research Planning in Environmental Health Science (NIEHS, 1970) 
was compiled. The recommendations contained in the published vol
ume were arranged partly on the basis of specific environmental prob
lem areas (such as air pollution, food and water, etc.) and partly in 
conjunction with a discussion of methods and specific disease 
conditions. 

In the area of toxicology, some attention was devoted to the detec
tion and evaluation of toxicity as manifested by alteration of organ 
function, organ enlargement, morphologic-physiologic evidence of cell 
injury, and behavioral changes in the whole animal. Curiously, the 
vast subject of specific organ toxicity was not touched upon in the 
report. Yet in the intervening years tremendous strides have been 
made in the understanding of the intimate nature of these organ 
effects and, to a lesser extent, of the mechanisms by which chemical 
or physical agents bring them about. The capacity of several organs 
to metabolize a variety of foreign and endogenous compounds has 
been studied extensively. Species, strain, sex, age, and dietary effects 
on this capacity have been elucidated. 

Perhaps even more striking than these in-depth studies has been the 
change in emphasis. No longer is metabolism regarded as necessarily 
synonymous with detoxication. The concept of chemically reactive 
metabolites, formed locally or transported from their sites of forma
tion in other organs, offers explanations for organ toxicity that tran
scend the older postulates of vascular changes, anoxia, congestion, 
and other standbys of classical pathology. Beginnings are being made 
to grasp at primary events, of which inflammation, necrosis, and the 
like are sequelae. With the search for fundamentals has come the re-

*This chapter was prepared under the direction of Leon Golberg and Vaun A. Newill 
with final review for publication being handled by Leon Golberg and Raymond R. 
Suskind. Other contributors were N. Franklin Adkinson, Jr., Earl P. Benditt, Joseph 
D. Brain, William F. Finn, James M. Fujimoto, Roy Hertz, Brigid G. Leventhal, 
Morris Lipton, Daniel Longnecker, Robert W. Miller, George W. Paulson, Edward S. 
Reynolds, Harold P. Schedl and Frank E. Speizer. 
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alization that all the painstaking and often elegant delineations of 
metabolites and metabolic pathways are often inconclusive. The chem
ically reactive form of the compound may be produced in relatively 
small amounts and may be so reactive as to have a brief, transient ex
istence; thus its presence may not be detectable in tissue fluids or 
excreta for the simple reason that, as soon as it is produced, it prompt
ly binds covalently with tissue components, notably macromolecules. 

The shock of this discovery had scarcely receded before a further ob
servation served to complete the revolution in outlook on organ toxi
dty. It became clear that the determining factor was not necessarily 
the initial biochemical "lesion" but more often the capacity of the cell 
to repair that lesion or, more accurately, the rate at which this repair 
capacity could operate, in relation to the rate at which exposure to the 
chemical agent was producing its covalently-bound metabolite(s). 
Thus, scientific thought has come full circle to the realization in bio
chemical terms of the importance of cellular repair processes, which 
pathologists have stressed from a morphologic point of view for at 
least a century! 

A. Homeostasis and Adaptation 
When considering organ toxicity in all its aspects, one begins with 

Claude Bernard's concept of the internal environment, whose main
tenance in a steady state is expressed by the term "homeostasis" 
(Cannon, 1932). Homeostasis involves regulation within the cell, as 
well as the action upon regulated cells of regulatory cells situated at 
many centers possessing specialized functions. This delicate modulat
ing and integrating effect is achieved by a system of communication 
which Wiener (1948) pointed to as necessary for life in a multicel
lular organism. 

Through this mechanism there arises a commonality of response of 
the organ systems, and this in turn determines the manner in which 
the total organism responds to environmental agents or other stimuli. 
In keeping with this holistic view, changes are observed that are mani
fested in the body as a whole. Examples of such changes are alterations 
of immune status, pigmentary changes in regard to amounts and/or 
distribution of melanin, or disturbances of collagen or other elements 
of connective tissue in skin, lungs, etc. 

An essential feature of the homeostatic mechanism is the capacity 
of the organism to adapt to inadequacy of certain elements or com
pounds (for instance, hypoxia), to physical factors or to continuous, 
intermittent, or repeated exposure to environmental chemicals. Often 
the adaptive response takes an appreciable time to reach the stage of 
tolerance; so that levels of sulfur dioxide or formaldehyde that cause 
no discomfort to the "old hands," the adapted workers, are found in
tolerable by the newcomer. Tolerance is the sum total of homeostatic 
reactions elicited in response to exposure to a physical or chemical 
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agent. It serves the purpose of eliminating or overcoming the effects 
of such exposure. Perhaps the most outstanding example of tolerance 
is to withstand the highly toxic agent, oxygen. It took millennia of 
evolutionary development to form defense mechanisms for aerobic ex
istence that make possible the safe utilization of oxygen reactivity for 
its energy-yielding and biosynthetic reactions. Generally, tolerance 
implies a short-term manifestation that develops in many ways, de
pending on the nature of the stimulus. 

B. Toxicity as the Breakdown of Adaptation 

It stands to reason that there are limits to the capacity for adapta
tion or to the protective span of tolerance. One cannot elaborate here on 
the multitude of factors that determine these limits in any given case, 
nor why they may vary from cell to cell, organ to organ, individual to in
dividual, and from one population to another. Suffice it to say that 
when these limits are exceeded, exposure to an environmental agent 
ceases to be harmless. The consequent breakdown of homeostasis may 
be manifested in an alteration of structure, function or response. The 
effect may be as subtle as an impairment of learning ability or as gross 
as frank tissue necrosis. 

The scope of toxic action of an environmental agent is exercised on 
the entire organism. Within that organism, one seeks to define a target 
organ or organs in which toxic injury manifests itself in terms of 
dysfunction or overt disease. The reserves of function possessed by that 
organ, coupled with its capacity for adaptive adjustment, are factors 
that help to determine the outcome of any particular exposure to an en
vironmental agent or, more commonly, to a given combination of en
vironmental stresses. 

In regard to those major organs most likely to be the targets of toxic 
action, the above considerations underline the importance of quantita
tive assessment of the individual's reserves of organ function and of the 
capacity of that particular organ to respond to the environmental stress 
by adaptation and possible development of tolerance. For the most 
part, methods do not now exist for adequate quantification of this sort. 

II. General Recommendations 

A. Organ Systems Approach 

So far as the members of the Subtask Force are aware, no compara
ble approach to the systematic examination of the organ systems for 
their interaction with environmental toxicants has been previously 
tried. Though regarded as a beginning, the results of this first endeavor 
have been substantial, especially in pointing to the fruitfulness of this 
approach. The potential rewards of continuing this approach are ex
tremely high and have led members of the Subtask Force to the convic
tion that this course should be pursued in an explicit manner. 
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Recommendation 14-1: An organized approach should be un
dertaken for convening a series of symposia or workshops to 
pursue examination of the adverse effects of environmental 
agents on organ systems. 

B. Fundamental Research 

A review of the importance of organ systems in the response of man to 
environmental stresses indicates a need for research to explore the 
physiologic mechanisms and fundamental processes in the compara
tive biology of each organ. As investigation proceeds to understand the 
effects of exposure to environmental agents, there is a need to know the 
time course of damage, recovery, repair, and adaptation within the 
organ. This understanding is essential to the design of experiments in 
order to predict the optimal time for sampling. 

Some of the effort to better understand the environmental aspect of 
disease depends upon the availability of appropriate animal models. 
Such models are the most fruitful when the animal system truly serves 
as a replica of the human disease. Thus additional effort is needed to 
develop and exploit animal analogues of the diseases which are com
mon to man and which are potentially caused by or impacted by en
vironmental agents. 

These investigations should proceed fully realizing that factors with
in the laboratory environment, other than the intended exposures, may 
influence the response of the test animals to environmental agents. 
Diverse influences, including dietary components and contaminants, 
caging conditions (bedding, cleanliness, crowding, lighting, 
temperature), nutritional deficiency, disease, and other factors such as 
insecticides and pesticides (used to keep animal facilities insect- or 
pest-free), must be understood, quantified, and controlled during per
formance of experiments. 

Recommendation 14-2: To gain further insight into the impact 
of environmental agents on organs and organ systems, ad
ditional emphasis should be directed to basic research on the 
fundamental processes in each organ. This emphasis should in
clude development and exploitation of animal models for 
clarifying environmental disease processes. 

C. Epidemiology 

There is a need for better ascertainment of the number of persons af
fected by a particular disease problem and for epidemiologic inves
tigations to help establish the causes of the major disease groups with 
presently unknown etiology, e.g., chronic cardiopulmonary disease. The 
magnitude of effort that can be mounted for such studies is limited by 
the number in the cadre trained to conduct the investigations. Further
more, present attempts to protect the individual from invasion of 
privacy, a cherished and laudable attribute of current society, could 
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destroy the potential for conducting epidemiologic investigations. (See 
Chapter 15.) 

Recommendation 14-3: Epidemiologic investigations should be 
directed to major organ system diseases for which etiology is 
largely undetermined (e.g., chronic renal disease, multiple 
sclerosis, chronic obstructive lung disease). 

D. Surveillance and Monitoring 

There is an urgent need to develop, through surveillance and moni
toring mechanisms, significant information which would identify, es
pecially in the workplace, health hazards as related to single or multi
ple organ systems and which would quantify the scope and extent of the 
hazard and its biologic effects. The need to make major changes in old, 
and the addition of. new, energy technologies to meet present and 
further energy demands make imperative the characterization of con
taminants in the work space. Such changes in technologies will lead to 
exposures to different sets of chemical compounds, many of which 
may very likely be more toxic than those currently in existence. 

Recommendation 14-4: Rosters of workers including a few 
identifying characteristics should be required and maintained 
by each industry in order that future cohort studies can be done 
when necessary. All workers in plants designed to utilize and 
demonstrate new energy technologies should be systematically 
observed for potential problems arising from such employment. 
The contaminants monitored in these work spaces should be 
studied for the purpose of predicting the health effects of long 
term exposures. (See Chapters 2 and 7). 

III. Individual Organ Systems 
A review of organ systems initially commences logically with those 

organs most intimately exposed to environmental agents: the skin, the 
lungs, and the gastrointestinal tract. These organ systems act as the 
portals of entry, through which the environmental agents penetrate 
before they impinge upon, and are transported through, the remaining 
organs of the body. In the process of absorption, each environmental 
agent may exercise local effects at the point of impact. Such effects may 
alter the barriers to penetration and thereby influence systemic uptake. 

A. Skin 

1. Scope and Size of the Problem 
The skin is an important interface between man and his physical, 

chemical, and biologic environment. It is an important portal of entry 
of hazardous agents, and it is a vulnerable target tissue for damage by 
chemical and biologic environments. It is also a uniquely accessible 
model system for detecting hazards and for studying mechanisms of a 
wide variety of biologic functions, including adaptive processes and 
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adverse reactions. 
The skin with its surface in direct contact with the environment, nat

ural as well as man-made, is a significantly exposed organ system. It is 
not surprising, therefore, to find that skin diseases of environmental 
origin, e.g. those induced by chemical stimuli, physical stresses, and 
infectious agents, collectively comprise a large segment of disabling 
acute and chronic skin disease. Although epidemiologic information 
regarding cutaneous aspects of environmentally induced disease is 
limited, data available about occupational skin diseases are revealing. 
From state workmen's compensation records, for example, it appears 
that cutaneous illness comprises 35% to 85% of all occupational disease 
(Suskind and Majeti, 1976). This variability is influenced by the accur
acy of records, the level of industrial development, and the types of 
industry in each state. The average, however, is regarded as 55 percent. 
Such disease represents an enormous loss in productivity each year and 
is a major cause of disability. In 1973 occupational disease statistics 
from California reported by the Occupational Health Section indicated 
that skin disease accounts for 40 percent of all cases (California Depart
ment of Health, 1973) and that poison oak dermatitis alone accounted 
for 23 percent of all skin conditions. 

The environmental causes of adverse cutaneous reactions comprise a 
vast array of physical, chemical, and biologic agents. In considering 
man's concern about the quality of his environment and the hazards to 
health which may be present in air; water; occupational settings; trans
portation uses; consumer products including foods, fabrics, and house
hold products; toilet goods; and cosmetics, it is appropriate to ask: 
What part does the skin play in this dilemma? 

To appreciate properly the role of the skin as an important interface 
with man's environment, it is necessary to understand the multiple 
adaptive mechanisms and the defenses which the skin provides against 
environmental stresses. It is also useful to recognize the variation in 
such mechanisms and the pathologic responses which are influenced by 
genetic considerations, age, cultural factors including working condi
tions, social institutions, technologic factors, etc. The skin is a primary 
organ of defense and homeostasis. It is endowed with a versatile group 
of defenses (Rothman and Lorincz, 1963) against penetration by 
chemical agents, fluid loss from the body, thermal stress, solar radia
tion, physical trauma, and microbial agents. These defenses, as well 
as the patterns of adverse response, can be characterized on the basis of 
morphologic features, physiologic, and biochemical processes. It is 
essential to understand the physiologic and biochemical aspects of 
percutaneous absorption and the factors which enhance cutaneous 
penetration, the pathologic patterns of response to environmental 
injury and the agents which are known to induce them, as well as the 
preventive approaches to cutaneous hazard (see Background Docu
ments). Patterns of adverse response range in quality and intensity 
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from uncomplicated itching to metastatic neoplasia. The largest 
number of adverse cutaneous reactions are eczematous in character, 
result from exposure to primary irritants, and include ulceration and 
granuloma formation. In addition to eczematous problems, adverse 
reaction patterns include benign epidermal responses; diseases invol
ving the appendages such as acne, folliculitis, hair or nail damage and 
loss; sweat gland or duct injury; adverse pigmentary responses; vascu
lar injury; collagen or elastic tissue reactions; and cancer. 

The current high incidence of environmental skin disease, especially 
from occupational sources, indicates either that proper assessment of 
process or product components for adverse effects is performed not at all or 
inadequately or that control measures are being used inappropriately. 
The prior-to-use or prior-to-exposure evaluation of process or product 
components is the keystone to effective preventive dermatology. The 
list of potential hazards is long and covers an enormous range of expos-
ure possibilities. · 

2. Research Needs and Recommendations 
The most important cutaneous defense is the epidermal barrier, and 

the critical physiologic factor that influences the pathogenesis of envi
ronmental skin disease is the percutaneous absorption process. A 
number of factors are recognized as enhancing penetration and its bio
logic consequences, cutaneous injury, and/or systemic effects 
(Scheuplein and Blank, 1971). These include humidity, hydration of the 
stratum corneum, solubility factors, physical damage, and chemical 
alteration of the barrier. The total research effort in the U.S. devoted to 
the elucidation of penetration mechanisms and barrier functions is 
currently very small. It should be expanded in scope and depth. 

Recommendati(!n 14-5: Systematic research in, as well as the 
development of, new models for studying percutaneous absorp
tion should be encouraged. These efforts should be devoted to 
the biochemical and physiologic aspects of penetration as they 
may be affected by hydration, by the action of specific organic 
solvents, and by the molecular structure of the penetrant, its 
polarity and solubility characteristics. The development of 
new methods for deterring skin penetration should also be 
undertaken. 
A major skin problem arising in the workplace from household and 

other uses is eczematous dermatitis arising from irritants; most of these 
incidents stem from exposure to what are presumed to be marginal irri
tants. These are chemical agents or combinations of them which only 
produce irritant injury after repeated exposure. They include common 
surfactants, edible oils, a large number of organic solvents, cosmetics, 
and toilet goods components. 

The amount of research devoted to sorting out the facts in non
allergic inflammatory skin reactions has been meager. Understanding 
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the nature of primary irritant dermatitis and the manner in which in
jury is produced can provide an effective bridge to the control of this 
common skin problem. 

Recommendation 14-6: a. Studies should be undertaken to elu
cidate the structural (cellular) and biochemical character
istics of non-allergic inflammation reactions (primary irrita
tion) and to determine differences in pathophysiologic patterns 
as influenced by molecular characteristics of the irritant, the 
rates of penetration, metabolism of the irritant, lysosomal and 
kinin activity, etc. Efforts should be focused on the ubiquitous 
marginal irritants. In addition, there is a need to correlate 
molecular structure (e.g., C12 compounds and electro-chemical 
forces) with irritant capacity. There is also a need to examine 
the action of marginal irritants on cell organelles. 
b. There is a unique relationship between irritant potential 
and length of carbon chain of aliphatic acids and alcohols. The 
peak effect occurs at C12. The C12 compounds, as in dodecane 
and dodecylbenzene, are also potent accelerators of carcino
genesis. A study of the biologic significance of the C12 chain 
length would appear to be important. 
Another intriguing aspect of skin irritation is the accommodation 

phenomenon. Following repeated exposure to an irritant, both human 
and animal skin are capable, with continuous exposure, of demonstrat
ing either complete healing, nonresponsiveness or decrement of re
sponse. In guinea pigs and man, this has been observed with fatty acids, 
aliphatic alcohols and synthetic detergents. 

Recommendation 14-7: Studies should be developed to deter
mine the cellular and biochemical or metabolic factors which 
are associated with "turning off'' the inflammation response 
with continued exposure. The phenomenon should be examined 
at the cellular and subcellular level. The protein, carbohydrate, 
and lipid components and the enzyme activity of normal, irri
tated, and "turned off'' skin should be examined. Also in need 
of investigation is the role of lysosomal components, kinins, 
calcium, and other essential metals in the inflammation re
sponse of skin. 
There are many public health problems associated with environ

mental agents that are potential antigens and that may result in dis
abling eczematous allergic dermatitis. Allergic contact dermatitis com
prises approximately 20% of occupational dermatitis. There are wide 
varieties of chemicals currently used in industrial processes and in con
sumer products and new agents which are being introduced continuous
ly that need appraisal for immunobiologic activity. 

Little effort has been exerted in attempting to relate sensitizing capa
city, as well as the mechanisms involved to molecular structure, or in 
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studying at the cellular or biochemical level allergic sensitization 
induced by small molecular weight compounds. There is some contro
versy about the types of tests now being employed to identify and 
quantify the effects of contact allergens. (Kligman, 1966; Magnusson 
and Ligman, 1970; Draize, 1959; Frey, et al., 1974; Klecak and Geleick, 
1974). There is a need to determine relative merit of each test system 
and to equate such results with human use experience. There is also 
a need for development work in this area for more effective and sensitive 
test models. 

The phenomenon of sensitization inhibition of the "aroma alde
hydes," compounds used widely in fragrances and flavors such as 
cinnamic aldehyde and citral, by specific chemical agents which 
do not combine chemically with these aldehydes (Suskind and 
Majeti, 1976) should be elucidated via in-depth research. The nature 
of the underlying mechanism may provide important clues regarding 
cell mediated hypersensitivity of the contact type. 

Recommendation 14-8: Modern skills of immunobiology and 
immunochemistry should be applied to the elucidation of me
chanisms of allergic cutaneous responses, particularly the con
tact type. Substances such as the transitional metals (namely 
nickel and chromium), plastic monomers, aldehydes, alcohols, 
phenols, ketones, and coumarins should be studied in-depth. 
Critical aspects requiring examination are the role of 
molecular structure, metabolism by mammals, protein com
bining characteristics, effect of macrophages, lymphocytes, 
etc., as well as interferences or enhancement of sensitizers by 
other environmental agents. Studies should be addressed to the 
specific inhibition of cutaneous sensitization to the "aroma 
aldehydes." 
The environmental agents which affect sebaceous structures most 

severely and cause generalized acne have serious systemic effects as 
well (Suskind, 1973; Kimbrough, 1974). The family of compounds 
about which there is great concern was found until recently in many 
industrial and consumer uses and includes chlorinated diphenyls, di
phenyloxides, and chlorinated dibenzodioxins. Some of these agents 
have produced severe health effects of epidemic proportions. Among 
such effects are industrial chloracne and YUSHO (Kuratsune, et al., 
1972), which include acne and hyperpigmentation. Other known health 
effects which may be severe are hepatic and neurologic damage and 
teratologic effects, the last of which have been observed in experiments 
with animals. The long-term effects and relationships between effects 
on different organ systems have not been systematically studied. 

Recommendation 14-9: Epidemiologic studies should be under
taken to determine the long term cutaneous effect of polychlo
rinated biphenyls (PCBs) in humans. Populations evaluated 
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should include those exposed in the workplace as well as those 
exposed through ecologic transfer - e.g., through water, food, 
etc. Acnegenic agents, such as PCBs, require in-depth studies 
to determine biologic mechanisms involved in the pathogen
esis of adverse skin effects. Attention should be given to the 
action of PCBs and metabolites on sebaceous cells, on keratino
cytes, on lipid metabolism, on cutaneous flora which produce 
lipolytic enzymes, on endocrine activity including direct or 
indirect androgenic effects, and on pigmentation and its rela
tion to porphyrin metabolism and ultraviolet radiation reac
tivity. Every attempt should be made to correlate or coordinate 
these efforts with studies on neurotoxicity, gonadotoxicity, 
hepatotoxicity or on the mutagenic, teratogenic, and carcino
genic potential of these same compounds. 
Skin cancer has its highest incidence among Caucasian populations. 

The most important single cause is exposure to ultraviolet radiation 
from solar sources (Suskind and Horton, 1959; Fitzpatrick, et al., 1974; 
Emmett, 1973; Emmett, 1975). The types of skin neoplasm induced 
are keratoses, basal cell carcinomas, squamous cell carcinomas, and 
keratoacanthomas. There is now evidence that sunlight also plays a 
significant role in the pathogenesis of malignant melanoma. Hyper
susceptibility to ultraviolet radiation (UVR) cancer is genetically de
termined. Certain hereditary diseases such as xeroderma pigmento
sum and albinism are characterized by high susceptibility to develop
ing UVR induced cancer. One of the genetic defects in xeroderma is the 
inability to repair UVR induced DNA injury in cutaneous cells (Clea
ver, 1972). DNA damage which is not lethal allows for persistence of 
transformed cells. In addition to UVR, ionizing radiation, burns, · skin 
trauma, and chronic infection are associated with the development of 
squamous cell carcinoma. 

Among the chemical agents present in the environment and associ
ated with skin and lung cancer are the combustion, fractionation and 
degradation products of fossil fuels (which contain specific polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons as well as mixtures of them) and inorganic com
pounds of arsenic. Skin tumors observed in animals on a laboratory 
basis can be reproduced by repeated exposure to such agents except 
in the case of arsenic. Finally, the skin provides an accessible test sys
tem for identifying carcinogens and quantifying neoplastic activities. 

One of the most intriguing problems in skin carcinogenesis is the 
combined action of UVR and chemical agents which absorb UVR (Sus
kind, 1974). It has been shown that long-wave (365 nm) UVR, which 
alone will not induce skin cancer at even high energy levels, will induce 
tumors in 100% of exposed mice if the animals are treated with a 
phototoxic agent such as methoxypsoralen which alone is not carcino
genic. Such combinations will cause interstrand cross-linking between 
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psoralens and DNA and mutations in mammalian cells. Enhance
ment of carcinogenic properties of certain ubiquitous polycyclic aro
matic compounds from fossil fuel refining processes and combustion 
will also occur when UVR is administered at the same time. With the 
current need to develop energy sources, new processes are being 
developed and used for producing fuel by the liquefaction or gasifi
cation of coal and by the refining of oil shale. Historically, refining 
processes of these fuel sources evolved products which were potent 
carcinogens for human and mouse skin. 

Recommendation 14-10: 
a. To understand the nature of carcinogenesis in general and 

the pathogenesis of skin tumors in particular, studies 
should be devoted to the examination of mutagenesis in 
skin cell models both in vitro and in vivo. Suspect groups 
such as chlorinated hydrocarbons, vinyl chloride, styrene 
and its epoxides, arsenic, nickel, and chromium com
pounds should be explored. The biochemical aspects and 
immunologic aspects of cell transformation and 
tumorigenesis by these additional suspect compounds 
should be systematically studied. Test models using cell 
cultures, as well as skin in whole animals including man, 
can be used to detect mutagenic phenomena including the 
effects of environmental agents on DNA repair after in
jury. 

b. It is necessary to identify the large number of photoactive 
agents being used in a wide variety of industrial processes · 
and in consumer products, including cosmetics and drugs, 
so- that users can be protected against exposure. While the 
hazard of phototoxicity itself is not too serious, the pos
sibility of the combined exposure being mutagenic and/or 
carcinogenic is the major risk which needs to be identified 
and controlled (See Chapter 5). 

c. The mutagenic and carcinogenic properties of components 
of new fossil fuel process streams should be systematically 
and carefully assessed before the processes are used for 
fullscale production. 

While some attention has been given by cutaneous biologists, der
matologists and toxicologists to the development and/or improvement 
of test methods for predicting cutaneous hazards, there is an urgent 
need for careful appraisal of current methods and a greater need for 
the development of new methods especially for assessing adverse effects 
other than contact sensitization or photosensitization. For example, 
there is a critical need to develop better methods of detecting ubiqui
tous marginal irritants, acnegenic substances, chemicals which pro
dace granulomas, and substances or processes which alter pigment. 
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Animal and human skin as well as cells in culture are readily accessi
ble models which can be utilized for development work. 

Recommendation 14-11: 
a. More sensitive methods should be developed for predicting 

adverse response to primary irritants (especially those of a 
marginal nature), to acnegenic substances, and to 
chemical and physical agents or combinations of those 
which induce pigment changes. 

b. With the array of tests available for predicting allergeni
city, a serious attempt should be made to compare the 
sensitivity and reliability of these tests in relation to 
clinical experience. 

B. Lung 
1. Functions of the Respiratory System 

The lungs have an unusual proximity to the environment. The same 
thinness and delicacy that qualify the air-blood barrier for the rapid 
exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide reduce the effectiveness of the 
lungs as a barrier to inhaled allergens, carcinogens, toxic particles, 
noxious gases, and microorganisms. Those directing future research 
must explore the diverse physiologic mechanisms which prevent the 
accumulation and deleterious action of inhaled particles and gases. 
Attention should be focused on both the modification of the inspired 
air prior to its access to the lungs as well as on the forces brought to 
bear against noxious influences reaching the respiratory surfaces. The 
guiding hypothesis is that most pulmonary disease is either initiated 
by or at least aggravated by the inhalation of particles and gases. Thus, 
the primary determinants of pulmonary disease are environmental. 

Producing sufficient energy in the body is one of the non-negotiable 
demands of life. Energy is produced by oxidizing the organic molecules 
in food. Thus the consumption of oxygen and the production of carbon 
dioxide, a waste product of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) synthesis, 
are indispensible. It follows that the human body must have an organ 
designed to exchange carbon dioxide and oxygen between the circu
lating blood and the atmosphere in sufficient volumes to sustain life. 
Within the lungs are hundreds of millions of alveoli, forming a surface 
of approximately 70 square meters. Here blood flowing through the 
lungs comes within 1 micrometer of gas contained in the alveoli. But 
the respiratory tract is faced with conflicting demands. Not only must 
it be an efficient organ of gas exchange, it must also create a protective 
barrier which effectively excludes unwanted, harmful agents. 

There are three processes essential for the transfer of oxygen from 
outside air to the blood flowing through the lung: (1) ventilation, (2) 
perfusion, and (3) diffusion within the airways and through the air
blood barrier. Tidal ventilation is the process in which air is moved 
between the atmosphere and the alveoli. Perfusion is the action of the 
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cardiovascular system in pumping blood throughout the lungs. Dif
fusion is the passive movement of gases down a concentration gradient 
within the airways and the alveolar gas and pulmonary capillary blood. 
During the last decade, it has become obvious that the lung also has 
many non-respiratory functions; for example, the endocrine function 
of the pulmonary circulation has been emphasized. The lungs also 
metabolize vasoactive substances and may be involved in such com
plex humoral processes as blood pressure homeostasis. 

2. Research Needs and Recommendations 
a. The Lung as a Portal of Entry 

The respiratory tract is the most common route of entry for air
borne contaminants present in the work environment and in the 
ambient air. It is also the major portal of entry for infectious par
ticles. Inhaled tobacco smoke now represents the most important 
cause of emphysema, bronchitis, and lung cancer. Important un
resolved issues remain including how and where inhaled particles 
deposit in the lungs and how, once deposited, they are either 
removed by lung defenses or allowed to penetrate into the body. 

Deposition is the process that determines what fraction of the 
inspired particulates will be trapped in the respiratory tract and 
thus fail to exit with the expired air. Distinct physical 
mechanisms operate on particles suspended in the inspired air 
causing them to move towards the surface of the respiratory 
tract. These include inertial forces, sedimentation, Brownian dif
fusion, interception, and electrostatic forces. The effectiveness of 
these deposition mechanisms depends on: (1) the anatomy of the 
respiratory tract, (2) the effective aerodynamic diameters of the 
particles, and (3) the pattern of breathing. These factors deter
mine the fraction of the inhaled particles that are deposited as 
well as the sites of deposition. 

Despite continuous exposure of the lungs to particulates 
characteristic of occupational and urban environments, the sur
faces of the respiratory tract are relatively free of foreign matter. 
Even in miners who succumb to coal worker's pneumoconiosis, 
their diseased and blackened lungs contain less than 10% of the 
dust originally deposited there. This is the result of a complex 
system of respiratory defense mechanisms which prevents parti
cle entry and removes particles that have been deposited. The 
dynamic processes that remove particulates from the respira
tory tract are referred to as clearance. 

Highly soluble particles and gases dissolve rapidly and are ab
sorbed into the blood from the respiratory tract. Their 
metabolism and excretion resemble that of an intravenously in
jected dose of the same material. Particles, not highly soluble, 
that are deposited on the conductive airways are moved toward 
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the pharynx by mucociliary transport. Also present in this 
mucous layer are cells and particles which have been transported 
from the non-ciliated alveoli to the ciliated airways. Similarly, 
particles deposited on the ciliated mucous membranes of the 
nose are propelled toward the pharynx. There, mucous, cells, and 
debris coming from the nasal cavities and the airways meet, mix 
with salivary secretions, and enter the gastrointestinal tract after 
being swallowed. 

A number of factors can affect the speed of mucus flow. They 
may be divided into two categories: those affecting the cilia 
themselves and those affecting the properties of the mucus. The 
following aspects of ciliary action may be affected by en
vironmental insult: the number of strokes per minute, the 
amplitude of each stroke, the length of the cilia, the ratio of 
ciliated to non-ciliated area, and the susceptibility of the cilia to 
intrinsic and extrinsic agents that modify their rate and quality 
of motion. The characteristics of the mucus are freuently even 
more critical. The thickness of the mucus layer and its rheologi
cal properties may undergo wide variations. 

Macrophages are usually credited with keeping the alveolar 
surfaces clean. Alveolar macrophages are large, mononuclear, 
phagocytic cells present on the alveolar surface. These cells are 
largely responsible for the normal sterility of the lung. It is the 
phagocytic and lytic potential of the alveolar macrophages that 
provides most of the known bactericidal properties of the lungs. 
Like other phagocytes, alveolar macrophages are rich in 
lysosomes. Although the enzymes contained in these structures 
constitute an important aspect of the lung's defensive posture, 
when kept in a chronically activated state, this digestive capacity 
may serve to damage pulmonary tissues. Release of lysosomal en
zymes, particularly proteases, from activated macrophages and 
leukocytes may be involved in the development of emphysema. 
Release may occur as a consequence of cell death, cell injury, or 
exocytosis. Increased deposition of inert or infectious particles 
acts to recruit additional macrophages, and thus the effect may 
be reinforced. 

A major aspect of macrophage function of great importance to 
environmental health is the migratory fate of the pulmonary 
macrophage. Because the macrophages are actively phagocytic, 
inhaled toxic, radioactive, or carcinogenic particles become con
centrated within pulmonary macrophages. As a result, what 
begins as a diffuse and relatively even exposure becomes highly 
localized and nonuniform. Hot spots are formed, and if 
thresholds of certain effects exist, these hot spots of high dose 
may be of significance. 

Similarly, adherence of some airway macrophages to the air-
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way epithelium may increase airway exposure to inhaled toxic 
materials. More important, perhaps, this close association with 
the bronchial epithelium can lead to the transport of inhaled par
ticles and their subsequent reingestion by subepithelial connec
tive tissue macrophages. These cells, like their relatives in the 
alveolar and airway compartments, also segregate, retain, and 
perhaps metabolize toxic particles. 

Pulmonary lymphatics may also play a part in lung clearance. 
Classically, removal of particles through these channels was con
sidered to be the major route for material being cleared from the 
lower respiratory tract. Yet, although estimates of the percentage 
of particles cleared via the lumphatics have decreased, apprecia
tion of the importance of those particles entering the lymphatics 
has greatly increased. Because particles in lymphatics are slowly 
cleared, they attain great significance in the pathogenesis of 
many lung diseases. When months and years have passed after 
exposure to particles, these connective tissue burdens may con
stitute the major reservoir of retained particles. Additional 
research needs to be conducted relative to the structure and func
tion of the lymphatics in the respiratory tract. 

The actual amount of substance in the respiratory tract at any 
time is called the retention. When the exposure is continuous, the 
equilibrium concentration (achieved when the clearance rate 
matches the deposition rate) is also the retention. Thus, the 
relative rate constants of deposition and clearance determine the 
equilibrium levels; it is the equilibrium level, or retention in
tegrated over time, and the properties of the particles that are 
presumably related to the probability of a pathologic response. 
Despite progress made over the last decade, substantial ig
norance still prevents effective prevention and treatment of en
vironmental pulmonary disease. The nature of mucociliary tran
sport in small airways and mechanisms of alveolar-bronchiolar 
transport are not well understood and are worthy of further 
study. Bronchial mucus is a major factor in defending the lung; it 
is also a component capable of response. The structure, syn
thesis, physical, chemical, and rheological characteristics of 
mucous and periciliary fluid need to be better elucidated. 
Furthermore, the properties of the bronchial epithelium may be 
critical in relation to the development of lung disease. Not only is 
it a surface that can respond, but it represents a barrier which is 
occasionally crossed. A great deal is known about the epithelial 
lining of the gastrointestinal tract in regard to the movement of 
particles, molecules; electrolytes, and water. Similar kinds of in
formation need to be gathered in regard to the bronchial 
epithelium. Finally, the macrophage remains a central figure in 
clearance and an active participant in the pathogenesis of some 
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lung diseases. Its heterogeneity must be better described and its 
physiologic and pathologic roles delineated. 

Recommendation 14-12: A more detailed understanding of the 
process of particle deposition, pollutant gas uptake, 
clearancemechanisms, and the distribution of retained parti
cles within the lungs needs to be developed. 
b. The Lung as a Target Organ 

Not only is the lung an important portal of entry for environ
mental contaminants, but is may also be the critical organ -
that is, the organ most likely to be injured or compromised by in
haled particles or gases. The lung responds to insults in a limited 
number of ways despite an abundance of specific diagnostic 
labels for pulmonary diseases. The same catalog of responses and 
mechanisms that characterizes the injured respiratory tract is 
also common to other organ systems. Thus, general pathology 
provides an essential backdrop for an understanding of the lung 
and environmental insults, and further progress in basic 
pathology is essential. Mechanisms of pulmonary injury include 
proteolysis, fibrosis, pulmonary edema, immunologic responses, 
inflammation, altered susceptibility to infection, degenerative 
changes, infection, and carcinogenesis. These changes are the 
direct or indirect consequences of the physical and physiologic 
changes in cells brought about by their contact with inhaled 
agents. The alveolar cell responses in turn are responsible for loss 
and distortion of alveoli, for deposition of new connective tissue, 
for alterations in capillary and airway diameter, and for other 
anatomic alterations. The cell responses on the bronchial airways 
include alterations in the distribution of cell types and glands, 
hypersecretion of mucous and serous fluids, hyperplasia and 
neoplasia. 

The understanding of pulmonary disease mechanisms would 
be greatly enhanced by a more thorough knowledge of the cell 
biology of the lung. This organ is composed of many different cell 
types, and loss and replacement of these play an important role 
in the response to environmental pollutants. Measurements of 
normal cellular turnover rates and alterations in these rates with 
environmental insult require further study. Pulmonary 
metabolism needs to be better described. By use of isolated cells, 
the isolated perfused lung, whole animals, and other test 
systems, an understanding is needed as to how environmental 
contaminants are either degraded or made more toxic by the lung 
and how these systems respond to environmental insult. 

Recommendation 14-13: Those responsible for research on 
lung diseases should emphasize comparative studies of the 
physiology, biochemistry, and morphology of the lung, in 
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order to provide a logical basis for understanding the mechan
isms of environmeJ1tal influence, and for comparing results 
in animals to man. Additional fundamental work is especially 
needed on the release, uptake, and metabolism of endogenous 
pharmacologically active compounds and on immunologic 
reactions. 
Although pathologic mechanisms operative in the lung are not 

exclusive to it, many such mechanisms arise from unusual interactions 
with environmental factors. Certain mechanisms, such as changes in 
connective tissue proteins, seem especially worthy of further study. 
Collagen and elastin help maintain alveolar, airway and vascular 
stability, limit lung expansion, and contribute to lung recoil at all 
lung volumes. Because of their fundamental role in lung structure and 
function, the balance between the synthesis and degradation of these 
two connective tissue proteins deserves additional attention. 

Two groups of environmental lung disease are associated with 
aberrations of normal collagen and elastin balance. These are emphy
sematous and fibrotic disorders. To what extent this association 
involves changes in the rate and nature of synthesis, or in the role or 
nature of degradation of these proteins, remains speculative. Analysis 
of collagen composition, synthesis, and degradation rates would be 
extremely useful both for diagnosis and for assessment of therapy of 
these connective tissue lung diseases. Unfortunately, the measure
ment of such parameters in the lung is difficult (Bradley, et al., 1975). 
Improved approaches are needed and the development of in vitro 
models of these biochemical functions may be very useful. Appro
priate animal models of emphysema and fibrosis could be exploited 
to quantify the rates of elastin and collagen synthesis and degradation 
and to compare them to normal rates. In emphysema, further studies 
are needed to examine the release of proteolytic enzymes from leuko
cytes and macrophages, their effect on lung cells, and the protection 
afforded by serum and lung antiproteases. In fibrosis, investigations 
need to be pursued to clarify the role of lymphocytes, macrophages, 
fibroblasts and the effect of fibrogenic agents on the collagen balance 
and on the replication and differentiation of each parenchymal cell 
type (Hance, 1975). 

Attention to this kind of injury has been heightened because of the 
recent development of information about pulmonary emphysema asso
ciated with inborn alpha1-antitrypsin-inhibitor deficiency in humans. 
Imbalances between proteolytic activity and its control or inhibition 
have important implications as a generalized mechanism of lung 
injury in other pulmonary pathologic states, which have been caused 
by general air pollution or by the inhalation of dusts under occupa
tional conditions. 

Recommendation 14-14: Research is needed on: (a) the forma
tion of fibrous connective (scar) tissue, usually known as 
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pulmonary fibrosis, and (b) proteolysis and alveolar wall de
struction leading to emphysema. Such efforts should include 
studies on the synthesis and degradation of collagen and elas
tin in the lung. 
The responses of the lung to inhaled antigens and allergens, and the 

general problem of environmental allergic respiratory disease, are 
emerging as an important area for basic investigation. Advances in this 
area may help to identify hyperreactors to a number of industrially im
portant materials, such as toluene diisocyanate (TDI), cotton dust, 
bagasse, and other proteins causing a variety of forms of extrinsic al
lergic alveolitis. Little is known about the degradation of proteins de
posited on the surfaces of the respiratory tract. No doubt, in most in
stances macrophages and pulmonary clearance defend the body against 
excessive antigenic stimulation. However, there may also be circum
stances when clearance pathways may preserve and present immuno
genic molecules to the immune system. Thus the issue of how and when 
pulmonary macrophages either suppress or enhance the im
munogenicity of antigens must be elaborated. Diseases such as asthma, 
diffuse hypersensitivity pneumonitis, and sarcoidosis are all examples 
of pulmonary diseases characterized by immunologic abnormalities. 
Many of the symptoms of asthma appear to be mediated by various 
chemicals released from lung cells. 

Recommendation 14-15: Additional research is needed to deter
mine mediators of pulmonary immune reactions, to determine 
where and how they act, and to learn what environmental 
materials govern their release. 
Dose response curves for interactions with environmental agents are 

altered by many characteristics of the exposed organism and its im
mediate environment. Factors known to be important include develop
mental aspects, genetic factors, sexual differences, species differences, 
interactions, circadian rhythms, effects of pre-existing disease, nutri
tional status, drug actions on or accumulations in the lung, tolerance 
and adaptation, and metabolic transformations. All of these variables 
are deserving of additional research effort relative to the respiratory 
tract. 

Recommendation 14-16: Additional research is needed on in
dividual and environmental factors that influence dose
response relations during developmental stages and disease 
states. Animal models of asthma, emphysema, lung cancer, 
newborn and adult respiratory distress syndrome, all need 
to be better developed and defined. The development or selec
tion of animal disease models which can be used to simulate 
air pollution-sensitive individuals in the human population 
should be encouraged. Similarly, such important agents as 
tobacco, drugs, and alcohol need to be studied in regard to 
possible synergistic action. 
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c. Detection and Quantification of Lung Injury 
An essential aspect of research on environmental lung diseases 

relates to improved determination of dose-response curves. There 
is a need to know with precision to what the respiratory tract is 
being exposed. With similar precision and sensitivity, there is a 
need to be able to measure the extent of lung damage. 

It is now more widely appreciated that the ability to specify the 
mass, particle size, and composition of inhaled particles is essen
tial. The lung model developed by the International Commission 
on Radiological Protection (ICRP) emphasized the importance of 
these parameters in determining burdens of particulates in the 
respiratory tract (Task Group on Lung Dynamics, 1966; Brain 
and Valberg, 1974). But there are still major problems in quan
tifying the pulmonary dose. Differences in nose and mouth 
breathing and the effects of exercise are largely unexplored. 
Systematic descriptions of species differences are lacking and are 
essential. Chamber concentrations of pollutants do not adequate
ly define dose since deposition is influenced by exercise, circadian 
rhythms, level of activity, and other factors. The effective dose is 
further modified by clearance pathways and by metabolic 
changes which make the pollutant compounds more or less toxic. 

Recommendation 14-17: Whenever possible, the effective tissue 
dose at the site of action in the lung should be measured. In addi
tion, new indices of exposure need to be developed. Lung analysis 
at autopsy may yield useful information in regard to retention 
levels of pollutants. Noninvasive approaches to intact animals 
and people should also be exploited. 

The lung responds to environmental injury in many ways. 
Methods of measuring lung injury include tests based primarily 
on mechanical properties, and spirometry, gas exchange, dis
tribution of ventilation and perfusion, radiologic techniques, 
mucociliary transport, lung lavage, histology, histochemistry, 
ultrastructure, morphometry, cell renewal, neoplastic changes, 
and alterations in microbicidal activity. Most all of these ap
proaches demand further refinement and many have serious 
limitations. For example, one of the major problems with 
pulmonary function tests is that they are rarely specific. 

Further refinements are needed for better histologic, 
histochemical, and morphometric indicators of lung damage. It 
would be desirable to identify enzymes or other products which 
are released from damaged lung into serum which could be 
sampled. Unfortunately, no biochemical parameters are known 
which unequivocally indicate the presence of toxic lung damage. 
It thus becomes important to obtain more complete knowledge 
about the biochemical events leading to cell death or to repair 
and'pulmonary cell proliferation. Only then will the mechanisms 
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of response be understood and useful indicators of lung damage 
perhaps be obtained. 

Techniques for sampling directly from the lung are also 
desirable. Improved biopsy techniques applicable to repeated 
sampling in live animals need to be exploited. Lung lavage both 
in sacrificed animals and in isolated lung segments of living 
animals is also a valuable approach. Improved assays for iden
tifying pulmonary carcinogens need to be developed. One ap
proach is to administer the suspected material to a laboratory 
animal by inhalation or by intratracheal instillation. 

Recommendation 14-18: More sensitve and specific indices of 
lung injury should be developed. Early detection should be a 
major goal especially when reversibility is possible. Because 
environmentally induced emphysema, chronic bronchitis, and 
lung cancer are usually irreversible by the time they are 
diagnosed, improved techniques and devices are needed to 
detect early biochemical, immunologic, or physiologic abnor
malities associated with the development of these diseases. 
d. Application of Existing Knowledge 

Pollutants characteristic of occupational and urban environ
ments, infectious particles, allergens, and antigens all may cause 
or aggravate pulmonary disease. Furthermore, the magnitude of 
these effects is strongly influenced by the number of particles 
deposited, their sites of deposition, their chemistry, and especial
ly their ultimate fate. Thus, environmental factors represent a 
major area of concern. Death rates for lung cancer and 
pulmonary emphysema have been steadily increasing over the 
last half century. Chronic nonspecific pulmonary disease has 
become a leading cause of death and disability in adult males. 
Cigarette smoking is the major cause of this epidemic, but com
munity air pollution and industrial exposures are also of major 
significance. Unless health measures aimed at primary preven
tion are instituted, the epidemic of incurable respiratory diseases 
will worsen. 

Inhalation toxicology is a critical specialty in a broad range of 
environmental health research investigations. With the ex
ception of the skin and gastrointestinal tract, most of the other 
organ systems receive their exposures to environmental chem
icals following entry into and passage through the lungs. Thus, 
effective delivery and characterization of dose depends upon the 
mastery of techniques for the production of appropriate test at
mospheres and their delivery to the respiratory apparatus of 
animals under laboratory conditions. For those diseases where 
the lung is the target organ, studies of pulmonary function may 
be needed, and in most cases experimental pathology is an essen
tial element of such studies. 
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A serious limitation in inhalation toxicology research con
tinues to be the shortage of broadly trained investigators. Ef
fective research in this area has generally involved, and should 
continue to involve, multidisciplinary talents; research training 
in inhalation toxicology is most effective when performed in 
centers having research and training capabilities in toxicology, 
pathology, laboratory animal medicine, physiology, analytic 
chemistry, aerosol science, and inhalation exposure technology. 
There are too few inhalation toxicologists in the United States, 
and a major increase in the num her of these specialists is not pos
sible without a significant increase in overall support for training 
in the biomedical sciences. 

Recommendation 14-19: A major increase in support for train
ing in inhalation toxicology is needed. Training activities 
should be limited to centers of excellence having adequate cap
abilities in the critical supporting disciplines. 

C. Gastrointestinal Tract 

1. Introduction 
The alimentary tract shares with skin and lung the distinction of 

being a portal of entry to the human body for environmental agents 
as well as a target for their action. Food and waterborne environmental 
agents enter the body via the alimentary tract, whereas occupational 
agents enter primarily through the skin and lungs. By injuring the 
alimentary tract, environmental agents alter their portal of entry and 
thereby modulate their effects. Such modulation may enhance or 
depress the effects of these agents. For example, damage to the mucosa 
by ethanol (Worthington, et al., 1976) or detergents can enhance or 
suppress absorption of small molecules as well as impair barrier func
tion, thereby promoting absorption of substances, such as macromole
cules, to which mucosa is normally impermeable. Alternatively, the 
response of the alimentary tract to viral agents or microorganisms, 
which cause self-limited diarrheal disease, tends to limit the course of 
the disease by the removal of the agent in diarrheal secretions and 
through increased motility. The intact alimentary tract is responsible 
for the maintenance of nutritional status. Since response to environ
mental agents depends in part on the nutritional status of the organism, 
damage to the alimentary tract by environmental agents alters the 
organism's response to such agents (Syrotuck, et al., 1976). 

Considered in this section are the following organs which comprise 
the alimentary tract: esophagus, stomach, small intestine, colon, and 
rectum. Interactions between environmental toxicants and the alimen
tary tract are considered under the following categories: (a) effects 
related to the alimentary tract; (b) effects related to the agent; and (c) 
effects related to the individual. 

Effects related to the alimentary tract per se may occur intralumin-
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ally, at the brush border interface between mucosal cell and lumen, and 
within the mucosal cell. Intraluminal processes acting on environ
mental agents include chemical reactions, such as acid-catalyzed hy
drolysis in the stomach and enzymatic degradation in the small intes
tine through action by proteases, carbohydrases, lipases, and glucuroni
dases. The alimentary tract contains a bacterial ecosystem within the 
lumen (Floch and Hentges, 1974). Normally, few bacteria are present 
proximally, but enormous numbers of organisms, particularly 
anaerobes, are present in the colon. After gastric surgery and in patho
logic states of the alimentary tract such as partial obstruction, abnor
mal motility, diverticula, and fistulae, bacteria also proliferate prox
imally. Interactions between these microorganisms and environmental 
factors include: (a) conversion of drugs, food additives, and food sub
stances to toxic products or carcinogens; (b) prolongation of the action 
of environmental factors by deconjugation, causing reabsorption of an 
agent that has previously been conjugated in the liver and secreted into 
the gut (Duggan, et al., 1975). 

Fiber comprises undigestible material in the diet composed largely of 
polysaccharides of plant origin and also acts intraluminally (Trowell, 
1976). Fiber protects against environmental factors by adsorbing them 
or increasing their rate of passage through the alimentary tract, thus 
depressing absorption. Toxic effects of cyclamate and amaranth (Red 
Dye No. 2), for example, are controlled by fiber (Ershoff, 1976). Too low 
a level of dietary fiber has been linked to cancer of the colon and rectum 
and diverticular disease of the colon. 

The lining of the alimentary tract is the brush border of the mucosal 
cell, a digestive-absorptive surface having properties of a lipoidal mem
brane. This surface interacts with environmental agents, digesting 
small polysaccharides, absorbing lipoidal molecules, and excluding 
charged and polar molecules. A mechanism also exists for the persorp
tion of macromolecules and solid particles (Volkheimer and Schulz, 
1968). 

Intracellular processes include enzyme induction by environmental 
agents as well as conjugation and metabolism of agents by the mucosal 
cell (Hoensch, et al, 1976; Pantuck, et al., 1975). Enzyme induction in 
the intestine differs from that in liver by being more directly dependent 
on diet (Hietanen, et al., 1975). These intracellular effects may play a 
major role in determining the actions of environmental agents. 

The properties of a given environmental agent are important in deter
mining its interactions with the alimentary tract. For example, its 
solubility within the contents of the tract, its rate of dissolution, its 
lipid solubility, its charge, and its polarity all determine the amount 
absorbed and hence the actual load on the organism as contrasted with 
ingested load. Many agents are relatively insoluble within the contents 
of the gastrointestinal tract. The undissolved portion will be minimally 
affected by intraluminal factors and may be excreted from the alimen-
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tary tract within the feces in the same form it entered, without affecting 
the organism. The portion of the agent that is in solution is subject to 
intraluminal attack and is available for absorption as it contacts the 
the brush border of the mucosa} cell. A small proportion of the undis
solved agent may be taken up by pinocytosis. Not all of the agent in sol
ution is absorbed, i.e., enters the body. Polar or charged molecules may 
be virtually unabsorbed. Highly lipid soluble substances may be ab
sorbed almost completely. Physical properties are not the only factor 
determining absorption. Agents might interact with the glycocalyx of 
the brush border and simply be adsorbed to this glycoprotein surface. 
Other agents may be bound intracellularly, e.g., iron binding to ferritin 
in mucosa} cells of small intestine. Both surface and intracellularly 
bound agents reenter the lumen, when the mucosa} cell is exfoliated at 
the end of its 24-48 hour life span. 

Agents that enter the cell through the brush border usually traverse 
the cell and exit through the basal-lateral cell membrane to pass into the 
portal circulation or the lymphatic system. Certain agents are metabo
lized in mucosa} cells, e.g., conjugation of estrogens to form glucuronides. 
After certain agents, such as indomethacin, are absorbed and carried 
in the portal circulation to the liver, they are conjugated with glucuron
ic acid and excreted into the bile to reenter the intestine. Thus, the load 
of such an agent on the intestine is amplified by enterohepatic recircu
lation (Duggan, et al., 1975). The presence of bacteria with ,B-glucuron
idase in the intestine may regenerate the original compound or a me
tabolite and cause damage to the intestine. 

After environmental agents enter the alimentary tract, their effects 
depend on factors related to the individual exposed and to the agent 
itself. As discussed below, factors related to the individual include age, 
sex, disease; factors related to the agent include total dose, rate and 
pattern of entry, and physical state. 

The impact of the environmental agents on the alimentary tract as a 
target organ is thus expressed in one or more of the three classical mani
festations of toxic action, namely alteration of structure, function, or 
response. Structural changes take the form of mucosa} erosion and ul
ceration, often accompanied by inflammation and secondary infection, 
with consequent risk of hemorrhage; mucosa} hyperplasia; formation of 
diverticula or polyps; and neoplastic change, ranging from papillomas 
to frank adenocarcinomas. Functional changes include constipation or 
diarrhea; in the latter instance, secondary structural and biochemical 
changes may ensue. Toxic alterations of immune response (Katz, et al., 
1976) (e.g., production of secretory immunoglobulins) or alimentary 
consequences of psychic or physical stress underline the vast range of 
influences whose effects may manifest themselves via the alimentary 
tract (Almy, 1973). 

The effects of agents are modulated by characteristics of the indiv
idual exposed (Schedl, 1974). These include: (a) age, for example, as it 
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alters gastric acidity and absorptive function; (b) genetic factors such 
as membrane transport and membrane digestive defects that lead to 
diarrhea; (c) disease, for example, of the GI tract such as ulcerative 
colitis or systemic in nature such as thyrotoxicosis. 

2. Research Needs and Recommendations 
The GI tract, as outlined above, is a major portal of entry and a pri

mary site of injury for environmental toxins. If the associated problems 
of absorption and/or injury are to be handled they must be more fully 
defined and their mechanisms elaborated by basic and applied research 
so that appropriate management or treatment can be instituted. In the 
light of recent findings concerning the penetration of macromolecules 
and particles, the role of the GI tract in the persorption of particles 
needs to be pursued. Basic research on the role of the alimentary tract 
in interacting with environmental agents is needed to define: 

(a) the intraluminal milieu of the gastrointestinal tract, particularly 
as a bacterial ecosystem and biochemical environment as well as 
the role of fiber in protecting against environmental agents; 

(b) the role of the brush border in the normal individual and in dis
ease, and the conditions which promote or inhibit absorption of 
agents; 

(c) the role of intracellular processes, including enzyme induction, 
in normal and disease states, and in the digestion, degradation 
and conjugation of environmental agents; 

(d) the mechanism and role of persorption. 
The major diseases of the alimentary tract are at least in part envi

ronmentally determined. Environmental stresses are key factors in 
peptic ulcer disease and irritable colon syndrome. Stress and unknown 
environmental factors contribute to the greatly increased incidence of 
the inflammatory bowel dieseases, ulcerative colitis, and regional en
teritis in highly civilized societies. Interactions of carcinogens with the 
alimentary tract determine the carcinogen burden on the body and 
hence influence carcinogenesis in other organs as well as te alimentary 
tract (Wheeler, et al., 1975). 

Cancer of the alimentary tract is determined in part by environ
mental factors that are culturally and geographically determined 
(Anon., 1973; Page, et al., 1976). Cancer of the stomach, for example, is 
much more common in Japan than in the U.S., and colonic carcinoma 
is increasing in the U.S. The incidence of esophageal cancer in Brittany 
is several times that in the U.S. with a male to female ratio of24:l, sug
gesting environmental causes (Tuyns and Masse, 1975). 

Recommendation 14-20: The precise role of environmental 
agents in major gastrointestinal diseases should be examined. 
The role of the alimentary tract as a portal of entry for toxi
cants including carcinogens, as well as the role in promoting 
and inhibiting development of cancer in other organs, should be 
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determined. 
Recommendation 14-21: Cancer of the alimentary tract caused 
by environmental agents should be studied in relation to cul
tural and geographic factors in order to determine the influ
ence of such factors on pattern and incidence. 

The effects of environmental agents upon the body depend on proper
ties of the agent and exposed individual which also determine in part 
the intraluminal, brush border, and mucosal cell behavior of the agents 
within the alimentary tract. How this complex system operates under 
conditions of exposure in man or experimental animals has not yet been 
precisely defined for any environmental toxin. It is necessary, therefore, 
to develop suitable animal models which will permit detailed studies 
of the sequence of events induced by environmental toxicants and their 
locale in the alimentary tract. 

Recommendation 14-22: Animal models for human exposure to 
environmental toxicants should be designed to provide insight 
into the biochemical, physiologic, and cellular events which 
occur intraluminally and within the tissues of the tract. Once 
obtained, such insight will provide a rational basis for pre
ventive measures. 

The alimentary tract functions as an important metabolic organ. 
To some extent, its enzymatic activities are conditioned by the action 
of food components and bacterial microflora (Goldman, 1974). These 
enzymatic activities are directed toward maintenance of the integrity 
of the organ system, performance of absorptive and related functions, 
and metabolism of xenobiotics. Detection of defects in any of these 
properties is important as an indicator of potential or incipient disease. 

Methods for effective screening for detrimental environmental effects 
on the alimentary tract are lacking. Radiology, endoscopy, cytology, 
and biopsy with histology and enzyme assay do not provide sensitive 
indices of exposure and damage. Applications of animal models includ
ing measurements of crypt cell proliferation and the synthesis and 
degradation of specific proteins may be more sensitive than currently 
available tests. Preparations of isolated mucosal cells, subcellular 
organelles and enzyme systems, as well as tissue culture of mucosa 
(Trier, 1976), may also provide more sensitive indices of damage and, in 
addition, may provide basic data on biochemical, metabolic, and 
pathophysiologic mechanisms. 

Recommendation 14-23: Sensitive tests for detecting early 
damage to the human alimentary tract by environmental toxins 
should be developed. Such tests may also provide essential 
data on related biochemical, metabolic and pathophysiologic 
mechanisms. 
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D. Cardiovascular System 

1. Introduction 
Nutritional substances, trace elements, etc. are generally regarded 

as potentially important in the causation of cardiovascular disease, 
and the skin, the lung and the gastrointestinal tract are generally re
garded as being in contact with the environment. Although the cardio
vascular system is not usually considered in the latter context, in per
forming its transport function the circulatory system comes intimately 
into contact with a large number of the substances absorbed from the 
lung, skin and intestinal tract. Potentially toxic or mutagenic small 
molecules present in materials contacting the skin (Scheuplein and 
Blank, 1971), or inhaled into the lung (Juchau, et al., 1974), as well as 
those absorbed via the gastrointestinal tract, can gain entrance to the 
vascular compartment. Larger molecular substances, such as proteins, 
polysaccharides and certain lipids, can gain access through the lung 
and the gastrointestinal tract to the circulatory compartment. These 
groups of substances are potentially capable of causing toxic and aller
gic reactions in the tissues of the cardiovascular system. 

2. Research Needs and Recommendations 
a. Arteriosclerosis and Hypertension 

In considering the involvement of environmental factors in car
diovascular diseases, the hardness or softness of drinking water 
has been invoked, particularly in relation to atherosclerosis. The 
first report of an association between "soft" water and death rate 
from cardiovascular disease was from Japan (Kobayashi, 1957) 
followed by reports from U. S., U. K., and Sweden (Schroeder, 
1974). Evidence indicates that, in relation to cardiovascular dis
ease, there may be a beneficial effect of drinking hard rather than 
soft water (Neri, et al., 1975). There is uncertainty as to whether 
soft water leaches heavy metals from plumbing and therefore is 
deleterious or whether hard water, because of its higher content 
of calcium and magnesium, protects against cardiovascular dis
ease. 

Originally investigators surmised that calcification somehow 
played a role in the development of arteriosclerosis. With more 
research, however, inverse correlations were observed between 
cardiovascular (CV) disease and the high content of calcium in 
water and soil (Schroeder, 1974). Some epidemiologic evidence 
exists for linking a high magnesium content of hard waters with a 
protective role in CV disease (Neri, et al., 1975), and indeed, it 
appears that humans who receive too little magnesium in their 
diets have an increased incidence of ischemic heart disease 
(Seelig and Heggtveit, 1974). Cardiac tissues from patients who 
succumbed to myocardial infarction were shown to have a 
decreased content of magnesium. 

Schroeder (1974) and others have emphasized the role which 
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cadmium may play in causing hypertension. In rats, copper in
sufficiency leads to elevated systolic blood pressure, and this 
elevation is enhanced by ingestion of cadmium (Sorenson, et al., 
1973). The role played by essential metals in preventing or caus
ing cardiovascular diseases is beginning to emerge. 

Recommendation 14-24: Research on the basic physiology and 
biochemistry of essential metals in cardiac function should be 
strengthened. Questions regarding the effects of soft and hard 
water, the role of food as the major source in providing the 
essential metals, and the mechanisms through which defi
ciencies of copper, zinc, and iron affect cardiovascular disease 
should be answered. Animal models should be developed that 
are sensitive to the cardiovascular effects of metal deficiencies 
or imbalances. 

The interrela~ionship between the essential trace metals and 
cardiovascular disease is complex. Zinc and copper, important 
dietary elements, have been reported to protect against cardio
vascular diseases in laboratory experiments with animals. Zinc 
deficiency may be a factor in arteriosclerosis, and zinc and vana
dium supplementation has been reported to improve patients 
with inoperable vascular disease (Pories, et al., 1966). Serum 
cholesterol levels are inversely related to serum copper levels in 

. rats (Murthy, et al., 1972). 
Recommendation 14-25: Epidemiologic and toxicologic studies 
should be performed to determine the interactions of toxic 
heavy metals, such as cadmium and lead, with essential con
stituents such as copper and zinc in terms of cardiovascular 
disease in humans. 

Use of a rapeseed oil as food adversely affects lipid metabolism 
in the heart. Thus the basic knowledge on the mechanisms of 
arteriosclerosis may in turn be provided by using such agents 
as research tools. 

In the mid 1960's, certain heavy drinkers of Canadian beer 
developed heart failure and died from cardiomyopathy (Morin 
and Daniel, 1967). Animals fed large amounts of beer on a 
laboratory basis showed no adverse effects. However, an associa
tion was noted between the onset of the disease in men and the 
use of cobalt sulfate stabilizer in the beer. More sophisticated 
toxicologic tests with cobalt indicated that those animals on pro
tein deficient diets were more susceptible to the development of 
the cardiomyopathy (Grice, et al., 1969). Also, cobalt sulfate was 
shown to depress oxygen consumption of mitochondrial prepara
tions. This observation was followed by the discovery that cobalt 
produced effects on the tricarboxylic acid cycle of the 
mitochondria similar to the deficiency of thiamine. As a result, 
heavy beer drinkers who might have poor nutritional status were 
predisposed to the effects of cobalt. 
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These two examples illustrate the types of situations that arise 
in practice and emphasize the wide range of factors that need to 
be taken into account. 

Recommendation 14-26: Research needs to be conducted in man 
on factors such as nutritional state, race, sex, and age which, 
acting in concert with exposure to environmental agents, affect 
the cardiovascular system. In the design of animal experiments 
on exposure to environmental agents, factors known to be im
portant in human cardiovascular disease should be included for 
study. Also research on the fundamentals, such as how energy 
is derived for cardiac work, would provide a means by which 
the possible mechanisms of action of environmental toxicants 
could be better understood. 

b. Possible Relationship Between Environmental Mutagens and 
Cardiovascular Disease 

Smooth muscle cells are the principal cellular constituents of 
atherosclerotic plaques. Recent studies (Benditt and Benditt, 
1973; Pearson, et al., 1975) show that these cellular components 
are of monoclonal origin - that is, all the cells intrinsic to the 
plaque are the descendants of a single cell. This fact was 
demonstrated in studies in which the isoenzymes of glucose 6-
phosphate dehydrogenase (G6-PD) in atherosclerotic aortic pla
ques in heterozygotic women were evaluated. These studies 
showed that artherosclerotic plaques, and fibrous plaques in par
ticular, were most frequently composed of cells with a single G6-
PD isoenzyme rather than the mixture of isoenzymes 
characteristic of normal tissue. A mutational event providing a 
selective growth advantage to the mutated cell and its progeny 
has been proposed as a mechanism consistent with this observa
tion. Mutagenic agents have been suggested as possible etiologic 
substances that could cause such a change. The possibility also 
exists that mutagenic substances that go with the fats and not 
the fats themselves are at fault. This conception suggests that 
the atherosclerotic process may be initiated by external 
mutagens raising the possibility that, if the process or the agent 
can be identified, preventive measures can be instituted. 

Recommendation 14-27: A broader perspective on the causation 
of vascular disease must include a search for compounds with 
mutagenic properties for vascular cells. Evaluation of animal 
models for human atherosclerosis should favor those models 
which share this monoclonal origin. Deliberate attempts 
should be made to develop in vitro assay systems for the 
evaluation of compounds which may select for clonal growth 
advantage. 
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c. Acute and Chronic Effects 
Deaths resulting from abusive sniffing of aerosols (fluoro

carbon propellants) are due to acute cardiac arrhythmias 
(Reinhardt, et al., 1971). Cardiac depression and arrhythmias 
have been produced by acute exposure of animals in dichloro
difluoromethane and trichlorofluoromethane, the common 
aerosol propellant mixture of Freons 11 and 12 (Taylor and 
Drew, 1975a). These effects are enhanced by coadministration 
of catecholamines in rabbits. Also, old cardiomyopathic 
hamsters showed no effect of trichlorofluoromethane . (Taylor 
and Drew, 1975b). In man, repeated episodes of palpitation 
occur on chronic exposure (Speizer, et al., 1975). The influence 
of CO on the pathogenesis and severity of coronary artery dis
ease is well documented (See additional discussion in Chapter 
1). 

Recommendation 14-28: Research on the cardiovascular system 
stould be performed to identify short and long-term health 
effects resulting from acute and chronic exposures to fluoro
carbon compounds. 
d. Physical factors 

Temperature, humidity, radiation, and electric current are 
among the physical factors known to affect the function of the 
cardiovascular system (McKinney, 1974), and research in these 
areas must also be expanded. Examples and recommendations in 
these areas are covered in Chapter 5. 

E. Liver and Bile Ducts 
1. Introduction 

The liver is a metabolically versatile organ which has major respon
sibilities for the regulation of man's internal chemical environment. 
Exogenous and endogenous chemicals are absorbed, concentrated, and 
then processed by the liver into more "useable," storable, or excret
able forms. Many foreign chemicals (xenobiotics) are converted, at 
least initially, to more readily excretable molecular species by compon
ents of the relatively non-specific, mixed function oxidase system. This 
and other hepatic processing systems are responsive to multiple inter
nal and external factors, such as age, sex, type of diet, hormone level, 
and prior or concurrent exposures to chemicals present in the environ
ment. 

Environmental factors can render individuals more susceptible to 
potentially toxic chemicals by altering processes leading to the conver
sion of these chemicals into molecular species that are either capable of 
producing injury or being removed "safely" from the body. Mechanisms 
of alteration include induction or repression of enzymes involved in 
the metabolic steps, changes in the levels of required cofactors, and/or 
depletion of antioxidants or other hepatocellular defenses. Chemicals 
activiated by the liver may attack other organs. The metabolic capacity 
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of the liver is a central factor in the human response to environmental 
stresses (Gillette, et al., 1974). 

2. Research Needs and Recommendations 
The mixed function oxidase system of the endoplasmic reticulum of 

liver parenchymal cells is instrumental in the conversion of many drugs 
and chemicals into highly reactive electrophilic molecular species cap
able of covalent binding with cellular constituents or of initiating des
tructive processes such as lipid peroxidation (Plaa and Witschi, 1976). 
Mixed function oxidase systems are capable of generating free radicals 
from certain haloalkenes, epoxides from haloalkenes, haloaromatics, or 
polycyclic hydrocarbons, aldehydes from haloalkenes, or alcohols and 
alkylcarbonium ions from alkyl nitrosamines. All of these electrophilic 
intermediates are capable of cytotoxic, teratogenic, or tumorigenic ac
tions (Magee, 1974; Reynolds, et al., 1975). 

Not all drugs and chemicals with potential for causing injury interact 
primarily with components of endoplasmic reticulum. Mitochondria 
have vulnerable electron transport systems; lysosomes and peroxi
somes, respectively, generate and destroy peroxides; cytoplasmic 
alcohol dehydrogenases generate aldehydes. Vinylidene chloride seems 
to interfere directly with mitochondrial integrity. Allyl alcohol is con
verted into acrolein by alcohol dehydrogenase. 

Clearly more research effort is needed in several areas. Injury
producing pathways of xenobiotic metabolism need to be delineated, 
the nature of the responsible metabolites identified, and the products of 
their interaction with cellular constituents determined. Chemical, 
functional, and morphologic correlations should be sought in order to 
provide a better basis for understanding the molecular causation of the 
lesions and for developing preventive measures. 

Recommendation 14-29: Since the actual molecular mechan
isms ofhepatocellular injury by chemical agents are poorly un
derstood, · better ways should be developed to define the 
chemical, functional and structural events involved in hepato
cellular injury by different agents and to characterize and 
quantify the different parameters of injury. 
Recommendation 14-30: Because the molecular mechanisms of 
tumor production by chemical agents are poorly understood, 
better methods should be developed for defining the role of the 
liver in the molecular events involved in hepatic carcinogen
esis by specific chemical agents and for characterizing and 
quantifying those factors involved in the development of 
tumors. 
Qualitative methods are needed for predicting the type, and quanti

tative methods for predicting the magnitude, of hepatic injury by 
chemicals in biologic systems. Physiochemical parameters of molecular 
structure of xenobiotics need to be defined in relation to their ability to 
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produce overt injury or more subtle changes in hepatic function, and 
structure-activity guidelines need to be developed. The development of 
such guidelines requires accurate methods to isolate and quantify 
chemically-reactive metabolites of xenobiotics and to detect, define, 
and quantify the magnitude of injury. Noninvasive methods to deter
mine the xenobiotic body burden and the rates and routes of xenobiotic 
metabolism by components of the liver should be developed utilizing 
breath, blood, urine, and bile, particularly in those instances where 
there is a relationship between xenobiotic exposure and overt or covert 
hepatic injury. 

In order to know what metabolites to seek in man, relationships be
tween xenobiotic metabolism and liver injury must be sought in 
animals - in vivo. Studies with isolated liver, hepatocyte suspensions, 
parts of cells, and soluble extracts may not relate readily to in vivo con
ditions. Only in vitro systems which resemble defined in vivo systems 
are valid. The choice of animal is important, since the results must ulti
mately relate to liver disease in man; and care should also be taken to 
assure that methods used for screening for injury related metabolites 
are applicable to man. · 

Recommendation 14-31: Methods should be developed for the 
quantification of xenobiotic load and the. measurement of rates 
and routes of xenobiotic metabolism by the liver. Interactions 
of xenobiotic metabolites with chemical constituents of liver 
cells in relationship to hepatic injury also require further ex
amination. It may be possible to use methods which detect 
injury-associated compounds in serum, exhaled breath, or 
urine to estimate the extent of exposure and risk in man. 
There is a clear need for more definitive and more sensitive detection 

of hepatic injury in people exposed to the modern world of chemicals. 
Current methods are acceptable for detection of symptomatic acute or 
chronic liver disease but usually fail to indicate ongoing subclinical or 
occult liver injury. Changes in liver-derived serum enzyme activities 
should continue to be explored in a search for more sensitive indicators. 
Rates of liver synthesis or removal of serum proteins, lipoproteins, 
lipids, corticosteroids, and sex hormones might provide some insight 
into functional defects brought about by xenobiotic exposure. Serum 
determinants (reduced/oxidized glutathione, vitamin E oxidation 
products) of the status of the antioxidant defense of the liver could re
late to increased intracellular peroxide generation. Increased mercap
turic acid excretion in urine could relate to increased xenobiotic detox
ification by liver. To determine the status of mixed function oxidases in 
people who might be at high risk of liver injury because of exposure to 
certain xenobiotics, noninvasive tests of the metabolic capabilities of 
mixed-function oxidase should be developed. 

Some of the liver abnormalities that may arise from environmental 
exposures to xenobiotics are developmental defects, hepatomas, acute 
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hepatocellular necrosis, chronic persistent hepatitis, postnecrotic scar
ring, micronodular cirrhosis associated with alcoholism, biliary cir
rhosis, or gallstones. Unfortunately, it is not yet known how, in these 
instances, a definitive diagnosis of chemical etiology can be made. Only 
when the time between exposure to a specific compound and the 
resulting injury is brief or when exposure is well-recognized and 
chronic, is it possible to make a presumptive diagnosis of chemical 
cause. Development of jaundice following exposure to a chemical is 
usually taken as presumptive evidence for cause and effect, particularly 
if the compound is also an acute (or chronic) hepatotoxin in animals. In 
the case of carbon tetrachloride, one of the most intensively studied 
hepatotoxins, medical scientists still do not know what distinctive 
morphologic or chemical changes to seek in order to make a definitive 
diagnosis of carbon tetrachloride poisoning. The basic problem is that 
those changes which differentiate carbon tetrachloride poisoning from 
injury following exposure to other acute hepatotoxins are not distinctive 
enough. 

Recommendation 14-32: Better non-invasive or minimally
invasive methods to detect alterations of liver function and 
structure should be developed and applied to people who may 
be at risk because of their environment. A special effort should 
be made to include in such applications people who are exposed 
to known heptatotoxic agents but who are not overtly ill. 
Species, sex, age, diet, habits, genetic differences, prior environ-

mental or occupational exposure to compounds (such as estrogens) with 
hormonal activity, and other factors yet unknown modulate the 
responses of individuals to chemical agents in their environments. 

Depending upon the developmental stage (fetal, newborn, adult, 
etc.), the production of electrophilic xenobiotic metabolites within the 
body may greatly exceed the ability of the liver to safely detoxify them 
(Neims, et al., 1976). Since mixed function oxidases are responsive to 
multiple internal and external factors, conditions at certain times may 
favor pathways which produce relatively stable xenobiotic 
electrophiles. If these electrophilic metabolites migrate to the cell 
nuclei, to nuclei of other liver cells, or indeed are exported to nuclei of cells 
of other organs, their covalent binding to DNA may initiate a process 
that ultimately results in tumor development (Magee, 1974). If such 
events occur during the early weeks of gestation, developmental defects 
or teratogenic effects may ensue, or the molecular seeds for the subse
quent development of a tumor may be sown. Cytotoxic tissue injury due 
to metabolism of xenobiotics by the mixed function oxidase system us
ually requires relatively extensive or intensive exposure. Mutagenesis 
may occur with low dose exposure if stable electrophiles result. 

Recommendation 14-33: More rational definitions of risk and 
conditions which enhance or protect against injury should be 
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developed on the basis of direct evidence of the formation and 
persistence of covalently-bound electrophilic metabolites. 
Increasing awareness that xenobiotic-induced cellular injury results 

from finite chemical changes in the constituents of the cell, and that 
elucidation of the injury-producing mechanisms depends upon the 
detection of molecular changes, emphasizes the need for new and better 
techniques to analyze and to reproduce the in vivo injury in more uni
form population of cells in vitro. 

Similarly, better morphologic and cytochemical parameters of the 
types and extents of injury to the liver need to be developed. Because 
the liver is such a heterogeneous organ with segregation of function and 
toxic response by zone and cell type, histologic, histochemical, and 
physical techniques which respect these zonal boundaries are particu
larly appropriate for detecting injury. Large changes in the function or 
composition of small numbers of cells may become undiscernible when 
averaged out over the total population, as would occur when homogen
ization of the liver precedes analysis. 

Recommendation 14-34: Simple test systems using perfused 
livers, suspended hepatocytes obtained from enzymatically dis
associated livers, hepatocytes in culture, or organelle fractions 
should be developed for screening the pathways of xenobiotic 
metabolism and for detecting potentially injurious metabolites. 
Microsomes from livers are currently the most popular 

chemical mutagen generators for in vitro mutagenicity testing. Oddly, 
normal liver is peculiarly resistant to tumorigenesis; hepatomas will 
develop in adult human liver only after long standing prior cirrhogenic 
chronic injury. Thus, although endoplasmic reticulum of liver 
parenchymal cells may be capable of generating mutagens in vivo, the 
mutagen defense systems of such cells seem exceptionally efficient and 
should be examined. 

Recommendation 14-35: Methods should be developed to bolster 
the chemical defenses of the liver against any form of cytotoxo
genic attack by electrophilic reagents generated within it. 
Such methods should include ways to accelerate injury repair. 
Functions of the biliary system include the synthesis of cholic acids, 

bile salts, cholesterol, bilirubin glucuronides, their secretion by hepatic 
parenchymal cells, and collection and concentration of bile in the gall 
bladder. The biliary system also forms a major pathway for the excre
tion of detoxified, or of toxified but conjugated, xenobiotics. Drugs and 
chemicals and xenobiotics may affect the synthesis and/or rates of ex
cretion of components of bile normally present and affect the stability 
of this easily supersaturatable system. Some may tend to supersaturate 
bile with regard to cholesterol (Bennion, et al., 1976; Klaassen, 1975). 
Thus the frequency of gall stones and other gall bladder diseases in the 
general population may be environmentally modulatable. 
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Recommendation 14-36: An inquiry should be undertaken into 
the effects of environmental chemicals on mechanisms of con
trol of the chemical composition of bile, especially the synthesis 
and excretion of cholesterol and bile salts. Perhaps of greatest 
relevance are the effects of xenobiotics having hormonal ac
tivity. 
Only by understanding the molecular basis of hepatic injury will it 

be possible to learn how to detect early injury and to provide methods 
for its prevention or reversal. Prediction of the injury-producing poten
tial of compounds present in the environment is dependent upon having 
information in adequate quantity and quality. Since man's chemical 
environment is becoming increasingly complex, the problems of devel
oping such information will most certainly increase in magnitude. 

F. Pancreas 

1. Introduction 
The pancreas is a highly specialized gland which synthesizes and 

secretes several specific proteins. More than 90% of the gland consists of 
exocrine pancreatic acinar cells which are as active in protein synthesis 
as any cell type in the body. The pancreas secretes digestive enzymes 
into the intestine through the pancreatic duct system. The islets of 
Langerhans comprise the other major component of the pancreas. They 
function as an endocrine organ regulating blood glucose levels and cell 
metabolism. 

The aggregate impact on mortality and morbidity in the United 
States of the five most common diseases in which the pancreas is in
volved is significant. These diseases are diabetes, cystic fibrosis, acute 
and chronic pancreatitis, and carcinoma of the exocrine pancreas. An 
international survey of pancreatic diseases observed at autopsy showed 
that nearly two people out of every 100 had apparently died from a pan
creatic disease (Sarles, 1973). 

A number of chemical agents have been clearly identified as causing 
pancreatitis in man. They include chlorothiazide, Lasix and several 
oral contraceptives. There is a longer list of pancreatoxic agents for 
animals which include aflatoxin, cobalt chloride, ethanol, chlorothia
zide, carbon tetrachloride, ethionine, and puromycin (see Background 
Documents). 

Carcinoma of the pancreas is an increasingly prevalent form of 
human cancer. Several epidemiologic studies suggest that chemical 
carcinogens may induce pancreatic cancer in humans (Bates, 1975), 
and several chemicals have been demonstrated in the laboratory to 
induce carcinoma of the exocrine pancreas in animals following system
ic administration. 

2. Research Needs and Recommendations 
In the routine toxicologic assessment of acute and chronic effects of 
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new chemicals, it is necessary to extend observations to include adverse 
effects on the pancreas. When there is suspicion of pancreatic toxicity, 
evaluation should include appropriate examinations using electron 
microscopy, histochemistry, and biochemical methods and observa
tion for neoplastic changes. Since so many amino acid analogs have 
been shown to affect the pancreas, such compounds should be especial
ly suspect in regard to effects on acinar cells. Agents which are struc
tural analogs of glucose are particularly'suspect for potential endocrine 
effects because of the likelihood that they may enter or bind to ,8-cells 
via glucose receptor pathways. 

The hydrolytic enzymes of the exocrine pancreas, when activated 
within the gland, can digest protein, RNA, DNA, phospholipids, carbo
hydrates, and lipids at physiologic pH. This creates a special vulnera
bility of pancreatic acinar cells to injury which can trigger activation 
and release of these enzymes within the cell resulting in cytoplasmic 
damage or cell death. Minor degrees of injury seem to occur regularly, 
resulting in autophagy and recovery of the injured cell, or necrosis and 
loss of individual acinar cells. The causes of acinar cell damage include 
toxic chemicals. 

When many acinar cells are injured and their enzymes are released, 
virtually all of the gland may be destroyed. The resulting clinical dis
ease, acute hemorrhagic pancreatitis, may be fatal. Less severe degrees 
of the process may destroy part of the gland and lead to scarring. Multi
ple minor episodes may cause the majority of the gland to be replaced 
by fibrous tissue so that enzyme secretory function is lost leading to 
defective digestive function in the small intestine. Such scarred, atro
phic glands are characteristic of chronic pancreatitis. Milder degrees 
of acute pancreatitis in which complete recovery is the rule also occur 
and are usually designated as interstitial pancreatitis. 

Many cases of acute pancreatitis are associated with biliary tract dis
ease which may lead to obstruction of the pancreatic duct by gallstones 
when the two duct systems join in the head of the pancreas; however, 
fully one-third of these cases have no apparent cause (O'Sullivan, et 
al., 1972; Trapnell and Duncan, 1975). This so-called "idiopathic" 
group probably reflects several different causes including unrecognized 
environmental factors. Numerous chemical agents are known to induce 
acinar cell damage or necrosis or to alter acinar cell or duct cell function 
in animals on a laboratory basis. Studies should be extended to the de
velopment of in vitro systems using acinar cells, ductal cells, and islets 
from enzymatically dissociated pancreas in primary culture, or in long
term culture for study of normal cell biology, mechanisms of toxic 
injury, and metabolism of xenobiotics. While such systems should be 
developed using pancreases of animals, the methods could be used for 
human pancreases to allow comparison with data from other species. 

Recommendation 14-37: Toxicologic evaluation of new chemi
cals for which there will be significant human exposure should 
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include acute and chronic effects on the pancreas in regard to: 
(a) acinar cell cytotoxicity; (b) islet cell cytotoxicity; (c) effects 
on the duct system or pancreatic secretions which will lead to 
duct obstruction; and (d) cancer induction. 
Recommendation 14-38: Fundamental research relating to the 
pancreas should receive increased emphasis and should be 
focused on the basic mechanisms of toxic injury to pancreatic 
cells using models of chemical injury to pancreases of animals 
on a laboratory basis. 
Recommendation 14-39: More sensitive and specific methods 
are needed to detect "subclinical" degrees of acute acinar cell 
injury and focal duct obstruction. Population groups at risk 
from exposures to known pancreatoxic agents should be 
sought. Determination of urine and/or serum amylase levels 
seem to offer the most practical initial screening approach at 
the present time although this technique lacks specificity for 
the pancreas. 
In the U. S. the majority of cases of chronic pancreatitis, specifically 

the variant designated as chronic calcifying pancreatitis and in which a 
specific cause is known, result from chronic alcoholism (Sarles, 1975). 
At the same time, however, it is accepted that some cases may repre
sent the end stage of damage accumulated during multiple, recurrent 
episodes of non-fatal pancreatitis due to causes other than alcoholism. 
A recent Japanese study indicates that etiology was unknown in 41.5 
percent of 150 cases of chronic calcifying pancreatitis (Ishii, et al., 
1973). It follows that any toxic chemical capable of inducing pancreatitis 
with necrosis and scarring could cause chronic pancreatitis if there were 
multiple episodes of exposure and pancreatic injury. 

Cystic fibrosis is a genetically determined and inherited systemic 
disease in which the pancreatic changes may be characterized as a 
variant of chronic pancreatitis induced by obstruction of intrapan
creatic ducts by abnormal mucinous secretions. This process begins in 
utero and progresses to complete destruction and atrophy of the exo
crine pancreas during the first few years of life. The gene for cystic 
fibrosis is relatively common in the general population. It is estimated 
to be present in about one in twenty among Caucasians. The inability 
to recognize cystic fibrosis heterzygotes in the general population has 
prevented an assessment of whether those possessing this trait are at 
high risk for development of pancreatic or pulmonary disease as a result 
of environmental stress (Bowman and Mangos, 1976). 

Recommendation 14-40: A sensitive and reliable method for 
detection of heterozygous carriers of the gene of cystic fibrosis 
is needed to allow evaluation of the possibility that they are at 
special risk for the development of acute or chronic pancreati
tis as a result of environmental stress. 
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Islets consist of three major cell types. /j-cells make and secrete 
insulin in response to rising plasma glucose levels, a-cells (sometimes 
designated a2-cells) make and secrete glucagon, and o-cells (sometimes 
designated a1-cells) make and secrete gastrin. Diabetes is the major 
clinical syndrome reflecting decreased islet cell function; more speci
fically this condition reflects deficiency of insulin secretion by /j-cells. 
Reduced secretion may reflect a decrease in the number of /j-cells or a 
decrease in insulin synthesis and secretion by /j-cells. Several possible 
causes are recognized for such a decrease of /j-cell function in humans: 
(a) an inherited genetic basis; and (b) destruction incidental to diseases 
of the exocrine pancreas. While the most prevalent type of diabetes is 
regarded as a familial disease, the inheritance pattern is complex sug
gesting that several genes may be involved. In addition, physiologic, 
nutritional, and possibly environmental factors, e.g., obesity and age, 
seem to influence the onset of the disease (DHEW, 1976). Experimental 
toxicology has demonstrated that /j-cell destruction or dysfunction can 
be caused by chemicals, e.g., alloxan, streptozotocin, and cyprohep
tadine (Fischer and Rickert, 1975). These observations suggest that 
normal or genetically predisposed individuals might lose ,8-cell function 
as a result of environmental influences such as exposure to toxic chem
icals introduced into the environment or used as drugs or food addi
tives. 

Recommendation 14-41: Prospective studies to detect glyco
suria or abnormal glucose tolerance should be undertaken 
with human populations considered to be at risk for exposure to 
any toxic agents suspected of affecting islet cells. 

G. Kidney and Excretion 

1. Introduction 
It is not possible to estimate at this time the extent of the contribu

tion of environmental factors to renal disease (see Background Docu
ments). There is good evidence that a substantial number of chemicals, 
cadmium, lead, arsine, ethylene glycol, and mercury, to name a few, 
cause severe renal disease (Maher, 1976). What is of most concern is the 
extent to which occupational and, more importantly, general popula
tions suffer frank renal damage from environmental toxicants, accel
eration of damage from other causes, or acceleration of lost function due 
to aging. 

The kidney in its role as a major excretory organ processes enormous 
quantities of fluid and chemicals. Some of these chemicals are select
ively accumulated by the kidney. Such accumulation, if sufficient, is 
associated with injury to the kidney. Thus, cadmium, which is a normal 
dietary constituent, is slowly accumulated by the kidney over a major 
portion of the human lifespan. By the fourth to sixth decades, the 
amount accumulated is one-third to one-half the amount associated 
with overt kidney damage (Ishizaki, et al., 1970; Friberg, et al., 1971; 
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Schroeder and Balassa, 1961; Schroeder, et al., 1967; International 
Commission on Radiological Protection, 1959). Considering the normal 
variations in dietary patterns, it seems probable that consequent varia
tions in cadmium burdens may bring acceleration of kidney damage 
to a significant number of persons. 

2. Research Needs and Recommendations 
In the case of industrial exposures to lead and cadmium, minimal 

exposure levels resulting in abnormal renal function are not adequately 
defined. Further, the consequences of subclinical renal disease on the 
metabolism of extrarenal substances, such as insulin and vitamin D, 
and intrarenal agents, such as renin, prostaglandins, and erythro
poietin, are only beginning to be defined. In addition, the real possi
bility must be considered that specific inhibitors exist (such as the 
inhibition of prostaglandin synthetase by aspirin) which do not cause 
detectable renal disease but which have significant effects on red blood 
cell production (erythropoietin), calcium metabolism and bone dis
ease (Vitamin D), glucose utilization (insulin), and hypertension 
(renin and prostaglandins). 

Recommendation 14-42: The early effects on the endocrinologic 
function of the kidney of renal disease induced by toxic sub
stances should be further characterized. In particular, efforts 
should be made to identify environmental agents which cause 
specific inhibition of the synthesis, action, or degradation of 
hormones or vasoactive substances. 
Industrial and childhood lead exposure are known to cause both 

tubular and nephrosclerotic lesions at levels of exposure considerably 
higher than are required to cause signs of anemia (Cramer, et. al., 1974; 
Chisolm, 1968). It is not known with any degree of certainty, however, 
what the critical level of exposure is, particularly for the nephrosclerotic 
effects. Recent observations in industrially exposed men suggest that 
reduced glomerular filtration may occur at exposure levels much lower 
than had previously been thought (Wedeen, et al., 1975). 

Similarly, the now long-recognized problem of cadmium nephro
pathy in industrial workers is not totally resolved. Recent evidence 
suggests that presently accepted standards in the U. S. are too high to 
provide adequate protection in the work place (Lauwerys, et. al., 1974). 

Recommendation 14-43: Support should be provided for studies 
of the relationships between the occurrence of renal damage 
and exposures to lead and cadmium in industry. Particular 
attention should be directed to the consequences of long-term 
exposures. 
Conventional tests used to measure renal function require a signif

icant degree of functional loss before definite abnormalities are detect
able. This is particularly true because, with gradual nephron loss, the 
remaining viable tissue undergoes adaptive changes. The effects of 
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environmental agents on the functional reserve of the kidney are poorly 
understood. A reduction in functional reserve seems to have been 
responsible for a large number of cases of renal failure among adults 
with earlier childhood lead exposure (Emmerson, 1963). 

Recommendation 14-44: Increased research should be under
taken to determine reliable markers of early renal damage and 
functional reserve in man. 
The mechanisms by which anatomic renal disease is produced, and 

the pathophysiologic consequences thereof, require further definition. 
While it is clear that the magnitude of blood flow to the kidney and 
the ability of this organ to markedly concentrate filtered and secreted 
substances within the tubular and interstitial tissue predispose the 
kidney to toxic damage, the mechanisms responsible for the types of 
disease produced are not as apparent. This situation is highlighted by 
the complexity of the events leading to the oliguria of acute renal failure 
as produced by substances such as carbon tetrachloride, ethylene gly
col, and inorganic mercury (Finn, et al., 75). The situation is even less 
precise when chronic disease states are considered, as exemplified by 
the nephritis due to cadmium or radiation and the forms of glomerulo
nephritis thought to be related to hydrocarbon exposure (Zimmerman, 
et al., 1975). Improved understanding of the mechanisms of renal toxi
city is needed, particularly if progress is to be made in identifying spe
cial situations in which certain individuals may be at risk from other
wise harmless levels of exposure to environmental toxicants. 

So far as the bladder is concerned, the only toxic effect found to result 
from environmental agents has been neoplasia. The relationship be
tween carcinoma of the bladder and toxic chemicals such as 2-naph
thylamine and other aromatic amines (xenylamine; benzidine) has 
been clearly established (Prout, 1972). Recent studies have associated 
agents which are known to produce chronic interstitial nephritis (e.g., 
phenacetin and lead acetate) with renal pelvic and parenchymal 
tumors (Boyland, et al., 1962; Editorial, 1969). Dimethylnitrosamine 
has led to renal parenchymal tumors in rats (Ireton, et. al., 1972) (see 
Chapter 10). 

H. The Hematopoietic System 

1. Introduction 
The hematopoietic system is extremely sensitive to environmental 

influences within the body because of the rapid synthesis and destruc
tion of cells with consequent heavy metabolic demands. The cellular 
elements arise within the bone marrow from pluripotent stem cells. 
Any materials toxic to stem cells or their microenvironment could 
therefore result in underproduction of all cellular elements. Once stem 
cells have differentiated, the component elements can be individually 
affected. The various types of injury to the hematopoietic system which 
may occur include: (a) general suppression of hematopoiesis or of one 
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of the more differentiated cellular elements, e.g., aplastic anemia 
induced by chloramphenicol, a commonly used antibiotic; (b) abnormal 
hematopoiesis which usually results when only one phase of the meta
bolic process is impaired, as in lead poisoning where the lead interferes 
with hemoglobin synthesis, which results in abnormal red cell produc
tion; (c) increased destruction of blood elements, as is produced by 
hemolysis-inducing chemicals such as arsine; (d) interference with 
the functional capacity of specific blood elements without an actual 
decrease in cell numbers, e.g., interference with the oxygen-carrying 
capacity of the red cells, a condition which occurs in cigarette-smokers 
whose normal hemoglobin is replaced by carboxyhemoglobin; the 
phagocytic potential of the granulocyte, which is also reduced by ciga
rette smoke, is another example; (e) injury to the chromosomes; and (f) 
malignant transformation to leukemia and other blood cancers. 

In view of the known increased frequency of leukemia in patients with 
certain congenital syndromes with abnormal chromosomes, it seems 
likely that any agent that produces chromosomal damage may lead to 
an increased susceptibility to leukemia. Because hematopoietic tissue 

· is easily available for study, it is a particularly useful system for investi
gation of environmental influences. New techniques have been devel
oped in the last several years for studying each of the potential sites of 
injury within the hematopoietic system. 

The coagulation proteins are not produced in the bone marrow. Sig
nificant portions are produced in the liver, and their production is 
impaired in many types of hepatic disorders. A low level of clotting 
protein in the circulation may be expressed as a hemorrhagic tendency. 
This effect may result from underproduction of one or more factors, 
overly rapid consumption of factors in syndrome known as dissemi
nated intravascular coagulation or destruction of proteins by proteo
lytic enzymes. These conditions are often difficult to distinguish from 
one another. 

2. Research Needs and Recommendations 
Industrial workers are usually more heavily exposed to specific chem

icals than is the general population. The adverse effects of chemicals 
are therefore generally discovered first in persons who have been occu
pationally exposed. New techniques for measuring qualitative defects 
in hematopoietic cells, such as leukocyte chemotaxis and platelet 
aggregation, are becoming available which would make possible sophis
ticated screening of workers in some industries; for example, functional 
studies of granulocytes could be done in industries where the workers 
have frequent skin infections. 

Recommendation 14-45: Cross sectional and prospective 
studies should be made of industrial workers heavily exposed to 
agents known or suspected to cause blood dyscrasias. These 
studies should include examination of the hematologic status 
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and include, where appropriate, functional as well as quantita
tive studies of the various hematopoietic cells. A search for 
predisposing factors should be sought by comparing the 
previous medical and family histories of affected workers with 
those of equally exposed unaffected workers. 

- Environmental agents in combination may produce an effect that is 
greater than or not produced at all by the agents individually. In theory, 
agents acting sequentially may exhaust the hematopoietic reserve. It is 
not known if this reserve is "infinitely" renewable or if the reserve or 
responsiveness varies among individuals with respect to variables such 
as age, sex, ethnicity, or previous diseases. Environmental stresses 
which have been studied in this manner are lead, carbon monoxide, and 
high altitude. Deficiency in hemoglobin may also be due to inhibitory 
effects on nerve or globin synthesis or to decreased red cell lifespan. It 
is important that basic underlying mechanisms be determined in the 
assessment of specific situations which may be hazardous. 

Recommendation 14-46: Studies are needed to determine the 
size and reproductive capacity of the entire marrow stem-cell 
pool to determine if it is, in fact, an infinitely renewable sys-

-tem. The effect of demographic variables, genetic factors, and 
previous marrow stress from environmental factors should be 
determined. 
There is a need to define the mechanisms through which hemato

poiesis is inhibited by environmental agents. Some agents presumably 
destroy marrow stroma, whereas others destroy stem cells. In vitro 
marrow-culture techniques are now available which may allow these 
different states to be distinguished. Specifically, comparison can be 
made of cells grown in vitro vs. those grown in a chamber, which are 
then placed in the peritoneal cavity of a mouse. If the cells fail to grow 
in both, there is stem-cell failure; if the cells grow in the mouse peri
toneum (which mimics the normal microenvironment), the stem-cells 
are normal but the microenvironment of the patient is at fault. 

Recommendation 14-47: Investigators responsible for toxi
cologic assessments of environmental agents should employ in 
vitro bone-marrow methods which distinguish microenvir_on
mental damage or stem-cell depletion as the cause of aplasia. 
Measurements of the colony-stimulating factor in the blood and · 
urine shouid be performed. 
New methods for staining chromosomes now permit discovery of en

vironmentally induced cytogenetic abnormalities that previously 
escaped detection. Among these methods are banding techniques and 
staining for sister-chromatid exchanges. Methods for studying somatic 
mutations have also advanced substantially and may be us~d to eluci
date the _ development of blood dyscrasias. Blood cells are especially 
suitable for the general study of mutations in man. _Further discussion 
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of this topic is presented in Chapter 11 of this report. 
The basic cellular mechanisms underlying the development of malig

nancy in general are poorly understood. In the case of leukemia in par
ticular, it seems that the increased incidence in individuals with 
congenital chromosomal abnormalities indicates a causal or predictive 
relationship between leukemia and chromosome damage. 

Recommendation 14-48: Whenever a compound is discovered 
which produces long-lasting chromosome abnormalities, 
persons exposed to this agent should be carefully followed to 
see whether, indeed, an increased frequency of malignancy 
develops. A particularly high-yield group for chromosomal 
studies might be individuals who have been treated for an ini
tial malignancy with agents such as radiotherapy, since the 
frequency of second cancer, particularly leukemia, is known to 
be higher than normal in such individuals. 

I. Central Nervous System 

1. Introduction 
The central nervous system has evolved as a highly specialized organ 

designed to accept signals from the internal and external environment 
and to initiate metabolic and behavioral responses of the total organism 
appropriate to the survival of the individual and thus the species. Like 
all highly specialized and complex organs, the central nervous system is 
very fragile and highly dependent upon the integrity of other bodily 
structures and functions which it simultaneously serves to maintain. 

The central nervous system, or brain, of mammals is in part pro
tected against environmental vicissitudes by several devices. The 
degree of protection afforded this organ is necessarily limited because 
overproduction would diminish the utility of the brain as a sensing 
and responding device. Thus, the brain needs protection but it must 
simultaneously be able to receive sensory stimuli from the external 
environment as well as neuronal and chemical messages from its 
internal environment. It must also be able to obtain appropriate oxygen 
and nutrients from the blood. To achieve this, the blood brain barrier 
must be selective. It must permit the passage of oxygen and essential 
nutrients such as glucose, amino acids, vitamins, and minerals, which, 
in its evolution as a specialized sensing organ, the brain cannot store 
as less specialized organs do. The blood brain barrier must also permit 
the passage of steroids and other chemical messengers to permit meta
bolic readjustments and to initiate reproductive behavior. In addition, 
this barrier must be partially permeable to permit the passage of prod
ucts of the brain's own high metabolism into peripheral detoxification 
and excretion organs. Finally the barrier must be permeable to those 
hormones produced by the brain in specialized areas such as the hypo
thalamus and pituitary. These hormones enter the blood stream and 
act as chemical messengers that complement the neuronal messages 
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which the brain is constantly sending out to the peripheral tissues. 
The complex structure and function of the brain, and the need to 

simultaneously be protected from the environment and yet be respon
sive to it, make it uniquely susceptible to environmental vicissitudes. 
Its massive metabolic rate and its inability to store reserves make it 
especially vulnerable to diminished blood flow and diminished oxygen 
and glucose. 
2. Susceptibility of Brain to Blood-Borne Agents 

The high blood flow to the brain permits the ready passage into it 
of blood-borne noxious gases and vapors such as carbon monoxide, 
nitrous oxide, and carbon disulfide. The permeability of the blood brain 
barrier to univalent and divalent ions also makes the brain vulnerable 
to toxic ions such as lead, cadmium, mercury, selenium, and arsenic. 
Even essential ions such as zinc, copper, magnesium, and manganese 
can be toxic to the brain when exceptionally large quantities are in
gested. In addition, a large number of non-polar or weakly polar organic 
compounds are readily transported across the blood-brain barrier. Such 
compounds include the aliphatic, aromatic, and heterocyclic hydro
carbons and their derivatives which are commonly used in industry. 
Carbon disulfide, chloroform, carbon tetrachloride, alcohols, ketones, 
esters, tetraethyl lead, methyl mercury, and halogenated hydrocarbons 
are included in this category. The exceptionally high lipid concentra
tion of the brain also permits the selective accumulation and prolonged 
retention of fat soluble compounds. As a result, the nervous system is 
at least as susceptible as any other organ in the body to blood-borne 
gases, ions, and lipid soluble compounds to which man may be exposed 
by inadvertent or self administration through inhalation, ingestion, or 
contact. Some compounds are voluntarily ingested (e.g., alcohol, nico
tine, illicit drugs, and lead in pica); some are administered by physi
cians as drugs; and some are the result of inadvertent exposure (e.g., 
manganese, insecticides, fungicides, hormones, heavy metals, etc.). 
Many of these compounds have been shown to exert direct CNS toxi
city as well as peripheral neuropathy. Other compounds affect the CNS 
indirectly by causing damage to organs upon which the brain depends, 
such as the liver or kidney. These effects can sometimes be noted at low 
levels of exposure. In general, the manifestations of CNS damage from 
ingested materials is similar to that from inhaled agents and can be 
studied in the same way (see Chapter 13). 

Recommendation 14-49: Prior-to-use assessments of chemical 
agents for environmental hazard of toxicity should include . 
techniques designed to measure central nervous system effects 
which cause alterations in brain function. Such approaches 
should include animal studies utilizing the behavioral and 
electrophysiologic techniques of the physiologic psychologists. 
In sacrificed animals these techniques should include careful 
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examination of the brain for structural and chemical patho
logic changes. In studies involving humans, such techniques 
should include a careful review of behavioral history and the 
application of specialty designed psychometric methods for 
assessment of thinking, mood, and performance. The use of 
electrophysiologic methods such as the EEG and EMG should 
also be included. 

3. Manifestations of Central Nervous System Injury 
Because the brain is so specialized for the purposes of receiving 

sensation from the internal and external environment and then ini
tiating appropriate internal or external responses, manifestations of 
injury to the brain can best be measured using methods designed speci
fically to test the functions which the brain performs. In general, the 
techniques employed for the study of toxicity to peripheral organs have 
limited utility and reliability for central nervous system investigations. 
Biopsies of the brain are, of course, impossible to perform except under 
the most unusual circumstances. Measurements from blood, urine, and 
peripheral tissues also have limited utility. Animal models are useful 
for the study of major malfunctions in the brain such as unconscious
ness, convulsions, or major sensory and motor loss. The use of animals 
has the further advantage of permitting sacrifice and chemical or ana
tomic autopsy of the brain changes. ·Animals, however, are seriously 
limited for the study of subtle changes in brain function in man, espe
cially when changes in mood, thinking, memory, and social behavior 
are the matters of concern. 

Because of this, physiologic psychologists, psychiatrists, neurolo
gists, and neuropsychopharmacologists have developed and are 
continuing to develop non-invasive methods which can be used for the 
study of brain function in man. The types of observations and tests 
which have been developed and shown to be useful include the following: 

(a) Clinical observation and the recording of behavioral history have 
been employed usefully in the detection of the effects of low levels 
of carbon disulfide. Such effects first manifest themselves as a 
neuraesthenic syndrome (Lilis, 1974) or as cholinesterase in
hibitors which can result in paranoid behavior. 

(b) The utility of tests of sensory acuity, involving vision, hearing, 
taste, smell, and touch, has been shown by the demonstration of 
changes in sensory thresholds following exposure to a variety of 
industrial solvents and gases. 

(c) Physiologic psychologists have developed tests to measure 
simple and complex reaction time. These tests include evalua
tions of tachistoscopic visual exposure to note alterations in the 
capacity to detect and discriminate visual stimuli, motor tests on 
finger dexterity and hand coordination, and memory tests to 
determine effects on digit span and digit inspection. Such tests 
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have been used to study the toxicity of trichloroethylene vapor 
(Stewart, et al., 1974). 

(d) The effects of carbon monoxide and methylene chloride have 
been studied by tests of auditory vigilance and critical flicker fu
sion. Tests of tapping speed, steadiness, and pursuit tracking 
have also been employed for the study of these agents. Tests of 
proprioreception, memory, language, anxiety, and depression 
have been employed for the study of the effects of organophos
phate pesticides. The Wechsler memory tests and its subscales 
and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale which has subscales 
that include detections of similarities, digit span, digit symbol 
substitution, etc. have been employed for the study of the effects 
of low concentrations of halothane and nitrous oxide (Winneke, 
1974). 

In recent years new types of tests derived from electroencephal
ography have been developed. These include the study of sensory 
evoked potentials, event related potentials, intrinsic electroencephal
ographic rhythms, and measurements of nerve conduction velocity. 
These sophisticated tests have attracted much attention and have gen
erated substantial controversy. 

A conference on Event-Related Slow Potentials of the Brain for the 
study of the neural behavioral effects of environmental stressors was 
held in April, 1976, under the auspices of the Environmental Protec
tion Agency and the University of North Carolina (Otto, 1976). Results 
presented at that conference demonstrated that behavioral tests have 
utility in the study of stressors such as carbon monoxide, noise, alcohol, 
amphetamine, hypoxia, and cholinesterase inhibition. In considering 
the effects of environmental toxicants on -central nervous system func
tion, it should be borne in mind that it is possible that such effects may 
not lead to specific behavioral deficits, but instead may lead to diffuse 
neuronal loss such as that found in aging. The detection of such deficits 
is not simple and may require the development of tests in animals and 
man not only under resting conditions but also under conditions when 
the central nervous system is taxed by stress within safe limits. 

Recommendation 14-50: The development of non-invasive, 
reversible methods for the study of environmental toxicants 
directly on man needs to be continued and accelerated. When
ever possible such methods should initially be developed in 
animals. 

4. Reversible and Irreversible Damage 

Many drugs and environmental toxicants have reversible effects; 
some are irreversible. There is at present no a priori way of knowing 
whether a given effect will be reversible or irreversible; each agent must 
be studied individually. Such studies should be conducted to observe 
acute effects at high dose levels and to observe chronic effects at lower 
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dose levels of exposure. Few compounds have been adequately studied 
in this fashion. Present evidence suggests that compounds as diverse as 
heavy metals and phenothiazine tranquilizers may cause irreversible 
brain damage diffusely or in localized areas such as the basal ganglia. 
The time course of such damage may be very slow. Phenothiazine 
induced tardive dyskinesia, which is irreversible, may not appear for 
years and tends to show up more rapidly in the very young and in the 
aged. On the other hand, anaesthetics, barbiturates, amphetamines, 
hallucinogens, opiates, and cholinesterase inhibitors seem to cause only 
reversible damage. Present conclusions must be regarded as tentative 
because the effects of chronic administration of these compounds have 
not been adequately studied. More sensitive methods may yet reveal 
irreversible damage. Such damage may produce specific neurologic or 
behavioral syndromes or it may be relatively non-specific, producing 
subtle cumulative effects similar to those noted with aging. 

Recommendation 14-51: Chemical agents, such as anticholines
terase pesticides which affect the· nervous system acutely in 
high doses, should be carefully studied at low dose levels over 
long periods of time to determine whether they produce irre
versible damage. 

5. Uniquely Susceptible Populations 
The fetus is especially susceptible to central nervous system (CNS) 

toxicants because many such toxicants pass through the placenta. The 
rapid growth in cell number during early fetal development and in cell 
size later in fetal and neonatal development adds to the vulnerability of 
the fetus to such materials. Proliferation of the brain synapses forma
tion and myelinization of neurons continue to occur for two to three 
years after birth. For this reason, infants are also especially vulnerable 
to lead and mercury poisoning and to many drugs. Early exposure to 
androgens may permanently masculinize the behavior of females 
(Mullins and Levi'.ne, 1968). Hyperkinesis in children has been attributed 
to common food additives (Feingold, 1975). Other behavioral effects 
have also been noted (Spyker, 1975). 

The young healthy adult brain and its 1014neurons is characterized 
by a large amount of what may be called redundancy. Evidence exists 
from animal studies that 60-70 percent of the brain nonadrenergic 
neurons can be pharmacologically destroyed irreversibly with little 
behavioral deficit, but 80% destruction produces marked deficits. 
Similarly, cholinesterase may be inhibited up to 40% in animals with 
no evident deficits in behavior, but greater inhibition leads to illness 
and death. Normal aging results in substantial daily neuronal loss 
which usually is not associated with manifest functional loss until very 
late in life. Recovery of function after strokes and periodic remissions 
from multiple sclerosis also offer evidence of redundancy and show 
that CNS plasticity in adults permits recovery of normal function even 
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after substantial diffuse neuronal loss. However, there is also evidence 
that, with aging or with neuronal loss from disease, there is markedly 
increased susceptibility to drugs and other potential toxicants. Multi
ple sclerotic patients are notoriously susceptible to elevations in body 
temperature and exacerbations rapidly occur. Patients who have 
apparently fully recovered from strokes show marked deficits after 
ingestion of small quantities of barbiturates. The aged frequently show 
paradoxical reactions to ingested psychotropic drugs partly because of 
diminished neuronal number but also because they detoxify and excrete 
drugs at a significantly different rate than do healthy young adults. 

Recommendation 14-52: In the study of drugs and other chem
ical agents, special attention should be given to the evaluation 
of effects on the fetus, the infant, the aged, and those with 
concomitant CNS disease. These populations are uniquely vul
nerable to environmental toxicants which damage the CNS. 

6. Inhalants 
Volatile chemical intoxicants which can be inhaled are among the 

most common industrial and environmental health hazards. Such in
toxicants include simple compounds like carbon monoxide, carbon 
disulfide, hydrogen sulfide, and hydrogen cyanide. More complex 
hydrocarbons like methane, methylene and ethylene chloride, tri
chlorethylene methyl-n-butyl-ketone (MBK), carbon tetrachloride, 
and many other industrial solvents and reagents including alcohols, 
aldehydes, ketones, and esters and anaesthetics such as nitrous oxide, 
ether, and halothane also fit into this category. Volatile organo-metallic 
compounds must also be included. Because of their commonness and 
the relative ease with which they can be investigated, inhalants have 
been studied more than most other compounds which affect the nervous 
system. The results illustrate some interesting principles and problems. 

Lilis (1974) has reported from one-third to two-thirds of workers 
chronically exposed to low concentrations of carbon disulfide (CS2) 
showed a "neuraesthenic syndrome" with complaints of headache, 
weakness, sleepiness, depression, memory impairment, nocturnal 
insomnia, etc. These symptoms appeared shortly after the subjects 
began work with CS2 and increased in intensity and complexity during 
the weeks thereafter. Behavioral changes led to conflicts at home and 
at work which were noted by relatives and friends. These changes pre
ceded objective changes of peripheral neuropathy by months, but were 
usually not noted by the patients or the industrial physicians until 
the peripheral neuropathy developed. Methyl-n-butyl-ketone (MBK) 
was discovered to be toxic after an outbreak of peripheral neuropathy 
was diagnosed in one plant through the intensive combined efforts of 
scientists, union representatives and government agencies. This com
pound had been used in an industrial plant which manufactured coated 
fabrics, and the solvent had been required because of sudden changes in 
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the availability and costs of related chemicals (Allen, 1975; Billmaier, 
et al., 1974). In such acute outbreaks, alert or suspicious workers, phy
sicians, or management must first prove the presence of a problem and 
then, usually at great expense of time and effort, identify the specific 
culprit. MBK could have been identified as toxic in animals, before 
the human epidemic, if chronic studies in animals had been conducted. 
None, however, had been reported. One can also question whether more 
careful clinical observation might not have detected clinical syndromes 
to the neuropathy as is the case with carbon disulfide. 

Halothane, to which anaesthesiologists are chronically exposed, has 
been shown to exert damaging effects on the central nervous system 
which are manifested in sensory, integrative, and behavioral change. 
Several hours exposure to halothane at 15 parts per million and to 
nitrous oxide at 500 parts per million has been shown to produce sig
nificant effects on normal volunteers. Such effects have been mani
fested by reaction time, audiovisual detection and discrimination, and 
capacity for simple complex memory. These findings are highly rele
vant to the safety of both the anaesthesiologist and his patients. 
Stewart, et al., (1974) and Salvini (1974) have noted behavioral changes 
in trichloroethylene on the basis of evaluations of complex reaction 
times, tachistoscopic perception, finger dexterity, and tests of memory. 
Carbon monoxide and methylene chloride have also been studied by 
such techniques (Winneke, 1974). Although the results are not always 
consistent among different workers, they seem to show that methods 
currently available are sensitive and have substantial potential for 
clinical screening programs. 

Recommendation 14-53: The Subtask Force recommends that 
investigators conducting screening programs for potentially 
volatile environmental toxicants in man employ psychophysio
logic and objective behavioral tests. Experience has shown that 
such tests appear to be more sensitive for acute exposure eval
uations than tests involving peripheral nerve function; in the 
case of chronic exposure, such tests permit earlier detection of 
alterations in CNS function than do objective tests of peri
pheral neuropathy. 

7. Ingested and Contact CNS Toxicants 
A wide range of nonvolatile compounds can be ingested. A few are 

absorbed through the skin. Many of these pass the blood-brain barrier 
and are deposited and even selectively concentrated in the central 
nervous system (CNS). Heavy metals and essential elements present in 
excessive quantities can enter the brain passively or by active transport 
and can cause damage. Non polar lipid soluble chemicals which include 
aliphatic, aromatic, and heterocyclic agents may do the same. 

8. Psychotropic Drugs 
Psychotropic drugs include the prescribed items such as barbiturates, 
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CNS stimulants, major and minor tranquilizers, antidepressants, and 
opiates and illicit drugs such as hallucinogens and heroin. At the cellu
lar level all of these drugs seem to influence the metabolism of the 
brain's chemical neurotransmitters or the receptors for these transmit
ters. These cellular changes are manifested at the level of the organism 
as alterations of sensation, consciousness, mood, thinking,. and behav
ior. The therapeutic utility of these compounds makes them among the 
most heavily prescribed drugs in the United States. The subjective 
effects such as elevation of mood or relief of anxiety which they gen
erate also cause the substances to be in great demand. As a result they 
are among the most heavily misused arid abused drugs. Since misuse of 
these drugs may result in behavioral toxicity, drug dependency, and 
addiction, they must be carefully regulated. Substitutes for existing 
drugs which will offer a greater benefit/risk ratio are badly needed. 
Phenothiazines, heavily prescribed for the treatment of psychotic 
states, are known to produce irreversible local damage to the basal 
ganglia when used chronically. Less hazardous antipsychotic drugs of 
this type are needed. 

Recommendation 14-54: Research should be undertaken to 
assess the benefits and risks of drugs designed to affect the 
nervous system and to develop agents with less immediate and 
long range toxicity. 

J. Neuroendocrine System 

1. Introduction 
The neuroendocrine system provides a delicately balanced mechan

ism for responding to environmental stimuli while attempting to main
tain a constant internal physiologic state. The organism is alerted to 
adjust to the environment through sensory responses mediated by 
visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, and tactile sensory organs. Af
ferent stimuli are conducted through the central nervous system via the 
limbic system to neural centers in the hypothalmus where neuro
humoral agents are released by serotonin, dopamine, and norepine
phrine. These neurohumoral agents are simple polypeptides which 
enhance or inhibit specific secretory functions of the pituitary gland for 
adrenotropic, thyrotropic, gonadotropic, growth-stimulating, mammo
tropic, and melanocyte-stimulating hormones that regulate their re
spective target glands. 

Each of the target glands produces stimulating hormones in response 
to these stimuli. When these organs either underproduce or overpro
duce, specific recognized disease states result. How important environ
mental factors are in causing these disease states is for the most part 
unexplored. For example, the thyroid gland, because of its functional 
dependence upon exogenous iodine, is directly responsive to environ
mental change. It is widely held that this response relates mainly to 
ingested iodine. 
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Discussed in this section are three specific end organ responses which 
are or are likely to be affected by environmental agents. The review is 
not intended to be totally comprehensive; the three end organ re
sponses discussed are meant to serve as examples only. 

2. Research Needs and Recommendations 
a. Thyroid Gland 

The geographic distribution of endemic goiter strongly sug
gests an environmental factor which has been traditionally con
sidered to be associated with the iodine content of the diet and 
the water supply. However, ambient factors which in turn may 
affect the iodine intake from these two sources have received lit
tle attention. 

The role of increased iodine ingestion in the pathogenesis of 
thyroid disorder is an intensely debated issue. Some observers 
have emphasized the temporal relationship between increased 
iodine intake, as in iodized salt, and the apparent increased 
evidence of thyroiditis and thyrotoxicosis among various popu
lation groups (Kelley and Sneden, 1960; McConahey, et al., 1962; 
Connoly, et al., 1970). The differential histopathologic finding 
thought by some to be a hallmark of certain instances of this ef
fect is the presence of lymphocytes in available surgical and 
autopsy material from patients with thyroiditis. 

Nevertheless, the immediate concern here is the question of 
the possible role of increased environmental iodine upon the ac
tual iodine load affecting the metabolic function of exposed 
persons or animals. To date the essential effect of such admit
tedly increased exposure as distinct from the problem of in
creased ingested iodine levels is not clearly defined. At issue is 
not only the potential effect on thyroid hormonal function but 
also the whole range of problems connected with goiter formation 
and the associated pressures of cosmetic effects, thyroiditis, and 
thyroid carcinogenic effects (Hedinger, 1969; deGroot and Stan
bury, 1975). 

Hyperthyroid states, whether natural or drug produced, in
crease metabolic activity and, most particularly, iodine uptake by 
the thyroid gland. It is not known, however, whether other toxic 
agents, particularly metals and metalloids, are concentrated in 
the thyroid gland due to their increased turnover. 

The human evidence that iodine-131 exposure is associated 
with thyroid cancer is convincing; and to the degree iodine 
sources are contaminated with radioactive iodine, a potential 
problem of thyroid cancer exists. 

Recommendation 14-55: Epidemiologic studies to characterize 
exposure factors in persons diagnosed as having significant 
thyroid disorders need to be performed. The primary purpose of 
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such studies should be to identify preventable risk factors 
which could subsequently be controlled. 
Recommendation 14-56: Animal models need to be developed to 
assist in understanding the binding capacity of the thyroid 
gland for handling iodine loads in various states of stress, 
brought on by physical or chemical agents. 
b. Adrenal Glands 

Perhaps the best known neuroendocrine response is that of the 
adrenal glands in the adaptation of an organism to chemical, 
physical, and emotional stress. This constitutes a generalized 
response to almost any noxious stimulus and is a key factor in en
vironmental adjustment. Plasma levels of steroids vary with en
vironmental conditions and produce effects on salt and water 
balance, mobilization of sugar, and metabolism of dietary and 
body protein. In addition, adrenal steroids have a profound effect 
on emotional status. Stimuli perceived by the higher cerebral 
centers are routed via the limbic system to the hypothalmus 
which secretes a corticotropin releasing factor. This factor elicits 
pituitary secretion of adrenocorticotropin which activates the 
adrenal cortex to secrete various adrenal steroids. This 
remarkable mechanism is tuned both to immediate response and 
to sustained response in order to maintain homeostasis. In addi
tion, there is an underlying tonic level of activity of the system 
which is subject both to pulsatile and diurnally rhythmic varia
tions in response to effects such as sleep, food intake, light inten
sity, and ambient temperature. 

From the occupational standpoint, the most immediately vital 
adrenal function is the regulation of salt and water balance under 
conditions of electrolyte loss from sweating and unavoidable heat 
exposure. This adjustment is largely mediated through 

• aldosterone, working in conjunction with the associated 
mechanisms of thirst, posterior pituitary secretion, renal func
tion, sweating, and temperature control. The occupational im
portance of these phenomena has long been recognized through 
measures such as the use of salt-tablets, the selection of clothing, 
and the provision for adequate fluid intake. However, newer 
knowledge of the totality of physiologic mechanisms involved in 
maintaining electrolyte balance, including the important role of 
aldosterone, warrants a comprehensive reexamination of the 
problem as it relates to occupational and other circumstances. 
Newly emerging methods for the quantification of aldosterone in 
blood and urine by radioimmunoassay provide a more effective 
means for such analyses than those previously available. 

Recommendation 14-57: The effects of a variety of physical en
vironmental stresses, such as heat, cold, and high humidity, 
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need to be evaluated in humans at varying ages and under 
various states of background disease and stress. 
Recommendation 14-58: Mathematical models should be 
developed to assist in evaluating the ability of animals to ex
crete aldosterone at various levels of lead toxicity or other con
ditions of reduced renal function. 

c. Gonadal Function 
(1) Physical Factors 

Light is one environmental factor which controls the ovulatory 
mechanisms of birds, rats, and hamsters (Young, 1961). 

Studies of the diurnal rhythm of steroid hormones in men and 
women suggest that similar influences operate in humans 
(Gordon, et al., 1968). It has also been shown that the gonadal in
hibitory function of the pineal gland regulates cyclic ovarian 
function and the timing of the onset of puberty in mammals 
(Cardinali, 1974). These effects are mediated through light
sensitive variation in the pineal's biosynthesis of the enzyme 
orthomethyltransferase, which determines availability of 
melatonin for gonadal inhibitory effects. The effects of noise pol
lution on the human reproductive function are unknown. 

Excessive heat exposure has been shown to impair spermato
genesis in male rats, guinea pigs, and sheep (Young, 1929). At
tempts have been made to extend these findings to man with a 
view to the development of a potential male contraceptive 
(MacLeod and Hotchkiss, 1941). The results indicate that, 
whereas heat exposure of the testis will lead to reduction in sperm 
counts, this is not sufficient to guarantee infertility. 
Nevertheless, these results suggest that ambient temperatures 
may affect male fertility. A study of the influence of specific oc
cupational exposures to high temperatures on spermatogenic 
function and associated genetic effects remains to be done. Ad
ditional information on this subject is presented in Chapter 5. 

c. (2) Chemical Factors 
The use and abuse of estrogenic substances in medication and 

in animal feeds have important environmental implications. Ex
posures of employees in pharmaceutic and animal-feed industries 
have been extensively documented (Hueper, 1954, 1956). In 
males, gynecomastia and testicular atrophy are the main tox
icologic manifestations. In females, menorrhagia and infertility 
are expected. The increased occurrence of cancers in the 
reproductive tract of female offspring of women treated with 
diethylstilbestrol during pregnancy and among women treated 
with estrogens for menopausal symptoms (see Chapter 10) raises 
the question of the long term effects of occupational exposures to 
these agents among agricultural and pharmaceutic workers. 
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Recommendation 14-59: Cohorts of industrial workers who 
have been exposed to estrogen either directly or indirectly 
should be identified and followed as to infertility patterns and 
manifestation of estrogen excess. Studies on female workers 
with reproductive organ cancers need to be performed to deter
mine the history of their exposures to estrogens. (See Chapters 
2 and 10). 

The insecticides, DDT and methoxychlor, have certain 
estrogen-like properties. In male mice, dieldren causes a decrease 
in prostatic uptake of testosterone. PCB and kepones have also 
been reported to have estrogen-type effects since both have been 
shown to interfere with spermatogenesis in male animals. 

Recommendation 14-60: Workers or other population groups 
exposed to agents with demonstrated toxicologic effects on 
reproductive organs need to be identified and followed 1>ro
spectively for evaluation of possible effects on fertility patterns, 
reproductive organs, and other target tissues subject to estro
genic or androgenic influences. 

Because of the massive usage of estrogen-containing animal 
feeds for cattle, the excreta of these treated animals constitute 
hormonal pollutants of soil and water supplies both in their im
mediate and distant environments. Estrogen compounds enter 
the entero-hepatic cycle, and a major portion is lost in the stool. 
Also, hepatic conjugation occurs and conjugates are excreted in 
the urine. However, no knowledge is currently available on the 
ultimate fate of these substances in the environmental cycle or on 
their possible effects on neighboring or distant populations (see 
Chapter 6). 

K. Immune System and Allergic Responses 

1. Introduction 
The immune system provides an individual with a specific memory of 

past environmental interactions and homeostatic effector mechanisms 
within the immune system protecting the individual from potentially 
deleterious environmental interactions. These mechanisms are best 
understood with regard to the protective immunity induced by exposure 
to infectious agents. The immune system also provides a triggering 
mechanism for inflammatory processes which can result in isolation 
and elimination of noxious foreign substances or damaged host tissue. It 
may also play an important role in constant surveillance for and elim
ination of neoplastic growths. 

Environmental interaction with the immune system may result in 
undesirable effects of two principal types: (1) those determined by 
immunodeficiency and (2) those determined by the response of 
immunologic defense mechanisms. If environmental hazards succeed in 
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damaging the immune system functionally, a state of relative 
immunodeficiency may result. Immunodeficiency, if severe, can be life
threatening in that an important biologic defense system is rendered in
active. Occasionally, the system, designed by evolution to be of overall 
benefit to the individual, is nevertheless capable of mediating harmful 
pathologic processes. The particular circumstances which favor the 
development of self-destructive immunopathology are largely un
known. Whereas severe immunodeficiency states are uncommon, 
immunopathologic processes are known or suspected to play a role in a 
large number of disease states (see Background Documents). 

2. Research Needs and Recommendations 
It is known that drugs, chemicals, ionizing radiation, malnutrition, 

and psychosocial stress in sufficient quantity will impair immune func
tion. In the case of drugs and x radiation, this knowledge has been ex
ploited to render beneficial effects in some medical circumstances. 
More subtle influences of environmental agents on immune capability, 
though quite conceivable and perhaps even likely, do not at this time 
appear to impair the biologic fitness of most individuals. The resiliency 
of the immune system to environmental stress appears to be great, as 
might be expected since its principal evolutionary function is to protect 
the individual from environmental insults. Increasing evidence, 
however, indicates that chronic, subclinical exposure to certain 
chemicals, such as heavy metals and halogenated hydrocarbons, may 
depress immune responsiveness and in some cases increase the suscep
tibility of animals in the laboratory to infectious agents (Moore and 
Faith, In press). The relevance of these observations for human disease 
is currently unknown but deserves further exploration. 

Recommendation 14-61: Studies of the effect on immune 
responsiveness of chronic low-dose exposure to environmental 
agents should be pursued in carefully selected areas. Physical 
and chemical agents which should be studied include drugs for 
which there is some indication of selective toxicity for the im
mune system. 
Immunopathologic mechanisms contribute substantially to human 

mortality and morbidity. The pathologic process may be relatively 
organ-specific (e.g., allergic asthma, contact dermatitis) or multi
system (e.g., anaphylaxis, immune complex diseases). Which tissues or 
organ system is affected by immunopathologic mechanisms depends 
upon numerous factors. Among these are the route of entry and dis
tribution of the antigen, the metabolic state of the organism, overall 
immunologic competence, and in most cases other factors which have 
not been clearly identified. 

Gell and Coombs (1968) have proposed a useful classification of im
munopathologic mechanisms. A single environmental agent may be 
capable of initiating any or all of these mechanisms. For example, an 
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immunologic response against penicillin may result in anaphylaxis or 
urticaria (IgE-mediated or Type I) in one patient, serum sickness (im
mune complex or Type III) in another, and contact dermatitis (cellular 
immunity or Type IV) in yet another patient. The variables that deter
mine which pathologic process is manifest in given individuals are 
poorly understood. 

Additional study of the basic mechanisms of immunopathologic 
reactions is required. Appropriate directions include: basic examination 
of the effector mechanisms for immunopathologic damage; study of the 
relative importance of various routes of exposure in the development of 
sensitivity; and exploration of factors influencing which immuno
pathologic mechanism will be manifest under various clinical and en
vironmental circumstances. 

Occupational and industrial allergens· have been recognized with 
increasing frequency in recent years. Most commonly, these are aero
allergens and produce a pneumonitis usually designated extrinsic 
allergic alveolitis (Schlueter, 1974). Depending upon particle size and 
the intensity and duration of exposure, various organic dusts and their 
microorganismal flora can stimulate an intensive immunologic 
response in susceptible individuals. Most afflicted individuals have 
non-atopic backgrounds. The immunopathologic mechanism is 
believed to be predominantly a Type III, but the participation of a Type 
IV process cannot be excluded. When extrinsic alveolitis occurs in 
atopic individuals, an additional IgE-mediated (Type I) mechanism 
may also be of significance. In most of these disorders, the frequency of 
disease increases with increasing intensity of exposure, although other 
individual risk factors are clearly important. For example, still unex
plained is why pigeon breeder's disease occurs in less than 5% of pigeon 
fanciers and why baker's asthma is a rarity among bakers. 

Chemical allergens arising from industrial exposures usually inflict 
immunopathology upon only a s:mall subset of workers who are hyper
susceptible to low dose exposures (Popa, et al., 1969; Pepys, 1976). 
Since most immunologic processes are dose-related to some degree, it 
is not surprising that the establishment of maximum allowable con
centrations to which industrial chemical workers can be exposed has 
resulted in significant reductions in morbidity. On the other hand, from 
1 % - 10% of industrial workers exposed to legally permissible concen
trations of organic isocyanates will subsequently develop hypersensi
tivity reactions following low dose exposure to the chemicals. Similarly, 
a small group of highly susceptible workers will become immunological
ly sensitive when exposed to numerous other industrial chemicals 
including various synthetic resins, piperazine derivatives, penicillin 
salts, soldering fumes, heavy metal salts (especially beryllium and 
chromium), industrial dyes, and many cosmetic and perfume ingre
dients. In most all of these cases, it has been possible to identify a 
chemical which is high protein-reactive and thought likely to be the 
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principal offending allergen. When sensitized, many industrial workers 
cannot continue to tolerate even very low levels of further exposure. 
This has resulted in a considerable industrial medicine problem, one 
result of which has been an effort by industry to develop methods for 
identifying the hypersusceptible worker in advance. However, with 
very few important exceptions, this has not yet become possible (Stok
inger and Scheel, 1973). 

The problem of sensitivity to environmental agents is thus more com
plex from the point of view of preventive medicine than it initially ap
pears. It is not, as originally assumed, simply a matter of identifying 
and minimizing exposure to those environmental agents which are im
munogenic in man. Since only a small number of those who respond 
immunologically to an environmental agent will suffer any ill conse
quences from that encounter, it becomes necessary to focus upon the 
risk factors which predispose to actual immunopathology. These may 
be either environmental factors (e.g., the intensity and duration of 
exposure to the environmental agent) or individual risk factors endo
genous to the organism (e.g., genetic factors controlling immune 
responsiveness, metabolic processing of antigen, and "atopic" dia
thesis; coexisting disease states; metabolic aberrations, etc.) (see 
Background Documents). 

Recommendation 14-62: Research efforts need to be directed 
toward the identification and characterization of the individual 
risk factors which predispose to the development of immuno
pathology. Appropriate directions include: epidemiologic 
studies aimed at developing a profile of the high-risk individual 
based on demographic, clinical, and laboratory data; genetic 
studies aimed at determining the existence and nature of any 
heritable components; development of laboratory or clinical 
evaluations which have predictive value in identifying an 
individual at risk; and intensive immunologic biochemical, 
genetic, and medical evaluation of patients who have suffered 
severe immunopathologic reactions to environmental agents, 
comparing them with other individuals, equally exposed, who 
have encountered no adverse consequences. 
When an individual becomes sensitive to a substance which most 

others tolerate at the same dosage with impunity, this is correctly re
ferred to as "hypersensitivity". "Allergy" is understood by many lay
men and professionals alike to be synonymous with "hypersensitivity." 
Because of this semantic question, numerous hypersensitivity states 
have been presumed without evidence to be immunologic in origin. 
There are a large number of substances, particularly drugs (e.g., 
aspirin), which can elicit in susceptible patients reactions which appear 
clinically to represent allergic responses, but which are quite likely to 
have other non-immunologic mechanisms. Making a clear distinction 
between immunologic and non-immunologic mechanisms for adverse 
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reactions to environmental agents is important since the prophylaxis 
of these reactions as well as their management may depend heavily 
upon such knowledge. This knowledge is also important in that it can 
stimulate the search for alternative explanations in those case~ of ad
verse reactivity where no immunologic mechanisms can be implicated. 
As one example, the study of aspirin sensitivity was long retarded by 
the unfounded assumption that the reactions were immunologic in 
origin. Now that this illusion has been removed, considerable progress 
is being made toward a better understanding of the biochemical mech
anism. 

Recommendation 14-63: Methods should be developed which 
would permit the rapid assessment of observed hypersensitivi
ty reactions in order to determine whether an immunologic 
mechanism is involved and· whether .in-depth studies of this 
mechanism should be pursued. 
Environmental agents which can sensitize individuals for·. allergic 

(immunologic) responses fall into two major categories. First, large 
molecular weight foreign protein or carbohydrate substances may ini
tiate an immune response directly; these substances are usually im
munogenic but only occasionally allergenic. Examples of "complete" 
antigens which are highly immunogenic in man include bacterial and 
viral antigens, heterologous antisera, and biologic pollens and spores. 
The industrial case of sensitivity to bacterial enzymes, formerly added 
to some laundry detergents, provides a well studied example of this type 
of sensitivity by complete environmental antigens (Pepys, 1973). 
Simple chemicals of molecular weight less than 1,000 are generally not 
capable of eliciting an immune response in and of themselves. Only 
those drugs and chemicals which are capable of covalent linkage to car
rier molecules (usually proteins) are immunogenic. Furthermore, the 
frequency of sensitivity observed in vivo is directly correlated with the 
protein reactivity of a chemical as demonstrated in vitro. The proto
type for the immunogenicity of simple chemicals in man is penicillin 
hypersensitivity where considerable immunochemical and clinical in
formation has been acquired (Parker, 1975). 

Knowledge of the immunochemical properties (especially protein 
reactivity) of industrial chemicals or commercial products should pro
vide some indication of potential immunogenicity, if not allergenicity. 
Such knowledge would be useful' in minimizing, in advance, worker and 
consumer exposure to these chemicals. 

Recommendation 14-64: The development, standardization, 
and validation in terms of human experience of methods for 
assessing the potential immunogenicity and allergenicity of 
industrial or commercial chemicals is urgently required in · 
order to prevent or minimize environmental disease. 
Currently, strict federal standards require minimal exposure to 
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sensitizing chemicals in industrial settings. Even with low dose expo
sures, some hypersusceptible individuals become sensitive. Further 
limitation of industrial exposures will in many cases require contain
ment technology which is not currently available. Furthermore, in 
many cases occupational or recreational exposures to potentially sensi
tizing agents (e.g., mold spores, baker's yeast, animal danders, and 
excretions) are unregulated. These agents continue to pose a signifi
cant exposure hazard in some cases because of the lack of inexpensive 
and well-tolerated equipment (air filters, respirators) which could mini
mize personal exposure to potential allergenic substances. 

Recommendation 14-65: Since complete elimination of environ
mental allergens is rarely possible, efforts should be directed to 
the development of more effective and better tolerated methods 
of minimizing the exposure of industrial workers and trades
men to substances to which they are sensitive or, in the case of 
hypersusceptible workers, to substances to which they may be 
capable of developing sensitivity (see Chapter 2). 
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METHODS AND RESOURCES FOR ESTIMATING 
DISEASE RISK IN HUMANS* 

I. Introduction 

The effects of environmental agents on the health of man can be 
studied by a variety of approaches. Studies involving man himself, 
however, provide the soundest basis for explaining ill health as a con
sequence of environmental exposures. Data available from studies 
designed to explain the harmful effects of environmental contaminants 
are improving both in quantity and quality. Many improvements in the 
quality of data and its availability will be required, however, before the 
complex interrelationships of disease and environmental exposures are 
clarified. In this chapter a Subtask Force makes recommendations con
cerning such improvements, the need for better design and statistical 
analysis of data, and improved methods for extrapolating from animal 
experiments to man. 

II. Clinical Environmental Research 

For purposes of this report, clinical environmental research refers 
to the study of human volunteer subjects under laboratory conditions 
designed to simulate certain aspects of the environment. The sine qua 
non of this type of research is full protection of the rights and safety of 
the subjects. 

The most obvious advantage of clinical environmental research is the 
lack of need to extrapolate results from animals or in vitro systems to 
humans. The most obvious advantages of clinical research, compared to 
epidemiologic studies, are more specific and sophisticated physiologic 
endpoints or health indicators and more accurate exposure assessment 
or dosimetry. Attention to neurobehavioral, metabolic, hormonal and 
immunologic parameters related to environmental factors and the 
development of much better analytic techniques in clinical chemistry, 
immune mechanisms, and cytogenetics have greatly broadened the 
perspective of clinical environmental research. With respect to the 
more classical cardiopulmonary parameters, improved instrumenta
tion, better noninvasive techniques in cardiology, and on-line computer 
analysis of acquired data have the potential to provide improved sensi-

*This chapter was prepared under the direction of Brian MacMahon. Other con
tributors were Yvonne M. Bishop, Manning Feinleib, David Gaylor, Clark W. Heath, 
Jr., David Hoel, Michael Hogan, John H. Knelson, Carl M. Shy, Michael J. Symons 
and Noel S. Weiss. 
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tivity and specificity. Better characterization of ambient environ
mental agents (e.g., improved analysis of air pollutants) and reliable 
laboratory methods for reproducing these exposures under adequately 
controlled conditions have significantly improved the ability of scien
tists to simulate environmental exposures. 

The necessity for assuring a very low degree of risk to the human par
ticipant in clinical environmental research, however, severely restricts 
the scope of such studies. No human activity can be entirely free of risk, 
and total guarantee against untoward accidents is impossible. For these 

. reasons, human studies must be designed with sufficient care so that 
accurate estimates of risk are possible. In addition, the subjects ~ust 
have all these potential risks so well explained that they fully under
stand what is occurring, accept the risks without hesitation, and can 
withdraw from the experiment whenever they choose. Medical experts 
and qualified representatives of society-at-large who review such 
projects must concur with the judgment of risk, scientific merit, and 
societal importance as assessed by those conducting and participating 
in the research. Procedures for this type of review are weB established 
for clinical research in general, but there are some problems in clinical 
environmental research that need particular attention. Among them 
are criteria for subject selection (including patients with specific dis
eases or those in a status that is terminal or of questionable treatment 
status). 

Recommendation 15-1: Guidelines should be developed specifi
cally for the protection of subjects in clinical environmental 
research. 
This necessity for limiting risk has several practical consequences. 

No irreversible effects should knowingly be allowed to occur in the sub
jects of the research. Doses must be realistic and comparable to those 
occurring in the general environment. The principle of informed con
sent excludes children and institutionalized persons if their competence 
or freedom from coercion is compromised. The experiment must be not 
only safe but also acceptable to the subject. Realistic chronic exposures 
are ordinarily intolerable to the subject. Thus, the investigator is sharp
ly curtailed in this type of research as to the nature of his subjects, the 
nature and dose of environmental covariables used, the duration (hence 
statistical design) of the experiment, and the methods employed to 
determine the results. 

Recommendation 15-2: Because of the relatively large per unit 
cost and restrictions governing subject selection, clinical 
environmental research experiments usually are limited to 
relatively small numbers of subjects. For this reason, special 
attention should be given the statistical design and analysis of 
such studies. 
In spite of the inherent limitations of clinical environmental re

search, its value in supporting extrapolations of experimental toxi-
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cology and the relations derived from epidemiology justify increased 
support of this type of research. The nation's resources in clinical en
vironmental research are critically limited. Very few centers for con
ducting such research exist. 

Recommendation 15-3: The major Federal agencies having 
responsibilities for clinical environmental research should 
provide long-term support to a limited number of centers 
for training and research in this area. This will require joint 
program planning and funding. 

III. Human Population Data 

A. Extending the Sources of Data 

1. Morbidity 
The recognition of the limitations of mortality data in the study of 

disease etiology has led to the development of registries in which are 
recorded the incidence of some specific conditions, notably cancer and 
congenital malformations. Variations in incidence rates from among 
areas and/or time periods are, of course, useful in generating etiologic 
hypotheses. Moreover, for some environmental exposures, particularly 
those affecting whole communities (e.g., air or water contamination), 
analyses of variations in these rates may be the sole epidemiologic ap
proach that is available. Prevalence surveys of disease can achieve 
these objectives to some extent but, because prevalence rates are also 
affected by disease duration and migration of affected individuals, such 
surveys can only do this at a lower level of sensitivity. Finally, the 
identification of newly diagnosed individuals through means of a dis
ease registry can also greatly facilitate and strengthen case-control 
and cohort studies. 

The past decade has seen the development of incidence reporting 
systems which cover defined segments of the United States population 
for cancer and neonatal structural birth defects. Such systems should 
be continued, but relatively little would be gained by expanding re
sources in these areas. On the other hand, for a number of diseases, 
including arteriosclerotic vascular disease, diabetes, and arthritis, 
which account for a large part of the ill health in this country, incidence 
data are limited or do not exist. 

There are a number of difficulties in determining the incidence of 
many of these diseases. Foremost among these are the insensitive, non
specific and variable clinical criteria for diagnosis and the need to 
survey many classes of providers of care. The Subtask Force chose not 
to estimate whether the product of such endeavors would justify the 
effort and expense. Nonetheless, the Subtask Force would like to em
phasize that known risk factors account for only a small percentage of 
the incidence of most disease conditions and that a number of agents 
in the environment have already come under suspicion for explaining 
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much of the remainder. Morbidity data would help greatly in further 
clarifying the role of environmental and other factors in disease causa
tion. 

If a system of federally-administered national health insurance is 
established relatively soon in the United States, it will require some 
kind of routine and centralized recording of health data for most of the 
population. It is important for health research in this country, including 
environmental health research, that plans for this system of health 
records include provisions for health research needs. Not only should 
there be direct accessibility to data generated by the system, but the 
manner in which data are collected should also be compatible with 
analysis for research purposes. Specific items which should be given 
attention are the design of data collection forms and the nature of 
information recorded with respect to identifying demographic and 
health variables. Properly designed and suitably accessible, the pro
posed national system should provide a fundamental source of mor
bidity data upon which future studies of environmental health effects 
could be developed. 

Recommendation 15-4: A group representing environmental 
health interests should be formed to ascertain what plans are 
being developed for collection and accessibility of data within 
the framework of proposed national health insurance programs 
and to attempt to have included in such systems those data 
which would be useful for environmental research. 

2. Role of the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) 

The agency most concerned with collection of national data on health 
is the NCHS. A major orientation of the data collection and analysis 
undertaken by this agency is toward demographic and sociologic cor
relates of illness and issues relevant to health care. Greater use of data 
already collected by NCHS could be made for answering epidemiologic 
questions. In addition, there should be greater epidemiologic input into 
decisions regarding the data to be collected by NCHS in the future. 

Recommendation 15-5: An epidemiologic group should be 
formed to advise NCHS on data collection for epidemiologic 
purposes, to make recommendations regarding epidemiologic 
analyses, and to advise on the utilization of NCHS data by 
qualified investigators in other Federal agencies and outside 
the government. 

3. Measurement of Health-Related Factors Among Population 
Subunits 
A frequent first step in documenting a causal relationship between an 

exposure and a disease is to determine whether their occurrence cor
relates between communities and/or over periods of time. Since factors 
other than the exposure of interest usually also play a role in the 
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etiology of the disease, the interpretation of the association between 
exposure and disease will be ambiguous, to the extent that such factors 
are unevaluated in the particular communities or time periods under 
study. Each disease has its own etiologic factors, but some of these, e.g., 
cigarette smoking and type of employment, are common to a number of 
diseases. 

Several barriers stand in the way of determining the distribution of 
these other factors: 

a. They may be unknown; 
b. They may be known, but may be hard to ascertain in a repre

sentative sample of the population; 
c. They may be known for the U. S. population as a whole on the 

basis of sample surveys, but the design of the surveys does not 
permit estimation in smaller areas. 

The last of these barriers could be reduced by implementation of the 
following recommendation. 

Recommendation 15-6: The National Center for Health Statis
tics or the Bureau of Census is encouraged to modify at least 
one of its interview surveys of the population to enable estima
tion of the prevalence of several characteristics strongly 
related to disease occurrence in relatively small areas (e.g., 
counties) 9f the United States. The number and nature of these 
characteristics would have to be agreed upon by the appropri
ate advisory bodies, but should include cigarette smoking 
behavior and an occupation-industry. designation. Surveys 
which should be modified include the interview content of the 
1980 and succeeding Census subsamples and the sampling 
design of the NCHS Health Interview Survey. It is recom
mended that NIEHS pursu~ vigorously the possibility. of adding 
relevant information, particularly on smoking, to the 1980 
Census subsample. 

4. Exposure Data 
To relate temporal, spatial, or group differences in mortality or 

morbidity to environmental factors, the epidemiologist requires infor
mation on parameters of health status and environmental exposure. 
Direct measurements of environmental expos1,ire of population sub
groups are costly and difficult. For the most part, epidemiologists must 
rely on indirect environmental measurement or inventories obtained by 
non-health scientists, usually for non-health purposes. Unfortunately, 
these sources of environmental exposure data are generally unknown to 
epidemiologists as well as to other environmental health researchers. 

In addition, data bases for estimating environmental exposures of 
population groups are widely scattered. These data sources need to be 
catalogued, with adequate description of data format, accessibility, 
content of inventories, etc. Such action would enable environmental 
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health researchers to match better their data needs with these varied 
data sources. 

Recommendation 15-7: The Subtask Force recommends forma
tion of a national clearinghouse for cataloguing and dissemi
nating information on data sources of environmental exposure. 
The functions suggested for this clearinghouse are to: 
a. Catalogue sources of information on current and past en

vironmental exposure levels for various geographic areas 
of the U. S.; 

b. Assess the quality and representativeness of environ
mental exposure data; 

c. Provide a user's service concerning the availability and 
applicability of environmental exposure data. (See Chap
ter 7.) 

Greater attention needs to be given to the coordination of the current
ly existing programs for the collection of health statistics data and for 
the measurement of potentially deleterious environmental exposures. 
Natality, morbidity, and mortality statistics are customarily generated 
over a one or multi-year interval for various geographic units down to 
the county level. In contrast, environmental exposure data (such as 
information on climatology or pollution) may be recorded on a daily or 
even hourly basis, but there may not be a well-defined area (or popula
tion) associated with the reporting station. In other instances, special 
surveys are conducted to collect environmental contamination data on 
a single-time basis with little thought being given to the relationship 
of these data to an exposed population. As a result, incomparability of 
data may be one of the major obstacles to the performance of meaning
ful epidemiologic studies. 

Recommendation 15-8: There should be input from health pro
fessionals into decisions as to the kinds of environmental data 
being collected by various Federal, state, and local agencies. 

5. Surveillance of High-Risk Groups 
Particular attention should be given to populations with high risk of 

adverse environmental effects. In this context a high risk group may 
consist of some segment of the general population that is subjected to 
elevated exposure levels of a potentially (or known) hazardous agent or 
some subgroup of the general population that possesses increased sen
sitivity to exposure because of one or more host characteristics. 

Aside from the classical demographic variables of age, race, sex, etc., 
little is known about what determines host susceptibility to environ
mental contaminants. Yet, identification of host risk factors is essential 
if sensitive individuals are to be protected from, or at least warned 
against, exposure to environmental factors that may not have as great 
an effect on the rest of the population. Furthermore, if high risk factors 
can be delineated, then population groups with such characteristics 
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can serve as initial or extrasensitive indicators of general public health 
problems. Special studies should be directed at population subgroups 
that display an unusually high or low incidence of disease-specific mor
bidity or mortality for the purpose of identifying genetic, metabolic, or 
biochemical host factors that may affect risk. 

High-risk groups, once identified, deserve close attention by those 
people conducting on-go,ing programs of environmental health surveil
lance. Although a few such programs are currently in operation, efforts 
in this direction need to be greatly expanded and strengthened. Such 
surveillance programs, defined either as measuring incidence rates in 
particular population groups or longitudinal follow-up of individual 
persons at high risk, should ultimately serve not only health research 
objectives but also practical preventive health needs at local levels. So 
far as possible, those planning such programs should make use of exist
ing local and national data collection systems. 

First consideration must be given to disease incidence surveillance 
in occupational groups, with particular emphasis on occupations where 
potentially hazardous exposures are known to be high and continuous. 
An effective surveillance system covering this segment of the popula
tion would no_t c;mly serve a major practical need in occupational health 
but would also provide a warning mechanism for less prominent but 
related health effects in the general population. Similar surveillance 
might also be useful in relation to selected non-occupational high-risk 
groups exposed to environmental hazards, for example, families of 
workers in particular high-risk industries or populations living near 
sources of industrial pollution. 

Recommendation 15-9: The Subtask Force strongly endorses 
recommendations made in other chapters of this report (es
pecially Chapters 2 and 7), relating to the need for routine sur
veillance of disease incidence in occupational groups, coupled 
with surveillance of exposure levels. 
Longitudinal surveillance of specific individuals within specific 

high-risk exposure groups is also needed. In this form of surveillance, 
exposed persons are individually identified and changes in their health 
status are followed either actively, through periodic examinations or 
questionnaires, or passively, through linkage with death certificates or 
other health record sources. High-risk groups could be exposed occupa
tionally or nonoccupationally (for example, workers exposed to kepone 
or persons consuming PBB-contaminated dairy products) and should 
include not only populations with unusual levels of toxic exposure but 
also persons identified as having unusual host susceptibility to toxic 
effects. The selection of groups for longitudinal surveillance should be 
partly governed by the degree of potential human toxicity of environ
mental agents as gauged by prior testing in vitro and in animals. In 
order that surveillance can be maximally effective, mechanisms should 
be fostered whereby programs can be quickly and efficiently estab-
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lished as soon as new environmental risks are suspected. 
Recommendation 15-10: Whenever indicated, longitudinal 
surveillance programs should be developed to provide prospec
tive follow-up of individual members of occupational and non
occupational groups suspected of unusual host susceptibility. 
Mechanisms for such surveillance would be centralized and 
should be capable of rapid response when new risks are de
tected. 

6. Precursors of Disease 
Since chronic diseases characterized by long latent periods consti

tute a large portion of the health problems confronting society, the 
need to develop early warning signals of elevated risk becomes increas
ingly important. By focusing on the clinical manifestations of the later 
stages of chronic diseases as the initial indicator of a public health 
problem, dependence on epidemiologic surveillance may allow a large 
segment of the population to be exposed to irreversible damage during 
the latent period of the initial cases. 

Recommendation 15-11: Attempts should be made to identify 
measures of biochemical or physiologic deviation from normal 
which may be precursors of more serious disease. These may 
be sought in industrial populations or in specific subsets of 
the general population thought to be exposed to hazardous en
vironmental agents. The utility of animal models (or animal
based research) in developing early indicators of serious dis
ease should be examined (see Chapter 9). 

B. Facilitating the Utilization of Data 
1. Additional Analyses of Existing Health Data 

Relative to the resources expended on the collection of health data 
by Federal agencies, those devoted to data analyses are generally mea
ger. This is unfortunate, since those persons closest to data collection 
are in the best position to understand its strengths and weaknesses. 
Though the release of data tapes for general use has been an important 
step in allowing investigators access to more detailed information than 
appears in official tabulations, such a mechanism remains cumber
some for limited requests or for those investigators without the required 
data processing equipment or expertise. 

Recommendation 15-12: Federal agencies responsible for the 
collection of health data, in particular the National Center for 
Health Statistics and the Social Security Administration, are 
encouraged to allocate additional positions and funds for sup
port of analytic staff and facilities to permit: a) more in-depth 
analyses of data being collected and b) flexibility to respond 
quickly to special data requests from qualified investigators. 
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2. Record Linkage 
Despite certain inaccuracies and limitations, death certificates re

main one of the major sources of data on the status of the health of the 
population. These certificates are reasonably reliable and accurate as 
indices of the occurrence of certain diseases that are of significance 
in the context of health effects of the environment, for example, major 
birth defects and most neoplasms. Death certificates are used for two 
relevant purposes. First, they provide the information required for 
statistical tabulations of the frequency of death from specified causes 
by age, race and sex including changes over time and variations be
tween geographic sections of the country. Second, the death certificate 
ofJl specified individual can be linked to other sources of information 
on that individual, for example, his occupation or known exposures 
to suspected hazards, to provide estimates of the mortality (and, by 
inference, the morbidity) risks associated with those occupations or 
exposures. Up to the present time it has been the first of these purposes 
which has preoccupied national statistical services in the U. S. and 
most other countries, and much effort and skill have gone into in
creasing the accuracy of statistical tables produced from death certifi
cates. However, it is the second purpose, the linkage of death certificate 
information to data on exposure, that now appears to have the most 
to offer in elucidating the relationship between environment and 
health. Unfortunately, the methods for accomplishing this purpose 
are poorly developed in this country. 

The first Task Force (NIEHS, 1970) noted the absence in this coun
try of a central national index for determining whether a given indi
vidual had or had not died and, if he had died, the information re
quired to locate his death certificate. Among its recommendations, 
the Task Force urged the establishment by the National Center for 
Health Statistics of a central National Death Index containing the in
formation necessary to locate individual death certificates filed in the 
states or other registration areas. There has been considerable progress 
on this matter. It received the endorsement of the Assistant Secretary 
for Health of the U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
in January 1976, and the implementation of the Index (or Registry) is 
now under active consideration by NCHS. This registry, however, is 
such a critical tool for epidemiologic studies that the Subtask Force 
would be remiss not to urge continuation of efforts toward its estab
lishment at the earliest possible time. 

Recommendation 15-13: In light of the importance of a Na
tional Death Index (or Registry) to studies of the environment 
and health, all necessary resources should be dedicated to its 
establishment at the earliest possible time. The index should 
include the identifying information necessary to locate any 
death certificates filed in any Registration Area. 
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The Federal government also collects information on morbidity. 
Sources include Social Security data on disability and retirement, 
Medicare and Medicaid data, data from Ambulatory Care and Hos
pital Discharge surgery, and health insurance records. Epidemiologic 
studies would be facilitated if it were possible to link health records 
such as these with exposure data for specified individuals. 

Recommendation 15-14: An Interagency Group should be con
vened to determine under what circumstances existing indi
vidual records and other health data collected by Federal agen
cies can be made available for epidemiologic studies. The 
Group should consider what administrative and financial 
mechanisms might be set up to improve access to such data 
for follow-up purposes while safeguarding the rights and pri
vacy of individuals. Particular attention should be given to 
the rapid development of specific record linkages that will 
facilitate the discovery of presently unknown health effects of 
environmental contaminants. 
One of the major technical impediments to reliable record linkage is 

the absence in the U. S. of a unique identifier for each person. Although 
the Social Security number is the best current approximation to such 
an identifier, it is not completely satisfactory. Among its deficiencies 
are: (1) not every person has a Social Security number; (2) some indi
viduals have two or more Social Security numbers; (3) some Social 
Security numbers are used by two or more persons; and (4) the Social 
Security number has no self-checking features to reduce coding or 
transcription errors. 

Recommendation 15-15: An Interagency Group sho,uld be ap
pointed to consider the desirability, feasibility and implemen
tation of a unique health record numbering system for the 
United States. Until such a system is implemented, the Social 
Security number should be included as part of the identifying 
information for individual health records. 

3. Industrial-Occupational Exposure Codes 
In selected specific industrial settings, occupational coding schemes 

have been developed for purposes of mortality and morbidity studies 
of employed populations. The orientation of these job classifications 
is generally toward the work area or segment of the manufacturing pro
cess, perhaps with each occupational entry rated as to one or more 
specific exposures. Although these schemes are limited in providing 
quantification of any exposure experiences of individuals, they have 
proven useful in describing the patterns of mortality and morbidity 
by work areas and to some extent the exposure levels to specific agents. 
Studies in the steel andrubber industries, smelting, and textile manu
facturing are examples. 

A general industrial occupational code for classifying subjects in 
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research studies and for coding data on routine health records would 
allow more detailed tabulations of the data where exposure to an en
vironmental agent, or agents, could be considered. The code should 
encompass all employments, industrial and non-industrial. Such a 
system would permit more specific examination of possible relations 
between occupational exposures and ill-health. The generality re
quired for including all types of employment would, of course, be at the 
expense of precision in exposure evaluation. The system might be vis
ualized in three dimensions: (1) employment codes, such as those of 
the Standard Industrial Classification developed by the Bureau of the 
Budget in 1967; (2) occupational codes within the employment cate
gories, such as a revised version of those usually used in conjunction 
with the Standard Industrial Classification; and (3) exposure assess
ment of the industrial-occupational codes for at least the possible pre
sence or absence of any toxic chemicals, dust, and/or physical hazards. 

Recommendation 15-16: An Advisory Group should be formed 
to consider the development of a National Employment-Occu
pational Coding scheme, which would take into account, but 
not be limited to, exposures to known toxic chemicals, dust, 
or physical hazards. 

4. Privacy and Confidentiality 
Recent Federal legislation governing the use and availability of data, 

information, and records concerning individuals has profound impli
cations for the feasibility of epidemiologic studies and surveillance 
systems in the area of environmental health research. The recent sug
gestion that the provisions of the Privacy Act be extended to the private 
sector as well as to Federal records make the situation even more 
ominous. 

Numerous examples have been provided in the First Task Force re
port (NIEHS, 1970) and elsewhere in this report of the role of epidemio
logic studies in investigating the health effects of a variety of environ
mental exposures. Many of these examples cite the use of existing 
health records and data on past exposures to compare exposed and non
exposed groups in order to estimate differences in the frequency of 
disease. Implicit in these investigations is the ability to link infor
mation on exposures of individuals to the occurrence of disease in these 
same individuals. Occasionally, specially selected groups have been 
examined and followed for several years with their express consent and 
cooperation, and studies of such groups are not affected by the cited 
legislation. More frequently, however, existing medical records are used 
without direct contact with the patient and usually without the patient 
being aware that these specific studies are being done. The individually 
identifiable information from the patient's record is used to link the 
health data to the exposure data, and once this is done there is rarely 
any need to retain individual identifiers in the data to be analysed. 
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Thus, in the statistical analyses and in published reports of such 
studies, no patient is individually identifiable and there is minimal 
possibility ·of harm, embarrassment, or other inconvenience to indiv
idual patients. 

Although under certain circumstances it may be desirable for persons 
to be guaranteed absolute privacy of their records and information per
taining to them, there are clearly many circumstances when such guar
antees would adversely affect the health and welfare of the general 
public and hinder efforts to improve recognized deficiencies in the 
status quo. The inability to access existing health records without the 
express consent of the patient would have a grave and significant 
impact on epidemiologic studies and would significantly retard any 
efforts to protect the public against possible adverse effects of a wide 
variety of environmental hazards. 

Recommendation 15-17: The use of health records fo:r properly 
reviewed and authorized biomedical research should be listed 
as one of the specific exemptions under the provisions of the 
Privacy Act of 1974. 

5. Federal Forms Clearance 
While all human studies require careful initial review with respect to 

scientific design and human subject protection, administrative inter
ference with this process should be minimized. Of particular con
cern are procedures within the federal government which require cen
tralized form clearance beyond individual agency project clearance and 
which are based on essentially non-scientific considerations. This prac~ 
tice affects not only health studies conducted directly by the federal 
government but also studies in the private sector when conducted under 
government contract. In addition to causing delays in initiation of 
health studies, such form clearance procedures clearly imply the 
possibility of extraneous influence over sound scientific inquiry. 

Recommendation 15-18: An independent group should review 
current practices within the Office of Management and Budget 
with respect to forms clearance procedures and the effect of 
such procedures on efficiency and timing of environmental 
health and other research projects. 

IV. Statistical Methodology 

A. Areas of Application 

1. Epidemiologic Studies 

The complexity of both exposure and outcome variables in studies· 
designed io relate hazards to health effects creates special needs for 
suitable study-design, formulation of descriptive statistics, and 
analysis of interrelationships between variables. The complex patterns 
of relationships require a model-building approach or the application of 
existing empirical models. Attention · must be directed toward the 
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underlying model assumptions. For example, when multiple linear re
gression models are used, attention must be directed toward underlying 
model assumptions such as normality, independence, lack of multi
colinearity, homogeneous variance, linearity of dependencies, fixed 
independent observations measured without error, and random selec
tion of dependent observations. Although linear regression procedures 
are fairly robust, departures from these assumptions may lead to spur
ious conclusions. 

In many instances, an understanding of the underlying phenomenon 
can only be achieved by gradual development of suitable specific 
models. Model-building requires successive refinement, both within a 
specific study and between studies. Thus, the final report for each study 
should include: (a) a description of the models investigated, the metho
dology used, and reasons for final selection of a particular model; (b) 
both point estimates and variance estimates of the parameters of the 
model; (c) appropriate summary statistics, tables, and graphs; (d) 
information regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the assumptions 
made during the analysis; and (e) conclusions regarding the strength 
and weaknesses of the final descriptive model. The next study should be 
directed toward verifying the validity of the model and improving the 
precision with which crucial parameters are estimated. 

All too often insufficient attention is paid to the design and subse
quent analyses of data relative to the effort expended in data collection. 

2. Data Linking Studies 
Morbidity and mortality statistics, combined with exposure data 

for environmental contaminants, offer an opportunity to evaluate 
health hazards. Due to a lack of independence of observations obtained 
over time and location, the indiscriminate use of computer programs, 
simply because they are available to analyze such data, may yield mis
leading results. In a similar manner, cost-benefit analyses of pollution 
and health effects require health data, pollution data and economic 
data. A meaningful analysis needs input from specialists in each of 
these fields so that a realistic .statistical model can be developed. 
Recommendation 15-14 is pertinent to this issue. 

3. Laboratory Studies 
A primary objective of laboratory investigations is to understand 

better the biologic mechanisms controlling the variables of interest. 
This can be achieved by the development of suitable mathematical 
models, which may require input from several scientific disciplines. 
Based on these models, appropriate statistical methodology for estima
tion and hypothesis testing can then be developed. Subsequent experi
ments should be designed to verify the validity of the model and to 
improve the precision with which the underlying parameters are 
estimated. 

In laboratory experiments more attention should be directed toward 
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the development of appropriate stochastic models of biologic processes. 
These models should then serve as a guide both in the data analysis and 
interpretation and in the design of subsequent experiments. Such ori
entation will be of greater value than the current practice of generating 
lists of levels of statistical significance. 

Recommendation 15-19: Funding agencies, research adminis
trators, and peer review groups should pay more attention to 
the following: 
a. Rectifying the current disproportionate allocation of 

resources to data collection compared to data analysis. 
This can be done by ensuring that all proposals incor1>or
ate realistic plans for analysis including suitable budget
ing, manpower, and time· allocations; 

b. Insuring adequate interdisciplinary input into the 
mathematical formulation of solutions to problems that 
require expertise from a variety of fields. 

B. Specific Developmental Needs 

Each area of application has overlapping needs for further develop
ment of new statistical methodology and adaptation of established 
methods. These can be grouped into broad areas, some currently under 
active development and use and others largely ignored by investigators 
in the environmental field. 

1. Multivariate Methods 
Both discrete and continuous multivariate methods are essentially 

techniques for model-building. The process of model-building requires 
input from epidemiologists, toxicologists, and others for the postulation 
of appropriate models and from theoretical statisticians for effective 
model-fitting and variance estimation techniques. Point estimates 
alone can be misleading and so can probability levels and confidence in
tervals obtained from standard statistical tables if the underlying dis
tribution and independence assumptions are violated. 

Computer simulation is needed both for development and validation 
of the models, whether theoretical or empirical. It is also invaluable for 
investigating the effects of perturbation of the parameters, a necessary 
precursor for any prediction. Monte Carlo and jackknife techniques for 
variance estimation need to be developed where theoretical develop
ment is intractable. 

2. Time Series Met hods 
The importance of time series analysis in environmental problems is 

often overlooked. The following are examples of applications that need 
suitable time-dependent methods: 

a. Assessing the performance of a new pollution-measuring device 
compared with that of a standard device already in use; 

b. Determining whether spatially adjacent monitors are yielding 
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comparable data or whether there are real differences in con
taminant levels in neighboring regions; 

c. Relating fluctuations in indices of disease, such as deaths, 
hospital visits or exacerbation of symptoms, to measurements 
of air and water quality; 

d. Assessing the extent to which different pollutants increase and 
decrease simultaneously, or with a consistent lag between 
peaks; 

e. Predicting future levels of a given exposure or health effect, 
so that the impacts of intervention can be assessed. 

3. Applying Methods Developed for Other Problems 

For certain studies, such as tracing genetic patterns in laboratory 
animals, much effort could be saved by the use of sequential designs. 
In situations where the underlying distributions of variables are diffi
cult to quantify, non-parametric methods are needed. When the need 
is to incorporate prior information into new estimates of parameters, 
Bayesian estimation offers a procedure that has not been fully exploit
ed. 

Recommendation 15-20: High priority should be given to the 
development of better. statistical techniques, including in parti
cular (l) discrete and continuous multivariate model-building 
and analysis; (2) time series analysis and prediction tech
niques; and (3) innovative applications of Bayesian, sequen
tial, non-parametric, and other methods to biomedical research 
problems. 

C. Documentation and Dissemination of Information 

The development of new and better technology for the documentation 
of information is proceeding, but the dissemination of information is 
slow. The existence of computer packages makes it mandatory that 
both the pitfalls and strengths of the use of computer programs for data 
analysis or simulation studies be widely understood. In particular there 
is need for more knowledge of multivariate techniques for both discrete 
and continuous data and for the recognition of the problems posed by 
data collected over a period of time involving, for example, "cohort" ef
fects and auto-correlation problems. In each of these areas, the use of 
summary statistics that ignore the inherent complexities may be more 
misleading than informative. Such studies require considerable effort, 
and it is extremely costly for the same development to be repeated 
because the original program is either poorly documented or un
available. 

Recommendation 15-21: When computer programs for data 
analysis or simulation studies which appear to have general 
utility are developed in the course of sponsored research, fund
ing agencies should require that the programs · together with 
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adequate documentation are accessible to other investigators. 
New methodologic developments need also to be transmitted to 
potential users more rapidly. In addition to descriptions of new 
techniques provided in publications and presented at profes
sional meetings, there is need for further exchange wherein 
both the strengths and weaknesses in application of these tech
niques are stressed. This may be accomplished through short 
courses and workshops. 

V. Dose-Response, Extrapolation and Exposure Limits 

A. Principles 

One of the more difficult problems associated with environmental 
decision making is a process referred to as human risk assessment. This 
procedure is concerned with the prediction of the effects of environ
mental agents on human health. The importance to society of good 
quantitative predictions is obvious when the public's health and the 
economics of environmental controls are considered. 

The risk assessment process ideally involves a mix of both human 
data and laboratory findings which range from interactive chemistry 
with DNA, through bacterial or mammalian cells fn culture, to lifetime 
animal studies. The use of laboratory tests for toxicity is essential in 
three situations: (1) for those cases in which a new product or a greatly 
increased exposure of an old product is proposed and for which no 
human data are readily available; (2) for those situations in which 
human data are either of low quality or extremely difficult to interpret 
(e.g., small samples, confounding agents, poor quantification of ex
posure, etc.); and (3) for disentangling the additive and synergistic ef
fects of simultaneous exposure to multiple hazards. 

These statements are not meant to minimize the value of human data 
in risk assessment. Such data provide hypotheses that frequently can 
be tested only in the laboratory. Conversely, the validation of animal 
models as predictors of human health response can be accomplished 
only with human data. The process of estimating human response from 
laboratory animal data involves several steps and a multitude of prob
lems and assumptions. 

The toxic response observed in animals on an experimental basis 
should qualitatively relate to a corresponding human health effect. For 
instance, it is generally believed that induced carcinogenesis in labora
tory rodents implies a carcinogenic response in man, although not 
necessarily of the same site and type. With mutagenesis the issue is less 
clear; for example, elevated mutation rates in the mouse do not relate 
directly to human disease. 

When an appropriate animal model that relates to human response 
has been found, then dose-response information in animals is needed. 
Generally, the experimental dose rates are necessarily, because of sam
ple size limitations, at much higher levels than the environmental 
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levels of concern. In order to estimate quantitatively the response at the 
low environmental levels, mathematical models for the dose-response 
relationship are required. Often the estimated low dose responses will 
depend greatly upon the mathematical model chosen, and therefore the 
model must have a sound biologic basis. 

The next step in risk estimation involves the extrapolation of the es
timated low dose results from the animal data to man. This procedure 
has generally been one of predicting the median man response from that 
of the median mouse, without much attention being paid to the 
heterogeneity of the human population with its possible susceptible 
subgroups. Further, few quantitative toxicity studies have been made 
over wide ranges of species. For various types of toxicities and classes of 
agents, a better understanding of between and within species varia
bility is needed. Species comparisons on a pharmacologic or pharmaco
kinetic basis would greatly improve the quality of the existing extrapo
lation methods. 

The extrapolation procedure so far described is typically performed 
on a compound by compound basis. This approach has obvious prob
lems. When a wide range of compounds is considered on a case-by-case 
basis the totality of the individual risk estimates is often ignored. If a 
group of compounds each has a similar toxicity, then collectively they 
could produce a harmful effect even though each is individually below 
its threshold level. This problem is compounded when consideration is 
given to substances that, although innocuous individually, may interact 
in such a way that the exposure to them in combination is harmful. 
Besides such potentiation and the additive load of multiple exposures, 
there is the problem of synergism. Exposures need not necessarily be of · 
a similar type for their combined effect to be greater than additive. For 
example, the synergistic effects of cigarette smoking with asbestos inha
lation, radon inhalation, and alcohol are known from human epi
demiologic studies. 

Only by careful and detailed investigations can understanding of 
toxic mechanisms be obtained. Such understanding is a necessary pre
cursor to setting realistic exposure limits. Observation of "no effect" 
is a stop-gap procedure pending careful quantitative evaluation. Ef
fective cost-benefit analyses can be made only when the true risks have 
been estimated as a function of exposure. The imaginative cross-linking 
between animals in the laboratory and epidemiologic studies is of the 
utmost importance. 

Recommendation 15-22: Studies are needed to assess the total 
health impact on the whole population and susceptible sub
groups of various combinations of many individual agents. Re
search must also be continued to improve dose-response models 
used in cost-benefit analysis for setting exposure limits. 
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B. Carcinogenesis 

Among the many types of toxicities, carcinogenesis has received the 
most attention in the area of risk assessment and extrapolation proce
dures. This is no doubt due in part to the chronic, irreversible, and 
progressive nature of the disease. In spite of this attention, risk assess
ment in carcinogenesis is clearly still an imperfect science and an 
uncomfortable art. 

Currently, long-term assay using rodents on an experimental basis 
is the accepted biologic model both for the identification of carcinogens 
and for risk estimation in establishing acceptable environmental levels. 
For dose response estimations, the most promising model is based on 
the assumption that the process is of the nature of a somatic cell muta
tion with a finite number of mutational stages. This model is mathe
matically flexible although it is of a nonthreshold variety. 

Rodent-to-man quantitative carcinogenesis extrapolations have 
received little attention. A current approach is to translate lifetime 
rodent effects to man on a dose-per-surface-area basis. Little is known 
concerning the magnitude of the possible errors in applying this sim
plistic approach. 

Recently, correlations have been observed qualitatively between 
microbial mutagenic tests and carcinogenesis observed in chronic 
studies with animals. Because of the short time and low costs of these 
mutagenic assays, they hold great promise for prescreening chemicals. 
Further, they may also be of some use in synergistic carcinogenesis 
testing. 

As in all toxicologic models, more attention is needed to understand 
the determinants of variation in susceptibility within, as well as be
tween, species. Clinical investigators also are using mammalian and 
microbial models to determine anti-neoplastic properties of chemical 
compounds and their reaction to immune response. Close collabora
tion between toxicologists and clinical investigators has potential for 
leading to a greater understanding of susceptibility and immunity. 

Recommendation 15-23: The mathematical models for dose
response carcinogenesis require further investigation. This 
should include: investigation of repair mechanisms, the ef
f~cts of dose on induction time, the effect of time varying dose 
rates, the determinants of susceptibility and immunity, and 
the statistical aspects of competing risks and life shortening. 
In addition, quantitative carcinogenesis data should be com
pared for a better understanding of animal to man extrapola
tion for different species (including man). Finally, as the 
mutagenic assays improve, quantitative comparisons with 
animal carcinogenesis assays should be made. 

C. Mutagenesis 
Risk assessments of population exposures to environmental mutagens 

fall into several areas. The first is the identification of potential human 
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mutagens (see Chapter 11). The second is the evaluation of the muta
genic potential. The third is the evaluation of human population expo
sures, and the fourth is the calculation of the expected increase in 
genetic disease attributable to such existing or potential exposures. 
This latter exercise ideally is based on accurate data relating to the 
quantitative and qualitative nature of the expected human mutagenic 
response. Equally important is knowledge of the quantity and quality of 
existing genetic variability and its associated disease burden. 

Recently, scientists involved in assessing the expected increase in 
genetic disease burden associated with the exposure to ionizing radia
tion have realized that the nature of the genetic variation underlying 
the existing disease burden is critical in predicting the expected in
crease. The problem is quite simply stated: if most multifactorial 
genetic disease is attributable to rare deleterious alleles, then the expo
sure to ionizing radiation will be of considerably more consequence than 
if multifactorial genetic disease is caused by segregation of polymor
phic alleles at several loci. The problem will affect the risk assessment 
of every environmental mutagen. 

A second problem in assessing human population risk from exposure 
to environmental mutagens concerns the effect of variations in expo
sure-response and demographic patterns of reproduction. Post-repro
ductive exposures to environmental mutagens pose no direct genetic 
threat. Consideration of the interactions of exposure patterns with 
demography will be critical in risk assessments of environmental 
mutagens in terms of occupational or geographic variations in exposure. 

Recommendation 15-24: The Subtask Force recommends that 
(a) detailed investigation be conducted of the genetic variations 
(frequencies of alleles and numbers of loci) which contribute 
the bulk of human multifactorial genetic disease; (b) investiga
tions be conducted into the nature of genetic variations in the 
fitness of natural populations of organisms used for experimen
tal purposes; (c) investigation be undertaken of the relation
ships between the qualitative nature of mutagens (frameshift, 
base pair substitution, etc.) and the qualitative nature of 
quantitative genetic variations induced by them; and (d) theo
retical considerations be merged with available demographic 
data to develop knowledge about present exposure-reproduc
tion interactions~ This area of epidemiologic thinking is un
developed and should be broadened on both the theoretical and 
empirical fronts. Also new data should be collected on the 
reproductive patterns of subpopulations known to be exposed 
to suspected environmental mutagens. 

D. Teratogenesis and Other 'f oxicities 

For toxicities other than mutagenesis and carcinogenesis, not much 
is known concerning models of dose-response relationships which are 
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needed for risk assessments. Teratologic and reproduction studies also 
present some special problems with regard to the choice of proper 
indices and their statistical treatment. 

The current method for setting acceptable levels in the environment 
for various contaminants, based on toxicologic studies, usually involves 
the use of arbitrary safety factors applied to the highest level with "no 
observed effect." This technique unfortunately does not take into con
sideration factors such as sample size, replication, heterogeneity, or the 
structure of the dose-response curve. 

Recommendation 15-25: Various dose-response models and 
extrapolation methods for risk estimation should be developed 
for teratologic and reproduction studies. Statistical methods 
should be developed to replace the use of arbitrary safety 
factors (applied to no-observed-effect levels) with more ob
jective risk estimates for most toxicologic manifestations. 

VI. Summary 

The methods and resources for studies of the effects of the environ
ment on human health and the problems of extrapolating inferences 
from experimental studies to man have been discussed in this Chapter. 
Clinical experiments can make substantial contributions, but the kinds 
of problems that can be tackled are limited by ethical considerations. 
The range of exposures for man in the natural setting is broader, but 
the causal inferences are limited by the fact that the exposures are not 
distributed in the systematic manner characteristic of experiments. 
Suggestions are made for extending the present data base of human 
health experience and for facilitating more extensive and effective 
analyses of data that have already been collected. -

Because most epidemiologic studies require consideration of many 
variables simultaneously, complex statistical approaches need to be 
employed and, in some instances, new statistical methods need to be 
developed. Finally, problems related to the extrapolation of knowledge 
of disease causation from other animals to humans require much more 
attention than they have received. 
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PROFESSIONAL AND SCIENTIFIC 
EDUCATION AND PERSONNEL*. 

I. Introduction 

The primary objective of this chapter is to identify major areas in 
which specific actions are needed to assure that the fulfillment of en
vironmental health research goals will not be impeded by lack of 
qualified manpower. No attempt is made to describe all research train
ing needs; consequently, additional recommendations are specified in 
other chapters within the Report.** 

Although many valuable research contributions to the field of envi
ronmental health have been made by scientists not specifically trained 
in environmental health, a special need exists to train scientists in those 
areas identified broadly here as the environmental health sciences. This 
chapter examines only those manpower issues dealing with training 
which takes place in academic units identified with environmental 
health. 

The Subtask Force was concerned mainly with advanced specialized 
training of relatively long duration (M.S., Ph.D.) Because of the recog
nized merit of lateral entry of personnel from other disciplines, coris1d
eration was also given to post-doctoral training. 

Governmental regulatory agencies are major users of information on 
the safety and health effects of environmental chemicals. The legisla
tion under which such agencies operate has significant impact on en
vironmental health research and associated manpower needs. For 
example, the recent passage of the Toxic Substances Control Act (Public 
Law 94-469, 1976) will have such an impact. Accelerated technologic 
growth and innovation will also result in new unforeseen environmental 
health problems. These will require a growing body of research person
nel who will have to be trained. 

Estimation of research manpower supply, needs, and demand is 
particularly difficult in environmental health. The very nature of 
problems in this field assures complexity in the mix of disciplines in-

*This chapter was prepared under the direction of Paul B. Hammond aiid James L. 
Whittenberger. Other contributors were Porter Coggeshall, Dade W. Moeller, Norton 
Nelson, Herbert B. Pahl and M. E. Wrenn. 
**During the course of the preparation of this Report, a public meeting on Research 
Training in the Biomedical and Behavioral Sciences was called by the National Re
search Council's Commission on Human Resources. A special statement was prepared 
for that meeting by representatives of the Task Force and is attached as an Addendum 
to this chapter. 
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volved in research training. The relevance of research on health effects 
of environmental factors to important public policy issues has increas
ingly brought many varied disciplines into the field; the range of dis
ciplines involved in environmental health research, control, and policy 
formation is broad indeed. 

This diversity poses many difficulties in attempting to quantify 
training needs. Only a small fraction of chemists, biologists, engineers, 
epidemiologists, etc., make a career commitment to environmental 
health. How, then, are people trained for this field? Historically, many 
moved laterally into the field; that is, after completion of graduate edu
cation in a discipline, they applied their skills to the solution of environ
mental health problems. In view of current underemployment in some 
disciplines and in view of the perceived urgency of meeting environ
mental health research needs, lateral entry into the field will continue, 
probably at an accelerated rate. 

An alternative route of entry is via educational programs specifically 
oriented to environmental health. About.· two decades ago Federal 
agencies encouraged this approach by making training grants available 
to recruit and support students. Because environmental health con
cerns were widely fractionated within the Federal gov,ernment, pro
grams were set up in many specific fields - air pollution, water pollu
tion, occupational health, radiological health, toxicology, etc. Many of 
these training grants have been phased out in the past three years; some 
programs have been discontinued while others have struggled along 
with reduced faculty and very few students. 

II. Survey of Environmental Health Research Training Programs 

A. Introduction 

As part of the Subtask Force effort to assess the current status and 
future plans of universities for research training in the environmental 
health sciences, a survey questionnaire was developed and sent to ap
proximately 350 individuals or institutions. Sources for the mailing list 
were addresses of training programs which received financial support 
from various Federal agencies during the period 1966-67 through 1975-
76 and addresses provided by professional societies. Program directors 
were asked to report data separately for each of the following 14 train-
ing areas: 
Air Pollution Food 
Water Pollution Radiation 
Soil Pollution Environmental 
Solid Waste Toxicology 
Pesticides Toxicology 

Information requested included the following: 

Cancer 
Epidemiology 
Occupational Health 
Ergonomics 
Accidental Injury 

1. post-degree commitments of students completing training pro
grams at the masters, doctoral, and post-doctoral levels since 
1966; 
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2. the number, professional rank, and professional background 
(biological sciences/engineering and physical sciences/social 
sciences) of academic and research staff employed in research 
and training; 

3. annual dollar support by source for research grants and con
tracts and for research training grants for the periods 1966-67, 
1971-72, and 1975-76; 

4. plans for expanding or reducing the research training programs 
for the 1977-78 and 1980-81 academic years; 

5. a rank ordering of factors which presently limit the develop
ment of their programs; 

6. experience during the past five years and expectations for the 
next five years about the relative ease of employment oppor
tunities for graduates at the M.S., Ph.D. and post-doctoral 
levels; 

7. recruitment of women and members of minority groups for 
faculty and research staff positions and for graduate student 
training; 

8. number and disciplinary l>ackgrounds of new faculty and re
search staff. 

B. Results 

The initial mailing was followed up by letters and by telephone calls, 
particularly to training directors known to have active programs. 
Within the time limits available to the Subtask Force, approximately 
200 responses were received. Some of these were incomplete and others 
described baccalaureate or other non-relevant programs. One hundred 
fifty-seven responses were considered satisfactory for analysis. The 

• Subtask Force recognizes the limitations this puts on detailed analysis, 
but believes the incomplete response rate was due in large part to the 
sending of questionnaires to a large number of programs which were 
either inactive or terminated. Nevertheless, overall trends and relation
ships are informative and revealing of market conditions. The results of 
the analysis of the 157 responses are provided in the sections that fol
low. 

1. Masters Degree Recipients 
Numbers of students completing training are summarized in Figures 

16-1 through 16-6. The number of Master of Science degrees (650) 
awarded in academic year 197 4-75 was two and a half times the number 
(260) awarded in 1966-67. Although the annual number of graduates in
creased steadily from 1966 through 1973, the number in recent years has 
leveled off and is showing trends of a decline. Of the M.S. degree 
graduates for academic year 1974-75 (the latest year for which complete 
data are available), over half (53%) were in the specialty area of water 
pollution; an additional 12% were in air pollution and 11 % were in occu-
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pational health. These three specialty areas thus accounted for 76% of 
the total. A total of only 5% was in the fields of epidemiology, toxicol
ogy, and environmental physiology. 

The trend as to the numbers of people completing training in indiv
idual areas was variable. A rapid buildup occurred in most training 
areas during the period 1966-67 to 1972-73 or 1973-7 4. Most programs 
have shown a leveling off or slight decline since that time. Trends for 
M.S. completions in radiation protection were different; there was a 
gradual decline throughout the period surveyed (Figure 16-4). 

With respect to initial job placement, the data show that for the last 
two years, an average of about 25% of all M.S. graduates have accepted 
research positions or continued on for additional research training. As 
would be expected, this percentage varied markedly with specialty 
area. Virtually 100% of the M.S. graduates in toxicology and pesticides 
have accepted research positions or have continued on for doctoral level 
research training; for radiation protection, the percentage has been 
about 35%; for air pollution, about 30%, and for water pollution, about 
15%. Less than 5% of the M.S. graduates accepted employment outside 
the field of environmental health, attesting to the strong demand for 
trainees. 

2. Doctoral Degree Recipients 
The number of doctoral degrees (164) awarded in academic year 

1974-75 was almost double the number (86) awarded in 1966-67. Ex
cept for a small decrease in 1967-68, the annual number of graduates 
has shown a steady increase through academic year 1974-75 (again, 
the last year for which data from the reporting schools was complete). 
Of the doctoral degree recipients during the period 1966-67 to 1975-76, 
26% were in the specialty area of water pollution, 17% were in toxicol
ogy, 17% were in the field of radiation protection, and 11 % each were 
in the areas of air pollution and cancer. These five specialty areas ac
counted for 80% of the total. 

Trends in the major specific areas of training were similar. During 
the period 1966-67 through 1971-72, the numbers of Ph.D. degrees 
awarded increased markedly. Subsequent to 1971-1972 the number of 
Ph.D.'s awarded in these areas has not increased or has declined 
(Figures 16-2, 16-3, 16-5, 16-6). Ph. D. completions in radiation protec
tion have not changed significantly over the past ten years (Figure 16-4). 

With respect to initial job placement, the data show that, for the last 
two years, an average of about 65% of all doctoral graduates have ac
cepted research positions or continued on for additional research train
ing. As was expected, the percentage was high (>80%) for specialty 
areas such as toxicology, environmental physiology, occupational 
health, ergonomics, and accidental injury. For air pollution, it was 
about 70%; for water pollution and radiation protection it was about 
50%. Less than 10% of all the doctoral graduates accepted employment 
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outside the field of environmental health. As in the case of M.S. 
trainees, this high rate of commitment attests to the strong demand for 
graduates. 

3. Trainees Completing Post-doctoral Programs 
The number of people completing post-doctoral training ( 67) in academic 

year 1974-75 was almost double the number (37) completing such training 
in 196~-~~- _ Year-by-year data show that the annual number of people 
completing such training was fairly steady for the five year period 1966-
67 to 1970-71, then increased sharply in 1971-72, and failed to increase 
significantly in the subsequent period 1971-72 through 197 4-75. Of those 
completing post-doctoral training during the period 1966-67 through 
1975-76, 37% were in cancer, 19% were in toxicology, and 12% were in 
epidemiology. These three programs accounted for 66% of the total 
number of people completing such training. Less than 10% were in air 
pollution, water pollution, radiation protection, ergonomics, and solid 
wastes. 

With respect to initial job placement, the data show that, for the last 
two years (1973-74 and 1974-75), an average of about 75% of all people 
completing post-doctoral training accepted research positions. Less 
than 15% of those completing post-doctoral training accepted positions 
outside the field of environmental health. 

4. Synopsis of Training Output by Training Area 
Air pollution training programs accounted for the second largest 

M.S. output in 1975-76 (74) and fifth largest Ph.D. output. The ratio of 
Ph.D. to M.S. output was roughly double that for water programs. The 
number of people participating in post-doctoral training was small. 
M.S. graduates increased almost four-fold between 1966-67 and 1975-76 
and doctoral output doubled (Figure 16-2). 

Water programs accounted for the greatest number of M.S. and 
Ph.D. students produced among all programs, although the ratio of 
Ph.D. to M.S. output was lower than that found for other specialties 
such as toxicology, radiation protection, and cancer research. Graduate 
output was primarily at the M.S. level. The temporal pattern of output 
at the M.S. level has been typical of the total for all training areas, 
rising rapidly from 1966-67 to 1971-72 and then remaining relatively 
constant until 1975 which showed a decrease. Ph.D. graduates in
creased steadily from 16 in 1967-68 to a peak of 49 in 197 4-75 and de
creased to 37 in 1975-76. The number of people participating in post
doctoral training in water programs was negligible (Figure 16-3). 

The temporal pattern of training in radiation protection differed sig
nificantly from that in other major training areas. Output of M.S. level 
students has decreased from 44 to 24 M.S. students since 1966-67. 
Ph.D. level output has remained relatively constant during this time 
and, accordingly, the ratio of Ph.D. to M.S. and graduates has in
creased twofold and is now close to unity (Figure 16-4). 
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Toxicology training was primarily at the Ph.D. and post-doctoral 
levels, both categories exceeding M.S. level graduates. Output of 
Ph.D.'s increased from 1966-67 to 1970-71 and has since remained con
stant. The number of people in post-doctoral training, on the other 
hand, has increased steadily since 1969-70 (Figure 16-5,). 

Cancer training was primarily at the post-doctoral level with output 
averaging about 30/year during 1973-76 and 15/year in 1966-68. Ph.D. 
graduates increased from 12 in 1966-67 to 17 in 1975-76. The number of 
M.S. level graduates was smaller than doctoral graduates. The output 
was about 2/year during the period from 1966-67 to 1970-71, then 
climbed steadily to 11/year in 1974-75 (Figure 16-6). 

Epidemiology training was primarily at the post doctoral level. Out
put was small and varied between 3 and 10 during the period from 
1966-67 to 1974-75. Output in 1975-76 increased to 20. 

Occupational health training includes industrial hygiene and indus
trial medicine, subspecialties whose training patterns differ quite sig
nificantly. At the M.S. level, occupational health graduates were the 
third largest category and consisted primarily of industrial hygiene 
trainees. There were 24 graduates in 1966-67 and 51 in 1975-76, but out
put has been roughly constant since 1971-72. Ph.D. output has been 
variable (5 in 1966-67) with no discernible trends. Post-doctoral train
ing includes the recruitment of physicians to the specialty of occupa
tional medicine. 

Multidisciplinary programs train in several of the identified environ
mental health areas but could not be identified specifically with a 
single program area. This is not a significant category even at the M.S. 
level, with only 35 degrees awarded in 1975-76. The number of doctoral 
graduates is much lower, averaging 4 to 5 per year since 1972-73. 

Graduates of programs in ergonomics, pesticides, food, accidental 
injury, solid wastes, and those identified as "other" accounted for the 
remaining total. 

5. Training Staff and Support for Research and Research Training in 
1966-67, 1971-72, and 1975-76. 
Data were requested concerning the number of academic and 

research staff in the academic years 1966-67, 1971-21, and 1975-76. This 
represents the same three periods covered in those sections of the ques
tionnaire dealing with characteristics of the graduating trainees in the 
same institutions. Similarly, data were requested concerning levels and 
sources of research and training funds in those same three academic 
years. 

For all the programs, staff size increased steadily, from 503 in 1966-
67 to 810 in 1971-72 and 1,099 in 1975-76 (Figure 16-7). Distribution 
among the three professional ranks (professor, associate professor, assis
tant professor) did not change markedly with time. Relative numbers 
of staff in the three ranks were similar. The relative number of research 
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staff, however, increased somewhat in relation to the total. 
The growth in training staff over the past ten years did not keep pace 

with the increase in research grant and contract dollars awarded. Dur
ing this period, training staff size doubled while research support 
almost tripled (Figure 16-7). The source of this research support was 
widely distributed, mainly among Federal agencies. Initially, in 1966-
67, almost 80 percent of the research support was provided by the 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. By contrast, in 1971-
72 HEW contributed only 54 percent, and in 1975-76 HEW contributed 
only 50 percent. The other 50 percent reflects the growing reliance of 
newer Federal agencies, e.g., the Atomic Energy Commission-Energy 
Research and Development Administaion (AECERDA) and the En
vironmental Protection Agency (EPA), on universities for fullfillment 
of national needs in environmental health research. It is also of interest 
to note that industry is turning more to university laboratories for ful
lfillment of research needs. Industry's contribution to the research sup
port in training institutions was only about five percent of the total in 
1966-67 and six percent in 1971-72. In 1975-76 its share of total support 
was 10 percent. To some extent this increased share probably reflects 
the shortage of trained manpower available to industry for in-house 
research. 

During the first half of this period of rapid growth in training staff 
and in their research support (1966-67 to 1971-72), there occurred a 
corresponding growth in training support (Figure 16-7). By contrast, 
during the period 1971-72 to 1975-76, training support showed no sig
nificant growth while both numbers of staff and their research support 
continued to grow at a rapid rate. Actually, the lack of dollar growth 
translates to a decrease in real dollars expended since inflationary 
erosions were substantial during the period 1971-72 to 1975-76. During 
this period of stagnation in training support, the number of students 
completing training grew only at the very modest rate of 1.1 percent 
annually. The relationship between levels of total training support and 
numbers of students completing training is displayed graphically in 
Figures 16-1 through 16-6. The Federal portion of total support for 
training had actually declined during this period. Much of this decline 
was due to a 50% cutback in EPA training grant funds. The increase 
in university sources of training funds between 1971-72 and 1975-76 was 
essentially equivalent to the decrease in funds from EPA (Figure 16-7). 

In view of these cutbacks it is not surprising that the program direc
tors surveyed considered the lack of training support to be the most 
serious limitation in the overall development of their environmental 
health programs. The 157 program directors indicated that between 
1972 and 1976 their total share of research grants and contracts had 
increased at an annual rate of 12.8 percent, while their research training 
support had grown precisely at the same rate as student output (1.1 
percent annually). 
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III. Demand for Environmental Health Research Scientists 

The Subtask Force found it difficult to predict the demand for re

search personnel in environmental health. However, in addition to the 

growth in research dollars awarded to training institutions, other indi

cators cited below point to a strong current demand for major cate

gories of environmental health scientists. More importantly, the strong 

current demand will in all likelihood increase substantially. Major 
legislation mandating more rigorous environmental control is only be

ginning to bring pressure to bear on the scientific community to provide 

the large amount of knowledge necessary for implementation of these 

national mandates. Thus, the Toxic Substances Control Act (Public 

Law 94-469, 1976) and the Occupational Safety and Health Act (Public 

Law 91-596, 1970) require that the toxicity and hazard of all chemicals 

to which man is significantly exposed be characterized to whatever 

degree is necessary for application of meaningful controls. Even for 

most substances already existing in the environment, toxicity and 
hazard are inadequately understood. The magnitude of future demand 

for knowlege of biologic effects of environmental stresses will clearly be 

substantially greater than current demand. Specific data substantiat
ing the strong demand for research personnel in the environmental 

health sciences are provided in subsequent sections of this chapter, 

notably in Section IV, A, Toxicology. 
In order to ensure that an adequate number of qualified personnel 

is available to carry on the future research effort in environmental 

health, an investment in training is required. The Federal government, 

which has sponsored much of the research in this area and is also re

sponsible for implementing increasingly stringent regulatory require
ments, must also assume the primary responsibility for providing sup

port for the research training programs. The Federal investment in 

training should, in general, keep pace with the overall research invest

ment if critical shortages of research personnel are to be avoided. 

Recommendation 16-1: The Subtask Force recommends that 
the Federal govemment ensure stability in training support 
from year to year. In order to provide stability in funding of 
training programs, it is further recommended that a specific 
fraction of the total allocation to NIEHS be earmarked for re
search training. 

IV. Training Needs in Selected Areas 

A. Toxicology 

1. Nature of Training 

In the past, there has been a significant cross-over into toxicology 

from related disciplines. Thus, few if any current directors of toxicology 

research and training programs received academic degrees in toxicol
ogy. Most were trained in either pharmacology or biochemistry. Toxi-
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cology as a formal, degree-granting discipline is relatively new. It is, 
therefore, not surprising to find that there is no consensus as to the most 
desirable characteristics of a training program for people in this field. 
This, in some degree, is due to diversity of mission. For example, the 
concerns of forensic toxicologists are quite different from those of other 
toxicologists. Training programs for special categories are rather differ
ent from the more classical programs which deal with the interaction 
between foreign chemicals and mammalian systems. 

For the education of classical mammalian toxicologists, who deal 
with the effects of chemical agents (drug or non-drug), there has been 
general agreement on a single didactic core. This consists first of course 
work in mammalian physiology and biochemistry, roughly equivalent 
to offerings for medical students. Courses dealing with the disposition 
of foreign compounds, including pharmacokinetics and biotransforma
tion, and mechanisms of toxic actions also are essential, including ab
normal organ and cell development (mutagenesis, carcinogenesis, and 
teratogenesis) and general mammalian pathology. Exposure to con
cepts of safety evaluation should permeate the training program. 
Didactic and laboratory training in research methods are required, in
cluding biostatistics and an original thesis. The graduate of such a 
program has broad training which equips him/her admirably for the 
task of designing and conducting research protocols for the safety eval
uation of compounds of poorly-known or unknown toxicologic charac
teristics. The demand for people with this knowledge is great, particu
larly in industries which are geared to product development; e.g., the 
chemical industry and the manufacturers and developers of new con
sumer products. Many new chemical compounds present special prob
lems which can only be resolved by innovative experimental study. In 
effect, the safety evaluation of such chemicals demands research pro
jects, not predetermined routine activities which can be assigned to 
competent technicians. 

It should be emphasized that toxicologists frequently fulfill more 
specialized roles. For example, many educational programs such as 
those described above include, within the limits of either the degree or 
post-doctoral programs, opportunities for in-depth concentration in 
areas of specialization; e.g., inhalation toxicology or behavioral toxicol
ogy. There is a great need for research in these specialized areas, lead
ing ultimately to the development of new, more precise and reliable 
methods of evaluating the potential effects of chemicals on man. 

2. Supply and Demand 
In assessing the current situation in regard to supply and demand, 

the element of quality must be borne in mind. For example, data from 
the placement bureau of the Society of Toxicology (Annual Report, 
1976) indicate there are more applicants for openings in toxicology than 
there are unfilled positions (Table 16-1). But there are probably far 
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fewer qualified applicants than there are available positions, as indi
cated by the low rate of hiring success. Similarly, it is the usual experi
ence of directors of doctoral training programs in toxicology that the 
number of requests for toxicologists will increase. New forces are 
creating new demands, such as the rising number of litigations against 
manufacturers. The source of demand has mainly been industry (Table 
16-2). Academic demand has been smaller but substantial. Demands in 
government and private contracting laboratories have also been sub
stantial. 

In certain isolated sub-disciplines of toxicology the disparity between 
supply and demand is even more acute. Thus, inhalation toxicologists 
are virtually unobtainable. One professional placement service recently 
listed 100 openings for inhalation toxicologists, with no applicants 
(Harrow, 1976). Similarly, opportunity for specialized education in 
behavioral toxicology is at present woefully inadequate. The small 
corps of behavioral toxicologists has, by and large, moved only recently 
into toxicology from peripheral disciplines; e.g., experimental psychol
ogy and psychopharmacology. 

Recommendation 16-2: Efforts should be made to modify exist
ing educational programs to add more specialty training 
options in critical areas of need such as inhalation toxicology 
and behavioral toxicology. 
Recommendation 16-3: Opportunities to attract personnel into 
toxicology from other disciplines should be encouraged. In that 
regard, post-doctoral fellowships should be provided. For this 
purpose, graduates from other scientific disciplines should be 
recruited. Such recruits would be particularly valuable for sol
ution of basic in-depth research problems. 

Table 16-1 

Annual Report of Placement Bureau, 
Society of Toxicology* 

Status 1972 
No. applicants 82 
No. employer positions 40 
No. contacts resulting 

in hiring 7 

• Annual reporting date is March 1. 
**No ciata available. 

1973 
121 
31 

12 
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1974 
163 
38 

17 

1975 1976 
- •• 117 

•• 64 

•• 17 



B. Pathology 

Table 16-2 

Distribution of Sources of Current Job 
Opportunities Listed with Placement Bureau, 

Society of Toxicology 

Industry 
Academic 
U.S. and Canadian Government 
Contract Laboratories 

52 
4 

16 
16 

The availability of pathologists for environmental health research 
programs is severely limited by demands from other quarters. The 
demand is particularly heavy in private and governmental toxicology 
laboratories. The supply consists almost exclusively of physicians and 
veterinarians with 2-5 years of additional specialty training in patho
logy. Most of the physician pathologists are attracted to service in 
hospitals at very lucrative salaries. The needs of toxicology laboratories 
are, therefore, mainly satisfied by veterinarians with specialty training. 
But the supply of veterinary pathologists also is inadequate. Files of the 
American College of Veterinary Pathologists indicate that there are 
approximately ten vacancies for every available pathologist. This is 
clearly an area which requires urgent attention. Ironically, as the need 
continues to grow, Federal support for training programs for veterinary 
pathologists has declined to practically nothing. 

Some relief seems possible in the form of educational programs which 
do not require prior training in veterinary or human medicine. As an 
example, the National Center for Toxicological Research has instituted 
an intensive two-year training program for para-pathologists based on 
a general college background at the baccalaureate level. Graduates of 
such a program would likely perform important service functions which 
could release pathologists for more research-oriented investigations of 
environmental health problems. 

There also are a few doctoral programs in departments of pathology 
for which a medical degree is not a prerequisite. The effectiveness of 
such alternative programs has not yet been fully evaluated. At best, it 
seems likely that graduates from such programs will not totally sup
plant the need for pathologists who have the more complete grasp of 
biomedical problems as provided by a background in medicine or 
veterinary medicine. 

Recommendation 16-4: Increased Federal financial support 
should be provided for educational programs in pathology, 
including those which do not necessarily require a medical or 
veterinary degree for entry. 

C. Occupational Health 
1. Introduction 

Like other components of environmental health, occupational health 
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is a broad field involving many disciplines. Also like other aspects of 
environmental health, educational needs in this specialty area are 
increasing in response to Federal legislation. 

2. Supply and Demand 
With the implementation of Federal occupational health legislation, 

extensive efforts have been made to project manpower needs in this 
field over the next several years. The estimated numbers are large, but 
not directly relevant to research or research training needs since the 
focus has been on identification, measurement, and control of occupa
tional hazards. There is a similar urgent need for highly skilled man
power to develop new methods of surveillance and control, to educate 
specialists in occupational health, and to exploit important opportuni
ties for epidemiologic research in occupational settings. 

The supply of physicians, engineers, chemists, and others to fill aca
demic and research positions in occupational health is poorly quanti
fied. Shortly after World War II a specialty board for occupational 
medicine was set up as a component of the American Board of Preven
tive Medicine, and in the early 1960's there were eight academic insti
tutions offering approved educational programs in occupational 
medicine. Both trainees and institutions were supported by the Depart
ment of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW), and trainees also were 
supported by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). However, the 
volume of training was never large, the support by AEC and HEW was 
terminated or reduced, and by 1972 most of the academic programs had 
been abandoned. 

Within the past year the downward trend shows signs of being 
reversed. Interest in occupational health among medical students 
seems to be increasing, and recent health manpower legislation (Public 
Law 94-484, 1976) includes authorization and funding for establishing 
and expanding centers for training in occupational health, including 
both physicians and industrial hygienists. This new authorization for 
funding of training should aid in meeting the need for practitioners in 
the field of occupational health. Although the intent of the Act is not 
directed toward filling research training needs, research training is not 
excluded. To some extent, depending upon funding levels and Federal 
policy, this authorization could aid in alleviating the shortage of 
research manpower in occupational health. 

The problems of implementing occupational safety and health pro
grams make it evident that specialists other than physicians, nurses, 
and industrial hygienists are needed in occupational health. The policy 
implications of research in this field are often extremely important; for 
this reason, economists, behavioral scientists, and others from the so
cial and administrative sciences must be attracted to work in this area. 

3. Characteristics of a Graduate Program in Occupational Health 

Students entering graduate programs in Occupational Health come 
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from a variety of fields, including medicine, engineering, chemistry, 
biology, and other natural or social sciences. Programs differ according 
to the output intended (industrial hygienists, occupational physicians, 
etc.). Only a fraction of the graduates will elect or be qualified for a 
research career, the remainder entering the practice of the specialty. 

Since occupational health is a field of preventive medicine and public 
health, students without prior qualification must take at least intro
ductory courses in quantitative methods (biostatistics, environmental 
assessment, epidemiology, etc.), environmental health (including toxi
cology, radiobiology, etc.), and policy and management. Specialty 
training will vary substantially with different specialty tracks within 
occupational health, and the mix of courses will vary from institution 
to institution. 

The primary characteristics of all of these training programs are their 
interdisciplinary nature and the need for strength in the core area. This 
will usually involve close cooperation among several units of a univer
sity, for ·example, medicine, public health, engineering, government, 
business, and arts and sciences. 

Practitioners of industrial hygiene and occupational medicine are 
not trained for research, but they should, in the course of their training, 
be instilled with an understanding of the principles of research metho
dology. The practitioners are in a unique position to make observations 
and gather data which may ultimately form the basis for the develop
ment of research of great significance. Furthermore, these practitioners 
sometimes play a vital role in the gathering of data requested by re
search teams. In light of the needs for practitioners in occupational 
health as mandated by the OSHA Act (Public Law 91-596, 1970), it is 
clear that training in this area needs to be expanded. Some of these 
trainees will be needed to increase research capabilities in occupational 
health. 

Recommendation 16-5: Increased Federal financial support 
should be provided for research training in occupational medi
cine and industrial hygiene. Although quantitatively the needs 
for specialties in these subject areas are small, a few highly 
skilled graduates of such programs are essential to provide 
leadership for research and education programs in these fields. 

D. Epidemiology 

1. Supply and Demand 
In recent years several groups and panels have attempted to estimate 

manpower needs in epidemiology - both in regard to categorical dis
ease areas, such as cancer or cardiovascular disease, and overall. The 
most comprehensive of these attempts was a Workshop on Matching 
Needs and Resources in Epidemiology and Biometry, sponsored by 
several units of NIH and held in Los Angeles in April, 1975. While the 
report of this Workshop is not yet available, several working documents 
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which were prepared for it have been drawn upon for this discussion. 
In spite of these efforts, no firm estimates are available of either the 

need or the demand ("expressed need") for epidemiologists. Neverthe
less, opinion was unanimous among the Subtask Force members that 
both need and demand far exceed the availability of qualified personnel. 
There is little question that the gap will widen in the next 5-10 years 
as new legislation increases the need for epidemiologists. In the context 
of environmental health, the Occupational Safety and Health Act and 
the Toxic Substances Control Act will lead to further increased demand 
for epidemiologic investigation both by government agencies and by 
private industry. Large corporations are beginning to hire epidemio
logists for their own research programs; this trend can be expected to 
continue. Moreover, environmental health will have to compete with 
other areas in which epidemiologists will be required in increasing 
numbers; notable examples are health care research, large-scale inter
vention studies, and community demonstration projects in cardiovas
cular disease and cancer. 

2. Nature of Training and Analysis of Major Problems 

In the last five years there has been a substantial change in the kinds 
of persons being educated for epidemiologic research. The academic 
background of epidemiologists has traditionally been that of the physi
cian, with occasional recruits from veterinary or dental medicine. Ex
pansion of the base from which trainees are recruited stems in part from 
the recognition that physicians will never be able to fill the demand. A 
recent survey of Schools of Public Health, where most formal training 
in epidemiology takes place, indicated that 75% of the persons in train
ing were not physicians. 

Recommendation 16-6: Graduate education in epidemiology 
should continue to be an area of emphasis for NIEHS. Federal 
support should be provided to both individuals and institutions 
for programs at the masters, doctoral, and post-doctoral levels. 

E. Physical Sciences and Engineering in Environmental Health 

1. Introduction 

Through Federal agencies such as the National Institute of Environ
mental Health Sciences and the National Science Foundation, atten
tion has been directed in past years to educational needs applicable 
to research on the biologic effects of various environmental contami
nants. Attention has also been directed to the development of standards 
for permissible concentrations of selected contaminants within the 
environment or their intake by the general population. Implementation 
of these findings and recommendations, as well as the maintenance 
of an alerting system for additional problem areas, requires the con
tinual development and improvement of measures for accurately asses
sing the levels of contaminants within the environment and for apply-
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ing appropriate techniques for control, where warranted. These research 
tasks are largely performed by professional people with backgrounds in 
the physical sciences. They include specialists in the fields of air pollu
tion, water pollution, and radiation protection, as well as industrial 
hygienists and environmental engineers. 
2. Nature of Training 

For maximum effectiveness, it is important that people responsible 
for research in these areas have an understanding of sampling and 
analytic methodology and of the basic mechanisms by which contami
nants affect biologic systems. For this reason, all such people require 
a basic background in public health and research planning and design, 
supplemented by in-depth technical education in their chosen special
ty area. Because of their interaction with personnel responsible for 
regulation and control, it is also often important that they ha1.1e- fl.n 
understanding of risk/benefit analysis, economics, and environmental 
law and public policy. 

Most educational programs directed toward research training in 
these fields lead to a doctoral degree and are conducted within schools 
of public health or environmental health centers located at major un
iversities. Students entering such programs come with backgrounds at 
both the bachelor and master degree levels in specialty areas such as 
chemical, civil, and electrical engineering, mathematics, physics, and 
chemistry. The time required for completion of an educational program 
in this area is generally three or more years beyond the bachlor 
degree. 

Since research in these aspects of environmental health requires a 
multitude of professional competencies, research training is best ac
complished in a university setting where major activities in environ
mental research and education have been well established. Primary 
attention would be directed to doctoral candidates and those who have 
completed their doctoral training, with incoming students being re
cruited from among the several professional disciplines cited above. 
The "mix" of students needed will depend upon the specific research 
problem being addressed. However, people with backgrounds in fields 
such as chemical and civil engineering, chemistry, physics, and meteor
ology would undoubtedly play a major role in any such program. 
3. Supply and Demand 

Major employers of physical science personnel educated in the field 
of environmental health research include governmental agencies, col
leges and universities, and consulting firms. With the increasing em
phasis on evaluations of the environmental and public health impact 
of various energy usages, the growing public awareness of the hazards 
of low level toxic contaminants within the environment, and the recent 
Federal legislation requiring more stringent evaluations and controls 
of toxic agents within industry, it is anticipated that the demand for 
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personnel qualified to conduct research in these areas will increase. 
Recent experience shows that research positions for such people are 

going unfilled within the national laboratories and the universities, as 
well as within Federal agencies such as the Energy Research and 
Development Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency, 
and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. At the same time, however, 
the growth in the employment within colleges and universities of 
physical science personnel educated in the field of environmental 
research over the past decade has been very modest. This latter situa
tion is undoubtedly a reflection primarily of the extremely limited 
amount of funds being directed into these aspects of environmental 
health research by various Federal agencies. 

Although admittedly fragmentary, some data (Kramkowski and 
Lanier, 1975) are available on the demand for research personnel in 
several specific categories within these subject areas. Of 98 vacancies 
listed by employers at the 1975 annual meeting of the American Indus
trial Hygiene Conference, 15 were clearly directed to people qualified 
in the research area. Of these, eight were from industry, one from a 
Federal government agency, and six from universities. Projections 
reported (Moeller and Eliassen, 1976) for radiation protection special
ists show a demand for approximately 100 additional personnel within 
universities and colleges over the next five years. A similar demand has 
been estimated for the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. In both 
of these cases, a major portion of these people will be engaged in re
search activities. Although specific data are lac.Icing for other physical 
sciences research areas, the demand is undoubtedly comparable. 

4. Analysis of Major Problems 

A major challenge in the field of environmental health is the develop
ment of instruments capable of sampling and analyzing new contami
nants at ever-increasing sensitivity levels. Of particular importance is 
the need to perfect small, light weight, self-sufficient equipment which 
can be used on a portable basis for personal sampling. In many cases, 
requirements dictate continuous readout in the field; in other cases, 
samples can be collected and returned to the laboratory for analyses. 

Research in sampling methodology requires people who have knowl
edge of the movement of contaminants through various environmental 
pathways, with special emphasis on the determination of "critical" 
pathways and "critical" receptor groups. Toxicologists, meteorologists, 
and statisticians can help to develop improved methodology on sam
pling locations. Equally important is the necessity for research on facility 
siting so that environmental pollution sources can be designed and 
located so as to minimize their potential impact upon both the environ
ment and neighboring population groups. This type of effort requires 
the interdisciplinary talents of hydrologists, seismologists, geologists, 
meteorologists, systems analysts, economists, management specialists, 
and engineers. In the past when responsibility for graduate environ-
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mental research education in the physical sciences and engineering 
was under the jurisdiction of the U. S. Department of Health, Educa
tion and Welfare, a reasonable level of financial support was provided. 
Following the creation of the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
the responsibility for such programs became clouded, and at the pres
ent time graduate programs in these fields are receiving essentially no 
Federal training support. 

Recommendation 16-7: The Task Force urges that responsibili
ty for environmental health research training in the physical 
sciences and engineering be provided a focus within the 
Federal establishment, e.g., NIEHS, and that a coordinated 
program of grant support for environmental health research 
training be developed and implemented with the support of all 
interested agencies. To the extent practical, consideration 
would be given to the support of a few multidisciplinary centers 
as opposed to a multitude of diverse fragmented programs. 

F. Post-doctoral Training in Environmental Health Research 

Numerous references have been made in this chapter to the frequen
cy of lateral entry into the field of environmental health. This approach 
has not only been extremely important historically but also offers the 
best opportunity for a rapid increase of trained research manpower 
when a need is recognized. 

Standard post-doctoral fellowships serve reasonably well for persons 
entering environmental health immediately or shortly after completion 
of doctoral training in a given professional discipline. Standard 
stipends are inadequate, however, for persons well-launched in a career 
who become "turned on" to the importance of environmental health 
and need additional education to become qualified for environmental 
health research. It is especially important to have a mechanism for 
supporting the lateral entry of this group into environmental health. 

Recommendation 16-8: There is a special need within environ
mental health for the lateral entry of mid-career personnel 
qualified in the physical and biologic sciences. Federal 
agencies with responsibilities in this field should establish 
special fellowship programs which will provide adequate fi
nancial support to people desiring the necessary training to 
make such transfers. This, in essence, would require that 
current post-doctoral fellowship stipends be made flexible 
enough to attract mid-career professionals. 
For somewhat similar reasons, Research Center Development Awards 

are particularly valuable for young persons entering academic careers 
in environmental health. Such a career involves establishing a research 
base in a field that is often not well-recognized in traditional academic 
departments. Career Development Awards specifically directed to the 
field of environmental health would not only assist individuals but 
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would also help to establish environmental health interests in depart
ments which might otherwise be lacking in such interests. 

Recommendation 16-9: A Research Center Development 
Awards Program identified with environmental health should 
be strongly promoted by the National Institute of Environ
mental Health Sciences. 

V. Guidelines for the Future 

Demands for professional personnel in the field of environmental 
health are heavily influenced by Federal legislation. Control programs, 
such as those required by the Clean Air Act, the Water Pollution Con
trol Act, and the Occupational Safety and Health Act, for example, 
have caused a tremendous increase in the need for practitioners such as 
pollution control specialists and industrial hygienists. Such regulatory 
programs, however, have often been implemented without an adequate 
fund of knowledge derived from appropriate research. Since faculty and 
facilities needed to provide personnel necessary to generate such knowl
edge cannot be developed rapidly, a few key research training centers 
must be supported on a long-term continuous basis without concern for 
short-term fluctuations in training demand. 

Although in past years much of the funding for graduate environ
mental health research training has been on a categorical basis, the 
Subtask Force believes that the main (but not exclusive) support 
should be directed to multidisciplinary environmental health research 
training activities in a limited number of highly qualified graduate level 
programs. Graduates (principally at the doctoral level) from such pro
grams can provide the basic supply of new personnel to enter the field, 
both for the replacement of retirees and for modest annual growth. In 
those cases where Congressional actions cause sudden increases in the 
need for research specialists in specific environmental health areas, 
the need can probably be most easily handled through training doctoral 
recipients from related scientific disciplines. It is very likely that the 
lateral movement of well-trained basic science specialists could most 
efficiently be accomplished in multidisciplinary environmental health 
centers. The impact of added numbers of such people to ongoing gradu
ate environmental health research training programs from time to time 
should not be disruptive, and the Subtask Force believes this is often 
the best approach for meeting urgent needs in specialized areas. 

To assure that Federal agencies give proper attention to educational 
needs in environmental health, the Subtask Force suggests that 
Congress consider the incorporation of suitable wording on this subject 
into the basic legislation supporting all agencies having responsibilities 
in this field. An excellent example is the legislation (Public Law 93-
438, 1974) which established the Energy Research and Development 
Administration. This law, as written, provides specific· authority to 
the Administration to help "assure an adequate supply of manpower 
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for the accomplishment of energy research and development programs, 
by sponsoring and assisting in education and training activities in 
institutions of higher education, vocational schools, and other institu: 
tions, and by assuring the collection, analysis, and dissemination of 
necessary manpower supply and demand data." 

In reference to the collection of manpower data in the environmental 
health sciences, the Subtask Force suggests that a single agency be 
designated for this responsibility. The program should be maintained 
on a continuing basis. The nature of the data to be collected should be 
determined in consultation with experienced educators and employers 
in the various major disciplines discussed in this chapter. 

VI. Summary 

All available indices point to a current and future general shortage 
of environmental health research professionals. Much of this seems to 
be directly or indirectly attributable to Federal legislation and policy. 
The regulatory agencies have become the major users of information on 
safety and health effects of environmental agents. Regulatory decision
making is handicapped by lack of adequate biomedical information. 
Although Federal expenditures on research in environmental health 
have grown substantially in recent years, expenditures for research 
training have not kept pace. This discrepancy threatens to compromise 
seriously the quality of the associated research effort because it neces
sitates the recruitment of inadequately trained personnel. 

Although the economics of supply and demand would generally mean 
that shortages of personnel would lead to voluntary increases in stu
dent enrollment, this has not occurred to any significant extent in sub
ject areas related to environmental health research. In fact, the number 
of people completing training in most of these areas has not increased 
during the past five years. This problem is compounded by the fact 
that program graduates in some specific areas, e.g., occupational medi
cine and pathology, find more lucrative opportunities outside the field 
of environmental health research. In most cases, financial support of 
programs seems to be the major factor limiting program development. 

Although the solution of environmental health problems necessitates 
the application of many specific disciplines, the educational require
ments for some of these disciplines can be provided only by facilities 
staffed with personnel engaged in environmental health research. Some 
of these specialties have been singled out for detailed discussion in this 
chapter. They include toxicology, occupational health, epidemiology, 
and certain specialties in the physical sciences and engineering. Path
ology is included for discussion although applications of this discipline, 
other than in environmental health, are extensive. Its inclusion was 
considered important because this discipline plays a crucial role in 
the solution of many environmental health research problems. 

Because of the interdisciplinary nature of environmental health 
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research, training should be concentrated in centers embracing all the 
major components of environmental health research activity. Special
ists trained in medicine and in the basic sciences who wish to move 
laterally into the field of environmental health would most efficiently 
accomplish such a move by participating in a program at such an insti
tution. 
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Our purpose in appearing here today is to present needs for special
ized manpower training in an area that is not addressed in the National 
Research Council's 1976 Report, "Personnel Needs and Training for 
Biomedical and Behavioral Research." The background of our state
ment is the activity of a Task Force mandated by the Congress to pro
ject research needs and research manpower needs in the field of Envi
ronmental Health Sciences. The Task Force has been active over the 
past year and will present its report to the Congress in January, 1977. 

One part of the Task Force activity was a survey of training output 
in the several areas of environmental health by academic institutions 
in the U. S. Analysis of these data is not complete, but tentative find
ings are a principal basis of this statement. 

One point should be stressed immediately: generally speaking, the 
Academy report deals in broad categories of biomedical and behavioral 
sciences - and in correspondingly large numbers. The specialized 
categories we are concerned about, such as environmental toxicology 
and environmental epidemiology, are not specifically mentioned in the 
Academy report. Yet these kinds of specialists in biomedical science 
are critically needed in research on the role of environmental factors in 
health, and these specialists are in very short supply. Even so, we are 
talking about hundreds, not thousands of people. 

This is not an appropriate time or place to describe the Task Force 
report, but it would be useful to describe the main thrust. The orienta
tion of environmental health is to the prevention of disease, disability, 
and premature death. Identification of the role of environmental factors 
makes possible their control or eli_mination - through control of the 
general environment - air, water, food - or special environments such 
as the work place. 

Chronic non-communicable diseases are the main focus of environ
mental health concern. Most forms of cancer are now widely recognized 
to be largely environmentally induced. Environmental factors are 
important but less well established for cardiovascular, respiratory, 
renal, and other organ system diseases. The magnitude of environ
mental factors in birth defects and genetics is not well-defined but of 
much concern. 

Prevention-oriented research on these important problems involves 
different kinds of expertise than the usual kinds of biomedical and 
behavioral research. Most critical are the special skills of environmental 
toxicology, environmental biology, and non-infectious disease epi
demiology. 

Public concern about environmental health problems has increased 
markedly in the past decade. This is evidenced in part by landmark 
legislation - the Occupational Safety and Health Act, other worker 
health protection legislation, amenpments to air, water and food pro
tection legislation, and most recently, the Toxic Substances Control 
Act. The creation of the Environmental Protection Agency and the 
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Council on Environmental Quality are other examples of expressed 
public concern about the environment. 

The effects of new legislation and other factors on the demand for 
practitioners can sometimes be projected, based on reasonable as
sumptions; for example, knowing how many health physicists are 
needed for a given nuclear power plant, one can project the number 
needed for any number of nuclear plants being planned. This cannot 
be done for research manpower. We know that implementation of the 
Toxic Substances Control Act will create a substantial demand for 
research toxicologists, but we can only guess how many. 

Our current study makes several relevant points: environmental 
health research has increased substantially in the past 10 years. While 
we have reason to believe the level of research is still very inadequate, it 
has increased about 3-fold since 1967. Further, the level of research 
funding is expected to increase substantially in the future; e.g. the 
NIEHS FY 77 budget includes $7 million in new funds for research. The 
level of research training to universities has not kept pace, reaching a 
plateau around 1970-1971 and falling since. 

The output of research scientists from training institutions has 
reflected the vagaries of Federal funding in the several areas of environ
mental health, though it is also clear that market forces sustain a 
limited output in the absence of Federal support. Lack of training sup
port was identified as the major limitation on training output by 52 
percent of toxicology program directors in our survey. This is not sur
prising; NIEHS-supported predoctoral trainees declined from 375 in 
1971 to 110 in 1976. 

Several findings suggest that the demand for environmental health 
scientists is not being matched by the supply. First is the evidence of 
career commitment - more than 94 percent of the graduates of en
vironmental health programs in the past 10 years have accepted posi
tions in the field. 

Second, placement services show that only 20 percent to 40 percent 
of the openings for environmental toxicologists can be filled. It is even 
worse in some subspecialties - in inhalation toxicology for example, 
there are estimated to be 100 current unfilled openings and no current 
graduates. 

Third, numerous committees and workshops in the past decade have 
called attention to the shortage of epidemiologists oriented to the study 
and control of chronic diseases. Components of this demand are control 
programs (for cancer, heart disease, and other diseases) supported by 
the National Institutes of Health, research by the regulatory agencies 
on air pollution, food toxicants, etc., and efforts by industry to meet 
OSHA standards. 

Although we have identified toxicology and epidemiology as critical 
shortage areas, there are other areas where additional research person
nel are needed to work in environmental health sciences. 
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We also recognize that the basic medical sciences make fundamental 
contributions to toxicology and environmental health and that medical 
scientists are ideal recruits for postdoctoral training in environmental 
health sciences. 

Recommendations: Because of our convictions based on evi
dence presented above, we recommend: 
a. that the number of predoctoral trainees in environmental 

health sciences be restored to the level of 1971-72 (approx
imately 300 annually) by 1979, with additional increases to 
400 annually by 1982. It is suggested that some 50 percent of 
this increase be allocated to toxicology; 

b. that the number of postdoctoral trainees in environmental 
health sciences be increased by 75 to 100 per year in each of 
the next three years. It is suggested that 50 percent to 60 
percent of this increase be allocated to the combined areas 
of toxicology and non-infectious disease epidemiology. It is 
assumed that postdoctoral trainees will come largely from 
other disciplines (mostly biomedical and other natural 
sciences). In order to attract able people from other dis
ciplines at later stages in their careers, it is recommended 
that the postdoctoral period of recruitment be extended 
from five years post-degree to 15 years post-degree and that 
stipend levels be adjusted accordingly, up to a maximum of 
$25,000. This recommendation is consistent with provisions 
of the National Research Act of 1974 (PL 93-348). 
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Fishbein, Lawrence 
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Horvath, Steven M. 
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Occupational Safety and Health Programs 
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Ozonization 
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Metals and Metalloids: Mercury, Lead, 
Cadmium, Arsenic and Selenium 
Industrial Processes and Chemicals: 
Plastics, Textiles, Dyes, Paper-Pulp, 
Phthlates Esters, Polychlorinated Bi
phenyls and Related Derivatives 
Classification, Sources and Toxicity of 
Water Pollutants: General Considerations 
Environmental Health Research Needs for 
the Hospital Environment 
Environmental Health Research Needs 
An Adaptive Research Program for 
Traumatic Injury Prevention 

Environmental Factors of Importance to 
Human Health 
Physiological Responses to Cold 
Females and Hot Environments 
Hypothermia in the Aged 
Research Needs for Establishing an 
Environmental Microwave Radiation 
Safety Standard 
Background Information on High-Voltage 
Fields 
Ionizing Radiation 

*Copies of the Background Documents are available from the National Technical In
formation Service, U. S. Department of Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, 
VA 22161. A reference copy of each Background Document has also been filed in the 
National Library of Medicine, 8600 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20014. 
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Subtask Force on Transport, Natural Toxicants and Waste Disposal 
6-1 Cannon, Helen L. and Trace Metals in the Environment 

Lakin, H. W. 
6-2 Cannon, Helen L. The Geochemical Environment as Related 

6-3 Freed, Virgil H. 

6-4 Lazar, Emery C. 

to the Distribution of Cancer in Washington 
County, Maryland 
Chemodynamics: Transport and Behavior 
of Chemicals in the Environment -A 
Problem in Environmental Health 
Public Health Implications of Land Disposal 
of Hazardous Wastes 

Subtask Force on Environmental Measurement 
7-1 Rodricks, J. V. Toxicants of Natural Origin in the Food 

Supply 
7-2 Donaldson, W. T. Capabilities and Limitations in Identifying 

and Measuring Aquatic Pollutants 
7-3 Donaldson, W. T. Alternative Methods ofldentifying Or

ganics in Water 
7-4 Fishbein, L. Analytic Methodology for Trace Contami

nants in Water 
Subtask Force on Environmental Forecasting and Technology Anticipation 

8-1 Piver, W. T. A Program of Technology Assessment for 
Environmental Health 

8-2 Burger, Edward J., Jr. Technology Forecasting for Environmental 
Forecasting 

8-3 Friedlander, S. K. Emission Control in an Expanding Indus
try: Trace Methods from Coal Combustion 

8-4 Borg, Donald C. Prospects for More Refined Predictions of 
Health Effects from Energy Systems Based 
on Geographically Disaggregated Data 
Bases 

Subtask Force on Disease and Injury, Biological Mechanisms 
9-1 Gillette, James R. Pharmacokinetics of Foreign Compounds 
9-2 Farber, Emmanuel Molecular and Cellular Basis for Toxic 

Tissue Responses 
9-3 Vesell, Elliott S. Interactions, Host Variation 

Subtask Force on Disease and Injury, Special Problems 
10-1 Clayson, D. B. Carcinogenesis 
13-1 Schuster, C. and Balster, R. Perspectives in Behavioral Toxicology 

Subtask Force of Disease and Injury, Organ Systems Affected 
(including the development of tests) 

14-1 Reynolds, Edward S. 

14-2 
14-3 

14-4 
14-5 

14-6 

Suskind, Raymond R. 
Brain, Joseph D. 

Finn, William F. 
Adkinson, F. N., Jr. 

Benditt, Earl P. 

Environmental Aspects of Injury and Dis
ease: Liver and Bile Ducts 
The Environment and the Skin 
Environmental Factors in the Development 
of Respiratory Disease 
Kidney and Excretory 
Environmental Influences on the Immune 
System and Allergic Reactions 
Diseases of the Cardiovascular System in 
Relation to the Environment 
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14-7 

14-8 

14-9 
14-10 
14-11 

Leventhal, Brigid and 
Miller, Robert W. 
Hertz, Roy 

Paulson, George W. 
Longnecker, Daniel S. 
Schedl, Harold P. 

Hematopoietic System 

Environmental Aspects of Neuroendocrine 
Function 
The Nervous System 
Pancreas 
Effects of Environmental Factors on 
Human Health: Development of Disease 
and Injury in the Alimentary Tract 

Subtask Force on Human Studies, Methods and Resources 

15-1 Knelson, John H. Clinical Environmental Research 
15-2 Heath, Clark W., Jr. Environmental Health Surveillance 
15-3 Weiss, Noel S. The Measurement of Morbidity in the 

United States, 1976 
15-4 Bishop, Yvonne M. Statistical Methods for Hazards and Health 
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APPENDIX B 

BRIEFING SESSION 

Second Task Force for Research 
Planning in Environmental Health Sciences 

University of North Carolina 

June 26, 1976 

ATTENDEES 

Dr. Delbert S. Barth 
Deputy Assistant Administrator for Health and Ecological Effects 
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Waterside Mall Building 
Washington, DC 20640 

Dr. William H. Batchelor 
Acting Research Manpower Officer 
Office of Extramural Research and Training 
National Institutes of Health 
Bethesda, MD 20014 

Dr. Richard Bates 
Deputy Associate Commissioner for Science 

· Food and Drug Administration 
1457 Parklawn Building 
5600 Fishers Lane 
Rockville, MD 20852 

Dr. Mario C. Battigelli 
Professor 
Department of Medicine 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Dr. Harold Belk 
Medical Director 
Western Electric Company 
541 Lichfield Road 
Winston Salem, NC 27104 

Ms. Joanne Bergman 
American Broadcasting Company 
7 West 66th Street 
New York, NY 10023 

Dr. Otto A. Bessey 
4020 Everett Street 
Bethesda, MD 20014 
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Mrs. Nadyne C. Bicknell 
8721 La Sala del Centro, N. E. 
Albuquerque, NM 87111 

Dr. W.W. Burr, Jr. 
Deputy Director, Division of Biomedical and Environmental 

Research 
U. S. Energy Research and Development Administration 
Washington, DC 20545 

Dr. Richard Carrigan 
National Science Foundation 
1800 G Street, NW, Room 1129 
Washington, DC 20550 

Dr. Anshumali Chaudhari 
Pharmacology Branch 
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
P. 0. Box 12233 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

Dr. Rejendra Chhabra 
Pharmacology Branch 
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
P. 0. Box 12233 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

Dr. George Condouris 
Pharmacology Department 
College of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey 
100 Bergen Street 
Newark, NJ 07103 

Mr. Robert Cullen 
Office of Administration Management 
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
P. 0. Box 12233 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

Ms. Phyllis Daly 
Director, Office of Planning and Review 
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
401 M Street, S. W. 
Washington, DC 20460 

Dr. Robert T. Drew 
Inhalation Toxicology Section 
Environmental Biology and Chemistry Branch 
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
P. 0. Box 12233 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 
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Dr. William Durham 
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

Dr. Frederick L. Eldridge 
Professor 
Department of Medicine 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Ms. Minerva T. Fields 
Pharmacology Branch 
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
P. 0. Box 12233 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

Dr. David A. Fraser 
Professor of Environmental Science and Engineering 
School of Public Health 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Dr. Edward Gardner, Jr. 
Scientist Administrator 
Extramural Programs 
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
P. 0. Box 12233 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

Mrs. Jessie Gertman 
National Institute on Aging 
Building 31, Room 4B59 
National Institutes of Health 
Bethesda, MD 20014 

Dr. Don C. Gibson 
National Institute on Aging 
A 708 Landow Building 
7910 Woodmont Avenue 
Bethesda, MD 20014 

Dr. Roger Glass 
60 Haven Avenue 
Apartment 22 C 
New York, NY 10032 

Mr. V. E. Gray 
Lead-Based Paint Program 
U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development 
451 7th Street, S. W. 
Washington, DC 20410 
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Dr. Bernard G. Greenberg 
Dean, School of Public Health 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Dr. Edward Groth 
National Academy of Sciences 
2101 Constitution Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, DC 20418 

Dr. Harry A. Guess 
Environmental Biometry Branch 
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
P. 0. Box 12233 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

Dr. Raymond Harbison 
Department of Pharmacology 
Vanderbilt Medical Center 
Nashville, TN 37232 

Dr. Lowell Harmison 
Special Assistant to the Assistant Secretary for Health, HEW 
5067 HEW North Building 
330 Independence Avenue, S. W. 
Washington, DC 20201 

Dr. Larry G. Hart 
Acting Chief, Pharmacology Branch 
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
P. 0. Box 12233 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

Dr. Robert M. Hehir 
Consumer Product Safety Commission 
5401 West bard A venue 
Bethesda, MD 20207 

Dr. Solomon P. Hersch 
School of Textiles 
North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, NC 27607 

Dr. Lawrence B. Hobson 
Veterans Administration - Central Office 
810 Vermont Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, DC 20420 
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Mr. Alan R. Hough 
Program Analyst 
Extramural Programs 
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
P. 0. Box 12233 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

Mr. Ned Huffman 
Executive Vice President 
Research Triangle Foundation 
P. 0. Box 12255 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

Mr. George Ingle 
Manufacturers Chemists Association 
1825 Connecticut Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, DC 20009 

Ms. Elizabeth Y. James 
Public Information Specialist 
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
P. 0. Box 12233 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

Dr. Kenney Kim 
Professor of Physics 
North Carolina Central University 
1805 Fayetteville Street 
Durham, NC 27707 

Mr. George Kingman 
Executive Officer 
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
P. 0. Box 12233 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

Dr. Henry Kiss man 
Associate Director for Specialized Information Services 
Building 38, Room C6B 
National Library of Medicine 
8600 Rockville Pike 
Bethesda, MD 20014 

Dr. Richard A Laeng 
Office of Policy, Development and Planning 
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health, HEW 
17 A19 Parklawn Building 
5600 Fishers Lane 
Rockville, MD 20852 
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Dr. Cobert D. LeMunyan 
Acting Associate Director for Extramural Programs 
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
P. 0. Box 12233 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

Ms. Jane Lewis 
Assistant Director, Office of Environmental Affairs 
U. S. Department of Commerce 
Washington, DC 20230 

Dr. Michael W. Lieberman 
Environmental Mutagenesis Branch 
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
P. 0. Box 12233 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 

Dr. Ernest Linde 
8604 Bradmoore Drive 
Bethesda, MD 20034 

Mr. Norman Mansfield 
Director, Division of Financial Management 
Office of Administration 
Building 1, Room 32 
National Institutes of Health 
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Dr. Hazel B. Matthews 
Pharmacology Branch 
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
P. 0. Box 12233 
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Mr. Robert J. Mayfield 
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National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences 
P. 0. Box 12233 
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Dr. James M. McCullough 
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Department of Epidemiology 
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Dr. Donald I. McRee 
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INDEX 

A 

Acid rain, 28 
Aerosols, 23, 249. 
Aerosol sprays, 227, 381 
Aflatoxin, 83, 186, 283, 386 
Air pollution, 6, 21-49 

Acute response to, 29, 40, 46· 
Assessment of, 249-251 
Chronic response to, 30, 35, 37, 40, 46 
Disability attributed to, 22 
Early indicators of, 238 
Indoor, 117-120, 227-230 
Measurement of, 224-230 
Research training and manpower 

needs, 444-447, 451, 463-465 
Alcohol, 281, 388 
Alpha emitters, 147, 148 
Allergens, 405-410 

Aeroallergens, 23, 43-47, 370, 407 
Chemical, 407 
Contact dermatitis, 360-364 
Food borne, 80-81, 92 

Altitude, health effects of, 170-172 
Anesthetics, 65, 124, 397, 400 
Animal 

Consumption of poisonous plants by, 
81-82 

Foodstuffs, 90-92 
Arsenic, 89, 99, 199, 

204-208, 362, 395 
Arteriosclerosis, 7, 34, 92, 378-380 
Arthropodbome diseases, 115 
Asbestos, 22, 42-43, 99, 280 

B 

Behavior 
Affective, 338-340 
Compensatory mechanisms, 346 
Effects of inadequate habitats on, 
113-114 
Effects of mutagenesis on, 309 
Effects of noise on, 160-163 
Effects of toxicants on, 3::J6-338 
Effects of vibration on, 167 
Social, 337-338 
Testing of, 344-345 

Behavioral toxicology, 12, 331-347 
Research training and manpower 

needs, 346-347 

Bioconcentration, 188, 193 
Boron, 198 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 57 

C 

Cadmium, 22, 42, 88, 99, 198, 205-207, 
· 378, 389-391, 395 

Carbonaceous nitrogen compounds, 
225 

Carbon disulfide, 342, 395-397, 399 
Carbon monoxide, 6, 22, 25, 33-37, 66, 

102, 117, 381, 395, 397 
Cancer 

Of bladder, 391 
Of blood (leukemia), 391-394 
Of gastrointestinal tract, 376-377 
Of pancreas, 386 
Of skin, 362-363 
Of thyroid, 402 

Carcinogenesis, 10, 279-297, 436 
Mechanisms of, 287-289 
Modifiers of, 290-293 
Quantitative aspects of, 293 
Relationship to mutagenesis, 308-309 
Research training and manpower 

needs, 296-297, 446-448, 455, 458 
Carcinogens 

Aflatoxin, 84 
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Airborne chemicals, 23, 43, 284 
Animal experiments for, 286 
Chemical, 280-293 
Chlorinated hydrocarbons, 199 
Drinking water contaminants, 7, 
93-94, 97-100; 284 
Drugs, 282 
Food as a source of, 282-283 
Household products, 284 
lnsolation, 153 
Interaction between chemical, 

radiation and viral, 295 
Interaction with other diseases, 285 
Ionizing radiation, 144-150, 294, 362 
Nitrosamines, 85 
Occupational, 7, 56, 59-62, 281 
Photochemical oxidants, 39 
Polynuclear aromatics, 210-211 
Short term tests for, 286 
Sources of environmental, 280-284 
Tobacco, 280 
Ultraviolet light, 152-156, 362 
Viruses, 294-295 



Cardiovascular system, 378-381 
Effect of air pollution on, 40 
Effect of carbon monoxide on, 6, 33 
Effect of cholesterol on, 92 
Effect of drinking water on, 7, 94, 

98-99, 101, 378-379 
Effect of noise on, 160-161 
Effect of physical, chemical, and 

psychic interactions on, 103 
Effect of trace metals on, 378-379 
Mutagenesis and disease of, 309, 380 
Occupational health and disease of, 56 
Young infants and disease of, 325 

Catalysts, 105 
Chemical(s) 

Breakdown of, 191 
Carcinogens, 280-293 
Compound, single effect of, 270-271 
Environmental health ranking of, 

255-256 
Human exposure to, 193-194 
Industrial, 254-255 
Injury from consumer products, 117 
Measurement of, 232 
Mutagenic, 304-305 
Research training and manpower 

needs, 195, 457-458, 461, 464 
Speciation, 232 
Transformation, 186-193, 197 

Chromatography 
Gas, 93, 231 
High pressure liquid, 231 
Ion exchange, 233 

Chromium, 42, 99, 198, 204-207 
Cobalt, 379, 386 
Codistillation, 187, 191 
Contaminants, baselines and trends, 

223 
Contraceptives, oral, 282, 326, 386 
Copper, 89, 198, 203, 205-207, 379, 395 

D 
Dairy products, contaminants of, 90 
Demographic variables, 257-258, 

421-430 
Diet 

Imbalances of, 343 
Quantification of, 92 

Disease prevention, 1, 5, 424-425 
Diethylstilbestrol, 282, 292, 323, 404 
Diving, deep sea, 130, 170-172 
Dose-response, 16, 434-435 

And carcinogenesis, 436 
And lung, 370 

And mutagenesis, 436-437 
And neurobehavioral effects, 346 
And occupational health, 57, 61 
And study of mechanisms of toxicity, 

269 
And teratogenesis, 437-438 
To air pollutants, 23-24, 26, 31, 38, 41, 

46-47 
To ionizing radiation, 146, 148 
To physical factors, 8 
To ultraviolet and visible light, 151 
To vibration, 168 
To water contaminants, 93 

Drugs 
As carcinogens, 282 
As teratogens, 324 
Psychoactive, 335 
Psychotropic, 397-399, 400-401 
Residues in animai waste, 202-203 
Veterinary, 90, 92, 235 

E 

Education and personnel, 443-469; see also 
entries for Manpower and training and 
Research training and manpower needs 
M.S. degree programs, 445-446 
Doctoral degree programs, 446-447 
Post-doctoral programs, 447 
Trends in numbers graduating, 

450-455 
Eggs, allergic response to, 92 
Electrostatic fields, 133, 143-144 
Energy 

Forecasting and analysis, 253-354 
Impact of new patterns of, 103-104 
Supply and demand, 129-130 

Environmental 
Assessment, 247-251 
Clinical research, 419-421 
Data management and retrieval, 

13-14, 221-222 
Forecasting, 14, 258-261 
Research training and manpower 

needs, 5-17, 443-473 
Epidemiology, research training and 

manpower needs, 446-448, 462-463 
Ethylene, 209 
Exercise, effect on response to air 

pollutants, 25, 27 
Eye, damage to, 0-00 to 0-00 

F 
Fertilizers, 131, 206-207 
Fluorides, 100 
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Food 
Additives, 85-87, 332 
As a source of carcinogens, 282-283 
Chain, 204 
Chemicals present in, 9, 75-93, 193 
Contaminants, 87-90, 233-235 
Safety, 235 

Fossil fuels, as a source of air 
pollutants, 22, 104 

Fungal 
Invasion, 76 
Toxins (mycotoxins), 7, 83-84, 90 

G 

Gastrointestinal tract, 373-377 
Carcinogenesis and, 376 
Effect of environmental agents on, 

374-375 
Fiber and, 374 
Microorganisms in, 373 
Research needs, 376-377 

Goitrogens, 78-79 

H 

Halogenated hydrocarbons, 89-90, 
95-96, 190-193, 197-199, 257, 284, 293, 

326, 361, 395, 405 
Health, sources of data, 14-16, 419-430 

Clinical environmental resear.<;_h, 
419-421 , 

Federal forms clearance, 430 
Industrial - occupational exposure 

codes, 428-429 
Measurement of exposure, 423-424 
Measurement of health related 

factors, 422-423 
Measurement of precursors of disease, 

426 
Morbidity data, 421-422 
National Center for Health Statistics, 

422 
Privacy and confidentiality, 429-430 
Record linkage, 427-428 
Surveillance of high risk groups, 

424-426 
Hearing, 157-160 
Hemagglutinins, 77-78 
Hematopoietic system, 391-394 

And leukemia, 392-394 
And occupational health, 392-393 

Homeostasis, 354-355 
Hormones, endogenous, 90, 92, 235, 
Hospitals 

Biologic environment of, 123 
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Chemical environment of, 124-125 
Physical environment of, 123-124 
Research needs, 122-125 

Humidity, environmental, 132, 173-174 
Humus, 209 
Hydrogen sulfide, 208 
Hyperkinesis syndrome, 332 
Hypertension, 66, 86, 89, 103 

I 

Immune system, 405-410 
Immunoglobin-E, 44-45 
Impact (mechanical shock), 165-170 
Infectious diseases 

Ef~ects of air pollution on, 40 
Effects of nitrogen dioxide on, 41 
Effects of ozone on, 38-39 
Effects of relative humidity on, 

172-175 
In hospitals, sources and transmission 

of, 116, 123 
Waterborne, 93 

Injury 
Occupational, 66 

Interaction of 
Aeroallergens and chemical 

pollutants, 43-48 
Chemical, radiation and viral carcino

genesis, 295 
Disease and toxicants, 342 
Electromagnetic fields and biologic 

systems, 140 
Environmental agents, 103, 174-175, 

342-343 
Gases and aerosols, 23-24 
Hydrogen sulfide and cobalt or 

mercury, 208 
Light and chemical contaminants, 

156-157, 362-363 
Media, 102 
Metals in man, 205 
Mutagens, 310 
Nitrate aerosols and other gases, 40 
Ozone and sulfur dioxide, 38 
Physical, chemical, and psychic 

factors, 103 
Physical factors, 130 
Radiation and mutagens, 149 

K 

Kidneys, 56, 64, 389-391 
And maternal protective mechanisms, 

321 



Damage by cadmium of, 88, 389-391 
Damage by lead of, 88, 389-391 

Knowledge 
Dissemination and application of, 

69-70, 433 
Extrapolation of, 16 

L 
Lactose intolerance, 91-92 
Lasers, 156 
Leaching-diffusion, 188-193 
Lead, 22, 42, 65, 88, 99, 102, 119, 

198-199, 205, 252, 332, 338, 343, 
389-391, 395 

Learning, impairment of, 335-336 
Light 

Artificial, 156 
Infrared, 132, 174 
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